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PART A.
Chapter 1.

1.

INTRODUCTION AND COMPETENCE
INTRODUCTION

This Written Statement is filed in accordance with the Order of the Court

dated 19 December 2003 in response to the United Nations General Assembly's
request for an advisory opinion on the legal consequences of the construction of a
Wall in the Occupied Palestinian Territory. This introductory chapter examines the
terms of the Request, discusses its scope and outlines the structure of this Written
Statement.

(1)

The Terms of the Request

2.

The request was made by the United Nations General Assembly in

Resolution AIES-10114 of 8 December 2003.

In that resolution, the General

Assembly decided, pursuant to Article 96, paragraph 1, of the United Nations Charter,
to request the International Court of Justice to give an urgent advisory opinion on the
following question:
"What are the legal consequences arising fiom the construction of the
wall being built by Israel, the occupying Power, in the Occupied
Palestinian Territory, including in and around East Jerusalem, as
described in the report of the Secretary-General, considering the rules
and principles of international law, including the Fourth Geneva
Convention of 1949, and relevant Security Council and General
Assembly resolutions?"
3.

The Request was transmitted to the Court by the United Nations Secretary-

General in a letter dated 8 December 2003.'

4.

By an Order dated 19 December 2003, the Court fixed 30 January 2004 as

the time limit within which written statements relating to the question may be
submitted to the Court. Referring to both General Assembly Resolution A/ES-10114
and the report of the UN Secretary-General transmitted to the Court with the request,
and noting "the fact that the General Assembly has granted Palestine a special status
of observer and that the latter is CO-sponsorof the draft resolution requesting the
advisory opinion", the Court decided that "Palestine may also submit to the Court a
written statement on the question within" the time limit of 30 January 2004.

5.

Palestine welcomes the opportunity to take part in the written and oral phases

of this advisory proceeding and to furnish information on al1 aspects raised by the
Request.

6.

It is evident that Palestine is directly concerned with the subject-matter of the

Request and has a special interest in the advisory opinion of the

By deciding

to invite Palestine to participate in this advisory proceeding, the Court acknowledged
that Palestine has such a special interest. As the Court's Order of 19 December 2003
recalls, Palestine was a CO-sponsorof Resolution A/ES-10114 along with 26 Member
States of the United Nations. Palestine spoke in support of Resolution AIES-10114 in
the General ~ s s e m b l ~
Palestine
.~
also spoke in support of Resolution AIES-10113 of
21 October 2003, which was CO-sponsoredby the European Union. In this resolution,
the General Assembly demanded "that Israel stop and reverse the construction of the
1

See ICJ Communiqué 2003142 (10 Dec. 2003).
In connection with the Court's advisory jurisdiction, commentators have referred to "States
and other entities directly concerned." Shabtai Rosenne, The Law and Practice of the International
Court, 1920-1996, Vol. I I (31d ed., 1997), p. 993.

2

wall in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including in and around East Jerusalem,
which is in departure of the Armistice Line of 1949 and is in contradiction to the
relevant provisions of international

7.

la^."^

The preamble to Resolution AIES- 10114 refers to "the confiscation and

destruction of Palestinian land and resources, the disruption of the lives of thousands
of protected civilians and the de facto annexation of large areas of territory" in
connection with Israel's construction of the Wall in Occupied Palestinian Territory.
The resolution also points to "the even more devastating impact of the projected parts
of the wall on the Palestinian civilian population and on the prospects for solving the
Palestinian-Israeli conflict and establishing peace in the region."

(2)

Scope of the Present Request

8.

The terms of the Request establish the scope of the advisory opinion

requested from the Court. It is important at the outset to be clear what this case is
about and what it is not about.

9.

The Court is asked to advise the General Assembly on the legal

consequences arising £rom the construction of the Wall in the Occupied Palestinian
Territory, including in and around East Jerusalem. The existing and proposed route of
the Wall, and its associated regime of restrictions, will be described in more detail in

3

See General Assembly Press Release GAI10216 of 8 December 2003, text from
~www.un.org/News/Press/docs/2003/ga102
16.doc.htm>.
4
See General Assembly Press Release GAI10177 of 20 October 2003, text from
~www.un.org/News/Press/docs/2003/ga10
177.doc.htm>.

Chapter 6. The route of the Wall is shown on the fold-out map which is attached to
this Written Statement.

1O.

The Court is not asked to determine the territorial boundaries of the

Occupied Palestinian Territory. It is not necessary for the Court to determine the
precise boundaries of the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including East Jerusalem, in
order to answer the question posed by the General Assembly. It is sufficient on any
view that a significant length of the Wall runs through Occupied Palestinian Territory,
and that it has major impacts on that territory, both currently and for the future.

11.

Two basic issues are implicit in the question presented to the Court for its

Opinion. The first is the notion of Occupied Palestinian Territory, the territory of the
Palestinian people, a people entitled to self-determination under international law, as
has been repeatedly reaffirmed by the General Assembly and the Security Council.
The second is that the Wall itself and its legal consequences involve not only its
construction but also its operation. For the Wall is not just a fence; it is a regime, a
regime of isolation, discrimination and the denial of rights which does not tally with
its ostensible motive, security. Except for short distances, the Wall has not been and
will not be built along the Green Line, the well-known line separating Israel from the
Occupied Palestinian Territory. Nor is it operated in any way which would be
consistent with its avowed motive of securing Israel from attacks. Rather it is an
attempt unilaterally to change the status of the Occupied Palestinian Territory
including the de facto annexation of large areas, and a precursor of an imposed
unilateral settlement by Israel in lieu of a settlement endorsed by the international
cornrnunity-an

attempt to impose a "solution" in defiance of international law.

12.

In this Written Statement Palestine will focus on the legal issues presented by

the existing and proposed construction and operation of the Wall. To give an opinion
on these legal issues requires some background to Palestine and its legal status, and
this is provided in Chapter 3. But it does not require the Court to resolve al1 issues
that historically have divided, and that presently divide, Palestine fi-om Israel. For the
point is that the Wall is a new, and most serious, cause of further division-of
division to the point of entire exclusion-of permanent separation not of Palestine
fi-om Israel but of one major part of the Occupied Palestinian Territory fi-om the
residue of that territory.

13.

Thus, in this Written Statement, Palestine focuses on the specific question

asked-on the Wall, its effects and its legality. Palestine reserves its position in
respect of al1 questions and issues other than those specifically addressed in this
Written Statement.

(3)

Terminology

14.

The following phrases and terms are frequently used in this Written

Statement. and are defined as follows:

Additional Protocols:

Protocol 1 Additional to the Geneva Conventions and
relating to the Protection of Victims of International
Armed Conflicts, and Protocol II Additional to the
Geneva Conventions and relating to the Protection of
Victims of Non-International Armed Conflicts adopted
8 June 1977, entry into force 7 December 1978, text
published in 1125 U.N.T.S. 3 (1979). Protocol 1 is
included as Dossier no. 61 accompanying the UN
Secretary-General's submission.

Additional Protocol 1:

Protocol 1 Additional to the Geneva Conventions and
relating to the Protection of Victims of International
Armed Conflicts, adopted 8 June 1977, entry into force
7 December 1978. Protocol 1 is included as Dossier no.
61 accompanying the UN Secretary-General's
submission.

Bertini Report:

Mission Report by Ms. Catherine Bertini, Persona1
Humanitarian Envoy of the Secretary-General, of
19 August 2002 included as Annex 14 in Annex
Volume 2 accompanying this Written Statement.

B'Tselem 2002 Report:

the May 2002 report of B'Tselem (the Israeli
Information Center for Human Rights in the Occupied
Territories) entitled "Land Grab: Israel S Settlement
Policy in the West Bank" included as Annex 12 in
Annex Volume 2 accompanying this Written Statement.

B'Tselem 2003 Report:

the April 2003 report of B'Tselem entitled "Behind the
Barrier: Human Rights Violations as a result of Israel's
Separation Barrier" included as Annex 13 in Annex
Volume 2 accompanying this Written Statement.

Closed Zone:

the zone, sometimes also referred to as "buffer zone,"
"seam zone" or "security zone," constituted by the area
between the Green Line and the Wall.

Declaration ofPrinciples:

the Declaration of Principles on Interim SelfGovernment Arrangements concluded between Israel
and the Palestine Liberation Organisation in
Washington, D.C. on 13 September 1993 as part of the
Oslo Peace Process, text published in Palestine Year
Book of International Law, vol. 7 (1992-1994), p. 230;
included as Dossier no. 65 accompanying the UN
Secretary-General's submission.

Dugard Report (2003):

the Report of the Special Rapporteur of the Commission
on Human Rights, John Dugard, on the situation of
human rights in the Palestinian territories occupied by
Israel since 1967, submitted in accordance with
Commission Resolution 199312 A, UN Doc.
ElCN.41200416 (8 September 2003); included as Annex
6 in Annex Volume 2 accompanying this Written
Statement.

Fourth Geneva Convention: Geneva Convention IV Relative to the Protection of
Civilian Persons in Time of War, done at Geneva on 12
August 1949, 75 U.N.T.S. 287 (1950); included as
Dossier no. 60 accompanying the UN SecretaryGeneral's submission.

Geneva Conventions:

collectively, the Geneva Convention 1 for the
Amelioration of the Condition of the Wounded and Sick
in Armed Forces in the Field, the Geneva Convention II
for the Amelioration of the Condition of Wounded, Sick
and Shipwrecked Members of Anned Forces at Sea, the
Geneva Convention III relative to the Treatment of
Prisoners of War, and the Geneva Convention IV
relative to the Protection of Civilian Persons of War,
adopted 12 August 1949,75 U.N.T.S. (1950).

Green Line:

for purposes only of this Written Statement, the line
defined in the Armistice Agreement concluded in 1949
between Israel and Jordan.

ICCPR:

the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights,
999 U.N.T.S. 172 (1983); included as Dossier no. 62
accompanying the UN Secretary-General' s submission.

ICESCR:

the International Covenant on Economic, Social and
Cultural Rights, 993 U.N.T.S. 3 (1983); included as
Dossier no. 63 accompanying the UN SecretaryGeneral's submission.

ICRC:

the International Committee of the Red Cross.

IDF:

Israel Defense Forces.

ILC:

the International Law Commission of the United
Nations.

ILC Articles:

the Articles on Responsibility of States for
Internationally Wrongful Acts adopted by the ILC on 9
August 200 1.

Hague Regulations:

the Annex to the 1907 Hague Convention IV
Respecting the Laws and Customs of War on Land, 18
October 1907, 36 Stat. 2277, T.S. No. 539; included as
Dossier no. 57 accompanying the UN SecretaryGeneral's submission.

Occupied Palestinian Territory or OPT: the Palestinian territory of the West Bank,
including East Jerusalem, and the Gaza Strip occupied
by Israel since 1967, as further explained in Chapter 7
of this Written Statement. This tenn is sometimes
referred to in this Written Statement as the "Occupied
Palestinian Territory, including East Jerusalem".

Oslo Accords:

the agreements and protocols concluded between Israel
and the Palestine Liberation Organisation as part of the
Oslo Peace Process between 1993 and 1999 and
detailed in Chapter 3 of this Written Statement.

Oslo Peace Process:

the 1990s Israeli-Palestinian peace process leading to
the Oslo Accords.

Quartet:

the collective of the United States, the Russian
Federation, the European Union and the United Nations
responsible for current peace initiatives, including the
Road Map.

Road Map:

the Performance Based Roadmap to a Permanent TwoState Solution to the Israeli-Palestinian Conflict, UN
Doc. SI20031259 (2003), endorsed by the United
Nations Security Council in its Resolution 1515 adopted
on 19 November 2003, UN Doc. SIRES11515 (2003);
included as Dossier no. 70 accompanying the UN
Secretary-General's submission.

Wall:

the integrated system of concrete walls, fences
(including electric fences), barriers, barbed wire zones,
ditches, trenches, trace paths, patrol roads, and fortified
guard towers being built by Israel in the Occupied
Palestinian Territory, as shown on the maps listed in
Annex Volume 1 accompanying this Written Statement,
including the regime (regulations, measures, policies,
actions and practices) pertaining thereto and further
described in Chapter 6 of this Written Statement.

UNRWA:

the United Nations Relief and Works Agency for
Palestine Refugees in the Near East created by United
Nations General Assembly Resolution 302 (IV) of 8
December 1949.

UNSCOP:

the United Nations Special Committee on Palestine
established by the United Nations General Assembly on
15 May 1947.

Ziegler Report:

the report of the Special Rapporteur of the Commission
on Human Rights, Jean Ziegler, on the right to food in
the Occupied Palestinian Territories occupied by Israel
since 1967, UN Doc. E1CN.4120041101Add.2 of 31
October 2003; included as Dossier no. 56
accompanying the UN Secretary-General's submission.

(4)

Structure of this Written Statement

15.

This Written Statement is divided into four Parts.

Chapter 2, which

completes this Part A, argues that the Request is admissible and that, in accordance
with its constant jurisprudence, the Court should respond to it.

16.

Part B addresses the Factual Background to the Request. It consists of three

Chapters. Chapter 3 outlines a chronology of the main developments concerning
Palestine, so far as they are relevant to the Request. Chapter 4 explains how Israel's
history of attempts unilaterally to change the legal status of the Occupied Palestinian
Territory threatens to culminate in the Wall and its consequences. Chapter 5 discusses
Israel's practices as Occupying Power, explaining the current security situation as this
relates to and is exacerbated by the Wall. Part C (Chapter 6) examines the route and
regime of the Wall.

17.

Part D examines the legal considerations raised by the Request. The first two

Chapters (Chapters 7 and 8) are concerned with the applicable law. Chapter 7
establishes that Israel is in occupation of Palestinian Territory, which is affected by
the regime of the Wall. Chapter 8 outlines the applicable international law in the
Occupied Palestinian Territory. Chapter 9 outlines the principal violations of the
applicable law by Israel through the construction and maintenance of the regime of
the Wall. Chapter 10 examines the consequences of these violations in terms of denial
of self-determination to the people of Palestine. The legal consequences for Israel and
the international community are examined in Chapter 11.

18.

The Written Statement ends with a summary of conclusions. Attached to the

Written Statement are three appendices.

19.

Annexed to this Written Statement is a volume of maps and graphics

(Volume l), and 14 documentary annexes, mostly consisting of published reports on
the Wall fiom third parties, which are reproduced for the convenience of the Court
(Volume 2).

Chapter 2.
THE COURT IS COMPETENT TO GIVE THE ADVISORY
OPINION REQUESTED, AND THERE ARE NO COMPELLING REASONS
PREVENTING THE COURT FROM GIVING ITS OPINION
(1)

The Court is competent to give the requested advisory opinion

20.

Article 96, paragraph 1, of the United Nations Charter provides:
"The General Assembly or the Security Council may request the
International Court of Justice to give an advisory opinion on any legal
question."

21.

Article 65, paragraph 1, of the Court's Statute stipulates:
"The Court may give an advisory opinion on any legal question at the
request of whatever body may be authorized by or in accordance with
the Charter of the United Nations to make such a request."

22.

These two provisions suffice to establish the competence of the

General Assembly to request an advisory opinion fiom the Court and the
competence of the Court to give the requested opinion.5

(a)

23.

Jurisdiction ratione personae: the request was made bv a duly
authorized ornan

As the Court explained in its reply to the General Assembly's most recent

request for an advisory opinion:
"For the Court to be competent to give an advisory opinion, it is thus
necessary at the outset for the body requesting the opinion to be
'authorized by or in accordance with the Charter of the United Nations
to make such a request. The Charter provides in Article 96, paragraph
1, that: 'The General Assembly or the Security Council may request
the International Court of Justice to give an advisory opinion on any
legal question."76

5

As the Court reiterated in its most recent Opinion, "the advisory nature of the Court's
function ... is govemed by the terms of the Charter and of the Statute." Difference relating to
Immunity from Legal Process of a Special Rapporteur of the Commission on Human Rights, Advisory
Opinion, I. C.J. Reports 1999, p. 62, para. 26.
6
Legalig ofthe Threat or Use of Nuclear Weapons, Advisory Opinion, I.C.J. Reports 1996, p.
226, at 232, para. 11.

24.

Referring to Articles 10-13 of the Charter, the Court concluded that "in the

present case, the General Assembly has competence in any event to seise the court."'

25.

In making the request the General Assembly is also acting in the spirit of the

recommendation set forth in its Resolution 171A (II) of 14 November 1947 on the
"Need for greater use by the United Nations and its organs of the International Court
of ~ustice,"' and in the context of the cal1 by former UN Secretary-General BoutrosGhali in his "Agenda for Peace" that "United Nations organs turn to the Court more
frequently for advisory opinions."9 Consecutive Presidents of the Court have made
appeals before the General Assembly for greater recourse to the advisory function of
the court."

(b)
26.

The Resolution was validlv adopted from the procedural point of view

The Court's jurisprudence affirms the presumption of validity of a resolution

of a properly constituted organ of the United Nations.

In reply to South Afi-ica's

argument that the resolution of the Security Council which requested an advisory
opinion of the Court in the Namibia Case was invalid, the Court stated:
"A resolution of a properly constituted organ of the United Nations
which is passed in accordance with that organ7srules of procedure, and
is declared by its President to have been so passed, must be presumed
to have been validly adopted."l l

7

Ibid. at 233, para. 11.
AIRESI171A (II), United Nations, Repertory of the United Nations Organs, vol. V , Articles
92-1 11 of the Charter. See also the Assembly's fresh appeal contained in resolution 3232 (XXIX),
"Review of the role of the International Court of Justice."
9
Boutros Boutros-Ghali, Agenda for Peace, 1992, p. 22.
IO
See, e.g., I.C.J. Yearbook 1991-1992, p. 205, at 210-21 1; I.C.J. Yearbook 1992-1993, p. 249,
at 252; I.C.J. Yearbook 1994-1995, p. 207, at 213; I.C.J. Yearbook 1995-1996, p. 270, at 281; I.C.J.
Yearbook 1997-1998, p. 288, at 292.
II
Legal Consequencesfor States of the Continued Presence ofSouth Africa in Namibia (South
West Africa) notwithstanding Security Council Resolution 276 (1970), Advisory Opinion, I. C.J. Reports
8

27.

Resolution AJES-10114 of 8 December 2003 was adopted by a recorded vote

of 90 in favour to eight against.

The resolution was properly adopted by the

constitutionally required majority of the members of the United Nations which voted
on the matter. It must be considered as the expression of the legally valid will of the
General Assembly.

28.

The number of abstentions and absences from the vote has no effect on the

validity and procedural regularity of the resolution adopting the request. Rule 86 of
the Assembly's Rules of ~rocedure'~
defines the terms "members present and voting,"
which appear in paragraphs 2 and 3 of Article 18 of the United Nations Charter to
mean members casting an affirmative or negative vote and so as to exclude those that
abstain or are absent Tom the vote. A long practice of the General Assembly has
supported and applied this Rule.

29.

In any event, as the Court stated in the Opinion it gave in 1996 concerning

the Legality of the Threat or Use of Nuclear Weapons:
"Once the Assembly has asked, by adopting a resolution, for an
advisory opinion on a legal question, the Court ... will not have regard
... to the distribution of votes in respect of the adopted res~lution."'~

1971, p. 16, at 22, para. 20; see also Legality of the Use by a State of Nuclear Weapons in Armed
Conjlict, Advisory Opinion, I.C.J. Reports 1996, p. 66, at 82, para. 29.
12
See UN Doc. Al5201Rev. 15.
13
Legality of the Threat or Use of Nuclear Weapons, Advisory Opinion, I.C.J. Reports 1996, p.
226, at 237, para. 16. The fact that the resolution embodying the request in that instance had been
"adopted with substantial numbers of negative votes and abstentions (Le., 78 votes in favour, to 43
against, with 38 abstentions) obviously did not prevent the Court from rendering its advisory opinion.
Ibid. at 255, para. 7 1.

(c)
30.

The Resolution adopting the request was intra vires the Assembly

Pursuant to Article 96, paragraph 1, of the United Nations Charter, the

General Assembly "may request" an advisory opinion from the Court.

Having

decided to make the request, the presumption must be that the General Assembly has
validly exercised its power in this particular case. To place a restrictive interpretation
on the power of the General Assembly to initiate advisory proceedings on a legal
question would run contrary to the clear intention of Article 96 of the Charter.

31.

Unlike "[olther organs of the United Nations and specialized agencies,"

whose power to request advisory opinions is restricted to legal questions "arising
within the scope of their activities," the Assembly's power is not so restricted under
Article 96 of the Charter. The Court has affirmed the Assembly's broad authorization
under the charter.14

32.

The powers of the General Assembly are broadly stated in Chapter IV of the

United Nations Charter and include the power to "discuss any questions or any matter
within the scope of the present Charter ... ." (Article 10). The question falls squarely
within the ambit of the Assembly's extensive mandate under the Charter, which
embraces a broad scope of activities. This mandate includes questions of human
rights, self-determination and decolonization. In addition, Article 11 of the Charter
authorizes the General Assembly to (a) consider general principles of CO-operationin
the maintenance of international peace and security (Article 11, paragraph l), and (b)
discuss any questions relating to the maintenance of international peace and security
14

See ibid., at 233, para. I l . That the drafters of the Charter intended to provide the General
Assembly with a general access to the advisory system was underscored by a former President of the

brought before it by any member of the United Nations or, in certain circumstances, a
State which is not a member of the United Nations (Article 11, paragraph 2).

33.

Thus, issues pertaining to the situation of human rights, self-determination,

the use of force et al. in the Palestinian territory occupied by Israel since 1967,
including the legal consequences of the construction and operation of the Wall in the
Occupied Palestinian Territory, fa11 squarely within the General Assembly's express
powers and activities as provided by its constituent instrument.

34.

As the practice of the General Assembly confirms, the subject-matter of the

request is one the Assembly has regularly addressed in the course of its activities. Its
long-standing interest and engagement in Palestine and in the right to selfdetermination, and the maintenance of other human rights, of the Palestinian people is
well-known.

It has been manifested in the annual debates of several of the

Assembly's main committees relating inter alia to self-determination and
decolonization in general and the question of Palestine in particular; in the regular
meetings of the Assembly's Committee on the Exercise of the Inalienable Rights of
the Palestinian People since 1975; in plenary debates concerning the question of
Palestine, and the many Assembly resolutions on that question; in the holding of the
tenth emergency special session on "Illegal Israeli actions in Occupied East Jerusalem
and the rest of the Occupied Palestinian Territory," (dating back to 1997, when Israel
began construction of a new settlement south of East ~erusalem);'~
and also in the

Court in a statement before the Sixth Committee of the General Assembly in 1994. See I.C.J.
Yearbook 1994-1995,p. 215, at 219.
15
Thus, resolution AIES-10113 of 21 October 2003, adopted by a vote of 144 in favour to four
against, demanded "that Israel stop and reverse the construction of the Wall in the Occupied Palestinian
Territory, including in and around East Jerusalem, which is in departure of the Armistice Line of 1949

commissioning of numerous studies on the situation of human rights in the Palestinian
territories occupied by Israel since 1967, including the section regarding the wa11.16
Thus, the practice of the General Assembly confirms both its competence in this case
and its present active involvement in the issue. The Assembly clearly has an interest
in knowing the legal effects of Israel's occupation of the Palestinian territories
occupied since 1967, and more particularly in the legal consequences of the
construction of the Wall being built by Israel in the Occupied Palestinian Territory,
including in and around East Jerusalem.17

35.

The question submitted relates to a matter of direct concern to the United

Nations. Violations of the United Nations Charter are of such concern. The report of
8 September 2003 of the Special Rapporteur of the Commission on Human Rights on

the situation in the Palestinian territories occupied by Israel since 1967, which is
referenced in Resolution MES-10114, characterized the construction of the Wall as
"conquest in international law, ... prohibited by the Charter of the United
Nations ... ."18

The United Nations at large has an interest in assuring strict

compliance by its Member States with the purposes and provisions of the Charter,
including with respect to the resolutions adopted under the Charter by its main bodies.
Israel has a long record of non-compliance with the pertinent resolutions of the
and is in contradiction to relevant provisions of international law." The resolution embodying the
request for an advisory opinion was adopted as part of the Assembly's tenth emergency special session.
16
See. e.g., the report of the UN Secretary-General of 28 November 2003, UN Doc. AIES101248. The Secretary-General's report was submitted pursuant to paragraph 3 of General Assembly
resolution AIES-10113. Cf. Legality of the Threat or Use of Nuclear Weapons, Advisory Opinion,
I.C.J. Reports 1996, p. 226, at 233, para. 12. Other recent examples are the reports of the Special
Committee to Investigate Israeli Practices Affecting the Human Rights of the Palestinian People and
Other Arabs of the Occupied Territories (UN Doc. Al581311) and of the Special Political and
Decolonization Committee (Fourth Committee) (UN Doc. Al581473 and Corr. 1) referenced in General
Assembly resolution A/RES/58/99 of 9 December 2003 and resolution A/RES/58/97 of 9 December
2003.

Security Council and the General Assembly, including most recently Resolution
AIES-10113 of 21 October 2003, as confirmed by the Secretary-General of the United
Nations in his report dated 28 November 2003. This led to the Assembly's request for
an advisory opinion embodied in Resolution AIES- 10114.

(d) Jurisdiction ratione materiae: the Court is asked to give an opinion on
a legal question
36.

Both Article 96, paragraph 1, of the United Nations Charter and Article 65,

paragraph 1, of the Court's Statute require that the question forming the subjectmatter of the request should be a "legal question." As explained below, the advisory
opinion requested in the present case relates to a "legal question" within the meaning
of those provisions.

37.

It should be recalled that it is for the requesting organ -and not for a Member

State- to formulate the terms of a question that it wishes to ask.19 The objective of the
question is clear: to determine the legal consequences of the construction of the Wall
being built by Israel in the Occupied Palestinian Territory in light of the applicable
international legal f i a m e ~ o r k . ~ ~

17
Cf. Resewations to the Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of
Genocide, Advisory Opinion, I.C.J. Reports 1951, p. 19.
18
See Dugard Report (2003), at 2,8, para. 14.
19
See Difference relating to Immunity from Legal Process of a Special Rapporteur of the
Commission on Human Rights, Advisory Opinion, I.C.J. Reports 1999, p. 62, para. 36.
20
Cf. Legality of the Threat or Use of Nuclear Weapons, Advisory Opinion, I.C.J. Reports
1996, p. 226, at 238, para. 20.

38.

The question put by the General Assembly in this case is similar to the one

which led the Court to give the Opinion in 1971 concerning the Legal Consequences
for States of the Continued Presence of South AJi-ica in Namibia (South West Afiica)
notwithstanding Security Council Resolution 2 76 (1970) .21

39.

As the Court stated in the Opinion it gave in 1975 in Western Sahara,

questions:
"framed in terms of law and rais[ing] problems of international law ...
are by their very nature susceptible of a reply based on law ... [and]
appear ... to be questions of a legal ~haracter."~~

40.

The Court can give a legal answer to the question posed in this case. The

advisory opinion requested by the General Assembly relates to "the legal
consequences" of the construction of the Wall in the Occupied Palestinian Territory
"considering the rules and principles of international law, including the Fourth
Geneva Convention of 1949, and relevant Securily Council and General Assembly
resolutions." This language makes it clear that the Request concerns the international
legal aspects of the construction of the Wall, and only such aspects. To rule on the
legal consequences of the construction of the Wall in the Occupied Palestinian
Territory, the Court must identiQ the existing "rules and principles of international
law," interpret them and apply them to the construction and operation of the Wall,
thus offering a reply to the question posed based on international

21

la^.^^

Legal Consequencesfor States of the Continued Presence of South Africa in Namibia (South
West Africa) notwithstanding Security Council Resolution 276 (1970), Advisory Opinion, I.C.J. Reports
1971, p. 16, at 17, para. 1 ("What are the legal consequences for States of the continued presence of
South Africa in Namibia, notwithstanding Security Council resolution 276 (1970)?").
22
Western Sahara, Advisory Opinion, 1.C.J. Reports 1975, p. 18, para. 15. See also Legality of
the Threat or Use of Nuclear Weapons,Advisory Opinion, I.C.J. Reports 1996, p. 226, at 234, para. 13.
23
Cf. Legality of the Threat or Use of Nuclear Weapons, Advisory Opinion, I.C.J. Reports
1996, p. 226, at 234, para. 13. The question of the applicability of a treaty, of which the Fourth Geneva

41.

The question posed in this case is not an abstract question, but is directly

related to a specific instance, or concrete situation, namely, Israel's construction and
operation of the Wall in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including in and around
East ~ e r u s a l e m . The
~ ~ Request arose from circumstances of practical necessity and
urgency. (Indeed, since the Request was made there seems to have been a fùrther
increase in the rate of construction of the Wall.) The question posed does not require
the Court to make speculative statements.

Convention referred to in the request constitutes an example, to a given situation has been dealt with by
the Court under its advisory junsdiction. See, e.g., Interpretation of Peace Treaties with Bulgaria,
Hungary and Rumania, First Phase, Advisory Opinion, I.C.J. Reports 1950, p. 71; Applicability of the
Obligation to Arbitrate under Section 21 of the United Nations Headquarters Agreement of 26 June
1947, Advisory Opinion, I.C.J. Reports 1988, p. 12, at 26, para. 33; Applicability of Article VI, Section
22, of the Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of the United Nations, Advisory Opinion, I.C.J.
Reports 1989, p. 177, at 187, para. 28 ("The question which is the subject of the request, involving as it
does the interpretation of an international convention in order to determine its applicability, is a legal
question."); Difference relating to Immunity from Legal Process of a Special Rapporteur of the
Commission on Human Rights, Advisory Opinion, I.C.J. Reports 1999, p. 62, at 187, para. 26.
Moreover, the Court has consistently affirmed that the interpretation of treaty provisions constitutes "an
essentially judicial task" (Certain Expenses of the United Nations, Advisory Opinion, I.C.J. Reports
1962, p. 155; Conditions ofAdmission of a State to Membership in the United Nations (Article 4 of the
Charter), Advisory Opinion, I.C.J. Reports 1947-1948, p. 61 ("[tlo determine the meaning of a treaty
provision ... is a problem of interpretation and consequently a legal question"); Competence of the
General Assembly for the Admission of a State to the United Nations, Advisory Opinion, I.C.J. Reports
1950, pp. 6-7; Interpretation of the Agreement of 25 March 1951 between the WHO and Egypt,
Advisory Opinion, I.C.J. Reports 1980, p. 87, para. 33. In its most recent Opinion, the Court concluded
that the condition of a legal question was satisfied based on the fact that the opinion requested related
to the interpretation of a treaty that was mentioned in the request. See Difference relating to Immunity
from Legal Process of a Special Rapporteur of the Commission on Human Rights, Advisory Opinion,
I.C.J. Reports 1999, p. 62, para. 26. The terms of the request in that case did not specifically invite the
Court to engage in an interpretation of the treaty referred to in the request. While the request in this
case specifically mentions the Fourth Geneva Convention, the wording of the request ("considering the
rules and principles of international law, including") indicates that its scope is not limited to that or any
other treaty.
24
Regarding the nature of the legal question, the Court has declared: "According to Article 96
of the Charter and Article 65 of the Statute, the Court may give an opinion on any legal question,
abstract or otherwise." Conditions of Admission of a State to Membership in the United Nations
(Article 4 of the Charter), Advisory Opinion, 1948, I.C.J. Reports 1947-1948, p. 57, at 61. See also
Effect of Awards of Compensation made by the United Nations Administrative Tribunal, Advisory
Opinion, I.C.J. Reports 1954, p. 47, 51; Legal Consequences for States of the Continued Presence of
South Africa in Namibia (South West Africa) notwithstanding Security Council Resolution 276 (1970),
Advisory Opinion, 1.C.J. Reports 1971, p. 16, at 27, para. 40; Legality of the Threat or Use of Nuclear
Weapons, Advisory Opinion, I.C.J. Reports 1996, p. 226, at 236, para. 14.

42.

Most, at least, of the significant facts in this case are uncontroversial. The

establishment of certain facts in this case is clearly within the scope of the Court's
judicial function and cannot transform the question into a non-legal one."

43.

The facts upon which the Court can rely in responding to the Request are

well-documented. They are before the Court in the documents accompanying the
Request, in particular the report of the Secretary-General referenced in the resolution
, ' ~ the report of the Special Rapporteur of the United
embodying the ~ e ~ u e s t and
Nations Commission of Human Rights on the situation of human rights in the
Palestinian territories occupied by Israel since 1967.'~ The Secretary-General's report
informed the United Nations membership in clear and unambiguous terms that
construction of the Wall was ongoing. It also described the construction and other
activity in relation to the route of the Wall and its humanitarian and socio-economic
impact on the Palestinian people. It is undisputed, and is amply supported by those
reports and by the documents annexed to this Written Statement, that Israel is
25

As the Court has explained on a previous occasion: "The Govemment of South Africa has
also expressed doubts as to whether the Court is competent to, or should, give an opinion, if, in order to
do so, it should have to make findings as to extensive factual issues. In the view of the Court, the
contingency that there may be factual issues underlying the question posed does not alter its character
as a 'legal question' as envisaged in Article 96 of the Charter. The reference in this provision to legal
questions cannot be interpreted as opposing legal to factual issues. Normally, to enable a court to
pronounce on legal questions, it must also be acquainted with, take into account and, if necessary, make
findings as to the relevant factual issues. The limitation of the powers of the Court contended for by
the Govemment of South Africa has no basis in the Charter or the Statute." Legal Consequences for
States of the Continued Presence of South Afiica in Namibia (South West Africa) notwithstanding
Security Council Resolution 276 (1970), Advisory Opinion, I.C.J. Reports 1971, p. 16, at 27, para. 40.
Moreover, "a mixed question of law and fact is none the less a legal question within the meaning of
Article 96, paragraph 1, of the Charter and Article 65, paragraph 1, of the Statute." Western Sahara,
Advisory Opinion, 1.C.J. Reports 1975, p. 12, at 19, para. 17.
26
See UN Doc. AIES-101248. The Secretary-General's report was based in large part on
information from United Nations offices on the ground in the Occupied Palestinian Territory (including
field monitoring), World Bank reports, a World Food Programme Survey, Israeli Ministry of Defense
documents (including an officia1 map of the route of the Wall, Israeli Cabinet Decisions, and military
Orders), and other materials available to the United Nations, including those in the public domain. See
id. at paras. 2-3, 6, 9, 23 and 25. The Secretary-General's report also notes that Israel and Palestine
were consulted in the preparation of the report and includes a summary of their legal positions in
Annex 1 and II. See id. at para. 2.

constructing and maintaining a Wall in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, and what
the existing and projected course, location and impact of the Wall is.

44.

The Assembly's request seeks the Court's advice on the legal consequences

of the construction of the Wall in the Occupied Palestinian Territory "as described in
the report of the Secretary-General."

Despite the different context, the views

expressed by the Court in its most recent Opinion are apposite for purposes of the
present case. In that instance, the request fiom the requesting body included the
words "taking into account the circumstances set out in paragraphs 1 to 15 of the note
of the Secretary-General ... ." The Court reached the following conclusion based on
these words:
"It is clear that the reference in the request to the note of the SecretaryGeneral was made in order to provide the Court with the basic facts to
which to refer in making its d e c i ~ i o n . " ~ ~

45.

Similarly, the Report of the Secretary-General was included in the request

embodied in Resolution AIES-10/14 in order to provide the Court with the basic facts
to which to refer in making its decision in the present case. The Court can render its
advisory opinion based on these basic facts, and as necessary on other facts of public
record.

27

See Dugard Report (2003).
Difference relating to Immunity from Legal Process of a Special Rapporteur of the
Commission on Human Rights, Advisory Opinion, I.C.J. Reports 1999, p. 62, para. 39. Similarly, the
Court's predecessor once decided that "it must accept the findings of the Committee [appointed by the
League of Nations to investigate the matter to which the request for advisory opinion related] on issues
of fact unless in the records submitted to the Court there is evidence to refute them." Jurisdiction of the
European Commission on the Danube, Advisory Opinion, 1927, P.C.I.J., Series B, No. 14, p. 46.
28

(2)

There are no compelling reasons preventing the Court from giving the
requested advisory opinion

46.

Notwithstanding the permissive language of Article 65, paragraph 1, of the

Court's Statute, and the affirmation by the Court, since the Eastern Carelia Case in
1923 (which shall be discussed at length later), that the exercise of its consultative
function is "discretionary," the present Court has never declined to give a requested
advisory opinion through an exercise of discretion. Indeed, no admissible request for
an advisory opinion fi-om any organ has ever been refused.

Already in 1950, this Court declared:

47.

"The reply of the Court, itself an 'organ of the United Nations',
represents its participation in the activities of the Organization, and, in
principle, should not be r e f u ~ e d . " ~ ~

48.

Still more emphatically, in 1956, the Court said that only "compelling

reasons" would lead it to refuse giving a requested opinion. 30 On a more recent
occasion, the Court sumrnarized its practice in the granting of advisory opinions as
follows:
"The Court has constantly been mindful of its responsibilities as 'the
principal judicial organ of the United Nations' (Charter, Art. 92).
When considering each request, it is mindful that it should not, in
principle, refuse to give an advisory opinion. In accordance with the
jurisprudence of the Court, only 'compelling reasons' could lead it to
such a refusa1 ... There has been no refusal, based on the discretionary
power of the Court, to act u on a request for advisory opinion in the
history of the present Court."

T:'

29

Interpretation of Peace Treaties with Bulgaria, Hungary and Rumania, First Phase,
Advisory Opinion, I.C.J. Reports 1950, p. 65, at 71.
30
Judgments of the Administrative Tribunal of the I L 0 upon Complaints Made against
UNESCO, Advisory Opinion, I.C.J. Reports 1956, p. 86.
31
Legality of the Threat or Use of Nuclear Weapons, Advisory Opinion, I.C.J. Reports 1996, p.
226,235, para. 14 (including references to earlier jurisprudence).

(a)

49.

The question put to the Court is both urgent and relevant, and is likely
to have a practical and contemporary effect

The Court has declared that:
"[tlhe h c t i o n of the Court is to give an opinion based on law, once it
has come to the conclusion that the questions put to it are relevant and
have a practical and contemporary effect, and consequently, are not
devoid of object and purpose."32

50.

By Resolution AIES-10114, the General Assembly requested the Court

"urgently to render its advisory opinion" on the question submitted. The urgency and
relevance of the question are underscored by the events which have taken place since
the Request was received by the Registry of the Court. Thus, on 18 December 2003,
only eight days after the Court received the Assembly's request, Israel's Prime
Minister gave a keynote address at the "Herzliya Conference" in which he laid out a
"Disengagement Plan" according to which Israel would soon take unilateral measures
affecting Israel's borders with Palestine. The Prime Minister said specifically: "Israel
will greatly accelerate the construction of the security fence." The speech leaves no
doubt about plans to impose a unilateral settlement on the Palestinian territory
occupied by Israel by severing them along the line of the Wall.

51.

It is evident that an advisory opinion on the request made by the General

Assembly will be of great practical value and of real importance for the Assembly in
its consideration of the situation. Resolution AIES-10113 of 2 1 October 2003,
constituting the Assembly's first pronouncement on the Wall, referred in paragraph 3
to " f i h e r actions [which] should be considered, if necessary, within the United

Nations system." In this context, it does not matter that legal aspects relating to the
Wall are being considered in other fora, including Israel's highest court.33
Consequently, the question put to the Court is not devoid of object or purpose.34

52.

The request by the General Assembly in this case gives the Court an

opportunity to clari@ important questions of international law of direct and practical
relevance to an item which has been on the agenda of the General Assembly for many
years, and as to which the General Assembly has been a major a ~ t o r . ~Answering
'
the
request by the Court would enlighten the Assembly on the legal aspects involved and
the legal context for its continuing involvement in the future of ~ a l e s t i n e . ~ ~

53.

An advisory opinion on the specific question put to the Court would not

adversely affect the ongoing efforts to solve the larger Israeli-Palestinian question.
On the contrary, a statement by the Court on the legal consequences of the
construction of the Wall in the Occupied Palestinian Territory under international law
can facilitate such efforts by authoritatively establishing the present legal situation.
An independent and impartial pronouncement by the Court on the legal consequences
of Israel's construction of the Wall is in no way incompatible with the pursuit of
negotiations, now or in the future.

32

Western Sahara, Advisory Opinion, I.C.J. Reports 1975, p. 12, at 37, para. 73.
See Legality of the Threat or Use of Nuclear Weapons, Advisory Opinion, I.C.J. Reports
1996, p. 226, at 233, para. 12.
34
Cf. Western Sahara, Advisory Opinion, I.C.J. Reports 1975, p. 12, at 37, para. 73.
35
Cf. id. at 37, para. 72 ("In general, an opinion given by the Court in the present proceedings
will fumish the General Assembly with elements of a legal character relevant to its further treatment of
the decolonization of Westem Sahara.").
36
See Applicability of Article VI, Section 22, of the Convention on the Privileges and
Immunities of the United Nations, Advisory Opinion, I.C.J. Reports 1989, p. 177, at 188-189, para. 3 1
("The jurisdiction of the Court under Article 96 of the Charter and Article 65 of the Statute, to give
advisory opinions on legal questions, enables United Nations entities to seek guidance from the Court
in order to conduct their activities in accordance with law.").
33

54.

Rather, it is actions such as Israe17s decision to continue and accelerate its

construction of the Wall in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, especially in and
around East Jerusalem, notwithstanding the resolutions of the United Nations which
are far more likely to be detrimental to on-going efforts, in the United Nations and
elsewhere, to solve the larger Israeli-Palestinian question. Palestine maintains its
hope that Israel will cease its construction activities in the face of these advisory
proceedings. Continued construction and operation of the Wall can only destroy the
potential for any negotiated settlement of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict.

(b)
55.

The Eastern Carelia Case is distinguishable from the present case

The precedent of the Eastern Carelia Case as dealt with by the Permanent

Court of International Justice is of no relevance to the present case.37 In that case, the
Council of the League of Nations had asked the Permanent Court if the Treaty
between Finland and Russia of 14 October 1920 and its Annex relating to the
recognition of the autonomy of Eastern Carelia, a Russian region, was binding on the
Soviet Federative Republic of Russia. The Council had adopted its resolution after
Finland, a Member State of the League of Nations, brought a contentious dispute
between itself and Soviet Russia, a non-Member State, before the Council
notwithstanding the fact that Soviet Russia rejected the invitation to submit the
question of Eastern Carelia to the examination of the Council on the basis of Article
17 of the Covenant of the League.

37

Status ofEastern Carelia, Advisory Opinion, 1923, P.C.I.J. Series B, No. 5.
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56.

The main ground of the decision of the Permanent Court to refuse to give its

opinion was that the League Council was not competent, absent the consent of Soviet
Russia, to handle the issue under the Covenant and was, therefore, incompetent to
request an advisory opinion.

57.

According to the Permanent Court, there were other "cogent reasons"

justi@ing its refusal to give an advisory opinion, especially that the Court could not
ascertain controverted questions of fact in the absence of a party. The Permanent
Court pointed out that the request encompassed a dispute between Finland and Soviet
Russia, that the latter was not a member of the League of Nations, that it had not
consented to the competence of the Court, and that it refused to participate in the
Court's proceedings.38

58.

Despite fiequent requests by States, since 1949, that it should not on a

particular matter give an advisory opinion for reasons of judicial propriety, the present
Court has never acted upon the exception applied by the Permanent Court in the
Eastern Carelia Case and has never exercised its discretion not to give an advisory
opinion requested from it.

59.

There are strong reasons for this record and why the sole precedent of the

Permanent Court is not governing in this case.

38

The Permanent Court's refusa1 was mainly based, not as it is sometimes alleged, on the
absence of Soviet Russia's consent to the advisory procedure itself. In fact, the Court said that it was
"unnecessary" in casu to deal with the issue "whether questions for advisory opinion, if they relate to
matters which form the subject of a pending dispute between nations, should be put to the Court
without the consent of the parties." Ibid. at 27. That was not the issue. The Court found its main
ground for refusal upstream, namely, in the incompetence of the Council to deal with the question.

60.

First, it should be noted that no organic relation existed between the

Permanent Court of International Justice and the League of Nations. At the time
(1923), the Statute of the Permanent Court did not include any provisions specifically
dealing with advisory proceedings, which may explain the cautious attitude displayed
by the Permanent Court in the Eastern Carelia Case.

61.

In contrast, the International Court of Justice is the principal judicial organ of

United Nations pursuant to Article 92 of the United Nations Charter and Article 1 of
the Statute, which forms an integral part of the Charter. This fact, in combination
with the wording of Article 96 of the Charter and Article 65 of the Statute, has
important ramifications for the Court's approach to its advisory jurisdiction, as was
demonstrated a b ~ v e . ~ ~

62.

Second, a major reason for the dismissal in the Eastern Carelia Case was

that the Permanent Court regarded the central issue before it as one of fact which it
could not resolve without the participation of both disputing States. 40 On this point,
in the words of the Court in the Namibia Case, the Eastern Carelia Case "is not
relevant, as it differs from the present one.'"

In the present case, the Court is not

confronted with a question involving extensive factual issues which could not be

39

Referring to the impact of the status of the Court as the "principal judicial organ" of the
United Nations on the Eastern Carelia Case, no lesser authority than Sir Hersch Lauterpacht concluded
that the Eastern Carelia Case "can no longer be regarded as a precedent of authority." Sir Hersch
Lauterpacht, The Development of International Law by the International Court (2nded., 1958), p. 248.
See also Shabtai Rosenne, The Law and Practice of the International Court, 1920-1996, Vol. I I (31d ed.,
1997), p. 1061 ("the comparison is between two unlikes.").
40
Status of Eastern Carelia, Advisory Opinion, 1923, P.C.I.J. Series B, No. 5, p. 29 ("The
question put to the Court ... can only be decided by an investigation into the facts underlying the case."
(emphasis added)).
41
Legal Consequencesfor States of the Continued Presence of South Africa in Namibia (South
West Africa) notwithstanding SecuriS Council Resolution 276 (1970), Advisoiy Opinion, 1.C.J. Reports
1971, p. 16, at 23, para. 31.

elucidated without hearing both Israel and Palestine or which it could not establish on
its own failing such participation. Soviet Russia, the State that refused to cooperate
with the Council and the Permanent Court, was not at the time a Member State of the
League of Nations. Israel is a Member State of the United ~ a t i o n s Palestine
.~~
for its
part is a permanent observer fully participating in this proceeding. The Request
concerns territory which has always been within the remit of the United Nations fiom
its earliest days.

63.

Whether or not Israel participates in this proceeding is irrelevant. As was

demonstrated above in connection with the requirement of a "legal question," the
establishment of relatively simple facts is within the scope of the Court's judicial
function. As the Court has stated, "the issue is whether the Court has before it
sufficient information and evidence to enable it to arrive at a judicial conclusion upon
any disputed questions of fact the determination of which is necessary for it to give an
The Court can rely on
opinion in conditions compatible with its judicial ~haracter."~~
United Nations documents in the record in establishing the facts in this case and on
publicly available information setting forth in detail the position of Israel with regard
to the Wall being built by it in the Occupied Palestinian Territory.

42

The Web site of BBC News included the following report on 9 December 2003, the day
following the adoption of the Assembly's request for an advisory opinion: "Israel reaffirmed its
determination to defend itself at the court in The Hague. 'We aren't running away', said Raanan Gissin,
a senior adviser to Israeli Prime Minister Ariel Sharon. 'We will fight Our battle at The Hague .. We'll
present Our case ...." BBC News report, text at <www.bbc.co.uW2/hi/middleeeast/3302637.stm>.

64.

It is recalled that the Permanent Court emphasized in the Eastern Carelia

Case that:
"the Court does not Say that there is an absolute rule that the request
for an advisory opinion may not involve some enquiry as to fact ... . 744
7

There are independent sources of information regarding the construction of the Wall
and the regime it represents. This includes the United Nations documents submitted
to the

65.

Third, the fact that the matter to which the present request for an opinion

relates is in dispute between Israel and Palestine is not in itself a ground for refusing
to comply with the request. As the Court has stated:
"the existence, in the background, of a dispute the parties to which may
be affected as a consequence of the Court's opinion, does not change
the advisory nature of the Court's task, which is to answer the
questions put to it ... .
7746

43

Western Sahara, Advisory Opinion, I.C.J. Reports 1975, p. 12, at 28-29, para. 46.
Status of Eastern Carelia, Advisory Opinion, 1923, P.C.I.J. Series B, No. 5 , p. 28. As the
Court has explained, "it was the actual lack of 'matenals sufficient to enable it to arrive at any judicial
conclusion upon the question of fact' (P.C.I.J., Series B, No. 5, p.28) which was considered by the
Permanent Court, for reasons of judicial propriety, to prevent it from giving an opinion." Western
Sahara, Advisory Opinion, I.C.J. Reports 1975, p. 12, at 28, para. 46. See also Manley O. Hudson, The
Permanent Court of International Justice, 1920-1942, A Treatise (1943), p. 498 ("In the Danube
Commission Case, the Court stated that since the facts had been investigated by the League of Nations
it was not 'proper to make new investigations and enquiries'; the Rumanian Govemment had refused to
accept the facts found by a League committee, but the Court thought that it should 'accept the findings
of the Committee on issues of fact unless in the records submitted to the Court there is evidence to
refute them."' Jurisdiction of the European Commission of the Danube, Advisory Opinion, 1927,
P.C. I.J., Series B, No. 14).
45
It also includes official United Nations Web sites. For example, the Humanitarian
Information Centre in the Occupied Palestinian Territory of the United Nations Office for the
Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA) maintains a Web site which includes maps pertaining to
the Wall in the Occupied Palestinian Temtory and United Nations translations of military orders of the
Israel Defense Forces declaring the "seam zone" a closed area. See <www.reliefiveb.int/hicopt/top.htm>.
46
Application for Review of Judgement No. 158 of the United Nations Administrative Tribunal,
Advisory Opinion, I.C.J. Reports 1973, p. 166, at 171, para. 14. For a summary of the Court's earlier
jurisprudence on this point , see Sir Gerald Fitzmaurice, The Law and Procedure of the International
Court ofJustice, Vol. Two (repr. 1995), pp. 566-567.
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66.

While in the present case the question asked by the General Assembly does

relate to an important controversy between Israel and the majority of the Member
States of the United Nations, as is clear from General Assembly Resolutions AIES:
10113 and A/RES/AIES- 10114, the Court itself has recognized that underlying each
request for an advisory opinion it is probable that there will be a controversy which
has led the organization to make the request:
"Differences of view amongst States on legal issues have existed in
practically every advisory proceeding; if al1 were agreed, the need to
resort to the Court for advice would not ari~e."~'

67.

Moreover, as the Court stated in the Opinion it gave in 1973 conceming the

Application for Review of Judgement No. 158 of the United Nations Administrative
Tribunal:

"[tlhe existence, in the background, of a dispute the parties to which
may be affected as a consequence of the Court's opinion, does not
change the advisory nature of the Court's task, which is to answer the
questions put to it ... .7 4 8

(c)

68.

The nivina of an advisory opinion does not depend on the consent of
any particular State or group of States, and no State can prevent the
givinn of an opinion

The fact that Israel has voted against the resolution adopting the request does

not constitute a compelling reason preventing the Court from giving an advisory

47

Legal Consequencesfor States of the Continued Presence of South Afiica in Namibia (South
West Afiica) notwithstanding Security Council Resolution 276 (1970), Advisory Opinion, I.C.J. Reports
1971, p. 16, at 25.
48
1.C.J. Reports 1973, p. 171, para. 14 (cited with approval in Difference relating to Immunity
from Legal Process of a Special Rapporteur of the Commission on Human Rights, Advisory Opinion,
I. C.J. Reports 1999, p. 62, para. 25).

opinion. The Court has repeatedly affirmed that "[tlhe Court's Opinion is given not to
the States, but to the organ which is entitled to request it ... .,Y49

69.

The Court has made it clear that:
"[nlo State ... can prevent the giving of an Advisory Opinion which
the United Nations considers to be desirable in order to obtain
enlightenment as to the course of action it should take."50

70.

The Court has indicated that by becoming a party to the Charter and the

Statute, a State has given its consent to the exercise of the Court's advisory
juri~diction.~~
Indeed, it has pointed out that a State "could not validly object to the
General Assembly's exercise of its powers

... to seek an opinion on questions relevant

to the exercise of those powers."52 Similar to the situation in Western Sahara, the
present case:
"arose during the proceedings of the General Assembly and in relation
to matters with which it was dealing. It did not arise independently in
bilateral relation^."^^

71.

In sum, the Court is entitled "to act independently of any forma1 expression

" ~the
~ giving of the opinion does not
of consent on the part of States i n d i ~ i d u a l l ~and

49

Interpretation of Peace Treaties with Bulgaria, Hungary and Romania, First Phase,
Advisory Opinion, I.C.J. Reports 1950, p. 71. See also Legality of the Threat or Use of Nuclear
Weapons, Advisory Opinion, I. C.J. Reports 1996, p. 226, at 235, para. 14.
50
Interpretation of Peace Treaties with Bulgaria, Hungary and Romania, First Phase,
Advisov Opinion, I.C.J. Reports 1950, p. 71; see also Applicability of Article VI, Section 22, of the
Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of the United Nations, Advisory Opinion, I.C.J. Reports
1989, pp. 188-189.
51
Legal Consequencesfor States of the Continued Presence of South Africa in Namibia (South
West Africa) notwithstanding Security Council Resolution 276 (1970), Advisory Opinion, I. C.J. Reports
1971, p. 16, at 23, para. 31.
52
Western Sahara, Advisory Opinion, I.C.J. Reports 1975, p. 12, at 24, para. 30 (emphasis
added).
53
Ibid. at 25, para. 34.
54
Shabtai Rosenne, The Law and Practice ofthe International Court, 1920-1996, Vol. I I (31d
ed., 1997), p. 989.

depend on the consent of any particular State or group of States. It is not for any State
or organ to decide in lieu of the General Assembly on the "desirability" or the
"opportunity" of the request or to ovenule it, when the Assembly has already
considered it desirable.

72.

The Court has even gone as far as to Say:
"It is not for the Court itself to purport to decide whether or not an
advisory opinion is needed by the Assembly for the performance of its
functions. The General Assembly has the right to decide for itself on
the usefulness of an opinion in the light of its own n e e d ~ . " ~ ~

(d)

73.

The mere fact that the question may have been politically motivated
cannot prevent the Court from rendering its advisory opinion

The Court has stated that, as a rule, it will not question the propriety of the

requesting organ's action.56

74.

The Court has consistently affirmed that it "cannot attribute a political

character to a request which invites it to undertake an essentially judicial ta~k."~'
Where the Court has been asked to characterize a particular form of behaviour with
respect to the provisions of treaty and customary international law, the Court is
performing a task which is essentially legal. The concrete legal question on which the
Court's opinion has been requested relates to the compatibility of the construction of
the Wall in the Occupied Palestinian Territory with international law. In asking the
55

Legality of the Threat or Use of Nuclear Weapons, Advisory Opinion, I.C.J. Reports 1996, p.
226, at 235, para. 16.
56
Ibid.
57
Certain Expenses of the United Nations, Advisory Opinion, I.C.J. Reports 1962, p. 155;
Condition of Admission, Advisoiy Opinion, I.C.J. Reports 1947-1948, p. 61; Cornpetence of the
General Assembly for the Admission of a State to the United Nations, Advisoiy Opinion, I.C.J. Reports

Court to characterize the behaviour (i.e., the construction of the Wall in the Occupied
Palestinian Temtory) in the context of rules of positive law, the General Assembly is
inviting the Court, in effect, to carry out a task which falls within the normal exercise
of its judicial powers.

75.

In connection with the Assembly's previous request for an advisory opinion,

the Court neatly sumrnarized its jurisprudence on "political" aspects. 5 8

76.

It is thus clear from the Court's jurisprudence that it is not for the Court to

delve into the motivation which leads a duly authorized organ to request an advisory
opinion on a legal question obviously falling within the jurisdiction of that organ,
even when that question relates to an issue which has other important political facets.
In the request before the Court, the legal questions are clear and the Court can answer
them without enquiring into any apparent or hidden political motives or other political
facets of the issue. 5 9

1950, pp. 6-7; Interpretation of the Agreement of 25 March 1951 between the WHO and Egypt,
Advisory Opinion, I.C.J. Reports 1980, p. 87, para. 33.
58
Legaliîy of the Threat or Use of Nuclear Weapons, Advisory Opinion, I.C.J. Reports 1996, p.
226, at 234, para. 13. The Court's earlier jurisprudence has affirmed that it is not concemed with the
motives which prompted the decision to make the request and that it will have no regard for the
circumstances which led to the making of the request. See, e.g., Conditions ofAdmission of a State to
Membership in the United Nations (Article 4 of the Charter), Advisory Opinion, 1948, I.C.J. Reports
1947-1948, p. 57, 61; Competence of the General Assembly for the Admission of a State to the United
Nations, Advisory Opinion, I.C.J. Reports 1950, p. 6.
59
On a previous occasion, the. Court clearly indicated that the existence of a political
controversy at the background of the question put to the Court is no reason for it to decline to give the
advisory opinion requested. See Legal Consequences for States of the Continued Presence of South
Afvica in Namibia (South West Africa) notwithstanding Security Council Resolution 276 (1970),
Advisory Opinion, I.C.J. Reports 1971, p. 16, at 27, para. 27.

(3)

Conclusion

77.

For the reasons set out above, the Court is competent to give an advisory

opinion in this case on the basis that the General Assembly is competent to request an
advisory opinion fiom the Court on the subject-matter of the request, and there are no
compelling reasons preventing the Court fiom giving its opinion on the question
submitted.

PART B.

FACTUAL BACKGROUND

Chapter 3.
PALESTINE

A CHRONOLOGY OF THE MAIN EVENTS CONCERNING

(1)

The Territory of Palestine

78.

Historically, Palestine is the temtorial unit that was ultimately demarcated

and defined by the League of Nations soon after the close of the First World War. It
was made subject to the mandate regime (Class 'A') established by Article 22 of the
League's Covenant and Britain was designated the Mandatory Power in 1922. The
mandate over Palestine became operative when the Council of the League of Nations
approved it on 29 September 1923.

79.

The mandate regime over Palestine incorporated what was known as the

Balfour Declaration, which was issued by Britain on 2 November 1917. The
Declaration, in its final text, provided for the establishment in Palestine of a Jewish
national home:
"it being clearly understood that nothing shall be done which may
prejudice the civil and religious rights of existing non-Jewish
communities in Palestine, or the rights and political status enjoyed by
Jews in any other country."
These two safeguard clauses were introduced into the Balfour Declaration upon the
insistence of the British government.

80.

In the period between 1917, when Britain was able to oust the Ottoman

forces from Palestine, and 1948, Britain was, first, the occupying power, and from

1923, became the mandatory power in Palestine. In both capacities, Britain exerted
efforts to facilitate the creation of the 'Jewish national home'. It relaxed the
immigration procedures and removed restrictions on the sale andlor acquisition of
land to Jewish immigrants. However, this policy created the conditions for rising
tensions and disturbances in Palestine between Jewish immigrants and Palestinian
inhabitants.

81.

With the increase of tension in Palestine between Palestinian inhabitants and

Jewish immigrants and the demise of the League of Nations, Britain formally
requested, on 12 April 1947, the UN Secretary-General to convene a special session
of the General Assembly for the creation of a special comrnittee to prepare for the
discussion of the question of ~alestine.~'

82.

On 15 May 1947, the UN General Assembly adopted a resolution authorizing

an eleven-country Special Committee on Palestine ('UNSCOP') to study and make
recommendations relevant to the question of Palestine.

83.

The UNSCOP report, made public in September 1947, contained two

proposals for Palestine. The majority of the UNSCOP members proposed the partition
of Palestine into (1) an Arab State, that was allocated 42.88% of the territory of
historical Palestine; (2) a Jewish State that was allocated 56.47% of that territory; and

(3) an independent Jerusalem in 0.65% of Palestine to be under a UN Trusteeship
60

As the Court decided in 1950 with regard to South West Africa (Namibia), the winding up of
the League of Nations in 1946 did not put an end to the international status of mandated territories. The
General Assembly assumed the exercise of supervisory authority over al1 mandated territories which
had not become independent by 1946, and did so whether or not those territories were transferred to the

system. The plan also proposed an economic union between the Arab and Jewish
States. On 29 November 1947, the General Assembly, favouring the UNSCOP
partition plan, adopted the two-State plan in Resolution 181 (II) by a vote of 32 in
favour to 13 against with 10 abstentions.

84.

On 15 May 1948, British troops and administration withdrew from Palestine.

On or about that day, the 'Jewish Agency for Palestine' unilaterally declared a
sovereign State of Israel on the "strength" of General Assembly Resolution 181 (II).

85.

In the period between December 1947 and January 1949, war broke out. In

the first six months, the fighting was local in nature, fought between Jewish
paramilitary groups and Palestinian inhabitants. After that, the war was fought
between Arab and Israeli amies. As a result of that war, the Israeli army occupied
about one-half of the land that was allotted to the Arab State in Resolution 181 (II).
Mandated Palestine was effectively dissected into three territorial parts. The largest
part came under Israeli control. The second largest part, now known as the West Bank
including East Jerusalem, came under Jordanian control, and was subsequently
~ third part,
merged with the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan on 24 April 1 9 5 0 . ~The
now called the Gaza Strip, came under Egyptian control and later was put under the
administration of the Egyptian Govemment with the approval of the League of Arab
States on 13 April 1950.

Trusteeship System. The exercise of this authority was consistently upheld by this Court in a series of
advisory opinions.
61
In July 1988, Jordan announced that it was cutting its legal and administrative ties with the
West Bank, thereby rescinding the 1950 Act of Union.

86.

The war ended with the Armistice Agreements concluded between Israel and

Egypt in February 1949, Lebanon in March 1949, Jordan in April 1949, and Syria in
July 1949. The area of the West Bank, including East Jerusalem, was demarcated in
the Jordanian-Israeli Armistice Agreement and the Armistice Line came to be widely
known as the "Green Line." The area of the Gaza Strip was demarcated in the
Egyptian-Israeli Armistice Agreement.

87.

On 11 May 1949, Israel was admitted as a member of the United Nations

following the recommendation made to the General Assembly by the Security Council
in Resolution 69 of 4 March 1949. In admitting Israel, the General Assembly, in
Resolution 273 (III), specifically referred to Israel's undertakings to implement
Resolution 181 (II) and Resolution 194 (III) of 11 December 1948 as well as to the
declarations and explanations made by the representative of Israel before the ad hoc
Political Committee in respect of the implementation of those resolutions.

88.

On 5 June 1967, the Six Day War erupted. Israel was able to occupy the

whole of the Gaza Strip and the whole of the West Bank (including East Jerusalem),
in addition to other territories in Egypt and Syria.

89.

On 22 November 1967, the UN Security Council unanimously adopted

Resolution 242 (1967), which has become the basic platform for a peaceful settlement
in the Middle East. This resolution upholds, inter alia, the principle of the nonadmissibility of the acquisition of territory by force and demands that Israel's armed
forces should withdraw from territories "occupied in the recent conflict". The
reference in the resolution to the recently occupied territories obviously meant those

territories situated beyond the Armistice Lines (this of course included Egyptian and
Syrian territories occupied by Israel in June 1967). In particular, and for the pwpose
of this case, these territories are the West Bank, including East Jerusalem, and the
Gaza Strip which are the subject of reference in the ensuing analysis. (Henceforth, the
West Bank and the Gaza Strip are called the Occupied Palestinian Territory ('OPT').)

90.

The Israeli Government began its functions in the Occupied Palestinian

Territory as an Occupying Power. Since 1967, Israel has been governing the Occupied
Palestinian Territory by virtue of Military Orders that the army commanders in the
West Bank and the Gaza Strip issue from time to time. The conclusion of the Oslo
Accords did not lead to a change in that practice in spite of the fact that the
e s ~the
~ Interim ~ ~ r e e m e provided
n t ~ ~ for the withdrawal
Declaration of ~ r i n c i ~ l and
of the Israeli Military Government from the Occupied Palestinian Territory. Israe17s
occupation of the Occupied Palestinian Territory is discussed in detail in later
chapters of this Written Statement.

(2)

Jerusalem

9 1.

Under the Partition Resolution 181(II), Jerusalem was designated as a corpus

separatum under an international regime to be administrated by the UN. However,

when the 1947148 war broke out, the Israeli forces occupied West Jerusalem and the
Jordanian army remained in East Jerusalem. The de facto division of the City of
Jerusalem was formalized in the Jordan-Israel Armistice Agreement of 1949.

92.

On 23 January 1950, Israel declared that Jerusalem was its capital. No other

State recognized this declaration. However, after the Six Day War in June 1967, Israel
initially utilized local legislation to change the legal status of the entire area of
Jerusalem. On 27 June 1967, the Israeli Parliament (the Knesset) passed three laws as
a result of which the Israeli government incorporated the whole of Jerusalem area into
the municipal and administrative spheres of its government. (See Chapter 4 for more
details in this regard.)

93.

On 30 July 1980, Israel's Knesset adopted the Basic Law: Jerusalem, Capital

of 1srae1.~~
Article 1 reads: "Jerusalem, complete and united, is capital of Israel".
Article 2 provides that "Jerusalem is the seat of the President of the State, the Knesset,
the Government and the Supreme Court".

94.

The UN General Assembly responded to this Israeli action by adopting

Resolution 351169E on 15 December 1980, in which the Assembly affirmed in
operative paragraph (2):
"that the enactment of the 'Basic Law' by Israel constitutes a violation
of international law and does not affect the continued application of the
Geneva Convention relative to the Protection of Civilian Persons in
Time of War of 12 August 1949, in the Palestinian and other Arab
territories occupied since June 1967, including Jerusalem;. . ."
The Assembly's position has been consistently upheld in subsequent r e s o l ~ t i o n s . ~ ~

62
63

64
65

Articles XII1 and XV. See note 71 infra.
Article X, Annex 1, Art. 1.5. See note 75 infra.
Laws of the State of Israel, Vol. 34 (1979/80), p. 209.
For example, 421209 B, C & D; 44/42 of December 8, 1989.

95.

The Security Council has, likewise, consistently rejected any attempt by

Israel to change the legal status of Jerusalem. In its Resolution. 252 (1968) of
21 May 1968, the Council:
"Consider[ed] that al1 legislative and administrative measures and
actions taken by Israel, including expropriation of land and properties
thereon, which tend to change the legal status of Jerusalem are invalid
and cannot change that status;"

96.

This resolution was followed by Resolution 267 (1969) of 3 July 1969.

Further, in Resolution No. 271 of 15 September 1969, the Council called upon Israel,
in operative paragraph 4, to adhere to the Fourth Geneva Convention and international
law "governing military occupation". In its Resolution 298 (1971) of 25 September
1971, the Council:
"Urgently call[ed] upon Israel to rescind al1 previous measures and
actions and to take no further steps in the occupied section of
Jerusalem which may purport to change the status of the City.. ..."
97.

The Security Council reacted to the Basic Law and adopted Resolution 478

(1980) of 20 August 1980 by 14 votes in favour to none against, with one abstention,
and expressed its deep concern over the enactment of the Basic Law by Israel. The
Council:
"Afirm[ed] that the enactment of the 'basic law' by Israel constitutes a
violation of international law and does not affect the continued
application of the [Fourth] Geneva Convention [. ..] in the Palestinian
and other Arab territories occupied since June 1967, including
Jerusalem"
and detennined to consider al1 actions taken by Israel, in particular the 'basic law', as
nul1 and void. The Council called on those states having established diplomatic
missions at Jerusalem to withdraw such missions from the Holy City.

98.

The Council has been consistent in treating Jerusalem as an occupied

territory and in calling on Israel to adhere to the Fourth Geneva

on vent ion.^^

(3)

The Palestinian People

99.

On 31 December 1931, the British Govemment conducted a census in

Palestine, the results of which were published in the Census of ~alestine.~'
The results
showed that there were slightly more than one million people living in Palestine, of
whom about 84% were Palestinian Arabs and about 16% Jews. Most of the Jewish
population consisted of recent immigrants. The last officially released statistics for the
Palestinian population were published in December 1947, showed that there were
about 1.3 million Palestinians and about 590,000 Jewish residents at that time. This
fact demonstrates that, even after the influx of Jewish immigration, the majority of the
population consisted of Palestinian Muslims and Christians.

100.

The Partition Plan of 1947, as mentioned above, allocated less than 43% of

the territory for about 70% of the population, and about 56% of the territory for about
30% of the population. As such, the Palestinian people rejected the plan.

101.

As a result of the events in the years between 1947 and 1949, the Palestinian

people suffered ultimate defeat, resulting in the loss of 78% of the Palestinian territory
and the subversion of their right to self-determination, and the creation of a severe

66

For example, Resolution 694 of 24 May 1991;and Resolution 1073 of 28 September 1996.
E. Mills (ed. 1932) Census of Palestine 1931 - Population of Villages, Towns and
Administrative Area.
67

refugee problem, with at least half of the Palestinians uprooted from their homes and
land.

102.

On 11 December 1948, the General Assembly adopted Resolution 194 (III),

paragraph 11 of which resolved that:
"the refugees wishing to return to their homes and live in peace with
their neighbours should be permitted to do so at the earliest practicable
date, and that compensation should be paid for the property of those
choosing not to return and for the loss or damage to property which,
under the principles of international law or in equity, should be made
good by the Governments or authorities responsible".
This resolution has been repeatedly upheld, virtually every year, by the UN General
Assembly.

103.

On 8 December 1949, the General Assembly passed Resolution 302 (IV),

which established the UN Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees
('UNRWA'). The number of refugees that were registered with UNRWA had reached
940,000 by that time.68

104.

This tragedy was augmented when the June War of 1967 gave birth to a new

class of refugees, now called 'displaced persons'. Their number reached 325,000
persons. The Security Council, in Resolution 237 (1967) of 14 June 1967 called upon
Israel "to facilitate the return of those inhabitants who have fled the areas since the
outbreak of hostilities".

68

Annual Report of the Secretary-General on the Work of the Organization, July 1, 1948 to
June 30, 1949, p. 102.

105.

In spite of the fact that the number of refugees and displaced persons has

doubled several times, their problem remains unresolved.

106.

The Palestinian people, however, were able to re-gain recognition of their

right of self-determination on the international level. In Resolution 2649 (XXV) of 30
November 1970, the General Assembly expressed concern that, because of alien
domination, many peoples were being denied the right of self-determination. The
Assembly condemned those governments which denying the right to peoples
"recognized as being entitled to it, especially the peoples of southern Africa and
Palestine". In Resolution 2672 C of 8 December 1970, the General Assembly stated
that it:
Recognizes that the people of Palestine are entitled to equal
"1.
rights and self-determination in accordance with the Charter of the
United Nations;
Declares that full respect for the inalienable rights of the people of
Palestine is an indispensable element in the establishment of a just and
lasting peace in the Middle East."
107.

This recognition has been continuously affirmed by the General Assembly

and by other organs of the United Nations. As a matter of record, the world
cornrnunity at large now recognizes the right of the Palestinian people to an
independent and viable State.

(4)

The Palestinian Representative Entity

108.

After the demise of the Ottoman Empire on the heels of the First World War,

and the British occupation of Palestine, an Arab congress, consisting of
representatives of various Palestinian cities and towns, convened in Haifa in 1920.

That Congress elected the Arab Executive Committee ('AEC') which functioned until
1936. In that year, the AEC was succeeded by the Arab Higher Committee ('AHC'),
which exhibited a considerable degree of effectiveness within the Palestinian
community. Both the AEC and the AHC gained recognition at various political levels,
including with the Mandatory Govemment. The AHC appeared before the British
Royal Commission in 1937 as the representative of the Palestinian people. The British
Government also invited the AHC to participate in the first and second London
Conferences of 1939 and 1946.

109.

When UNSCOP visited Palestine in its search for a solution, it invited the

AHC to participate and present the views of the Palestinian people. The AHC also
participated as a recognized body in the deliberations of the UN General Assembly's
First Committee in May 1947. On 1 April 1948, the Security Council in Resolution 43
(1948) called upon
"the Jewish Agency for Palestine and the Arab Higher Committee to
make representatives available to the Security Council for the purpose
of arranging a truce between the Arab and Jewish communities of
Palestine;"

110.

When the UNSCOP Partition Plan was made public, the AHC declared itself

the Govemment of Al1 ~ a l e s t i n eThe
. ~ ~new govemment was recognized by five Arab
States and Afghanistan. It joined the Arab League where it participated with full
voting rights on al1 issues conceming Palestine. It continued to entertain that status
until it was succeeded in 1964 by the Palestine Liberation Organisation.
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111.

On 20 May 1964, the Palestine National Council ('PNC') convened in

Jerusalem and declared the creation of the Palestine Liberation Organisation (the
'PLO'). The PNC participants were Palestinians representing their respective
comrnunities. The PNC elected the PLO's executive branch which was called the
Executive Committee which, in turn, elected the Chairman of the Committee. The
PNC subsequently decided to elect a Central Council to act on its behalf between
regular PNC sessions.

112.

The PL0 asserted that it was the sole and legitimate representative of the

Palestinian people. After the June war of 1967, the PL0 gained status and recognition.
It became a full member of the League of Arab States, and in 1973, the Arab Summit
held in Algiers, recognized the PL0 as the "sole representative of the Palestinian
people."

113.

Outside the Arab region, the PL0 received international recognition which

enhanced its status. In addition to diplomatic recognition by over 100 States, the UN
General Assembly adopted Resolution 3236 of 22 November 1974, in which it
recognized that the PL0 was the "representative of the Palestinian people [...]". On
that same date, the Assembly adopted Resolution 3237, granting observer status to the
PL0 and inviting it to participate in the sessions and the work of the Assembly in that
capacity.

114.

At its 1 8 5 9 meeting
~~
on 4 December 1975, the UN Security Council likewise

decided to invite the PL0 to participate in its discussion concerning the Israeli raids
against Palestinian refugee camps in Lebanon. That invitation was extended to the

PL0 with the same rights of participation accorded under rule 37 and not on the basis
of rule 39 of the Council's provisional rules of procedures. Rule 37 applies to "[alny
Member of the United Nations which is not a member of the Security Council...";
rule 39 applies to 'persons'. The Council now routinely invites Palestine to participate
when the Council discusses the situation in the Middle East, including the Palestinian
question.

115.

On 20 December 1988, the UN General Assembly adopted Resolution

431177, according to which the Assembly expressed its awareness of the proclamation
of the State of Palestine by the Palestine National Council in line with General
Assembly Resolution 181 (II) and in exercise of the inalienable rights of the
Palestinian people. The Resolution acknowledged the proclamation of the State of
Palestine by the PNC on 15 November 1988 and,

"[d]ecide[d] that, effective as of 15 December 1988, the designation
of 'Palestine' should be used in place of the designation 'Palestine
Liberation Organisation' in the United Nations system ..."
116.

On 7 July 1998, the General Assembly ovenvhelmingly adopted

Resolution 521250, conferring upon Palestine additional rights and privileges of
participation, which are reserved for Member States, including the sponsorship of
draft resolutions related to the question of Palestine.

117.

With such a representative capacity and status, the PL0 signed with Israel al1

agreements and correspondences that have been produced under the so-called Oslo
peace process. On 9 September 1993, Yasser Arafat, the Chairman of the PL0
Executive Committee, exchanged with Mr. Yitzhak Rabin, then Israeli Prime

Minister, letters of Mutual Recognition by the PL0 and ~srael.~'
The Declaration of
Principles on Interim Self-Government Agreements of 13 September 1993,~'
Agreement on the Gaza Strip and the Jericho Area of 4 May 1 9 9 4 , ~Agreement
~
on
Protocol
~
on
Preparatory Transfer of Powers and Responsibilities of 29 August 1 9 9 4 , ~
Further Transfer of Powers and Responsibilities of 27 August 1995:~ the Israeli Palestinian Interim Agreement on the West Bank and the Gaza Strip of 28 September
1995:~ Protocol Conceming the Redeployrnent in Hebron of 17 January 1 9 9 7 , ~ ~
Sharm El-Sheikh Memorandum of 4 September 1 9 9 9 , ~Protocol
~
Conceming Safe
Passage between the West Bank and the Gaza Strip of 5 October 1999~*,and
subsequent arrangements, were al1 signed and executed by the State of Israel and the
PLO.

(5)

The Palestinian Authority

118.

Following the signing of the Declaration of Principles, the Palestine Central

Council, acting on behalf of the PNC, convened in Tunis on 10-11 October 1993. In
that meeting, the Council endorsed the Oslo Agreement and resolved to establish the
Palestinian Authority ('PA'), nominated Yasser Arafat to be the president of the PA
and authorized him to select its members. The PA was made accountable to the PL0
Executive Committee.
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119.

The PA was structured like any council of ministers, with each member to

cany one portfolio. The Palestinian security forces that were established were kept
under the command of Mr. Arafat. The PA remains responsible for the negotiations
with the State of Israel, but its ultimate authority is the PLO.

120.

On 20 January 1996, a general election was held and the Palestinians in the

OPT elected, Mr. Yasser Arafat as the president, and elected their first legislative
~
living in East
body, the Palestinian Legislative Council (the ' P L C ' ) . ~Palestinians
Jerusalem participated in these elections and elected seven members to the ~ o u n c i l . ~ ~
The PLC consists of 88 representatives. This body is still functioning in the Occupied
Palestinian Territory despite the expiration of its term on 4 May 1999. Under the
prevailing coercive situation in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, further elections
have not yet been possible.
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This arrangement was expressed in article IV of the Interim Agreement of 1995.
Zbid., Article II (3).
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Chapter 4. ISRAEL'S ATTEMPTS TO CHANGE THE LEGAL STATUS OF
THE OCCUPIED PALESTINIAN TERRITORY, INCLUDING EAST
JERUSALEM

(1)

Settlement Policy and Practice: An Overview

121.

With the exception of East Jerusalem, Israel never formally annexed the

Palestinian territory that it occupied in 1967. This does not mean that Israel preserved
the legal status of the Occupied Palestinian Territory. Successive Israeli Governments
have been pursuing since 1968 the illegal policy of colonizing the Occupied
Palestinian Territory, including East Jerusalem, through the transfer of parts of
Israel's own civilian population to the territ~ry.~'
Carrying this out has entailed a host
of physical, legal and administrative changes within the territory, which have resulted
in the seizure of over 41.9 per cents2of this territory by Israel.
(a)

122.

Phases of settlement activitiesS3

It is possible to distinguish three phases of settlement activities.

(0
123.

The First Phase: the Allon Settlement Plan

First conceived in 1967, the Allon Plan, named after then Defense Minister,

Mr. Yigal Allon, was submitted to several Israeli cabinets from 1968 to 1970.
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Statement.
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This is adapted from Benvenisti, Meron, The West Bank Data Project: A Suwey of Israel's
Policies, American Enterprise Institute for Public Policy Research, Washington D.C. 1984.

Although it was never officially approved,84it served until 1977 as a guideline for the
establishment of Israeli settlements in the West Bank.

The plan's guiding

assumptions were that Israel must have defensible borders which must be based on the
Jordan River and the Rift Valley and the Judean desert. Security borders must also be
political borders. Only if Israeli settlements existed along its length would the border
be political. Defensible borders, Mr Allon argued, therefore require a chain of Jewish
settlements which themselves must be under Israeli sovereignty, but without the
annexation of a large Palestinian population. The Allon Plan served as a basis for the
Alignment (Labor coalition) platforms of 1974, 1977, 1981, 1984 and 1988. (See
Annex Volume 1, Map 6, Israeli Settlement Plans in the Occupied Palestinian
Territory)
(ii) The second Phase: 'Gush Emunim ' Settlements

124.

Gush Emunim (the Block of the Faithful), a right-wing Israeli movement

based on religious ideology, was founded in February 1974 with the objective of
settling in al1 parts of the 'land of Israel'. The adoption of their settlement strategy by
the Likud Party, the right wing alliance that opposed the Labor party and which won
the 1977 elections marked a historic departure from the Labor policy of territorial
compromise. The Gush Emunim settlement strategy was articulated by Mattitiahu
Drobles in what is known as the Drobles Plan. It was based on the following
principles:

84

Gazit, Shlomo, The Carrot and the Stick, IsraelS PoIicy in Judea and Samaria, 1967-68,
B'nai B'rith Books, Washington D.C. 1995. p. 156-7.

Settlements should not be isolated. 'Near each existing settlement other
settlements should be built, so that blocs would be formed.'
A barrier of settlements should be built to 'give a sense of security to the rift
valley settlers - our first defensive wall in the east - and prevent a situation,
whereby they would find themselves pressed from East and West by hostile
populations.'
Settlements should fragment the territorial continuity of the Palestinians. To
achieve this, settlements must be built between and around Palestinian
population centres 'with the objective of reducing to the minimum the
possibility for the development of another Arab state in these regions. It would
be difficult for the minority population to form a territorial continuity and
political unity when it is fragmented by Jewish settlements.'

125.

However, because of the apparent shortage of ideologically motivated settlers

prepared to leave the metropolitan areas and live in small, remote and isolated
settlements, the policy of settling Israeli Jews in the central mountain region of the
West Bank was not a success.

(iii) The Third Phase: Suburbia

126.

During the third phase, a new strategy was developed which emphasized

demographic objectives, in addition to security and ideological ones. The Likud
government (1977-84) sought to attract average Israelis interested in improving their
quality of life. It was hoped that these suburban settlers, in order to protect their
economic investment in a higher quality of life, would create a strong lobby that
would prevent any political solution based on territorial compromise. The settlements

in the West Bank were being turned into suburbs with easy and quick access to main
metropolitan areas in Israel.

127.

With the adoption of this strategy, settlement figures began to show a

substantial increase. In 1984 there was a 60.5% growth rate bringing the settler
population fiom 27,000 in 1983 to 44,146 in 1984. By 1993, the date of the signing of
the Declaration of Principles between Israel and the PLO, there were 120,000 Israeli
settlers in the West Bank (excluding Jerusalem) living in 150 settlements, and
160,000 in East Jerusalem living in 9 settlements. At present there are some 395,000
Israeli settlers living in the West Bank, of which 177,000 live in East ~ e r u s a l e m . ~ ~
(See Volume 1, Pictures 24 - 28)

(b)

Methods of appropriatinn land for Israeli settlements
(i) Declaration of land as State land

128.

When the occupation began, the land owned by Jews before 1948 and

administered by the Jordanian Custodian of Enemy Property in the West Bank was
estimated at 30,000 dunums out of a total area of 5.50 million dunums (a dunum is
1,000 sq.m.). These lands were located mainly in the Jerusalem metropolitan area and
the Etzion Bloc, situated south of Jerusalem. By 2003, land appropriated, inter alia,
for Israeli settlements in the West Bank (including Jerusalem) constituted 2,346,000
dunums i.e. 41.9 percent of the total area of the West Bank. 86 Israel has claimed that
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no privately owned land was taken by its military authorities for the use of Israeli
settlers - only public land, or the so-called 'state' land. The argument regarding the
illegality of using the natural resources (including land) in occupied territories for the
benefit of the occupier and the transfer of the occupier's population to the occupied
territory, is discussed in Chapter 9, below. The intention here is to respond to the
Israeli claim that the settlements were established on 'state' land and that no private
lands were confiscated Tom Palestinians in the Occupied Palestinian Territory for the
construction of Israeli settlements.

129.

' total area of state land, namely land
According to the World ~ a n k , ~the

registered in the narne of the Jordanian Government prior to the beginning of the
occupation, is estimated at approximately 13 percent of al1 West Bank land.

130.

Yet, by 1984 Israel was claiming that 40 percentggof such land fell in the

category of state land and was to be used exclusively for Israel's own Jewish
population. What legal ploy did Israel use to boost the proportion of land falling under
this category from 13 to 40 percent?

131.

A 1993 World Bank survey of the land law concluded that the Ottoman Land

Code had no concept of 'state' or 'public' land. The argument went as follows: "At
the advent of the British Mandate al1 land in Palestine was divided into two
categories: waqf(charitab1e or religious trust land administered by the Islamic Shari'a
courts) and mulk (being al1 land not waqj). The Land Code considered al1 mulk land as
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World Bank, Developing the Occupied : An Investment in Peace, Volume 3 Private Sector
Deveiopment, World Bank 1993, p. 113.
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being owned in the first instance, by the Sultan. Substantial land was given in
perpetuity to residents and taxed accordingly. It was generally residential, urban or
village property and a title deed ('taboo') was given to the owner and was easily
transferred by changing the title in the local register, maintained, in part, for the tax

collecter's convenience. Non-urban, non residential land was divided into three
categories: miri, matrouk and mawat land. Miri land could be considered available for
private, exclusive use if cultivated. If the land remained fallow or not used for three
years or more, it could be categorized as mahlul and made available to another user
(and thus be a continuous source of tax revenue). Matrouk land was for public use: for
example, for roads, parks or pasture. Its ownership remained with the Sultan but its
use was recognized as available for a particular group or village or district which was
charged with its keeping. Mawat land was vacant land not in any person or group's
possession or use. It was considered land that lies at such a distance from a town or
village that a human voice cannot be heard at the nearest inhabited place. The
Ottoman Land Code had no concept of 'state' or 'public' land." 89

132.

The concept of 'state land' was introduced during the British Mandate in the

The 1922 Order defined public lands as "al1 lands in
1922 order-in-~ouncil.~~
Palestine by virtue of Treaty Convention, Agreement or Succession and al1 lands
which are or shall be acquired for the public service or otherwise." The prior
ownership rights of the Sultan were transferred to the British High Commissioner.

133.

It is apparent from the definition that public lands were restricted to lands

subject to the control of the government and used in the execution of its purposes.
89

World Bank. op. cit. p. 113

They did not include land which was not the subject of a grant to the public, and,
therefore, did not include miri, mawat, and matrouk lands.

134.

Jordanian civilian rule over the West Bank extended from 1951 to 1967.

Pursuant to its reform legislation, Jordan organized land seulement in the West Bank
and began to survey and formally register al1 land. By the time of the 1967 war, this
process was still incomplete. Only approximately 40 percent of the land in the West
Bank had been registered. As noted above, out of this, 13 percent was registered in the
name of the Jordanian ~overnment.~'

135.

It was never the practice during this period for the Jordanian Government,

nor is it now the practice of the government in Jordan, to consider al1 lands except
land falling in the waqfand mulk categories as state land. It is, therefore, correct to
conclude that in June 1967, out of the area of registered land, state lands comprised
only that 13 percent of West Bank land which was already registered in the name of
the Jordanian Government.

136.

Upon its occupation of the Occupied Palestinian Tenitory in 1967 Israel

moved to assert control, but not outright ownership, over land registered in the name
of the Jordanian Government. By virtue of Military Order 59, these lands passed to
the Custodian of Government Property.
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137.

In 1968, Israel suspended the process of land registration that had begun in

Palestine under the British mandate in 1928.~' That process was complex but had
afforded considerable due process to claimants, especially in respect of pasture and
cultivable land.

138.

In late 1979, the Israeli Office of the Custodian of Absentee Property began a

survey of West Bank land to determine the extent of private land (i.e., registered land)
and government land. As already mentioned, this survey determined that 40 percent of
al1 land in the West Bank could be declared to be state land.93 The Israeli officia1
arrived at this inflated figure using the fallacious assumption that land in the West
Bank could be deemed to be state land unless it was either registered or under
continuous cultivation for a period of over ten years.94In both cases, the burden of
proof was imposed on the Palestinians claiming to own land to prove that it was not
state land.95

139.

While the Israeli military occupation had suspended the process of land

registration for the Palestinians, Israel in effect pursued it for the Israeli settlers
through these unilateral declarations by the area commander that large areas land were
state land. This led to the registration of the previously unregistered land (which
constituted the majority of the land) in the name of Israeli Governrnent and quasigovernment agencies for the benefit of Israeli settlers. By 1986 virtually al1 this land
was transferred to the Custodian of Government Land and put under the
92
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administrative jurisdiction of the Israeli Settlement councils in the Occupied
Palestinian ~ e r r i t o r y . ~ ~

140.

Prior to the Israeli occupation of the West Bank, there was only one Land

Register for al1 the inhabitants of the area, to which the public had fiee access. After
1967, Israel restricted access to the existing Land Register and created another
' used
register. This new Register, created by virtue of an Israeli Military ~ r d e r , ~was
exclusively for the purpose of registering land in the name of Israeli owners. This
Register was kept not in the West Bank but in Israel. Eventually, it came to be merged
with the records in the Israel Lands Administration Authority in Israel, where Israeli
state lands are registered.

141.

In this way, the Land Registration Department of the West Bank which until

1967 served as the only register for al1 West Bank land, came to be used as the
register only for land left for the use of Palestinians. The Israel Land Administration
Authority, on the other hand, became the register of the land controlled by the Israeli
Govemment and reserved for the use of Israeli settlers. In this marner, the s e i m e of
some 41.9 percent of Palestinian land by Israel was achieved. As to the remaining
land, it continued to be in Palestinian hands but was subject at any moment to seizure
by the Israeli forces, a process that is on going to this day.
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(ii) Other methods of land seizure

142.

In their quest to take possession of land in the occupied territories, the Israeli

~ ~ using every legal and quasiauthorities have, according to Meron ~ e n v e n i s t i ,"been
legal means in the book and are inventing new ones to attain their objectives," These
means have included: acquisition of land owned by Palestinians who happened to be
outside the West Bank when the occupation began (absentee land is estimated at
~),
for public purposes (which accounted for the
430,000 d u n ~ m s ~ expropriation
acquisition of 150,000 dunums seized or designated for seizure by 19881°0),
requisitioning for military purposes (which accounted for the acquisition of 50,000
dunums of land by 19881°1),and declaration of land as closed for military purposes
which accounted for the acquisition of one million dunums of land by 1988.
However, none of these means has brought more land under Israeli control than the
method described above of declaring unregistered land as state land and placing it
under Israeli control for the exclusive use of Israeli settlers.

143.

Despite the territorial aspects of the Oslo Accords, the Declaration of

Principles signed between Israel and the PL0 in 1993, and the Interim Agreement
signed in 1995, the entry into force of these Accords did not enable the Palestinians to
alter the illegal policies and practices by which Israel had been acquiring the majority
of West Bank land. When, in accordance with the Interim Agreement, Israel
transferred jurisdiction to the Palestinians over land registration, Israel was only
transferring control over land registered in the West Bank Land Register, not land
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registered in the Israeli Register. Thus, the majority of the land controlled directly and
exclusively by Israel for the use of Israeli settlers remained out of the purview of
Palestinian control. The attempt of Palestinian negotiators to alter this by expanding
the definition of land registration in Article 22 of Annex III dealing with the transfer
of this sphere was in vain.
(iii) Land use planning as a method for restricting Palestinian
use of the land

144.

Land registration was not the only process by which Palestinian land came to

be designated for the use of Israeli settlers. Town planning was just as important, both
in enforcing the acquisition of Palestinian land for the Israeli settlers and in
establishing separate structures for the settlements.

145.

Palestinian law in the West Bank defines four types of development plans:

regional plans, outline plans, detailed plans and parcellation schemes. Two regional
plans were prepared during the time of the British Mandate. The first was the Samaria
Regional Plan (referred to as 'S15') which covers the northern part of the West Bank
and the Jerusalem Regional Plan (referred to as 'RJ5') which covers most of the West
Bank. The purpose of regional plans was to provide a context for preparing outline
plans for villages.

146.

The Israeli Higher Planning Authority in the West Bank claimed to have

discovered these old regional plans in 1980 (in the case of the RJ5) and 1985 (in the
case of s15).'02 Amendments were then made to these plans, whereby the locations of
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Israeli settlements were identified and large areas were reserved for their future
development. The Palestinian population had increased at least four-fold since these
plans were first prepared, yet no modification or amendment took this into account.lo3
In their amended form, the plans served a double purpose. They were used to restrict
Palestinian development, and also to allow maximum room for the establishment and
development of Israeli settlements.lo4

147.

One of the amendments to these regional plans was in the form of the

regional Partial Outline Plan for roads No. 50. This plan is based on two earlier plans
prepared in Israel: Road Plan TIMIAI3 and the 1983-1986 Plan prepared by the World
Zionist Organization, which sought to integrate Israeli and West Bank road networks,
connect settlements to Israel and by-pass Palestinian centres of population.105

148.

In 1967, the Palestinian's main transport artery in the West Bank ran north to

south. However, beginning in the early 1970's, Israel began to introduce an east-west
system of 'by-pass' roads, the purpose of which has been defined by the Israeli
Ministry of Defense as being to:
"enable [Israelis] to travel in the Occupied Territories without passing
through Palestinian population centres;
permit Israelis to travel across the Green Line by the shortest route;
maintain 'an interna1 fabric of life' within the Israeli settlement blocs;
and
ensure that Palestinian traffic did not pass through the settlement~.'"~~
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149.

The initial east-west road roads built in the early 1970's by Israel, as the

Occupying Power, linked the Jordan Valley settlements with coastal areas in the
territory of the state of 1srael.lo7The introduction of the Road Plan No. 50 in 1983-84
introduced a comprehensive east-west system, the goal of which was to "integrate the
Israeli and West Bank systems and to promote Jewish settlement in al1 parts of the
West ~ a n k . " " ~Creating accessibility to settlement areas would also serve to increase
demand in these areas.lo9

150.

When Road Plan No. 50 was placed on deposit in 1984, 1600 objections

were submitted against it by Palestinians who felt aggrieved because of the extensive
damage it was going to cause to their lands.ll0 The special committee, composed
entirely of Israeli officers, which considered these objections decided in its session on
12 March 1991 to reject thern."'

151.

As with settlement expansion, throughout the Oslo process by-pass road

construction continued unabated. Between 1994 and 1997, 159.2 km of by-pass roads
were constructed; and in 1999 Israeli planning authorities approved 14 new by-pass
roads, entailing the confiscation of some 10, 219 dunums (2,532 acres) of Palestinian
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land.'I2 As of 2000, Israel had requisitioned approximately 160,000 dunums, in order
to build its by-pass road network of some 400 kilo me ter^."^

152.

For over three years Palestinian access to these roads, constructed on

Palestinian land, has been restricted.

Since the start of the second intifada in

September 2000, some 750 road blocks and barriers have been placed, preventing
Palestinians fiom using the old roads,'I4 while their access to the new roads created in
according with Road Plan No. 50 continues to be restricted.lI5

153.

Likewise, the borders of the Palestinian population centres, both towns and

villages, were circumscribed by the statutory zoning plans completed by Israel in the
Occupied Palestinian Territory before the Palestinian Authority took over. This was
because the areas over which the Palestinian Authority had territorial jurisdiction were
determined by the Interim Agreement and could only be increased with Israel's
agreement.
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154.

Prior to the signing of the Declaration of Principles in September 1993,

outline plans for some 400 Palestinian towns and villages had already been
prepared,'16 mainly by the Israeli planning authority in the West Bank. Most of these
consisted of plans crudely drawn by felt-tip markers on aerial photographs.'17 The
most outstanding feature of these crudely prepared plans was the plan boundary.
Rather than define the area for which planning policies are to be prepared, the
boundary identified the zone within which al1 Palestinian urban development was to

'

be confined.

155.

l8

One report described the corresponding process for the Israeli settlements in

the Occupied Palestinian Territory as follows:
"Meanwhile, outline plans for the settlements were made by the same
planning authority, followed by detailed plans which took fully into
consideration present and future needs for the development of the
Jewish areas. In this way, the future spatial development of Palestinian
areas was circumscribed and restricted, Arab settlement blocs were
prevented and Jewish settlement blocs were established providing the
maximum possible space for their future expansion. Through the
implementation of Road Plan number 50, these were connected to each
other and to Israeli centers while by-passing Palestinian towns and
villages."' l 9

156.

Al1 these schemes were given statutory effect and became, in fact, part of the

law of the land prior to the signing of the Oslo Accords. It was this highly
discriminatory and segregated town planning reality under the cloak of law, which
influenced the content of the Accords.
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(2)

Effects of the presence of Settlements and Settlers in the Occupied
Palestinian Territory
(a)

157.

Economic and Development Effects

Settlements, together with the road network, destroy the territorial integrity

of ~a1estine.l~~
The settlements and by-pass roads limit the possibility for urban and
economic development, by the seinire of land and by blocking the physical expansion
of Palestinian villages and towns.lZ1(See Annex Volume 1, Picture 27

- 28) They

also fùrther undermine economic development by restricting Palestinian movement
and impeding the flow of commerce and workers from one Palestinian area to
another.

122

For example, along the main north-south transport artery for the

Palestinian population, the Occupying Power is able to control the main transport
artery of the Palestinian population by creating and preventing the expansion of
Palestinian construction and development toward the road and by preventing the
connection of Palestinian comrnunities located on different sides of the road.lZ3
(b)

158.

Conditions for Violence

The presence of settlements and settlers contribute to increased rates of

violence against Palestinians, including direct violence by settlers. Measures taken to
protect Israeli settlements and settlers involve an increase in military presence in
inhabited areas and have given rise to violent encounters between the Israeli
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Statement.
120

occupying forces and the Palestinian population.124 Moreover, many of the acts of
violence that have been carried out by the Israeli occupying forces and settlers that
have resulted in Palestinian deaths or injuries have occurred on heavily defended
Furthermore, much
roads leading to settlement or in the proximity of settlement~.'~~
of the Palestinian property bulldozed by the occupying forces prior to the construction
of the wall was destroyed for the security of settlers, and not in the interests of
military ~ e c u r i t y . ' ~ ~

159.

Notwithstanding UN Security Council Resolution 904 (1994), which "called

for measures to be taken to guarantee the safety and protection of the Palestinian
civilians throughout the occupied territory" (in the wake of the 1994 massacre by an
Israeli settler against Palestinian worshippers in Al-Haram Al-Ibrahimi mosque in AlKhalil (Hebron)), Palestinians are still routinely subjected to Israeli settler violence.
The UN Special Rapporteur of the Commission on Human Rights noted in his March
2002 report, the phenomena of settler violence:
"Protected by the Israeli military, and exempt from the jurisdiction of the courts
of the Palestinian Authority, settlers have cornmitted numerous acts of violence
against the Palestinians and destroyed Palestinian agricultural land and
127
pr0pel-Q .
7,
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International Committee of the Red Cross Annual Report, September 2001 p. 327.
Question of the Violation of Human Rights in the Occupied Arab Territories , including
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(3)

Financial Incentives for Settling in the Occupied Palestinian Territory

160.

Realizing that for its settlement policies to be successful, non-ideological

'~~
Israeli
citizens also had to settle in the Occupied Palestinian ~ e r r i t o r y , successive
governments have used financial subsidies to attract Israeli citizens to settle in the
Palestinian territory.

Accordingly, the Israeli Government classifies Israeli

settlements as "Area of National Priority-A

or B", which entitles them to generous

financial benefits. As one report put it:
"The National Priorities Map is an important tool for the
implementation of government policy. The map enables channeling of
substantial funds to areas that the government wishes to develop.
Designation of a locality as having the status of National Priority A
gives that locality a formidable incentives package.
161.

These incentives and benefits include, inter alia, a 7% income tax break,

housing grants, subsidized mortgages, free schooling from the age of three, free
school bussing, and grants for businesses in industry, agriculture, and t o ~ r i s m . ' ~ ~

162.

The Israeli Government ministries that transfer budgetary resources to

settlements include the Israeli Ministries of Transportation, Housing and
Construction, Trade and Industry, Defense, the Settlement Department of the
Agriculture Ministry, and the Israel Lands Authority.

Most ministries are

institutionally and functionally linked with the settlement enterprise, as most, if not al1
contribute to their maintenance, expansion, and provision of services.
127
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163.

Throughout the 199OYs,the Israeli Government favoured the local settlement

authorities in the Occupied Palestinian Territory as compared to local authorities in
Israel. Per Capita transfers in this regard were 150% higher.13' In fact, the total per
capita budget available to the local settlement authorities in the Occupied Palestinian
Territory was more than forty percent higher than the national average throughout the
1990s.'~'

(4)

Extending territorial jurisdiction

164.

Israeli governments have sought to avoid the problems that would be caused

by de jure annexation, particularly in the international arena, choosing instead to
pursue policies of de facto annexation. The Israeli Government, the Knesset, and the

IDF Cornmanders, with the blessing of the Israeli High Court of Justice, have altered
Israeli and military legislation with the objective of enabling de facto annexation of
settlements to the territory of the State of 1srae1.I~~Israel began imposing extraterritorial application of Israeli laws to the settlement areas in the Occupied
Palestinian Territory and to Israeli Jewish citizens irrespective of their location in the
l ~ ~ jurisdiction of Israeli courts was extended to
Occupied Palestinian ~ e r r i t 0 r y . The
Israeli civilians for offences comrnitted in the Occupied Palestinian Territory. Civil
disputes between Israeli settlers or between a settler and Palestinian also fell under
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(5)

International reaction to Israeli settlements policy and practice

165.

The reaction by the international community to Israel's settlement activities

in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including East Jerusalem, has been firm and
consistent in its opposition to such unlawful policies and practices. The UN Security
Council, in Resolution 446 (1979) of 22 March 1979 determined "that the policy and
practices of Israel in establishing settlements in the Palestinian and other Arab
territories occupied since 1967 have no legal validity" and constitute a serious
obstruction to achieving peace.'36 In that same resolution, the Council called once
more upon Israel to "abide scrupulously by the 1949 Fourth Geneva Convention, to
rescind its previous measures and to desist from taking any actions which would result
in changing the legal status and geographical nature and materially affecting the
demographic composition of the Arab territories occupied since 1967, including
Jerusalem, and, in particular, not to transfer parts of its own civilian population into
By way of Resolution 446 (1979), the Council also
the occupied Arab territ~ries."'~~
established a Commission to examine the situation relating to the settlement~.'~~

166.

In yet another Security Council resolution on the matter, the Council, in

Resolution 465 (1980) of 1 March 1980, reiterated its prior determination and
135
Rules o f Civil Procedure (Fumishing o f Documents for the Administered ), 5730-1969,
Kovetz Takkanot2482, p. 458, as reported in B'Tselem 2002 Report, p. 65, Annex 12 in Annex
Volume 2 accompanying this Written Statement. Many o f these rules and procedures were enshrined in
Annex IV, Protocol Conceming Legal Matters, o f the Interim Agreement between Israel and the PL0
o f 1995.
136
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Ibid.

condemnations regarding Israel's settlement policies and practices and called upon
"al1 States not to provide Israel with any assistance to be used specifically in
connexion with settlements in the occupied territ~ries."'~~

167.

The UN General Assembly has also consistently expressed its strong

opposition to and condemnation of Israeli settlement policies and practices, including
by its tenth emergency special session. An annual resolution of the Assembly
addresses specifically "Israeli settlements in the Occupied Palestinian Territory,
including East Jerusalem, and the occupied Syrian Golan", in which the Assembly,
inter alia, reaffirms the applicability of the Fourth Geneva Convention to the

Occupied Palestinian Territory, including East Jerusalem, and to the occupied Syrian
Golan; reaffirms that Israeli settlements are illegal and an obstacle to peace and
economic and social development; and reiterates its demand for the complete
cessation of al1 Israeli settlement activities.140

(6)

Annexation and the regime in East Jerusalem
(a)

168.

Legislation and de jure annexation

The main developments concerning Jerusalem were noted in Chapter 3, in

the general context of Palestine's history. Here those developments are set in the
context of Israel's consistent policy of annexation of Palestinian territory. At the end
of the 1948 war Israeli military forces held the western sector of Jerusalem and
Jordanian forces held the eastern sector.

In January 1950 the Israeli Knesset

(Parliament) declared Jerusalem to be the capital of Israel.
138

See reports of the Commission contained in UN documents Sl13450; Sl13450lAdd.1,
SI134501Corr.1; Sl13679; and Sl14268.
60 S/RES/4465 (1980); See also SIRES1452 (1979); SIRES1476 (1979); SIRES1478 (1980).

169.

Following the Israeli military conquest of East Jerusalem, the Knesset passed

on 27 June 1967, Amendment 11 to the Law and Administrative Ordinance of 1948
which applied jurisdiction to al1 areas held by the Israeli military forces. The
amendment provided that "the law, jurisdiction and administration of the State shall
extend to any area of Eretz Israel designated by the government by order."

170.

In conjunction with the Law and Administrative Ordinance, mentioned

above, a municipal order was made on 28 June 1967 by virtue of which the Minister
of Interior declared that the boundaries of the Jerusalem Municipality would be
extended to about 70 km2 - an area about ten times that of the Jordanian East
Jerusalem municipality. 14'

171.

Having thus extended the jurisdiction of Israeli law into an expanded East

Jerusalem, on 29 June 1967 Israel dissolved the Jordanian East Jerusalem
Municipality, thereby asserting sole Israeli administrative control over the occupied
eastern sector of the city. The declared aim of these political and administrative steps,
according to the Israeli authorities at the time, was to render the integration of East
Jerusalem "irreversible and not negotiable."142

172.

A number of Israeli institutions were brought into East Jerusalem to

consolidate its integration into Israel. Among these were the Ministry of Justice, the
District Court, the Labor Court of Appeal, and the National Security Institute.
140
141

See for example resolution Al58198 of 9 December 2003.
Klein, Menachem, Jerusalem: The Contested City, (Hurst, 2001).

173.

Companies in East Jerusalem which were registered in Jordan, but listed their

main office or place of business in East Jerusalem, were asked to re-register as Israeli
companies.

Most companies refused, so Israel automatically re-registered them

converting them from Jordanian to Israeli ~ o m ~ a n i e s . ' ~ ~

174.

Israel extended its law over Al-Haram Al-Sharif and Holy Places through the

' ~ ~law gave the Israeli government
June 1967 Protection of Holy Places ~ a w . This
authority over access and freedom of worship in the Holy Places. This control was
reinforced through a 1993 Israeli Supreme Court ruling which stated that Israeli law
was applicable in the Al-Haram Al Sharif area.

175.

In this manner, Israel gained administrative control over the business life, the

holy sites, the land surrounding East Jerusalem and the East Jerusalem Municipal
Council.

176.

On 30 July 1980 a further step was taken by Israel to consolidate these

changes. The "Basic Law: Jerusalem, Capital of Israel" was adopted by the Knesset.
This law declared that " Jerusalem, complete and united, is the capital of ~ s r a e l . " ' ~ ~
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(b)

177.

Status of Palestinian Jerusalemites

The Israeli measures relating to Palestinian Jerusalemites are aimed at

restricting their numbers and creating conditions for their enforced displacement.

178.

During the Jordanian civilian rule over the city fiom 1951 to 1967 Jordan

issued Palestinian residents of Jerusalem with Jordanian passports. Following the
Israeli occupation of East Jerusalem, Israeli law was amended so that these Jordanian
citizens residing in East Jerusalem were not given automatic enemy status. This was
achieved through Article 4 of the Legal and Administrative Matters (Regulations)
Law (Consolidated Version) 5730-1970. As of the date of this law, Palestinian
Jerusalemites have been issued with an Israeli identity card that is different fiom the
card issued to Palestinians in the rest of the Occupied Palestinian Territory.

179.

In keeping with the status of East Jerusalem as territory to which Israeli law

applies, Palestinian Jerusalemites who remained in the city during the June 1967
occupation were granted Israeli residency permits under the Law of Entry into Israel,
1952 and the Entry to Israel Regulations, 1974.

180.

The Israeli Minister of Interior is empowered by Israeli laws and regulations

to revoke the residency rights of Palestinian Jerusalemites. These rules do not apply
to Palestinians fiom the rest of the West Bank or the Gaza Strip. They also do not
apply to Israeli citizens. There are at present 215,400 Palestinian Jerusalem identity

card h01ders.l~~
To retain his or her Jerusalem identity card a Palestinian Jerusalemite
must:
-

not acquire any other nationality or c i t i ~ e n s h i ~ ' ~ ~

-

prove that Jerusalem is their 'centre of life' since 1994 - such proof consists of
paying municipal tax within Jerusalem

-

not live abroad for more than 7 years148

-

not many a non-resident spouse

-

othenvise they must apply for a rarely

granted family unification order

181.

The absence of a residence permit deprives these families of regular health

and social services and prevents their children fiom attending public Israeli schools.
In May 2002 al1 family unification applications were fiozen by the Israeli
government. Prior to September 2000, only 5% of those who applied received
permits.149

182.

By limiting the number of Palestinians in the city in every possible manner,

Israel continues to attempt to integrate East Jerusalem into the 'Jewish State.' Yet
'unified' Jerusalem remains as divided as ever, with limited interaction between the
inhabitants of the divided city and with the eastern section suffering fiom severe and
readily apparent systematic discrimination in almost every sphere of life.
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(7)

Other Illegal Measures Related to Occupied East Jerusalem

183.

In its 4gth session, the UN Commission on Human Rights, while addressing

the question of the violation of human rights in the Occupied Arab territories,
including Palestine, strongly condemned the construction and expansion of the Israeli
settlements, including the expropriation of land, and the construction of by-pass
roads. '50 The Commission fùrther condemned:

". .. the expropriation of Palestinian homes in Jerusalem, ...
2.
the revocation of identity cards of the citizens of East Jerusalem, the
imposition of fabricated and exorbitant taxes with the aim of forcing
the Palestinian citizens of Jerusalem, who cannot afford to pay these
high taxes, out of their homes and out of their city, preparing in this
way the path for the Judaization of Jerusalem,. ..7,151
184.

These statements reflect the two main aspects of Israeli policy in and around

Jerusalem. The first is the energetic and extensive building of roads and settlements
across and around occupied East Jerusalem with the aim of creating an indivisible
infrastructure of roads linking the favoured Israeli settlements encircling the Eastern
part of the city to Israel. The second involves the measures taken to limit natural
Palestinian demographic growth and force Palestinians out of the city.

(a)
185.

Moving the Border around East Jerusalem

At present East Jerusalem has a series of checkpoints and temporary barriers

that have been constructed around it since 1990, preventing access by West Bank
Palestinians into the city. By restricting the right of access of Palestinians to occupied
East Jerusalem the Israeli government is fùrther consolidating the city's integration
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Commission on Human Rights Resolution 2003/6 of 15 April2003, para. 6
Ibid, para. 7

with Israel. It has also been moving, in a de facto manner, the former border (the
'Green Line') from where it fell before the occupation to the external perimeter of the
unified city as determined by the series of checkpoints and temporary barriers Israel
has placed at the outskirts of East Jerusalem and deep into the West Bank.

(b)

186.

House Demolitions

When the aim is to limit the demographic growth of a population in a certain

area, a limit is placed on the right of the community to develop spatially. This is
normally achieved through zoning plans and regulations. Israel has been using these
practices against the Palestinian residents of East Jerusalem since the early days of the
occupation. Where it is at al1 possible to obtain a building license the Israeli
authorities have inflated the cost of these license to further deter Palestinian
expansion. Permits for construction in East Jerusalem cost upwards of $25,000,
~~,
'legal' building in
compared to $6,000 to $10,000 in the West ~ a n k ' making
Jerusalem very expensive for most Palestinians.

187.

Both the difficulty of obtaining building perrnits and the high cost of the fees

imposed encourage many Palestinians in East Jerusalem to build without a license.
When this happens the Israeli authorities take punitive action. In the last three years
alone, 4,000 houses have been demolished across the West Bank, Gaza and East
~erusa1em.l~~
This is part of a systematic policy for acquiring control over Palestinian
populated land and manipulating demographics, thus creating the conditions for
152

2003

UN Habitat: Progress Report of the Executive Director, HSP/GC/19/2/Add.3, 1 3'h May,

enforced displacement of people.

Currently 28,000 Palestinian dwellings in

Jerusalem are under threat of 'administrative destructi~n'.'~~

(c)

188.

Dual Transportation Networks

The Israeli government has closed down the Palestinian road network linking

East Jerusalem with the West Bank through the use of more than 70 barriers. Vehicles
bearing a Palestinian license plate - and often also pedestrians, are physically unable
to access these roads. Since 1995, a system of by-pass roads has been constructed
linking the Jewish suburbs established in the West Bank and annexed to Jerusalem
with the western side of the city. With the exception of those Palestinians who are
granted special permits to use these by-pass roads, this road network is essentially an
Israeli-only road network

189.

Blocking the old road network linking East Jerusalem to the West Bank and

constructing an Israeli-only network has had the effect of fùrther isolating East
Jerusalem from the West Bank, making it physically harder, if not impossible, for
most West Bank Palestinians to have access to East Jerusalem. Because of the central
location of East Jerusalem, the denial of access to the city to Palestinians has not only
meant denying them the right to have access to the city but has also fùrther divided
the West Bank itself into two parts, the northern and southern, with the movement
between them made very difficult.
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190.

West Bank Palestinians are prohibited from travelling within the West Bank

or to or fiom Jerusalem on Israeli buses. Israeli buses operating between Jerusalem
and the West Bank only stop in settlements. Contrary to the terms of the Interim
Agreement, the number of Palestinian buses allowed on the road is restricted by the
Israeli authorities. These measures îurther isolate the West Bank fi-om Jerusalem
through preventing free movement.

(d)

191.

Settlement Construction

Consolidating Israeli military control over East Jerusalem through the

creation of facts on the ground has been achieved through settlement activity dating
back to almost immediately after the 1967 war.

The purpose of settlement

construction remains consistent with its original conception, namely to alter the
demographics of the city, create infrastructure which blurs the border through
Jerusalem, and further limit Palestinian natural growth or contiguity by building in
strategic Palestinian areas.

192.

Extensive land confiscations have occurred and continue to occur, ostensibly

for 'security reasons'. The land is then used for the purpose of settlement
construction, or for road networks to link settlements. For the purpose of construction
of the Wall, 2680 dunums (670 acres) have so far been confiscated in the Jerusalem

area.155Since 1967, out of a total area of 36 km2 in East Jerusalem, 24.5 km2 have
been expropriated for construction of ~ett1ements.I~~

193.

In 2003 alone the Israeli Govemment started preparing the ground for two

new settlements in East Jerusalem: 'Nof Zahar' and 'Kedimet Zion', both planned
initially to comprise 400 housing units. In May - June, the Israeli government also
unveiled plans for the construction of 11,806 housing units in the Occupied
Palestinian Territory. The majority of these planned units are for settlements around
the occupied East Jerusalem area.157 The necessary authorizations were to be
finalized by the end of the year.'58 Further, in August 2003, the Israeli govemment
launched the Eitam plan, which provides fùnding for purchases of apartment housing
~ ~ the amount of fùnding is available for housing
in National Priority ~ r e a s . ' Twice
purchased in the occupied East Jerusalem area as for housing in other areas eligible
under the program.

194.

The total number of settlements in and around East Jerusalem now stands at

over 27, not including the 'illegal outposts'. As of December 2002, the total number
of settlers in East Jerusalem came to over 177,000.'~~

-
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(8)

195.

Conclusions

In sum, for more than three decades, Israel has been engaged in the

colonization and attempted annexation of the territory under its occupation since
1967. Israel has done so through the illegal acquisition of territory and the illegal
transfer of parts of its civilian population, the institutionalization of a separate
structure of life and dual system of law and other measures intended to change the
demographic composition of the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including in
particular in East Jerusalem.

196.

The Wall that is now being built by Israel in the Occupied Palestinian

Territory is the culmination of these Israeli policies and practices, leading to the de
facto annexation of large areas of territory, especially areas in which there is a heavy

concentration of settlements. The Wall cannot be understood except in the context of
such longstanding, unlawful Israeli policies and practices. It is an attempt to usurp
maximum areas of land while containing the Palestinian 'demographic factor' within
the Wall, precluding any real prospect for the realization of a viable and independent
Palestinian State.

Chapter5.
THE POLICIES AND PRACTICES OF ISRAEL, THE
OCCUPYING POWER, AND THE SECURITY SITUATION IN THE
OCCUPIED PALESTINIAN TERRITORY

(1)

Introduction

197.

In addition to the s e i m e of Palestinian land and the transfer of its nationals

to the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including East Jerusalem, as explained in the
preceding Chapter, Israel, the Occupying Power, has also, from the outset of its
occupation, carried out systematic policies and practices violating the human rights of
the Palestinian civilian population and violating fundamental noms of international
humanitarian law and international human rights law. For almost three decades, such
policies and practices had been imposed on the Palestinian population in the Occupied
Palestinian Territory "without any real or perceived security threat to or retaliation
against Israel. However, the continuation and intensification of these actions and their
cumulative effects ultimately generated, by the mid-1990s, a cycle of violence that
characterizes the situation prevailing today. As stated by the UN High Commissioner
for Human Rights, Mary Robinson, in her report of 29 November 2000, following her
visit to the Occupied Palestinian Territory: "An inescapable conclusion is that much
of the present situation has to do with the daily reality of life under occupation,
including what the Palestinians see as the numerous daily humiliations imposed upon
them."162
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Report of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights and Follow-Up to the
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198.

Israeli policies and practices have created the conditions underlying the

current instability, turmoil and "security issues", including the suicide bombings, in
response to which Israel claims it must build the Wall in the Occupied Palestinian
Territory to protect its citizens. Moreover, Israeli actions, including the destruction of
the Palestinian security apparatus, have seriously undermined the effectiveness of any
Palestinian efforts in the security arena. A brief examination of Israel's policies and
practices is necessary for a more thorough understanding of the current situation on
the ground, including as it relates in particular to the matter of the Wall that Israel is
building in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including East Jerusalem.

(2)

Israeli Policies and Practices

199.

Since the start of its occupation of the West Bank, including East Jerusalem,

and the Gaza Strip in 1967, Israel has utilized military orders to regulate al1 facets of
Palestinian life and has also done so by invoking the Defence (Emergency)
Regulations of 1945, despite the fact that they were revoked by Britain as of 14 May
1948.'~~
Since then, Israel has used the regulations to justiQ, inter alia, the use of
extrajudicial punishments, such as deportations, home demolitions and administrative
detentions, in violation of the human rights of the Palestinian civilian population
under occupation.

200.

The United Nations General Assembly and Security Council have

consistently addressed the issue of the broad human rights abuses and violations
committed by Israel in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, repeatedly condemning

Israel's policies and practices in this regard and calling upon it to cease its violations
and to comply with the provisions of the Fourth Geneva ~ 0 n v e n t i o n . l ~Also,
~ in
1968, the General Assembly established the Special Committee to Investigate Israeli
Practices Aflecting the Human Rights of the Population of

the Occupied

~ e r r i t o r i e s , 'which,
~~
despite Israel's refusal to cooperate, has submitted periodic
In~ response to the continuing
reports on the matter to each Assembly ~ e s s i 0 n . l ~
gravity of the situation, in 1993, the UN Commission on Human Rights decided to
appoint a Special Rapporteur "to investigate Israel's violations of the principles and
bases of international law, international humanitarian law and the Geneva Convention
relative to the Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of War, of 12 August 1949, in
the Palestinian territories occupied by Israel since 1967", who has reported regularly
to the Commission, with the most recent report submitted on 8 September 2 0 0 3 . ' ~ ~

201.

In defiance, inter alia, of the resolutions of the General Assembly, the UN

Security Council and the Commission on Human Rights calling upon Israel to cease
its violations and to uphold the UN Charter and comply with international law, Israel
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has persisted in canying out its unlawful policies and practices vis-à-vis the
Palestinian people.

From the outset of the occupation, Israel imposed various

measures severely damaging the social fabric of Palestinian population. For example,
it prohibited al1 forms of civil liberties, banned fi-eedom of expression and assembly,
and censured al1 press and media.16' Restrictive constraints were also placed on the
medical sector and the educational system, including closures of schools and
universities for prolonged periods, particularly during the years of the first Palestinian
intifada that began in 1987.

202.

The Palestinian economy was also harmed by Israel's imposition of a series

of restrictive laws and measures in the Occupied Palestinian Temtory that stunted the
development of the economy and seriously debilitated it.'69 Such policies served to
transform the territory into a captive market for Israel and a source of cheap labour.

203.

The deportation of Palestinian civilians fiom the Occupied Palestinian

Territory is another unlawful practice that has been carried out by Israel over the
decades.

Deportations have typically been effected through extrajudicial

administrative orders taken by Israeli military commanders. Within just the first
decade of the occupation, permanent expulsions by Israel totalled more than 1,522
~a1estinians.l'~ The UN Security Council has adopted several resolutions
condernning this unlawful practice by Israel, beginning with Resolution 468 of 8 May
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1980.171 Most recently, Israel has begun the practice of deporting Palestinians fiom
the West Bank to the Gaza Strip.

204.

Israel has also persisted in the practice of mass round-ups and mass and

individual arrests as well as the arbitrary detention and imprisonment of Palestinian
civilians, in the Occupied Palestinian Territory and in facilities located within Israel,
without charge, without access to legal representation, without trial, and often without
contact with their families.17'

Currently, more than 6,000 Palestinian civilians,

including women and youths, are being held in Israeli detention centres or prisons.173
Israel has also subjected Palestinians in custody to abuse and physical ill-treatment,
including torture, and to unhygienic and inhumane ~ 0 n d i t i o n s . l ~ ~

205.

Throughoutits occupation of the Palestinian territory, Israel has caused

extensive physical destruction to Palestinian homes and property, particularly through
its practice of home demolitions. Thousands of Palestinian homes, including refugee
shelters, have been destroyed during the course of Israel's more than thirty-six-year
occupation as a means of collective punishment and also as a severe penalty in
relation to the stringent restrictions imposed by Israel with regard to building permits
for Palestinians. In addition, the occupying forces have destroyed thousands of
dunums of land and extensively abused and exploited the natural resources in the
Occupied Palestinian Territory.
171
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206.

Israel has also engaged in other forms of collective punishment of the

Palestinian civilian population, including the imposition of severe restrictions on the
freedom of movement of persons and goods within the Occupied Palestinian Territory
and between the territory and the outside world. It has imposed such restrictions
through the establishment of military checkpoints and roadblocks and a complex
system of requirements involving identity cards, residency permits and travel permits.
Prolonged curfews, at times lasting for days or weeks, have at times been imposed on
entire Palestinian cities, towns, villages and refugee camps. The result has been the
immobilization of the Palestinian people in their own land and, during curfews,
imprisonment in their homes, prevented from access to their work, schools, medical
care and even to food supply and clean water. The impact on the social, economic
and health conditions of the Palestinian people has been grave.

207.

With the outbreak of the first intifada in December 1987, Israel began a new

chapter in the types and magnitude of its oppressive policies and practices in the
Occupied Palestinian Territory.

The above-mentioned policies and practices

intensified in addition to a rise in violence against of the civilian population. The
actions of the Israeli occupying forces began to involve, inter alia, excessive beatings
and the physical harassment of the Palestinian population, as embodied in the "iron
fist" policy instituted by Israel to quel1 the Palestinian resistance.17' Moreover, the
occupying forces increased their use of tear gas in confined areas and the use of
rubber-coated as well as live ammunition against the unarmed civilian population,
killing and wounding thousands of Palestinian demonstrators.

208.

In reaction to the precipitous deterioration of the situation in the Occupied

Palestinian Territory, the UN Security Council adopted Resolution 605 (1987) on 22
December 1987. In that resolution, the Council strongly deplored "those polices and
practices of Israel, the occupying Power, which violate the human rights of the
Palestinian people in the occupied territories, and in particular the opening of fire by
the Israeli army, resulting in the killing and wounding of defenceless Palestinian
civilian~."'~~The Council also requested the Secretary-General to submit a report
"containing his recomrnendations on ways and means for ensuring the safety and
protection of Palestinian civilians under Israeli occupation .177 Thereafter, the issue
97

of the provision of protection for the Palestinian civilian population in the Occupied
Palestinian Territory became prominent on the agenda of various UN organs.
Resolution 605 (1987) was shortly followed by two other Council resolutions on the
matter, including Resolutions 607 (1988) of 5 January 1988 and 608 (1988) of 14
January 1988.

209.

In the years after the outbreak of the first Palestinian intifada, the Palestinian

civilian population suffered extensive loss of life, including massacres. This included
the killing of more than 20 Palestinian worshippers at Al-Haram Al-Sharif in
Occupied East Jerusalem on 8 October 1990.

In response to the increased

perpetration of violence against the civilian population by Israel, the UN Security
Council adopted Resolution 672 (1990) on 12 October, in which it expressed "alarm
at the violence which took place on 8 October at the Al Haram Al Shareef and other
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Holy Places of Jerusalem resulting in over twenty Palestinian deaths and to the injury
of more than one hundred and fi@

people, including Palestinian civilians and

. " ' ~ ~ incident constituting a massacre was the killing of
innocent w ~ r s h i ~ ~ e r s Another
Palestinians civilians by an Israeli settler in Al-Haram Al-Ibrahimi Mosque in AlKhalil (Hebron) on 25 February 1994. In esolution 904 (1994) of 18 March 1994, the
Security Council condemned "the massacre in Hebron and its aftermath which took
the lives of more than 50 Palestinian civilians and injured several hundred others" and
called for "measures to be taken to guarantee the safety and protection of the
Soon thereafter, on 6 April
Palestinian civilians throughout the occupied territ~ry."'~~
1994, the first Palestinian suicide bombing was carried out in Afula, killing 8 Israeli
civilians.

210.

The situation in the Occupied Palestinian Territory was greatly influenced

and altered by political breakthroughs that occurred with the signing by the
Govemment of Israel and the Palestine Liberation Organisation ('PLO') of the
Declaration of Principles on Interim Self-Govemment Arrangements on 13 September
1993. Preceded by letters of mutual recognition, the Declaration of Principles
envisaged a gradua1 process for the withdrawal of the Israeli occupying forces from
the Occupied Palestinian Territory. The Interim Agreement concluded by the two
sides in 1994 detailed the mechanisms for the re-deployment of Israeli occupying
forces from Palestinian territory to be carried out in three phases, beginning in
October 1996 and ending within 18 months of election of the Palestinian Legislative
Council in September 1997.
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21 1.

The first redeployment took place in 1994 fiom Gaza City and Jericho,

thereby allowing for the deployment for the first time of Palestinian Security Forces
('PSF').

In the absence of established Palestinian governmental and policing

institutions however the various branches of the PSF were faced with the challenge of
irnrnediately grouping and fulfilling their responsibilities, which involved a wide
range of tasks, including inter alia the maintenance of public law and order in the
areas that were to be under Palestinian control.

212.

Despite the progress made in the peace process between the two sides and the

establishment of a Palestinian self-governing authority ('Palestinian Authority') in
1994 in addition to the establishment of the PSF, the situation on the ground in the
Occupied Palestinian Territory did not markedly improve. With the lapse of the fiveyear transitional period agreed upon in the Declaration of Principles and the
continuation of settlement activities, friction between the two sides began to increase
once again. Israe17sintransigent pursuit of its settlement campaign in the Occupied
Palestinian Territory led to the convening by the UN General Assembly of its Tenth
Emergency Special Session in April 1997 to address in particular Israeli actions in
Occupied East Jerusalem in connection with its plans to construct new settlements in
the area.lgO
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AIES-1OR of 25 April 1997. The UN Secretary-General submitted a report pursuant to
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and in December 200 1, which adopted a declaration reaffirming the applicability of the Convention to
the OPT and calling for respect of the Convention and ensuring its respect in al1 circumstances. The
text of the Declaration of 5 December 2001, dossier no. 67 accompanying the Secretary-General's
submission.

2 13.

Despite the mounting tensions and the exacerbation of socioeconomic

conditions in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, peace process negotiations continued
over the following years in an effort to implement the agreements reached towards
negotiations for a final settlement. Yet, the third and largest phase of redeployment,
in which the Israeli forces should have redeployed from al1 of the West Bank, with the
exception of areas to be discussed during the permanent status negotiations, including
Jerusalem, the settlements and specified military locations in the Occupied Palestinian
Territory, was never fulfilled. As such, on 28 September 2000, the day the second
Palestinian intifada began, Israel still had exclusive control of 61 per cent of the West
Bank (Area C), with overriding security control over an additional 21 per cent (Area
B). The Palestinian Authority ('PA') had control only over non-contiguous areas of
the territory covering about 18 per cent of the West Bank (Area A). (As of June 2002,
Israel had reoccupied al1 of Area A and, within one week, had assumed full security
control over the entire West Bank, which remains the situation today, with the
exception of Israeli redeployment from some population centres.)

(3)

The Current Security Situation

214.

The second intifada, triggered by the events of 28 September 2000 in

connection with the visit by then Likud leader Ariel Sharon to Al-Haram Al-Sharif in
Occupied East Jerusalem, elicited a violent response by the Israeli occupying forces to
Palestinian dem~nstrations.'~'Contrary to accusations of orchestration, the intifada
erupted following that event in a culmination of the rising tensions caused by the
181

See Provisional Verbatim of UN Securiîy Council SiPV.4204 of 3 October 2000, SlPV.4202
(Resumption 1) of 4 October 2000 and SiPV.4204 (Resumption 2) of 5 October 2000. See also UN

political deadlock and the deterioration of socioeconomic conditions resulting fiom
Israeli policies and practices. As noted in the report of the Human Rights Inquiry
Commission, "The insistence of the IDF that the Palestinian demonstrators,
humiliated by years of military occupation which has become part of their culture and
upbringing, have been organized and orchestrated by the Palestinian Authority either
shows an ignorance of history or cynical disregard for the ovenvhelming weight of the
e~idence."~~~

215.

From the outset of this intifada, the Israeli occupying forces used excessive

and indiscriminate force, using al1 forms of military weaponry, against the Palestinian
civilian population, resulting in the widespread killing and wounding of civilians and
~ UN
physical destruction throughout the Occupied Palestinian ~ e r r i t o r y . ' ~The
Security Council responded irnrnediately to the situation by adopting Resolution 1322
(2000) on 7 October, in which the Council deplored "the provocation carried out at
Al-Haram Al-Sharif in Jerusalem on 28 September 2000, and the subsequent violence
there and at other Holy Places, as well as in other areas throughout the territories
occupied by Israel since 1967, resulting in over 80 Palestinian deaths and many other
casualtie~.~~~~~
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216.

While the occupying forces continued to use excessive force against the

civilian population in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, the period after the outbreak
of the second intifada also witnessed a rise in suicide bombings by Palestinians
against Israeli civilians in Israel. The first Israeli civilians killed by such Palestinian
acts since the start of the intifada were two people who were killed in a car bombing
on 2 November 2000. By that time, 148 Palestinians, including children, had already
been killed by the Israeli occupying forces.lS5 By the end of the year 2000, at least
322 Palestinians had been killed by the occupying forces and 37 Israelis, including
members of the occupying forces, had been killed by Palestinian attacks.

217.

It must be emphasized that, from the outset, the Palestinian leadership has

been unequivocal in its condemnation of such attacks on Israeli civilians. The
leadership has repeatedly condemned, and continues to stand firmly against, the
suicide bombings as morally wrong, unjust acts that must cease. A distinction must be
made, however, between such unlawful acts of violence against Israeli civilians in
Israel and acts of Palestinian resistance to the Israeli occupation and to military
attacks by the occupying forces, as a matter of international law and irrespective of
the position taken by the Palestinian leadership calling for a cessation of al1 acts of
violence.

218.

In the months and years following the onset of the second intifada, Israel

intensified and escalated its repressive and unlawful policies and practices against the
Palestinian civilian population in the Occupied Palestinian Territory on a scope and
185

See letters of the Permanent Observer of Palestine to the United Nations to the President of
the UN Security Council and the UN Secretary-General (beginning with A/55/432 of 29 September

scale unprecedented since the beginning of its military occupation in 1967. Using al1
means of heavy weaponry, including tanks, helicopter, gunships, warplanes and
bulldozers, the Israeli occupying forces have engaged in the use of excessive and
indiscriminate force and launched countless military attacks, endangering the safety
and well-being of the Palestinian civilian population. This has included violent raids
and incursions into Palestinian population centres, aerial bombardments and missile
attacks targeting Palestinian buildings and vehicles, typically located in densely
populated civilian areas, as well as sniper attacks. The Israeli occupying forces have
also routinely used Palestinian civilians as human shields during military attacks. As
a result of such practices, the occupying Power has, since 28 September 2000 and as
of 21 January 2004, killed a total of 2,708 Palestinian civilians, including men,
women and children, and has wounded more than 40,000 other people, thousands of
whom now suffer permanent disabilities.lS6From the start of the intifada and up until
1 January 2004, more than 800 Israelis, including both civilians and members of the
occupying forces, have been killed.

219.

Among the Palestinians killed by the Israeli occupying forces, many have

been killed by extrajudicial execution (assassination), a policy publicly acknowledged
to be pursued by the Government of Israel. Israeli assassinations of "militants" have
often been carried out during periods of relative calm or even of some advancement in
the peace process, typically reigniting the cycle of violence and undermining any
peace efforts. In one of many examples, for a month after the declaration of a
2000, AIES-10139-S/2000/1015 of 24 October 2003 to AIES-101255-S/2003/1206 of 26 December
2003)
186
Ibid. This figure represents the number of Palestinians directly killed by the occupying
forces. It does not include those Palestinians who have died as a result of other Israeli practices in the

unilateral cease-fire by the Palestinian side on 16 December 2001, not a single Israeli
civilian was injured or killed by a Palestinian from the Occupied Palestinian Territory.
However, on 14 January 2002, Israel assassinated a leader of Al-Aqsa Brigades, Raed
Kami, in Tulkarem. The group retaliated by carrying out an attack on 17 January
2002 and thus the violence flared up again. According to the Special Rapporteur of
the UN Commission on Human Rights on the situation of human rights in the
Palestinian territories occupied by Israel since 1967, from October 2000 to April
2003, the occupying forces "killed more than 230 Palestinians, including 80 children,
women and innocent bystanders, in assassination actions" between October 2000 and
April 2003 alone.lS7

220.

At the same time, Israel has inflicted vast physical damage and destruction in

the Occupied Palestinian Territory since September 2 0 0 0 . ' ~ ~ Thousands of
Palestinian homes, properties and vehicles have been destroyed. The Palestinian
infrastructure has been severely damaged due to the destruction of roads and
electricity, water and sewage networks by the occupying forces. Thousands of
dunums of agricultural land have been razed and hundreds of thousands of productive

trees have been uprooted.

Occupied Palestinian Territory, such as those who have died at checkpoints after being prevented from
accessing medical care.
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221.

Also in collective punishment of the Palestinian population, Israel has

dramatically intensified and entrenched its restrictions on the freedom of movement of
persons and goods, including medical and humanitarian, in the Occupied Palestinian
Territory. Movement is restricted between and within Palestinian cities and villages
and to and from the territory by means of hundreds of checkpoints and roadblocks,
around every town and major road junction, dividing the temtory internally.189 These
restrictions, along with the imposition of broad military closures and prolonged
curfews, have disrupted every aspect of Palestinian daily life and have brought the
damaged Palestinian economy to a near standstill, with rising and inordinate rates of
unemployment and widespread poverty among the population. World Bank estimates
that at least 60 percent of the Palestinian population is living below the poverty line
~
and unemployment stands at approximately 53 percent of the w o r k f o r ~ e . ' ~The
cumulative socioeconomic consequences have been devastating, amounting to a dire
humanitarian crisis. As stated in the Mission Report of the UN Secretary-General's
Persona1 Humanitarian Envoy, Catherine Bertini:
"Palestinians are subject to a variety of closures, curfews, roadblocks
and restrictions that have caused a near-collapse of the Palestinian
economy, rising unemployment, increased poverty, reduced
commercial activities, limited access to essential services (such as
water, medical care, education, emergency services) and rising
dependency on humanitarian assistance. The restrictions affect almost
al1 activities, rendering most Palestinians unable to carry out any
semblance of normal life and subject to daily hardships, deprivations
and affronts to human dignity."l9l
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222.

Some of the above-mentioned measures and actions carried out by the Israeli

occupying forces in the Occupied Palestinian Territory constitute grave breaches of
the Fourth Geneva Convention within the meaning of Article 147 of the Convention,
inter alia,, but not limited to, wilful killings, wilîully causing great suffering or
serious injury to body or health, unlawful confinement and the extensive destruction
and appropriation of property, as detailed in Chapter 9. For example, some of the acts
committed by the Israeli occupying forces during the assault on the Jenin refugee
camp and its inhabitants in April2002 can be considered as such.19* Another example
is the extrajudicial killing of Salah Shehada, on 23 July 2002, in his home in a densely
populated area in Gaza by the dropping of a one ton bomb on his home, which
resulted in the killing of a total of 15 civilians, including children, the wounding of
more than 150 people and vast physical de~truction.'~~

223.

The Israeli military escalation in the Occupied Palestinian Territory since

September 2000 not only targeted the civilian population but targeted the Palestinian
Authority as well. The occupying forces carried out numerous direct attacks and
bombardments against PA facilities and institutions including, inter alia, ministries
and security and intelligence installations. The occupying forces even launched
attacks against the compound of the President of the PA, Yasser Arafat, in Ramallah,
where he has been under siege since December 2 0 0 1 . ' ~ ~The impact on the
Palestinian security apparatus has been severe, as it has been virtually incapacitated
and immobilized, similar to the PA as a whole. Moreover, in January 2003, Israel
ended the security and civil cooperation and coordination that had been established
192
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with the PA, further detrimentally impacting the work of the Palestinian security
services.

224.

Numerous efforts have been undertaken at the international level, including

through the United Nations, to address the critical situation in the Occupied
Palestinian Territory.

This has included the establishment of the Fact-Finding

Cornmittee, headed by former U.S. Senator George Mitchell, which presented the
, ' well
~ ~ as the Security Council's repeated examination of the
"Mitchell ~ e ~ o r t "as
situation and its adoption of Resolutions 1402 (2002) of 30 March 2002, 1403 (2002)
of 4 April 2002, 1405 (2002) of 19 April 2002, and 1435 (2002) of 24 September
2002. Efforts have also been undertaken by other international actors, including
initiatives by the U.S. as well as by other members of the Quartet. Regrettably, none
of these efforts has been successful in ameliorating the situation and bringing a
resumption of the peace process.

(4)

Conclusions

225.

The current situation in the Occupied Palestinian Territory is one in which

Israeli occupying forces are now present in or around al1 Palestinian population
centres and stringent restrictions on movement continue to be imposed, in the midst of
which the Palestinian people continue their efforts to overcome the adverse
consequences of the loss of human life and destruction, including that of their
institutions, that has been incurred by Israel. The humanitarian crisis being faced by
the Palestinian people has been fundamentally aggravated by Israel's construction of

the Wall in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including East Jerusalem, as the
expropriation of land, the obstruction of movement and the isolation of Palestinian
cities and villages from one another fùrther exacerbate the dire socioeconomic
conditions and deepen the frustration and despair of the population. As stated by the
UN Secretary-General's Persona1 Humanitarian Envoy in her Mission Report, "[ilt
must be recognized that the social and economic misery of the Palestinian people is a
serious obstacle to achieving lasting peace and security. Sharply declining living
conditions help destabilize the political environment and increase the sense of
desperation that is so successfully exploited by e~tremists."'~~

226.

It is unquestionable that suicide bombings against civilians in Israel must

cease. It is also unquestionable that States have the right and responsibility, within the
confines of international law, to protect their citizens. However, the notion that Israel
is a peaceful and passive country under attack is baseless. A fundamental change in
Israeli policies and practices, consistent with Israel's obligations under international
law, is an essential prerequisite for any amelioration of the situation on the ground.
Palestine affrms that the way to provide security for the two sides is by the cessation
of the above-mentioned unlawful Israeli policies and practices and the termination of
the occupation and not by the building of walls, even if built on Israeli territory.
Overcoming the current situation, including the security situation, and moving
fonvard towards a peaceful settlement are contingent upon compliance with
international law and adherence to the two-State solution and the realization of the
inalienable rights of the Palestinian people.
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PART C.

THE WALL

Chapter 6.
The Wall Being Built by Israel in the Occupied Palestinian
Territory, including in and around East Jerusalem

(1)

Introduction

227.

The Wall that is being built by Israel is being constructed almost entirely in

the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including in and around East Jerusalem, in
departure from the Armistice Line of 1949 (Green Line). It is a whole regime,
composed of a complex structure as well as practical, administrative and other
measures. It encircles entire communities in walled enclaves and, if completed, will
wall-in almost al1 of the Palestinian population. It has resulted in vast destruction and
has entailed the confiscation of thousands of dunums of Palestinian land and has
already imprisoned thousands of Palestinians between it and the Green Line. There is
a clear correlation between the route of the Wall and the illegal Israeli settlements in
the Occupied Palestinian Territory and water resources as well. The Wall is having a
devastating socioeconomic impact on the Palestinian people. It clearly aims at the de
facto annexation of large areas of the Occupied Palestinian Territory and makes the

viability of a Palestinian State and the implementation of the two-State solution
almost impossible. The purpose of this Chapter is to outline and depict the existing,
approved and projected route of the Wall, and to explain the regime of the Wall and
accompanying measures and effects and the Wall's social and economic impact on the
Palestinian people in the Occupied Palestinian Territory.

228.

For the purposes of this Written Statement, construction of the Wall is

divided into Phases 1, II and III, described below, based on dates of approval by the
Israeli Cabinet. In some cases final decisions may not have been taken but reliable
projections are p0ssib1e.l~~

(2)

The Route of the Wall: 'Existing, Decided and Projected Phases

(a)
229.

Phase 1of the Wall

On 14 April 2002, the Israeli Cabinet decided to establish a 'permanent

barrier' in the 'seam area' between the West Bank and Israel on 14 April 2002. To
implement this decision, the "Seam Area Administration", headed by the Director
General of the Ministry of Defense, was established. In early June 2002, the Seam
Area Administration completed plans for Phase 1 of the Wall, to run from the
northwest edge of the West Bank, near the village of Salem, to the Israeli settlement
of 'Elqana' in the central West Bank (See Map 3: The Wall in the West Bank, and
Briefing Map). A plan was also devised to build a Wall in the north and south of East
Jerusalem (See Map 4: The Wall in East Jerusalem). On 23 June 2002, the Israeli
Govemment approved, in its decision 2077, the plan in principle and, on 14 August
2002, the Cabinet approved the final route of Phase 1. Construction of Phase 1 of the
Wall was mostly completed by the end of July 2003.
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230.

Israel has asserted that 'operational considerations' were the principal factors

affecting the route of Phase 1 of the Wall. These considerations included three
principal components.

Topography: According to Israel:
"The selection of the topographic route of the barrier was derived from
security reasons. The barrier must pass through, to the greatest extent
possible, areas from which the surro&ding temtory can be controlled, in
order to prevent harm to forces operating along the route, and to enable
the forces to operate observation points that overlook both sides of the
fence."lY8
Securiv Area: According to Israel:
"The fear is that the barrier will not prevent every penetration, and that
security forces will not be able to arrive in time to thwart the crossing of
potential attackers. A geographic security area is necessary to enable the
combat forces to chase the terrorists within. .. [the West Bank] before
they are able to cross into Israel and disappear within the population."1yy
Leaving as Many Settlements as Possible West of the Barrier: According to
Israel,
"The fear is that erection of the barrier will channel the attacks to these
communities, so it was decided to have the fence pass east of these
settlements in order to provide protection for them and for the access
roads that reach them."200

(b)
23 1.

Phase II of the Wall

Phase II was approved by the Israeli Cabinet on 1 October 2003. It comprises

the following extensions of the Wall.
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Forces in the West Bank, HCJ 7784102, as reported in B'Tselem 2003 Report, p. 32.
199
Ibid.
200
Ibid.

232.

Initiating the eastern part of the Wall, one section was extended from Salem

east to the Jordan River. Another section was extended south from Al Mutilla to
Tayasir, which is scheduled for completion in March 2004 (See Map 3: The Wall in
the West Bank, and Briefing Map).

233.

Further to an Israeli Cabinet decision on 5 September 2003, the constructed

segments of the Wall in and around East Jerusalem (except in the area of 'Ma'ale
Adumim') were extended (See Map 4: The Wall in East Jerusalem).

234.

The Wall was extended southwards from the settlement of 'Elqana' in the

direction of Jerusalem, and from the settlement of 'Gilo' to South Mount Hebron (See
Map 4: The Wall in the West Bank, and Briefing Map).

235.

Phase II was scheduled for completion in 2005. However, on 18 December

2003, Prime Minister Ariel Sharon announced that "Israel will greatly accelerate the
construction of the security fence" in anticipation of a unilateral Disengagement
Orders were issued for construction along the entire blueprint of the Wall
simultaneously, instead of building it stage after stage.202

(c)

236.

Proiected Phase III of the Wall

In March 2003, the Israeli Prime Minister announced plans for the

construction of a Wall running along the Jordan Valley. Although the route has not
yet been officially approved by the Cabinet, an Israeli Government decision to build

the eastern Wall is reported to have been t a l ~ e n . ~According
'~
to the Dugard Report
(2003, para. Il), it is "widely expected that following completion of the Wall
separating Israel fiom the West Bank on the western side, an eastern side will be
constructed, along the mountain ridge west of the Jordan Valley, which will separate
Palestine fiom the Jordan Valley." This section of the Wall is projected to run along
the Allon Road (Highway 80) fiom Tayasir to Al-Ram and continue southward from
Abu Dis to Um Diraj, linking with the approved phase of the Wall southeast of AlKhalil (~ebron)."~(See Map 3: The Wall in the West Bank, and Briefing Map) A
territorial outlet for Palestinian passage to Jordan is projected to run fiom Ramallah to
the border with Jordan via Jericho.

(d)

237.

East Jerusalem

As indicated above, the route of the Wall weaves in and around Occupied

East Jerusalem. As described in the report of the UN Secretary-General, submitted
pursuant to General Assembly resolution AIES-10114, "The existing barrier and
planned route around Jerusalem is beyond the Green Line and, in some cases, the
eastern municipal boundary of Jerusalem as annexed by Israel. Completed sections
include two parts totalling 19.5 kilometres that flank Jerusalem, and a 1.5-kilometre
201

Prime Minister Ariel Sharon's Speech at the Herziliya Conference, 18 December 2003.
Amir Rapaport, Ma 'ariv, 24 December 2003.
203
Ze'ev Schiff, "Something's afoot along the fence," Ha'aretz, 30 December 2003. Other
reports indicating plans for the Jordan Valley Wall include, Geoffrey Aronson, "Sharon Govemment's
Separation Plan Defines Palestine's Provisional Borders," Report on Israeli Settlement in the Occupied
Territories, Vol. 13, No. 4, July-August 2003, p. 4; Ha'aretz Semice, "US Opposes Israel's Plan for
Jordan Valley Fence," Ha'aretz, 21 July 2003; Eyal Weizman, "Ariel Sharon and the Geometry of
Occupation, Part 3, " 15 September 2003,
www.opendemocracy.net/themes/article.isp?id=2&articleID=1476;cf., Jonathan Cook, "Thwarting the
State," Al-Ahram WeekIy on-line, Issue No. 61,27 March - 2 April2003.
204
Estimates of the length and route are based on press reports from military sources detailing
both the location and length of the Wall, meetings with Israeli officiais involved in planning the route,
202

concrete wall in the eastern Jerusalem neighbourhood of Abu Dis. The planned route
includes a section due east of Jerusalem that links up with the existing Abu Dis wall;
levelling of land has started at its southem end." The report further asserts, "A second
section runs through the northern Jerusalem suburb of Al-Ram, which will be cut off
from Jerusalem, and links with the existing northem barrier section at the Qalandia
checkpoint. A third section will surround five Palestinian communities north-west of
Jerusalem, creating a 2,000-acre enclave with 14,500 people. A gap remains in the
planned route due east of Jerusalem near the settlement of Maale ~ d u m i m . " ' ~ ~

(e)

238.

Summarv: The Wall Depicted by Reference to the Green Line

In this section, Palestine provides specific references to the length and

location of the Wall at the time of writing this Statement.
To date 186 km of the Wall have been completed in the northern and central
(Jerusalem) West Bank.

An additional 25 km are currently under construction.
381 km of the Wall have also been approved for construction.
An additional 196 km can be projected based on recomrnendations by the

Israeli military.
According to these figures, the total length of the Wall once completed, based on
current information, will be 788 km.

and calculations based on the total length of the approved routes and the total projected length of the
Wall. See Ben Kaspit, Ma 'ariv,14 January 2004.
205
Report of the Secretary-General prepared pursuant to General Assembly resolution ES-10113, UN
Doc AIES-101248 of 24 November 2003, dossier n. 52 accompanying the Secretary-General's
submission.

( i ) Sections of Phase I and II Completed to Date
239.

Six sections of the Wall have been completed to date. (See Maps 12a-12k:

The Wall in the West Bank, Sections a-1)
Length of Wall

Location
Salem/Mutilla:

31 km

Jordan RiverfMutilla:

9km

S a l e d a s h a (Salfit):

126 km

Ramallah/Jerusalem:

9km

Bet Sahur/Bethlehem/Jerusalem (South):

10 km

Abu DisIAl 'Eizariya:

1 km
186 km

Total:

(ii) Sections of Phase II Currently Under Construction
240.

Three sections of the Wall are currently under construction. (See Briefing

M~P)
Location

Length of Wall

Abu DisIAl 'Eizariya:

14 km

Mutilla/'Mehola' (Jordan River):

6km

Rantis:

5 km

Total:

25 km

(iii) Approved Trajectory of Phase II

241.

Six sections of the Wall have been approved for irnrnediate construction. The

intemal Jerusalem enclaves have been approved and announced around the suburbs of
Jib-Bir Nabala, Al Ram, Anata, Hizma, Shufat Refugee Camp and around Al Walaja.
(See Briefing Map)
Location

Length of Wall

Mashd7Ariel'/Ramallah:

132 km

MutilldTayasir (Jordan Valley):

14 km

'Gilo' (Beth1ehem)lUm Diraj (A-Khalil):

129 km

Double Walled Areas:
-Qibya:

25 km

-Bet

42 km

Ur:

Intemal Jerusalem Enclaves:
-Jib:
-Al

17 km
Walaja:

5km

17 km

Al RadAnata:
Total:

381 km
(iv) Projected Trajectory of Phase III

242.

There are additional projected sections of the Wall recommended by the

Israeli military. The Jordan Valley/Hebron Hills trajectory fiom Tayasir to Um Diraj
is approximately 196 km. (See Map Briefing Map)

(f)

243.

Correlation of the Wall Route to the Green Line

Of the total length of al1 three phases (788 km), only 6 per cent of the Wall

will be located within 100 meters of the Green Line, and that almost entirely on the
Occupied Palestinian Territory. Of Phase 1 of the Wall constructed to date, only 22
per cent is located within 100 meters of the Green Line, and that almost entirely on
Occupied Palestinian Territory.

244.

Specifically, of the completed sections of Phase 1 and II built on the

Occupied Palestinian Territory:
41 km of the Wall are within 100 m of the Green Line.
3 km of the Wall are between 100 m and 200 m of the Green Line.
17 km of the Wall are between 200 m and 1000 m of the Green Line.
124 km of the Wall are between 1000 and 8000 m fi-om the Green Line.

(3)

The Regime of the Wall and Accompanying Measures and Effects

(a)
245.

Phvsical Structure and Characteristics of the Wall

Sections of the Wall in Jerusalem, Abu Dis, Qalqiliya, Tulkarem, Nazlat Issa

and Salem are 8 meters high and constructed of concrete (See Photographs 4, 5 and
12). The concrete Wall is lined with watch towers approximately 300 meters apart in
areas such as Qalqiliya and Tulkarem. (See Photograph 3) There are 13 watch towers
that surround the city of Qalqiliya alone. At the time of this Written Statement,
approximately 9 km of the Wall, including 2 km in Jerusalem, is constructed of
concrete. However, because of the current Pace of construction of the Wall, these
figures are increasing every day.

246.

The majority of the Wall complex varies in width between 30 and 100

meters. In most cases areas bordering the Wall are considered closed military zones
and access is severely restricted (See Photograph 15). The Wall complex includes a
number of components. The dimensions of the following components are drawn from
a cross-section of the Wall in Qalqiliya, but they are representative of much of the
remainder of the Wall. (See Cross-Section of the Wall Complex graphic and
Photographs 1 and 2) In the sequence of the cross-section, the components include:
A stack of coils of barbed and razor wire, 5 meters deep and 3 meters high.
A trench 3 meters deep and 1.5 meters wide.
A paved road for Israeli patrols, 6 meters wide.

A sand trace path to detect footprints, 5 meters wide.
An electrified fence, with automatic sensors, 2.5 meters high on a 60 cm high
concrete base.
A dirt area 10 meters wide.
Another trench 3 meters deep and 1.5 meters across.
Another stack of 6 coils of barbed and razor wire, 5 meters deep and 3 meters
high.
On either side of the Wall complex are buffer zones and ditches.
Surveillance cameras are installed along the Wall complex.
The Israeli press has reported that 'remote control' automatic machine guns
are to be installed in the Gilboa area.'06
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Felix Frish, "Revelation: The separation wall will shoot at terrorists 'by itself ", Ynet, 22
September 2003.

247.

In addition to these components, there are 37 gates built along Phase 1 of the

Wall. (See Map 13: The Wall and the Closed Zone, and Photographs 13 and 14)
Approximately half of these gates are operating, though they have minimal and
fluctuating opening times. (See Appendix 2: 'Closed Zone Permit System').

248.

Overall, the physical Wall complex is integrated into a larger system of

barriers, including natural topographical features, the road network, fixed checkpoints,
'flying' checkpoints, dirt mounds, cement blocks and gates on secondary roads.
Altogether, this system of closure and enclosure is farther reaching than the linear
features of the Wall itself. (See Map I l : The Wall and West Bank Topography, and
Map 5: The Wall and Closure in the West Bank).

(b)

249.

Walled Enclaves

The Wall, if the three phases are completed, will wall-in almost the whole of

the Palestinian population in two large Bantustan-like enclaves in addition to East
Jerusalem. Phases 1 and II have actually created and will be creating several
additional small enclaves along the route of the Wall. As such, the Wall creates
several kinds of enclosed areas. Qalqiliya is the clearest example, as a city of 41,000
inhabitants that is completely encircled by the Wall and is closed off by a single gate
(See Map 12b: The Wall in the West Bank, Section b: Qalqiliya Area). There are also
'double-Walled' areas in which a second wall extends from the principal Wall and
encircles and encloses a certain area. For example, a second Wall is under
construction west of Baqa Sharqiya. Land confiscation orders have also been issued
for a second Wall east of Tulkarem. Land has also been confiscated and levelled for

construction of a second Wall around Qibya, as well as around Bet Ur (See Map 3:
The Wall in the West Bank, and Briefing Map). These are distinct fiom enclaves,
which are walled-in communities not connected to the principal Wall, such as Jib and
Al Walaja (See Map 4: The Wall in East Jerusalem, and Jerusalem inset on Briefing
Map). Enclosed areas will create harsher conditions of isolation because Palestinians
will be separated in every way from their land and their surrounding communities.

(c)

250.

Property Demolition and Levelling of Land

In June 2002, the Israeli Civil Administration began issuing demolition

orders for Palestinian houses along and near the route of the Wall, primarily under the
pretext of lack of building perrnits.207For construction of Phase 1 of the Wall at least
280 demolition orders were issued to the communities of Nazlat 'Issa, Baqa aGharbiya, Baqa a-Sharqiya, Azzun 'Atma, Umm a-Rihan, and Dhaher al-Malah. Most
of the property is re~idential.~'~

25 1.

In addition to residential dwellings, approximately 2 1,002 dunums (5,25 1

acres) of land have been razed for construction of Phase 1 of the Wall. This includes
agricultural infrastructure, cropland, greenhouses, a children's playground in Al
Tayba, a secondary school in Ras 'Atiya, shops, and animal shelterse209
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See Chapter 4 for Israeli planning policy in the West Bank.
B'Tselem 2003 Report, p. 24.
209
Palestinian Central Bureau of Statistics, Suwey on the Impact of Separation Wall on the
Localities Where it Passed Through, 2003, August 2003, p. 7.
208
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(d)

252.

Establishment of a Closed Zone and a Permit ~ y s t e m ~ ' ~

On 2 and 7 October 2003, the Govemment of Israel issued four military

orders (No. 378) declaring the area, in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, between the
Wall and the Green Line a 'Closed Zone', and establishing an onerous permit system
for residents living in and workers accessing this area. The four orders are:
Declaration Conceming Closing an Area No. SI2103 (Seam Zone) 2 October 2003 (with attached map)
General Permit to Enter the Seam Zone and to Stay in it - 2 October 2003
Regulations Regarding Entry and Stay Permits to the Seam Zone -

7 October 2003
Regulations Regarding Permit for Permanent Residents in the Seam Zone 7 October 2003
These four military orders were distributed to local village councils on 9 and
10 October 2003.~''

253.

The military orders require Palestinian residents within the Closed Zone to

obtain bermits to live in their own homes, remain on their land, and to travel.
Palestinians not residing in the Closed Zone but whose land, business, or work is
situated inside the Closed Zone are also required to obtain permits.

210

On the implementation of the permit system in individual villages, see further Appendix:
"Closed Zone Permit System," Part A; and generally, Local Aid Coordination Cornmittee, The Impact
of Israel's Separation Barrier on AfSected West Bank Communities, Update No. 3, 30 November 2003
dossier no. 88 accompanying the UN Secretary-General's submission.
211
For the full text of the four military orders, see the translation by the UN Office for the
Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs, www.relieîweb.int/hic-opt.

254.

Although Palestinians are required to obtain permits to remain on their

property, the permits do not constitute proof of ownership of land. The procedures
detailed in the military orders for acquiring permits are not only complicated, but the
criteria by which a permit is granted or denied is not specified. The burden of proof of
permanent residency or access is on the Palestinian owner of property.

255.

The military orders g a n t the Heads of the local Israeli District Coordinating

Offices ('DCO') or a 'Comrnittee' established by the Head of the Israeli Civil
Administration in the Occupied Palestinian Territory full authority to determine
Palestinians' ability and legal right to remain in their homes, on their land or to access
their property, and for what period of time.

256.

There is inconsistent, unpredictable and unreliable application of the permit

system throughout the Closed Zone. To date, many Palestinians who are residents of
villages situated within the Closed Zone have been denied permits. Moreover, the
permits are issued for periods of only one, three or six months, requiring repeated
renewal and enabling Israeli authorities to isolate and contain Palestinian
communities. For the most part, permanent residency permits in the Closed Zone have
not been issued for periods longer than six months, or exceptionally for one year.

257.

Initially, significant numbers of Palestinians who depend on their land for

their livelihood did not receive permits. Others in the same village who are not able to
work the land, such as the elderly and small children, did receive permits. Also,
within single families, some members received permits while others did not. In many
cases, the principal income earner did not receive a permit, affecting entire families.

258.

The Israeli Government has denied Palestinians permanent residency permits

on the grounds of 'security', despite the fact that these Palestinians had been living
and working in their villages for many years. No details were provided regarding the
specïfic security threat posed by an individual whose application has been rejected.
Denial of permits on 'security' grounds is the same justification that has been used by
Israel to refuse Palestinians permission to enter the territory of the State of Israel or to
travel abroad. By January 2004, most villagers had received permanent residency
permits for varying periods of time. Some of those who had initially been denied
permits on 'security' grounds were given permits for no longer than three months.

259.

By mid-November 2003, as many as seventy-five per cent of residents of

some villages had not received access permits.212A number of farmers had reduced or
given up cultivating their crops due to lack of access. In some cases, villagers
objected to the permit system altogether and refused to accept permits issued, for fear
that this would legitimise the permit system and the measures associated with it,
resulting in harsh punitive closure measures. Both the denial of permits and the
required acceptance of permits are features of controlling the Palestinian presence in
the Closed Zone.

260.

The owners of farmland in the Closed Zone, as in other agricultural

businesses, are highly dependent on labourers, generally young men under the age of
thirty-five, to work the land. In the majority of cases only the owners of land have
received permits, but labourers necessary for cultivating and harvesting crops have
not. Consequently, land owners have not been able to cultivate and harvest crops,
suffering more economic hardship, while more labourers are threatened with
unemployment, exacerbating the already dire humanitarian situation in the Occupied
Palestinian Territory. Young Palestinian men of a similar age are categorically denied
permits to enter the territory of the State of Israel.

261.

Most significantly, possession of a permanent residency or access permit

does not assure in any way an individual's freedom of movement into or out of the
Closed Zone. Gates along the Wall are closed most of the time, or open only for short
fifteen minute periods and at the discretion of soldiers. The opening times fluctuate,
and procedures are applied haphazardly.213Furthermore, two critical checkpoints near
the Green Line have been moved 3 km deeper inside the West Bank, rerouting the
movement patterns of villagers.
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A.

For the breakdown of permits by village, see Appendix: "Closed Zone Permit System," Part

262.

During the month of October 2003 alone, the gates along the Wall were

closed for approximately 18 to 22 days straight, primarily because of Israeli Jewish
holidays. By closing these gates, Israel is applying the same procedures that it applies
to crossing points between the Occupied West Bank and the territory of the State of
Israel. This closure has had dire economic effects on the areas within the Closed Zone
and those communities dependent on agricultural produce and poultry from these
areas. For example, in the village of Falamya alone, hundreds of citrus trees are dying
due to lack of irrigation. In the village of Jayyus, approximately 90 per cent of the
p a v a crop was lost. Also, one of the largest poultry farmers in the West Bank lost his
entire stock of 8000 chickens. The same poultry farmer had previously lost 7000
chickens due to sustained gate closures in August 2003.

263.

In some areas, gates re-opened around the weekend of 24 to 27 October

2003, but for only five to fifteen minute periods, two to three times a day. These hours
are inconsistent with the farmers' working hours and limited vehicle use is permitted,
if at all. Donkey-carts and tractors are primarily permitted, but not trucks necessary
for transporting produce to market. Consequently, farmers cannot cultivate, harvest
and market their crops. Moreover, mainly school children and teachers have been
allowed to utilize the gates under the new permit procedures. Inconsistent opening
times ensure that students and teachers are fiequently late to class. Also, villages
reliant on the delivery of water by tankers are being denied water, as tankers cannot
complete their deliveries during the limited opening times. Generally, basic
supplies-including

poultry, bread and vegetables-are

delivered by trucks, but

because of the lack of permits and closure of gates the goods are moved by a 'back-to213

On gate closures in Jayyus and Qalqiliya, for instance, see Appendix: "Closed Zone Permit
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back' system (unloading from one truck and reloading ont0 another at checkpoints)
which increases transportation costs (See Photograph 23).

264.

In other areas, such as the village of Attil (near Zayta) and the city of

Qalqiliya, although farmers have been granted permits to access their land, the gates
remain closed. For example, the gate for Attil and one of the gates for Zayta have
never been opened since they were installed. Other gates have remained closed since
4 October 2003, such as the northem gate in Qalqiliya. In other cases, as a result of
the Wall, the distance to farmers' land is great: for example in Daba, where f m e r s
must make a 30 km round trip. Despite Israel's recent announcements of the easing of
restrictions, including extended opening times of gates, the opposite is occurring. For
example, near the Daba area in the Closed Zone, two smaller gates used for Bedouin
school children were sealed shut in early January 2004.

265.

Between the issuance and renewal requirements of permits, and the closures

of gates and checkpoints, Israeli authorities are able to manage the ebb and flow of
Palestinian life in and around the Closed Zone. Israeli measures and procedures are
forcing Palestinian residents to reconsider the viability of remaining in areas where
freedom of movement does not exist or where permits are not granted to landowners
andlor labourers and the ability to pursue a livelihood is thus severely restricted.

266.

In some cases, Palestinians have been told explicitly that they cannot live in

their home area, leading to the de-population or displacement of parts of the Closed
Zone. For example, one farmer in Jayyus living in the Closed Zone was told in early

System," Parts B and C. Also see Photographs 16-22.
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January 2004 by an Israeli officer that he and his family would have to move to the
east of the Wall, with the rest of the villagers. In another case, an elderly Zayta farmer
living in the Closed Zone received a permit, but his daughter, and principal labourer,
did not. In yet another case, the Arab Ramadin (Bedouin) living in the Closed Zone
were recently issued with military orders to stop work on six shelters where they are
currently living (with demolition orders expected to follow, as happened in the nearby
village of Wad Irsha). Israeli Civil Administration officers informed local officials in
Qalqiliya that the Arab Ramadin would have to be relocated.

(e)
267.

De Facto Annexation and Confiscation of Land

The regime of the Wall separates the Palestinian people from the land

between the Wall and the Green Line. This, along with the practical, administrative
and other measures described above, amounts to de facto annexation of this land by
Israel. If al1 788 km of the Wall are completed, then more than 43.5 per cent of the
~ ' ~will leave 56.5 per cent of the
West Bank will be located outside the ~ a l l . This
West Bank as enclosed Palestinian areas. Of this figure, 2 per cent of the West Bank
will be inside walled enclaves. Such a de facto annexation is occurring in addition to
the direct confiscation of land taking place in relation to the construction of the Wall.
To date, 95 square km of land, or 1.6 per cent of the West Bank, is outside the
completed section of Phase 1of the Wall between Salem and Masha (Salfit).

An additional 661 square km will be outside the approved Phase II of the Wall
(including around 'Ariel', 'Adumim' and Al-Khali1 (Hebron)). This is almost
an additional 11.4 per cent of the West Bank, bringing the total land outside

the already constructed and approved Western sections of the Wall to 13 per
cent of the West Bank.
If the recommended sections of the Eastern Wall in Phase III are completed,
then approximately another 1786 square km of land, or 30.5% of the West
Bank, will be outside the Wall. This will bring the total area outside the Wall
to 2541 square km, or 43.5 per cent of the West Bank, leaving 56.5 per cent as
walled-in Palestinian areas.
In Jerusalem, approximately 336 square km will be outside the Wall over a
length of 145 km, which includes the settlement blocs of 'Giv'on', 'Adumim'
and 'Etzion West'.

268.

The majority of military orders issued for the seizure of land for the

construction of Phase 1 of the Wall are valid until 31 December 2005. However, the
indefinite extension of the orders is not prevented by military legislation. These
orders state that the basis of land seizure is military necessity, and the orders become
effective on the date of signature. Landowners, in general, learn of the confiscation
orders only when notices are placed on their land, often just tacked to a tree, despite
the obligation to deliver copies of the orders directly to landowners. This method of
notification has proven arbitrary at best. While earlier orders detailed the appeals
process, subsequent orders failed to explain the right to appeal, although affected
parties can still file a petition to the Israeli High Court of Justice.

214

'Outside' the Wall refers to land and communities located west of the Western Wall or east
of the projected Eastern Wall. 'Inside' the Wall refers to land and communities to be encircled by the
Wall or enclosed within enclaves.

269.

The Israeli Military Commander, who is responsible for issuing the military

orders for the confiscation of property, has the power to override any
recornmendations made by the Legal Advisor in appeals by landowners against the
confiscation order. Therefore, although the landowner has the right to appeal against
the confiscation order, the appeal process is problematic. Additionally, many affected
landowners have experienced difficulties in proving ownership, because the land
registration system in the West Bank is not updated.'15

270.

Despite the fact that military orders provide that landowners have the right to

request compensation for confiscation of land, no process by which this may be done
is in place. According to the Israeli Defense Forces, landowners may seek
compensation for damage to land and structures as a fixed sum, in addition to a fee for
usage of the land. The Israeli Ministry of Defense calculates the rate of compensation,
which only covers property that has been confiscated or damaged for construction of
the Wall and depth barriers. Property that has been damaged due to the landowner's
inability to access the property in order to cultivate it is not included in calculations of
compensation. To date, the majority of landowners have not applied for
compensation, primarily fiom fear that agreeing to take the compensation would
legitimize the confiscation process.

(f)
271.

Displacement and Othcr Dcmographic Effects

Currently, approximately 13,500 Palestinians are located outside Phase 1 of

the Wall. However, the number will rise to 343,300 if al1 three phases are completed.

215

See Chapter 4.

There are currently 15 Palestinian villages with approximately 13,500
residents located outside the completed sections of Phase 1 of the Wall.
There will be an additional 60 Palestinian villages and towns located outside
the sections of the Wall that are under construction or that have been approved
in Phase II. The total number of 75 villages and towns constitute 13 per cent of
al1 recognized West Bank Palestinian localities. The total number of
inhabitants will be nearly 336,000 Palestinians (some 65 per cent made up of
East Jerusalem residents), comprising about 14.5 per cent of the Palestinian
population of the West Bank.
With completion in the Jordan Valley of Phase III of the Wall, there will be a
total of 91 Palestinian villages and towns located outside the Wall. This will
bring the total number of inhabitants located outside the Wall to 343,300
comprising 14.9 per cent of the Palestinian population of the West Bank.
In addition, 156 Palestinian towns and villages will be directly affected2I6by
the Wall because they will be cut off fiom their land. The inhabitants of these
towns and villages number 522,000, comprising 22.6 per cent of the
Palestinian population of the West Bank. Altogether, the number of
Palestinians who will be located outside al1 three Phases of the Wall or who
will have lost land to the other side of the Wall will be 865,300, or 37.5 per
cent of the Palestinian population of the West Bank.

272.

The Wall will isolate Palestinians living in the Occupied Palestinian

Territory, including East Jerusalem, intensi@ing the economic, social, and cultural
216

'Directly affected' communities refers to either those villages located outside the Wall or
those villages located inside the Wall, but whose land is located outside the Wall. Directly affected

hardships they already face as a result of a strict closure policy that has been in effect
since the beginning of the second Palestinian intifada in September 2000.~" The Wall
disconnects Palestinian populations, concentrating and confining separated parts of
the community in different areas, surrounding them with barriers and military
personnel and restricting their movement outside of their confined areas in a
controlled manner.

273.

The implications of the Wall on al1 aspects of the social fabric of Palestinian

life are wide reaching. This has already been evidenced in the creation of pockets of
isolated and vulnerable population clusters that have been severed from basic social
services and networks, populations that have already suffered greatly over the past
three years fiom a strict Israeli imposed closure poli~y.218
(See Map 5: The Wall and
Closure in the West Bank)

communities include: in Phase 1, 26 localities with 73,000 individuals; in Phase II, 105 localities with
31 1,000 individuals; and in Phase III, 25 localities with 138,000 individuals.
217
Between 11-19 August 2002, Ms. Catherine Bertini, Persona1 Humanitarian Envoy to the
UN Secretary-General, travelled to the region in order to assess the humanitarian situation. In her
mission report, Bertini noted, "The situation is a crisis of access and mobility. Palestinians are subject
to a variety of closures, curfews, roadblocks and restrictions that have caused a near-collapse of the
Palestinian economy, rising unemployment, increased poverty, reduced commercial activities, limited
access to essential services (such as water, medical care, education, emergency services) and rising
dependency on humanitarian assistance. The restrictions affect almost al1 activities, rendering most
Palestinians unable to cany out any semblance of a normal life and subject to daily hardships,
deprivations and affronts to human dignity (...) There is a consensus among al1 parties, and this report
confirms, that the current regime of closures and curfews is having a devastating impact on the
Palestinian population, both on their economy and the humanitarian situation." Catherine Bertini,
Persona1 Humanitarian Envoy of the UN Secretary-General, Mission Report: 11-19August 2002, pp. 1
& 4, www.reliefweb.int/library/documents/2002/un-opt-19aug.pdf.. The report appears as Annex 14 to
this Written Statement.
218
The Report of the Mission to the Humanitarian and Emergency Policy Group (HEPG) of the
Local Aid Coordination Cornmittee (LACC) The Impact of IsraeIS Separation Barrier on Affected
West Bank Communities, (4 May 2003), identified four main areas of concem in the construction of the
Wall regarding social effects: 1. The creation of pockets of very isolated and vulnerable population
clusters with a highly inadequate social infrastructure, compounded by a thin local distribution of NGO
and UNRWA service providers as compared to other areas of the West Bank; 2. Aggravated stress on
local public service providers, due to fùrther duplication and dispersa1 of facilities, staff and resources
in order to accommodate mobility restrictions; 3. Additional erosion of educational enrolments and
attainment among the affected population and, in particular, in rural communities, adding to the ranks
of a 'lost generation' of Palestinian children; 4. Increased vulnerability of the chronically il1 and
individuals requiring emergency and specialist care. Similarly, increased vulnerability of women and

274.

According to a household survey conducted by the Palestinian Central

Bureau of Statistics in October 2003,91% of households surveyed caught between the
Wall and the Green Line indicated a negative impact on social activities, while 83.3%
of households surveyed indicated a negative impact on cultural a c t i v i t i e ~ . Access
~'~
has become one of the foremost factors in determining sustainability of social services
in affected areas. Some of the most frequently reported problems of accessing services
occur in relation to education, health, and water resources, in addition to solid waste
di~~osal.~~~

275.

Social conditions already are deteriorating near the completed sections of the

Wall. As with the economy, this deterioration provides a glimpse of the conditions
that would be likely to prevail throughout the West Bank if the Wall were completed.
The continued delivery of essential social services in affected communities depends
critically on the ability of providers and targeted beneficiaries to circumvent Israeli
controls and checkpoints, for example, by using agricultural back roads and open
fields. According to officiais at the Palestinian Ministries of Health and Education in
Qalqiliya and Tulkarem, for example, this has been the case for health staff travelling
to cany out regular vaccinations, and teachers and doctors commuting to village

children. (p.37). The Report is among the dossiers submitted by the Secretary-General, as Dossier
no. 85.
219
Palestinian Central Bureau of Statistics, Impact of the Separation Wall on the Socioeconomic
Conditions of Palestinian Households in the Localities in which the Separation Wall Passes Through,
(October 2003), December 2003, p. 5.
220
Follow-Up Report to the Mission to the Humanitanan and Emergency Policy Group (HEPG)
of the Local Aid Coordination Committee (LACC), The Impact of Israel's Separation Barrier on
Affected West Bank Communities: Access Issues in "Stage A Localities" - Update Number 3, 30
November 2003, p. 12. The Report appears in the dossiers submitted by the Secretary-General, as
Dossier no. 88.

schools and c l i n i c ~ . ~Villages
~'
located between the Wall and the Green Line are the
communities most directly affected by the Wall. The completion of the Wall will have
a devastating affect on the Palestinian community, further degrading the Palestinian
economy, increasing unemployment and poverty, reducing commercial activities,
limiting access to essential services (such as education, medical care, emergency
services, water) and increasing dependency on humanitarian assistance.

276.

The Wall will have serious implications for Palestinians as regards to

residence and migration, primarily the destruction or loss of household structures and
displacement fiom areas most affected by the Wall on both sides. By October 2003,
5.0% of households west of the Wall and 4.9% on the eastern side of the Wall
. ~the
~ ~ northern West Bank,
changed or intended to change their place of r e ~ i d e n c eIn
a total of 402 households were displaced due to the Wall, 113 of which are in the
Jenin Governorate, totalling 2,323

individu al^.^^^

Of particular concern to local

inhabitants is the possibility of increased uprooting and displacement as a result of
harsher living conditions, including high levels of social and economic
marginalization, property demolitions and protracted access restrictions in threatened
villages. High-risk communities include 'Azzun 'Atma, Ras at Tira, and Ad Dab'a in

22 1

Report of the Mission to the Humanitarian and Emergency Policy Group (HEPG) of the
Local Aid Coordination Cornmittee (LACC), The Impact of Israel's Separation Bawier on Affected
West Bank Communities, (4 May 2003), p. 38. The Report appears in the dossiers submitted by the
Secretary-General, Dossier no. 85.
222
Palestinian Central Bureau of Statistics, Impact of the Separation Wall on the Socioeconomic
Conditions of Palestinian Households in the Localities in which the Separation Wall Passes Through
(October 2003), December 2003, p.5.
223
Palestinian Central Bureau of Statistics, Suwey on the Impact of Separation Wall on the
Localities Where it Passed Through, 2003, Press Conference on Survey Results, (August 2003).

Qalqiliya, and Khirbet 'Abdallah al Yunis, Dhaher al Malih, and Umm ar Rihan in
Jenin, with an estimated total population of approximately 2,700 people.224

277.

Destruction caused to houses as a result of Wall construction is also a

determining factor in population displacement. Housing units amounting to 19.3% of
households located west of the Wall and 30.1% of households east of the Wall were
totally or partially destroyed. 8.7% of households on the west side of the Wall
indicated that their houses were subject to harm totally or partially, while 23.1% in
the east indicated the ~ a m e . ~ ~ '

278.

Additional possible factors leading to interna1 displacement as a consequence

of the Wall's construction may include:
a) Migration of individuals or families fiom their places of residence
due to damage to, or complete destruction of these residences;
b) Migration of either individuals or families possessing Israeli
identification from the West Bank to Israel;
c) Attempted migration of individuals or families to or fiom those
areas believed to fa11 in between the Wall and the Green Line;
d) Movement of traders to those areas in close proximity to planned
terminals in the Wall, in order to facilitate the flow of goods
between the West Bank and 1srae1.~~~
279.

Population migration as a consequence of Wall construction in the northern

West Bank is occurring. Migration to Israel of males with Israeli Identification Cards
has been the most common type of population movement, and was generally initiated
224

Report of the Mission to the Humanitarian and Emergency Policy Group (HEPG) of the
Local Aid Coordination Committee (LACC), The Impact of Israel's Separation Bawier on Affected
West Bank Communities, (4 May 2003), p. 46. The Report appears in the dossiers submitted by the
Secretary-General, Dossier no. 85.
225
Palestinian Central Bureau of Statistics, Impact of the Separation Wall on the Socioeconomic
Conditions of Palestinian Households in the Localities in which the Separation Wall Passes Through
(October 2003), Press Conference on Survey Results, (December 2003).
226
Follow-Up Report to the Mission to the Humanitarian and Emergency Policy Group (HEPG)
of the Local Aid Coordination Committee (LACC), The Impact of Israel S Separation Barrier on

once construction began in earnest. 227 However, increased isolation, lack of social
services, property requisitioning and destruction may lead to greater population
displacement as construction of the Wall continues.

(4)

Correlation of the Route of the Wall to Settlements, Roads and Water
Resources
(a)

280.

Relationship of the Wall to Settlements and Roads

The Dugard Report (2003) (para. 12) makes the following observation about

the relationship of the Wall and settlements:
"The Wall must be seen in the context of settlement activity and the
unlawful annexation of East Jerusalem. Settlements in East Jerusalem
and the West Bank are the principal beneficiaries of the Wall.. .."
In the words of an Israeli expert on West Bank topography and planning, the Wall is
part of a hermetical logical chain of excessive territorial-based 'security' pursued by
Israel:
"It started with the making of a line of Settlements along the Jordan
Valley, then continued with the seeding of strategic settlement points
across the depth of the territory, then with an attempt to collect al1
points within separate and convoluted barrier l i n e ~ . " ~ ~ ~
281.

The constructed and approved sections of the Wall situate approximately 80

. ~ the
~ projected
~
eastem
percent of the settler population to the west of the ~ a l lWith
Wall along the Jordan Valley, an additional 8 per cent of settlers will be situated
outside of the Wall. (See Map 9: The Wall and Israeli Settler Population in the West

Affected West Bank Communities: Jenin Governorate - Update Number 1 , (31 July 2003), p. 16.The
Report appears in the dossiers submitted by the Secretary-General, Dossier no. 86.
227 Ibid., p. 21
228
Eyal Weizman, "Ariel Sharon and the Geometry of Occupation, Part 3," 15 September 2003,
p. 7, www.opendemocracy.net/themes/article.isp?id=2&a~icleID=l476.
229
This figure is based on calculations from the 2003 settler population figures drawn from the
Israeli Knesset Research Centre. Israeli figures may differ because Israel illegally annexed East
Jerusalem and therefore does not consider settlers in East Jerusalem as part of the population of the
Occupied Palestinian Territory.

Bank). The completed, approved and projected route of the Wall delineates Israelidefined geo-strategic areas, and hence, Israel's integrated system of settlements and
by-pass road~.'~'

282.

The route of the Wall is pushed away fi-om the Green Line, apparently to

incorporate the main east-west by-pass roads and north-south linkages for these
settlements. For example, the route of the Wall in the 'Alfe-Menashe7 settlement area
corresponds to the settlement road under construction linking the existing Highway 5
and 'Alfe-Menashe' to the new Highway 55, also under construction. (See Qalqiliya
inset on Briefing Map, and Map 12b: The Wall in the West Bank

- Section b:

Qalqiliya Area). The route of the Wall delineating the 'Ariel finger7 of settlements
encompasses the existing roads, namely Routes 5, 55 and the current extension of a
new road 55 under construction. Similarly, in Phase II, Route 60, which is situated to
the west of Bethlehem, serves to link the settlements of 'Har Gilo' and 'Gilo' (South
of Jerusalem) with the 'Etzion' bloc, situated south. (See Bethlehem West inset on
Briefing Map).

283.

The route of the Wall facilitates continued settlement expansion. It serves to

consolidate the presence and viability of settlements in areas regarded by Israel as of
strategic importance to it. The planned expansion areas and the regional jurisdictional
areas of the settlements correspond to the approved and projected routes of the Wall,
indicating that the route of the Wall has been determined in order to accommodate

230

These areas include a 10-15 km belt running the length of the Jordan Valley, a strip running
north of the Jerusalem-Jericho road reaching and including the Latrun salient, the entire Judean desert
from Mt. Hebron to the Dead Sea, Jerusalem, and a wedge east of Qalqiliya and Tulkarem running
north-south along the ridge to separate the Palestinian population in the Occupied Palestinian Territory
from the Palestinians living inside Israel.

continued settlement expansion in 'authorized areas' as well as future settlement
development. (See Map 8: The Wall and Israeli Settlement Expansion in the West
Bank)

284.

For example, the enclosure of Qalqiliya by the Wall into a 'bottle-neck' is

apparently caused by the 'Zufin' and 'Alfe Menashe' settlements situated to the north
and south of Qalqiliya, respectively, and by the Israeli settlement expansion areas (as
shown by blue shades on the inset map of Qalqiliya on the Briefing Map). Palestinian
access to and use of land must first be limited and then denied if these settlements are
going to be able to expand geographically in accordance with these authorized plans,
and settlers are to enjoy movement and access to and fiom the territory of the State of
Israel. For example, the settlements of 'Zufin' and 'Alfe Menashe' are both planned
to expand to approximately six and two times, respectively, their current sizes on
Palestinian cultivated areas. (See Qalqiliya inset on Briefing Map, where the blue
areas represent planned settlement expansion.) Two illustrative examples in Phase II
are the settlements of 'Ofarim' and 'Efrat'. The route of the Wall will enable the
settlement of 'Ofarim' to fully realize its planned growth to approximately eleven
times its current size, and the settlement of 'Efrat' to approximately three and a half
times its current size. (See Bethlehem West inset on Briefing Map; see also Map 8:
The Wall and Israeli Settlement Expansion). Similarly, in order to build the by-pass
roads for use by Israeli settlers, Palestinian access to and use of land must be
denied.23

23 1

See Chapter 4 on Israeli land seinire policies for construction of by-pass roads and
settlements.

285.

In East Jerusalem, preparations have begun for two new settlements, 'Nof

Zahav' and 'Kedimet Zion', that are situated to the west of the Wall. In the area
northwest of Jerusalem, the location and route of the double-Walled enclave areas
correspond with the Israeli plans for expanding and linking the settlements of the
'Givon settlement

and facilitate planned northern expansion of the west

Jerusalem suburb of Mevaseret Zion across the Green Line on the Palestinian village
lands of Beit Iksa and Beit Surik.

286.

The settlement areas in which the majority of tenders were issued by the

Israeli Ministry of Housing and Israeli Land-Authority in 2003 also correspond to the
construction tenders issued by these two
route of the Wall. Of the known 2,127'~~
situated to the west of the Wall, with
government agencies, al1 are for ~ettlements'~~
the exception of tenders for the 'Neve Deklim' settlement in Gaza and for 'Ma'ale
Adumim' in the West Bank, around which the route of the Wall is not yet determined.
Furthermore, publication of the final route of the Wall has reportedly increased
housing sales in settlements such as 'Modi'in Ilit,' and 'Beitar Ilit,' which are located
to the west of the ~ a 1 1 . ' ~ ~

287.

The Wall entrenches the pattern of separation created by Israel's settlements

in the Occupied Palestinian Territory and the grid of by-pass roads built to link these
232

This bloc includes the settlements of 'Bet Horon,'Including 'Givon Ha Hasasha,' 'Givat
Ze'ev,' 'Har Adar,' and, 'Ha Samuel.'
233
The Israeli Govemment publishes these tenders in the Israeli press and on the Ministry of
Housing and Construction web-site. See Foundation for Middle East Peace, "Snapshots of Settlement
Expansion", Report on Israeli Settlement in the Occupied Tenitories, Vol. 13, No. 6, November December 2003, p. 12. In addition, 400 tenders for 'Har Homa' were announced in late September
2003.
234
These settlements are 'Ariel', 'Beitar Illit', 'Efrat', 'Elkana', 'Har Adar', 'Givat Ze'ev', 'Har
Homa', and 'Kame Shomron'.

settlements with each other and to the territory of the State of Israel. For example, the
decision to wall Qalqiliya from the east allows the fiee movement of settlers between
the area of the settlements of 'Ariel' and 'Alfe-Menashe' and the Green Line by
limiting Palestinian access on the old Route 55 in the Occupied Palestinian
~erritor~.~~~

288.

In Phase II, the approved route of the Wall which retains the 'Ariel finger' of

settlements will pennanently prevent Palestinian access to this area. Currently, access
in this area is regularly denied or severely restricted because of the presence of
Route 5 and Route 446, Israeli militasr patrols, and threats of violence by Israeli
settlers residing in the 'Brukhin' settlement. (See Briefing Map, 'Ariel Finger').
Similarly, in the southem West Bank, Route 60, which is the main thoroughfare
linking Bethlehem to Al-Khali1 (Hebron), will be situated to the west of the Wall,
permanently restricting Palestinian access to this r ~ a d . ~ ~ ~

289.

Increasing the trend towards further separation and isolation, the route of the

Wall is creating new artificial patterns of movement of Palestinian people and goods.
The route of the Wall encloses Qalqiliya from the south and Habla from the north,
ensuring that Palestinians are not able to cross or utilize settler by-pass Route 55 in
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Foundation for Middle East Peace, "Settlement Time Line," Report on Israeli Settlement in
the Occupied Territories, Vol. 14, No. 1, January-February 2004, p. 13.
236
Since the construction of the Wall, the eastem gate at Qalqiliya has been the only possible
point of entry into and exit out of Qalqiliya. Access is controlled by Israeli military presence. The
construction of the eastem gatelcheckpoint has restricted or denied Palestinians access to Route 55,
which is the main road from Qalqiliya leading eastward to Nablus, and sections of which are also used
by Israeli settlers. Ze'ev Schiff, "Fence route is moved, scrapping 2 enclaves," Ha'aretz, 12 December
2003.
237
Currently, Palestinians are only allowed to use parts of Route 60 if they have been issued a
permit. Route 60 was originally built as the main north-south artery linking Palestinian towns prior to
the 1967 occupation.

order to access their lands.238Similarly, because of the construction of the Wall in the
Occupied Palestinian Territory near the 'Ariel finger', the residents of the Qalqiliya
area wishing to reach Nablus will have to detour significantly to do so. Rather than
travelling 31 km directly to Nablus, the residents will have to travel around the
'Shomron' settlements and the Wall, travelling east to Azzun, north to Jayyus, up to
Kufr Jammal, then eastwards toward Nablus via Funduk or Beit Lid, increasing the
distance by a minimum of 46 km, an increase of one-half on the distance of the direct
route. Likewise, the distance between Bidya to Salfit via Harris is approximately 11.8
km without the Wall and Settlements.

The reroute around 'Ariel' settlement

necessitates a detour via Azzun, Kufi Sur, Funduk, Immatin, Huwara and Iskaka to
arrive at Salfit after a 61.3 km journey, approximately five times the distance of the
direct route. (See Briefing Map)

(b)

290.

Relationship of the Wall to Water Resources

The West Bank contains three main water aquifers: the Western, the Eastern,

and the North-Eastern. The Western and North-Eastern aquifers extend beyond the
Green Line and are shared with Israel. (See Map 10: The Wall and Water Resources
in the West Bank)

291.

The soi1 of the West Bank is rocky and difficult to drill; well field quality

varies greatly from one location to another. The area along the northern and western
edge of the West Bank where the Wall is being constructed contains some of the
238

Many of the settler by-pass roads serve as functional baniers by their design. Some of the
roads do not have accesslentry points in Palestinian areas. Other roads have fences or walls that run
parallel to the road, in effect, dividing villages from each other and preventing access across the road
for the Palestinian populated areas situated near the roads. For example, the Palestinian town of Old
Beit Hanina is now severed from Beit Hanina by a fenced-in highway, Highway 1, which links West

Western aquifer's best well fields. Accessing the water is much easier and cheaper in
this area of the West Bank than further east.

292.

Groundwater is the main source of water in the West Bank. Most of the water

supply for Palestinian use in the West Bank is secured from groundwater resources
through wells.

293.

The construction of the Wall is having a severe impact on water access, use,

and allocation, particularly for the communities located close to the Wall's path and
for those communities who are now constricted between the Wall and the Green Line.

294.

Water access problems have already been caused and are likely to worsen as

the construction of the Wall is completed. There are instances where residents'
houses lie east of the Wall while their wells and water networks lie entirely west of
the Wall. In other instances, residents' wells are east of the Wall while their farrn
lands are west of the Wall. This has entailed and will continue to entai1 a considerable
reduction in the use of water by West Bank Palestinians. World Bank field
examinations have identified several difficulties concerning water access, especially
by private and communal owners of w e l l ~ . ~ ~ ~

295.

As a result of diminishing access to water sources and farrn lands, the

Palestinian agricultural economy will suffer significantly. Once the western section of
--

Jerusalem with Israeli settlements in north-~estJerusalem. Palestinian residents of Old Beit Hanina
must make long detours or cross through a tunnel under the Highway to access Beit Hanina.
239
See The Impact of Israel's Separation Barrier on Affected West Bank Communities, Report
of the Mission to the Humanitarian and Emergency Policy Group of the Local Aid Coordination
Committee, 4 May 2003.

the Wall is completed, it is estimated that the annual value of agricultural production
in the West Bank is predicted to decrease by 22.8 percent and by a total of 41.7
. ~ ~ ~will also lead to the
percent once the eastern section of the Wall is c o n s t r ~ c t e dThis
loss of the current status of food security in the West Bank, which might lead to
further malnutrition-related diseases among West Bank ~ h i l d r e n . ~ ~ ~

296.

The current course of the Wall along the northern and western portions of the

West Bank affects Palestinian allocations of shared water resources. The 2 km to
6 km wide strip along the northern and western West Bank contains critical
hydrological well fields, which now fa11 between the Wall and the Green Line.

297.

Projections of the eastern course of the Wall suggest that when the Wall is

completed, the West Bank will no longer be a CO-riparianto the Jordan River or the
Dead Sea. The Jordan Valley is potentially one of the main areas for Palestinian
agricultural expansion. If Israel were to construct the eastern section of the Wall, it
would obstruct Palestinian access to the water of the Jordan River, and this potential
of the valley would be undermined. Furthemore, the territory marked for the Wall in
and around East Jerusalem and the Jordan Valley areas commonly includes the
eastern slopes that control the headwaters of the eastern aquifer, where Israel has
already drilled many wells to supply its settlements in the OPT.
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Applied Research Institute Jerusalem, "Undermining Peace, Israel's Unilateral Segregation
Plans in the Palestinian Temtories," December 2003.
241
Preliminary results of the first survey conducted by CARE International in August 2002
indicated an increase in the number of malnourished children with 22.5 percent of children under the
age of 5 suffering from acute or chronic malnutrition in the West Bank and Gaza.

(5)

The Social and Economic Effects of the Wall
(a)

298.

Social Effects of the Wall

The Wall is having a significant impact on the social fabric of communities

in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, such as traditional and kinship ties, marriage,
social and religious activities, and restriction on movements for women. Social
relations and activities of Palestinian comrnunities living to the west of the Wall have
been more affected than those living to the east of the Wall. A Palestinian Central
Bureau of Statistics ('PCBS') survey on comrnunities affected by the Wall found that
90.6% of households west of the Wall were not able to visit their relatives, compared
to 63.5% living east of the Wall. The ability to conduct social and cultural activities
has been negatively impacted for 83.3% of households surveyed to the west of the
Wall and 48.4% of households to the east of the Wall. The Wall has become an
obstacle for marriage between individuals living on opposite sides of the Wall for
50.4% of those surveyed. Family members have been isolated from one another, with
50.9% of communities living to the west of the Wall already separated from their
relatives and 37.3% living east of the Wall separated from their relatives.242

299.

No permits are given to pursue family relationships. Members of different

villages on both sides of the Wall are related through kinship or marriage. They are
part of either core families, or larger entities, like an a'ella' (extended family) or
'hamula ' (clan). The Wall has separated several communities from their previously
close-by relatives.243
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Palestinian Central Bureau of Statistics, Impact of the Separation Wall on the Socioeconomic
Conditions of Palestinian Households in the Localities in which the Separation Wall Passes Through
(October 2003), Press Conference on Survey Results, (December 2003), p. 5.
243
For example, the majority of the population of Khirbet Jubara stems originally from the
village of A Ras. 250 people migrated to their nearby gardens in 196711972 to better cultivate their

300.

As a result of construction of the Wall, many family members are now

isolated fiom each other, and villages that traditionally inter-married have been
unable to do so. People of Nazlat Isla, a village now located west of the Wall, have
social relations to al1 nearby villages as well as to Baqa al-Sharqyia on the Green
Line. Approximately 70 of the male villagers have married across the Green Line. In
accordance with prevailing custom, most of these women moved to the West Bank to
live with their husband's family. Yet, now with construction of the Wall, some men
have rented places across the Green Line to live there once the Wall is completed.
Women fiom Baqa al-Sharqyia who have married in Israel have al1 moved across the
Green Line. For them it becomes difficult now to return and visit their fa mi lie^.^^^

301.

Many of the smaller Palestinian villages trace their origin from larger towns

in the West Bank. Though their members have migrated at some point in history, they
still maintain relationships with the town. Often the inhabitants of far off areas stem
from the same 'hamula'. Religious and ceremonial occasions, especially weddings
and funerals, require the attendance of members of the larger family, to pay respect
and to contribute money to the event, significant features of these social occasions.
Especially in societies with a weak state structure, such social occasions are
land. In the 1970s Khirbet Jubara became administratively an independent village. However, family
ties and maniage relations have remained as close. People from both villages still have an identity as
'one' village. They still share economic resources, and are integral part of a 'social network', in which
family members support each other. Only recently, the villages were geographically divided through
the Wall. Khirbet Jubara is now located in the Closed Zone. Since the construction of the Wall, people
from Khirbet Jubara can access A Ras through the gate that is opened twice a day. From A Ras, only
farmers with a permit are allowed to visit their land in the Closed Zone, although these permits are not
permanent and may not be continuously renewed. Other villagers are not allowed to cross into Khirbet
Jubara and visit their relatives.
244
Interview with Abu Ashraf, member of village council in Nazlat Isa, 6 November 2003.
Follow-Up Report to the Mission to the Humanitarian and Emergency Policy Group (HEPG) of the
Local Aid Coordination Committee (LACC), The Impact of Israel's Separation Barrier on Affected

extremely important to continuously redefine the social cosmos of a people and
emphasize their common i d e n t i ~ . ~ ~ ~

302.

A significant portion of the Palestinian community holds close ties to land

and activities involving land. With increasing confiscations of land for construction
of the Wall, activities related to land use have diminished. For example, harvesting
olives has traditionally not only played an integral role in livelihood activity for
communities, but has also served to draw communities together during harvest time
through the act of harvesting and associated cultural activities. Communities that have
lost agricultural land to the Wall can no longer participate in such activities.

303.

The construction of the Wall is having a particular impact on women and

their mobility, given social noms relating to travel (the widespread unacceptability of
travelling alone after dark or staying away from home for the night, for example).
Women who have married outside their village are facing increasing difficulty in
visiting relatives. A growing tendency to allow women to only many men on the
same side of the Wall is emerging in communities that have become isolated by the
Wall, as is a trend to many girls young as a result of Wall restrictions, so that the
father can avoid having to send them to school or university under insecure
circum~tances.~~~

West Bank Communities: Access Issues in "Stage A Localities" - Update Number 3, (30 November
2003), p. 14.
245
The population of Ras Tireh and Ras Atyia originally stems from Kaffr Thulth and share the
same hamula. Now the Wall is separating the villagers in Ras Tireh from nearby close relatives in Ras
Atyia and other related villages, such as Kaffr Tulth. People in Ras Tireh state that they feel very
isolated. Only a far-located gate allows them access to Ras Atyia, while relatives from Ras Atyia
cannot cross into their village.
246
Follow-Up Report to the Mission to the Humanitarian and Emergency Policy Group (HEPG)
of the Local Aid Coordination Committee (LACC), The Impact of IsraelS Separation Barrier on

304.

The Wall is taking a psychological toll as well on Palestinians affected by it,

many of whom have expressed a sense of hopelessness with regard to the future of
their communities. Initial studies indicate that psychological impacts of the Wall on
affected populations include depression, feelings of anxiety and hopelessness, feelings
of isolation, thoughts of suicide, and symptoms of Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder.
These effects have resulted from a lack of social support systems due to isolation,
limited social relations as people are confined to their homes, disintegration of family
and social relationships, and an increase in unemployment and p ~ ~ e r t y . 2 4 7

(b)

Economic Effects of the Wall

(i) Macro Economic Impact

305.

The Wall and its attendant policies deprive Palestinians of their economic

resources, and their ability to efficiently utilize them to serve Palestinian development
interests. Palestinian economic resources such as land, water, labour and skills are
either being confiscated by the construction of the Wall or remain unemployed due to
lack of access.

306.

Once completed, the Wall will create separate enclaves that are not

territorially adjacent to each other. Even if movement between them is allowed, under
administered conditions, the Palestinian national market will effectively be cut into a
Affected West Bank Communities: The "Jerusalem Envelope" - Update Number 2 (30 September
2003), p. 17. The Report appears in the dossiers submitted by the Secretary-General, Dossier no. 87.

series of disconnected markets. The ability to trade services and goods or to seek jobs
in the entire Palestinian market will become unpredictable and expensive due to
Israeli denial of unrestricted movement of people and goods.

307.

The Wall will impair Palestinian economic development and Palestinian

economic planning as its route confiscates and isolates Palestinian economic
resources and dissects the Palestinian market. Thousands of Palestinians depend on
farming as their main livelihood, particularly in the northern West Bank governorates,
where nearly 40 percent of the West Bank's agricultural land is 10cated.~~'
The Wall
already is depriving Palestinians of a portion of this means of subsistence through the
confiscation of thousands of dunums of rich agricultural land that have already been
destroyed or isolated. Even if the Israeli system of agricultural gates were
implemented, the increased travel time and expense involved would drive up
transaction costs significantly. The uncertainty about the future status of the land also
discourages cultivation and may result in even higher prices for agricultural products.

308.

With the inability to produce competitively and to access foreign markets

with minimum expenses, the Palestinian market, as in the post 1967 era, will become
hostage to the 'competitive' Israeli market. Israeli exports will become more
competitive than Palestinian goods; and foreign goods will become easier to import
through an Israeli interlocutor. The economic reality that would be created would
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Palestinian Counselling Center, Mental Health Effects on the Israeli Apartheid Wall on
Palestinians in the Qalqiliya District: Pilot Questionnaire by the Palestinian Counselling Center,
October 2003, p. 6.
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Report of the Mission to the Humanitarian and Emergency Policy Group (HEPG) of the
Local Aid Coordination Cornmittee (LACC), The Impact of Israel's Separation Barrier on Affected
West Bank Communities, 4 May 2003, p. 43. The Report appears in the dossiers submitted by the
Secretary-General, Dossier no. 85.

make opting for disengagement from Israel and diversiQing relations in the 'future'
very difficult.

(ii) Micro Economic Impact

309.

In the process of constructing Phase 1 of the Wall in departure from the

Green line, Israel has confiscated Palestinian land, destroyed Palestinian economic
resources, and impeded Palestinian access of goods, vehicles and people to Palestinian
areas.

310.

Land Confiscation: Inhabitants of 37 West Bank communities, with a total

. ~August
~ ~ 2003,
population of 108,776, lost lands for the construction of the ~ a 1 1 By
over 124,323 dunums (3 1,O8 1 acres) of land under private Palestinian ownership, and
mostly containing orchards, field crops and greenhouses, were confiscated to erect the
~a11.~~'

3 11.

Destruction of Economic Resources: For the construction of the first phase

of the Wall, more than 100,000 trees were uprooted (of which 83,000 were olive
trees), causing serious damage to more than 2,500 acres of land, and more than 30,000
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Follow-Up Report to the Mission to the Humanitanan and Emergency Policy Group (HEPG)
of the Local Aid Coordination Committee (LACC) - "The Impact of Israel's Separation Barrier on
Affected West Bank Communities: Access Issues in "Stage A Localities" - Update Number 3", 30
November 2003, p. 6. The Report appears in the dossiers submitted by the Secretary-General, Dossier
no. 88.
250
Palestinian Central Bureau of Statistics, Suwey on the Impact of the Separation Wall on
Localities Where it Passed Through, 2003, (August 2003), p. 7. According to the survey, 62,623
dunums (15,656 acres) contained olive trees, 18,522 dunums (4,631 acres) were cropland, 9,800
dunums (2,450 acres) were pastureland and 8,008 dunums (2,002 acres) were cultivated with citrus
trees. Additionally, 2 1,002 dunums (5,25 1 acres) of privately owned land were levelled.

meters of irrigation network and water pipelines have been d e ~ t r o ~ e d(See
~~'
Photographs 6-8). In the process of constructing the first phase of the Wall,
commercial facilities located in the route of the Wall or in its vicinity have been
destroyed. For example, nearly 200 shops comprising the main commercial centre in
Nazlat Isa in the northern West Bank were demolished for construction of the ~ a 1 1 ' ~ ~
(See Photographs 9- 12).

3 12.

Inaccessible Economic Resources Due to Movement Restrictions: Economic

resources that have not been demolished or destroyed by the Wall have been
diminished due to lack of access. Access of farmers to agricultural land they own or
cultivate outside the Wall has been problematic due to permit restrictions and
difficulties in obtaining permits for farming vehicles. The Wall also isolates residents
from 50 underground water wells that are relied upon for drinking water and
agriculture.253Additionally, as grazing activities require continua1 access to the land,
restrictions on access to lands have resulted in the death of livestock.

313.

Access to Markets: Prior to construction of the Wall, local markets were

significantly dependent on Israeli consumers purchasing lower cost goods and
services from Occupied Palestinian Territory. The construction of the first phase of
the Wall has rendered this impossible. Costly and burdensome 'back-to-back'
transportation has been introduced for the transport of goods between areas outside
the Wall and areas falling inside the Wall.

25 1

Palestinian Agricultural Relief Committee, Needs Assessrnent Study and Proposed
Intervention 4, (2003).
252
Palestinian Monitoring Group, "Special Report: Land Confiscation and Destruction of
Property-Focus: Nazlat Isa, Zayta, and Baqa Sharqiya," 4 September 2003.
253
Ibid.

314.

Access to Employment: Palestinians now living outside the Wall face

difficulty accessing the employrnent market. Palestinians face more difficulty
accessing the job market that now exists outside the Wall because of the need for
permits to enter or leave the closed areas. At least 23.6% of the population living to
the west of the Wall with only one employed household member have changed their
work totally (activity and place of work), compared with 21.7% of those living east of
the ~ a 1 1 . ~ ~ ~

(iii) Economic Consequences of Phase I

315.

The construction of the Wall has led to four principal economic

consequences:

loss of economic assets, loss of potential investment, higher

transaction costs of produce, and higher rates of unemployment.

316.

Loss of Economic Resources:

Permanent confiscations of economic

resources, damaging economic resources or the inability to employ economic
resources have al1 resulted in the permanent loss of economic resources.

317.

Loss of Potential Investment: Uncertainty concerning the future of areas

outside the Wall has led to a decrease in economic investment opportunities.
Uncertainty poses particular dilemmas for agricultural producers, including whether
to plant at all, the choice of crops to plant, and the level of investment in planting.
Loss of potential investment affects areas outside the Wall due to lack of accessibility
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Palestinian Central Bureau of Statistics, Impact of the Separation Wall on the Socioeconomic
Conditions of Palestinian Households in the Localities in which the Separation Wall Passes Through
(October 2003), Press Conference on Survey Results, (December 2003), p. 5.

and increased risk of destruction, as well as areas remaining inside the Wall as they
become segregated enclaves with no potential for economic prosperity. Even if an
investor wished to invest in the Closed Zone, Israeli restrictions would make such
investrnents practically impossible.

318.

Higher Transaction Costs of Produce: Because of the difficulty, or lack, of

access for both people (requiring permits and passage through gates) and goods
(requiring back-to-back shipment), transportation and production/cultivation costs
have become exponentially higher.

319.

Higher Unemployment Rate: Phase 1 of the construction of the Wall has

resulted in increased unemployment rates in Palestinian areas, both outside and inside
the Wall.

320. Collectively, the above economic consequences of the Wall and its attendant
policies are depriving the Palestinians of their ability to utilize their economic assets
and to determine their economic policies, and are causing increasing poverty among
the population.

(c)
321.

Health Effects of the Wall

The Wall has restricted access to health facilities in communities enclosed as

a result of its construction, particularly those living between the Wall and the Green
Line, and threatens to further imperil health services. This has aggravated the already
degraded level of health services as a result of increased restrictions of movement and

the military closures that have been imposed by the Israeli occupying forces since the
beginning of the current intifada.

322.

After construction of the Wall, 80.1% of residents west of the Wall and

48.3% of residents east of the Wall will need to travel more than 4 km to reach the
nearest hospital. Additionally, the Wall will pose an obstacle to access necessary
health services for 73.7% of households west of the Wall and 38.6% east of the
~ a 1 1 . ~ ~ ~

323.

Nine of the 15 cornmunities in the Closed Zone west of the Wall lack a

medical facility entirely and rely on travelling health care professionals for medical
services. The Wall has made such travel and access nearly impossible.256Many other
affected localities in the north provide basic preventive and primary services, but rely
on the three main cities (Qalqiliya, Tulkarem, and Jenin) for specialized and
emergency care, and for regular dialysis and chemotherapy treatments.

257

Construction of the Wall in the south, particularly in the area in and around Occupied
East Jerusalem ('Jerusalem Envelope'), has made access to health facilities
problematic for Palestinians residing outside of the Wall. This will be the case for the
255

Palestinian Central Bureau of Statistics, Impact of the Separation Wall on the Socioeconomic
Conditions of Palestinian Households in the Localities in which the Separation Wall Passes Through
(October 2003), December 2003, p. 5. Statistics are based on a household survey of 890 households in
Palestinian localities where the Wall passes through. 195 households were located west of the
separation Wall and 695 east of the separation Wall.
256
Health workers are unable to reach these areas as often if at al1 because of increased time
travel, costs involved in transportation, and irregular Wall gate opening times. For instance, residents
of 'Azun 'Atma, a village of 1,500 east of the Wall, now have less frequent access to traveling health
workers and cannot get into Qalqiliya for emergency services. For detailed case studies, see: Report of
the Mission to the Humanitarian and Emergency Policy Group (HEPG) of the Local Aid Coordination
Committee (LACC), The Impact of Zsrael S Separation Barrier on AfSected West Bank Communities, (4
May 2003), p. 41 (which appears in the dossiers submitted by the Secretary-General, as Dossier
no. 85), and B'Tselem 2003 Report, p. 17.

entire West Bank if access to East Jerusalem hospitals that provide specialized
medical services not available anywhere else in the West Bank is restricted because of
the ~ a 1 1 . ~ ~ ~

324.

Regular preventive health services, which have already been undermined by

existing mobility restrictions, have been further hindered due to inability of residents
to access medical facilities. For example, UNRWA reports a 52% decrease in women
attending post-natal care. Prior to the intifada, 95% of women gave birth in hospitals.
This has fallen to 50% in some areas, and there are at least 39 documented cases of
women giving birth at ~ h e c k ~ o i n t s Additionally,
.~'~
regular vaccination programs
have been pushed back, though with great effort some vaccinations have ~ontinued.~~'

325.

Without access to health facilities, residents are more vulnerable to sanitation

problems, water-borne diseases, higher infant mortality, and lack of emergency
services. Rapid and effective emergency care has become increasingly inaccessible
unless provided by Israeli hospitals. The continued construction of the Wall will only
compound these and other problems, delaying mobile clinics, ambulances and the
distribution of medical supplies and vaccines. It will also increase the strain on public

257

These include Umm a-Rihan, Khirbat 'Abdallah al-Yunis, Khirbat a-Sheikh Sa'ad, Khirbat
Dhaher al-Malah, Nazlat Abu Nar, Khirbet Jubara, Ras a-Tira, Khirbet a-Dab'a, and Arab a-Ramadeen
al-Janubi. UNOCHA, Monthly Status Report: The West Bank Wall, July 2003, p. 4.
258
For example, Augusta Victoria Hospital is the only hospital in the West Bank providing
kidney dialysis. Similarly Mukassad Hospital provides specialized heart care treatment. See: FollowUp Report to the Mission to the Humanitarian and Emergency Policy Group (HEPG) of the Local Aid
Coordination Committee (LACC), The Impact of Israel's Separation Barrier on Affected West Bank
Communities: The "Jerusalem Envelope - Update Number 2, (30 September 2003), p.4. The Report
appears in the dossiers submitted by the Secretary-General, Dossier no. 87.
259
UNRWA, Impact of the First Phase of the Securiîy Barrier on the Qalqiliya, Tulkarm and
Jenin Districts, (July 2003), p.6.
260
Report of the Mission to the Humanitarian and Emergency Policy Group (HEPG) of the
Local Aid Coordination Committee (LACC), The Impact of Israel's Separation Bawier on Affected
West Bank Communities, (4 May 2003), p.42. The Report appears in the dossiers submitted by the
Secretary-General, Dossier no. 85.

health providers by further dispersing facilities, staff and resources and adding to the
burden and cost to village health centres.

326.

Sanitation is also a significant concern for communities bordering the Wall

on either side. Many of these communities employ trucking services that periodically
remove sewage and garbage from local holding facilities. The Wall has prevented the
trucks fi-om accessing some villages and raised the cost of doing so for others,
increasing the risk of waste-related disease in these communities. Smaller
communities, for example Dhaher al Malih in the Jenin Governorate, have been
particularly impacted by access constraints affecting waste management. Since
construction of the Wall began, many communities located along its path have been
unable to dispose of their garbage because they cannot gain access to disposa1 sites
located outside the municipal l i m i t ~ . ~ ~ ~

(d)

327.

Education Effects of the Wall

Construction of the Wall, and the associated isolation and restrictions, has

impacted access to education.

Across the Tulkarem, Qalqiliya and Jenin

Governorates, the Wall has directly affected 7,400 students, while at least 150
teachers in the Tulkarem Governorate now face severe difficulty reaching their
schools. Problems in the Qalqiliya Governorate are particularly acute because of the
single checkpoint in Qalqiliya city and the winding route of the Wall there. Physical
damage to educational facilities has occurred to structures near the route of the Wall;
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Ibid.

and Israeli authorities have prevented other schools Tom adding space to relieve
over~rowdin~.~~~

328.

In the Tulkarem district, with the largest number of communities enclosed by

the Wall, Palestinian Ministry of Education officiais estimated that at least a month of
the 200314 school year has already been lost in 2003 alone, due to curfews or
movement restrictions imposed because of razing or construction associated with the
Wall, and that approximately 650 out of 1964 teachers currently encounter difficulty
in reaching their classes.263Additionally, increased poverty rates associated with the
Wall will impact the ability of students to attend school, as families become
increasingly unable to pay school fees.

329.

Several villages between the Wall and the Green Line have no primary or

secondary school in their community, forcing students to cross the Wall to reach their
classes (See Photographs 21 and 22). As a consequence of delays at crossings and
gate closures, access to education for these students is now problematic.264
Additionally, permits are required to cross Wall gates for both students and teachers.
The issuing of permits to date has not been systematic; teachers in some villages or
districts have received permits to cross Wall gates to reach their schools, which others
have not, as has also been the case with schoolchildren.
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Ibid. p. 40.
Ibid.
264
In Ar Ras, 44 of 172 students in primary school must come through the Wall every moming
from their hometown of Khirbet Jubara. Another 46 students from Khirbet Jubara go to the high school
in Kafr Sur. During closures or Israeli holidays, gates are not open, and these students cannot attend
classes. On other days, passage through the gates is delayed, sometimes for hours. Follow-Up Report to
the Mission to the Humanitarian and Emergency Policy Group (HEPG) of the Local Aid Coordination
Committee (LACC), The Impact of Israel S Separation Barrier on Affected West Bank Communities:
Access Issues in "Stage A Localities" - Update Number 3, (30 November 2003), p. 13. The Report
appears in the dossiers submitted by the Secretary-General, Dossier no. 88.
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330.

The increased difficulties teachers and students are facing in reaching

schools and universities because of the Wall have played a significant role in
degrading the educational process. According to a recent survey conducted by the
Palestinian Central Bureau of Statistics, 13.9% of households east of the Wall with at
least one of their members attending school or university faced difficulties reaching
their school/university, while 29.4% of such households west of the Wall experienced
increased difficulties. School functioning has also been disrupted by the inability of
teachers to reach schools, with 45.3% east of the Wall and 74.6% west of the Wall
experiencing difficulties reaching schools. Additionally, movement to and fiom the
locality of residence of 86.5% of female students who live to the west of the Wall was
restricted, while 77.4% of female students living to the east of the Wall experienced

restriction^.'^^

331.

The psychological impact on students having to cross Wall gates or attend

classes in close proximity to the Wall has not yet been quantified. Given the
increased time needed in order to reach classrooms and the, at times, arduous routes
taken, and the overcrowding of classrooms due to access restrictions, student's ability
to concentrate and learn may be significantly lowered. The daily subjection to the
military on the route to school, and the possible safety risks implied, will undoubtedly
have a longer-term impact on Palestinian schoolchildren.
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Palestinian Central Bureau of Statistics, Impact of the Separation Wall on the Socioeconornic
Conditions of Palestinian Households in the Localities in which the Separation Wall Passes Through
(October 2003). Press Conference on the Survey Results, (December 2003), p.6.

332.

Students wishing to pursue post-secondary education will face severe

restrictions on their ability to attend universities and colleges with the imposition of
the permit regime and travel restrictions associated with the Wall. This will also limit
the areas of study available to post-secondary students. Subjects such as Law and
Medicine, for example, are only available at a small number of universities.

(e)
333.

Effects of the Wall on the Cultural Heritage

Cultural heritage is a component of the cultural identity of the Palestinian

community and an integral part of human heritage. The Wall separates hundreds of
archaeological and cultural heritage sites fiom communities in the Occupied
Palestinian Territory, including East Jerusalem. Moreover, few salvage operations
were carried out in the process of construction of the Wall, indicating that no proper
environmental and archaeological damage assessments were conducted before its
construction.

334.

During the first phase of the Wall, approximately 230 major archaeological

sites were cut in the Closed Zone, in addition to 1,751 minor sites and cultural
heritage features, such as caves, tombs, cemeteries, sanctuaries, towers, and wine and
grape presses.266The Wall has also enclosed some of the most significant natural
sites, including the natural forest of Umm er-Rihan, south of Jenin.

335.

In the southern part of the West Bank, large areas of archaeological sites will

be located to the west of the Wall. In the Ramallah area alone, more than 500 sites

will be situated to the west of the Wall. Additionally, the proposed eastern route along
the Jordan Valley will place over 1,000 archaeological sites and features in the eastern
part of the West Bank which, except for the Jericho area, is under Israeli control.

336.

In the Bethlehem district, a large number of archaeological sites in Al Khader

and Housan villages have been demolished or annexed to nearby ~ettlements.'~~
Destruction of a number of archaeological sites has already occurred as a result of
construction of the Wall, including a Byzantine archaeological site damaged in
> .

October 2003 during construction of the Wall in Occupied East ~ e r u s a l e r n . ~ ~ ~

337.

The continued direct impact of the Wall on the cultural heritage will include:

destruction of archaeological sites; destruction of natural heritage; destruction of
historical and natural landscape; isolating archaeological sites from their cultural
settings; confiscation of archaeological remains; and disruption of the geographic
integrity of Palestinian area~.'~'
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Dr. Hamdan Taha, Director General, Department of Antiquities and Cultural Heritage,
Palestinian Ministry of Tourism and Antiquities, The Separation Wall: An Archaeological Atrocity, 16
January 2004, p. 1.
267 These include: Kh. Harnmouda, Kh. Qedis, Kh. El-Keneiseh, Kh. Deir Baghel and ancient water
springs such as Ain el-Kalbeh Ain Qadis, Ain et-Taqa and Ain el-Qaniseh in addition to the Qedis
caves and the caves of Daher el-Matarseh. Other archeological sites, including Kh. Ed-Deir, Kh. ElAid, Kh. Farash, ASin Faris Ain el-Masayeh Ain Abu Zeid, Ain el-Faqeh, and Ain Abu Kleibeh were
annexed to the settlement of 'Bitar Aleat.' Other sites in the village El-Jaba'a and Wadi Fukin were
also annexed to the nearby settlement. The archaeological sites of Kh. El-Khamasah have been totally
damaged. Ibid., p. 2.
268
Khirbet Salah is located east of the town of Abu Dis in Jerusalem and features the remains of
a Byzantine monastery. In construction of the Wall, bulldozers were sent to the area to begin work
without coordination with the Israeli Archaeological Authonty (IAA). A substantial part of the site was
demolished and levelled, causing irreversible damage, before work was halted by the IAA. Not enough
time was given for archaeologists to finish work on the site and, after 3 weeks, the site was levelled and
the Wall was completed over the site.
269 Ibid. p. 2.

(6)

Conclusions

338.

The Wall is not built on the Green Line. Practically the entire Wall is built in

the Occupied Palestinian Territory. The Wall divides and isolates Palestinians from
Palestinians and Palestinians from their land. It creates enclaves and fragments the
territorial integrity and contiguity of the Occupied Palestinian Territory. In addition to
its extensive impact on al1 aspects of Palestinian life in and even beyond the
cornmunities directly affected by the Wall, the Wall regime undermines Palestinian
capacity for sustainable livelihood.

339.

The Wall is designed to protect and ensure the expansion of Israeli

settlements in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including in and around East
Jerusalem. In addition to the approved settlement expansion areas, nearly 80 per cent
of the settler population in the West Bank and East Jerusalem will be located outside
the Wall.

340.

The Wall is designed to ensure Israel's permanent control over natural

resources in Occupied Palestinian Territory. The high-quality water sources in the
West Bank have been exploited by Israeli since 1967. Most of Israel's yearly
extraction of fresh water from West Bank aquifers is consumed by settlements.

341.

The Wall regime is part of a wider system of road networks, settlement

expansion and infi-astructural integration with Israel. The scale and nature of the Wall
project entrenches Israel's presence in Occupied Palestinian Territory.

342.

The construction of the Wall has already caused permanent damage to the

Occupied Palestinian Territory in terms of land levelling, home demolitions and by
radically altering Palestinian daily economic and social life.

[Intentionally left blank]

Terminology in Security Council Resolutions since 1967
Resolution
242 (1967)
446 (1979)
452 (1979)
465 (1980)

476 (1980)
478 (1980)
484 (1980)
605 (1987)

607 (1988)
608 (1988)

636 (1989)

641 (1989)
672 (1990)
681 (1990)

694 (1991)
726 (1992)

799 (1992)
904 (1994)
1322 (2000)
1397 (2002)
1402 (2002)
1435 (2002)
1515 (2003)

Terminology used
"territories occupied in the recent conflict"
"the Arab territories occupied by Israel since 1967, including Jerusalem"
"the occupied Arab territories"
"the Arab territories occupied since 1967, including Jerusalem"
"the occupied Arab territories"
"the Arab territories occupied since 1967, including Jerusalem;
"the Arab territories occupied by Israel since 1967, including Jerusalem"
"the Palestinian and other Arab territories occupied since 1967"
"the occupied territories"
"the territories under occupation"
"Arab territories occupied by Israel since 1967, including Jerusalem"
"the Palestinian and other Arab territories occupied since June 1967, including Jerusalem"
"the Arab territories occupied by Israel in 1967"
"the Palestinian and other Arab territories occupied by Israel since1967, including
Jerusalem;
"the occupied territories;
"under Israeli occupation"
"the occupied territories;
"Palestinian and other Arab territories occupied by Israel, since 1967, including Jerusalem"
"the occupied Palestinian territories"
"the occupied territories"
"the Palestinian and other Arab territories occupied by Israel since 1967, including
Jerusalem"
"the occupied Palestinian territories"
"Palestinian territories, occupied by Israel since 1967, including Jerusalem, (and to the
other occupied Arab territories)"
"the occupied Palestinian territories"
"the Palestinian territories, occupied by Israel since 1967, including Jerusalem"
"al1 the territories occupied by Israel since 1967"
"under Israeli occupation"
"the Palestinian territories occupied by Israel since 1967, including Jerusalem"
"the occupied territories"
"al1 the territories occupied by Israel since 1967"
"the Palestinian territories occupied by Israel since 1967, including Jerusalem"
"the occupied Palestinian territories"
"the Palestinian territories occupied by Israel since 1967, including Jerusalem"
"the occupied territories"
"the territories occupied by Israel since 1967, including Jerusalem"
"the Palestinian territories occupied by Israel since 1967, including Jerusalem"
"the territories occupied by Israel in June 1967, including Jerusalem"
"the occupied territory"
"the territories occupied by Israel since 1967"
"Palestine (two-State vision)"
"Palestinian cities"
"Palestinian cities"
"Palestine (two-State vision)"

PART D.

LEGAL ANALYSIS

Chapter7.
ISRAEL
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PALESTINIAN

(1)

Introduction

343.

The Request for the present Opinion refers to the location of the Wall in

"Occupied Palestinian Territory, including in and around East Jerusalem". The term
'Occupied Palestinian Territory' (OPT) is well accepted in the practice of United
Nations bodies including the General Assembly and the Security Council. It or
similar phrases have been used ever since 1967 both by the Security Council and the
General Assembly. This can be seen for example from the Table, opposite, which
records the terminology used in Security Council resolutions from 1967 to date.

344.

In this Chapter, certain clarifications will be offered as to the meaning and

content of the term 'Occupied Palestinian Territory', and it will be established that the
international law of occupation is applicable to that territory and to Israel as occupier.
In Chapter 8, the content of the applicable international law, including both
international humanitarian law and international human rights law, will be clarified.

345.

That Israel has been, and remains, in occupation of Palestinian territory is

internationally uncontroversial. The occupation resulted from the Six Day War
between Israel, Jordan, Syria and Egypt in June 1967. Al1 of these States were at the
time and remain High Contracting Parties to the Fourth Geneva Convention: see

Article 2, first sentence. There is no doubt that the 1967 War was an international
armed conflict within the meaning of the Geneva Conventions. During this armed
conflict Israeli armed forces invaded and occupied, inter alia, the West Bank and the
Gaza Strip, which represented about one-half of the territory that had been allocated
to the Arab State under the partition plan in General Assembly Resolution 181(II) of
1947.~~'
Reference has already been made to these events in Chapter 3 of this Written
Statement.

346.

The proper characterization of Israel's current status in respect of this

territory remains that of an occupier. Under international law, an Occupying Power
does not have sovereignty over the territory subject to its occupation. It merely
~
the
exercises authority over the territory on a temporary b a ~ i s . ' ~Furthermore,
It does not matter that day-to-day
essential test is one of actual overall contr01.~~~
administration may be exercised by local authorities.

Territory once occupied

remains occupied until a definitive withdrawal from that territory, or a definitive,
internationally acceptable settlement. Neither of these events has occurred.

347.

Al1 States, whether occupying States or third States, are prohibited £rom

obtaining territory as a result of a threat or use of force. The proposition that title to
territory cannot validly be obtained by force is so fundamental and indisputable that
elaborate citation of authority is not required before the Court. It follows that the
traditional law on occupation of territory, as embodied in the Fourth Geneva
Convention of 1949, has been powerfully reinforced by modern international law.

270
271

272

Already in 1948-9 Israel had occupied about half of the temtory allocated to the Arab State.
See in particular Articles 4 and 47 of the Fourth Geneva Convention.
See Article 42 of the 1907 Hague Regulations.

(2)

The regime of occupied territory
(a)

348.

In general

The law of occupation comprises rules of customary international law

embodied in particular in the 1907 Hague Regulations and the Fourth Geneva
Convention.

It is widely accepted that these instruments reflect customary

international law and are not limited to relationships as between States parties only.273
But even as a treaty, the Fourth Geneva Convention is applicable in its own terms to
the situation created in 1967. The Convention is stipulated, in Article 2, to apply to
"al1 cases of declared war or of any other armed conflict which may arise between two
or more of the High Contracting Parties." In 1967, as a result of an international
armed conflict between parties to the Convention, Israel occupied territory which was
not its own. It remains in occupation, and there has been no internationally accepted
settlement concerning the territory. The resulting legal situation, opposable erga
omnes by reason of the customary international law status of the relevant rules, is also

opposable to al1 the States Parties to the Fourth Geneva Convention, consisting of 190
States, the vast majority of the members of the international community. In fact, as
demonstrated below, this situation has been expressly recognized by the Conference
of the High Contracting Parties to the Fourth Geneva Convention. Correspondingly it
is a legal situation of which al1 United Nations organs can take notice and on the basis
of which they should act.
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Legality of the Threat or Use of Nuclear Weapons. Advisory Opinion, 8 July 1996, I.C.J.
Reports 1996, p. 266, at 256 (para. 75), 257 (para. 79), 258 (para. 82).

349.

The definition of occupation in international humanitarian law depends

essentially on questions of fact. According to the definition in Article 42 of the 1907
Hague Regulations:
"Territory is considered occupied when it is actually placed under the
authority of the hostile army. The occupation extends only to the
territory where such authority has been established and can be
exercised." (emphasis added)

350.

The litmus test to determine if territory is occupied is whether the territory is

under the authority of a hostile power. The underlying assumption is that the hostile
power has 'effective control' over the territory in question. In other words, whether a
hostile power is exercising effective control is a question of fact. Article 42 othenvise
makes no statement about the status of occupied territory. In particular, it does not
speak about possible legal claims to the territory or about the legality of the foreign
power's presence on the territory (for example, in the context of an asserted right of
self-defence). Such questions are irrelevant to the question of whether the territory is
occupied.

35 1.

An Occupying Power may not abandon or neglect its obligations towards the

civilian population under occupation by choosing not to exercise 'effective control'
when it is militarily capable of doing so.

As the Special Rapporteur of the

Commission on Human Rights on the situation in the Palestinian territories occupied
by Israel since 1967 has noted:

". .. [Olccupation is concerned with the interests of the population of
an occupied territory rather than those of a displaced sovereign.. . The
test for the application of the legal regime of occupation is not whether
the occupying power fails to exercise effective control over the
territory, but whether it has the ability to exercise such power, a

principle affirmed by the United States Military Tribunal at Nuremberg
in re List and others and others (The Hostages Case) in 1 9 4 8 . " ~ ~ ~
352.

In the Hostages Case, the Military Tribunal at Nuremberg took the position

that even temporary territorial control by partisans would not necessarily remove the
state of occupation:
"While it is true that the partisans were able to control sections of these
countries at various times, it is established that the Germans could at
any time they desired assume physical control of any part of the
country. The control of the resistance forces was temporary only and
not such as would deprive the German armed forces of its status of an

353.

The existence of 'effective control' by the Occupying Power is thus

measured by its actual ability to assume the responsibilities that attach to an
Occupying Power, namely the ability to issue and enforce directives to the inhabitants
of the territory, and not by its willingness to do so.

354.

The legal status of occupation is not excluded by the persistence of armed

resistance by the occupied population. The major military manuals since 1949
provide strong evidence in support of this proposition. For example, the British
Manual of Military Law provides:
"Occupation does not become invalid because some of the inhabitants
are in a state of rebellion, or through occasional successes of guerrilla
bands or 'resistance' fighters. Even a temporarily successful rebellion
is not sufficient to interpret or terminate occupation, provided that the
authority of the legitimate government is not effectively re-established
and that the Occupant suppresses the rebellion at once."276
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Report of the Special Rapporteur of the Commission on Human Rights on the situation in the
Palestinian temtories occupied by Israel since 1967, A/56/440, para. 7, Annex 1 in Annex Volume 2
accompanying this Written Statement.
275
United States v. Wilhelm List et al, 11 Trial of War Criminals Before the Nuremberg
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Similarly, the United States Field Manual states:
"Occupation, to be effective, must be maintained.. . Nor does the
existence of a rebellion or the activity of guerrilla para-military units of
itself cause the occupation to cease, provided the occupant could at any
time it desired assume physical control of any part of the territory. If,
however, the power of the occupant is effectively displaced for any
length of time, its position towards the inhabitants is the same as before
oc~u~ation.~~~~~

355.

By the time that the Hague Regulations were adopted, it was already a clearly

established principle that military occupation of territory as a result of war did not
~ ' two key principles governing
confer sovereignty upon the Occupying ~ o w e r . ~The
the regime of belligerent occupation were that occupation was a temporary state of
affairs and that no unilateral change in the status of the territory by the occupier was
permitted. The International Military Tribunal at Nuremberg held that even where
the State whose territory was occupied had been completely ovenvhelmed, annexation
remained unlawful and did not transfer title so long as the Occupying Power remained
~~~
annexations of occupied
at war with the allies of the State ~ o n c e r n e d .Purported
territory were expressly prohibited.

356.

These principles remain applicable to the regime of occupation today, with

the proviso that the triggering event is occupation in the context of an international
armed conflict, whether or not a declared war. A purported annexation of occupied
territory by an Occupying Power will be ineffective to alter the status of the territory
or its inhabitants, who remain subject to the law of occupation. According to Article

47 of the Fourth Geneva Convention:

276
277
278
279

The Law of War on Land, Part III Manual of Military Law (The War Office, 1958) $509.
The Law ofLand Warfare, Field Manual P . S . Department of the Amy, July 1956) $ 360.
Oppenheim, International Law (6thed, London 1944) pp. 432- 4.
Cmd. 6964, 65.

"Protected persons who are in occupied territory shall not be deprived,
in any case or in any manner whatsoever, of the benefits of the present
Convention by any change introduced, as the result of the occupation
of a territory, into the institutions or government of the said territory,
nor by any agreement concluded between the authorities of the
occupied territory and the Occupying Power, nor by any annexation by
the latter of the whole or part of the occupied territory."
357.

The ICRC's Commentary to Article 47 states:

"occupation as a result of war, while representing actual possession to al1
appearances, cannot imply any right whatsoever to dispose of territory. As
long as hostilities continue the Occupying Power cannot therefore annex
the occupied territory, even if it occupies the whole of the territory
concemed. A decision on that point can only be reached in the peace
treaty. That is a universally recognized rule which is endorsed by jurists
and confirmed by numerous rulings of international and national
coul-t~.~~~~~

358.

Moreover, certain conduct usually associated with annexation of territory -

in particular the direct or indirect transfer to occupied territory of the occupier's
civilian population, or the transfer of part of the population from occupied territory constitutes a war crime.281

(b)

359.

Application of the renime of occupation to Palestine

The international law regime of occupation applies a fortiori to a mandated

territory whose people have not achieved self-determination and which has been
occupied by a State as a result of an international armed conflict. Such a conflict does
not terminate the mandated status of the t e r r i t ~ r y . It
~ ~does
~ not put an end to the
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ICRC (ed. Pictet), Commentary. I V Geneva Convention relative to the Protection of Civilian
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This was confirmed by this Court in the series of opinions from International Status of
South-West Africa, I.C.J. Reports 1950, p. 128 to Legal Consequences for States of the Continued

rights of the people c ~ n c e r n e d . It
~ ~certainly
~
does not confer sovereignty on the
Occupying Power. The regime of occupation under international law is applicable to
such a territory until a legitimate settlement is achieved, endorsed by the United
Nations, and accepted by the international community.

360.

In the Namibia

this Court was asked to advise the Security

Council of the legal consequences of South Africa7scontinued presence in Namibia in
violation of Security Council Resolution 276 (1970).

The Court affirmed the

principle of non-annexation, as one of the two principles of paramount importance
underlying the mandates system under Article 22 of the Covenant of the League of
Nations. Regarding Article 22, the Court said:
"...the Government of South Africa has dwelt at some length on the
negotiations which preceded the adoption of the final version of Article
22 of the League Covenant, and has suggested that they lead to a
different reading of its provisions. Be that as it may, the final outcome
of the negotiations, however difficult an achievement, was a rejection
of the notion of annexation. It cannot tenably be argued that the clear
meaning of the mandate institution could be ignored by placing upon
the explicit provisions embodying its principles a construction at
variance with its object and purpose."285

361.

The principle that the territory occupied by Israel in 1967 may not be

unilaterally annexed, or its status othenvise unilaterally changed, has been accepted
and acted on by the international community as a whole. In particular, in 1967, the
Security Council adopted Resolution 242 (1967):

Presence of South Africa in Namibia (South West Africa) Notwithstanding Security Council Resolution
276 (1970), ICJ Reports 1971, p. 6.
283
Ibid. And see United Nations Charter, Article 80.
284
Legal Consequences for States of the Continued Presence of South Africa in Namibia (South
West Africa) Notwithstanding Security Council Resolution 276 (1970), I.C.J. Reports 1971, p. 6.
285
Ibid., p.30.

"The Security Council,
Expressing its continuing concem with the grave situation in the
Middle East,
Emphasizing the inadmissibility of the acquisition of territory by war
and the need to work for a just and lasting peace in which every State
in the area can live in security,
Emphasizing further that al1 Member States in their acceptance of the
Charter of the United Nations have undertaken a commitment to act in
accordance with Article 2 of the Charter,
1. Afzrms that the fulfilment of Charter principles requires the
establishment of a just and lasting peace in the Middle East which
should include the application of both the following principles:
(i) Withdrawal of Israel armed forces fiom territories occupied in the
recent conflict;
(ii) Termination of al1 claims or states of belligerency and respect for
and acknowledgment of the sovereignty, territorial integrity and
political independence of every State in the area and their right to live
in peace within secure and recognized boundaries free from threats or
acts of force;

362.

On 30 July 1980 Israel attempted to annex East Jerusalem by enacting the

'Basic Law: Jerusalem, Capital of Israel, 30 July 1980'.

This act elicited the

condemnation of the Security Council in numerous resolutions, commencing with
Resolution 476 (1980), in which the Security Council resolved:
"Having considered the letter of 28 May 1980 fiom the representative
of Pakistan, the current Chairman of the Organization of the Islamic
Conference, as contained in document SI13966 of 28 May 1980,
ReafJirming that acquisition of territory by force is inadmissible,
Bearing in mind the specific status of Jerusalem and, in particular, the
need for protection and preservation of the unique spiritual and
religious dimension of the Holy Places in the city,
Reaffirming its resolutions relevant to the character and status of the
Holy City of Jerusalem, in particular resolutions 252 (1968) of 21 May
1968, 267 (1969) of 3 July 1969, 271 (1969) of 15 September 1969,
298 (1971) of 25 September 1971 and 465 (1980) of 1 March 1980,
Recalling the Fourth Geneva Convention of 12 August 1949 relative to
the Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of War,
Deploring the persistence of Israel, in changing the physical character,
demographic composition, institutional structure and the status of the
Holy City of Jerusalem,
Gravely concerned over the legislative steps initiated in the Israeli
Knesset with the aim of changing the character and status of the Holy
City of Jerusalem,

1. Reafirms the overriding necessity to end the prolonged occupation
of Arab territories occupied by Israel since 1967, including Jerusalem;
2. Strongly deplores the continued refusa1 of Israel, the occupying
Power, to comply with the relevant resolutions of the Security Council
and the General Assembly;
3. ReconJirms that al1 legislative and administrative measures and
actions taken by Israel, the occupying Power, which purport to alter the
character and status of the Holy City of Jerusalem have no legal
validity and constitute a flagrant violation of the Fourth Geneva
Convention relative to the Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of
War and also constitute a serious obstruction to achieving a
comprehensive,just and lasting peace in the Middle East;
4. Reiterates that al1 such measures which have altered the geographic,
demographic and historical character and status of the Holy City of
Jerusalem are nul1 and void and must be rescinded in cornpliance with
the relevant resolutions of the Security Council;
5. Urgently calls on Israel, the occupying Power, to abide by this and
previous Security Council resolutions and to desist forthwith from
persisting in the policy and measures affecting the character and status
of the Holy city of Jerusalem;
6. Reafirms its determination in the event of non-cornpliance by Israel
with this resolution, to examine practical ways and means in
accordance with relevant provisions of the Charter of the United
Nations to secure the full implementation of this resolution."
That resolution was followed by Resolution 478 (1980), in the Security

363.
Council

"Reafirming again that the acquisition of territory by force is
inadmissible,
Deeply concerned over the enactment of a "basic law" in the Israeli
Knesset proclaiming a change in the character and status of the Holy
City of Jerusalem, with its implications for peace and security,
Noting that Israel has not complied with resolution 476 (1980),
ReafJimzing its determination to examine practical ways and means, in
accordance with the relevant provisions of the Charter of the United
Nations, to secure the full implementation of its resolution 476 (1980),
in the event of non-compliance by Israel,
1. Censures in the strongest terms the enactment by Israel of the "basic
law" on Jerusalem and the refusal to comply with relevant Security
Council resolutions;

2. Afirms that the enactment of the "basic law" by Israel constitutes a
violation of international law and does not affect the continued
application of the Geneva Convention relative to the Protection of
Civilian Persons in Time of War, of 12 August 1949, in the Palestinian
and other Arab territories occupied since June 1967, including
Jerusalem;
3 . Determines that al1 legislative and administrative measures and
actions taken by Israel, the occupying Power, which have altered or
purport to alter the character and status of the Holy City of Jerusalem,
and in particular the recent "basic law" on Jerusalem, are nul1 and void
and must be rescinded forthwith;

4. Afimzs also that this action constitutes a serious obstruction to
achieving a comprehensive, just and lasting peace in the Middle East;
5 . Decides not to recognize the "basic law" and such other actions by
Israel that, as a result of this law, seek to alter the character and status
of Jerusalem and calls upon:
(a) Al1 Member States to accept this decision;
(b) Those States that have established diplomatic missions at Jerusalem
to withdraw such missions from the Holy City."
364.

Israel remains in occupation of the West Bank including East Jerusalem, and

the Gaza Strip. While there has been a partial transfer of certain powers and
responsibilities from Israel to the Palestinian Authority (the precise features of which
need not be examined by the Court) in respect of some parts of Palestinian territory,
Israel remains in overall control of the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including East
Jerusalem. According to the UN Special Rapporteur on the Occupied Palestinian
Territory:
"The Oslo Accords leave Israel with the ultimate legal control over al1
of the OPT and the fact that for political reasons it has generally
chosen not to exercise this control over the 'A' zones, when it
undoubtedly has the military capacity to do so (as illustrated by the
Israeli military incursion into the 'A' zone town of Beit Jala in August
2001), cannot relieve Israel of its responsibilities as an occupying
power.y7286

365.

Nor does Palestinian resistance against the occupying power remove the legal

status of 'occupation7 in the Occupied Palestinian Territory. As long as Israel
maintains its effective control over Palestinian territory, it is under occupation in
international law. Important consequences flow in respect of the applicable law,
which are discussed in the next Chapter.

(3)

The Request does not require the Court to determine the boundaries of
Palestine

366.

The Terms of the Request for the advisory opinion are the following:
"What are the legal consequences arising from the construction of the
wall being built by Israel, the occupying power, in the Occupied
Palestinian Territory, including in and around East Jerusalem, as
described in the report of the Secretary-General, considering the rules
and principles of international law, including the Fourth Geneva
Convention of 1949 and relevant Security Council and General
Assembly resolutions?"

367.

In order to answer this question the Court needs only to take account of the

fact that a wall is being built by Israel in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including
in and around East Jerusalem. It need not determine where the precise boundaries of
the Occupied Palestinian Territory lie. The essential facts, on which the Court can
securely rely, are simple: wherever the precise boundaries of Palestine may lie, it is
universally accepted (including by Israel) that the greater part of the Wall has been
built by Israel well inside Palestinian territory.

This position is graphically

demonstrated in the attached maps.287It cannot admit of any doubt.

-
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Report of the Special Rapporteur of the Commission on Human Rights on the situation in the
Palestinian territories occupied by Israel since 1967, Ai561440, para. 7, Annex 1 in Annex Volume 2
accompanying this Written Statement.

(a)

368.

The division of 'Mandated Palestine'

The Court has already been provided with a description of the historical

background of Palestinian territory in Chapter 3.

Only a brief recapitulation is

necessary.

369.

Palestine was in 1914 an undivided part of the Ottoman Empire without

separate status. It was occupied by British troops in 1917 and came to be disposed of
as part of the post-war settlement.

370.

The Mandate for Palestine was established in the aftermath of the Treaty of

Versailles. Article 22 of the Covenant of the League of Nations established the basic
parameters of the Mandate system.

Under this system Palestine was an " A class

mandate. The League Council approved the terms of the British mandate on 24 July
1922.~~'It came into force on 29 September 1923. The territorial basis of Palestine
under the Mandate was subject to an amendment approved in November 1922 which
authorised Great Britain to divide the territory into two, excluding what was then
referred to as Transjordan (now the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan).

This was

effected in 1928, with League of Nations approval. Jordan's full independence was
achieved in a Treaty of Alliance with the United Kingdom signed on 22 March 1946,
within the territories delineated in 1928. That situation has been recognised by Israel
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See Annex volume 1
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on numerous occasions, including in 1994.~'~AS a result, Mandated Palestine was
limited to the territories to the west of the Jordan River.

371.

On 18 February 1947, Britain announced that it was referring the question of

Palestine to the United Nations and would withdraw its administration of the Mandate
by 1 August 1949. On 29 November 1947, the General Assembly adopted Resolution
181 (II). This Resolution incorporated a plan for the partition of Palestine into two
states (one Arab and one Jewish), for economic union between them, and for the
internationalization of Jerusalem. Boundaries were set out in the Resolution for 'the
Arab State', 'the Jewish State' and Jerusalem.

372.

Great Britain withdrew from Palestine at midnight on 14-15 May 1948.

Hostilities broke out, leading to Armistice Agreements in 1949. Israel was shortly
aftenvards admitted to the United Nations.

373.

It has never been disputed that Israel in 1949 did not include areas of the

West Bank, or East Jerusalem, or the Gaza Strip. That remains the situation. Nothing
that has happened since 1949 has given any international recognition to any extension
of Israeli territory to cover any of these areas. It results that Israel is in occupation of
al1 the areas beyond the ceasefire line of 1949 (the so-called Green Line).

374.

The principle of two States (one Arab and one Jewish) in Palestine has

remained in place since Resolution 181 (II).

This is evident in the principal

agreements concluded between the Palestine Liberation Organisation and Israel since
289

Israel-Jordan, Treaty of Peace, 26 October 1994, Art. 3(2): 2042 United Nations Treaty

168

1993 and in resolutions of the General Assembly and Security Council adopted since
General Assembly Resolution 181(II).

375.

Although certain developments have occurred in the territory first occupied

in 1967, the fact is that Israel remains in overall control of this territory and Israeli
forces remain in occupation of the West Bank, including East Jerusalem, and the Gaza
Strip. These areas are together referred to as the 'Occupied Palestinian Territory',
because the territory is not part of the territory of the State of Israel; it is territory of
the Palestinian people, destined for a Palestinian State whose right to exist was
recognized by Resolution 181(II), and has been widely recognised ever since.

(b)

376.

Recognition of the Division of Mandated Palestine: Ameements
between Israel and Palestine

As noted in Chapter 3, the principal agreements concluded between the

Palestine Liberation Organisation and Israel in the Middle East Peace Process since
1993 are as follows:
Exchange of correspondence (Arafat-Rabin), 9 September 1993;290
Israel-Palestine Liberation Organisation, Declaration of Principles on InterimSelf Government Arrangements, 13 September 1993 (Declaration of
~rinci~les);~~'
Israel-Palestine Liberation Organisation, Agreement on the Gaza Strip and the
Jericho Area, 4 May 1994;292

Series 395.
290
Text in (1 992-4) 7 Palestine YBZL 230.
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(1993) 32 ILM 1525.

Israel-Palestine Liberation Organisation, Agreement on Preparatory Powers
and Responsibilities, 29 August 1994;293
Israeli-Palestinian Interim Agreement on the West Bank and the Gaza Strip,
28 September 1 9 9 5 ; ~ ~ ~
Note for the Record (Ross-Netanyahu-Arafat), 17 January 1997;295
Israel-Palestine

Liberation

Organisation,

Protocol

concerning

the

Redeployment in Hebron, 17 January 1997;296
Israel-Palestine

Liberation

Organisation,

Wye

River

Memorandum,

23 October 1 9 9 8 ; ~ ~ ~
Israel-Palestine Liberation Organisation, Shann El-Sheikh Memorandum,
4 September 1999.298

377.

The 1993 Declaration of Principles commences with Article 1 in the

following terms:
"The aim of the Israeli-Palestinian negotiations within the current
Middle East peace process is, among other things, to establish a
Palestinian Interim Self-Government Authority, the elected Council
(the "Council"), for the Palestinian people in the West Bank and the
Gaza Strip, for a transitional period not exceeding five years, leading to
a permanent settlement based on Security Council Resolutions 242 and
338. It is understood that the interim arrangements are an integral part
of the whole peace process and that the negotiations on the permanent
status will lead to the implementation of Security Council Resolutions
242 and 338."299

(1994) 33 ILM 622.
(1995) 34 ILM 455.
(1997) 36 ILM 551.
(1997) 36 ILM 655.
(1997) 36 ILM 650.
(1998) 37 ILM 1251.
(1999) 38 ILM 1465.
(1993) 32 ILM 1527.

378.

The Interim Agreement on the West Bank and the Gaza Strip included a

provision on territory in the following terms:

"Article XI
Land
1. The two sides view the West Bank and the Gaza Strip as a single
territorial unit, the integrity and status of which will be preserved
during the interim period."

379.

The Wye River Memorandum and the Sharm El-Sheikh Memorandum both

outlined further steps to be taken by the parties to implement the Interim Agreement.
Both of these Memoranda adopted the categorization of land used in the Interim
Agreement, referring to Areas 'A', 'B', and 'C' to describe Palestinian territory,
which was explained briefly in preceding chapters of this Written Statement.

380.

The most recent text conceming the peace process is the "Performance Based

Road Map to a Permanent Two-State Solution to the Israeli-Palestinian Conflict" (the
~ " instrument does not affect the status of territory or change any
'Road ~ a ~ ' ) . This
borders.

381.

It is evident from this review that as between Israel and Palestine, it is

accepted that Mandated Palestine was divided into Israeli and Palestinian areas.

300

A Performance-Based Roadmap to a Permanent Two-State Solution to the Israeli-Palestinian
Conflict' UN doc Sl20031529. This instrument was endorsed by the Security Council on 19 November
2003 in Resolution 1515 (2003): UN doc SIRES115 15 (2003).

(c)

382.

Recognition of the Division of Mandated Palestine: The Position of the
United Nations

The notion of two territorial entities emerging from 'Mandated Palestine' is

evident in General Assembly and Security Council resolutions on Palestine.

383.

The General Assembly has adopted numerous resolutions on Palestine since

its adoption of Resolution 181 (II) in 1947. A standard feature of the General
Assembly's resolutions is the reference to the Armistice Line of 1949 (the 'Green
Line') when referring to events taking place in the Occupied Palestinian Territory.

384.

For example, in Resolution AIES-10114 of 8 December 2003 the General

Assembly resolved that it was:
"Gravely concemed at the commencement and continuation of
construction by Israel, the occupying power, of a wall in the Occupied
Palestinian Territory, including in and around East Jerusalem, which is
in departure from the Armistice Line of 1949 (Green Line) and which
has involved the confiscation and destruction of Palestinian land and
resources, the disruption of the lives of thousands of protected civilians
and the de facto annexation of large areas of territory, and underlining
the unanimous opposition by the intemational cornmunity to the
construction of that wall."
385.

In its earlier resolution, ARS-10113 of 21 October 2003, the General

Assembly demands that Israel stop and reverse the construction of the Wall in the
Occupied Palestinian Territory, including in and around East Jerusalem, of which the
General Assembly said:
"[ ...] is in departure of [sic.] the Armistice Line of 1949 and is in
contradiction to relevant provisions of international la^."^^'
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AIES-10/13,21 October 2003.

386.

The notion of two territorial entities emerging fiom 'Mandated Palestine' has

been affirmed by the Security Council. The Security Council has over a long period of
time endorsed a vision of "two States living side by side with recognized borders" (to
adopt the language of Resolution 1397 (2002)) in the Mandated Palestine. This vision
is seen most recently in Resolution 1515 (2003) in which the Security Council
endorsed the Road Map in the following terms:

"The Securig Council,
Recalling al1 its previous relevant resolutions, in particular resolutions
242 (1967), 338 (1973), 1397 (2002) plus the Madrid principles,
Expressing its grave concern at the continuation of the tragic and
violent events in the Middle East,
Reiterating the demand for an imrnediate cessation of al1 acts of
violence, including al1 acts of terrorism, provocation, incitement and
destruction,
ReafJirming its vision of a region where two States, Israel and
Palestine, live side by side within secure and recognized borders,
Emphasizing the need to achieve a comprehensive, just and lasting
peace in the Middle East, including the Israeli-Syrian and IsraeliLebanese tracks,
Welcoming and encouraging the diplomatic efforts of the international
Quartet and others,
1. Endorses the Quartet Performance-based Roadmap to a Permanent
Two-State Solution to the Israeli-Palestinian Conflict (Sl20031529);
2. Calls on the parties to fulfil their obligations under the Roadmap in
cooperation with the Quartet and to achieve the vision of two States
living side by side in peace and security;
3. Decides to remain seized of the matter."

(d)

387.

International recognition that the Palestinian territory is occupied
within the meanina of the Fourth Geneva Convention

It can safely be asserted that practically every State in the world - with the

exception of Israel - recognises that Palestinian territory is occupied territory within
the meaning of the Fourth Geneva Convention.

388.

Since the commencement of Israel's occupation of the Occupied Palestinian

Territory, the United Nations General Assembly and Security Council have resolved
on numerous occasions that the Fourth Geneva Convention is applicable to the OPT.
The following resolutions of the Security Council are to this effect:
SC Resolution 1322, UN SCOR, 55thSess., UN Doc SIRES156 (2000)
SC Resolution 904, UN SCOR, 49thSess., UN Doc SIRES150 (1994)
SC Resolution 799, UN SCOR, 47" Sess., UN Doc SIRES1 48 (1992)
SC Resolution 726, UN SCOR, 47thSess., UN Doc SIRES148 (1992)
SC Resolution 694, UN SCOR, 46thSess., UN Doc SIRES147 (1991)
SC Resolution 681, UN SCOR, 45thSess., UN Doc SIRES146 (1990)
SC Resolution 673, UN SCOR, 45thSess., UN Doc SIRES1 46 (1990
SC Resolution 672, UN SCOR, 45thSess., UN Doc SIRES146 (1990)
SC Resolution 641, UN SCOR, 44thSess., UN Doc SIRES145 (1989)
SC Resolution 636, UN SCOR, 44thSess., UN Doc SIRES145 (1989)
SC Resolution 608, UN SCOR, 43rdSess., UN Doc SIRES144 (1988)
SC Resolution 607, UN SCOR, 43rdSess., UN Doc SIRES144 (1988)
SC Resolution 605, UN SCOR, 42ndSess., UN Doc SIRES143 (1987)
SC Resolution 592, UN SCOR, 42ndSess., UN Doc SIRES142 (1986)
SC Resolution 484, UN SCOR, 35thSess., UN Doc SIRES136 (1980)
SC Resolution 478, UN SCOR, 35thSess., UN Doc SIRES136 (1980)
SC Resolution 476, UN SCOR, 35thSess., UN Doc SIRES136 (1980)
SC Resolution 471, UN SCOR, 35thSess., UN Doc SIRES136 (1980)
SC Resolution 469, UN SCOR, 35thSess., UN Doc SIRES136 (1980)
SC Resolution 468, UN SCOR, 35thSess., UN Doc SIRES136 (1980)
SC Resolution 465, UN SCOR, 35thSess., UN Doc SIRES136 (1980)

SC Resolution 452, UN SCOR, 34thSess., UN Doc SIRES135 (1979)
SC Resolution 446, UN SCOR, 34thSess., UN Doc SIRES135 (1979)
SC Resolution 27 1, UN SCOR, 24th Sess., UN Doc S/RES/24/Rev.1 (1969)

389.

Numerous resolutions of the General Assembly have likewise affirmed the

application of the Fourth Geneva Convention in the Occupied Palestinian Territory
and demanded Israel to accept the Convention's de jure application in the Occupied
Palestinian Territory. For example, the most recent resolution, voted for by an
ovenvhelming majority of States, with only nine States voting against, provides:
"The General Assembly,
Recalling its relevant resolutions,
Bearing in mind the relevant resolutions of the Security Council,
Recalling the Regulations Annexed to the Hague Convention IV of
1907, the Geneva Convention relative to the Protection of Civilian
Persons in Time of War, of 12 August 1949, and relevant provisions of
customary law, including those codified in Protocol 1 Additional to the
Geneva Conventions,

Having considered the reports of the Special Cornmittee to
Investigate Israeli Practices Affecting the Human Rights of the
Palestinian People and Other Arabs of the Occupied Territories and the
relevant reports of the Secretary-General,

Considering that the promotion of respect for the obligations arising
from the Charter of the United Nations and other instruments and rules
of international law is among the basic purposes and principles of the
United Nations,

Noting the convening of the meeting of experts of High Contracting
Parties to the Geneva Convention relative to the Protection of Civilian
Persons in Time of War, of 12 August 1949, at Geneva fiom 27 to 29
October 1998, at the initiative of the Government of Switzerland in its
capacity as the depositary of the Convention, concerning problems of
application of the Convention in general and, in particular, in occupied
tenitories,

Noting also the convening for the first time, on 15 July 1999, of a
Conference of High Contracting Parties to the Fourth Geneva
Convention, as recommended by the General Assembly in its
resolution ES-1016 of 9 February 1999, on measures to enforce the
Convention in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including East
Jerusalem, and to ensure respect thereof in accordance with article 1
cornrnon to the four Geneva Conventions, and aware of the statement
adopted by the Conference,

Welcoming the reconvening of the Conference of High Contracting
Parties to the Fourth Geneva Convention on 5 December 2001 in
Geneva and stressing the importance of the Declaration adopted by the
Conference, and underlining the need for the parties to follow up the
implementation of the Declaration,
Welcoming and encouraging the initiatives by States parties to the
Convention, both individually and collectively, according to article 1
common to the four Geneva Conventions, aimed at ensuring respect for
the Convention,

Stressing that Israel, the occupying Power, should comply strictly
with its obligations under international law, including international
humanitarian law,

1. ReafJirms that the Geneva Convention relative to the Protection of
Civilian Persons in Time of War, of 12 August 1949, is applicable to
the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including East Jerusalem, and other
Arab territories occupied by Israel since 1967;
2. Demands that Israel accept the de jure applicability of the Convention
in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including East Jerusalem, and
other Arab territories occupied by Israel since 1967, and that it comply
scrupulously with the provisions of the Convention;
3. Calls upon al1 High Contracting Parties to the Convention, in
accordance with article 1 common to the four Geneva Conventions, to
continue to exert al1 efforts to ensure respect for its provisions by
Israel, the occupying Power, in the Occupied Palestinian Territory,
including East Jerusalem, and other Arab territories occupied by Israel
since 1967;

4. Reiterates the need for speedy implementation of the relevant
recommendations contained in its resolutions of the tenth emergency
special session with regard to ensuring respect by Israel, the occupying
Power, for the provisions of the Convention;

5. Requests the Secretary-General to report to the General Assembly at its
fifty-ninth session on the implementation of the present resol~tion."~'~

390.

Other United Nations bodies share this view: for instance, the United Nations

Special Committee to Investigate Israeli Practices Affecting the Human Rights of the
' ~ the Special
Palestinian People and other Arabs of the Occupied ~ e r r i t o r i e s ~and
Rapporteur for the Occupied Temtories appointed by the United Nations Commission
on Human ~ i ~ h t s . ~ ' ~
391.

Particularly strong evidence of this is provided in the Declaration of High

Contracting Parties to the Fourth Geneva Convention of 5 December 2001.~'~The
Declaration reflects "the common understanding reached by the participating High
Contracting Parties to the reconvened Conference of High Contracting Parties to the
Fourth Geneva Convention." The Declaration, inter alia:
reaffirmed "the applicability of the Fourth Geneva Convention to the
Occupied Palestinian Territory, including East Jerusalem" (paras. 1, 3);
called on "al1 parties, directly involved in the conflict or not, to respect and to
ensure respect for the Geneva Conventions in al1 circumstances" (para. 4);
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GA Res 58/97, UN GAOR, 5gih Sess., UN Doc AiRESl58197 adopted on 9 December 2003.
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This is reprinted as Annex 11 to this Written Statement and Secretary-General's Dossier
no. 67.

stressed that "the Fourth Geneva Convention, which takes fully into account
imperative military necessity, has to be respected in al1 circumstances"
(para. 5)
called on "the Occupying Power [i.e., Israel] to fülly and effectively respect
the Fourth Geneva Convention in the Occupied Palestinian Territory,
including East Jerusalem, and to refrain fiom perpetrating any violation of the
Convention" (para. 12).

392.

In accordance with Article 31(3)(b) of the Vienna Convention on the Law of

Treaties of 1969, in interpreting a treaty there shall be taken into account:
"any subsequent agreement between the parties regarding the
interpretation of the treaty or the application of its provisions;".
The Declaration of 5 December 2001 amounts to an authentic interpretation of the
Fourth Geneva Convention, and an authentic and compelling application of the
requirements of the Convention to the Occupied Palestinian Territory.

It is

respectfully submitted that it should be given strong, indeed decisive, weight by this
Court.

This is particularly so when it is supported and corroborated by the

International Committee of the Red Cross, which has repeatedly made it clear that the
Fourth Geneva Convention is applicable to the Occupied Palestinian ~ e r r i t o r y . ~ ~ ~
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See, e.g., International Committee of the Red Cross, Statement to the Conference of High
Contracting Parties to the Fourth Geneva Convention, Geneva, 5 December 2001, International Review
ofthe Red Cross, vol. 84, No. 847, September 2002, pp. 692-695; reprinted as Annex 11 in Annex
Volume 2.

(4)

Conclusion

393.

To summarize, for the reasons given above, it is universally accepted that the

Palestinian territory is occupied territory as a matter of customary international law
and within the meaning of the Fourth Geneva Convention. The Court need do no
more than identiQ the legal consequences that arise from such parts of the Wall - by
far the largest proportion of it - as have been built by Israel within Palestinian (rather
than Israeli) territory.

Chapter 8.
ISRAEL
IS
BOUND
BY
INTERNATIONAL
HUMANITARIAN LAW AND INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS LAW IN
RESPECT OF ITS CONDUCT IN OCCUPIED PALESTINIAN TERRITORY

(1)

Introduction

394.

The applicable law governing Israel's rights and duties in the Occupied

Palestinian Territory, including East Jerusalem, is both international humanitarian law
and international human rights law. Israel has previously disputed the application of
each of these aspects of international law to the Occupied Palestinian Territory. The
next two sections outline the reasons why these laws are applicable in the Occupied
Palestinian Territory.

395.

Before huning to these issues, a proviso is necessary. Israel's rights in

relation to the construction and operation of the Wall can be no more extensive than
those of an Occupying Power. There is, indeed, a question whether Israel can claim
even those rights. The Geneva Conventions plainly intended that occupations should
be temporary, and the generally-accepted view is that occupations should cease once
hostilities have ceased, or very soon thereafter. It was never envisaged that occupation
should be a long-term situation or that states should be able to claim the right to
remain as Occupying Powers over the long term, a situation which borders on
conquest, prohibited by a peremptory n o m of contemporary international law. It is,
however, now almost 36 years since the outbreak of the armed conflict that gave rise
to the occupation of the Occupied Palestinian Territory relevant to these proceedings.

396.

Nevertheless, it is not necessary for this question to be addressed in order to

respond to the Request for an advisory opinion in this case. It is one of the basic
axioms of international humanitarian law that its provisions apply in situations of
armed conflict regardless of the legality of the initial resort to armed force. The j u s in

bel10 applies whenever there is in fact an anned conflict, and for so long as an
occupation arising from an international armed conflict subsists in fact. That is the
case here.

(2)

International Humanitarian Law

397.

International humanitarian law is binding upon Israel in respect of its

occupation of the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including East Jerusalem.

It

became binding at the moment Israel occupied territory that was not part of the State
of Israel and remains binding while Israel remains in occupation of such territory.

398.

International humanitarian law is comprised, in the Court's words, of "a

corpus of treaty rules the great majority of which [have] already become customary
and which [reflect] the most universally recognized humanitarian principles."307 It
comprises rules governing the actual conduct of armed conflict and belligerent
occupation (more recently referred to simply as 'occupation'). These rules are
expressed mainly in the Hague and Geneva Conventions and Additional Protocols,
and general or customary international humanitarian law.
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Legality of the Threat or Use ofNuclear Weapons, Advisory Opinion, I.C.J. Reports 1996, p.
226, at 258 (para. 82).

399.

As an aspect of international humanitarian law, the law of occupation applies

to the governance of occupied territories, including the conduct of an occupying
power towards protected persons during occupation.

These rules of general

international law were codified in the 1907 Hague Regulations annexed to Hague
Convention IV on the Laws and Customs of War on Land (the Hague Regulations) as
well as the 1949 Geneva Convention IV Relative to the Protection of Civilian Persons
in Time of War (the Fourth Geneva Convention). There are currently-f 90 State parties
to the Fourth Geneva Convention.

(a)

400.

Basic principles of international humanitarian law in the Hague and
Geneva Conventions

The general fiamework of international law governing occupation is

provided in Articles 42 to 56 of the 1907 Hague Regulations and in Section III of the
Fourth Geneva Convention. A convenient starting point is Article 43 of the Hague
Regulations, which provides:
"The authority of the legitimate power having in fact passed into the
hands of the occupant, the latter shall take al1 the measures in his
power to restore and ensure, as far as possible, public order and safety,
while respecting, unless absolutely prevented, the laws in force in the
country." (emphasis added).
This provision undoubtedly expresses a rule of general international law.

401.

The Occupying Power must thus respect the laws in force in the country,

and must not deprive protected persons of their rights by unnecessary and
disproportionate changes. The duty is emphasized in Article 47 of the Fourth Geneva
Convention which insists that protected persons shall not be deprived of the

Convention's protection "by any change introduced, as the result of the occupation of
a territory, into the institutions or government of the said territory, nor by any
agreement concluded between the authorities of the occupied territories and the
Occupying Power, nor by any annexation by the latter of the whole or part of the
occupied territory." In the Commentary on Article 47, the ICRC states:
"This provision [Article 431 of the Hague Regulations is not applicable
only to the inhabitants of the occupied territory; it also protects the
separate existence of the State, its institutions and its laws. This
provision does not become in any way less valid because of the
existence of the new Convention, which merely amplifies it so far as
the question of the protection of civilians is c o n ~ e r n e d . " ~ ~ ~

402.

The protection of the separate existence of the occupied territory is also

reflected in the Hague Regulations by the protection they provide not only for private
property (Articles 46 and 47), but also to public real property and natural resources, of
which the occupying power "shall be regarded only as administrator and
usufi-uctuary" and "must safeguard the capital of these properties and administer them
in accordance with the i-ules of usufruct" (Article 55).

403.

The Fourth Geneva Convention contains a number of further requirements

for the benefit of protected persons. These fa11 into two categories. The first category
of provisions applies to the benefit of al1 protected persons in an international armed
conflict or occupied territory. Foremost amongst this group of provisions is the
obligation to provide humane treatment in Article 27. The second category of
provisions specifically apply to protected persons who are in occupied territory.
These provisions are outlined in Section III of the Fourth Geneva Convention. An
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International Cornmittee of the Red Cross, Commentary, I V Geneva Convention Relative to
the Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of War (ICRC, 1958) pp. 273 - 4.

Occupying Power must not transfer or deport protected persons from occupied
territory nor deport or transfer parts of its own population into the occupied territory
(Article 49), seize or destroy real or persona1 property "except where rendered
absolutely necessary by military operations" (Article 53), or alter the status of public

officiais in the occupied territory (Article 54). It must ensure food and medical
supplies and services of the population to the fullest extent possible (Articles 55 and
56) and respect the laws in force at the commencement of occupation while restoring
and maintaining public order and safety (Article 64).

404.

Certain violations of the Fourth Geneva Convention are regarded as grave

brea~hes.Under Article 147:
"Grave breaches to which the preceding Article relates shall be those
involving any of the following acts, if committed against persons or
property protected by the present Convention: wilful killing, torture or
inhurnane treatment, including biological experiments, wilfully causing
great suffering or serious injury to body or health, unlawful deportation
or transfer or unlawful confinement of a protected person, compelling a
protected person to serve in the forces of a hostile Power, or wilfully
depriving a protected person of the rights of fair and regular trial
prescribed in the present Convention, taking of hostages and extensive
destruction and appropriation of property, not justified by military
necessity and carried out unlawfully and wantonly."

405.

The scope and content of these obligations is further discussed in so far as

they are relevant in relation to the Wall being built by Israel in the Occupied
Palestinian Territory in Chapter 9.

"Article 3
The characterization of an act of a State as internationally wrongful is
governed by international law. Such characterization is not affected by the
characterization of the same act as lawful by internal law.
Article 32
The responsible State may not rely on the provisions of its internal law
as justification for failure to comply with its obligations under this Part
[SC.the obligations of cessation and reparation]."
The extensive range of authorities in support of these basic propositions, including
many decisions of this Court and its predecessor, is set out in the ILC's commentaries
to these Articles.

409.

At one time, Israel accepted that the Fourth Geneva Convention was

~~
applicable as a matter of law in the Occupied Palestinian ~ e r r i t o r y . ~This
acceptance proved to be short-lived and was revoked. Since the revocation, Israel has
formally denied the applicability of this Convention whilst declaring that it had
decided to act defacto in accordance with its humanitarian provision.

410.

Any such distinction between de facto and de jure application of the

Convention in the Occupied Palestinian Territory must be rejected. The International
Cornmittee of the Red Cross expressed its own reservations at a Meeting of Experts
on 27 October 1998 in these terms:
"Certain belligerents have agreed only to de facto application of the
Fourth Geneva Convention, at times making even that conditional
upon reciprocity.. . However, it would be unacceptable to allow - still
less encourage - a set of parallel rules to be established, a sort of sub311

Report of the Secretary-General prepared pursuant to General Assembly Resolution ES10113, AIES-101248,24 November 2003, Annex 1.
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Military Order No. 3, 7 June 1967, Art. 35: "The Military Court ...must apply the provisions
of the Geneva Convention dated 12 August 1949 Relative to the Protection of Civilians in Time of War
with respect to judicial procedures. In case of conflict between this Order and said Convention, the
Convention shall prevail.". This Article was subsequently deleted by Military Order 144 on
22 October 1967.

category of the law, which might or might not be respected, according
to the whims of the party applying it, despite the fact that the States
have categorically committed themselves to recognizing legal texts that
set out precise rights and obligations. Political conditions should under
no circumstances be allowed to weaken the protection to be enjoyed by
civilians under hard ~ a w . " ~ ' ~

41 1.

There is, furthemore, no legal basis for drawing a distinction between those

rules of the Fourth Geneva Convention that are humanitarian in nature and those that
are not.

The entire Fourth Geneva Convention is humanitarian in nature. The

Convention is devoted exclusively to the protection of civilians in time of war.

412.

As demonstrated in Chapter 7, the Fourth Geneva Convention has de jure

application in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, both as a multilateral treaty which is
applicable in terms to the still unresolved situation following the 1967 War, and
because it is in al1 relevant respects reflective of general international law. As this
Court has affimed of the Hague and Geneva Conventions, "these fundamental rules
are to be observed by al1 States whether or not they have ratified the conventions that
contain them, because they constitute intransgressible principles of international
customary law

9,

.314 The International Criminal Tribunal for the Former ~ u ~ o s l a v i a ~ l ~

and the Eritrea-Ethiopia Claims

have endorsed this view in their own

work.
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International Committee of the Red Cross, "General Problems in Implementing the Fourth
Geneva Convention", Meeting of Experts, 27 October 1998.
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Legality of the Threat of Nuclear Weapons, Advisory Opinion, 8 July 1996, ICJ Reports
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Eritrea-Ethiopia Claims Commission, Partial Award - Prisoners of War, 1 July 2003,
42 ILM 1056, paras. 39 - 41.

413.

In addition, a number of provisions of Additional Protocol 1 of 1977 reflect

customary international law, especially where they are developments or specifications
of standards contained in the 1949 Geneva Conventions.
(3)

International Human Rights Law

414.

The applicable law in the Occupied Palestinian Territory is international

humanitarian law and international human rights law. Although important aspects of
international human rights law have entered into customary international law, it is
sufficient for present purposes to rely on the universal hurnan rights treaties which
Israel itself has accepted by becoming a party to them.

415.

Israel is a party, in particular, to the International Covenant on Civil and

Political Rights and the International Covenant on Economic, Cultural and Social
Rights (both of which it ratified on 3 October 1991).~" In particular Article 2(1) of
the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights provides that each State Party
"undertakes to respect and to ensure to al1 individuals within its territory and subject
to its jurisdiction" the rights recognized in the Covenant. The term "within its
territory and subject to its jurisdiction" in Article 2(1) is disjunctive; States Parties are
bound to apply the Covenant to territories over which they exercise jurisdiction,
including as a belligerent occupant.
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Israel is also a party, inter alia, to the Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the
Crime of Genocide (ratified on 9 March 1950), the Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees
(ratified on 1 October 1954), the Slavery Convention (signed on 12 September 1955) and the United
Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child (ratified on 3 October 1991).

416.

Thus the United Nations Human Rights Committee is correct in concluding

that the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights applies to the benefit of
the populations in the Occupied Palestinian ~ e r r i t o r y . ~ ' ~

417.

Israel maintains that the applicable law in the Occupied Palestinian Territory

is international humanitarian law rather than international human rights law. In its
view, there is a well established distinction between the two areas of international law
and in times of armed conflict, the applicable law is international humanitarian law.
The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the International
Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights are said by Israel to not be
applicable during armed conflict, but only during peacetime.319

418.

Many international human rights treaties explicitly state that they apply in

both times of war and peace. For example, Article 2(2) of the Convention against
Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment of 1984
provides:
No exceptional circumstances whatsoever, whether a state of
"2.
war or a threat of war, interna1 political instability or any other public
emergency, may be invoked as a justification of torture."
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419.

The Genocide Convention likewise provides in Article 1:
"The Contracting Parties confirm that genocide, whether committed in
time of peace or in time of war, is a crime under international law
which they undertake to prevent and to punish."

420.

Many international and regional human rights conventions, including the

ICCPR, contain provisions permitting States to derogate from certain provisions of
the convention during war: see especially Article 4 of the ICCPR. The explicit
exception for derogation during war clearly implies that absent derogation, the human
rights convention will apply fully during war. Moreover, it sets a limit to the kinds of
derogation that will be acceptable even in time of war or national emergency, and it
confers a special status upon non-derogable rights-many

of which, as will be seen,

are violated by Israel's construction and operation of the Wall in the Occupied
Palestinian Territory.

421.

The UN Human Rights Committee states, in its most recent draft General

Comment on Article 2,
"the Covenant applies also in situations of armed conflict to which the
rules of international humanitarian law are applicable. While, in
respect of certain Covenant rights, more specific rules of international
humanitarian law may be relevant for the purposes of the interpretation
of Covenant rights, both spheres of law are complementary, not
mutually exclusive."320
422.

As this Court pointed out in the Nuclear Weapons Advisory Opinion, there is

a conceptual distinction between the body of international law comprising
international humanitarian law and that of international h u m n rights law. At the
320

See Human Rights Committee: Draft General Comment on Article 2: the Nature of the
General Legal Obligation Imposed on States Parties to the Covenant, CCPR/C/74/CPR.4/Rev.4

same time the Court affirmed the continued application of international human rights
law to tenitories affected by armed conflict, subject to the application of international
humanitarian law as a lex specialis. The Court was presented with the argument that
the ICCPR applied only to the protection of human rights in peacetime. The Court
said:
"The Court observes that the protection of the International Covenant
of Civil and Political Rights does not cease in time of war, except by
operation of Article 4 of the Covenant whereby certain provisions may
be derogated from in a time of national emergency. Respect for the
right to life is not, however, such a provision. In principle the right not
arbitrarily to be deprived of one's life applies also in hostilities. The
test of what is an arbitrary deprivation of life, however, then falls to be
determined by the applicable lex specialis, namely the law applicable
in armed conflict which is designed to regulate the conduct of
hostilities. Thus whether a particular loss of life, through the use of a
certain weapon in warfare, is to be considered an arbitrary deprivation
of life contrary to Article 6 of the Covenant, can only be decided by
reference to the law applicable in armed conflict and not deduced from
the terms of the Covenant i t ~ e l f . " ~ ~ '
The relationship between international humanitarian law and international human
rights law is thus not one of exclusion but of coordination. Where international
human rights law deals in general terms with some matter (e.g. "arbitrary" deprivation
of life) which is regulated in more detail and specificity by international humanitarian
law, the latter provides the content to the applicable law, i.e. it determines the scope of
the legal standard. Where on the other hand international human rights law excludes
certain treatment entirely - e.g. torture - then that treatment remains internationally
unlawful at al1 times and places including during armed conflict or occupation.

(advance version), para. 11. This General Comment has not yet been adopted as a whole, but para. 11
reproduced in the text is already adopted.
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423.

Israel is bound by international human rights in both general international

law and in treaty. These treaty obligations include not only the international human
rights treaties binding upon Israel, but also the Israel-Palestine

Liberation

Organisation Interim Agreement on the West Bank and the Gaza Strip (the 'Interim
Agreement7). By virtue of the Interim Agreement, both Israel and the Council are
obliged to:

". ..exercise their powers and responsibilities pursuant to this
Agreement with due regard to internationally-accepted noms and
principles of human rights and the rule of la^."^^^

This provision requires Israel to have due regard to international human rights as well
as international humanitarian law.

424.

Israel's arguments have been rightly rejected at the international level,

including by the United Nations Human Rights Committee. The Human Rights
Committee has identified Israel's failure to recognize the application of the Fourth
Geneva Convention in the Occupied Palestinian Territory as one of its principal
subjects of concern. On two occasions, in comrnenting on Israe17speriodic reports, it
has recommended that Israel re-consider its position and include in future periodic
reports information regarding the application of the Fourth Geneva Convention in the
Occupied Palestinian Territory. On both occasions, it has squarely rejected Israe17s
argument that the application of international humanitarian law during an armed
conflict precludes the application of the Covenant, or the accountability of States
parties to the Covenant for their actions outside their own territories including
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Article XIX, Israel-Palestine Liberation Organisation: Interim Agreement on the West Bank
and the Gaza Strip, 28 September 1995: text in (1997) 36 ZLM 55 1.

occupied t e r r i t ~ r i e s .Similar
~ ~ ~ conclusions have been drawn by the Committee on
Economic, Social and Cultural ~ i ~ h t s . ~ ~ ~

(4)

Conclusion

425.

Accordingly the applicable law in the Occupied Palestinian Territory,

including East Jerusalem, is the international humanitarian law and international
human rights law.

426.

In the past Israel has attempted to circumvent the application of both

international humanitarian law, particularly the Fourth Geneva Convention, and
international human rights conventions such as the International Covenant on Civil
and Political Rights, in order to be relieved from international responsibility for its
policies and practices and events taking place in the Occupied Palestinian Territory.
Israe17s arguments have been widely rejected in both the practice of the United
Nations and other international bodies such as the International Committee of the Red
Cross. The correct position is that under international law, Israel's status of occupier
binds it to act in compliance with both international humanitarian law and
international human rights law.
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Chapter 9
ISRAEL'S VIOLATIONS OF THE APPLICABLE LAW
THROUGH THE CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE OF THE
REGIME OF THE WALL

Introduction
(1)

The framework of legal analysis

427.

The previous two Chapters have demonstrated that the existing and planned

Wall lies in the Occupied Palestinian Territory; that Israel's rights in that territory are
those of an Occupying Power.
428.

This Chapter presents Palestine's submissions regarding the legal principles

applicable to the situation. The explanation of the factual background in Chapters 3-6
indicates that the Wall has consequences that constitute violations of specific
provisions of intemational law. The latter part of this Chapter addresses those
violations. But the fundamental legal issue is the legality of the Wall. Its very
construction and maintenance violates international law. It is as if one person were to
build a wall in a garden belonging to another. The Wall will indeed have serious
adverse and unlawfùl effects; but the fùndamental point is that it should not be there at
all.
429.

Accordingly, after a section (section 2) briefly recalling the applicable rules

and principles of international law, the next section (section 3) of this Chapter is
concemed with the basic question of the legality of the construction of the Wall. That
is followed by section 4, which is concerned with specific violations of the
international law governing occupation. Section 4 considers provisions of

international humanitarian law and international human rights law together. Although
these are distinct bodies of law whose implementation is subject to distinct
procedures, it has been thought helpfùl to organize section 4 according to the nature of
the harm resulting fiom the Wall.

(2)

The principles of international humanitarian law

430.

As Chapters 7 and 8 explained, Israel's rights in the Occupied Palestinian

Territory, including East Jerusalem, are those of an Occupying Power. The rights are
derived fiom international humanitarian law and their exercise is subject to constraints
imposed both by international humanitarian law and by international human rights
law. The main principles of international humanitarian law that are of fùndamental
importance in this case were surnrnarized in Chapter 8. They are as follows.
431.

First, given the peremptory prohibition of the acquisition of territory by

force, there can be no possibility that the rights of the Occupying Power derive from
the exercise of its sovereignty over the territories. Such rights as the Occupying Power
possesses, it possesses over territory to which, ex hypothesi, it has no sovereign title.
There can, accordingly, be no presumption in favour of the existence of any rights in
favour of the Occupying Power. Rather, the Occupying Power must demonstrate the
basis of its entitlement to take any action in the occupied territory.
432.

Second, the Occupying Power has an obligation to "take al1 the measures in

his power to restore, and ensure, as far as possible, public order and safety, while
respecting, unless absolutely prevented, the laws in force in the country": Hague
Regulations, Article 43. That provision, which undoubtedly expresses a rule of
customary international law, embodies both a right and also duties. The Occupying

Power has the right, and also the duty, to take measures to secure public order and
safety; and it also has the duty to do so within the framework of the laws already in
force in the country, "unless absolutely prevented". This reflects the principle that, in
the words of one distinguished commentary, "political institutions and public life in
general should ... be allowed to continue with as little disturbance as possible."325
433.

Third, it is the Occupying Power that has, by virtue of its occupation of the

territory, the legal obligation "to the fullest extent of the means available to it" to
ensure "the food and medical supplies of the population", and to ensure and maintain
medical and public health services in the occupied territ01-y.~~~
This is a particular
expression of its responsibilities for the overall welfare and rights of the occupied
population, reflected also in the continued applicability of international human rights
law in the occupied t e r r i t ~ r y . ~ ~ '
434.

Fourth, the Occupying Power may requisition goods and services to the

extent that they are necessary to satisQ the needs of the occupation army. As it is put
in Article 52 of the Hague Regulations:
"Requisitions in kind and services shall not be demanded from
municipalities or inhabitants except for the needs of the army of
occupation. They shall be in proportion to the resources of the country,
and of such a nature as not to involve the inhabitants in the obligation
of taking part in military operations against their own country."
435.

Fifth, the right to destroy private property is limited by the criterion of the

absolute necessities of military operations. In the words of Article 53 of the Fourth
Geneva Convention,
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Dieter Fleck (ed.), The Handbook of Humanitarian Law in Armed Conjlicts, (OUP, 1995),
section 53 1.
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1949 Fourth Geneva Convention, Articles 55, 56.

"Any destruction by the Occupying Power of real or persona1 property
belonging individually or collectively to private persons, or to the
State, or to other public authorities, or to social or cooperative
organizations, is prohibited, except where such destruction is rendered
absolutely necessary by military operations."
436.

Sixth, the rights to requisition and destroy property in order to meet the needs

of the occupying forces are subject to overriding limitations resulting from the
principle of proportionality. The principle is not spelled out in this form in either the
Hague or the Geneva Conventions; but it is plainly a fundamental principle pervading
the entirety of international humanitarian law and implicit in the concept of necessity.
437.

In the present context, these principles indicate the limitations upon the

actions that Israel, as the Occupying Power, may take in the Occupied Palestinian
Territory, including East Jerusalem. Israel has the right to construct and maintain the
Wall if, but only if, Israel can demonstrate that it has such rights under the law of
occupation. That law recognizes that the Occupying Power has military necessities. It
does so by giving the Occupying Power specific rights to take certain actions where
military necessity so requires. Those specific rights are the only rights that Occupying
Powers possess in relation to occupied territory. There is no general right to take
action on the ground of military necessity.
438.

Israel's rights must be established in relation to the actual Wall: that is to Say,

the Wall as it is being constructed, operated and planned by Israel as the Occupying
Power, along the actual route that it follows. They must also be demonstrated in
relation to the actual necessity that is said to justify the construction and operation of
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See, e.g., the Concluding Observations of the Human Rights Committee: Israel, UN Doc.
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Written Statement.

the Wall. Like other exercises of powers having an international aspect, the propriety
of exercises of the claimed rights may be reviewed by an international

439.

This point should be underscored. There is no doubt that Israel has, in

principle, the right to construct a wall on Israeli soil, along the Israeli side of the
Green Line. Israel's legal obligations would of course affect the manner in which
such a wall would be built and operated. For example, prohibited weapons could not
be used in the security systems incorporated in the wall. But Israel plainly has both
the legal right to build a security wall on its own territory along the Green Line and
the practical possibility and ability to do so.
440.

The central issue in this case is, therefore, whether in the light of that

possibility Israel has any right to build the Wall outside its territory, along the route
that it has chosen, and to maintain in respect of that physical barrier to movement the
regulatory regime that it has put in place.

(3)

There is no lawful basis for the building of the Wall

441.

The rights of an Occupying Power are of a nature quite different from the

rights of a sovereign government. The point was made by Sir Hersch Lauterpacht:
"...the administration of the occupant is in no wise to be compared
with ordinary administration, for it is distinctly and precisely military
administration. In carrying it out the occupant is totally independent of
the constitution and the laws of the territory, since occupation is an aim
of warfare, and the maintenance and safety of his forces and the
purpose of war, stand in the foreground of his interest, and must be
promoted under al1 circumstances and conditions. But, although as
regards the safety of his army and the purpose of war the occupant is
vested with an almost absolute power, as he is not the sovereign of the
territory he has no right to make changes in the laws, or in
administration, other than those which are temporarily necessitated by
328
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his interest in the maintenance and safety of his arrny and the
realisation of the purpose of war. On the contrary, he has the duty of
administering the country according to the existing laws and the
existing rules of administration; he must ensure public order and
safety, must respect family honour and rights, individual lives, private
property, religious convictions and liberty."329

442.

Military necessity provides no general, blanket justification for actions in

occupied territory, but only a justification within the speclJic provisions of
international humanitarian law. Moreover, the specific provisions of international
humanitarian law treat military necessity in different ways.
443.

Thus, the seizure of property is permissible only "for the needs of the army

of occupation."330 Seizures or requisitions of property in the broader interests of the
Occupying Power, or to satisQ the needs of units other than the army of the
Occupying Power, are not permitted. In the present context there is a clear distinction
between takings of Palestinian property to meet the needs of the Israeli army and
takings to meet the needs of Israeli civilians. The former may be legally justifiable;
the latter certainly is not.
444.

purpose.

Destruction of property, in contrast, is permissible only for a more limited
It is permissible only "where such destruction is rendered absolutely

" ~ ~ ~are two limiting criteria in that phrase.
necessary by military ~ ~ e r a t i o n s .There
445.

First, the necessity must arise from 'military operations'. That is not the

same as 'military occupation'. In the midst of battle it may be necessary for a tank to
move through an orchard or a field, destroying the crops on the way. In the relative
329

437.

Hersh Lauterpacht, Oppenheim's International Law, vol. I I , ( 7 ed.
~ Longmans, 1952), p.

calm of a subsequent occupation, there is neither the need nor the excuse for such
destruction. If the Occupying Power wishes to seize and destroy property during the
subsequent occupation, it must do so through the forma1 processes of requisition; and
that is permissible only in order to meet the needs of the occupying army. Second, the
necessity must be 'absolute'. There is no question of a 'balance of convenience' or
'reasonable necessity': there must be no alternative whatever to the destruction of the
ProPerS.
The concept of necessity is also applied with a precise meaning in the context

446.

of the rights and duties of the Occupying Power in relation to the restoration and
maintenance of public order. Under the Hague Regulations, that duty must be
exercised "while respecting, unless absolutely prevented, the laws in force in the
77

country

.332 Article 64 of the Fourth Geneva Convention prescribes the principle in

slightly different terms, entitling the Occupying Power to modi@ the penal laws of the
occupied territory to the extent necessary to protect the security of the Occupying
Power, or to the fulfilment of its duties to restore and maintain peace and maintain
orderly government.333These formulations are somewhat wider than the notion of
what is necessary to meet the needs of the occupying army or of military operations;
but it is still strictly confined to a necessity that cannot be detached from the military
necessity facing an Occupying Power.
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Hague Regulations, Article 52.
Fourth Geneva Convention, Article 53.
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Hague Regulations, Article 43.
333
Article 64 reads as follows: "Art. 64. [l] The penal laws of the occupied temtory shall
remain in force, with the exception that they may be repealed or suspended by the Occupying Power in
cases where they constitute a threat to its security or an obstacle to the application of the present
Convention.
..... [2] The Occupying Power may, however, subject the population of the occupied territory to
provisions which are essential to enable the Occupying Power to fulfil its obligations under the present
Convention, to maintain the orderly govemment of the territory, and to ensure the security of the
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447.

In al1 cases, the military necessity must be related to the needs of the

occupation. An Occupying Power may occupy a territory in order to achieve its
military objectives: but the military occupation of the territory is not in itself a
legitimate military objective. The Fourth Geneva Convention recognises that States
will sometimes use armed force, lawfully or unlawfully, to achieve their aims, and it
sets out legal obligations that must be observed in the course of using armed force,
including obligations relating to military occupation -the jus in bello. It emphatically
does not and could not make military occupation an independent lawful objective. To
do so would contradict the jus cogens prohibition on the acquisition of territory by
force.

448.

Israel, as the Occupying Power, does not have the right to maintain whatever

level of military occupation it chooses in the Occupied Palestinian Territory,
including East Jerusalem, independently of the aims of the initial armed conflict. The
military occupation began in 1967. Israel has since made peace treaties with Egypt
and Jordan, although the issue of the occupied temtories remains unresolved, as those
treaties recognise. The justification for the continuing occupation is unclear, but
appears close to a circular argument: that Israel must maintain a military presence in
the West Bank in order to protect its facilities in Israel and the West Bank against
attacks from those who oppose Israel's continuing occupation of the Palestinian
territory, including East Jerusalem.
449.

The Wall is not necessary for security purposes, as will be explained. The

legal significance of this point is fundamental. The construction and operation of the

Occupying Power, of the members and property of the occupying forces or administration, and likewise
of the establishments and lines of communication used by them."

Wall are beyond Israel's rights and violate international law. There being no necessity
for the Wall, no further inquiry is needed.

In particular, the question of

proportionality does not arise, because the requirement that the Wall be a
proportionate response to threats facing Israel would arise only if the initial military
necessity were demonstrated. In any event, however, the Wall is also a demonstrably
disproportionate response to the situation in the Occupied Palestinian Territory.

(a)

450.

The Wall lacks any iustification as a security measure

Palestine faces an irnmediate problem in presenting its case. A report of a

Special Rapporteur to the UN Commission on Human Rights noted that "[tlhere is no
transparency surrounding the construction of the Wall and its final course seems to be
known only to an inner circle of the military and political establishment within
1srae1."~~~
That has both procedural and substantive implications.
45 1.

Procedurally, while Palestine is able to make precise submissions regarding

the Wall as it currently exists and as reflected in plans that have already been
published, the lack of transparency makes it difficult for Palestine to present a precise
case addressed to the entire planned course of the Wall. Only when the Wall becomes
a fact on the ground does its route become clear and specific argument against it
become possible.

Substantively, the uncertainty concerning the route and the

construction of the Wall and any gates that might be left in it, and concerning the
timetable for its construction, is itself a cause of great difficulty for those who must
try to plan their lives so as to cope with the arriva1 of the Wall.
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Dugard Report (2003), para. 11 .

452.

This section is, accordingly, based upon Palestine's knowledge of works

already executed and of plans already published, and upon the best information that
Palestine has been able to obtain concerning Israel's plans for the continuation of the
Wall project.
453.

There is no doubt that a State may, in principle, forti@ its boundary so as to

prevent unlawful incursions into its territory. The use of defensive walls to protect
particular military installations or facilities belonging to an Occupying Power is, in
principle, similarly unobjectionable. A wall around a military compound, or a police
station or embassy may be a prudent and proportionate measure to avert the risk of
attacks upon the facilities contained within the wall. Israel's Wall does not surround
vulnerable military facilities. It surrounds Palestinians.
454.

As was explained in Chapter 6 of this Written Statement, the Wall, as

presently constructed or planned, extends throughout practically the whole of the
West Bank and is almost entirely built in the Occupied Palestinian Territory.
Furthermore, it is widely reported that the Israeli Government intends that the Wall
should encircle the entire West Bank -or, more precisely, that the Wall should
encircle a much reduced area of the West Bank well inside the Green ~ i n e No
. ~ ~ ~
officia1 plan for the eastern Wall has been published; but the report has been given
credence by, for instance, the Special Rapporteur to the UN Commission on Human
~ i ~ h t s . ~ ~ ~
455.

In those locations where the Wall follows the Green Line, but is wholly or

partly constructed on territory on the Palestinian side of the Green Line, the Wall may
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See e.g., B'Tselem 2003 Report, p. 3, Annex 13 in Annex Volume 2 accompanying this
Written Statement.

in a general sense be said to 'defend' Israeli territory. It is nonetheless unlawful.
Plainly, the Wall could have been built upon Israeli territory. There is no need for it to
be built on Palestinian territory. The requisitioning or confiscation of the land on
which the Wall is constructed is, accordingly, in violation of international law. The
question of the legality of the 'requisitioning' or confiscation of the land on which the
Wall is constructed is addressed further below.
456.

Most of the Wall does not follow the Green Line. Most of it is built well

inside the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including East Jerusalem. The Wall is said
to be necessary to prevent and obstruct attacks upon Israel fiom the West Bank. The
threats against which the Wall is allegedly intended to guard are not threats of rocket
or artillery attack. (And if they were, given the very small size of Palestinian
territory, it is unclear what protection the Wall could in fact offer.) The threats are,
primarily, threats of suicide or other bombers, presumably travelling in al1 or most
cases by motorized transport and therefore along known roads or tracks, to attack
Israeli targets.
457.

There is no reason to suppose that a wall built, say, 5 km from the Green

Line offers any greater protection to Israeli territory than a wall built on the border
itself. As was seen in Chapter 5, Israel says that it needs to have a closed zone into
which it can chase potential bombers who elude apprehension at checkpoints in the
Wall. This argument is unconvincing. Any such individuals could be chased if the
Wall were on the Green Line: they could be chased into Israeli territory. If there are
particularly vulnerable sites in Israel near to the Wall, those sites can themselves be
protected.
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458.

Moreover, the possibility of potential attackers remaining undetected at

checkpoints surely points to a need to improve the efficiency of checkpoints rather
than to divert the Wall. This very point was made within the Israeli Govemment. The
Israeli State Comptroller commented in his July 2002 report on the Closed Zone (the
'seam zone') that "IDF documents indicate that most of the suicide terrorists and car
bombers crossed the seam area into Israel through the checkpoints, where they
undenvent faulty and even shoddy
459.

Furthermore, the chances of a potential bomber avoiding apprehension and

then being identified in sufficient time to be detained in the Closed Zone are so small
as to be fanciful, and certainly no rational basis for a decision to re-route the Wall
away from the Green Line. That this is not the reason for the route of the Wall is
clear from the fact that the width of closed zone between the Wall and the Green Line
is far from uniform. It mostly varies fi-om around 5km to around 22km, and in some
places (notably in the north) is practically non-existent.
460.

What, then, might be the reasoning behind the decision to push the Wall deep

into the Occupied Palestinian Territory, leaving an estimated 43% of the West Bank
land area outside the Wall?

Israel has offered no adequate explanation of the

justification for the Wall, beyond bald assertions of its security interest.

The

explanation is self-evident. There are three main kinds of location where the route of
the Wall departs significantly fi-om the Green Line:
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State Comptroller of Israel's Seam Zone Investigation Report No. 2 (July 2002), as quoted in
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i.

there are the locations in which the Wall is pushed inside Palestinian

territory in order to leave Israeli civilian settlements or other civilian
facilities in the West Bank outside the Wall;

..

il

there is the segment of the Wall around East Jerusalem;

iii there is the planned Eastern segment of the Wall, which runs alongside
the river Jordan.

(b)

461.

The Wall rnay not be diverted to protect Israeli settlements in the
Occupied Palestinian Territory, includin~East Jerusalem

As the maps in Annex Volume 1 to this Written Statement show, the route

of the Wall is very obviously designed to put settlements in the Occupied Palestinian
Territory such as 'Ariel', 'Ma'ale Adumim', and 'Etzion', outside the Wall. The
question is whether the civilian settlements may be given special protection by means
of shifts of the course of the Wall fi-om the Green Line.
462.

Occupying Powers have the right, during the period of military occupation,

to defend their military facilities in the occupied territory. Israeli army installations
inside the Occupied Palestinian Territory may accordingly be defended, by the usual
military methods of defensive structures, surveillance, and intelligence-gathering. (Of
course, those of them that lie inside the course of the Wall cannot be protected by the
Wall; and there is no evidence that the Wall has been constructed to protect any
military facilities lying between the Wall and the Green Line).
463.

The legal position of the civilian settlements is quite different. International

humanitarian law stipulates, in Article 49(6) of the Fourth Geneva Convention, that

"the Occupying Power shall not deport or transfer parts of its own civilian population
into the territory it occupies". The establishment by the Occupying Power of civilian
settlements in occupied territory is not only a violation of international law, it is
declared to be a 'grave breach', and a war crime, by Article 85 of Additional Protocol
1 to the Geneva Conventions.
464.

The prohibition in Article 49(6) of the Fourth Geneva Convention is not

confined to the forcible transfer by an Occupying Power of parts of its population into
the occupied territory. In the words of a Legal Adviser to the U.S. State Department,
"It seems clearly to reach such involvements of the occupying power
as determining the location of settlements, making land available and
financing of settIements, ad well as other kinds of assistance and
participation in their ~reation."~~'

465.

There is no doubt that Israel has assisted in the establishment of many of the

settlements in the West Bank in the ways described in that passage, and that Israe17s
actions in the relevant area constitute a 'transfer of parts of its own civilian population
into the territory it occupies', in violation of Article 49(6).339Israel's settlement
policy, in so far as it affects the Wall, was described in Chapter 4.
466.

Just as the transfer of civilian populations into occupied territory is unlawful,

so, too, are the settlements accommodating the transferred populations unlawful. This
is well established.

The illegality of the Israeli settlements in the Occupied

Palestinian Territory, including East Jerusalem, has been clearly, consistently and
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Digest of US Practice in International Law ['DUSPIL 71978, p. 1575 at 1577.
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repeatedly affirmed by States and international bodies, including the UN Security
~ouncil.~~~
467.

The settlements being unlawful, there can be no legal right to protect them by

diverting the course of the Wall away fiom the Green Line. The conclusion is
inescapable. The same reasoning applies to facilities and infrastructure, such as roads,
built in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including East Jerusalem, in order to
support the civilian settlements. As the Wall cannot lawfully be built in order to
protect an unlawful civilian settlement so, too, it cannot lawfully be built in order to
protect a road constructed in order to serve that settlement, for instance.341

(c)

468.

The Wall mav not be diverted to protect annexed territom in
East Jerusalem

It is a peremptory principle of international law that territory may not be

acquired by the use of force. Israel has nonetheless purported to annex East Jerusalem
and extensive areas around it. As was explained in Chapter 7, the Security Council
decided not to recognize the purported annexation of East Jerusalem.

That

determination binds Member States under Article 25 of the United Nations
The diversion of the Wall fiom the Green Line in this area is a plain attempt, further
to long-established Israeli policies and practices, to ignore that binding determination
(which sets out the position which is anyway clearly established in international law)
and to treat the annexed territory in Jerusalem as if it had sovereignty over it.
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469.

The position in relation to that part of the Wall that protects East Jerusalem

is, accordingly, similar to that in relation to those parts of the Wall that protect illegal
Israeli settlements in the West Bank. As Israel has no proprietorial rights in that area
of the Occupied Palestinian Territory, it cannot divert the course of the Wall away
from the Green Line to protect that area as such.

(d)

470.

There is no justification for the construction of the Wall in the eastem
part of the West Bank

What possible reason could there be for continuing the route of the Wall

inside the eastem boundary of the West Bank? The eastern border of the West Bank is
Palestine's boundary with Jordan. There can scarcely be a fear of an attack coming
from the east: Israel and Jordan concluded a peace treaty in 1994. If there were a
threat from the Occupied Palestinian Territory towards the east, it is Jordan, not Israel,
which would be threatened. If the fear is that bombers fi-om the West Bank would
travel east, and then north or south and into Israel by a roundabout route, and if a wall
is a suitable response, the obvious solution is to construct the Wall up to the Israeli
border with Jordan in the north and the south. Building the Wall inside the West Bank
along the Jordan Valley is patently not justified by any consideration of security.
471.

Palestine has in general not speculated here on Israel's motives for its

actions; but in this case it is difficult to see that there can be any reason behind the
proposed route of the Wall other than a desire to extend Israeli territory along the
Jordan Valley. This would be a further de facto annexation of territory, which would
enclave the West Bank, isolate it both fiom Gaza and fi-om Jericho, and have a
dramatic and very serious detrimental effect upon Palestine's ability to exist as a

viable State and have stable economic, social and political links with its neighbours.
Not only would it be lacking in any legal justification; it would also be a move
incompatible with

Palestine's

right

to

realise

its

self-determination in

i~~de~endence.~~~

(e)

472.

The Wall is an attempt to change the status of the Occupied Palestinian
Territorv, includinn East Jerusalem

Israel has no need to build the Wall for security reasons in the Occupied

Palestinian Territory. The Wall appears to be an attempt to change the legal status of
the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including East Jerusalem.
473.

The prohibition on changes to the status of occupied temtory is a

fundamental rule of international humanitarian law and a corollary of the prohibition
on the acquisition of territory by force. Its breach is a distinct and serious violation of
international law. The rule has been repeatedly and forcefully reaffirmed, specifically
in relation to the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including East Jerusalem, by the
Security Council. One example is Resolution 446 (1979) which called:
"...once more upon Israel, as the occupying Power, to abide
scrupulously by the Geneva Convention relative to the Protection of
Civilian Persons in Time of War, of 12 August 1949, to rescind its
previous measures and to desist fiom taking any action which would
result in changing the legal status and geographical nature and
materially affecting the demographic composition of the Arab territory
occupied since 1967, including Jerusalem, and, in particular, not to
transfer parts of its own civilian population into the occupied Arab
territory."
474.

The concept of a 'change in the status of a territory' is not defined in the

Geneva Conventions or in any other authoritative international instrument. Its
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See below Chapter 10.

meaning must be arrived at by consideration of the use of the term and the role that it
plays in the system of international humanitarian law.
475.

The concept of a change in the legal status of a territory is plainly wider than

the concept of annexation. It would be absurd if a State could assert al1 the rights of a
territorial sovereign over territory occupied by force and avoid the legal prohibition
on the forcible acquisition of territory by the device of avoiding a forma1 transfer of
title and avoiding the language of sovereignty. Likewise, if the Security Council in
Resolution 446 had meant to confine its injunction to annexation, it could have said so
expressly, and in fewer words than it in fact used.
476.

The role of the prohibition within international humanitarian law also

underlines its breadth. The 'no change of status' principle is secured in the Fourth
Geneva Convention by the duty to respect the existing laws in the territory, reinforced
by the prohibition on the acquisition of territory by use of
477.

The 'status' of territory is constituted by the system of legal rules that are

applicable in it and by the factual power to control events within the territory. In a
case where areas of territory are designated from which the residents are expelled, in
circumstances not permitted by Article 49 of the Fourth Geneva Convention, the
status of the territory is changed. So, too, in a case where residents are required to
obtain permits to remain in their homes, or to travel between their home and places of
work, education and healthcare, or any other parts of their territory, the status of the
territory is changed. The same is true when large numbers of citizens of the
Occupying Power are implanted in the Occupied Palestinian Territory in areas marked
out for them by the Wall.

478.

Al1 these changes in the legal regime of the Occupied Palestinian Temtory

have been, and are being, brought about as a result of the Wall, which renders the
changes more intractable and with time irreversible. Israel has stated that the Wall is
not intended to change the status of the territory that it cuts through and that the Wall
is intended to be temporary:345but this is unconvincing. As the Rapporteur to the UN
Human Rights Cornrnittee noted:
"the settlement structure in Gaza seems removable by negotiations on
final status in a manner that at present does not appear likely in relation
to the West ~ a n k " ~ ~ ~

Precisely the same observation may be made about the Wall. The cost -estimated at

NIS 10 million per k i l ~ m e t r e ~of
~ ' the 788 km Wall- suggests something very
different from a temporary security measure designed to operate in the short period
before the enjoyment of Palestinian statehood is secured through the steps outlined in
the June 2003 'Road Map', which envisaged a final and comprehensive settlement of
the Israel-Palestinian conflict by 2 0 0 5 . ~ ~ ~
479.

The fears concerning the intended permanence of the Wall are borne out of

experience of Israel's past practice in relation to the Occupied Palestinian Territory.
As a report by the Israeli human rights organization, B'Tselem, put it:

-
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"In the past, Israel has used "requisition for military needs" orders as a
means to take control of Palestinian land to establish settlements.
These lands were never returned to their owners. It is now clear that
Israel did not intend to seize the land for a temporary period, but to
expropriate it permanently."349

480.

Furthermore, the legal changes, and the restrictions on residence and

movement in the vicinity of the Wall, are already bringing about a clear change in the
demographic structure of the Occupied Palestinian Territory, not only in relation to
the illegal settler population but also in relation to the Palestinian population. In
Qalqiliya, for example, it is reported that around 600 shops and enterprises have
~ ~ 'an estimated 6,000 to 8,000
closed as a result of the construction of the ~ a 1 1 , and
people have already lefl the area.351Faced with a choice of remaining in a walled-off
town, perhaps requiring residence permits, perhaps needing permission for daily
crossings of the Wall for work or education or medical care, and moving elsewhere, it
is unsurprising that there is increasing evidence of widespread displacement of the
population of the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including East Jerusalem, fiom
areas outside the Wall.
48 1.

Coupled with the still-increasing number of people moving into the unlawful

settlements, the change in the demographic structure of the Occupied Palestinian
Territory is dramatic. It is one of the most serious effects of the Wall, unlawfully
changing the 'facts on the ground' in a way that Palestine is powerless to prevent, and
which will be very difficult to reverse. It is a de facto annexation of the area outside
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the Wall, coupled with a displacement of the population throughout the Occupied
Palestinian Territory.

(f)

482.

Conclusion on Israel's right to construct the Wall

Palestine submits, accordingly, that Israel, as Occupying Power, has no right

to construct the Wall in the Occupied Palestinian Tenitory, including East Jerusalem.
The Wall is an attempt by Israel unilaterally to change the legal status of the Occupied
Palestinian Territory through which it cuts. The construction of the Wall violates
international law.

(4)

The effects of the Wall violate international law and render it a
disproportionate measure

483.

The previous section focused on the absence of any necessity for the Wall,

such as is required as a precondition for the limited rights that Israel enjoys as the
Occupying Power. Even if a case could be made out that those requirements in the
relevant provisions of the law of occupation are met, that would not render Israel's
conduct lawful. International humanitarian law requires that measures taken by an
Occupying Power that are prima facie lawful must nonetheless be proportionate to the
circumstances that create the necessity for the measures. The Wall being built in the
Occupied Palestinian Temtory is a disproportionate response.
484.

The effects of the Wall were outlined in Chapter 6 above and are described in

more detail in reports to the United Nations, of which some of those most directly

relevant to these proceedings are annexed to this Written

tat te ment.^'^

They are

summarized in the following paragraphs, which are directed to two distinct legal
issues.

First, the effects constitute distinct violations of particular rules of

international humanitarian law and of international hurnan rights law, both of which
are applicable in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including East ~ e r u s a l e m . ~ ~ ~
International humanitarian law applies as a lex specialis, but does not exclude
international human rights law, which continues to apply.354In any case, some of
these rights are non-derogable, and must be respected in al1 circumstances; and even
the other rights can only be derogated to the extent strictly required by the exigencies
of the situation, i.e., subject to a strict condition of proportionality. Second, the
hardship caused to the population of the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including
East Jerusalem, by these effects renders the Wall a disproportionate measure and
therefore incompatible with the law of occupation.

(a)

485.

The Wall violates the right to freedom of movement

The practical restrictions on freedom of movement arising from the Wall are,

in summary, as follows:
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a. Physical prevention of movement within the Occupied Palestinian
Territory, including East Jerusalem, by the Wall, in extreme cases by
the walling-in of towns in enclaves;
b. Imposition of unjustifiably lengthy detours and delays on movements
within the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including East Jerusalem;
c. Arbitrary and unpredictable access through gates in the Wall, isolating
people, land and property outside the Wall fiom those inside;
d. Imposition of restrictions on movement upon Palestinian people in the
area around the Wall in a discriminatory and degrading manner.
486.

The right to fieedom of movement is secured by Article 12 of the

International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. That provision stipulates that:
"1. Everyone lawfully within the territory of a State shall, within that
territory, have the right to liberty of movement and fieedom to choose
his residence.

2. Everyone shall be fiee to leave any country, including his own.
3. The above-mentioned rights shall not be subject to any restrictions
except those which are provided by law, are necessary to protect
national security, public order (ordre public), public health or morals
or the rights and freedoms of others, and are consistent with the other
rights recognized in the present ~ o v e n a n t . ~ ~ ~
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The Human Rights Committee has specified, notably in its General Comments Nos. 27 and
29, the conditions under which such restrictions are permissible. The conditions include necessity and
proportionality. In paragraph 13 of General Comment No. 27, "Freedom of movement (art.l2)",
CCPR/C/21/Rev.l/Add.9 of 02 November 1999, it said "the restrictions must not impair the essence of
the right ...; the relation between right and restriction, between n o m and exception, must not be
reversed. The laws authorizing the application of restrictions should use precise criteria and may not
confer unfettered discretion on those charged with their execution": cf., paragraphs 11 to 18. In General
Comment No. 29, "States of Emergency (art. 4) ", CCPR/C/21/Rev.l/Add.ll of 31 August 2001,
paragraph 1 it said "The restoration of a state of normalcy where full respect for the Covenant can
again be secured must be the predominant objective of a State party derogating from the Covenant":
cf., paragraphs 4,7 and 9.

4. No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of the right to enter his own
c0unt1-y."~~~

487.

Restrictions on the right may be imposed under Article 12(3) only within

narrow limits. The UN Human Rights Committee stated that:
"The permissible limitations which may be imposed on the rights
protected under article 12 must not nulli@ the principle of liberty of
movement, and are govemed by the requirement of necessity provided
for in article 12, paragraph 3, and by the need for consistency with the
other rights recognized in the ~ o v e n a n t . " ~ ~ '

488.

Article 12 is subject to derogation in time of public emergency threatening

the life of the nation.358 Israel made, in 1991, a declaration derogating fiom the
Covenant, but only in respect of Article 9 of the Covenant (which concems arbitrary
detention). In any event, the Covenant does not allow an unfettered derogation fiom
obligations. Derogations are only permitted:
"to the extent strictly required by the exigencies of the situation,
provided that such measures are not inconsistent with their other
obligations under intemational law and do not involve discrimination
solely on the ground of race, colour, sex, language, religion or social
~ri~in"~~'
356

The right to fieedom of movement is also asserted in Article 13 of the Universal Declaration
of Human Rights.
357
(Human Rights Committee, General Comment 27: Freedom of movement (Art.12) : UN
Doc. CCPR/C/21/Rev.l/Add.9,02
November 1999, paragraph 2. See also paragraphs 14, 15 and 17 of
the General Comment: "(14) Article 12, paragraph 3, clearly indicates that it is not sufficient that the
restrictions serve the permissible purposes; they must also be necessary to protect them. Restrictive
measures must conform to the principle of proportionality; they must be appropriate to achieve their
protective function; they must be the least intrusive instrument amongst those which might achieve the
desired result; and they must be proportionate to the interest to be protected. (15) The principle of
proportionality has to be respected not only in the law that frames the restrictions, but also by the
administrative and judicial authorities in applying the law. States should ensure that any proceedings
relating to the exercise or restriction of these rights are expeditious and that reasons for the application
of restrictive measures are provided. ... (17) A major source of concern is the manifold legal and
bureaucratic barriers unnecessarily affecting the full enjoyment of the rights of the individuals to move
freely, to leave a country, including their own, and to take up residence."
358
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, Article 4.
359
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, Article 4. Cf., Article 2.1 of the
Covenant: "Each State Party to the present Covenant undertakes to respect and to ensure to al1
individuals within its territory and subject to its jurisdiction the rights recognized in the present

489.

The regime of the Wall plainly goes beyond what is "strictly required by the

exigencies of the situation." That is evident fi-om its route, and from the practice of
the Israeli authorities in operating controls at the Wall, as described in Chapter 6
above and in the United Nations reports annexed to this Written Statement. The
violation of the fi-eedom of movement reaches an extreme form in Palestinian towns
such as Qalqiliya, which are completely surrounded by the Wall and Israeli
roadblocks. They have become isolated enclaves, cut off fi-om the Occupied
Palestinian Territory both inside and outside the Wall.
490.

Moreover, as was explained in Chapter 6, the regime of the Wall is explicitly

discriminatory, imposing upon Palestinians restraints that are not imposed upon Israeli
citizens or those prospectively entitled to Israeli citizenship. This discriminatory
aspect of restrictions on movement in the Occupied Palestinian Territory was the
subject of criticism by the Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights even
before the Wall was begun. The Cornmittee noted "with concem that these restrictions
That is not to Say that
apply only to Palestinian and not to Jewish Israeli ~itizens."~~'
the restrictions would be lawful if they applied to Palestinians and Israelis alike. The
restrictions are unlawful because they are unnecessary and disproportionate. Their
discriminatory aspect, which extends across a wide area including rights of residence
and acquisition of land, does, however, aggravate the seriousness of the violation of
the rights secured by the Covenant.

Covenant, without distinction of any kind, such as race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or
other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or other status."
360
UN Doc. E/C.12/1/Add.27,4 December 1998, paragraph 17.
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491.

International humanitarian law does not itself prescribe a specific fieedom of

movement.

Rather, it regulates the right of an Occupying Power to impose

restrictions upon the population of occupied territory. The first limitation is that any
change to the law of the occupied territory must be:
"essential to enable the Occupying Power to fulfil its obligations under
[the Fourth Geneva Convention], to maintain the orderly government
of the territory, and to ensure thé security of the Occup$ng Power, of
the members and property of the occupying forces or administration,
and likewise of the establishment and lines of communication used by
them."361
492.

That obligation is also reflected in Article 43 of the Hague Regulations,

which obliges the Occupying Power to fulfil its duties concerning the restoration and
maintenance of public order "while respecting, unless absolutely prevented, the laws
in force in the country."
493.

In addition to the overriding need to demonstrate the absolute necessity of

new restrictions on the population, in adopting and applying measures the Occupying
Power must treat the people "without any adverse discrimination based, in particular,
on race, religion or political opinion."362It must secure for them as normal conditions
of life as possible.
494.

Those requirements stipulated by the Fourth Geneva Convention are

routinely violated by Israel in the building and operation of the Wall.

Again,

descriptions of these practices are set out elsewhere and will not be repeated here.
495.

The restrictions on movement lead to violations of other fundamental rights

protected by international law, notably the rights to earn a livelihood, to access to

36 1
362

Fourth Geneva Convention, Article 64.2.
Fourth Geneva Convention, Article 27.

food, to access medical care and education, to family life, and the right to selfdetermination. The sweeping consequences of the limitations on movement were
noted by the Special Rapporteur of the UN Commission on Human Rights on the right
to food, who reported as follows in October 2003:
"An unprecedented level of restrictions on the movements of
Palestinians inside the Occupied Territory is depriving Palestinians not
only of their freedom of movement, but also of their right to food. The
extensive imposition of curfews, road closures, permit systems,
security checkpoints and 'back-to-back' truck off-loading systems,
which require that most trucks be off-loaded on one side of a
checkpoint and reloaded ont0 another truck on the other side, imposed
by the occupying military forces are producing the humanitarian crisis.
The USAID-funded study argues that 'The onset of the Intifada in
September 2000 and the subsequent Israeli military incursions, closure
and curfews have devastated the Palestinian economy and undermined
those systems the Palestinian civilian population relies on for basic
needs, including food and health'. The World Bank agrees that 'the
proximate cause of the Palestinian economic crisis is closure'.
Restrictions on movement mean that many Palestinians cannot feed
themselves: they cannot go to work, go to harvest their fields or go to
buy food. For many Palestinians, the inability to feed their families is
leading to a loss of human dignity, often heightened by bullying and
humiliation at ~ h e c k ~ o i n t s . " ~ ~ ~
496.

The rights to earn a livelihood, to access to food, to access medical care and

education, and to family life, are addressed in the following paragraphs.

(b) The Wall violates the right to earn a livelihood

497.

The impact of the Wall upon the communities in the Occupied Palestinian

Territory, and in particular its economic impact, is the subject of a continuing series of
studies, commonly known as the 'World Bank reports', commissioned by the
'

international donor community (through the Humanitarian and Emergency Policy
Group ('HEPG'), consisting of the European Union Presidency, the European

363

UN Doc. E/CN.4/200411OlAdd.2, 3 1 October 2003, paragraph 11.
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Commission, the Government of Nonvay, the U.S. Government, UNSCO, and the
World Bank), plus the International Monetary Fund. Four of the reports, dating from
May, July, September and November 2003, are included in the dossier submitted by
the UN Secretary-General to the

A fiuther report is due to be published by

3 1 January 2004, but is not yet available. These reports are based upon extensive and
detailed studies of the position on the ground.

498.

The picture that emerges fi-om those reports is the same as that which

emerges fiom other reports to UN bodies. The Wall separates Palestinian proprietors
fiom the land that they own and farm. Even if proprietors themselves have access to
their lands, the tending and harvesting of produce almost always requires that other
workers and suppliers also have access to the land; and the Wall is impeding it. In
some cases the Wall is preventing water reaching crops or animals. Al1 of these
effects undermine the ability of Palestinians to earn a livelihood.
499.

Access to crops and access of the crops to markets is not a matter in which

time is irrelevant. The harm inflicted by delays may be irremediable. The Special
Rapporteur on Food reported as follows:
"Journeys that would have taken a few minutes now take several hours
or days ... The movement of goods is controlled by the back-to-back
off-loading system. With numerous checkpoints, this dramatically
increases the costs of transporting food and agricultural produce.
Permission to cross at checkpoints for agricultural produce and other
food can be refused for days without explanation. At various
checkpoints in the West Bank, the Special Rapporteur saw truckloads
of fmit and vegetables rotting under the sun."

364

Secretary-General'sDossier no. 85 to 88.
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500.

The Palestinian economy is being wrecked by the restrictions on movement

in the Occupied Palestinian Territory. Those restrictions are now being made
permanent in the Wall that is being built through the Occupied Palestinian Territory.
They affect al1 sectors of the economy. If workers earn no money, they have none to
spend in shops which employ other workers, and al1 of which depend on those in
service and other sectors of the economy. But such wide-ranging effects are not
simply indirect: al1 the Palestinian people in the Occupied Palestinian Territories
directly face the difficulty travelling to and fi-om their place of work, or to find work,
unless they stay very close to their homes.
501.

Parties to the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural

Rights, including Israel, are bound to recognize the right of al1 individuals to gain a
living. Article 6 of the Covenant reads as follows:
"1. The States Parties to the present Covenant recognize the right to
work, which includes the right of everyone to the opportunity to gain
his living by work which he freely chooses or accepts, and will take
appropriate steps to safeguard this

502.

States Parties to the Covenant are obliged, by Article 2(1), to "take steps .. .

to the maximum of its available resources, with a view to achieving progressively the
full realization of the rights recognized in the ... Covenant", and in Article 2(2) to
guarantee that the rights "will be exercised without discrimination". The UN
Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, explained the nature of the
obligations under the Covenant:

365

States Parties to the Covenant are permitted to subject Covenant nghts to limitations
determined by law, but "only in so far as this may be compatible with the nature of these rights and
solely for the purpose of promoting the general welfare in a democratic society": International
Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, Article 4.

"(1). ..while the Covenant provides for progressive realization and
acknowledges the constraints due to the limits of available resources, it
also imposes various obligations which are of immediate effect. Of
these, two are of particular importance in understanding the precise
nature of States parties' obligations. One of these.. . is the "undertaking
to guarantee" that relevant rights "will be exercised without
discrimination ..."
(2) The other is the undertaking in article 2 (1) "to take steps", which in
itself, is not qualified or limited by other considerations. ...
(9) The principal obligation of result reflected in article 2 (1) is to take
steps "with a view to achieving progressively the full realization of the
rights recognized" in the Covenant. ...It thus imposes an obligation to
move as expeditiously and effectively as possible towards that goal.
Moreover, any deliberately retrogressive measures in that regard would
require the most careful consideration and would need to be fully
justified by reference to the totality of the rights provided for in the
Covenant and in the context of the full use of the maximum available
re~ources.''~~~

503.

The Wall has severely limited rights of movement within the Occupied

Palestinian Territory. Palestine submits that Israel, as a State Party, is under an
obligation not to adopt regressive laws, policies or practices, running contrary to the
purposes of the Covenant, which hamper or obstruct the exercise of rights under the
Covenant. Where individuals are prevented from earning a livelihood by physical or
legal constraints that are not justified as proportionate responses to a threat to public
order (or to the rights of another individual), the right to a livelihood is violated.

(c)

504.

The Wall violates fundamental rights to welfare

There are several rights that may be grouped together under the heading of

'rights to welfare', which it is convenient to treat together. These are the rights to
366

Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, General Comment 3, 'The nature of
States parties obligations (Art. 2, para.1 of the Covenant)' (Fifth session, 1990), Compilation of

food, the right of access to medical care, and the right of access to education. These
are addressed in turn in the following paragraphs.
505.

The effect of the Wall in preventing agricultural production and trade has

been noted. So have restrictions on mobility that make it difficult or impossible to
earn money to buy food, and even to travel to neighbouring towns to buy food. The
expropriation and confiscation of agricultural land to build the Wall also is
threatening the right to food.367In various ways, the Wall is having a significant effect
upon the ability of the Palestinian people to feed themselves.
506.

A report submitted to the UN Commission on Human Rights on 31 October

2003 states that over 22% of Palestinian children under five years of age suffer fiom
malnutrition and around 15.6% of those under 15 suffer fiom acute anaemia. Food
consumption has fallen by 25-30% per capita; and more than half of Palestinian
households eat only once per day.368The same report states that:

". ..approximately 280 rural communities in the OPT ... have no access
to wells or running water and are completely dependent on water
delivered by municipal and private water tankers that frequently has to
be purchased from the Israeli water Company, Mekorot. The price of
such water has risen by up to 80 per cent since September 2000 as a
result of the increase in transport costs due to closures. The quality of
most water brought in by tanker no longer meets World Health
Organization drinking water quality standards."369

507.

Not al1 of these effects are attributable to the Wall.

Some arise from

restrictions on movement elsewhere in the Occupied Palestinian Territory. But they

General Comments and General Recommendations Adopted by Hurnan Rights Treaty Bodies, U.N.
Doc. HRI\GEN\l\Rev. 1 at 45 (1994).
367
Ziegler Report, para. 16.
368
Ziegler Report, para. 9.
369
Ziegler Report, para. 14.

demonstrate what the effects of restrictions on movement are; and the Wall is
consolidating those restrictions in a structure that divides the Occupied Palestinian
Territory into several enclaves in a more absolute and permanent manner than any
measures previously taken by the Israeli Government.

508.

Israel has a legal duty, as the Occupying Power, to ensure food and water

supplies to the population of the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including East
Jerusalem, to the fullest extent of the means available to it.370

509.

The UN Special Rapporteur on the Right to Food concluded that Israel was

violating that obligation:
"As the occupying Power, the Government of Israel has obligations to
ensure the right to food of the Palestinian people. The Special
Rapporteur believes that the actions being taken in the OPT by the
occupying forces violate the right to food. . ....
The effective 'imprisonment' of certain communities, such as
Qalqiliya, by the new security fence / apartheid wall must be halted
immediately."37

510.

The effects of the Wall in preventing students and teachers fiom attending

places of education are noted in Chapter 6 and in many of the reports in the UN
Secretary-General's ~ o s s i e r .So,
~ ~too,
~ have the effects of restraints on movement in
preventing ambulances and patients fiom reaching hospitals and medical centres, and
preventing medical staff from reaching patients.373

370

Fourth Geneva Convention, Article 55. Cf., International Covenant on Economic, Social and
Cultural Rights, Article 11; Universal Declaration on Human Rights, Article 25.
371
Ziegler Report, paras. 58, 59.
372
See Dossier nos. 55,56 and 85-88 accompanying the UN Secretary-General's submission.
373
See the reports repnnted in Annex Volume 2, as Annexes 1-6, 9 and 14, included as Dossier
nos. 56 and 85-88 accompanying the UN Secretary-General's submission.
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The Wall thus violates rights to food and water, to education, and to medical

care. These rights should be enjoyed by al1 Palestinians; and they are secured with
particular rigour for children by the 1989 Convention on the Rights of the Child, to
which Israel is a
512.

'

These effects are, furthermore, incompatible with Israel's obligations

assumed by it under the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural
~ i ~ h tThe
s . welfare
~ ~ ~ rights established in that Covenant are not absolute, in the
sense that every State Party to the Covenant is bound to secure them fully for every
individual.

The rights are, however, progressive; and the UN Commission on

Economic, Social and Cultural Rights has explained that every State Party has:
"(10) ...a minimum core obligation to ensure the satisfaction of, at the
very least, minimum essential levels of each of the rights is incumbent
upon every State party. Thus, for example, a State party in which any
significant number of individuals is deprived of essential foodstuffs, of
essential primary health care, of basic shelter and housing, or of the
most basic forms of education is, prima facie, failing to discharge its
obligations under the Covenant." 376

513.

Palestine submits that States Parties are under an obligation not to adopt

regressive laws, policies or practices, running contrary to the purposes of the
Covenant, and that where individuals are prevented from having access to food,
education and medical facilities by physical or legal constraints that are not justified
as proportionate responses to a threat to public order (or to the rights of another
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See in particular Articles 24,27,28.
ICESCR Articles 12, 13. Cf., the Universal Declaration on Human Rights, Article 26.
376
Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, General Comment 3, 'The nature of
States parties obligations (Art. 2, para.1 of the Covenant)' (Fifth session, 1990), Compilation of
General Comments and General Recornmendations Adopted by Human Rights Treaty Bodies, U.N.
Doc. HRI\GEN\l\Rev.l at 45 (1994).
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individual), the rights of access to food, education and healthcare are violated. It
submits that Israel's conduct also violates these rights.

(d)

5 14.

The Wall violates the riaht to family life

By cornparison with the rights to fieedom of movement, to earn a livelihood,

and to welfare, the right to family may appear less important. That is not so.
Violation of the right to family life is capable of destroying communities, at the level
of the family, the town or village, and the nation.
515.

The right to family life is affirmed in many international instruments. For

example, Article 17 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights
stipulates:

"1. No one shall be subjected to arbitrary or unlawfül interference with
his privacy, family, home or correspondence, nor to unlawfül attacks
on his honour and reputation."377

516.

The Wall is making it difficult or impossible for families, which are the

primary unit of social care in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, to continue to
function. It impedes visits to care for sick or infirm parents or children, or for childminding for working parents. It impedes social contacts and marriage and familybuilding. Violation of the right to family life is eroding the basis of Palestinian society
in the Occupied Palestinian Territory.

377
The right is also secured by and Article 16 of the Convention on the Rights of the Child Cf.,.
Article 23 of the Covenant, which stipulates that "[tlhe family is the natural and fundamental group unit
of society and is entitled to protection by society and the State."

(e)

517.

The Wall is a forrn of collective punishment

The Wall strikes at Palestinian interests in the most fundamental way. It

The pervasive and
strikes at the right to dignity of each individual ~alestinian.~'~
debilitating effect of being deprived of dignity in one's own country, particularly in
circumstances where there is overt legal discrimination in favour of unlawful civilian
settlements, is one of the hardest to bear of al1 the indignities and hardships to which
the Palestinians are forcibly exposed.
518.

These hardships are imposed, not upon those who have committed or who

are suspected of planning attacks, but upon the entire non-Israeli population of the
Occupied Palestinian Territory.

The existence of the Wall renders life in the

Occupied Palestinian Territory insecure and unpredictable. It disrupts life, and makes
travel over even short distances dependent upon the whims of young, armed soldiers
manning the checkpoints.

519.

Al1 of the violations surnmarized above affect the Palestinian population of

the Occupied Palestinian Territory at large. The effects are neither confined to, nor
even targeted at, identified wrongdoers. They are collective measures of intimidation
and punishment of the population. This is incompatible with Article 33 of the Fourth
Geneva Convention, which stipulates that "[c]ollective penalties and likewise al1

378

Article 1 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights proclaims that: "Al1 human beings
are bom free and equal in dignity and rights. They are endowed with reason and conscience and should
act towards one another in a spirit of brotherhood." The preamble of the Declaration declared that
"recognition of the inherent dignity and of the equal and inalienable rights of al1 members of the human
family is the foundation of freedom, justice and peace in the world."

measures of intimidation or of terrorism are prohibited", and Article 75 of Additional
Protocol 1, which in this respect at least represents customary international iaw.379
520.

The same conclusion was reached in respect of restrictions on movement in

the Occupied Palestinian Territory generally by the Special Rapporteur of the
Commission on Human Rights, who reported that:

". ..checkpoints divide the West Bank into a patchwork of cantons.
Since March 2002, permits have been required to travel from one
district to another. ..... These measures have not prevented the
movement of militants between different towns or regions or between
Palestine and Israel. They do not protect settlements which are already
well protected by the IDF. Instead, internal checkpoints restrict internal
trade within the OPT and restrict the entire population from travelling
from village to village or town to town. They must therefore be seen as
a form of collective punishment."380

(f)

521.

The Wall violates prope*

rinhts of Palestinians

The violations of international law discussed so far are al1 general, in the

sense that they affect the entire population of the Occupied Palestinian Territory,
including East Jerusalem.

There is a further category of violations that affects

specific Palestinians: the violations of property rights.
522.

Chapter 6 described the taking and destruction of property that the

construction of the Wall has entailed and continues to entail. Property is taken, not

379

See Dieter Fleck (ed.), The Handbook of Humanitarian Law in Armed Conflcts, (OUP,
1995), section 507. Cf., the US Judge Advocate General's School, US A m y , Operational Law
Handbook, JA 422 at 18-2 (1977): "..the US views [inter alia, Article 75 of Additional Protocol Il as
customary international law.".
380
Dugard Report (2003), para. 19. See also Prof. Dugard's report dated 29 August 2002 and
addendum dated 16 September 2002, and his report dated 17 December 2002, reprinted as Annexes 3,4
and 5 in Annex Volume 2 accompanying this Written Statement.

just for the Wall itself, but also for the adjacent security zone, and for the siting of
supporting facilities.
523.

The right to the peaceful enjoyment of property is one of the rights most

firmly established in the jurisprudence of international human rights l a ~ . ~ ' lIt is
recognized, for example, in Article 17 of the Universal Declaration on Human
~ i ~ h t s In
. ~international
'~
humanitarian law, the right is protected in the special
circumstances of a military occupation by the provisions on the requisitioning383and
the destruction of property.384
524.

In so far as property is simply destroyed by Israel, by the bulldozing of fields

and orchards for example, the action is unlawful as wanton destruction not
necessitated by military operations, in violation of Article 53 of the Fourth Geneva
Convention.
525.

Where Palestinian property is seized or requisitioned by Israel, the violation

is of a different nature. The illegality flows from two defects in the requisitioning.
First, as was shown above, it lacks any justification as action necessary to satisQ the
needs of the Israeli army. It is incompatible with Article 52 of the 1907 Hague
Regulations. That provision applies the broader principle, itself set out in Article 55 of
the Hague Regulations, that the Occupying Power is merely an administrator and
usufructuary of occupied territory.
526.

Second, it is in many instances also unlawful because it violates basic

procedural rights of the owners. Notices of requisition are not necessarily served on
381

As reflected in, inter alia, Protocol 1 to the European Convention on Human Rights.
"Article 17. ( 1 ) Everyone has the right to own property alone as well as in association with
others. (2) No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his property."
382

owners: they may be affixed to trees or posts somewhere on the property. The
procedure for 'appeals' requires compliance with expensive and burdensome
formalities, and it was reported recently that "every appeal against the requisitioning
of land (numbering in the hundreds) made to the military Appeals Committee has
been rejected. So, too, have al1 the applications for relief fi-om the Israeli High
The process of the takings violates basic procedural rights, firmly
established in international law. They are unlawful takings of property, and no
effective remedies are available to those whose rights are violated.

527.

Moreover, as has been noted, the effect of the Wall in preventing the use of

property by its owners constitutes a further category of violations of property rights.
Examples detailed elsewhere in this statement include the instances of owners being
forced to sel1 agricultural properties because they can no longer visit the property
sufficiently frequently to maintain it and keep its produce a l i ~ e . ~ ~ ~

(g)

528.

The Wall violates the rinht of the Palestinian people to selfdetermination

The Wall violates the right of the Palestinian people to self-determination, as

enshrined in common Article 1 of the two Covenants. This matter is addressed in the
following Chapter, but it is appropriate to refer to it here because the UN Cornmittee
on Economic, Social and Cultural rights has explicitly tied that matter to the
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Hague Regulations, Article 52.
Fourth Geneva Convention, Article 53.
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Details appear in Annex 1 to The Impact of Israel S Separation Barrier on ASfected West
Bank Communities: a follow-up report to the Humanitarian and Emergency Policy Group (HEPG) and
the Local Aid Coordination Committee, September 30, 2003. This report is dossier no. 87
accompanying the UN Secretary-General's submission.
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B'Tselem 2003 Report, Annex 13 in Annex Volume 2 accompanying this Written
Statement.
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Covenant. In its Concluding Observations conceming a report submitted by Israel it

"39. The Committee urges the State party to respect the right to selfdetermination as recognized in article 1 (2) of the Covenant, which
provides that 'in no way may a people be deprived of its own means of
subsistence'. Closure restricts the movement of people and goods,
cutting off access to extemal markets and to income derived from
employment and livelihood. The Committee also calls upon the
Govemment to give full effect to its obligations under the Covenant
and, as a matter of the highest priority, to undertake to ensure safe
passage at checkpoints for Palestinian medical staff and people seeking
treatment, the unhampered flow of essential foodstuffs and supplies,
the safe conduct of students and teachers to and from schools, and the
reunification of families separated by cl~sures."~~'

(5)

The Wall is not justified by self-defence

529.

Finally, turning to the j u s ad bellum, Israel is reported to rely upon the right

of self-defence to justifj the Wall. This argument is misconceived.
530.

First, the right of self-defence as it has long been understood is not applicable

to circumstances such as those prevailing in the Occupied Palestinian Territory,
including East Jerusalem. The requirements for a valid exercise of the right of selfdefence are well established in intemational law. There must be an armed attack upon
the State, which c m be prevented and which c m only be prevented by the taking of
forcible measures. The measures that may be taken in self-defence are, moreover,
strictly limited by the twin criteria of necessity and proportionality. The minimum of
force must be used, and even then it may be used only if the forcible measures
ernployed are proportionate to the harrn that is to be a ~ e r t e d . ~ ~ ~

387
388

EIC. 12/1/Add.27,4 December 1998, para. 39.
Oil Plat$otms, I.C.J. Reports 2003, paras. 43, 51, 57, 73-75.
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53 1.

The construction of the Wall fails to meet these criteria at practically every

step. The violence in the Occupied Palestinian Territory is not on a scale or of a
nature equivalent to an 'armed attack' against Israel in the sense required for the
exercise of a right of self-defen~e.~"Self-defence in international law cannot be
triggered by individual criminal acts which cal1 for police and prosecutorial action,
and not military action.
532.

Furthermore, the right of self-defence applies so as to justiQ forcible

measures to ward off an attack that is in the course of being committed -an actual,
present attack. Some authorities extend the right to circumstances where an imminent
armed attack has been commenced. No authority supports the view that the right of
self-defence extends so far as to provide a justification for the taking of measures that,
far from being responses to an actual or imminent attack, are prophylactic, preventive
measures intended to ensure that no attack can be put into effect. It is not a general
right for a State to take forcible measures outside its territory in order to prevent the
commission of crimes within the State.
533.

The right of self-defence is, moreover, subject to the principle of

proportionality. The force used must be proportional to the actual or imminent harm.
As has been shown, the Wall is not a proportionate response to terrorist attacks.
534.

The argument fails for a second reason. The entitlement of States to use force

is accommodated and regulated by the Law of War, the j u s in bello. The Fourth
Geneva Convention permits forcible measures against civilian populations, subject to
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strict limits. That exhausts the legal rights of an Occupying Power. A State may not
use al1 of its powers under the Fourth Geneva Convention and the Laws of War and
then decide that those powers are inadequate and invoke the more general right of
self-defence, which belongs to the jus ad bellum, in order to avoid the constraints of
international humanitarian law.

(6)

Concluding remarks

535.

This Chapter has sought to identifj the specific violations of international

humanitarian law and of international human rights law that result fiom the
construction and operation of the Wall in the Occupied Palestinian Territory,
including East Jerusalem.

The next Chapter continues the legal analysis by

addressing the question of the violation of the Palestinian People's right to selfdetermination in international law.

Chapter 10. VIOLATIONS OF THE RIGHT OF THE PALESTINIAN
PEOPLE TO SELF-DETERMINATION

536.

The right of the Palestinian people to self-determination is clearly recognized

by the international community and the United Nations, and that right is gravely
violated by the construction of the Wall by Israel in the Occupied Palestinian
Territory.

(1)

537.

The right of the Palestinian people to self-determination as recognized by
the international community and the United Nations

The existence of the principle of equal rights and self-determination of

peoples is no longer a matter of dispute in international law. The matter was clearly
ascertained by the Declaration on Principles of International Law concerning Friendly
Relations and Co-operation among States in accordance with the Charter of the
United Nations (Resolution 2625(XXV) of 24 October 1970), which stated inter alia:
" By virtue of the principle of equal rights and self-determination of
peoples enshrined in the Charter of the United Nations, al1 people have
the right fieely to determine, without external interference, their
political status and to pursue their economic, social and cultural
development, and every State has the duty to respect this right in
accordance with the provisions of the Charter. "

538.

The Court has acknowledged that right inter alia in the following statement

in its Judgment of 30 June 1995 in the case concerning East Timor:
"The principle of self-determination of peoples has been recognized by
the United Nations Charter and in the jurisprudence of the Court (see
Legal Consequences for States of the Continued Presence of South
Africa in Namibia (South West Afiica) notwithstanding Securiîy
Council Resolution 2 76 (1970), Advisory Opinion, I. C.J. Reports 1971,

pp. 3 1-32, paras. 52-53; Western Sahara, Advisory Opinion, I. C.J.
Reports 1975, pp. 31-33, paras. 54-59); it is one of the essential
principles of contemporary international law. 390
79

The application of this principle to Palestine is also no longer in dispute. The

539.

principle was rooted in UN General Assembly Resolution 181 (II) of 29 November
1947, which set forth a plan partitioning Palestine into two States, one Arab and one
Jewish, with an economic union between them and with Jerusalem as a corpus
separatum. It took some time, however, for the rights of the Palestinian people to be

fully established in the United Nations.

In its Resolution 2535 B (XXIV) of 10 December 1969, the General

540.

Assembly stated that it

"

1. [rleaffirms the inalienable rights of the people of

Palestine." In subsequent years, the General Assembly has consistently reaffirmed
that the Palestinians are a People and has specified their rights. Thus, in Resolution
2649 (XXV) of 30 November 1970, the Assembly:
" 2. Recognizes the right of peoples under colonial and alien
domination in the legitimate exercise of their right to selfdetermination to seek and receive al1 kinds of moral and material
assistance, in accordance with the resolutions of the United Nations
and the spirit of the Charter of the United Nations;

3. Calls upon al1 Governments that deny the right to selfdetermination of peoples under colonial and alien domination to
recognize and observe that right in accordance with the relevant
international instruments and the principles and spirit of the Charter;
4. Considers that the acquisition and retention of territory in
contravention of the right of the people of that territory to selfdetermination is inadmissible and a gross violation of the Charter;
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para. 29.

East Timor (Portugal v. Australia), Judgrnent, I.C.J. Reports 1995, p. 90, at p. 102,

5. Condemns those Governments that deny the right to selfdetermination of peoples recognized as being entitled to it, especially
of the peoples of southern Africa and Palestine. "

541.

The General Assembly in resolution 2672 C (XXV) of 8 December 1970

further "[r]ecognizes that the people of Palestine are entitled to equal rights and selfdetermination, in accordance with the Charter of the United Nations." A further step
was taken with Resolution 3236 (XXIX) of 22 November 1974, in which the General
Assembly:

" 1. [rleaffirms the inalienable rights of the Palestinian people in
Palestine, including:(a) The right to self-determination without external
interference;@) The right to national independence and sovereignty "
391

542.

General Assembly Resolution ES 712 (July 1980) in turn mentions expressly

among the inalienable rights of the Palestinian people:

"(b) The right to establish its own independent sovereign State".

543.

Contemporary resolutions of the General Assembly express their full support

for the right of the Palestinian people to self-determination. For instance, in
Resolution 581163 of 22 December 2003, which was adopted by a vote of 169 in
favour to five against (Israel, Marshall Islands, Micronesia, Palau, and the United
States of America), with no abstention, the General Assembly:
"Affirming the right of al1 States in the region to live in peace within
secure and internationally recognized borders,
1. Reaffirms the right of the Palestinian people to self-determination,
including the right to their independent State of Palestine".
391

Other resolutions affirming the inalienable rights of the Palestinian people include:
AlRESl33124, 29 November 1978; A/RES/34/44, 23 November 1979; AiRES/37/43, 3 December
1982 ;A/RES/38/17,22 November 1983.

544.

The Security Council moved less quickly than the General Assembly. Thus,

Resolution 242 (1967) of 22 November 1967, confirmed by Resolution 338 (1973) of
22 October 1973, affirmed the following principles
" (i) Withdrawal of Israel armed forces from territories occupied in the
recent conflict;

(ii) [...] respect for and acknowledgrnent of the sovereignty, territorial
integrity and political independence of every State in the area and their
right to live in peace within secure and recognized boundaries fiee
fiom threats or acts of force".
545.

In Resolution 1397 (2002) of 12 March 2002, the Council stated more clearly

that Palestine is among the States in the region possessing the right to live within
secure boundaries:
" Afirming a vision of a region where two States, Israel and Palestine,
live side by side within secure and recognized borders."

546.

More recently, Resolution 1515 (2003) of 19 November 2003 quoted that

paragraph and added that the Council:
" 1. Endorses the Quartet Performance Roadmap to a Permanent TwoState Solution to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict (S/2003/529);

2. Calls on the parties to fulfil their obligations under the Roadmap in
cooperation with the Quartet and to achieve the vision of two States
living side by side in peace and security. "
547.

It is indisputable that when reference is made to the right of the Palestinian

people to self-determination, one is concerned with a people in a given territory: i.e.,
the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including East Jerusalem; in other words, al1 the
Palestinian territories which were occupied by Israel in 1967

(2)

548.

The construction of the Wall gravely infringes the right of the Palestinian
people to self-determination

It is submitted that construction of the Wall gravely infringes the right of the

Palestinian people to self-determination. As the above developments demonstrate, the
construction of the Wall affects the exercise of the right of the Palestinian people to
self-determination in the following ways:

a) To the extent that the Wall departs fiom the Green Line and is constructed in
the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including in and around East Jerusalem, it
severs the territorial sphere over which the Palestinian people are entitled to
exercise their right of self-determination. To the same extent the Wall is also a
violation of the legal principle prohibiting the acquisition of territory by the
use of force;
b) The route of the Wall is designed to change the demographic composition of
the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including East Jerusalem, by reinforcing
the colonial Israeli settlements in the Occupied Palestinian Territory and
facilitating their extension - in disregard of the fact that these settlements are
themselves illegal according to international law;
c) By the creation of Palestinian enclaves, of discrimination against the
Palestinian population vis-à-vis the Israeli settlers, and of unbearable
economic conditions, the Wall is having the clear and foreseeable effect of the
forced displacement of the Palestinian population into increasingly limited
areas regarded as safe and livable for Palestinians. The Wall is intended to
reduce and parce1 out the territorial sphere over which the Palestinian people

are entitled to exercise their right to self-determination. Such a policy aims at
establishing non-contiguous Palestinian areas similar to Bantustans, prohibited
by international law;
d) The Wall violates the right of the Palestinian people to permanent sovereignty
over their natural resources in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including
East Jerusalem, and destroys the economic and social basis of the life of the
Palestinian people;
e) The Wall endangers the feasibility of a viable State for the Palestinian people
and consequently undermines future negotiations based on the 'two State'
principle.

(a)

549.

The Wall severs the territorial sphere over which the Palestinian people
are entitled to exercise their right to self-determination and constitutes
a violation of the legal principle prohibiting the acquisition of territory
bv the use of force

The link between the right of the Palestinian people to exercise self-

determination over the whole of the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including East
Jerusalem, and the construction of the Wall is well established by the Special
Rapporteur of the Human Rights Commission, Professor John Dugard, in his report to
the Commission on the situation of human rights in the Palestinian territories
occupied by Israel:
"15. The right to self-determination is closely linked to the notion of
territorial sovereignty. A people can only exercise the right of selfdetermination within a territory. The amputation of Palestinian territory
by the Wall seriously interferes with the right of self-determination of
the Palestinian people as it substantially reduces the size of the selfdetermination unit (already small) within which that right is to be
exerci~ed."~~~
392
394

Dugard Report (2003), para. 15.
Ibid. para. 14.

550.

At the same time, the Wall amounts to an incorporation of a significant part

of Palestinian land into the territory of Israel, and consequently a violation of the
principle prohibiting the acquisition of territory by the use of force and the acquisition
of territory by annexation. Here again, Professor Dugard's report describes the
situation accurately:
14. [...] the wall is manifestly intended to create facts on the ground.
It may lack an act of annexation, as occurred in the case of East
Jerusalem and the Golan Heights. But its effect is the same:
annexation. Annexation of this kind goes by another name in
international law - conquest. Conquest, or the acquisition of territory
by the use of force, has been outlawed by the prohibition on use of
force contained in the Kellogg-Briand Pact of 1928 and Article 2,
paragraph 4, of the Charter of the United Nations. The prohibition of
the acquisition of territory by force applies irrespective of whether the
territory is acquired as a result of an act of aggression or in selfdefence. The Declaration on Principles of International Law
concerning Friendly Relations and Cooperation among States in
accordance with the Charter of the United Nations (General Assembly
resolution 2625 (XXV) of 24 October 1970, annex) declares that 'the
territory of a State shall not be the object of acquisition by another
State resulting fiom the threat or use of force. No territorial acquisition
resulting fiom the threat or use of force shall be recognized as legal'.
This prohibition is confirrned by Security Council resolution 242
(1967) and the Oslo Accords, which provide that the status of the West
Bank and Gaza shall not be changed pending the outcome of the
permanent status negotiations. The Geneva Convention relative to the
Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of War (the Fourth Geneva
Convention) provides that protected persons in an occupied territory
shall not be deprived of the benefits of the Convention 'by any
annexation ... of the occupied territory' (art. 47)."394
"

55 1.

This point of view is unquestionably shared by the General Assembly of the

United Nations, whose Resolution ES-10113 of 21 October 2003 reaffirms in its
Preamble "the principle of the inadmissibility of the acquisition of territory by force."

552.

Several delegations came to the same conclusions in their speeches before

United Nations organs:
-

France:

"The permanent nature of the wall means that the territories between
the wall and the Green Line will be de facto incorporated by Israel and
under its control. Moreover, the inadmissible nature of the acquisition
of territory by force is a fundamental principle of Security Council
resolution 242 (1967), on which the peace process is b a ~ e d . " ~ ~ '

- Jordan:
"We condemn the construction of the separation wall, which
entrenches the Israeli occupation of the Palestinian territories, devours
more land and imposes a de facto situation on the future Palestinian
State, in the sense that it cuts deeply into the Palestinian territories and
does not confonn to the Green Line of June 1967. The completion of
the wall means the annexation of more than 10 per cent of the land of
the West Bank to Israel and the imprisonment of more than 95,000
Palestinian citizens between the wall and the Green Line of June
1967. " 396
-

Malaysia, on behalf of the Organization of the Islamic Conference:
"The construction of the wall itself constitutes a flagrant violation of
international law and international humanitarian law, as it seeks to
effectively alter the territorial integrity of the West Bank and
accomplish the de facto annexation of the occupied Palestinian
territory. "397

-

Islamic Republic of Iran, on behalf of the Organization of the Islamic Conference:

"The Israeli regime's building of a separation wall deep into occupied
Palestinian territory, together with the continued construction of Jewish
settlements in the same occupied territory, is a further violation of
international law and of the basic rights of the Palestinian people. It is
395
396
397

UN Doc. SPV.4841, p. 18.
SPV.4841, p. 31.
SPV.4841, p. 41.

another means for achieving the Israeli goal of depriving the
Palestinians of their inherent national rights and, as such, it is having a
serious impact on al1 aspects of the Palestinian question. "398

553.

Numerous other States have made declarations asserting a similar position:

for example,

~uinea;~'Libyan Arab ~arnahiri~a:'~pakistan;02 Syrian Arab

~ e ~ u b l i cSouth
; ~ ~ ~frica;'~pakistan;O5 and ~ i m b a b w e . ~ ' ~

554.

The Quartet of the U.S., Russian Federation, European Union and the United

Nations expressed the same opinion in its statement of 26 September 2003:

398

General Assembly, Emergency Special Session, 21st meeting, 20 October 2003, AIES10PV.21, p. 14.
399
" The building of the separation wall, the expansion of settlements and the construction of
security routes between the settlements and Israel constitute a clear territorial expansion, to the
detriment of the Palestinian people and its inalienable right to enjoy self-determination and to establish
its own independent and sovereign State " (SPV.4841, pp. 29-30).
400
" Clearly, the separation wall, whose route cuts seriously and deeply into Palestinian
territories, is a pernicious way to continue and expand the settlement of occupied territories and to
deprive the Palestinian people of a temtorial element that is essential to the full exercise of its
sovereignty " (SPV.4841, p. 17).
401
"The Security Council is meeting today to discuss the problem of the separation wall being
built in the occupied Palestinian temtories as a security construction but which is in reality a part of
Israel's long-term plan to annex additional territories by force "(SRV.4841, p. 38).
402
"It is imperative to recognize that the separation wall is an unlawful annexation of occupied
Palestinian territory " (SRV.4841, p. 22).
403
"The building of the expansionist wall is nothing but a continuation of Israeli colonialist
activities. [...] It is also a violation of the firm principle of international law that prohibits the
acquisition of the territories of others by force " (General Assembly, Emergency Special Session, 21st
meeting, 20 October 2003, AIES-1OPV.21, p. 9).
404
"We believe that Mr. Dugard [the Special Rapporteur of the Commission on Human Rights
on the situation of human rights in the Palestinian territories occupied by Israel since 19671 is correct in
his assertion that we should avoid political euphemisms and rather state in precise and legally accurate
terms that 'what we are presently witnessing in the West Bank is a visible and clear act of territorial
annexation under the guise of security' " (SlPV.4841, pp. 35-36).
405
"The separation wall is being built in clear violation of international law and Israel's
commitments under bilateral and international agreements. The wall does not follow the so-called '
Green Line' and in effect cuts deep into Palestinian lands. As such, it runs contrary to the fundamental
principle of international law, which deems illegal the acquisition of territory by the use of force "
(General Assembly, Emergency Special Session, 21st meeting, 20 October 2003, AIES-1OPV.21,
p. 17).
406
"The building of the wall, which ignores the legitimate concerns of the Palestinian people,
has resulted in the confiscation of Palestinian land, destruction of their livelihoods and annexation of
their land. People have been cut off from their farmlands, work places, schools, health facilities and
other social services " (General Assembly, Emergency Special Session, 2 1st meeting, 20 October 2003,
AIES-1ORV.21, p. 20).

"The Quartet members reaffirm that, in accordance with the road map,
settlement activity must stop, and note with great concern the actual
and proposed route of Israel's West Bank fence, particularly as it
results in the confiscation of Palestinian land, cuts off the movement of
people
and goods and undermines Palestinians' trust in the road map
process, as appears to prejudge final borders of a future ~alestinian
State."408

(b)

The route of the Wall is designed to change the demopraphic
composition of the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including East

4
their extension - in disregard of the fact that these settlements are
illegal accordinn to international law

555.

It has been shown in Chapters 4 and 6, and in the annexed United Nations

reports, that the Wall entrenches the Israeli settlements in the Occupied Palestinian
Territory. The link between the construction of the Wall and the protection and
extension of settlements is again well established by the Special Rapporteur of the
Human Rights Commission, Professor John Dugard, in his report to the Commission
on the situation of human rights in the Palestinian territories occupied by Israel:

"Like the settlements it seeks to protect, the Wall is manifestly
intended to create facts on the ground."410
556.

Although said in a veiled way, the speech made by Israeli Prime Minister

Ariel Sharon at the "Herzliya Conference" on 18 December 2003, seems to confirm
that the Wall is intended to include in Israel a substantial part of the Israeli

408

Quartet statement, New York, 26 September 2003, Annex to the Letter dated 6 October 2003
from the Secretary-General addressed to the President of the Security Council, SI20031951.
410
Dugard Report (2003), para. 14.

settlements, which lie between the Wall and the Green Line, in accordance with
Israel's unilateral "Disengagement Plan" :
"The Disengagement Plan will include the redeployment of IDF forces
along new security lines and a change in the deployment of
settlements, which will reduce as much as possible the number of
Israelis located in the heart of the Palestinian population. We will draw
provisional security lines and the IDF will be deployed along them.
Security will be provided by IDF deployment, the securitv fence and
other physical obstacles."411
557.

The fact that the Wall is primarily conceived to reinforce the colonial

settlements of Israel in the Occupied Palestinian Tenitory, including East Jerusalem,
is evidenced by the statements of many delegations. For e ~ a m ~ l e : ~ ' ~

-

European Union: Presidency Conclusions, Copenhagen European Council, 12 and
13 December 2002 :
[...] In this context, the European Council is alarmed at the
continuing illegal settlement activities, which threaten to render the
two-State solution physically impossible to implement. The expansion
"

411

Zn P.M. Speeches, text available at h t t p : / / w w w . f i r s t . g o v . i l / f i r s t / e n g l i s h / H t
See also the statements made by the following delegations :
- Syrian Arab Republic: " Israel plans to enclose within the wall large settlements established in
occupied Palestinian temtories, containing more than 200,000 settlers. Thus, Israel is not only violating
the Fourth Geneva Convention by building those settlements but goes even further by annexing those
settlements to Israel. [...] Those actions are, in fact, war crimes under the Fourth Geneva Convention
and its Additional Protocol 1. Therefore, Israel should be deterred from continuing and no legal or
political legitimacy should be granted to its actions " (SlPV.4841, p. 12).
- Libyan Arab Jamahiriya : " The construction of the wall is also an attempt by Israel to reaffirm its
annexation of East Jerusalem. Moreover, the Israeli occupying authorities are pursuing the
establishment of illegal settlements in occupied Palestinian territories, including East Jerusalem, thus
revealing their expansionist intentions and their offhand attitude towards intemational efforts to achieve
a peacefül solution to this problem " (SlPV.4841, p. 38).
- Saudi Arabia : " That plan seeks to erase and completely abolish the Green Line in several areas and
to annex the Israeli settlements to Israel, creating narrow alleys between cities and other populated
Palestinian areas, which the Israeli Govemment views as separate cantons that will be controlled by
Israel, which will allow the Palestinians to manage their own intemal affairs, so that Israel will be
spared the burden of a foreign population " (SlPV.4841, p. 36).
- South Africa : " The acceleration of the construction of a separation wall, as well as the expansion of
illegal settlements on Palestinian land, is an act of annexation that is inconsistent with Israel's
obligations under the intemationally accepted road map of the Quartet " (General Assembly,
Emergency Special Session, 2 1st meeting, 20 October 2003, AIES- 1OPV.2 1, p. 12).

412

of settlements and related construction, as widely documented
including by the European Union's Settlement Watch, violates
international law, inflames an already volatile situation, and reinforces
the fear of Palestinians that Israel is not genuinely committed to end
the occupation. It is an obstacle to peace. The European Council urges
the Government of Israel to reverse its settlement policy and as a first
step immediately apply a full and effective freeze on al1 settlement
activities. It calls for an end to further land confiscation for the
construction of the so-called security fence. [...]. 413
7,

France :
"This will be a permanent structure that will permanently change
geographic and demographic data. The building of the wall can only
encourage the development of settlements and aggravate the already
serious problems that these are causing. " 415
Russian Federation :
"The unlawful settlement activity on the Palestinian territories and the
construction of the so-called separation wall, which has resulted in the
seizure of Palestinian lands, must be immediately halted. Such actions
run counter to the concept of the establishment of two independent
States, Palestine and Israel .416
3,

- Germany :
"Thus Germany urges the Government of Israel to halt its continuing
settlement activities and stop the construction of the so-called security
fence. While recognizing Israel's need for security, we consider the
security fence to be detrimental to the implementation of the road
map7'.417
413

European Council Declaration on The Middle East, Presidency conclusions, Copenhagen
European Council, 12 and 13 December 2002, Annex III, Doc./02/15, p. 13,
http://europa.eu.int/futunim/documents/other/othl21202en.pdf. See also the Declaration by the
Presidency, on behalf of the European Union, on the situation in the Middle East, 11 September 2003 :
" [...]The European Union urges the two parties to remain strongly committed to the need of an
ongoing dialogue and to the implementation of the road map, and, in this regard, to take the following
measures : [.. .] The Israeli govemment: [...] freezing al1 settlement activities and the building of the
security wall along a track that jeopardises a political solution to the conflict " (P/03/108, 12400/03
(Presse 26 l),
http://www.europa.eu.int/rapid~start/cgi/gesten.ksh?paction.gexgt&doc=PESC/03/1
OSIOIAGED&l
g=EN&display).
415
SPV.4841, p. 18.
416
SPV.4841, p. 15.
417
SPV.4841, p. 19.

-

China :
"Israel must stop building the separation wall and stop expanding
settlement~."~~~

-

Islamic Republic of Iran, on behalf of the Organization of the Islamic
Conference :
" The policy of building a wall is supplemental to the policy of
expanding illegal Jewish settlements in the occupied territory. The
illegal settlements in the West Bank, built against the will of the
international community, will benefit first and foremost fiom the wall.
Likewise, illegal Jewish settlements are expanding parallel with the
completion of the wall that perpetuates racism.3,420

558.

The specific situation in the zone now between the Green Line and the Wall

should not lead one to overlook the fact that the Israeli policy of settlements

-

wherever they might be located in the Occupied Palestinian Territory - is by itself a
violation of international law, as is recognised by numerous sources:

(I) Securiv Council resolutions

559.

Numerous Security Council resolutions have declared the illegality of the

Israeli policy of settlements. For example:

- Resolution 446 (1979) of 22 March 1979 :
"The Security Council,
1. Determines that the policy and practices of Israel in establishing
settlements in the Palestinian and other Arab territories occupied since
1967 have no legal validity and constitute a serious obstruction to
achieving a comprehensive,just and lasting peace in the Middle East;
419

S/PV.4841, p. 20.
General Assembly, Emergency Special Session, 21st meeting, 20 October 2003, AIESlO/PV.21, p. 14.

420

3. Calls once more upon Israel, as the occupying Power, to abide
scrupulously by the 1949 Fourth Geneva Convention, to rescind its
previous measures and to desist from taking any action which would
result in changing the legal status and geographical nature and
materially affecting the demographic composition of the Arab
territories occupied since 1967, including Jerusalem, and, in particular,
not to transfer parts of its own civilian population into the occupied
Arab territories."

- Resolution 465 (1980), of 1 March 1980:

"The Security Council,

5. Determines that al1 measures taken by Israel to change the physical
character, demographic composition, institutional structure or status of
the Palestinian and other Arab territories occupied since 1967,
including Jerusalem, or any part thereof, have no legal validity and that
Israel's policy and practices of settling parts of its population and new
immigrants in those territories constitute a flagrant violation of the
Fourth Geneva Convention relative to the Protection of Civilian
Persons in Time of War and also constitute a serious obstruction to
achieving a comprehensive,just and lasting peace in the Middle East;
6. Strongly deplores the continuation and persistence of Israel in
pursuing those policies and practices and calls upon the Government
and people of Israel to rescind those measures, to dismantle the
existing settlements and in particular to cease, on an urgent basis, the
establishment, construction and planning of settlements in the Arab
territories occupied since 1967, including Jerusalem;
7. Calls upon al1 States not to provide Israel with any assistance to be
used specifically in connexion with settlements in the occupied
territories;

(ii) Geneval Assembly resolutions

560.

Numerous General Assembly resolutions have established the illegality of

the Israeli policy of settlements. For instance, Resolution 3215 of 28 October 1977
states:

"The General Assembly,
Expressing grave anxiety and concem over the present serious situation
in the occupied Arab territories as a result of the continued Israeli
occupation and the measures and actions taken by the Government of
Israel, as the occupying Power, and designed to change the legal status,
geographical nature and demographic composition of those territories,
Considering that the Geneva Convention relative to the Protection of
Civilian Persons in Time of War, of 12 August 1949,ll is applicable to
al1 the Arab territories occupied since 5 June 1967,
1. Determines that al1 such measures and actions taken by Israel in the
Palestinian and other Arab territories occupied since 1967 have no
legal validity and constitute a serious obstruction of efforts aimed at
achieving a just and lasting peace in the Middle East;
2. Strongly deplores the persistence of Israel in canying out such
measures, in particular the establishment of settlements in the occupied
Arab territories;
3. Calls upon Israel to comply strictly with its intemational obligations
in accordance with the principles of international law and the
provisions of the Geneva Convention relative to the Protection of
Civilian Persons in Time of War, of 12 August 1949;
4. Calls once more upon the Govemment of Israel, as the occupying
Power, to desist forthwith from taking any action which would result in
changing the legal status, geographical nature or demographic
composition of the Arab territories occupied since 1967, including
Jerusalem. "
561.

Particularly relevant is the latest General Assembly resolution on this matter,

Resolution A158198 of 9 December 2003, which emphasizes the linkage between
settlement activities and the annexation of territory and the prohibition of that activity
in al1 of the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including East Jerusalem, on both sides of
the Wall :
"Israeli Settlements in the Occupied Palestinian Territory,
including Jerusalem, and the Occupied Syrian Golan

The General Assembly,

Reaffirming the applicability of the Geneva Convention relative to the
Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of War, of 12 August 1949, 1 to
the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including East Jerusalem, and to
the occupied Syrian Golan,

Welcoming the presentation by the Quartet to the parties of the road
map to a permanent two-State solution to the Israeli-Palestinian
conflict, and noting its cal1 for a freeze on al1 settlement activity,
Aware that Israeli settlement activities have involved, inter alia, the
transfer of nationals of the occupying Power into the occupied
territories, the confiscation of land, the exploitation of natural
resources and other illegal actions against the Palestinian civilian
population,
Bearing in mind the detrimental impact of Israeli settlement policies,
decisions and activities on efforts to achieve peace in the Middle East,
Expressing grave concern about the continuation by Israel of
settlement activities in violation of international humanitarian law,
relevant United Nations resolutions and the agreements reached
between the parties, including the construction and expansion of the
settlements in Jabal Abu-Ghneim and Ras Al-Amud in and around
Occupied East Jerusalem,
Expressing mave concern also about the construction by Israel of a
wall inside the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including in and around
East Jerusalem, and expressing
- its concern in particular about the route
of the wall in departure from the Armistice Line of 1949, which could
preiudge future negotiations and make the two-State solution
physically impossible to implement and would cause the Palestinian
people further humanitarian hardship,
Reiterating its opposition to settlement activities in the Occupied
Palestinian Territory, including East Jerusalem, and to any activities
involving the confiscation of land, the disruption of the livelihood of
protected persons and the de facto annexation of land [...].
1. Reaffirms that Israeli settlements in the Palestinian territory,
including East Jerusalem, and in the occupied Syrian Golan are illegal
and an obstacle to peace and economic and social development;
2. Calls upon Israel to accept the de jure applicability of the Geneva
Convention relative to the Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of

War, of 12 August 1949, 1 to the Occupied Palestinian Territory,
including East Jerusalem, and to the occupied Syrian Golan and to
abide scrupulously by the provisions of the Convention, in particular
article 49;
3. Reiterates its demand for the complete cessation of al1 Israeli
settlement activities in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including
East Jerusalem, and in the occupied Syrian Golan;

4. Demands that Israel stop and reverse the construction of the wall in
the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including in and around East
Jerusalem, which is in departure from the Armistice Line of 1949 and
is in contradiction to relevant provisions of international law; [...]
5. Urges al1 States parties to the Geneva Convention relative to the
Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of War to ensure respect for and
cornpliance with its provisions in al1 the Arab territories occupied by
Israel since 1967, including Jerusalem ".
This Resolution was adopted by an ovenvhelming majority of 156 votes in favour to 6
votes against (Israel, Nauru, Palau, Marshall Islands, Micronesia, and the United
States of America), with 13 abstentions.
(iii) The Declaration of the High Contracting Parties to the
Fourth Geneva Convention

562.

In the Declaration of High Contracting Parties to the Fourth Geneva

Convention, issued on 5 December 200 1, the Parties:

"reaffirm the illegality of the settlements in the said territories [SC.,
Occupied Palestinian Territory, including East Jerusalem] and of the
extension thereof. 421
97

563.

This position is based on Article 49 of the Fourth Geneva Convention which

states categorically: "[. ..] The occupying Power shall not deport or transfer parts of its

42 1

Para 12, Secretary-General's Dossier no. 67.

25 1

own civilian population into the territory it occupies." The Rome Statute of the
International Criminal Court, in force since 1 July 2002, includes among the war
crimes within the jurisdiction of the International Criminal Court the

"

transfer,

directly or indirectly, by the Occupying Power of parts of its own civilian population
into the territory it occupies " (Article 8 (2) (b) (vii)).

(c)

564.

By the creation of Palestinian enclaves, discrimination against and
humiliation of the Palestinian population, and the creation of
unbearable economic conditions, the Wall is having the clear and
foreseeable effect of the forced displacement of the Palestinian
population into increasingly
limited areas reparded as safe and livable
for Palestinians. The Wall is part of a policv of reducing and parcelling
out the territorial sphere over which the Palestinian people are entitled
to exercise their right to self-determination, establishing noncontirnous Palestinian areas similar to Bantustans.

In the previous Chapters, in particular Chapters 4 and 6, it has been described

how the construction of the Wall is having several grievous effects:
-

The Wall creates walled enclaves which artificially divide the Palestinian
population from their own environment, encircles them with hostile Israeli
settlements and prohibited roads reserved for Israeli settlers, and establishes
non-contiguous areas similar to the Bantu homelands of the former apartheid
regime of South Afiica. Although the term Bantustans may appear improper,
as one of its features was a fictitious grant of 'sovereignty' to each homeland,
the rationale is the same. Progressively a process is under way limiting any
'Palestinian State' to Palestinian cities and villages comprised of a number of
separate enclaves without sovereignty and with no resources for selfsustenance and no possibility of free circulation for the population, and
surrounded by Israeli sovereignty in the interstices between the enclaves.

- it discriminates against the Palestinian population and in the interest of the
illegal Israeli settlers, by inter alia:
- the denial of the right to liberty, infringement of their fieedom or dignity;
- arbitrary arrest and illegal imprisonment;
- the imposition of living conditions calculated to cause the displacement of

the Palestinian population;
- the imposition of measures preventing the Palestinian population from

participation in the political social, economic and cultural life, impeding
their right to work and access to education and health facilities, limiting the
right to move freely within or outside their country and their the right to
freedom of residence;
-the expropriation of their land and property, destruction of their houses,
orchards, and other property.
565.

Article 1 of the International Convention on the Elimination of Al1 Forms of

Racial Discrimination of 7 March 1966, to which Israel is a Party, defines "racial
discrimination" as:
"any distinction, exclusion, restriction or preference based on race,
colour, descent, or national or ethnic origin which has the purpose or
effect of nullif$ng or impairing the recognition, enjoyment or exercise,
on an equal footing, of human rights and fundamental freedoms in the
political, economic, social, cultural or any other field of public life."

566.

In the case concerning the Legal Consequencesfor States of the Continued

Presence of South Afiica in Namibia (South West Africa) notwithstanding Security
Council Resolution 276 (1970), the Court defined apartheid in the following way:

"130. The application of this policy [apartheid] has required, as has
been conceded by South Africa, restrictive measures of control
officially adopted and enforced in the Territory by the coercive power

of the former Mandatory. These measures establish limitations,
exclusions or restrictions for the members of the indigenous population
groups in respect of their participation in certain type of activities,
fields of study or of training, labour, employment and also submit them
to restrictions or exclusions of residence and movement in large parts
of the Territory.
131. Under the Charter of United Nations, the former Mandatory had
pledged itself to observe and respect, in a territory having an
international status, human rights and fùndamental freedoms for al1
without distinction as to race. To establish instead, and to enforce,
distinctions, exclusions, restrictions and limitations exclusively based
on grounds of race, colour, descent or national or ethnic origin which
constitute a denial of fùndamental hurnan rights is a flagrant violation
of the purposes and principles of the
567.

The similarity with the situations in the Occupied Palestinian Territory is

blatant. The Ziegler Report to the UN Commission on Hurnan Rights characterizes
Israel's policy as follows:
"3. The strategy of "Bantustanization"
18. For many Israeli and Palestinian cornmentators, the policy of land
confiscation is inspired by an underlying strategy of gradually isolating
Palestinian communities into separate territorial areas or "Bantustans".
Michael Warschawski has pointed to a conscious policy of
"Bantustanization" of the OPT. A senior Israeli commentator, Akiva
Eldar, has written about the explicit use of the Bantustan concept by
Israeli Prime Minister Sharon, who once "explained at length that the
Bantustan mode1 was the most appropriate solution to the conflict".
The term "Bantustan" historically refers to the separate territorial areas
designated as homelands under the South African apartheid State.
Creating such "Bantustans" would deprive a future Palestinian State of
any coherent land base and international borders, and prevent the
building of a Palestinian nation with the capacity to realize the right to
food for its people.
19. The building of the security fencelapartheid wall is seen as a
concrete manifestation of this "Bantustanization", as is the extension
and building of new settlements and settler roads, which are cutting up
423

Legal Consequencesfor States of the Continued Presence of South Africa in Namibia (South
West Africa) notwithstanding Security Council Resolution 276 (1970). Advisory Opinion, Z.C.J. Reports
1971, p. 16, at p. 57, paras. 130-131.

the West Bank and the Gaza Strip into barely contiguous territorial
units. Looking at detailed maps of the actual and future direction of the
security fencelapartheid wall and settlements, which the Israeli and
Palestinian authorities, as well as NGOs, provided to the Special
Rapporteur, it seems that this strategy is in the process of being
realized. According to Jeff Halper, Coordinator of the Israeli
Cornmittee against House Demolitions, the road map offers hope,
explicitly referring to the "end of the Occupation", yet it comes at a
time "when Israel is putting the finishing touches on its 35-year
campaign to render the Occupation i r r e ~ e r s i b l e . " ~ ~ ~

568.

As was explained in Chapter 6, the Wall in various ways causes displacement

of the Palestinian population, especially from the Closed Zone, and encircles the
Palestinian population in a series of enclaves. The effect is the disruption of the
dernographic unity and the territorial integrity of the Occupied Palestinian Territor-,
including East Jerusalem, the partitioning of the territory, and the perpetuation and
increase of the colonization of the territory by Israel. As was noted in Chapter 9, these
effects constitute grave breaches of international law.
(i) Enclaves

569.

Many delegations to the United Nations have denounced the wrongfulness of

of creating enclaves. For example:
the Israeli poli~y425
-

424

France:

Ziegler Report, para. 18-19. Footnotes omitted, Secretary-General's Dossier no. 56.
See also the declarations made by the following delegations :
- Pakistan : " A viable Palestinian State, as envisaged in the Quartet's road map, cannot be established
in the bantustans that will be created by the separation wall. The peace which Israel seeks will not
result from the continuing illegal occupation and suppression of a Palestinian population in these lands
which is hostile and aggrieved " (SlPV.4841, p. 22).
- Syrian Arab Republic : " First, the route traced by the wall is far removed from the borders of the
territories occupied since 1967, penetrating deep into Palestinian territories. This reveals the Israeli
Govemment's real intention: to create facts on the ground allowing them to set borders as they wish,
thus placing the Palestinian people in large bantustans and isolating them " (SPV.4841, p. 12).
- Guinea : " In addition, [the Wall] is the expression of a policy known as "bantustanization", whose
objective is to create enclaves that are not viable, denying any freedom of movement to the Palestinian
people and reserving the most fertile and most productive lands for the occupier " (SPV.4841, p. 17).

425

"The route [of the Wall] also seriously damages the viability of a
future Palestinian State, which would be likely to find itself reduced to
a collection of isolated enclaves."426

- Afghanistan, as Vice-Chairman of the Committee on the Exercise of the
Inalienable Rights of the Palestinian People:
"Last August, the Israeli authorities published expropriation warrants
to erect the wall referred to as the 'Jerusalem envelope'. Some 50,000
Palestinians could thus be relegated to enclaves situated on the Israeli
side. True, the wall separates Israelis fiom Palestinians, but - and this
is the real tragedy - it also separates Palestinians from
~alestinians."~~'

(ii) Segregation amounting to bantustanization
570.

Some delegations to the UN have expressly described Israel's policy in terms

of the creation of Bantustans. For example:
-

Organization of the Islamic Conference:

" The wall furthers the 'bantustanization' of the West Bank into
hundreds of small, dependent entities that camot sustain themselves
and that are more akin to small, disconnected open-air prisons
surrounded by Israeli military checkpoints and ~ettlernents."~~~

- Cuba:
"Building new physical divisions in the occupied Palestinian territory
makes the opportunities for a lasting and just settlement to the conflict
to become even more distant. 'Bantustanization' of the occupied
Palestinian territories creates new changes in the field, which further
complicate any future negotiations on permanent status and make it
impossible to establish a Palestinian State in which al1 its territory is
~ontiguous.''~~~
426

SPV.4181, p. 18.
General Assembly, Emergency Special Session, 21st meeting, 20 October 2003, AIES10PV.21, p. 10.
428
SPV.4841, p. 41.
429
SPV.4841, p. 30.
427

(iii) Discrimination
571.

Again, numerous delegations have criticised the discriminatory aspect of the

Israeli policy in relation to the construction of the Wall in the Occupied Palestinian
Temtory, including East Jerusalem. For example:

-

United Kingdom:
"We are particularly alarmed by Israel's issuing of a military order
declaring the land between the fence and the Green Line a closed zone,
where Palestinian residents must apply for permits to remain in their
own villages."431

- Saudi Arabia:
"It is thus clear that the purpose of this racist wall is not to ensure
security, as insolently claimed by Israel, but to confiscate more land,
and to humiliate and oppress the Palestinian people creating conditions
making it difficult or impossible for them to live within their own
country and on their own land."432

(iv) Displacement ofpopulation
572.

Several delegations have emphasized that Israel's construction of the Wall

implies illegal displacement of population. For example:

-

Malaysia, on behalf of the Non-Aligned Movement :

" The wall gravely violates the Fourth Geneva Convention in that it
involves the illegal de facto annexation of massive areas of Palestinian
land and resources, the transfer of a large number of Palestinian

civilians and further denial of human rights among the Palestinians,
resulting in increased dire humanitarian consequences among an
already deprived people."433

(d)

573.

The Wall violates the rinht of the Palestinian people to permanent
sovereignty over their natural resources in the Occupied Palestinian
Territow, includina East Jerusalem, and destroys the economic and
social basis of the life of the Palestinian people

In the previous Chapters, in particular Chapters 4 and 6,

it has been

explained that the construction of the Wall has deleterious effects on the environment,
deprives the Palestinian population of their land and their work, and closes off their
access to and impedes the management of their water resources. It destroys the roots
of the local Palestinian economy. As described inter alia in the Secretary-General's
October 2003 report submitted to the Court, the socio-economic impact of the Wall is
intense.

574.

Apart from the wrongfulness of this conduct with regard to the provisions of

humanitarian law and fundamental human rights, as explained in Chapter 9, it is
appropriate to underline the fact that these Israeli policies also hamper the permanent
sovereignty of the Palestinian people over their natural resources.

575.

Since 1973 the General Assembly has drawn attention to this general

problem in the Occupied Palestinian Territory. Thus, Resolution 3 175 (XXVII)

433

General Assembly, Emergency Special Session, 21st meeting, 20 October 2003, AIES10PV.21, p. 11. See also the declaration made before the General Assembly on the 8 December, AIES1OPV.23, p. 11.
435
Declaration of the European Union, Fourth Meeting of the Association Council EU - Israel,
Brussels, 17 - 18 November 2003, 14796103 (Presse 328), http://ue.eu.int/pressData/en/er/77932.pdf.

"Permanent sovereignty over natural resources in the occupied Arab territories" of 17
December 1973, stated inter alia:

"The General Assembly,
Bearing in mind the relevant principles of international law and the
provisions of the international conventions and regulations, especially
the Fourth Geneva Convention concerning the obligations and
responsibilities of the occupying Power,
Recalling its previous resolutions on permanent sovereignty over
natural resources, including resolution 1803 (XVII) of 18 December
1962, in which it declared the right of peoples and nations to
permanent sovereignty over their natural wealth and resources, [...]
Recalling also its resolution 3005 (XXXVII) of 15 December 1972, in
which it affirmed the principle of the sovereignty of the population of
the occupied tenitories over their national wealth and resources and
called upon al1 States, international organizations and specialized
agencies not to recognize or CO-operatewith, or assist in any manner
in, any measures undertaken by the occupied Power to exploit the
resources of the occupied territories or to effect any changes in the
demographic composition or geographic character of institutional
structure of those territories,

1. Affirms the right of the Arab States and peoples whose territories are
under foreign occupation to permanent sovereignty over al1 their
natural resources;
2. Reaffirms that al1 measures undertaken by Israel to exploit the
human and natural resources of the occupied Arab territories are illegal
and calls upon Israel to halt such measures forthwith;
3. Affirms the right of the Arab States and peoples whose territories are
under Israeli occupation to the restitution of and full compensation for
the exploitation and looting of, and damages to, the natural resources,
as well as the exploitation and manipulation of the human resources, of
the occupied territories;

4. Declares that the above principles apply to al1 States, territories and
peoples under foreign occupation, colonial rule or apartheid. "
576.

More recently, the General Assembly, in Resolution Ai571269 of 20

December 2002 concerning "Permanent sovereignty of the Palestinian people in the

Occupied Palestinian Territory, including Jerusalem, and of the Arab population in the
occupied Syrian Golan over their natural resources", reaffirmed:
" the inalienable rights of the Palestinian people and the population of
the occupied Syrian Golan over their natural resources, including land
and water;".

577.

The recent Resolution Al581493 of 18 December 2003, with the same title,

addressed both the general situation created by Israel in the Occupied Palestinian
Territory, including East Jerusalem, and the special regime created by the construction
of the Wall. It provides as follows:
"The General Assembly,
[.. .] Reaffirming the principle of the permanent sovereignty of peoples
under foreign occupation over their natural resources,

Guided by the principles of the Charter of the United Nations,
affirming the inadmissibility of the acquisition of territory by force,
and recalling relevant Security Council resolutions, including
resolutions 242 (1967) of 22 November 1967, 465 (1980) of 1 March
1980 and 497 (1981) of 17 December 1981,
Reaffirming the applicability of the Geneva Convention relative to the
Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of War, of 12 August 1949, 21
to the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including East Jerusalem, and
other Arab territories occupied by Israel since 1967,
Expressing its concern at the exploitation by Israel, the occupying
Power, of the natural resources of the Occupied Palestinian Territory,
including East Jerusalem, and other Arab territories occupied by Israel
since 1967,
Expressing its concern also at the extensive destruction by Israel, the
occupying Power, of agricultural land and orchards in the Occupied
Palestinian Territory during the recent period, including the uprooting
of a vast number of olive trees,
Aware of the detrimental impact of the Israeli settlements on
Palestinian and other Arab natural resources, especially the
confiscation of land and the forced diversion of water resources, and of
the dire economic and social consequences in this regard,

Aware also of the detrimental impact on Palestinian natural resources
of the wall being constructed by Israel inside the Occupied Palestinian
Territory, including in and around East Jerusalem, and of its grave
effect on the economic and social conditions of the Palestinian people,

1. Reaffims the inalienable rights of the Palestinian people and the
population of the occupied Syrian Golan over their natural resources,
including land and water;
2. Calls upon Israel, the occupying Power, not to exploit, cause loss or
depletion of or endanger the natural resources in the Occupied
Palestinian Territory, including East Jerusalem, and in the occupied
Syrian Golan;
3. Recognizes the right of the Palestinian people to claim restitution as
a result of any exploitation, loss or depletion of, or danger to, their
natural resources, and expresses the hope that this issue will be dealt
with in the fiamework of the final status negotiations between the
Palestinian and Israeli sides. [. ..] "

578.

Here again various delegations have emphasized the importance of the

encroachments on this inalienable sovereign right of the Palestinian people. For
example:
-

Declaration of the European Union, Fourth Meeting of the Association Council
EU - Israel, Brussels, 17 - 18 November 2003:
"[. . .] The EU is particularly concerned by the route marked out for the
so-called security fence in the Occupied West Bank and East
Jerusalem. The envisaged departure of the route from the 'green line'
could prejudge future negotiations and make the two-State solution
physically impossible to implement. It would cause further
humanitarian and economic hardship to the Palestinians. Thousands of
Palestinians west of the fence are being cut off from essential services
in the West Bank, Palestinians east of the fence will lose access to land
and water r e s o ~ r c e s . " ~ ~ ~

-

League of Arab States:

" The economic repercussions of the construction of the wall include
the alrnost total destruction of the Palestinian economy; the isolation of
the Palestinian people in encircled islands.. .,,436

- Afghanistan, as Vice-Chairman of the Committee on the Exercise of the
Inalienable Rights of the Palestinian People:
"The part of the wall that has already been built led to the illegal
confiscation of some 1,100 hectares of Palestinian land that had been a
significant source of income. Some Palestinian farmers are now facing
the possibility of yet another electronic steel fence, which would
prevent them fiom gaining access to the olive trees that their families
have been growing for generations.'437

-

South Africa:
"As Commissioner of the European Union Chris Patten recently noted,
satellite photographs of the West Bank show that 45 per cent of
Palestinian water resources, 40 per cent of Palestinian farmland and 30
per cent of the Palestinian people themselves will ultimately end up on
the Israeli side of the separation wall." 438

- Committee on the Exercise of the Inalienable Rights of the Palestinian
"The route of the wall would limit Palestinian access to water wells,
some of the best in the West Bank. Because of its position atop the
western groundwater basin, the wall would have a severe impact on
water access, use and allocation. Phase 1 of the wall has already
affected at least 50 communal wells, meaning that they are either
isolated west of the wall or in the "buffer zone" east of the wall. It has
also led to the destruction of some 35 kilometres of water pipes.'*41
436

SIPV.4841, p. 24.
General Assembly, Emergency Special Session, 21st meeting, 20 October 2003, A/ESlOIPV.21, p. 10.
438
General Assembly, Emergency Special Session, 21st meeting, 20 October 2003, AIESlO/PV.21, pp. 12-13.
440
The Committee is composed of the following Member States: Afghanistan, Belarus, Cuba,
Cyprus, Guinea, Guyana, Hungary, India, Indonesia, the Lao People's Democratic Republic,
Madagascar, Malaysia, Mali, Malta, Namibia, Nigeria, Pakistan, Romania, Senegal, Sierra Leone,
South Africa, Tunisia, Turkey and Ukraine.
44 1
Report of the Committee on the Exercise of the Inalienable Rights of the Palestinian People,
Official Records, Fi@-eighth Session, Supplement No. 35 (A/58/35), 9 October 2003, par 26,
http://domino.un.org/unispal.nsf/9a798adb22af 85256 17b006dd7/6 8f18e6~6dce8ac85256de300
5376b8!OpenDocument.para.26.
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579.

Numerous other States have made declarations expressing a similar position:

~~
Arab
for example, ~ a l a ~ s i a :United

mirat tes:^^

~akistan:~~
Syrian Arab

~ e ~ u b l i c , and
4~'~ a t a r . ~ ~ ~

(e)

580.

The Wall endangers the feasibility of a viable State of Palestine and
consequently undermines the future of nenotiations based on the 'two
State' principle

As a result of al1 the consequences mentioned in the preceding paragraphs,

the Wall makes the existence of a viable Palestinian State impossible. It would be a
State composed of enclaves, surrounded by Israeli by-pass roads and settlements, and
cut in several pieces by walls - and it should not be forgotten that among the Israeli
plans is the prolongation of the Wall along the Jordan Valley (the Eastern Wall): Under these conditions, where would the boundaries of the Palestinian State lie,
completely encircled and sliced up as every part of it is, with the Israeli occupying

442

"Large portions of the wall are being constructed deep into occupied Palestinian territory,
separating Palestinians from their agricultural land and water resources. The wall is designed to engulf
settlements. Besides the massive confiscation of fertile Palestinian land, valuable subterranean water
reservoirs have also been annexed" (SPV.4841, p. 26).
443
" The separation wall, which is built deep inside Palestinian villages and cities - 6
kilometres deep in some areas - will result in the de facto annexation of thousands of acres of private
and public Palestinian lands, which contain water and other natural resources [...] " (SlPV.484 1, p. 3 1).
444
"There is little doubt that the wall separates the Palestinians from their own cities and
resources. It isolates, fragments and in some cases impoverishes those affected by its construction "
(SPV.4841, p. 22).
445
"The most dangerous aspect of the construction of the wall is its creation of a de facto
situation on the ground and that it isolates the Palestinians on both sides of the wall, prevents them
from communicating with each other and from benefiting from their own natural resources and
produces new environmental situations that will lead to more poverty, displacement and deprivation
among the Palestinians " (General Assembly, Emergency Special Session, 21st meeting, 20 October
2003, AIES-10PV.21, p. 9).
446
"The situation has continued to deteriorate, particularly since Israel's decision to build the
separation wall, which has been condemned by the international community - even including a
portion of Israeli society - given its negative effects on the economic and social life of the Palestinian
people, on the movement of citizens and on free trade. The wall has annexed the lands of 25 Palestinian
towns, completely destroying their economies and cutting them off from one another " (SlPV.4841, p.
34).

forces stationed at every checkpoint? If the Wall is completed, the concept of a
Palestinian State becomes meaningless in the absence of an international border.

581.

Consequently, the Wall cannot but deprive of al1 meaning the expected

outcome of the negotiations between Palestine and Israel, which envisaged a 'two
State' solution and not the acquisition by Israel of territory by force.

582.

The so-called "security line" promoted by Israel aims clearly at prejudging

the future negotiations. Nobody believes in its temporary character. The majority of
States view this Wall as a de facto annexation of large areas of the territory where the
principal Israeli settlements are situated, and as yet another impediment to a viable
Palestinian State.

583.

Once again, the recent speech by Israeli Prime Minister Ariel Sharon at the

"Herzliya Conference" on 18 December 2003 leaves little doubt about Israel's real
aims:
"This security line will not constitute the permanent border of the State
of Israel, however, as long as implementation of the Roadmap is not
resumed, the IDF will be deployed along that line. Settlements which
will be relocated are those, which will not be included in the territory
of the State of Israel in the framework of any possible future
permanent agreement. At the same time, in the framework of the
Disengagement Plan, Israel will strengthen
its control over those same
areas in the Land of Israel which will constitute an inseparable part of
the State of Israel in any future agreement."447(emphasis added)

584.

The Israeli policy of fait accompli has been clearly condemned by the

General Assembly in Resolution ES- 10113 of 2 1 October 2003 :

447

I n P.M. Speeches, text available at http://www.first.gov.il/first/english/Htmlhomepage.htm.

264

Particularly concemed that the route marked out for the wall under
construction by Israel, the occupying Power, in the Occupied
Palestinian Territory, including in and around East Jerusalem, could
prejudge future negotiations and make the two-State solution
physically impossible to implement and would cause further
humanitarian hardship to the Palestinians. "
"

585.

This Israeli policy cannot be viewed othenvise than as a violation of the

Security Council resolutions adopted in this regard, starting with Resolution 242
(1967) of 22 November 1967, and including Resolution 1397 (2002) of 12 March
2002 and Resolution 1515 (2003) of 19 November 2003.

586.

Numerous delegations have emphasized the incompatibility of the Wall with

the 'two State' solution. For example:

-

European Union (declaration of the Italian Presidency, speaking also on behalf of
the acceding countries, Cyprus, the Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia,
Lithuania, Malta, Poland, Slovakia and Slovenia, the associated countries,
Bulgaria, Romania and Turkey, and the European Free Trade Association
countries, Iceland and Liechtenstein, members of the European Economic Area) :
"[The Wall] undermines Palestinian trust in the road map and appears
to prejudge the final borders of a future Palestinian State. The current
and planned path of the security fence is ~nacceptable."~~~

- Malaysia, on behalf of the Non-Aligned Movement:
" With regard to the separation wall, we believe that its construction is
severely jeopardizing the creation of a viable contiguous Palestinian
State and the realization of the two-State solution. The Israeli
Government says that the wall is necessary to protect Israel from
terrorists. But the plans for the wall, and the actual construction itself,
indicate that it is more than just a security wall. It appears to be a

devious way to create new facts on the ground and impose a unilateral
solution which would prejudge the outcome of future negotiations on
the boundaries of the two States, Israel and ~alestine.'*~~
-

France:

"The planned route, if indeed followed, prejudges the borders of the future Palestinian
State. The continued building of a wall of separation following a route that departs
from the Green Line would de facto indicate that Israel no longer recognizes
resolution 242 (1967) as an essential basis for negotiations with the P a l e ~ t i n i a n s . ' ~ ~ ~

- United Kingdom :
"But more important is the impact of the wall. The separation wall
undermines the trust between the parties that is necessary for
negotiations. It has a negative impact on the daily lives of Palestinians
and it calls into question the two-State solution."51
-

United States :
"It is extremely important, if [the fence] is going to be built, that it not
intrude on the lives of Palestinians and, most importantly, that it not
look as if it is trying to prejudge the outcome of a peace agreement.'*52

- Jordan :
"We also condemn the separation wall, which consolidates Israeli
occupation of Palestinian territories, devours further Palestinian land,
aggravates the suffering of the Palestinian population and anticipates as
a fait accompli, the future shape of the Palestinian State. While we
demand that Israel cease forthwith the construction of the wall, we
stress the need to respect the status of the 4 June 1967 line."453

- Japan:
"These separation fences, although it is claimed that they are intended
to prevent the intrusion of terrorists, not only negatively affect the lives
of Palestinians but also prejudge the final status of the negotiations, as
the fence is to be extended inside the Green Line.'y454

- Senegal, as Chairman of.the Committee on the Exercise of the Inalienable Rights
of the Palestinian People:
"This Barrier is a means of unilaterally setting the borders of the future
Palestinian State - whatever our Israeli fi-iends may Say - and this
Barrier is likely, without any doubt, to compromise negotiations on
final status once the parties reach that
-

Committee on the Exercise of the Inalienable Rights of the Palestinian People:
"The construction also endangers international efforts aimed at
resolving the conflict and realizing the vision of a region where two
States, Israel and Palestine, would live side by side in peace and
security, as outlined in the Road Map. With these concerns in mind, the
Committee calls upon the international community, most notably the
Security Council and the General Assembly, to attach the necessary
importance to this issue, with a view to stopping the de facto
annexation of Palestinian land and the construction of the wall by the
occupying ~ o w e r . " ~ ~ ~

587.

Other delegations have expressed the same opinion in their statements,

~'
and
including South ~fiica:~' Syrian Arab ~ e ~ u b l i c ~, 4u ~i n~e a , ~~witzerland,4~'
~ n d i a . Likewise,
~~'
the Secretary-General of the United Nations stated that he "views
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General Assembly, Tenth Emergency Special Session, 21st meeting, 8 December 2003,
AIES-lOE'V.23, p. 13.
Report of the Committee on the Exercise of the Inalienable Rights of the Palestinian People,
Official Records, Fifty-eighth Session, Supplement No. 35 (A/58/35), 9 October 2003, para. 73.
457
" The building of a separation wall is a pretext to occupy more land and makes a negotiated
settlement even harder to achieve " (SE'V.4841, p. 35).
458
" [The route traced by the Wall] would make it impossible to achieve the objective of the
peace process with the Palestinians which is: to establish a Palestinian State in the territories occupied
since 1967, with East Jerusalem as its capital " (SE'V.4841, p. 12).
459
" It runs counter to the vision of two States, Palestinian and Israeli, living side by side within
safe and intemationally recognized borders. It is one of the most eloquent manifestations of the denial
to the Palestinian people of the exercise of their nght to full sovereignty within the framework of an
independent, free and viable State " (SE'V.4841, p. 17).
460
" Switzerland is firmly opposed to the construction of the separation wall undertaken by
Israel. The wall, which is illegal under international law and contrary to the road map, is a clear
obstacle to the peace process and the realization of the vision of two States " (General Assembly,
Tenth Emergency Special Session, 21st meeting, 8 December 2003, AIES-10lPV.23, p. 22).
461
" More importantly, Israel's insistence on continuing with the construction of a secunty wall
would be widely interpreted as an attempt to predetermine the outcome of any final status negotiations
between Israel and the Palestinian Authority on the basis of the principle of land for peace, as called for
156

both the security wall and settlements in the West Bank built on Palestinian land as
serious obstacles to the achievement of a two-State solution."462

588.

In conclusion, the Wall is completely incompatible with the right of the

Palestinian people to self-determination.

by the relevant Security Council resolutions " (General Assembly, Emergency Special Session, 2 1st
meeting, 20 October 2003, AIES- 1OlPV.21, p. 19).
462
" Secretary-General Disturbed by Israel's Decisions on Separation Wall, New Settlements ",
Press Release, SG/SM/89 13,2 October 2003.

Chapter 11.

589.

LEGAL CONSEQUENCES OF ISRAEL'S BREACHES

It follows from the previous chapters that Israel, through its construction and

operation of the Wall in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including East Jerusalem,
has violated, and continues to violate, a number of distinct international obligations
applicable to it. Thus:

A.

Israel has no rinht to construct and operate the Wall in the Occupied

Palestinian Territow, including in and around East Jerusalem.

B.

The construction and operation of the Wall violates international

humanitarian law, in particular for the following reasons:

1.

The Wall is largely built in the Occupied Palestinian Territory;

2.

The Wall is part of a continuing attempt by Israel to change the legal
status of the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including East Jerusalem,
and to effect a de facto annexation of Palestinian territory;

3.

The construction of the Wall and the surrounding zone has entailed the
destruction of Palestinian property contrary to Article 53 of the Fourth
Geneva Convention;

4.

The construction of the Wall and the surrounding zone has entailed the
requisitioning of Palestinian property contrary to Article 52 of the
Hague Regulations;

5.

Contrary to Article 64 of the Hague Regulations, the construction and
operation of the Wall fails to respect the laws in force in the country;

6.

The construction and operation of the Wall is incompatible with
Israel's duties under Article 55 of the Fourth Geneva Convention in
respect of ensuring food and medical supplies to the population of the
Occupied Palestinian Territory;

7.

The construction and operation of the Wall is a form of collective
punishment contrary to Article 33 of the Fourth Geneva Convention,
and Article 75 of Additional ProtocolI which in this respect represents
customary international law;

8.

The construction and operation of the Wall is a disproportionate
response to any threat that might be considered to face Israel.

C.

The construction and operation of the Wall violates international human

rights law, in particular for the following reasons:
1. The construction and operation of the Wall violates the right to freedom of
movement, as established in particular in Article 12 of the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and Article 13 of the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights;
2. The construction and operation of the Wall violates Israel's obligations
under Article 6 of the International Covenant on Economic, Social and
Cultural Rights in relation to the right to earn a living;
3. The construction and operation of the Wall violates Israel's obligations

under Articles 11 and 12 of the International Covenant on Economic,
Social and Cultural Rights and Article 25 of the Universal Declaration on
Human Rights, and under Articles 24 and 27 of the Convention on the

Rights of the Child, in respect of the provision of adequate food and living
conditions and medical care and social services;
4. The construction and operation of the Wall violates Israel's obligation
under Article 13 of the International Covenant on Economic, Social and
Cultural Rights and Article 26 of the Universal Declaration on Human
Rights, and under Article 28 of the Convention on the Rights of the Child,
in respect of the right to education;
5. The construction and operation of the Wall violates the rights of
Palestinians in the Occupied Palestinian Territory to family and cultural
life, as established inter alia in Article 17 of the International Covenant on
Civil and Political Rights and Article 16 of the Convention on the Rights
of the Child;
6. The construction of the Wall has entailed takings of property without legal

justification and without proper legal process, contrary to customary
international law as reflected in, inter alia, Protocol 1 to the European
Convention on Human Rights;

7. The seriousness of the violations listed in the preceding paragraphs is
aggravated by the fact that the operation of the Wall explicitly
discriminates against Palestinians and is applied to Palestinians in a
manner that degrades and humiliates them.

D.

The construction and operation of the Wall violates the right of the

Palestinian people to self-determination, in particular in the following respects:
1. To the extent that the Wall departs from the Green Line and is built in the
Occupied Palestinian Territory, including East Jerusalem, it severs the

territoral sphere over which the Palestinian people are entitled to exercise
their right to self-determination. To the same extent the Wall is also a
violation of the legal principle prohibiting acquisition or annexation of
territory by the use of force;

2. The route of the Wall is designed to change the demographic composition
of the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including East Jerusalem, by
reinforcing the Israeli Settlements and by facilitating their extension, in
disregard of the fact that these settlements are illegal according to
international law;
3. By the creation of Palestinian enclaves, discrimination against and

humiliation of the Palestinian population, and the creation of unbearable
economic conditions, the Wall is having the clear and foreseeable effect of
the forced displacement of the Palestinian population into increasingly
limited areas regarded as safe and livable for Palestinians;

4. The Wall is part of a policy of reducing and parcelling out the territorial
sphere over which the Palestinian people are entitled to exercise their right
to self-determination, establishing non-contiguous Palestinian areas similar
to Bantustans;

5. The construction and operation of the Wall violates the right of the
Palestinian people to permanent sovereignty over their natural resources in
the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including East Jerusalem, and destroys
the economic and social basis of the life of the Palestinian people;
6. The construction and operation of the Wall endangers the feasibility of a

viable State of Palestine and consequently undermines future negotiations
based on the 'two State' principle.

590.

The legal consequences of such breaches must be considered separately (1)

for Israel and (2) for States other than Israel.

(1)

Legal Consequences for Israel

591.

The breaches of international law previously enumerated constitute

intemationally wrongful acts within the meaning of the Articles on State
Responsibility, as adopted by the ILC in 2001 and of which the United Nations
General Assembly took note in resolution A/RES/56/83 of 12 December 2001.

592.

The wrongful acts arising fiom or relating to Israel's construction and

operation of the Wall are attributable to Israel and entai1 its responsibility under
intemational law. As Article 1 of the ILC Articles confirms:

"Every internationally wrongful act of a State entails the international
responsibility of that State."

593.

The ILC Articles comprise, in Part Two, various provisions relating to the

legal consequences of an intemationally wrongful act. These consequences, whose
customary character cannot be disputed, include the following:
-

Continued duty ofperformance (Article 29);

-

Cessation and non-repetition (Article 30) ; and

-

Reparation (Article 31), taking the form of restitution (Article 35) and
compensation (Article 36).

These various consequences and their application to Israel in the present case will be
addressed below.

(a)

594.

Continued duty to perform the obligation breached

Article 29 of the ILC Articles provides:

"The legal consequences of an internationally wrongful act under this
Part do not affect the continued duty of the responsible State to
perform the obligation breached."
595.

In accordance with this provision, Israel's international obligations remain

unaffected by the breaches committed by it in connection with its construction and
operation of the Wall. The facts accomplished on the ground effect no change in the
application of the legal norms. The applicable norms retain their legal value in their
entirety according to the maxim ex injuria jus non ovituv and Israel must respect them
in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including East Jerusalem

596.

Israel has received repeated warnings concerning its apparent policy of

creating faits accomplis with the intent of reinforcing illegal settlements or
implementing creeping annexation through the construction of the Wall in the
Occupied Palestinian Territory, including East Jerusalem. For e ~ a m ~ l e as
: ~ was
~
mentioned above, the Quartet responsible for the Road Map has stated:
"The Quartet members reaffirm that, in accordance with the road map,
settlement activity must stop, and note with great concern the actual
and proposed route of Israel's West Bank fence, particularly as it
results in the confiscation of Palestinian land, cuts off the movement of
463

See also the numerous declarations quoted in chapter 10,passim.

people and goods and undermines Palestinians' trust in the road map
process, as it appears to prejudge final borders of a future Palestinian
State. "464
597.

Moreover, Paragraph 13 of the Declaration of the Conference of High

Contracting Parties to the Fourth Geneva Convention, adopted in Geneva on 5
December 2001, declared:
"The participating High Contracting Parties recall that according to
article 148 no High Contracting Party shall be allowed to absolve itself
of any liability incurred by itself in respect of grave b r e a ~ h e s . " ~ ~ ~
598. In conclusion, Israel has the continued duty to perform and observe al1 the applicable
international obligations breached by it in connection with the construction and operation of
the Wall in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including East Jerusalem. In particular,
Israel is obliged to recognize and accept al1 the obligations mentioned in Chapters 7, 8, 9
and 10, above.

(b) Cessation of the wrongful act

(4 The principle
599.

Under the obligation of cessation, a State that is responsible for an

internationally wrongful act has the obligation to put an end to it. Article 30 of the ILC
Articles describes this legal consequence in the following terms:

464

Quartet statement, New York, 26 September 2003, Annex to the Letter dated 6 October 2003
from the UN Secretary-General addressed to the President of the Security Council, UN Doc.
S/2003/95 1.
465
The Declaration appears as Dossier no. 67 attached to the Secretary-General's submission in
this case.. The grave breaches are listed in Article 147 of the Convention and Article 85 of Additional
Protocol 1.

"Cessation and non-repetition

The State responsible for the internationally wrongful act is under an
obligation:
(a) To cease that act, if it is continuing; [...] "

600.

This is a classic nom. The Court referred to it in its Judgment of

27 June 1986:
"The Court (...) decides that the United States of America is under a
duty immediately to cease and to refrain from al1 such acts as may
constitute breaches of the foregoing legal obligations.''66
60 1.

Orders whereby the Court indicates provisional measures fi-equently provide

for the imrnediate cessation of certain conduct pending the Court's decision on the
merits. Thus, the Court's Order of 3 March 1999 in the LaGrand Case provided that:
"[tlhe United States of America should take al1 measures at its disposa1
to ensure that Walter LaGrand is not executed pending the final
decision in these proceedings, and should inform the Court of al1 the
measures which it has taken in implementation of this ~ r d e r . ' * ~ ~

602.

An obligation of this kind is also frequently reiterated by the United Nations

General Assembly (see below for an example relating to the Wall) and by the Security
Council in cases of grave breaches of international law. As the ILC Commentary
emphasises:
"The function of cessation is to put an end to a violation of
international law and to safeguard the continuing validity and
effectiveness of the underlying primary rule. The responsible State's
obligation of cessation thus protects both the interests of the injured
466

Military and Paramilitary Activities in and against Nicaragua (Nicaragua v. United States
of America), I. C.J. Reports 1986, p. 149.
467
LaGrand Case (Germany v. United States of America), Order, Provisional Measures, I.C.J.
Reports 1999, para. 29(a).

State or States and the interests of the international community as a
whole in the preservation of, and reliance on, the rule of la^."^^'

(ii) Application to the present case

603.

Numerous States and international organisations have called on Israel to

cease its construction of the Wall. The following statements constitute representative
examples:

European Union:

- Presidency Conclusions, Thessaloniki European Council, 19 and 20 June 2003
"86. The European Council calls on Israel to reverse the settlement
policy and activity and end land confiscations and the construction of
the so-called security fence, al1 of which threaten to render the twoState solution physically impossible to implement."469

It is recalled that the European Union, with support from the candidates for accession
to the Union in May 2004, introduced draft Resolution AES- 1OIL. 15 in the General
Assembly. This draft was ovenvhelmingly adopted by the Assembly on 21 October
2003 as Resolution AIES-10113.

468

Commentaries to the draft articles on Responsibility of States for intemationally wrongful
acts adopted by the Intemational Law Commission at its fifty-third session (2001), Report of the
International Law Commission on the work of its FifS-third session, Officia1 Records of the General
Assembly, Fifty-sixth session, Supplement No. 10 (A/56110), p. 218.
469
Presidency Conclusions, Thessaloniki European Council, 19 and 20 June 2003,
http://www.europa.eu.intieuropean~council/conclusions/indexen.htm.
See also the Declaration of the
European Union, Fourth Meeting of the Association Council EU - Israel, Brussels, 17 - 18 November
2003, 14796103 (Presse 328), http://ue.eu.intipressData/en/er/77932.pdf.

Organisation of the Islamic Conference:
According to Resolution no 1110-Pal (1s) on Palestine Affairs, adopted at the Tenth
Session of the Islamic Summit Conference (Session of Knowledge and Morality for
the Progress of Ummah) Putrajaya

-

Malaysia, 20 - 21 Sha'aban 1424 H., 16-17

October 2003:

La Conférence :
" 8. Demande au comité des quatre (Etats Unis, Fédération de Russie,
Union européenne et Nations Unies) d'œuvrer de nouveau à
l'instauration d'une paix juste et globale au Moyen- orient
conformément aux résolutions pertinentes de la légalité internationale,
aux termes de référence de Madrid et à l'initiative arabe de paix, à
l'application de la feuille de route telle quelle, au déploiement de
forces internationales pour garantir le calme et la stabilité dans la
région et de contraindre Israël à :
[...l
- stopper la construction du 'mur raciste' qui dévore les
terres palestiniennes, crée des faits accomplis iniques au détriment des
frontières internationales de lYEtat palestinien et contribue au
pourrissement de la situation dans la région 470 .
YY

The drajî Security Council resolution tabled on 14 October 2003

604.

On 14 October 2003, Guinea, Malaysia, Pakistan and the Syrian Arab

Republic introduced a draft resolution in the UN Security Council containing
unequivocal language regarding the conclusions to be drawn from the breaches
stemming from Israel's construction of the Wall. The text proposed that the Security
Council:
"Decide[. . .] that the construction by Israel, the occupying power, of a
wall in the Occupied Territories departing fiom the armistice line of

470

Text available at http://www.oic-oci.org/frencWis/10/10%2Ois-main-f.htm.
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1949 is illegal under relevant provisions of intemational law and &
be ceased and r e v e r ~ e d . " ~ ~ ~

605.

As is well known, this text was not adopted, following the veto of one

'~
the draft received 10 votes in
permanent member of the ~ o u n c i l . ~Nevertheless,
favour from the following States: Angola, Chile, China, France, Guinea, Mexico,
Pakistan, Russian Federation, Spain, and the Syrian Arab Republic.

606.

Furthermore, during the debate on the draft resolution a large number of

States insisted in their interventions on the pressing need for the immediate cessation
of the construction of the Wall. For example:

- Russian Federation:
"We are convinced that an important component for the exit strategy
from the confrontation is the cessation of unilateral steps by the
leadership of Israel. The unlawful settlement activity on the Palestinian
territorie; and the construction of the so-called sepiration wall, which
has resulted in the seinire of Palestinian lands, must be immediately
halted.7'473

- Jordan:
"We cal1 on Israel to stop the construction of the wall immediately and
emphasize the need to respect the lines of 4 June 1 9 6 7 . " ~ ~ ~
-

Japan:
"With respect to the latest Israeli decision to extend the fence, which is
truly regrettable, Japan strongly requested the Israeli Govemment, on 1
October - the day of Cabinet approval - to refrain from
implementing that decision. Today, 1 would like to take this
opportunity to request the Israeli Govemment once again not to
implement that d e c i ~ i o n . " ~ ~ ~

471

UN Doc. SI20031980 (emphasis added).
UN Doc. SPV.4842, 14 October 2003. There were four abstentions: Bulgaria, Cameroon,
Germany and United Kingdom.
473
UN Doc. SPV.4841, p. 15.
474
UN Doc. SlPV.4841, p. 3 1.
475
UN Doc. SlPV.4841, p. 32.
472

-

European Union (declaration of the Italian presidency, speaking also on behalf of
the acceding countries, Cyprus, the Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia,
Lithuania, Malta, Poland, Slovakia and Slovenia, the associated countries
Bulgaria, Romania and Turkey, and the European Free Trade Association
countries Iceland and Liechtenstein, members of the European Economic Area):
"The European Union is strongly opposed to the construction by Israel
of a separation wall in the West Bank, and urges the Government of
Israel to stop its construction in the Palestinian territories, including in
and around Jerusalem, and other illegal activities, such as the
confiscation of land and the demolition of houses, that it enta il^."^^^

607.

~ e x i c o ; ~~~a k i s t a n ; ~ ~ e r n e n ; ~~~ ~

~ and~ ~t r ~ ,e n 4t i n ~amade
~ ~~l

statements along the same lines.

General Assembly Resolution A/ES-10/13 adopted on 21 October 2003

608.

General Assembly Resolution MES-10113 is particularly significant. Its text,

which was introduced by the Member States of the European Union together with the

476

UN Doc. SPV.4841, p. 42.
"We therefore believe that the State of Israel must halt construction of this wall and avoid
any action in Palestinian territory that cannot be justified on the basis of their legitimate right to secure
borders or to prevent any terrorist acts on their own territory" (UN Doc. SlPV.4841, p. 16).
478
"[The separation wall] must be declared illegal by the Security Council, and the Government
of Israel must be asked to cease, and reverse, its construction" (UN Doc. SPV.4841, p. 22).
479
"[ ...] the Security Council must adopt a resolution to be implemented to force Israel to
immediately halt the construction of the wall on occupied Palestinian territory and far from the Green
Line, and to strictly respect its cornmitments, in keeping with international law and norrns and with the
Fourth Geneva Convention" (UN Doc. SPV.4841, p. 28).
480
"What is demanded of the Security Council today is to express international consensus on
the firm demand that Israel stop the construction of the wall of separation deep inside Palestinian
territory, set aside its settlement policy and assume its responsibilities as an occupying Power, in
accordance with the 1949 Fourth Geneva Convention" (UN Doc. SlPV.4841, p. 29).
48 1
"Israel's construction of a wall on occupied territory is one more reason for concern. It is
also a violation of international law. We therefore cal1 for an end to the ongoing construction of the
wall, especially along areas that do not follow the Green Line" (UN Doc. SlPV.4841, p. 37).
477

acceding countries (Cyprus, the Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania,
Malta, Poland, Slovakia and Slovenia), states that the Assembly:

"1. Demands that Israel stop and reverse the construction of the wall in
the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including in and around East
Jerusalem, which is in departure of the Armistice Line of 1949 and is
in contradiction to relevant provisions of intemational law."

This resolution was adopted by 144 votes in f a ~ o u r ~to' ~four against,483 with 12
abstentions.484

609. In conclusion, Israel is under an obligation immediately to cease al1 intemationally
wrongful acts arising from or in connection with the construction and operation of the Wall
in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including East Jerusalem. Consequently, Israel has
inter alia a duty immediately to cease the construction, planning and operation of the Wall
within the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including East Jerusalem, and to conform to its
obligations under Security Council resolutions. Israel has the further duty to desist from
taking any further action, altering, or purporting to alter, the legal status, institutional
structure, geographical and historical character and demographic composition of the Closed
482

Albania, Algeria, Andorra, Angola, Antigua and Barbuda, Argentins, Armenia, Austria,
Azerbaijan, Bahamas, Bahrain, Bangladesh, Barbados, Belarus, Belgium, Belize, Benin, Bosnia and
Herzegovina, Botswana, Brazil, Brunei Darussalam, Bulgaria, Burkina Faso, Cambodia, Cameroon,
Canada, Cape Verde, Chile, China, Colombia, Comoros, Costa Rica, Côte d'Ivoire, Croatia, Cuba,
Cyprus, Czech Republic, Democratic People's Republic of Korea, Denmark, Djibouti, Dominica,
Egypt, Entrea, Estonia, Ethiopia, Finland, France, Gabon, Gambia, Germany, Ghana, Greece, Grenada,
Guatemala, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Guyana, Hungary, Iceland, India, Indonesia, Iran, Ireland, Italy,
Jamaica, Japan, Jordan, Kazakhstan, Kenya, , Kyrgyzstan, Lao People's Democratic Republic, Latvia,
Lebanon, Lesotho, Libya, Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malaysia, Maldives, Mali, Malta,
Mauntania, Mauritius, Mexico, Monaco, Mongolia, Morocco, Mozambique, Myanmar, Namibia,
Nepal, Netherlands, New Zealand, Niger, Nigeria, Nonvay, Oman, Pakistan, Panama, Paraguay, Peru,
Philippines, Poland, Portugal, Qatar, Republic of Korea, Romania, Russian Federation, Saint Lucia,
San Marino, Saudi Arabia, Senegal, Serbia and Montenegro, Sierra Leone, Singapore, Slovakia,
Slovenia, Somalia, South Afnca, Spain, Sri Lanka, Sudan, Suriname, Swaziland, Sweden, Switzerland,
Syna, Thailand, The former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, Togo, Trinidad and Tobago, Tunisia,
Turkey, Ukraine, United Arab Emirates, United Kingdom, United Republic of Tanzania, Venezuela,
Viet Nam, Yemen, Zambia, Zimbabwe.
483
Federated States of Micronesia, Israel, Marshall Islands, United States.

Zone or any part thereof, within the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including East
Jerusalem, or which would prejudice the rights of the Palestinian inhabitants of the relevant
area or the right of the Palestinian people to self-determination. Accordingly, Israel is under
a duty to desist from transferring parts of its civilian population into the Occupied
Palestinian Territory, and from causing the displacement of the Palestinian population in the
relevant area.

(c) Reparation

610.

Under the law of State re~~onsibility
for internationally wrongful acts,

reparation constitutes, in case of injury, the classical legal consequence of
responsibility. As stated by the Permanent Court of International Justice, reparation
"must, so far as possible, wipe out al1 the consequences of the illegal act and reestablish the situation which would, in al1 probability, have existed if that act had not
~~~
to the Permanent Court:
been ~ o m m i t t e d . "According

"It is a principle of international law that the breach of an engagement
involves an obligation
to make reparation in an adequate form.
Reparation therefore is the indispensable complement of a failure
/
,7486

611.

Article 3 l(1) of the ILC Articles states the principle as follows:

"The responsible State is under an obligation to make full reparation
for the injury caused by the internationally wrongful act."

484

Australia, Burundi, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Honduras, Malawi, Nauru, Nicaragua,
Papua New Guinea, Rwanda, Tuvalu, Uruguay.
485
Factory at Chorzbw, Merits, 1928, P.C. I.J., Series A, No. 1 7, p. 47.
486
Factory at Chorzbw, Jurisdiction, 1927, P.C.I.J., Series A, No. 9, p. 21. The present Court
most recently referred to this statement in the LaGrand Case. See LaGrand Case (Germany v. United
States of America), Merits, Judgment of 27 June 2001, para. 45.

612.

This principle has been a f h e d in the Court's jurisprudence.487Thus, Israel

is under an obligation to make reparation for al1 injury caused to Palestine and the
Palestinian people by the construction of the Wall and by the breaches of international
law outlined in the previous chapters of this Written Statement.

(i) Reparation in theform of restitution

1.
613.

The principle

As described above, reparation may take various forms, including restitution

(so-called restitutio in integrum) and compensation. According to Article 34 of the
ILC Articles:

"Forms of reparation
Full reparation for the injury caused by the internationally wrongful act
shall take the form of restitution, compensation and satisfaction, either
singly or in combination [...]."
614.

Restitution is a form of reparation for injury which is aimed at the re-

establishment of the situation which existed before the breach, by reverting to the
status quo ante. Article 35 of the ILC Articles provides:
"Restitution
A State responsible for an internationally wrongful act is under an
obligation to make restitution, that is, to re-establish the situation
which existed before the wrongful act was committed, provided and to
the extent that restitution:
(a) is not materially impossible;
(b) does not involve a burden out of al1 proportion to the benefit
deriving from restitution instead of compensation."
487

See, e.g., Military and Paramilitary Activities in and against Nicaragua (Nicaragua v.
United States ofAmerica), Merits, Judgment, I.C.J. Reports 1986, p. 149 sub (13) and (14).
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6 15.

As the Permanent Court of International Justice stated:
"The essential principle contained in the actual notion of an illegal act a principle which seems to be established by international practice and
in particular by the decisions of arbitral tribunals - is that reparation
must, so far as possible, wipe out al1 the consequences of the illegal act
and re-establish the situation which would, in al1 probability, have
existed if that act had not been committed. Restitution in kind, or, if
this is not possible, payment of a sum corresponding to the value which
a restitution in kind would bear; the award, if need bey of damages for
loss sustained which would not be covered by restitution in kind or
payment in place of it - such are the principles which should serve to
determine the amount of compensation due for an act contrary to
international la^."^^^

616.

This principle was recently applied by the present Court in the case

concerning the Arrest Warrant of 11April2000 (Democratic Republic of the Congo v.
~ e l ~ i u i n Referring
) . ~ ~ ~ to the above-mentioned dictum, the Court stated: "In the
present case, 'the situation which would, in al1 probability, have existed if [the illegal
act] had not been committed' cannot be re-established merely by a finding by the
Court that the arrest warrant was unlawful under international la~.'*~O
Consequently,
it decided that "Belgiurn must, by means of its own choosing, cancel the warrant in
question and so inform the authorities to whom it was circulated."

2.

617.

Application in the present case

Restitution may take various forms: material restoration of territory, persons

or property, or annulment of legal acts. In the present instance, the established
488

Factory at Chorzbw, Merits, 1928, P.C.I.J., Series A, No. 17, p. 47.
Arrest Warrant of I l April2000 (Democratic Republic of the Congo v. Belgium), Judgment
of 14 February 2002. See also Gabcikovo-Nagymaros Project (Hungary v. Slovakia), Judgement,
I.C.J. Reports 1997, p. 7 , at 81, paras. 149-150.
489

breaches require the annulment of legislative acts, or decrees, or administrative acts or
orders in connexion with the construction of the Wall, as well as the physical
dismantlement of the Wall and the restitution of confiscated land and property. Where
Israel's wrongful acts affect any portion of the Occupied Palestinian Territory to the
east of the Green line, one is faced with a situation similar to that confionting the
Permanent Court in the case concerning the Free Zones of Upper Savoy and the
District of Gex, in which it decided that France "must withdraw its customs line in
accordance with the provisions of the said treaties and instruments [. .. I . " ~ ~ '

618.

Restitution assumes particular significance, as here, when the breaches have

a continuous character and where the norms infiinged constitute peremptory noms of
international law: the prohibition against the use of force, the prohibition against
annexation, the right to self-detemination, fundamental norms of international
humanitarian law and of human rights law.

619.

Indeed, in some cases, restitution is impossible (e.g., villages may have been

erased, orchards destroyed, etc); and when reconstruction or replanting is no longer
feasible, full compensation must be made.

620.

In the present instance, numerous States and international organisations have

called on Israel not only to cease its practices and measures connected with the Wall,
but to dismantle the Wall entirely. The following examples may be given:

490

Arrest Warrant of I l ApriI 2000 (Democratic Republic of the Congo v. Belgium), Judgment
of February 2002, para. 76.
491
P. C.I.J.,Series A/B, No. 46, p. 96, at p. 172.

European Union:
- Declaration of the European Union, Fourth Meeting of the Association Council EU
- Israel, Brussels,

17 - 18 November 2003 :

"In this context the EU is alarmed by the designation of land between
the fence and the "green line" as a closed military zone. This is a de
facto change in the legal status of Palestinians living in this area which
makes life for them even harder. Hence, the EU calls on Israel to stop
and reverse the construction of the so-called security fence inside the
occupied Palestinian territones, including in and around East
Jerusalem, which is in departure of the armistice line of 1949 and is in
contradiction to the relevant provisions of international la^.'*^^

Organisation of the Islamic Conference:
- According to Resolution no. 1110-Pal (1s) on Palestine Affairs, adopted at the Tenth

Session of the Islamic Summit Conference (Session of Knowledge and Morality for
the Progress of Ummah) Putrajaya

-

Malaysia, 20 - 21 Sha'aban 1424 H., 16-17

October 2003:
La Conférence:
" 17. Condamne la politique colonialiste et expansionniste d'Israël et
Réafirme la nécessité d'œuvrer à la cessation de toutes les opérations
de colonisation, de toutes les pratiques et de tous les agissements
israéliens contraires à la légalité internationale et aux accords conclus
entre les deux parties; Demande au Conseil de sécurité de faire abroger
ces mesures, d'exiger le démantèlement des implantations et le mur de
la honte en application de sa résolution n0465 et de relancer le Comité
international de Contrôle et de Surveillance pour empêcher la
colonisation d'Al-Qods et des territoires arabes occupés, conformément
à la résolution 11'446 du Conseil de sécurité [. ..] 493.
"

621.

This was also impliedly the position of al1 the States members of the Security

Council that voted in favour of the draft sponsored by Guinea, Malaysia, Pakistan and

the Syrian Arab Republic and discussed in plenary session on 14 October 2003. The
draft proposed that the Security Council resolve that it:

"Decides that the construction by Israel, the occupying power, of a
wall in the Occupied Territories departing fiom the armistice line of
1949 is illegal under relevant provisions of international law and &
& ceased and r e v e r ~ e d . " ~ ~ ~
622.

The ten States voting in favour of the draft resolution were: Angola, Chile,

China, France, Guinea, Mexico, Pakistan, Russian Federation, Spain and the Syrian
Arab Republic. Furthemore, during the sessions devoted to the question of the Wall
in the Security Council and the General Assembly, numerous States expressed
themselves along the same lines. For instance:
-

Malaysia, on behalf of the Non-Aligned Movement:
"The NAM reaffms its position on the Israeli expansionist wall, as
clearly expressed during the debate in the Security Council on 14
October. In brief, we reiterate that the Israeli expansionist wall
constructed in occupied Palestinian territory is illegal, must be
dismantled and its further construction immediately discontinued
[. ..].,7495

-

Islamic Republic of Iran, on behalf of the Organization of the Islamic Conference:
"The fact that Israel explicitly ignored the decision of this Assembly
and insisted, in its contempt for the will of the international
cornrnunity, on continuing the construction of the expansionist wall,
brought the Secretary-General to conclude, in his report contained in
document AES-101248, that ' Israel is not in cornpliance with the
Assembly's demand'."496
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Declaration of the European Union, Fourth Meeting of the Association Council EU - Israel,
Brussels, 17 - 18 November 2003, 14796103 (Presse 328), http://ue.eu.int/pressData/en/er/77932.pdf.
493
Text available ut http://www.oic-oci.org/french/is/10/10%20is-main-f.htm.
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UN Doc. SI20031980 (emphasis added).
General Assembly, Tenth Emergency Special Session, 21st meeting, 20 October 2003, UN
Doc. AIES-1OPV.21, p. 11. See also the declaration made by the Malaysian delegation on behalf of the
Non-Aligned Movement before the Security Council, UN Doc. SPV.4841, p. 26.
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623.

Numerous other States adopted the same position, including

Leban0n,4~'~ n d o n e s i a ?~~a~h r a i n , ~United
"
Arab

624.

alt ta?^'

mirat tes,^'^ and chile.'02

Here again it is appropriate to recall that General Assembly Resolution

AIES-10113, which received 144 votes in favour, stated that the Assembly:
"1. Demands that Israel stop and reverse the construction of the wall in
the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including in and around East
Jerusalem, which is in departure of the Armistice Line of 1949 and is
in contradiction to relevant provisions of international law."

625.

In conclusion, Israel is under obligation to provide reparation in the form of

restitution by reversing the construction of the Wall and the regime associated with it,
in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including East Jerusalem. Israel is under
obligation inter alia to rescind al1 legislative and administrative measures, policies,
actions and practices taken by it in relation to the Wall, including the expropriation of
496

General Assembly, Tenth Emergency Special Session, 21st meeting, 8 December 2003, UN
Doc. AIES-10PV.23, p. 14.
497
"Israel needs to clearly recognize the illegality of its presence in the occupied temtories.
This implies the reversa1 of the measures that are accompanying this occupation - in particular the
building and maintenance of settlements and the construction of the partition wall on Palestinian
territory" (UN Doc. A/58/PV.11, p. 26).
498
"Therefore Lebanon appeals to the Security Council to adopt the draft resolution, submitted
by the Arab group, which considers the construction by Israel, the occupying Power, of this wall in the
occupied Palestinian temtories as a violation of the 1949 armistice line. The draft resolution also States
that this construction is illegal on the basis of international law and requires the end of construction on
the wall, the demolition of those portions that have already been built and the restoration of the status
quo ante" (UN Doc. SPV.4841, p. 50).
499
"Israel must cease its il1 (sic.)practices, including construction of the wall, as they contradict
and jeopardize the road map. In addition, the completed portions of the wall must be demolished"
(General Assembly, Tenth Emergency Special Session, 21st meeting, 20 October 2003, UN Doc.
AIES-10PV.21, p. 14).
500
"The Kingdom of Bahrain calls on the Security Council, the Quartet and those countries that
are sponsoring the peace process to exert pressure on the Israeli Government immediately to halt
construction of the separation wall, to tear it down and to cease building settlements" (UN Doc.
SlPV.4841, p. 33).
501
"We also urge the Security Council to issue an effective resolution that categorically
condemns the separation wall and demands that Israel fully and unconditionally remove the wall, in
accordance with the United Nations Charter, international humanitarian law and the relevant United
Nations resolutions" (UN Doc. SPV.4841, p. 32).

land and properties within the Occupied Palestinian Territory, and must rescind al1
previous actions, including by the lifting of any restrictions imposed on the movement
of persons and goods and on the operations of humanitarian organizations in the
relevant area. Moreover, Israel has a duty to cause the immediate removal and
repatriation of its civilian population transferred to the section of the Wall within the
Occupied Palestinian Territory since the commencement of the construction of the
Wall, to dismantle any existing settlements in the relevant area, to ensure and
facilitate the safe and irnrnediate return of any and al1 displaced Palestinian civilians
to the relevant area, and to release any person or persons detained as a result of
Israe17sconstruction and maintenance of the regime of the Wall.

(ii) Reparation in theform of compensation

626.

It is a well established principle of international law that an injured party is

entitled to compensation fiom the party which has committed an intemationally
wrongful act for the damage caused by that act.

627.

Compensation may take the form of the payment of a sum of money. This

legal consequence is contemplated by Article 36 of the ILC Articles:

"Compensation

1. The State responsible for an internationally wrongful act is under an
obligation to compensate for the damage caused thereby, insofar as
such damage is not made good by restitution.

502

"The Chilean delegation considers that the Security Council must express its views on the
situation and make a strong appeal, through a resolution, for the cessation of the building of the
separation wall and the dismantling of what has been built thus far" (UN Doc. S/PV.4841, p. 16).

2. The compensation shall cover any financially assessable damage
including loss of profits insofar as it is established."

628.

The Permanent Court of International Justice, in the Chorzbw Factory Case,

declared that it is "a principle of international law that the reparation of a wrong may
In the case concerning the Gabcikovo-Nagyrnaros
consist in an inde~nnity."~~~
Project, the present Court affirmed this principle:

"It is a well-established rule of international law that an injured State is
entitled to obtain compensation fiom the State which has committed an
internationally wrongfül act for the damage caused by it."504
629.

As has been seen shown in the preceding chapters, the damage caused to

Palestine and the Palestinian people by the above-mentioned breaches of international
law by Israel includes al1 the damages that will not be compensated by restitution. For
instance, even if their land is restored to the farmers, the orchards replanted, and their
houses rebuilt, they will still need to be compensated for the loss of income and
profits during the years when they were deprived of their properties.

(2)

Consequences of a penal character

630.

In conformity with its obligations under international humanitarian law,

Israel is bound to search for and bring before its courts persons alleged to have
committed, or to have ordered to be committed, grave breaches of international
humanitarian law, and to take measures necessary to suppress any other breaches of
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Factoy at Chorzbw, Merib, 1928, P.C.I.J., Series A, No. 17, p. 27
Gabcikovo-Nagymaros Project (Hungay v. Slovakia), Judgment, I.C.J. Reports 1997, p. 7,
at 81, para. 152.
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international humanitarian law arising from the construction, operation andlor
planning of the Wall.

(3)

Legal Consequences for States other than Israel

(a)

63 1.

Principles

In the event that an internationally wrongful act involves a grave breach of an

obligation arising from a peremptory n o m of international law al1 States are obligated
to cooperate in order to bring an end to such a breach, to withhold recognition of a
situation created by such a breach, and to refrain from rendering aid or assistance in
maintaining that situation brought about by the b r e a ~ h . ~ ' ~

632.

It will be recalled that the Court in the case concerning the Barcelona

Traction, Light and Power Company, Limited pointed to the following distinction:

"In particular, an essential distinction should be drawn between the
obligations of a State towards the international community as a whole,
and those arising vis-à-vis another State in the field of diplomatic
protection. By their very nature the former are the concern of al1 States.
In view of the importance of the rights involved, al1 States can be held
to have a legal interest in their protection ; they are obligations erga
~mnes."~O~

633.

As examples of obligations erga omnes the Court referred to obligations

which "derive, for example, in the contemporary international law, from outlawing of

505

See commentaries on article 38, Commentaries to the drafi articles on Responsibility of
States for intemationally wrongful acts adopted by the Intemational Law Commission at its fifty-third
session (2001), Report of the International Law Commission on the work of its FifS-third session,
Officia1 Records of the General Assembly, Fifty-sixth session, Supplement No. 10 (A/56/10), page 230.
506
Barcelona Traction, Light andpower Company, Limited, Judgment, I.C.J. Reports 1970, p.
3, at 32, para. 33.

acts of aggression, and of genocide, as also fiom the principles and rules concerning
the basic rights of protection fiom slavery and racial dis~rimination."~~~
In its
Judgment of 30 June 1995 in the case concerning East Timor, the Court considered
that "Portugal's assertion that the right of peoples to self determination, as it evolved
fiom the Charter and from United Nations practice, has an erga omnes character, is
irreproachable."508As the Court stated in the Opinion it gave in 1996 concerning the
Legaliq of the Threat or Use of Nuclear Weapons, fundamental rules of humanitarian
law applicable in anned conflict have an " intransgressible " ~haracter.~'~
634.

It follows fiom the above that among the violations of international law

entailed by the construction and operation of the Wall in the Occupied Palestinian
Territory, including East Jerusalem, Israel has committed, and is still cornmitting,
grave breaches of peremptory noms of international law imposing erga omnes
obligations, in relation to:
-

The right of people to self-determination as it has developed under the United
Nations Charter and in international legal practice;

- The principle of non-acquisition of territory by force;
-

The fundamental rights of the human being;

-

Fundamental rules of international humanitarian law applicable in armed
conflict.

Articles 40 and 41 of the ILC Articles are particularly relevant in the present

635.

case. They state as follows:
-
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-

Id., at para. 34.
East Timor (Portugal v. Australia), Judgement, Z.C.J. Reports 1995, p. 90, at 102, para. 29.
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Legaliiy of the Threat or Use of Nuclear Weapons, Advisory Opinion, I.C.J. Reports 1996, p.
226, at 257, para. 79.
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"Article 40

Application of this chapter
1. This chapter applies to the international responsibility which is
entailed by a serious breach by a State of an obligation arising under a
peremptory n o m of general international law.
2. A breach of such an obligation is serious if it involves a gross or
systematic failure by the responsible State to fulfil the obligation.
Article 41

Particular consequences of a serious breach of an obligation under
this chapter
1. States shall cooperate to bring to an end through lawful means any
serious breach within the meaning of article 40.
2. No State shall recognize as lawful a situation created by a serious
breach within the meaning of article 40, nor render aid or assistance in
maintaining that situation [...]."
636.

It is particularly appropriate to recall these Articles in the context of the

possible attempt by States to accept and recognize the Wall as a fait accompli,
provided some of its excesses stemming from Israel's fundamental violations of
international humanitarian law and human rights are mitigated by Israel. According to
these Articles, certain obligations are incumbent on third States, including especially
(i) the obligation to cooperate with a view to putting an end to any violations, (ii) the
obligation not to recognize any wrongfùl situation, and (iii) the obligation not to
render aid or assistance in maintaining such a situation.

(i) The obligation to cooperate with a view to putting an end to
any violations

637.

Faced with Israel's grave breaches detailed above, a concerted and

coordinated effort of al1 States is necessary to put an end to these breaches and their
effects. It is recalled that numerous calls to this effect have been made during the past

mon th^.^'^

-

For example:

Declaration by the Presidency on behalf of the European Union on the situation
in the Middle East, 11 September 2003:
"In order for these measures [a.o., freezing al1 settlement activities and
the building of the security wall] to be effectively implemented, the EU
reaffirms its commitment and the need for a determined and coordinated action by the International ~ o m m u n i t y . "l ~ ~

-Final Communiqué of the Tenth Session of the Islamic Summit Conference (Session
of Knowledge and Morality for the Progress of Ummah) Putrajaya - Malaysia, 20-21
Sha'aban 1424 H., 16-17 October 2003:
510

See also the declarations made by the following delegations :
- Pakistan: "The international community has an obligation to prevent the unlawful annexation of
Palestinian land. There is little doubt that the separation wall, if completed, would negate the possibility
of a contiguous, viable Palestinian State. The Government of Israel must, therefore, be persuaded to
cease, and reverse, the construction of the wall, which we deplore" (General Assembly, Tenth
Emergency Special Session, 21st meeting, 20 October 2003, UN Doc. AIES-lOPV.21, p. 18) ;
- United Arab Emirates: "We call on the international community to compel Israel immediately to stop
the killing and aggression, to end the practice of closure and siege and to remove the separation wall,
which will lead to a humanitanan and economic disaster in the West Bank. We also demand that Israel
allow international humanitarian organizations to deliver emergency assistance to the Palestinian
people, in accordance with international humanitarian law, especially the Fourth Geneva Convention"
(UN Doc. Al58PV.38, pp. 2-3);
- Kuwait: "We condemn those Israeli practices and policies [a. o. the construction of the wall], which
have aggravated the suffering of the Palestinian people, and we call upon the international community
to fulfil its obligations and compel Israel to respect international legality and cease forthwith pursuing
those policies that will undoubtedly lead to fùrther deterioration of the security situation and to increase
instability in the region" (General Assembly, Tenth Emergency Special Session, 2 1st meeting, 8
December 2003, UN Doc. NES-10PV.23, p. 2).
511
Declaration by the Presidency on behalf of the European Union on the situation
12400103 (Presse 261),
in the Middle East,
11 September 2003, Pl031108,

"[. ..]14. The Conference requested the international community to
compel Israel to end the construction of - and remove - the apartheid
wall which encroaches upon the Palestinian land, t u s it into
Bantustans, imposes unjust political realities and further deteriorates
conditions in the region [...]."5 l2

-

Malaysia, on behalf of the Non-Aligned Movement:
"Pressure must be brought to bear on Israel to comply with the
demands of the international community in respect of this ~ a 1 1 . " ~ ' ~

-

Senegal, Chairman of the Committee on the Exercise of the Inalienable

Rights of the Palestinian People:
"My delegation appeals for a mobilization of the international
cornrnunity, including the United Nations - particularly the Security
Council - and the Quartet of mediators, to make the Israeli
Government listen to reason by demanding an immediate halt to the
building of this wall of discord and the complete destruction of its
initial segments."514

Report of the UN Committee on the Exercise of the Inalienable
Rights of the Palestinian People:

"73. The Comrnittee stresses its strong opposition to the illegal
construction by the occupying Power of the wall in the Occupied West
Bank and in areas close to East Jerusalem. The Committee reminds the
Government of Israel that this construction has devastating immediate
and longer-term implications for the livelihood of the Palestinian
people. The construction also endangers international efforts aimed at
resolving the conflict and realizing the vision of a region where two
States, Israel and Palestine, would live side by side in peace and
security, as outlined in the Road Map. With these concerns in mind, the
Committee calls upon the international community, most notably the
Security Council and the General Assembly, to attach the necessary
importance to this issue, with a view to stopping the de facto

http://www.europa.eu.int/rapid~start/cgilguesten.ksh?p~action.ge~x~gt&doc=PESClO3/l
OS~O~AGED&l
g=EN&display.
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Text available ut http://www.oic-oci.org/english/is/lO/l
Ois-fc-en.htm.
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UN Doc. SlPV.484 1, p. 26.
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General Assembly, Tenth Emergency Special Session, 21st meeting, 20 October 2003, UN
Doc. AIES-10PV.21, p. 16. See also the declaration made before the Security Council, UN Doc.
SPV.4841, p. 53.

annexation of Palestinian land and the construction of the wall by the
occupying ~ o w e r . " ~ ~ ~

638.

In conclusion, al1 States are under an obligation to CO-operatewith each other

to ensure respect by Israel for its obligations under international law. In particular, the
High Contracting Parties to the Fourth Geneva Convention are under obligation to
recognize the de jure applicability of the Fourth Geneva Convention to the Occupied
Palestinian Territory, including the Closed Zone. Moreover, under Article 1 of the
Convention al1 third States have the duty "to respect and to ensure respect for the
present Convention in al1 circumstances." Consonant with their obligations under that
Convention to prosecute grave breaches of humanitarian law, each third State should
insure that any person involved with the above-mentioned crimes be duly submitted to
its penal jurisdiction.

639.

States are also under an obligation to CO-operatewith the responsible United

Nations and other bodies, including the United Nations Secretary-General, the Special
Rapporteur of the United Nations Commission on Human Rights on the situation of
human rights in the Palestinian territories occupied by Israel since 1967, the United
Nations Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees in the Near East, and the
International Committee of the Red Cross, in the discharge of their established
functions and responsibilities in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including East
Jerusalem, and to refrain from any conduct that may hinder such bodies fiom doing
SO.
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Official Records, Fifty-eighth Session, Supplement No. 35 (A/58/35), 9 October 2003,
http://domino.un.org/unispal.nsf/9a798adb22af85256
17b006d88d7/618f18e6c6dce8ac85256de300
5376b8!OpenDocument.

(ii) Obligation not to recognize wrongfiul situations

640.

The ILC has referred to the obligation of the international community as a

whole not to recognize as lawful those situations which have been created by a serious
breach within the meaning of Article 40 of the ILC Articles:

"The obligation applies to 'situations' created by these breaches, such
as, for example, attempted acquisition of sovereignty over territory
through the denial of the right of self-determination of peoples. It not
only refers to the forma1 recognition of these situations, but also
prohibits acts which would imply such recognition."516

641.
The Court expressed the pertinent principle in the Advisory Opinion it gave
in 1971 in the Namibia Case:
"the termination of the Mandate and the declaration of the illegality of
South Africa's presence in Namibia are opposable to al1 States in the
sense of barring erga omnes the legality of a situation which is
maintained in violation of international la^."^'^
642.

Subsequently, the Court's Judgment of 27 June 1986 in the Nicaragua Case

referred to the obligation not to recognize any territorial acquisition obtained by
force.518

643.

Consequently, al1 States are under an obligation not to recognize any Israeli

sovereignty over the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including East Jerusalem, or any
changes in the legal status of the Closed Zone as a result of Israel's construction and
operation of the Wall. In particular, they are under an obligation to recognize the
516

Commentaries to the draft articles on Responsibility of States for intemationally wrongful
acts adopted by the International Law Commission at its fifty-third session (2001), Report of the
International Law Commission on the work of its Fifty-third session, Official Records of the General
Assembly, Fifty-sixth session, Supplement No. 10 (A/56/10), p. 287, para. 5.
517
Legal Consequencesfor States of the Continued Presence of South Africa in Namibia (South
West Africa) notwithstanding Security Council Resolution 276 (1970), Advisory Opinion, 1.C.J. Reports
1971, p. 16, atp. 56, para. 126.

invalidity of al1 legislative and administrative measures, policies, actions and practices
taken by Israel in relation to the Wall. The well-established principle of the nonrecognition of unlawful annexations in particular dictates this legal consequence for
third States.

644.

Furthermore - and without prejudice to the fact that the Security Council

and the General Assembly have declared that any settlements in the Occupied
Palestinian Territory, including East Jerusalem, (which necessarily includes
settlements within the Closed Zone), are unlawful under international law - al1 States
are under an obligation to recognize the illegality of any Israeli settlements
established in the Closed Zone within the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including
East Jerusalem, and to refrain from any acts and in particular any dealings with the
Government of Israel implying recognition of the legality of such settlements..

(iii) The obligation not to render aid or assistance to maintain
an unlawful situation

645.

Recent State practice shows that third States are perfectly conscious of their

obligations in this regard.

646.

Notwithstanding the fact that they apply primarily to States, the above

obligations may be considered to apply by analogy to intergovernmental
organisations. In this regard, the United Nations General Assembly and the UN
Secretary-General, in taking certain positions that are in the record before the Court,
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Military and Paramilitary Activities in and against Nicaragua (Nicaragua v. United States
ofAmerica), I.C.J. Reports 1986, para. 188.

have shown that they represent the clear will of the international comrnunity in
relation to the matter of the Wall.

647.

Many States have tried to obtain the same involvement from the United

Nations Security Council. Some delegations have spoken openly on the subject. For
example:

- Iran:
"Thus, given the enormity of what is at stake and the international
consensus on the need to stop the unlawful construction of the wall in
the West Bank, it is incumbent upon the Security Council to live up to
the expectations of the international community and take the necessary
action with a view to upholding international law. In particular, the
time has corne for the Security Council to demand that the separation
wall be stopped and rever~ed."~'~
-

Saudi Arabia:
"Given both the permanent international responsibility of the United
Nations for the Palestinian question until such a time as it is resolved in
al1 its aspects as well as the provisions of the Fourth Geneva
Convention relative to the Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of
War, the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia calls upon the Security Council to
fully assume its responsibilities and discharge its obligations by
asserting the illegitimacy of erecting such a wall and by calling for
Israel to halt its construction i m ~ n e d i a t e l ~ . " ~ ~ ~

648.

It is regrettable that because of the use of a veto by one permanent Member,

the Security Council, on which the Members States have conferred "primary
responsibility for the maintenance of international peace and security" and which is
supposed to act on their behalf " in carrying out its duties under this responsibility "
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UN Doc. SlPV.4841, p. 27.
UN Doc. SlPV.4841, pp. 36-37.

(United Nations Charter, Article 24), was unable to respond to the cal1 of the
international community as a whole on this crucial matter.

649.

Consequently, al1 States are under obligation to refrain fi-om any acts and in

particular any dealings with the Government of Israel lending support or assistance to
be used in connection with the construction, operation andfor planning of the Wall
and any Israeli settlements within the Closed Zone in the Occupied Palestinian
Territory, including East Jerusalem.

(4)

General Conclusion

650.

As a consequence of the grave breaches of international law mentioned in

Chapters 7, 8, 9 and 10, Israel is bound:
-

in conformity with its obligation of cessation, to cease forthwith the
construction and operation of the Wall, and abide by the Security Council's
resolutions concerning the settlements illegally established in the Closed Zone;

- in conformity with its obligation of restoring the status quo ante, to dismantle
forthwith al1 parts of the wall that step across the Green Line into the
Occupied Palestinian Territory;
- in conformity with its obligation of compensating for the damage caused, to

indernni@ the injured for al1 their material and persona1 losses arising from
Israel's violations of its international obligations;
- in conformity with its obligations under international humanitarian law, to

search for and bring before its courts persons alleged to have committed grave

breaches of international humanitarian law arising fiom the construction,
operation andfor planning of the Wall.

651.

As a consequence of the grave breaches of international law mentioned in

Chapters 7, 8 , 9 and 10, other States have:

- the obligation to cooperate with each other and with the responsible international
bodies, with a view to putting an end to Israel's violations;
-

the obligation not to recognize these wrongful situations; and

- the obligation not to give aid or assistance to maintain such situations.

Chapter 12.

652.

CONCLUSIONS

For the reasons set out in this Written Statement, Palestine respectfully

submits the following conclusions to the Court:

1.

The Court is competent to give the advisory opinion requested by the General

Assembly in its Resolution AIES-10114 of 8 December 2003, and there are no
compelling reasons preventing the Court from giving its opinion.

II.

The Court should reply in the following manner to the question put by the

General Assembly:

A.

Israel's rights and obligations in the Occupied Palestinian Territory,

including in and around East Jerusalem, are those of an Occupying Power, governed
by the provisions of international humanitarian law, including in particular the Hague
Regulations, the Fourth Geneva Convention and customary international humanitarian
law, and by the provisions of international human rights law, including in particular
the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, the International Covenant
on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, the Convention on the Rights of the Child
and customary international human rights law.

B.

Israel has no right to construct and operate the Wall in the Occupied

Palestinian Territory, including in and around East Jerusalem.

C.

The construction and operation of the Wall violates international

humanitarian law, in particular for the following reasons:
1.

The Wall is largely built in the Occupied Palestinian Territory;

2.

The Wall is part of a continuing attempt by Israel to change the legal

status of the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including East Jerusalem, and to
effect the defacto annexation of Palestinian territory;
3.

The construction of the Wall and the surrounding areas has entailed

the destruction of Palestinian property contrary to Article 53 of the Fourth
Geneva Convention;
4.

The construction of the Wall and the surrounding areas has entailed

the requisitioning of Palestinian property contrary to Article 5 2 of the Hague
Regulations;

5.

Contrary to Article 64 of the Hague Regulations, the construction

and operation of the Wall fails to respect the laws in force in the occupied
country;
6.

The construction and operation of the Wall is incompatible with

Israel's duties under Article 55 of the Fourth Geneva Convention in respect of
ensuring food and medical supplies to the population of the Occupied
Palestinian Territory;

7.

The construction and operation of the Wall is a form of collective

punishment contrary to Article 33 of the Fourth Geneva Convention, and
Article 7 5 of Additional ProtocolI which in this respect represents customary
international law;

8.

The construction and operation of the Wall is a disproportionate

response to any threat that might be considered to face Israel.

D.

The construction and operation of the Wall violates international human

rights law, in particular for the following reasons:
1.

The construction and operation of the Wall violates the right to

fieedom of movement, as established in particular in Article 12 of the
Intemational Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and Article 13 of the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights;
2.

The Wall violates Israel's obligations under Article 6 of the

International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights in relation to
the right to eam a living;
3.

The construction and operation of the Wall violates Israel's

obligations under Articles 11 and 12 of the

International Covenant on

Economic, Social and Cultural Rights and Article 25 of the Universal
Declaration on Human Rights, and under Articles 24 and 27 of the Convention
on the Rights of the Child, in respect of the provision of adequate food and
living conditions and medical care and social services;
4.

The construction and operation of the Wall violates Israel's

obligations under Article 13 of the International Covenant on Economic,
Social and Cultural Rights and Article 26 of the Universal Declaration on
Human Rights, and under Article 28 of the Convention on the Rights of the
Child, in respect of the right to education;
5.

The construction and operation of the Wall violates the rights of

Palestinians in the Occupied Palestinian Territory to family and cultural life, as
established inter alia in Article 17 of the International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights and Article 16 of the Convention on the rights of the Child;

6.

The construction of the Wall has entailed the confiscation of

property without legal justification and without proper legal process, contrary
to customary international law as reflected in, inter alia, Protocol 1 to the
European Convention on Human Rights;
7.

The seriousness of the violations listed in the preceding paragraphs

is aggravated by the fact that the operation of the Wall explicitly discriminates
against Palestinians and is applied to Palestinians in a manner that degrades
and humiliates them.

E.

The construction and operation of the Wall violates the right of the

Palestinian people to self-determination, in particular in the following respects:
1.

To the extent that the Wall departs fiom the Green Line and is built

in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including East Jerusalem, it severs the
territorial sphere over which the Palestinian people are entitled to exercise
their right to self-determination. To the same extent the Wall is also a violation
of the legal principle prohibiting the acquisition or annexation of territory by
the use of force;
2.

The route of the Wall is designed to change the demographic

composition of the Occupied Palestinian Temtory, including East Jerusalem,
by reinforcing the Israeli settlements and by facilitating their extension, in
disregard of the fact that these settlements are illegal according to international
law;
3.

By the creation of Palestinian enclaves, discrimination against and

humiliation of the Palestinian population, and the creation of unbearable
economic conditions, the Wall is having the clear and foreseeable effect of the

forced displacement of the Palestinian population into increasingly limited
areas regarded as safe and livable for Palestinians;

4.

The Wall is part of a policy of reducing and parcelling out the

territorial sphere over which the Palestinian people are entitled to exercise
their right to self-determination, establishing non-contiguous Palestinian areas
similar to Bantustans;

5.

The construction and operation of the Wall violates the right of the

Palestinian people to permanent sovereignty over their natural resources in the
Occupied Palestinian Tenitory, including East Jerusalem, and destroys the
economic and social basis of the life of the Palestinian people;

6.

The construction and operation of the Wall endangers the feasibility

of a viable State of Palestine and consequently renders the 'two State' solution
of Israel and Palestine physically impossible.

F.

As a consequences of these grave breaches of international law, Israel is

bound:

1.

In conformity with its obligation of cessation, to cease forthwith the

construction and operation of the Wall;

2.

In conformity with its obligation of restoring the status quo ante, to

dismantle forthwith al1 parts of the Wall in the Occupied Palestinian Territory
stepping across the Green Line, to facilitate the safe and immediate retum of
Palestinians displaced as a result of the construction and operation of the Wall,
and to restore to its owners al1 property seized or requisitioned in connection
with the construction, operation andlor planning of the Wall;

3.

In conformity with its obligation to compensate for the damage

caused, to indernnifj the injured for al1 their material and persona1 losses
arising from Israel's violations of its international obligations;

4.

In conformity with its obligations under international humanitarian

law, to respect and ensure respect for the Fourth Geneva Convention, to search
for and bring before its courts persons alleged to have committed or to have
ordered to be cornmitted grave breaches of international humanitarian law, and
to take measures necessary to suppress any other breaches of international
humanitarian law arising from the construction, operation andlor planning of
the Wall;

5.

To conform itself to the relevant Security Council resolutions, and

heed the will of the international community.

G.

As a consequence of these grave breaches of international law, other States

have:

1.

The obligation to cooperate, with each other and with the United

Nations and other competent international bodies, with a view to putting an
end to Israel's violations of international law;

2.

The obligation not to recognize these wrongfùl situations; and

3.

The obligation not to give aid or assistance to maintain such

situations.

1have the honour to submit this Written Statement to the Court on behalf of Palestine.

Dr. Nasser Al-Kidwa
Ambassador and Permanent Observer of Palestine
to the United Nations
New York, 29 January 2004
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APPENDIX 1

TABLES OF UN SECURITY COUNCIL RESOLUTIONS
RESPECTING PALESTINE

This Appendix consists of tables of pertinent UN Security Council resolutions
respecting Palestine in general (section 1),the applicability of the Fourth Geneva
Convention to the Occupied Palestinian Territory (section II), Jerusalem (section III),
and Israeli settlements in the Occupied Palestinian Territory (section IV).
This Appendix was prepared by the Permanent Observer Mission of Palestine to the
United Nations for purposes only of this advisory proceeding. This document does not
purport to be complete.
1. Table listing pertinent Security Council resolutions respecting Palestine

(General)
Resolution Number

Date Adopted

Recorded Vote

49

22 May 1948

8-0-3
(3 abstentions were Syria,
Ukrainian S.S.R., U.S.S.R.)

5O

29 May 1948

Draft was voted on in parts,
no vote taken on text as a
whole

54

15 July 1948

7-1-3 ( 1 against was Syria,
3 abstentions were
Argentina, Ukrainian
S.S.R., and U.S.S.R.)

60

29 October 1948

Adopted without a vote

127

22 January 1958

Unanimous

162

11 April1961

8-0-3
(3 abstentions were Ceylon,
U.S.S.R., United Arab
Republic)

237

14 June 1967

Unanimous

250

27 April 1968

Unanimous

25 1

2 May 1968

Unanimous

252

21 May 1968

13-0-2
(2 abstentions were Canada,
USA)

259

27 September 1968

12-0-3
(3 abstentions were Canada,
Denmark, USA)

267

3 July 1969

Unanimous

27 1

15 September 1969

11-0-4
(4 abstentions were
Colombia, Finland,
Paraguay, USA)

298

25 September 1971

14-0-1
( 1 abstention was Syria)

446

22 March 1979

12-0-3
( 3 abstentions were
Nonvay, U.K., USA)

452

20 July 1979

14-0-1
( 1 abstention was USA)

465

1 March 1980

Unanimous

468

8 May 1980

14-0-1
(1 abstention was USA)

469

20 May 1980

14-0-1
(1 abstention was USA)

47 1

5 June 1980

14-0-1
(1 abstention was USA)

476

30 June 1980

14-0-1
(1 abstention was USA)

478

20 August 1980

14-0-1
(1 abstention was USA)

484

19 December 1980

Unanimous

592

8 December 1986

14-0-1
(1 abstention was USA)

605

22 December 1987

14-0-1
(1 abstention was USA)

607

5 January 1988

Unanimous

608

14 January 1988

14-0-1
(1 abstention was USA)

636

6 July 1989

14-0-1

(1 abstention was USA)
64 1

30 August 1989

14-0-1
(1 abstention was USA)

672

12 October 1990

Unanimous

673

24 October 1990

Unanimous

68 1

20 December 1990

Unanimous

694

24 May 1991

Unanimous

726

6 January 1992

Unanimous

799

18 December 1992

Unanimous

904

18 March 1994

Draft was voted on in parts,
USA abstained on two
preambular paragraphs. No
vote was taken on the text
as a whole

1073

28 September 1996

14-0-1
(1 abstention was USA)

1322

7 October 2000

14-0- 1
(1 abstention was USA)

1397

12 March 2002

14-0-1
(1 abstention was Syria)

1402

30 March 2002

14-0-0

(Syria did not take part in
the vote)

1403

4 April2002

Unanimous

1405

19 April2002

Unanimous

1435

24 September 2002

14-0-1
(1 abstention was USA)

1515

19 November 2003

Unanimous

II. Table listing Security Council resolutions respecting the applicability of the
Fourth Geneva Convention to the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including East
Jerusalem
Resolution Number

Date Adopted

Recorded Vote

237

14June1967

Unanimous

27 1

15 September 1969

11-0-4
(4 abstentions were
Colombia, Finland,
Paraguay, USA)

446

22 March 1979

12-0-3
(3 abstentions were Norway,
U.K., USA)

452

20 July 1979

14-0-1
(1 abstention was USA)

465

1 March 1980

Unanimous

468

8 May 1980

14-0-1
(1 abstention was USA)

469

20 May 1980

14-0-1
(1 abstention was USA)

47 1

5 June 1980

14-0-1
(1 abstention was USA)

476

30 June 1980

14-0-1
(1 abstention was USA)

478

20 August 1980

14-0-1
(1 abstention was USA)

484

19 December 1980

Unanimous

592

8 December 1986

14-0-1
(1 abstention was USA)

605

22 December 1987

14-0-1
(1 abstention was USA)

607

5 January 1988

Unanimous

608

14 January 1988

14-0-1

(1 abstention was USA)
636

6 July 1989

14-0-1
(1 abstention was USA)

64 1

30 August 1989

14-0-1
(1 abstention was USA)

672

12 October 1990

Unanimous

673

24 October 1990

Unanimous

68 1

20 December 1990

Unanimous

694

24 May 1991

Unanimous

726

6 January 1992

Unanimous

799

18 December 1992

Unanimous

904

18 March 1994

Draft was voted on in parts,
USA abstained on two
preambular paragraphs. No
vote was taken on the text as
a whole

1322

7 October 2000

14-0-1
(1 abstention was USA)

1435

24 September 2002

14-0-1
(1 abstention was USA)

III. Table listing Security Council resolutions respecting Jerusalem
Resolution Number

Date Adopted

Recorded Vote

49

22 May 1948

8-0-3
(3 abstentions were Syria,
Ukrainian S.S.R., U.S.S.R.)

5O

29 May 1948

Draft was voted on in parts,
no vote taken on text as a
whole

54

15 July 1948

7-1-3 ( 1 against was Syria,
3 abstentions were
Argentina, Ukrainian
S.S.R., U.S.S.R.)

60

29 October 1948

Adopted without a vote

127

22 January 1958

Unanimous

162

11 Apri1196 1

8-0-3
(3 abstentions were Ceylon,
U.S.S.R., United Arab
Republic)

250

27 April 1968

Unanimous

25 1

2 May 1968

Unanimous

252

21 May 1968

13-0-2
(2 abstentions were USA,
Canada)

267

3 July 1969

Unanimous

27 1

15 September 1969

11-0-4
(4 abstentions were
Colombia, Finland,
Paraguay, USA)

298

25 September 1971

14-0-1
(1 abstention was Syria)

465

1 March 1980

Unanimous

476

30June 1980

14-0-1
(1 abstention was USA)

478

20 August 1980

14-0-1
(1 abstention was USA)

672

12 October 1990

Unanimous

1073

28 September 1996

14-0-1
(1 abstention was USA)

IV. Table listing Security Council resolutions respecting "settlements" in the
Occupied Palestinian Territory
Resolution Number

Date Approved

Recorded Vote

252

21 May 1968

13-0-2
(2 abstentions were Canada,
USA)

267

3 July 1969

Unanimous

27 1

15 September 1969

11-0-4
(4 abstentions were
Colombia, Finland,
Paraguay, USA)

298

25 September 1971

14-0-1
(1 abstention was Syria)

446

22 March 1979

12-0-3
(3 abstentions were
Norway, U.K., USA)

452

20 J ~ l y1979

14-0-1
(1 abstention was USA)

465

1 March 1980

Unanimous

476

30June 1980

14-0-1
(1 abstention was USA)

478

20 August 1980

14-0-1
(1 abstention was USA)
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APPENDIX 2

CLOSED ZONE PERMIT SYSTEM

[These examples are given for illustrative purposes only. They do not constitute a
comprehensive account of the situation.]

PART A
IMPLEMENTATION OF CLOSED ZONE PERMIT SYSTEM
Prepared j?om field visits conducted between October 2003 and January 2004 by the
Palestinian Monitoring Group, Negotiations Aflairs Department, Palestine Liberation
Organization.

1. Village of Ras Tira (Governorate of Qalqilya)
Population:

400

Location: Ras Tira is located on the western side of the Wall.
Permits for Permanent Residence in the Closed Zone: In October, 112 men, women and
elderly individuals were refused permanent residence permits. After the head of the
village council complained to Israeli Civil Administration, the area commander issued
an additional 28 permits on 28 October.
Within a single family, some members received permits while others did not. For
example, in one case a man received a permit, but his wife and his mother did not. In
some cases, children have received permits but their parents have not.
Even if farmers are issued permits, they may still be unable to work their land because
they depend on young male labourers and tractors and trucks for harvesting crops. To
date, Israeli authorities have not granted permits to workers who do not own land.
Consequently, a large number of labourers are threatened with unemployment. Many
farmers who own land are elderly or hold other jobs and are therefore unable to work
their land and harvest their crops without hiring labourers.
As of January 2004, al1 of the current residents of Ras Tira had been granted permanent
residence permits. However, the residents who had not received them in October were
unable to leave the Closed Zone and visit or work in the neighbouring villages of Ras
'Atiya and Habla or the city of Qalqilya during November and December. Additionally,
those residents who are studying abroad or living in other villages outside Ras Tira still
have not received their residence permits. This is problematic. For example, if a Ras Tira
resident marries and moves to another West Bank village or city, they will not be
permitted to enter the Closed Zone unless they obtain a permit from Israeli Civil
Administration.
Permits to Access Land in the Closed Zone: Residents who live east of the Wall have
been unable to obtain permits to access their land located west of the Wall.

Closure of Gates: From 4 to 24 October, gates along the Wall were closed. On 25
October, the Israeli army opened the gates twice for fifteen minutes-between 7: 15-7:30
am and between 1:15-1:30 pm-but allowed only students to pass through.
The Israeli Civil Administration informed villagers in the third week of October that if
they refused to obtain permits, the gates would be closed to them. For this reason, on 24
October, the main gate of Ras 'Atiya was closed for 24 hours.
Movement of Checkpoint: Since 5 November, the Jarjouliya checkpoint has been moved
approximately 3 kilometres deeper into the West Bank to the location where the Wall
will cut through the Route 55 by-pass road. Residents of Ras Tira travelling to Qalqilya
or any other West Bank village east of the Wall must pass through this checkpoint, and
those without permits are not permitted to cross it. Those without permits are also
forbidden fiom crossing the Ras 'Atiya gate to the nearby villages of Habla and Ras
'Atiya, where approximately 8000 Palestinians live and where most of Ras Tira's basic
services, including doctors, schools and shops, are located. Consequently, residents
without permits are imprisoned in their own village. More than one family has
complained that they have been unable to take a sick child to a doctor in Habla.

2. Village of Daba (Governorate of Qalqilya)
Population:

250

Location: Daba is situated to the west of the Wall, but its land is situated to the east of
the Wall.
Permits for Permanent Residence in the Closed Zone: In October, approximately 70 to
80 individuals did not receive permanent residence permits. On 10 November, the last
13 residents of Daba were granted residence permits. An earlier list of a number of
applicants who had not received permits was forwarded to the Israeli DCO. Many of
these applicants, instead of being granted permanent residence permits, were issued only
access permits. By December, al1 residents above 12 years old had received permanent
residence permits valid for 6 months, until April2004.
Permits to Access Land in the Closed Zone: In October and November, 100 permits
were granted out of about 145 applied for by the municipality. Approximately 40
permits had not been received by residents who live east of the Wall and whose land is
on the western side of the Wall. Also, businessmen had not received permits. Until 9
November, 11 teachers (5 from Qalqilya and 6 from neighbouring villages) had not been
granted permits to enter the Closed Zone to teach. On 10 November, 8 of the teachers
were granted permits, while 3 from neighbouring villages still had not received permits.
Also, approximately 53 of 75 permits requested for relatives on the other side of the
Wall to visit villagers during the Eid holiday were granted.
Since the movement of the Jarjouliya checkpoint on 5 November, villagers without
permits cannot reach Qalqilya or pass through the Ras 'Atiya gate. They are confined to
the Closed Zone.
From lack of access to land on the other side of the Wall, several families have
abandoned their land, including 3 families that have no other source of income. Two
other families are visiting their land by donkey and carts, travelling a distance of 20

kilometres. Farmers who can no longer afford to work their land are sowing wheat seeds
or other low cost seeds to indicate usage and prevent the land being declared
"abandoned" and confiscated by Israel. The village has an unemployment rate of 35 per
cent. Of this figure, 27 per cent are farmers unable to afford to work their land.
Permits for Vehicles in the Closed Zone: In October, no permits for cars were granted.
The procedures are onerous. When the villagers tried to apply for car permits according
to one set of procedures, the individual responsible for issuing permits at Israeli Civil
Administration changed the procedures. In November, only 5 out of the 11 cars in Daba
had been granted permits.
Closure of Gates: The gates in Daba are identified as numbers 33, 34 and 36 and the
DCO entrante. Residents are assigned gates they can cross, as designated on their
permits, and they are not permitted through the other gates.
The opening times of the gates along the Wall are changed at the whim of Israeli
soldiers who do so without informing local villagers or heads of the village councils. Al1
the gates were closed on 24 October, and they were closed prior to that for
approximately 20 days during the Jewish holidays. On 25 and 26 October, the gates were
open only 3 times each day for fifteen minutes at a time-between 7:15-7:30 am,
between 1:15- 1:30 pm and between 6: 15-6:30 pm. During the week of 2 to 8 November,
the afternoon openings changed from 6:15-6:30 pm to 5:OO-5:15 pm without consulting
villagers. Villagers complain that often the soldiers close the gates after five or ten
minutes, not allowing enough time for al1 those waiting to cross.
Often the Israeli army arrives late to unlock the gates, preventing children from reaching
their schools-for many in neighbouring villages of Habla and Ras Attiya-on time.
Also, students are afraid to be alone with the Israeli army when the gates are opened,
and so an adult must leave work to wait with the children and escort them through.
Moreover, Daba is dependent to a high degree on services provided by neighbouring
villages or from other outside sources. For example, Daba relies on Qalqilya for health
care services. Services like garbage pick-up and resources such as solar fuel for heating
al1 come from outside Daba. Access to these needed services has been severely
hampered, and this is particularly the case with water. Water for Daba is delivered by a
UN tanker truck that comes from Kufr Thult at a cost of 65 NIS per tank. However, the
tanker truck is unable to reach the gate in time to pass through during the three limited
periods when it is open. The tanker truck also has other deliveries to make. The Israeli
response to Daba villagers is that they must find another tanker to provide water.
However, other tankers are expensive and the fifteen minutes during which the gate is
open is not enough time for any tanker to make its delivery in the village.
The closure of gates has also had an impact on harvesting olive crops this last season.
During the day, workers picked the olives, and in the evening the olives had to be taken
to Kufr Thult for processing. However, because of the limited opening times of the
gates, workers were stuck outside Daba and had to sleep in neighbouring villages. The
Israeli response was to question why individuals were outside the village so late. On the
evening of 5 November, for example, one Daba villager was forced to sleep at the Ras
'Atiya gate because he did not have a residence permit and was prevented from returning
home. When the Head of the Village Council tried to intervene on his behalf by pleading
with the Israeli soldiers, they threatened to arrest him. The villager was only allowed

back into Daba the following morning. This kind of problem occurred in a number of
villages.
In December 2003, a doctor was not allowed to pass through the Ras 'Atiya gate in order
to care for a sick child in Daba, so the parents were forced to bring the sick child to the
gate in order to receive an injection fi-om the doctor.
The experience of villagers at the Ras 'Atiya gate has been that at times when foreign
nationals are present, Israeli soldiers keep the gate open for the required period or even
longer. Consequently, some feel that the presence of international monitors at gates
along the Wall might alter the behaviour of the soldiers.
Currently, the opening times for the Daba gate is 7:OO-8: 15 am, 12:30-1:45 pm and 4:OO5: 15 pm. According to villagers these times can Vary, and if the Israeli army reports any
problems in the area, al1 gates close, as they did on 11 January 2004.
Risinn Local Tension: The level of tension within local communities has risen
significantly in the weeks following implementation of the Closed Zone military orders.
There have been heated disagreements in the village between those with and those
without permits. This level of fi-ustration will likely increase as those without permits
continue to be unable to reach their places of work or harvest their crops on the other
side of the Wall.
In January 2004, the mayor of Daba received a phone cal1 from an Israeli officer fi-om
Civil Administration warning him that if any person, including children, came too close
to the Wall, they would be shot. He was responding to allegations that two school
children dug a hole and crawled under the Wall in December.
Settlement Road Construction: On 27 November 2003, the Israeli military announced a
series of measures that would "ease conditions" in the Qalqilya area. One of these
measures included the re-routing of the Alfe Menashe settlement traffic to a new feeder
road that will be constructed connecting Alfe Menashe to the new by-pass road
(connecting the Shornron settlement bloc to the Nirit settlement). This new by-pass road,
22 meters wide, will cross through the village of Daba.
3. Village of 'Azzun 'Atma (Governorate of Qalqilya)

Population:

1500

Location: 'Azzun 'Atma will be entirely enclosed within an enclave by the Wall on three
sides. It will be completely separated and isolated from the neighbouring villages of Beit
Amin and Sannirya. Al1 three villages are closely linked. Many families from each of the
villages are related to one another. Farmers own greenhouses and children attend schools
in the neighbouring villages. 'Azzun 'Atma yields the highest export per dunum (114
acre) in the West Bank.
Permits for Permanent Residence in the Closed Zone: No permanent residence permits
have been granted as yet.
Permits to Access the Closed Zone: No access permits have been granted as yet. At
present, 'Azzun 'Atma farmers are unable to reach approximately 15 per cent of the

village greenhouses that are located in neighbouring villages on the other side of the
Wall. In the nearby village of Beit Amin, 150 villagers received permits to reach their
land in 'Azzun 'Atma.
Closure of Gates: Since 30 October 2003, the gate at the entrance to the village has been
operating. At the beginning the gates were opened three times per day. Then on the
morning of 8 November, more than one hundred villagers assembled at the gate and
managed to keep it open for over 3 hours and then again for 3 hours that same afternoon.
Today, the gate is opened at 6:00 am and closes at 7:00 pm and soldiers are stationed at
the gate.
Trucks carrying bread, poultry and other basic supplies are not permitted to enter
through the gate so al1 supplies must enter the village via the "back-to-back" system.
This means that goods have to be off-loaded then loaded ont0 another truck on the other
side of the gate, substantially increasing transportation costs. Additionally taxis are not
permitted to cross the gate so passengers must walk the 1 or 2 kilometres fiom the gate
to the village or to their farms. There has also been both physical and verbal assaults by
the Israeli soldiers stationed at the gate.
Movement of Checkpoint: On 8 November, the checkpoint located near the village on
the adjacent by-pass road was moved approximately another 2 kilometres further into
the West Bank, just east of the village of Mas Ha. Residents of Sannirya, Beit Amin as
well as 'Azzun 'Atma will have to enter and exit their villages through this checkpoint at
specific times, and on condition that they hold permits.

4. Village of Wad Irsha (Governorate of Qalqilya)
Population:

180

Location: Wad Irsha is situated on the western side of the Wall.
Permits for Permanent Residence in the Closed Zone: Al1 Wad Irsha residents have been
issued permanent residence permits.
However, homes are being destroyed. In April 2003, 5 Wad Irsha homes received
demolition orders. The date that these orders will be implemented is still unknown as the
case is still pending in the Israeli courts. Earlier in 2003, the Israeli army destroyed a
similar shelter with a corrugated roof in Wad Irsha. The reasons given for the orders
were that the homes were without licenses and built in "Area C."
On 11 January 2004, an Israeli officer from the Civil Administration visited the mayor
of the Arab Ramadin Bedouin (a village of approximately 280 people living in the
Closed Zone about 100 metres from the village of Wad Irsha) and delivered a military
order to stop work on 6 shelters that the Bedouin are currently living in, affecting
roughly 40 people. It is has been reported that the area where the Bedouin live will be
used to expand the seulement of Alfe Menashe. Israeli Civil Administration officers
informed local officiais in Qalqilya that the Arab Ramadin would have to be relocated.
Closure of Gates: Already, the daily lives of the 46 schoolchildren from the Arab
Ramadin village have been severely disrupted. Up until the beginning of January, the
Bedouin school children were permitted to use two small Israeli army controlled gates

along the Wall. In order to pass through these gates, they would al1 form a group and
would then be escorted along the Wall by the Israeli army and be permitted to exit and
re-enter two times per day. At the beginning of January, both of these gates were sealed
shut by the Israeli army. Now, with the gates sealed the children have to travel a much
longer distance, roughly 7 km round-trip daily, in order to reach their schools.
Additionally, as there are no service taxis in the Closed Zone, and since residents cannot
afford the expense of a private taxi every day, children must walk down to the main road
and to the Ras 'Atiya gate, then to their schools in Hable.
5. Village of Jayyus (Governorate of Qalqilya)

Population:

3000

Location: Jayyus is situated to the east of the Wall but approximately two thirds of its
land is situated to the west of the Wall.
Permits to Access Land in the Closed Zone: In October, out of 300 farmers from Jayyus
over 150 did not receive permits. The Israeli Civil Administration issued 630 permits
overall, but only 100 were for principal income-earners of families dependent on
agriculture. Permits were issued to children, the elderly and to residents of Jayyus who
live and work in Ramallah or who live abroad. The 150 farmers who were denied
permits needed to access their land for their livelihood. Israel cited "security" reasons for
the permit denials, including prior jail terms or politically active relatives.
Farmers were not permitted access to their lands to irrigate their crops, which
consequently perished. The olive crop could not be harvested. Approximately one half
of the olive farmers were unable to access their land. Traders and distributors who
needed to pick up the crops to transport and sel1 them could not physically get to the
crops. For those that were able to access the land, they were not permitted to bring in a
car or truck to transport the crops.
Throughout November, over 150 farmers still had not been granted permits to access
their greenhouses and land located west of the Wall. Overall, twenty five per cent of the
permits issued had still only been granted to children, the elderly, individuals living
abroad or the already deceased. In one case, a 43 year-old farmer was denied a permit,
but his father and uncle who had been dead for six years received permits. Al1 permits
have been issued for only 3 months.
During the week of 2 to 8 November, the Israeli army conducted several "round-ups" of
Jayyus farmers without permits, and forcibly removed them from their fields and sent
them back to the village.
By mid-December, 135 farmers had not been issued permits to access their land. Of the
300 farmers in the village, 15 households (including 7 of the 135 farmers without
permits) rely on sheep farming for their livelihood. On 18 October, the Israeli army
rounded up the shepherds and their sheep and forced them to leave the Closed Zone and
return to Jayyus, situated east of the Wall. Since then, even shepherds with permits have
not been permitted to enter the Closed Zone with their sheep. The Israeli army has
refùsed the shepherds entry and informed them that they need to get permits for their
sheep or permits to stay overnight-adding new random obstacles to accessing the
Closed Zone. For about a month, approximately 2000 sheep have been unable to graze

in the Closed Zone. Also, because of the nature of grazing, the shepherds and their flock
would need to travel 5 kilometres to reach grazing land. It is not possible to make the
return journey on a daily basis as the sheep would have to travel 10 kilometres per day.
Consequently, the shepherds have had to purchase feed for the sheep at a cost of 1000
NIS per ton (1 ton can feed approximately 150 sheep for 10 days). The shepherds have
been spending some 10,000 NIS every 10 days in order to feed the sheep, and since they
cannot afford this cost, the sheep are being fed only every 5 days.
Permits for Vehicles in the Closed Zone: In October, no vehicle permits were granted.
This is critical because the traders and distributors are unable to reach their land or
transport crops. Throughout November, only 2 out of 3 smaller trucks used for
agricultural purposes had been granted permits. Villagers used to rely on 5 larger trucks
per day from outside (from Hebron and Ramallah) to transport purchased produce, but
these trucks no longer have access to Jayyus. Furthermore, villagers have been informed
that they need to obtain permits for tractors. However, in order for permits to be granted,
ownership and insurance papers have to be submitted and many villagers do not have
these.
Closure of Gates: The gates are opened twice daily-at 8:30 am and again at 7:00 pm.
People often have to wait for the gates to be unlocked. Jayyus farmers report that often
the soldiers change the opening times of the gates without noti@ing the residents. For
instance, during one week in December, gates were opened at 8:00 am then the
following week it was changed to 7:30 am causing farmers to miss the gate opening.
Prior to 25 October, the gates were closed for approximately 20 days due to the Jewish
holidays. Consequently, hundreds of trees in Falamya died because farmers could not
access their lands to irrigate them. Other trees in Jayyus, Attil, Qalqilya and Habla
similarly died. The closure of gates also destroyed approximately 90 per cent of the
Guava crop and had a severe impact on other crops.
De-Populating the Closed Zone: Ali Abu Shareb, his wife and 7 children are the only
Jayyus family living on the western side of the Wall. Their home was separated from the
rest of the village as a result of the building of the Wall. In early January 2004, they
were visited by an Israeli officer from the Civil Administration who informed them that
they would have to move to the eastern side of the Wall. Until now, the family has been
permitted to use the southern agricultural gate, only twice daily, in order for the children
to attend school inside the village. The southern gate has been closed for over a month
for the rest of the Jayyus villagers, forcing the farmers to travel several more kilometres
daily in order to use the other agricultural gate in Jayyus.

6. City of Qalqilya (Governorate of Qalqilya)
Population:

4 1,500-43,000

Location: Qalqilya is enclosed on al1 sides by the Wall.
Permits to Access Land in the Closed Zone: Since 25 October 2003, roughly 400 out of
1300 (about one quarter) farmers have been issued permits to access their land. (These
figures do not account for the thousands of labourers who need access to this area of the
Closed Zone to work on the land located within it.) Of the permits issued, approximately
20 per cent have been granted to Palestinians who are either dead or living abroad. In

NovemberIDecember, the mayor of Qalqilya requested more than 100 access permits,
but only 20 new permits were issued. Also, about 300 residents in Qalqilya have permits
to enter Israel, but no new permits were issued throughout November. The Israeli Civil
Administration informed the mayor that they were reviewing the procedures.
At the beginning of the Closed Zone permit system in October, the Qalqilya
municipality followed-up regularly on permits initially delivered to them by the Israeli
Civil Administration, and applied for permits for the farmers. Since then, Israeli officers
have been encouraging Palestinians to apply individually to the Civil Administration for
permits. Civil Administration officers visit farmers on their farms and give them their
mobile numbers and encourage them to apply directly. This is creating tension within
the comrnunity, as those who apply for permits individually are looked upon with
suspicion fiom others. Israeli authorities are encouraging these "one-on-one" relations
reminiscent of the "pre-DCO period". Those in possession of permits sometimes do not
admit to having them, so actual numbers now will be more difficult to determine but to
date, approximately 40 per cent of those in need of permits have received them.
Permits for Vehicles in the Closed Zone: Only 3 out of at least 20 trucks used for
agricultural purposes have been granted permits and one of these permits was not
renewed.
Closure of GatesICheckpoints: Of the 2 existing agricultural gates in the northern and
southern areas of Qalqilya, the northern gate has not been opened since 4 October.
Because of the closure of this gate, in October Jallal Zeid, one of the largest poultry
farmers in the West Bank, lost his stock of 8000 chickens as he was unable to reach
them to give them water and food. He had previously lost 7000 chickens due to the
extended closure between 19 and 27 August. Additionally, the maintenance costs of the
greenhouses coupled with the difficulty in accessing markets in the area have resulted in
farmers dismantling their greenhouses and selling them or using them as pens for sheep,
as access to grazing land is also limited, forcing shepherds to feed sheep grain at high
costs.
On 27 November, the Israeli Civil Administration announced to the mayor a series of
measures to ease closure restrictions.
The first measure was for the main DCO checkpoint to be opened to taxis and other
vehicles on a 24-hour basis. This was canied out and as of 1 January 2004 there are no
longer Israeli soldiers stationed at the checkpoint (although the Israeli army still
fiequently enters Qalqilya). This, however, provides little relief on movement
restrictions. After passing the DCO checkpoint, if Palestinians want to travel towards the
west then they will immediately face a checkpoint on the by-pass road (a distance of
approximately 200 meters) from the DCO checkpoint. This checkpoint, the Jarjouliya
checkpoint, was moved an additional 3 km further into the West Bank on 5 November
2003. At the Jarjouliya checkpoint, Palestinians are asked for permits to enter Israel and
without one, they do not pass. If, for instance, individuals own land in this area, they
will not reach it (as Closed Zone access permits are not honoured at this checkpoint,
only those Closed Zone residence permits for Daba, Ras Tira, and Wad Irsha). Although
cars are permitted through this checkpoint, trucks have not been permitted to access
agricultural land. Consequently, the trucks cannot transport produce from farms in the
southern area to the markets. There have been reports that farmers have been chased out
of these areas, as well as in the north, by Israeli army jeeps.

In the future, the Jarjouliya checkpoint will be permanently sealed by the Wall and
settlers will use a new by-pass road that will run through the village of Daba. Also,
another permanent checkpoint will soon be established near Immatin, east on the by-pass
road. As a result, movement of people and goods between Nablus and Qalqilya will be
controlled and possibly re-routed to the north in order to by-pass the Shomron and
Kedumim settlements. Therefore, instead of Israeli soldiers controlling the DCO
checkpoint, there is a permanent checkpoint just to the West where the road will be
eventually sealed by the Wall, and soon there will be a permanent checkpoint to the East
(now there are 'flying checkpoints' set up to the east to control movement towards
Nablus).
Furthermore, although cars are now permitted through the Azzun gate, which has been
closed for 2 years and blocked with dirt barricades, the residents of Habla, Ras Tira,
Jallud and the smaller hamlets must travel at least 15 kilometres one-way to reach
Qalqilya. Their route passes through Kufi Thult on a secondary road to the Azzun gate
and then another few kilometres down the by-pass road to the Qalqilya DCO. Habla and
Ras Tira used to be minutes, literally a few hundred meters, away from Qalqilya. Now
those going to work or school must travel 30 kilometres a day because of the winding
maze of walls and gates in the area. Also, those travelling fiom the Azzun gate
westwards will reach the new Jarjouliya checkpoint within a few kilometres, where
Israeli soldiers are variously demanding permits to enter the Closed Zone or actually to
Israel, depending on their mood.
The second measure is a tunnel to be constructed between the village of Habla and the
city of Qalqilya, under the Qalqilya-Kedumim road. However, as with the gates installed
in the Wall, Israeli forces will control passage through the tunnel. Construction of the
tunnel began on 11 January 2004 and is expected to be completed within 3 months.
The third measure is that more agricultural gates are supposed to be installed along the
Wall. However, unless the gates are open, more gates will not make a difference.
Although more opening times of gates have been announced, this has not been
implemented.
7. Village of Azzun (Governorate of Qalqilya)
Population:

7000

Location: Azzun is situated to the east of the Wall but its land is situated to the west of
the Wall.
Permits to Access Land in the Closed Zone: Regardless of whether permits are issued or
not, there is no gate installed in the Wall. In order to reach their land, residents must
travel a long distance: approximately 4 kilometres to a gate near Isla to the west, and 9
kilometres to another gate near Nabi Ilyas, where other land belonging to the village is
located. In order to reach some land in the north, residents have to travel to Jayyus.
Since Palestinians are often not permitted to use main roads, reserved for the Israeli
army and settlers, they are forced to take even longer routes, often on foot, and are not
permitted to bring trucks for the harvesting of crops.

8. Village of Kufr Thult (Governorate of Qalqilya)
Population:

4000

Location: Kufi Thult is situated to the east of the Wall but its land is situated in the
Closed Zone.
Permits to Access Land in the Closed Zone: Regardless of whether permits are issued or
not, the gate at Kufr Thult is almost always closed.

9. Village of Qaffin (Governorate of Tulkarem)
Population:

9000

Location: Qaffin is situated to the east of the Wall but approximately two-thirds of its
land (6000 dunums-1500 acres) is to the west of the Wall, mostly olive trees.
Permits to Access Land in the Closed Zone: There is an agricultural gate separating
Qaffin fi-om its land in the Closed Zone and the villages of Baqa Sharqiya ,Nazlat Issa
and Abu Nar, so residents of Qaffin must apply for permits to access their land. In early
November, 300 individuals received permits to access their land in the Closed Zone. A
few weeks later, another 300 farmers received permits. Approximately 700 Qaffin
families have either lost land or their land is isolated as a result of the Wall, so nearly
2000 people are in need of permits. Qaffin has an unemployment rate of over 80 per
cent. As with many West Bank villages, prior to the intifada, the majority of the
residents worked inside Israel.
The Qaffin farmers received Closed Zone permits for one month. Their permits were not
renewed by the Israelis and the reason given was that there are mostly olive trees in the
Closed Zone and since the olive season is in October and November, the season is over.
10. Village of Zayta (Governorate of Tulkarem)

Population:

3000

Location: Zayta is situated to the east of the Wall, but more than 80 per cent of its land is
situated to the west of the Wall. Zayta's land to the north is enclosed by two Walls and to
the south by one. The majority of the residents rely on their land for their livelihood.
Permits to Access Land in the Closed Zone: In October, 350 individuals were denied
permits. On 22 October, only 30 farmers of the 380 names submitted were granted
permits. The permits were provided at a gate. However, not al1 of the 30 farmers with
permits were permitted access to their land. Others that reached their land remained
there and slept on the ground for fear of being cut off entirely from further access.
Israeli claims it is refusing permits on security grounds. There are cases in which some
family members have been issued permits while others in the same family have not. For
example, in one case, a father was refused a permit, but his wife and daughters were
granted permits. Consequently, the principal income earner could not reach his land, and
without the father being granted a permit, the daughter would not go to work on the land
either. According to the mayor of Zayta, in one family of 12 in Shweika (Tulkarem

area), only the three females were granted permits while the nine males were not. Israel
cited "security" for its decision. Being olive farmers, this family was unable to harvest
their olive crop.
By December, out of roughly 380 farmers, only 100 had been issued one month permits
to access the Closed Zone. Some of the permits are being renewed and some of them are
not, but no new permits are being granted. Owners of greenhouses are generally not
being issued permits. Consequently, only 30 dunums (7.5 acres) of land are currently
housing greenhouses, out of 600 dunums (150 acres) of land once dense with
greenhouses. Farmers have dismantled their greenhouses and moved them to the nearby
village of Illar, east of Zayta, because they can more easily access this area. Four
greenhouse owners have been denied permits for "security" reasons, including 70 yearold Ahmad Abu Jaser, who owns 13 dunums (3.25 acres) of greenhouses. Landowners
are renting their land to farmers with permits, sometimes for no charge, in order to
maintain usage of the land and prevent it fiom being declared "abandoned". Overall,
smaller vegetable plots are replacing the many greenhouses that once covered this area,
reversing the level of development.
One Zayta farmer and his family were separated fiom the rest of the village as a result of
the building of the Wall. In August 2003, 75 year-old Zikrallah Aqad was forced to
move his 3 children into the village to live with relatives on the eastern side of the Wall,
in order for them to attend school. As farming is the sole source of income for Zikrallah
and his family, he and his eldest daughter have remained on his 7 dunum (1.75 acres)
farm, but as of January 2003, only Zikrallah had been granted a Closed Zone permit and
his daughter Najah had not. In September 2003, Zikrallah's electricity was cut as a result
of construction of the Wall and he remained without it for more than 20 days. During
that time, the mayor of Zayta made several pleas to the Israeli Civil Administration for
the electricity to be repaired. Finally, the Palestinian Electricity Company was permitted
to enter the area and repair the wires.
Life is becoming increasingly difficult for Zikrallah, as he now must travel several
kilometres in order to reach his own village and the road that he uses will eventually be
cut as a result of the building of the second Wall in the area. Despite several pleas by
the mayor of Zayta and Zikrallah to the Israeli Civil Administration to install a gate for
Zikrallah, so that his family can remain together, no improvements have been made.
Instead, Zikrallah was visited by an Israeli officer in September 2003 who told him that
no gate or special facilities would be made for him.
Permits for Vehicles in the Closed Zone: No permits for cars/tmcks have been issued.
Closure of Gates: The area around Zayta has 3 gates, 2 in the village for agricultural
purposes and the Baqa Sharqiya gate through which vehicles can pass. The southern gate
has been closed permanently since it was installed approximately one year ago. The
north-western gate opens in the direction of Israel and therefore farmers have not been
able to enter Israel and re-enter the West Bank to reach their land south of Zayta. This
gate is supposed to be open at 06:30, 12:30 and 16:OO for 15 minutes at a time.
However, the opening times have never been consistent. Sometimes the gates are only
open twice a day or they are opened earlier or later than the designated times. In
October, the gates of Zayta were closed for 20 days straight during the Jewish holidays.
They were opened on 25 and 26 October, but only two to three times each day for five
minutes at a time-at 6:00 am, 12:OO noon and 6:00 pm.

Farmers attempting to drive through the Baqa Sharqiya gate have been denied passage,
as have teachers and doctors with permits. For instance, on 3 December, teachers and
doctors were denied passage through the Baqa Sharqiya gate without reason. Border
police used to control the gates, but they have now been replaced by the Israeli army.
This has led to fewer beatings and harassment, but less flexibility in passage through the
gates.
Of the 380 farmers in Zayta, 65 are olive farmers and none of these were able to access
their land to pick olives this last season.
Movement of Checkpoint: On 24 November, the Nazlat Issa checkpoint was moved a
further 2 kilometres into the West Bank, past Baqa Sharqiya to near the Qaffin gate.
Since then moving goods from Israel to the West Bank has become more difficult.
Merchants have been told to use the Taybe checkpoint (the main Tulkarem checkpoint)
and they are often turned back from the Qaffin checkpoint-enabling Israel, therefore, to
control the movement of Palestinian goods as well as people. Furthermore, an "Abu
Disu-style concrete Wall has been erected between Baqa Sharqiya and Baqa Gharbiya.
Israeli media reported that conditions in the area would be eased and the area would be
opened to al1 of the neighbouring village residents. It was reported that the Wall
currently under construction closer to the Green line, separating Baqa Sharqiya from
Baqa Gharbiya, would be used instead of the Wall constructed 3 km deeper into the
West Bank. However, there have been no changes on the ground, nor any easing of
passage at gates. On the contrary, villagers report an increased use of tear gas and both
physical and verbal harassment by the Israeli army at the gates.
11. Village of Khirbet Jabara (Governorate of Tulkarem)
Population:

3 10

Location: Khirbet Jabara, south of Tulkarem, is situated on the western side of the Wall.
It is almost completely dependent on Tulkarem for basic and other services, including
schools and health care.
Permits for Permanent Residence in the Closed Zone: In October, 12 to 15 permanent
residence permits were refused, affecting approximately 50 people (12 to 15 individuals
and their family members). The reasons for refusa1 included "security" issues and
computer problems. As a result of the rejection of these permit applications, and on
principle rejecting the system altogether, the remainder of the villagers (al1 but
approximately 20 to 40 out of 3 10) refused to obtain permits or accept permits that were
unilaterally issued by Israeli authorities.
In the second week of November, however, after punitive denial of movement, 30
individuals succumbed and accepted permanent residence permits. Then again on 20
December 2004, the remainder of those refusing to obtain permits were detained at the
Tulkarem checkpoint until they agreed to accept them. Additionally, those who were
rejected permits for "security reasons" were granted residence permits, but valid for only
three months, while the other villagers received residence permits valid for one year.

Villagers do not see any benefits to the notion of permits. Rather, they Say that the
permit system and procedures are only intended to make people's lives difficult. Under
the permit system, a 12 year-old boy or girl, for instance, will have to go to the Israeli
DCO in order to renew their permits once they expire. Villagers questioned whether the
permits will actually be renewed.
Many of the farmers were unable to harvest their crops or market their products this last
season. About 30 to 40 farmers with land east of the Wall have either stopped or
significantly reduced their farming activities, on open land, in greenhouses as well as
raising chickens. Maintaining greenhouses is costly and if the farmers cannot trade their
produce then keeping them is no longer worth the expense. It is also expensive to repair
greenhouses (villagers spent some 30,000 NIS for the plastic for the greenhouses). Early
in October, one farmer repaired his greenhouse-located within 500 meters east of the
Wall-only to have it destroyed the same month by the Israeli army when a flare landed
on it and burnt the plastic.
Residents of the nearby villages of Ar Ras, Kafi Sur, Kafi Jarnrnal, Kafi 'Abbush, Far'un
and the city of Tulkarem are unable to access the land they own in Khirbet Jabara. Of
those who have applied, many have been refused permits, some for "security" reasons.
One 60 year-old man fi-om Ar Ras has applied 3 times, to access his land and visit his
daughter in Khirbet Jabara, but he keeps being refùsed a permit without any stated
reason. Most of the residents of Ar Ras were unable to visit their relatives in Khirbet
Jabara during the Eid holiday. Even those owners of land in Khirbet Jabara who have
been granted permits have been unable to harvest their olive crops because either
workers or capable family members have not been granted permits. A proportionally
greater number of small children and the elderly have been granted permits.
Permits for Vehicles in the Closed Zone: No permits for vehicles have been issued.
Closure of Gates: In October, the gates were closed for approximately 26 days, except
for 2 days when they were open for pedestrians only. After the villagers refùsed to
obtain permits, the gates were open only for students and teachers in order to get to
school. However, children and teachers are often late to school because the gates are
opened late. Furthermore, for more than ten days, the villagers, not holding permits,
were refused passage through the checkpoint to Tulkarem.
Throughout November, still only students (and later some farmers) were permitted to
cross the one eastern gate. Ever since the construction of the Wall approximately one
year ago, the Israeli army has placed a cement block in front of the gate, so no vehicles,
including buses and cars can enter or exit through it. The school bus, which used to
come fiom the village of Ar Ras, is not able to reach the village to pick up the students
of Khirbet Jabara. Instead, children have to get to the gate by themselves, on foot or by
car, wait for the Israeli soldiers to open it, and then walk approximately 500 meters to
catch the bus from Ar Ras. On 9 November, children got wet having to walk and wait in
the rain for the soldiers to open the gate. On 10 November, in particularly heavy rain on
a cold day, children were kept at the gate from 12:OO noon until 1:45 pm waiting for the
soldiers to open it.
On 7 and 8 November, the Israeli army opened the gates fiom 7:00 am until2:OO pm, in
the villagers' opinion because of the media attention they have been receiving, including
a visit by BBC. By 9 November, the Israeli army reverted to keeping the gate closed and

opening it at 7:00 am for only fifteen minutes and again at 1:45 pm for a few minutes for
the students to cross.
In December, in addition to the Ar Ras and main gate, a third gate was added to the Wall
inside the village near the entrance. Now school children have to pass through three
instead of two gates before making the journey to Ar Ras to catch the school bus. They
have to pass through one gate, walk 20-30 meters to the main gate, and then after
passing through walk another 20-30 meters to the third gate. Cars are not allowed
through the gates. Many children have to walk 2 kilometres to the first gate and have
been getting wet from the rain and sick from the cold weather. The gates are controlled
by the army and are only open in the morning and afternoon for school children.
Closure of Checkpoint: The main checkpoint for entry to and exit from the village is
located at the intersection of the by-pass road and the road that connects Khirbet Jabara
to Tulkarem. Before 7 November, Israeli soldiers were preventing residents from leaving
the village without permits. However, thereafter, the army reverted to the previous
system in place, by which villagers could only pass the checkpoint if their name and
identification number were listed at the checkpoint. On 8 November, villagers were able
to pass through on foot, but farmers were not permitted to bring their produce or poultry
through the checkpoint.
Most villagers can pass through the main checkpoint because their names have been
placed on a list at the checkpoint. Residents whose names are on the list are able to drive
small private cars through. However, other cars and trucks with Palestinian license
plates, even if the individual has a permit, cannot pass through. Passage through the
checkpoint, generally, also depends on the decision of the particular Israeli soldier
manning the checkpoint at the time. Furthermore, for 4 to 5 months, the garbage trucks
from Kafr Majlis have not been permitted through the checkpoint, so residents have
been burning their refuse.
Only trucks from Israel are allowed into the village, but farmers are unable to afford
Israeli truck costs because of the increased distance. Previously, the 4 kilometres
distance between Khirbet Jabara and Tulkarem used to cost 50 to 100 NIS to transport
goods or supplies. To bring in trucks from Israel, the same distance costs 300 NIS. If the
gate between Khirbet Jabara and Kafr Sur was open for trucks, then trucks from Israel
would not be needed. The perception articulated by farmers regarding why only Israeli
trucks are permitted access is that Israeli authorities intend to separate the villagers from
Tulkarem and the surrounding area to force the population to leave the village and move
elsewhere.
Most of the farmers are no longer maintaining their greenhouses or raising chickens
because they cannot get their produce out of the village or needed supplies, such as feed
for the chickens, into the village in the absence of affordable and viable means of
transportation. Farmers used to raise 150,000 chickens in the village. Approximately 80
per cent of 55 farmers have stopped commercial farming because they are uncertain of
their future. The other 20 per cent continue to struggle for their livelihood in small ways.

12. Village of Baqa Sharqiya (Governorate of Tulkarem)
Population:

4000

Location: Baqa Sharqiya will be enclosed on al1 sides by the Wall.
Permits to Access the Closed Zone: Palestinians possessing permits to visit Israel were
not allowed to pass through the Baqa Sharqiya gates into the Closed Zone. They were
told by the Israeli soldiers that they must obtain Closed Zone permits.
The Israeli military moved the checkpoint separating the villages of Nazlat Issa and
Baqa Sharqiya from Baqa Gharbiya (inside the Green Line) a further 2 km into the West
Bank towards the Qaffin gate. There second Wall which will enclose Nazlat Issa, Baka
Sharqiya and Abu Nar is near completion. In some cases the Wall is within meters of
homes.

13. Village of Mutilla (Governorate of Jenin)
Population:

300

Location: Mutilla is an isolated and vulnerable cornrnunity situated to the west of the
north-eastern section of the Wall, near the Jordan Valley. Mutilla is also near where the
press has reported automatic machine guns may be installed.
Closure of Gates: Along an approximately 20 to 30 kilometres stretch of the Wall
passing near Mutilla, gates have not been installed on grounds that the Wall is on the
Green Line. However, a number of villages are separated from their olive trees. The
Israeli army has warned villagers over loudspeakers not to enter their land. This has been
enforced through intimidation and harassment of villagers by private security guards
(mandated to protect the Wall construction workers) presenting themselves as the army
and police. When several hundred olive trees were uprooted in early December, the
farmers were not permitted to collect the trees for re-planting. A band of 300 meters
from the area of construction of the Wall is considered a closed military zone,
preventing villagers from tending their olive trees.

PART B
GATE CLOSURE IN QALQILYA
Source: Qalqilya Municipality, Ministry of Local Government, Palestinian Authority.

Monitoring of Southern and Northern Agricultural Gates and DCO Checkpoint
from 1 September 2003 until17 January 2004

Date

1-9-2003
2-9-2003
3-9-2003
4-9-2003
5-9-2003
6-9-2003
7-9-2003
8-9-2003
9-9-2003
10-9-2003

Southern
Gate
Open
Open
Open
Open
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Open
Open

11-9-2003
12-9-2003

Open
Open

Northern
Gate
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Partially
open 1-8 pm
Closed
Open

27-9-2003
28-9-2003
29-9-2003
30-9-2003
3 1-9-2003
1- 10-2003
2- 10-2003
3-10-2003
4-10-2003

Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed

Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed

DCO
Checkpoint
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Closed
Closed
Open
Open

Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open

Open
Open

Comments for DCO
Checkpoint

Only for pedestrians
until 1 pm
Only for pedestrians

Pedestrians only
Pedestrians only

5-10-2003

Closed

Closed

6- 10-2003
7- 10-2003
8-10-2003
9- 10-2003

Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed

Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed

Partially
Open
Closed
Open
Open
Open

10-10-2003

Closed

Closed

Closed

11- 10-2003

Closed

Closed

Closed

12-10-2003

Closed

Closed

Closed

13-10-2003
14-10-2003
15-10-2003
16-10-2003
17-10-2003
18-10-2003
19-10-2003

Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed

Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed

Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed

- 20-10-2003

2 1- 10-2003
22- 10-2003
23- 10-2003
24- 10-2003
25-10-2003
26-10-2003
27-10-2003
28- 10-2003
29- 10-2003
30- 10-2003
3 1- 10-2003

Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed

Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed

Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed

1-11-2003
2- 11-2003
3- 11-2003
4- 11-2003
5-1 1-2003
6- 11-2003
7- 11-2003
8- 11-2003
9- 11-2003
10-11-2003
11- 11-2003
12-11-2003
13-11-2003

Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed

Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed

Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open

-

Employees only
Employees only
Open for employees
depending on the mood
of the soldiers.
Closed also for
pedestrians.
Closed also for
Pedestrians.
Closed also for
Pedestrians.

DCO: open only for
teachers/doctors with
prior CO-ordinationwith
Israeli Army

29- 12-2003
30-12-2003
3 1- 12-2003

Closed
Closed
Closed

Closed
Closed
Closed

Open
Open
Open

1- 1-2004
2- 1-2004
3-1-2004
4- 1-2004
5-1-2004
6- 1-2004
7- 1-2004
8- 1-2004
9- 1-2004
1O- 1-2004
11- 1-2004
12-1-2004
13-1-2004
14-1-2004
15-1-2004
16-1-2004
17-1-2004

Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed

Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed

Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open

-

PART C
GATE CLOSURE IN JAYYUS
Results of Analyses of Gate Monitoring Program
The World Council of Churches, and at the invitation of local Christian Churches,
launched a program called "Ecumenical accompaniment for Palestine and Israel"
(EAPPI). Since October 2002, and in cooperation with the Palestinian Hydrology Group,
the Ecumenical Accompaniers based in Jayyus conducted the Monitoring Program and
data acquisition that deals with Wall issues.
The Gate Monitoring Program started in November 2003. This program aims to gather
information on the times of opening of the Wall gates, duration of opening and the
number of farmers crossing the gatès. In addition, it writes down notices during
checking farmers and letting them in or out of their farms.
The Accompaniers monitor both gates at Jayyus. One called the North Gate, which is the
main Gate, and the other one called the south Gate. The Mayor of Jayyus received from
the Israeli Civil Administration "verbally" a schedule of the opening times of the gate.
According to that schedule, the gate opens al1 week at three times a day. The first time is
in the morning between 6:45 and 7: 10. The second time is between 12:30 and 12:45.
The third time is between 16:10 and 16:35.
During the period between 14 November 2003 and 6 January 2004, the EAPPI reported
data for 4 1 mornings and 28 evenings.
In general, there are too many irregularities in the opening times. Therefore, the farmers
have to wait several hours in many cases, or they cannot reach the gate while it is open.
In many cases farmers are turned back because soldiers claim they are late, while the
gate is still open. Also, the gates were completely closed on 17 December. Missing data
means that EAPPI team members are out of Jayyus or not monitoring at that time.

The Results of Analyses at Morning Time over 41 days
Average Delay Every Day:
Maximum Delay:
Standard Deviation in the Time of Delay:
Average No. of Farmers Allowed to Cross:
Total Hours Delay in Respect of Number of Farmers Crossed:
Average Checking Time per Farmer:

44 Minutes
2 Hours and 15 Minutes
31 Minutes
41 Farmers
1209 Hours
34 Seconds

The Results of Analyses at Evening Time over 28 days
Average Delay Every Day:
Maximum Delay:
Standard Deviation in the Time of Delay:
Average No. Of Farmers Allowed Crossing:
Total Hours Delay in Respect of Number of Farmers Crossed:
Average Checking Time per Farmer:

35 Minutes
1 Hour and 5 Minutes
25 Minutes
34 Farmer
524 Hours
37 Seconds

Remarks on the graphs:
1The duration graph: each column shows the number of minutes the gate is open.
a. The no. of farmers graph: each column shows the number of farmers
coming in or out is recorded.
b. The time graph: on this graph the top of the column represents the time
the gate opened.
Done By:
EAPPI: Maurice Hopper
Palestinian Hydrology Group: Abdul-Latif Khaled
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PART D
IDF MILITARY ORDER: "DECLARATION CONCERNING
CLOSING AN AREA NO. SI2103 (SEAM ZONE)", 2 OCTOBER
2003.
Translation by United Nations OfJice of the Coordination of
Humanitarian Affairs

Israel Defense Force
Qrder Regarding Security Regulations (Judea and Samaria) (No. 378),
5730-1970
Declaration Concerning Closing an Area no. SI2103 (Seam Zone)
In the power vested in me as the commander of the IDF forces in the
Judea and Samaria area, and according to articles 88 and 90 to the
Order regarding Security Regulations (Judea and Samaria) (No. 378),
5730-1970 (here after- "the order") and my other authorities based on
every law and security regulations, and facing the special security
circumstances in the area and the need to take necessary steps in order
to prevent terrorist attacks and the exit of attackers from the areas of
Judea and Samaria to the state of Israel, 1hereby declare as follows:

Definitions

1.

In this order:
"The Map" - A map with the scale of 1:150,000,
named "Declaration conceming closing an area no.
SI2103 (Seam Zone)" signed by me and forms an
inseparable part of this declaration.
"Israeli" - Each of the following:
a. Citizen of the state of Israel.
b. Resident of the state of Israel registered in
the Population Registry in Israel,
according to the Law of Population
Registry, 5725 - 1965, according to its
validity in Israel, from time to time.
c. Whoever is entitled to immigrate to Israel
according to the Law of Retum, 75 101950, according to its validity in Israel,
from time to time.
"Barrier" - Fences, walls and patrol roads,
destined to prevent terrorist attacks and exit of
attackers fiom the areas of Judea and Samaria to
the state of Israel, constructed according to seizure
orders detailed in section A to the appendix to this
declaration, according to their validity, fiom time
to time.

"Seam Zone" - Each area delimited by the barrier,
marked on the map in red line, towards the
direction of the state of Israel.

Closing an
area

2.

Prohibition
3.
On Entry and
Stay in the area
Reservation of 4.
Applicability

1 hereby declare that the seam zone is a closed
area, according to its meaning in this order.
a.
b.

a.

b.

Permanent
Residents

5.

a.

b.

No person will enter the seam zone or stay
in it.
A person that stays in the seam zone is
obliged to exit it immediately.
Article 3 of this declaration will not
apply to:
1. An Israeli.
2.
Whoever was given a permit by
me or on my behalf to enter the
seam zone and stay in it, according
to the conditions set in the permit.
A permit based on this article can
be genera, for a specific type,
persona1 or special.
Despite the above mentioned section (a),
a military commander is allowed to order
that article 3 of this declaration will apply
to a person or to every kind of peoples
entering the seam zone or staying in it.

A person who has reached the age of 16
years old, whose permanent place of
residency, on the day this declaration
becomes valid, is within the seam zone, is
allowed to enter to the seam zone and stay
in it, as long as he has a written permit,
given to him by me to on my behalf,
testifiing that his permanent place of
residency is within the seam zone, al1
according to the conditions set in the permit.
1.
A person, whose has not reached the
age of 16 years old, whose permanent
place of residency is within the seam
zone, will be allowed to stay in the
seam zone, without a written permit,
according to the above mentioned
section (a).
A person, who has not reached the
2.
age of 16 years old, whose
permanent place of residency is
within the seam zone, will be
allowed to enter the seam zone in
one of the following ways:

a.

Passages

6.

a.

b.

When having a written
permit, according to section
(a), as long as he is not
under the age of 12 years
old.
b.
Accompanied by a person
whose entry was allowed by
section (a).
In any other way set by me
c.
or on my behalf.
Entering the seam zone and exiting it
will by through the detailed passages
detailed in section B of the appendix of
this declaration, marked in blue line in
the map, al1 according to the conditions
set by me or on my behalf.
For this section:

"Entering the seam zone" - Entering the
seam zone from the area [West Bank]
direction that are not included within the
seam zone.
"Exiting the seam zone" - Exiting the
seam zone to the direction of the area
[West Bank] that are not included within
the seam zone.
Authorization 7.

The head of the civil administration is authorized
to set rules and procedures as related to this
declaration.

Publication

a.

8.

Copies of this declaration and the attached
map will be deposited for review for those
interested during regular working hours in
the following offices:
1.
Regional District Coordination
Offices (DCO).
Police stations in Judea and Samaria
2.
area.
Office of the Legal Adviser of the
3.
Judea and Samaria area.
Offices of the Head of the
4.
infrastructure Section in the Civil
Administration of the Judea and
Samaria area.
b. Copies of the declaration and the attached
map would be hung on the notice boards in
the Regional DCO offices, as mentioned in
section (a)(l), for a period of 3 months from

the day the notification of this declaration
would be publicized.
c. The head of the civil administration is allowed
to set additional means for publication, beyond
the detailed in sections (a) and (b).
Upholding
Laws

9.

Nothing in this declaration will impair the
applicability of declarations concerning closing
areas or other orders applicable in the seam zone.

Entry into
force

10.

This declaration will enter into force starting the
day of its signature.

Name

11.

This declaration will be entitled: "Declaration of
closing an area no. SI2103 (Seam Zone)".

Appendix
Section A- Seizure Orders
Order regarding Land Seizure no. Tl35195 (Judea and Samaria), 5755 - 1995.
Order regarding Land Seizure no. Tl12102 (Judea and Samaria), 5762 - 2002.
Order regarding Land Seizure no. Tl17102 (Judea and Samaria), 5762 - 2002.
Order regarding Land Seizure no. Tl18102 (Judea and Samaria), 5762 - 2002.
Order regarding Land Seizure no. Tl19102 (Judea and Samaria), 5762 - 2002.
Order regarding Land Seizure no. Tl20102 (Judea and Samaria), 5762 - 2002.
Order regarding Land Seinire no. Tl21102 (Judea and Samaria), 5762 - 2002.
Order regarding Land Seizure no. Tl22102 (Judea and Samaria), 5762 - 2002.
Order regarding Land Seizure no. Tl23102 (Judea and Samaria), 5762 - 2002.
Order regarding Land Seizure no. Tl24102 (Judea and Samaria), 5762 - 2002.
Order regarding Land Seizure no. Tl25102 (Judea and Samaria), 5762 - 2002.
Order regarding Land Seizure no. Tl26102 (Judea and Samaria), 5762 - 2002.
Order regarding Land Seizure no. Tl3 1/02 (Judea and Samaria), 5762 - 2002.
Order regarding Land Seizure no. Tl33102 (Judea and Samaria), 5762 - 2002.
Order regarding Land Seizure no. Tl34102 (Judea and Samaria), 5762 - 2002.
Order regarding Land Seizure no. Tl35102 (Judea and Samaria), 5762 - 2002.
Order regarding Land Seizure no. Tl37102 (Judea and Samaria), 5762 - 2002.
Order regarding Land Seizure no. Tl39102 (Judea and Samaria), 5762 - 2002.
Order regarding Land Seizure no. Tl402102 (Judea and Samaria), 5762 - 2002.
Order regarding Land Seizure no. Tl41102 (Judea and Samaria), 5762 - 2002.
Order regarding Land Seizure no. Tl43102 (Judea and Samaria), 5762 - 2002.
Order regarding Land Seizure no. Tl46102 (Judea and Samaria), 5762 - 2002.
Order regarding Land Seizure no. T/7/03 (Judea and Samaria), 5763 - 2002.
Order regarding Land Seizure no. Tl21103 (Judea and Samaria), 5763 - 2002.
Order regarding Land Seizure no. Tl25103 (Judea and Samaria), 5763 - 2003.
Order regarding Land Seizure no. Tl36103 (Judea and Samaria), 5763 - 2003.
Order regarding Land Seizure no. Tl57103 (Judea and Samaria), 5763 - 2003.

Section B- Passages
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
3 1.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.

Salem passage.
Khirbet A-Taybe - north passage.
Khirbet A-Taybe - west passage.
'Anin passage.
Hinanit east passage.
Hinanit south-east passage.
Al 'Araqa passage.
Khirbeat A Tura passage.
Raihan Checkpoint.
Barta'a south passage.
Baka Al Sharkiya north passage.
Baka Al Sharkiya south passage.
Zeita south passage.
'Atil west passage.
Dir Al 'Azzun west passage.
Shweikha north-east passage.
Shweikha north passage.
Tulkarem south passage.
Far'un west passage.
Shufa checkpoint.
Khirbet Jubara east passage.
Sal'it south passage.
Falamya west passage.
Falamya south passage.
Jayyus west passage.
Jayyus south passage.
Tzufin south passage.
Qalqiliya north-east passage.
Qalqiliya south-west passage.
Qalqiliya south passage.
Qalqiliya checkpoint (109).
Nabi Elias south passage.
Alfey Menashe east passage.
Khirbet A-Ras A-Tira east passage.
Wadi Rasha west passage.
Khirbet Ras 'Atiya east passage.
Habla north-east passage.
Habla north passage.
Khirbet Ras 'Atiya south passage.
Khirbet Abu Saleman north passage.
Khirbet Abu Salman south passage.
Azzun- 'Atma north-west passage.
Azzun-'Atma south-west passage.
Azzun- 'Atma north passage.
Beit Amin south passage.
Mas'ha north passage.
Mas-ha west passage.

Date:

6 Tishrey, 5774

Moshe Kaplinsky,
General Commander of IDF Forces
Judea and Samaria Area

PART E
IDF MILITARY ORDER: "GENERAL PERMIT TO ENTER THE
SEAM ZONE AND TO STAY IN IT", 2 OCTOBER 2003.
Translation by United Nations OfJice of the Coordination of
Humanitarian Affairs

Israel Defense Force
Order Regarding Security Regulations (Judea and Samaria) (No. 378),
5730-1970
General Permit to Enter the Seam Zone and to Stay in it
In the power vested in me as the commander of the IDF forces in the
Judea and Samaria area, and according to article 4(a)(2) of the
Declaration Conceming closing an area no. SI2103 (Seam Zone) (Judea
and Samaria), 5764-2003 (here after- "the declaration"), 1 hereby order
as follows:

General permit 1.
to enter the seam
zone and stay in it

An entry permit to the seam zone, as defined in
the declaration, and to stay in it is hereby given
to every person belonging to the type of persons
detailed in the appendix of this permit, according
to the conditions specified in the appendix.

Conditions

a.

2.

b.

A person entering the seam
zone and staying in it,
based on this permit, will cany
with him a document testi@ing
that he belongs to one of the types
of persons detailed in the
appendix; in addition to an ID
card.
The head of the civil administration
may change or add to the conditions
specified in section (a), regarding a
specific person or types of persons.

Reservation
of
Applicability

3.

Despite what is said in article 1, the military
commander may order, that this permit will not
apply to a person or types of persons entering
the seam zone.

Publication

4.

a.

Copies of this permit will be deposited
for review for those interested during
working hours at the following offices:
1.
Regional District Coordinating
Offices (DCO).
Police stations in Judea and Samaria
2.
area.

Office of the Legal Adviser for the
Judea and Samaria area.
4.
Offices of the Head of the
infrastructure Section in the Civil
Administration of the Judea and
Samaria area.
d. Copies of the permit would be hung on the
notice boards in the Regional D.C.0 offices, as
mentioned in section (a)(l), for a period of 3
months from the day the notification of this
declaration would be publicized.
e. The head of the civil administration is
allowed to set additional means of
publication, beyond the detailed in sections
(a) and (b).
3.

Entry into force 5.

This permit will enter into force starting the day
of its signature.

Name

This permit will be entitled: "General permit to
enter the Seam Zone and to stay in it (Judea and
Samaria), 5764-2003".

6.

Appendix
Types of persons
Whoever is not a resident of the
area [West Bank- N.A.], and
obtains a valid foreign passport
and a valid permit to stay in Israel
Whoever obtains a valid working
permit in an Israeli settlement
located within the seam zone,
according to the order regarding
Employment of Workers in Certain
Areas (Judea and Samaria) (No.
967), 5742-1982
Whoever obtains a valid exit permit
fiom the area (West Bank-N.A.) to
Israel

Date:

6 Tishrey, 5774

Moshe Kaplinsky,
General Commander of IDF Forces
Judea and Samaria Area

Conditions
Entry to the seam zone and staying
in it for al1 purposes

Entry to the seam zone and staying
in it for the purpose of employment
in a settlement mentioned in the
working permit, under the
conditions set in the working permit

Passing through the seam zone in
order to exit the area (West BankN.A.) to Israel

PART F
IDF MILITARY ORDER: "REGULATIONS REGARDING ENTRY
AND STAY PERMITS TO THE SEAM ZONE", 7 OCTOBER 2003
Translation by United Nations OfJice of the Coordination of Humanitarian
Affairs

Israel Defense Force
Order Regarding Security Regulations (Judea and Samaria) (No. 378),
5730-1970
Regulations Regarding Entry and Stay Permits to the Seam Zone
In the power vested in me as the Head of the Civil Administration and
according to articles 4(a)(2) and 7 to the Declaration Concerning
closing an area no. SI2103 (Seam Zone) (Judea and Samaria), 57642003 (here after- "the declaration"), 1 hereby order as follows:

Definitions

1.

In this order:
"The Seam Zone" - As defined in the declaration
"The certified authority" - Heads of the Israeli
civil District Coordinating Offices.
"Permit7'-A persona1 written permit to enter and
stay in the seam zone, issued to a person by the
certified authority.
"The Committee" - A committee established by
me in order to examine request for permits.

Issuing a
permit

2.

a.

b.

Request
for a permit

3.

a.

b.

A permit will be issued by the certified
authority for one
of the purposes detailed in section A to the
appendix of these regulations.
A permit will be issued for a period set by
the certified
authority, according to procedures yet to be
set.

A request for a permit for a person
whose age turned 12
years old will be applied through one of the
forms set in sections B-M to the appendix,
according to the purpose of entry and stay.
A person whose age did not turn 12 years
old will be allowed to enter and stay in the
seam zone, when accompanied by a
person carrying a permit issued according

to the above mentioned section (a), for the
purpose to which the permit was issued,
or by any other way set by me or on my
behalf.

Examining
the Request

4..

a.

b.

c.

d.

Permit
Renewal

5.

a.

b.

Upholding
Laws

6.

When a request for a permit is submitted
the certified authority will decide one of
the following:
1. Authorizing the request or
denying it, based on the request.
2. Transferring the request for review
of the committee.
If the certified authority denied the request
for permit
for the purposes mentioned in articles 1-6
in section A to the appendix, the
requestant would be given another
opportunity to bring his claims before the
committee.
In order to consider the request for a
permit the cornmittee could conduct every
needed examination, including inviting
the requestant and every other person
related to the request to appear before it,
and giving instructions regarding
submission of every document necessary
for examination of the request.
A certified authority may, for the duration
of completing its consideration of the
request for a permit, issue the requestant a
temporary permit for entry and stay in the
seam zone, for a period and on the
conditions set by it.

A certified authority may renew the
permit for a period setby it, according to
procedures yet to be set.
When the certified authority denies a
request for permit renewal, the permit
owner will have the opportunity to bring
his claims before the committee; sections
(3) and (4) to article 4 of this order will
apply to the committee's action.

Nothing in these regulations will impair the
applicability of any permit given to a person in
the seam zone, not according to these regulations.

Publication

8.

a.

b.

Entry into force 10.

Name

11.

Copies of these regulations will be
deposited for review of al1 persons
during regular working hours at the
following offices:
1.
Regional District Coordinating
Offices (DCO).
Police stations in Judea and Samaria
2.
area.
Office of the Legal Adviser of the
3.
Judea and Samaria area.
4.
Offices of the Head of the
Infrastructure Section in the Civil
Administration of the Judea and
Samaria area.
Copies of these regulations would be hung on
the notice boards in the Regional DCO
offices, as mentioned in section (a)(l), for a
period of 3 months from the day the
regulations enter into force, or would be
published in any other way set by me.
These regulations will enter into force
from the date of its signature.

These regulations will be entitled: "Regulations
Regarding Entry and Stay Permits in the Seam
Zone (Judea and Samaria), 5764- 2003".

Appendix
Section A

Purposes for entry and stay in the
seam zone
1. Business owner in the seam zone
2. Merchant in the seam zone

3. Employee in the seam zone

4. Farrner in the seam zone
5. Teacher in the seam zone

6. Student in the seam zone
7. Palestinian Authority employee

8. Visitor in the seam zone
9. International organization
employee
10. Local municipality/Infrastructure
Company employee
11. Member of medical staff
12. Any other purpose

Application form
As detailed in section B to the
appendix
As detailed in section C to the
appendix
As detailed in section D to the
appendix
As detailed in section E to the
appendix
As detailed in section F to the
appendix
As detailed in section G to the
appendix
As detailed in section H to the
appendix
As detailed in section 1to the
appendix
As detailed in section J to the
appendix
As detailed in section K to the
appendix
As detailed in section L to the
appendix
As detailed in section M to the
appendix

Section B - Form Regarding Permit Request For Business Owner In The Seam Zone
Request Regarding Entry And Stay Permit To The Seam Zone For Business Owner In
The Seam Zone
Details Of The Requestant (Business Owner In The Seam Zone)
Full name

ID nurnber

El
picture

Date of birth

Address of residence

Type of business

Date of establishment

Details Of The Business:
Name of business

Address of business

License's number

Issue date

Request to pass through check point:
Reason:

Telephone no.

9

Request To Overni~htIn The Seam Zone (Optional)
Name of person of
which at his place
you stay

ID no.

Address of
overnight stay

Date

Signature of the
person of which at
his place you stay

Reason:

Date

Requestant signature

Attached To The Request The Followin~Documents:
Copy of the ID + appendix of : 1. The Requestant. 2. The name of person of which at his place you
stay. (optional)
J Copy of the business licensel document testifiing the requestant is a business owner.
J Copy of documents testifying the requestant rights in the business.
* The copy will be verified with the original.
J

(Interna1 - For Use Of Certified Authority)
1.
Comment of head of Economics Branch, reference 2.
Decision of the certified authority:
Entry through passage road:
date:

1

1

. Signature:

Section C - Forrn Regarding Permit Request For Merchant In The Seam Zone
Request Regarding Entrv And Stav Permit To The Seam Zone For Merchant In
The Seam Zone
Detaiis Of The Requestant (Merchant In The Seam Zone)
Full name

ID number

Date of birth

Address of residence

Detaiis Of The Business:
Type of business

Business license

Issued by

Date of Issuance

Business address

Business license

Valid fiom

Telephone no.

Request to pass through check point:
Reason:

'

Request To Overnight In The Seam Zone (Optional)
Name of person of
which at his place
you stay

ID no.

Address of
ovemight stay

Date

Signature of the
person of which at
his place you stay

Reason:

Date

Requestant signature

Attached To The Request The Following Documents:
Copy of the ID + appendix o f : 1. The Requestant. 2. The name of person of which at his place
you stay (optional)
J Copy of the business licensel document testieing the requestant is a business owner.
J Copy of merchant's license.
* The copy will be verified with the original.

J

1

[Interna1 - For Use Of Certified Authoritv)
1. Comment of head of Economics Branch, reference 2. Decision of the certified authority:
Entry through passage road:

date:

1

1

. Signature:

Section D - Form Regarding Permit Request For Employee In The Seam Zone
Request Regarding Entry And Stav Permit To The Seam Zone For Employee In
The Seam Zone
Details Of The Requestant (Merchant In The Seam Zone)

Full name

ID number

Address of residence

Date of birth

Details of the Land (For agricultural Employer in the Seam Zone)
No. of Plot
Land of Village
No. of Block

Business license

Valid from

Details of the Emplovee:
Full Name
1 ID no.

Type of crops

Remarks

Telephone no.

1 Address of residence

1 Date of Birth

1

Request to pass through check point / Agricultural Gate no.:
Reason:
>
Request To Overnight In The Seam Zone (Optional)
Name of person of
Address of
ID no.
which at his place
overnight stay
you stay

Date

Signature of the
person of which at
his place you stay

Reason:
Date

Requestant signature

Date

Employee signature

Attached To The Request The Following Documents:

Copy of the ID + appendix of : 1. The Requestant. 2. The Employee. 3. The name of person of which
at his place you stay. (optional)
* The copy will be verified with the original.
J

l

[Interna1 - For Use Of Certified Authoritv)
1. Comment of head of Economics Branch, reference 2. Decision of the certified authority:
Entry through passage road:

date:

1

1

. Signature:

Section E - Form Regarding Permit Request For Farmer In The Seam Zone
Request Regarding Entrv And Stay Permit To The Seam Zone For Employee In The
Seam Zone
Details Of The Requestant (Merchant I n The Seam Zone)

Full name

ID number

Address of residence

Date of birth

Details of the Land (For agricultural Emplover in the Seam Zone)
Land of Village
1 No. of Plot
1 No. of Block

1 Type of crops

Request to pass through check point / Agricultural Gate no.:
Reason:
,
Request To Overnight In The Seam Zone (Optional)
Address of
Name of person of ID no.
ovemight stay
which at his place
you stay

Signature of the
person of which at
his place you stay

Date

Requestant signature

Date

Attached To The Request The Following Documents:

Copy of the ID + appendix of: 1. The Requestant. 2. The Employee. 3. The name of person of which at
his place you stay. (optional)
J Documents testi@ing the rights of the Requestant in the land.
* The copy will be verified with the original.

J

JInternal- For Use Of Certified Authoritv)
1. Comment of head of Economics Branch, reference 2. Comment of relevant officer, reference Decision of the certified authority:
Entry through passage road:

date:

/

1

. Signature:

Section F - Form Regarding Permit Request For Education In The Seam Zone
I

I

El
picture

Request Re~ardingEntrv And Stav Permit To The Seam Zone For Teaching
Details Of The Requestant (Head of Education Institution In The Seam Zone)
Full name

Name of Education
Institution

ID nurnber

Job

From date

Address of Education
Institution

Teaching Class of the Teacher
Agel Grade

Details of the Teacher:
1 Address of residence

1 Full Name

Teaching Certificate
no.

Authorized by

1

Major

1 Date of Birth

ID no.

Issued in

1

From date

Request to pass through check point 1Agricultural Gate no.:
Reason:
7

Request To Overnight In The Seam Zone (Optional)
Name of person
ID no.
Address of
of which at his
overnight stay
place you stay

Date

Signature of the
person of which at
his place you stay

Reason:
Date

Requestant signature

Date

Teacher signature

Attached To The Request The Following Documents:
Copy of the ID + appendix of : 1. The Requestant. 2. The teacher. 3. The name of person of which at his
place you stay. (optional)
J Copy of teaching license of the teacher.
* The copy will be verified with the original.
JInternal- For Use Of Certified Authority)
1. Comment of head of Education Branch, reference 2. Decision of the certified authority:
Entry through passage road:
date:
1 1 . Signature:
J

Section G- F o m Regarding Permit Request For Student In The Seam Zone
Request Regarding Entrv And Stav Permit To The Seam Zone For The Purpose Of
Study
Details Of The Requestant (Head of Education Institution In The Seam Zone)

Full name

Name of Education
Institution

1 ID number

1 Job

1 From date

u

Teaching Class of the Teacher

Address of Education
Institution

Age/ Grade

Major

Details of the Student (who turned 12 vears old):
Full Name
ID no. (if no ID Date of Birth
name and ID no. of
father)

Address of residence

Request to pass through check point / Agricultural Gate no.:
Reason:
9

Request To Overnight In The Seam Zone (Optional)
Name of person of ID no.
Address of
which at his place
ovemight stay
you stay

Date

Signature of the
person of which at
his place you stay

Reason:

Date

Requestant signature

Date

Student signature

Attached To The Request The Following Documents:

Copy of the ID + appendix of : 1. The Requestant. 2. The student (if no ID- ID of father). 3. The name
of person of which at his place you stay. (optional)
* The copy will be verified with the original.
J

JInternal - For Use Of Certified Authoritv)
1. Comment of head of Education Branch, reference 2. Decision of the certified authority:
Entry through passage road:

date:

/

/

. Signature:

Section H - Form Regarding Permit Request For Palestinian Authority Employee
Request Re~ardingEntrv And Stay Permit To The Seam Zone For Palestinian Authoritv
Emplovee
Details Of The Requestant (Palestinian Authority Emplovee In The Seam Zone)
Full name

Job

ID number

Serves in the village of

Date of birth

Address of residence

No. of work certificate

Request to pass through check point:
Reason:

3

-Request To

Overnight In The Seam Zone (Optional)
Name of person of ID no.
Address of
which at his place
ovemight stay
you stay

Signature of the
person of which at
his place you stay

Date

Reason:

Requestant signature

Date

Attached To The Request The Following Documents:
Copy of the ID + appendix of : 1. The Requestant. 2. The name of person of which at his place you stay.
(optional)
J Copy of the Palestinian Authority Employee Certificate.
* The copy will be verified with the original.
J

[Interna1 - For Use Of Certified Authoritv)
1. Comment of relevant officer, reference 2. Decision of the certified authority:
Entry through passage road:

date:

1

1

. Signature:

Section 1- Form Regarding Permit Request For Visiting The Seam Zone
Request Regarding Entrv And Stav Permit To The Seam Zone For Visitor In The Seam

Zone
Detaiis Of The Requestant (Inviter - Permanent Resident In The Seam Zone)

Full name

1 ID number

Details of the Visitor:
Full name
1 ID no.

- From date-

1 Address of residence 1 Relation to the visitor
1

Address of residence

1 Date of Birth

Reason of the visit

Length of visit
1 Until -

-

Details of Accompanied Persons (under the age of 12)

Full name

ID no.

Date of Birth

Request to pass through check point:
Reason:
Request To O v e r n i ~ hIn
t The Seam Zone (Optional)
Name of person of ID no.
Address of
overnight stay
which at his place
you stay

Relation to the requestant

y

-

Signature of the
person of which at
his place you stay

Date

Reason:
Date

Requestant signature

Date

Visitor signature

Attached To The Request The Following Documents:

Copy of the ID + appendix of : 1. The Requestant. 2. The visitor. 3. The name of person of which at his
place you stay. (optional)
J Documents testiQing the rights of the Requestant in the land.
* The copy will be verified with the original.
J

(Interna1 - For Use Of Certified Authority)
Decision of the certified authority:
Allowed to visit in
from date:
Entry through passage road:

1

1 until 1
date:
1 1

1

.

. Signature:

Section J- Fonn Regarding Permit Request For Employee of International Ornanization

El

Request Regarding Entry And Stay Permit To The Seam Zone For Employee of
International Organization
Details Of The Requestant (Employee of International Organization)
Full name

ID number

Name of Organization

Works from date

Date of Birth

Address of residence

No. of work Certificate Job

Request to pass through check point:
Reason:

picture

Positioned in
village1
district

y

Request To Overnight In The Seam Zone (Optional)
Name of person of ID no.
Address of
overnight stay
which at his place
you stay

Signature of the
person of which at
his place you stay

Date

Reason:

Date

Requestant signature

Date

Visitor signature

Attached To The Request The Followinp Documents:
Copy of the ID + appendix of : 1. The Requestant. 2. The name of person of which at his place you stay.
(optional)
J Copy of work certificate in an international organization.
* The copy will be verified with the original.

J

JInternal- For Use Of Certified Authoritv)
1. Comment of head of International Organizations, reference:
2. Decision of the certified authority:
Entry through passage road:

date:

7

1

1

. Signature:

Section K - Form Regarding Permit Request For Employee of Local Municipality
IConstmction Company
Request Regarding Entry And Stay Permit To The Seam Zone For Employee of Local
Municipalitv/InfrustructureCompany
Details Of The Requestant (Employee of Local Municipalitv/Infrustructure Company)
Full name

Job

ID number

Address of residence

Date of Birth

Positioned in the
village

No. of work certificate

Request to pass through check point:
Reason:

3

Request To Overnight In The Seam Zone (Optional)
Address of
Name of person of ID no.
overnight stay
which at his place
you stay

Date

Signature of the
person of which at
his place you stay

Reason:

Date

Requestant signature

Date

Visitor signature

Attached To The Request The Following Documents:
Copy of the ID + appendix of : 1. The Requestant. 2. The name of person of which at his place you stay.
(optional)
J Copy of work certificate of Employee of local municipality/InfrastructureCompany.
* The copy will be verified with the original.
J

JInternal - For Use Of Certified Authoritv)
1. Comment by the relevant officer, reference 2. Decision of the certified authority:
Allowed to visit in
from date:
Entry through passage road:

1

1
date:

until 1 1 .
1 1 . Signature:

Section L - Form Regarding Permit Request For Member of Medical Staff
Request Regarding Entrv And Stav Permit To The Seam Zone For Member of
Medical Staff
Details Of The Requestant:
Full name

ID number

Medical Institution
Employer

Job

Address of residence

Date of Birth

No. of work certificate

Positioned in the
village / district

Authorization of Head of Medical Institution Emplover
Full name

ID no.

Request to pass through check point:
Reason:

Signature

Date

Address of Institution

3

Request To Overnight In The Seam Zone (Optional)
Name of person
Address of
ID no.
ovemight stay
of which at his
place you stay

Signature of the
person of which at
his place you stay

Date

Reason:

Date

Requestant signature

Visitor signature

Date
Attached To The Request The Following Documents:

Copy of the ID + appendix of : 1. The Requestant. 2. The name of person of which at his place
you stay. (optional)
J Copy of work certificate of Employee of local municipality/Infrastructure Company.
* The copy will be verified with the original.
J

JInternal- For Use Of Certified Authoritv)
1. Comment by the Head of Education Branch, reference 2. Decision of the certified authority:
Entry through passage road:

date:

1

/

. Signature:

Section M - Form regarding Exceptional permit to the Seam Zone

El
picture

Request Regarding Exceptional permit for Entry And Stay in the Seam Zone
Details Of The Requestant:
Full name

Date of Birth

ID number

Destiny of entry (villageldistrict)

Address of residence

Purpose of entry

Request to pass through check point:
Reason:

Request To Overnight In The Seam Zone (Optional)
Name of person
ID no.
Address of
of which at his
overnight stay
place you stay

9

Date

Signature of the
person of which
at his place you
stay

-

Reason:

Date

Requestant signature

Attached To The Request The Followin~Documents:
Copy of the ID + appendix of : 1. The Requestant. 2. The name of person of which at his place
you stay (optional)
* The copy will be verified with the original.
J

(Interna1 - For Use Of Certified Authority)
Decision of the certified authority:
Entry through passage road:

date:

1

1

. Signature:

Date:

11 Tishrey, 5774
711O12003

Ilan Paz,
Major General
Head of the Civil Administration
Judea and Samaria Area

PART G
IDF MILITARY ORDER: "REGULATIONSREGARDING PERMIT FOR
PERMANENT RESIDENTS IN THE SEAM ZONE", 7 OCTOBER 2003
Translation by United Nations Office of the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs

Israel Defense Force
Order Regarding Security Regulations (Judea and Samaria) (No. 378), 57301970
Regulations Regarding Permit to Permanent Resident in the Seam Zone
In the power vested in me as the Head of the Civil Administration and
according to articles 4(a)(2) and 7 to the Declaration Concerning
closing an area no. SI2103 (Seam Zone) (Judea and Samaria), 57642003 (here after- "the declaration"), 1hereby order as follows:

Definitions

1.

In this order:

"The Seam Zone" - As defined in the declaration
"The Certified Authority" - Heads of the Israeli
civil District Coordinating Offices.
"Permanent Resident Permitv- A written permit,
issued by the certified authority, testibing that the
permanent place of residence of its carrier is within
the seam zone.
"The Committee"- A cornmittee established by
me in order to examine request for permanent
resident permits.
Issuing a
Permanent
Resident
Permit

2.

a.

A permanent resident permit will be issued
by the certified authority:
1. To a person legally staying in the area
[West Bank] whose age turned 12 years
old on the date the declaration entered
into force, when proven to the
satisfaction of the certified authority
that sfhe is a permanent resident in the
seam zone on the date the declaration
entered into force, and on the condition
slhe filed a request for a permit within a
year from the entry into force of these
regulations or before reaching the age
of 16 years old, according to the latest
date of the two.
2. To a person legally staying in the area
[West Bank] who obtains a new

c.

resident permit in the seam zone, as
stated in article 6 of these regulations,
when proven to the satisfaction of the
certified authority that s/he lived
permanently in the seam zone for a
period of more than 2 years.
3. To a person legally staying in the area
[West Bank], whose age turned 12
years old after the date the declaration
entered into force, and who was
registered as accompanied person in the
permanent resident permit issued based
on sections (1) and (2) as long as s/he
submitted a request for permit before
s/he turned the age of 16 years old.
A permanent resident permit will be issued
for a period set by the certified authority,
according to procedures yet to be set.

Request
3.
for permanent
Resident Permit

A request for a permanent resident permit will be
submitted on a form "Request for Permanent
Resident Permit in the Seam Zone",
according to Section A of the appendix.

Examining
the Request

a.

4.

When a request for a permanent resident
permit is submitted the certified authority
Will decide one of the following:
1. Authorizing issuance of the permanent
resident permit, based on the request.
2. Transferring the request for review of
the committee.
1. In order to consider the request for a
permanent resident permit the
committee could conduct every needed
examination, including inviting the
requestant and every other person
related to the request to appear before
it, and giving instructions regarding
submission of every document
necessary for examination of the
request.
2. The committee will not deny a request
for a permanent resident permit unless
the requestant was given an opportunity
to bring hislher claims before it.
3. After a decision was made by the
committee to authorize a request for
permanent resident permit the certified
authority will issue a permanent
resident permit to the requestant.

A certified authority may, for the
duration of completing its consideration
of the request for a permit, issue the
requestant a temporary permit for entry
and stay in the seam zone, for a period
and on the conditions set by it.
Permit
Renewal

New Resident
In the Seam
Zone

5.

6.

a.

A certified authority will renew a
permanent resident to a person, after
proven to its satisfaction that s h e is a
permanent resident of the seam zone on the
day the permit is renewed.
If not proven to the satisfaction of the
certified authority that the requestant is a
permanent resident in the seam zone on
the day the permit is renewed, it should
pass on the request to the examination of
the'committee; sections (2) and (3) to
article 4 of this order will apply to the
committee's action, under the necessary
changes.

a.

A person, who is not a permanent resident
in the seam zone, wishing to be a resident
a in the seam zone, will submit request for
a new resident permit in the seam zone to
the certified authority, on a form titled:
"Request For A New Permanent Resident
In The Seam Zone", according to section B
of the appendix.
The request will be examined by the
committee according to article 4(2).
After the committee authorizes the request,
the certified authority will issue a new
resident permit in the seam zone for a
period of a year; article 5 will apply to a
request to renew a new resident permit,
under the necessary changes.
A new resident living permanently at least
2 years in the seam zone may submit a
request to receive a permanent resident
permit, according to articles 3 and 4, under
the necessary changes.
A certified authority may, for the duration
of completing its consideration of the
request for a permit, issue the requestant a
temporary permit for entry and stay in the
seam zone, for a period and on the
conditions set by it.

Publication

7.

a.

b.

Copies of these regulations will be
deposited for review of al1 persons during
regular woriung hours at the following
offices:
1. Regional District Coordinating
Offices (DCO).
2. Police stations in Judea and Samaria
area.
3. Office of the Legal Adviser of the
Judea and Samaria area.
4. Offices of the Head of the
1nfi.astructux-eSection in the Civil
Administration of the Judea and
Samaria area.
Copies of these regulations would be hung on
the notice boards in the Regional DCO
offices, as mentioned in section (a)(l), for a
period of 3 months from the day the
regulations enter into force, or would be
published in any other way set by me.

Entry into force 8.

These regulations will enter into force from the
date of its signature.

Name

These regulations will be entitled: "Regulations
Regarding Permit to Permanent Resident in the
Seam Zone (Judea and Samaria), 5764- 2003".

9.

Appendix
Section A - Form Regarding Request for Permanent Resident Permit In The Seam Zone
Request Regarding Permanent Resident Permit in The Seam Zone
Details Of The Requestant

Full name

1 ID number ((if no ID - name and ID no. of father)
1

ID number

1 Date of Issuance

Request to pass through check pointlagricultural gate:
Reason:

1

Issued in Distrtict

'
Date

Requestant signature

Attached To The Request The Followin~Documents:
Copy of the ID + appendix of : 1. The Requestant (when requestant has ID). 2. Requestant's
parents (when requestant does not have ID)
J Copy of documents testi6ing the requestant is a permanent resident in the seam zone.
* The copy will be verified with the original.

J

JInternal- For Use Of Certified Authoritv)
3.
Date when request was received in the DCO:
1 1 .
Comment of head of Population Registry in the Civil Administration4.

5.
6.
7.

Comment of the relevant officerDecision of the cornmittee:
Decision of the certified authority:
1 1 . Signature:
date: ---

reference

,reference:
(include copy).

Requestant which is not registered on the d a the
~ request was submitted, as a seam zone
resident in the Israeli Population Registry
Attached to the Request (afier changing the address of the requestant to the seam zone in the ID)
J A copy of the updated ID of the requestantlthe requestant's parents.

JInternal - for use of the certified authoritv)
Authorization of the head of the Population Registry in the Civil Administration regarding change
of address in the Israeli Population Registry, reference -

Section B - Form Reaardina Request for New Resident Permit In The Seam Zone
Request Regarding New Resident Permit in The Seam Zone
Details Of The Requestant

1 ID nurnber
Full name

Address registered in the
ID

1

ID number

1 Date of Issuance

Address of Residence
In fact
From date

1 Issued in District

From date

Details of the Relative (Permanent Resident in the Seam Zone)
Full name
ID number

Address registered in the
ID

From date

ID
Date of Issuance

Address of Residence
In fact

Request to pass through check point/agricultural gate:
Reason:

Issued in District

From date

y

Commitment
We here by Commit that the requestant will move hisher permanent place of residence to the seam zone,
,within 6 months from the day the permit is received.
to the address
Date

Requestant signature

Date

Relative signature

Attached To The Request The Following Documents:
Copy of the ID + appendix of : 1. The Requestant. 2. The relative.
Copy of marriage documents / documents testifying family relations.
* The copy will be verified with the original.
J
J

JInternal - For Use Of Certified Authority)
1. Comment of head of Population Registry in the Civil Administration, reference 2. ERASED ON ORIGINAL FORM
3. Comment of the Israeli police, reference:
4. Issuance of temporary permit by the certified authority - from date: / /
. until:

5. Passage through check point:
6. Report to the ? Civil Administration on date:

/

/

. signature:
. Reporting body:

Date:

11 Tishrey, 5774

Ilan Paz,
Major General
Head of the Civil Administration
Judea and Samaria Area

Annex 3

APPENDIX 3

SUMMARY OF RECENT ISRAELI ACTIVITY IN
CONSTRUCTION OF THE WALL

The foilowing is a survey of Israeli activity in construction of the Wall from 8
December 2003, the date on which the UN General Assembly adopted its request
for an Advisory Opinion, until 19 January 2004. This survey is compiled from
Daily Situation Reports of the Palestinian Monitoring Group, Negotiations Affairs
Department, Palestine Liberation Organization. The reporting cycle of the Daily
Situation Reports is 08:OO from the previous day to 08:OO of the date of the report.

GENERAL

10 December

18 December

Allocation of Funds: 380 million NIS were approved by the Parliament's
Defense Budget Committee for infrastructure work, construction and
procurement for the Wall and other surveillance equipment.
Acceleration of Wall Construction: At the Herziliya Conference, Israeli
Prime Minister Ariel Sharon announced a "Disengagement Plan" and
acceleration of construction of the Wall.

JERUSALEM
8 December

9 December
10 December
11 December
12 December
14 December
15 December
16 December
17 December

Wall Construction: Israeli authorities continue construction of the Wall in
Abu Dis, Al Sawahira, Al Eizariya, Al Tur and Al Shayyah.
Wail Construction: Israeli authorities continue construction of the Wall in
Abu Dis, Al Sawahira, Al Eizariya, Al Tur and Al Shayyah.
Wail Construction: Israeli authorities continue construction of the Wall in
Abu Dis, Al Sawahira, Al Eizariya, Al Tur and Al Shayyah.
Wall Construction:: Israeli authorities continue construction of the Wall in
Abu Dis, Al Sawahira, Al Eizariya, Al Tur and Al Shayyah.
Wall Construction: Israeli authorities continue construction of the Wall in
Abu Dis, Al Sawahira, Al Eizariya, Al Tur and Al Shayyah.
Wall Construction: Israeli authorities continue construction of the Wall in
Abu Dis, Al Sawahira, Al Eizariya, Al Tur and Al Shayyah.
Wall Construction: Israeli authorities continue construction of the Wall in
Abu Dis, Al Sawahira, Al Eizariya, Al Tur and Al Shayyah.
Wall Construction: Israeli authorities continue construction of the Wall in
Abu Dis, Al Sawahira, Al Eizariya, Al Tur and Al Shayyah.
Wall Construction: (i) Israeli authorities continue construction of the Wall
in Abu Dis, Al Sawahira, Al Tur and Al Shayyah.
(ii) Israeli authorities halted construction of the Wall in the Al Adyirah area
(near Deir Faji) following the discovery of archeological remains.
(iii) Israeli authorities have completed construction of 1 section of the Wall
in Al 'Eizariya neighbourhood.

18 December

19 December
21 December

22 December

23 December

24 December
25 December
26 December
27 December
29 December
30 December
31 December
1 January
2 January

3 January
4 January

Wall Construction: (i) Israeli authorities continue construction of the Wall
in Abu Dis, Al Sawahira, Al Tur and Al Shayyah.
(ii) Israeli authorities resumed construction of the Wall in the Al Adyarah
area (near Deir Faji).
Land Confiscation: Israeli authorities issued confiscation orders for 8,000
dunums (2000 acres) from Beit ' h a n , an estimated 213 of the village lands.
Wall Construction: (i) Israeli authorities continue construction of the Wall
in Abu Dis, Al Sawahira, Al Tur and Al Shayyah.
(ii) Israeli authorities resumed construction of the Wall in the Al Adyarah
area (near Deir Fa-ji).
Land confiscation: (i) Israeli authorities issued land confiscation orders to
several residents of Beit Surik, Beit Iksa and Al Qubeiba.
(ii) Several residents of the villages of Liqya, Beit Anan, Qatanna and
Biddu received land confiscation orders and 20 house demolition orders for
the construction of the Wall.
Wall Construction: (i) Israeli authorities continue construction of the Wall
in Abu Dis, Al Sawahira, and Al Eizariya.
(ii) Israeli authorities delivered verbal notices of eviction and demolition to
residents of the area south east of ' h a t a village. 20 sheep pens will be
demolished in preparation for construction of the Wall.
(iii) Israeli authoities sent heavy machinery and equipment (including
bulldozers and trucks) to the area between Ma'ale Adummim and Az
Za'ayyem village in preparation for construction of the Wall.
Wall Construction: Israeli authorities continue construction of the Wall in
Abu Dis, Al Sawahira, and Al Eizariya.
Settlement Activitv: The Israeli army has begun enclosing Ma'ale
Adummim settlement with barbed wire.
Wall Construction: Israeli authorities continue construction of the Wall in
Abu Dis, Al Sawahira, and Al Eizariya.
Wall Construction: Israeli authorities continue construction of the Wall in
Al Shayyah, Abu Dis, Al Sawahira, and Al Eizariya.
Wall Construction: Israeli authorities continue construction of the Wall in
Al Tur, Al Shayyah, Abu Dis, Al Sawahira, and Al Eizariya.
Wall Construction: Construction of the Wall in Al Tur, Al Shayyah, Abu
Dis, Al Sawahira, and Al Eizariya was suspended for the weekend.
Wall Construction: Construction of the Wall continues in Al Shayyah,
Abu Dis. and Al Sawahira.
Wall Construction: Construction of the Wall continues in Al Shayyah,
Abu Dis, and Al Sawahira.
Wall Construction: Construction of the Wall continues in Al Shayyah,
Abu Dis, and Al Sawahira.
Wall Construction: Construction of the Wall continues in Al Shayyah,
Abu Dis. and Al Sawahira.
Wall Construction: Construction of the Wall continues in Al Shayyah,
Abu Dis, and Al Sawahira.
Wall Construction: Construction of the Wall was suspended for the
weekend in Al Shayyah, Abu Dis, and Al Sawahira.
Wall Construction: Construction of the Wall was resumed in Al Shayyah,
Abu Dis, Al Eizariya and Al Sawahira.

5 January

6 January

7 January
8 January
9 January
10 January
11 January
12 January

13 January
14 January
15 January

-

-

-

16 January
17 January
18 January
19 January

Wall Construction: (i) Construction of the Wall continues in Al Shayyah,
Abu Dis, Al Eizariya and Al Sawahira.
(ii) Construction of the Wall in the Al Adyarah area (near Faji Monastery)
has been completed.
Land Confiscation: Palestinian residents of Beit Iksa, Biddu and Qibya
received land confiscation orders.
Wall Construction: Construction of the Wall continues in Al Shayyah,
Abu Dis, Al Eizariya and Al Sawahira.
Land Confiscation: Palestinian residents of Beit Surik and Beit 'Anan
received land confiscation orders for 2,500 dunums (625 acres) and 400
dunums (100 acres), respectively.
Wall Construction: Construction of the Wall continues in Al Shayyah,
Abu Dis, Al Eizariya and Al Sawahira.
Wall Construction: Construction of the Wall continues in Al Shayyah,
Abu Dis, Al Eizariya and Al Sawahira.
Wall Construction: Construction of the Wall continues in Al Shayyah,
Abu Dis, Al Eizariya and Al Sawahira.
Wall Construction: Construction of the Wall in Al Shayyah, Abu Dis, Al
Eizariya and Al Sawahira was suspended for the weekend.
Wall Construction: Construction of the Wall continues in Abu Dis, Al
Eizariya and Al Sawahira.
Wall Construction: Construction of the Wall continues in Abu Dis, Al
Eizariya and Al Sawahira.
(ii) The Israeli army closed the area adjacent to the Wall in Ras Al Amud,
Dahiyat Al Eizariya and Abu Dis for 15 days in order to make adjustments
on sections of the Wall.
Wall Construction: Construction of the Wall continues in Abu Dis, Al
Eizariya and Al Sawahira.
Wall Construction: Construction of the Wall continues in Abu Dis, Al
Eizariya and Al Sawahira.
Wall Construction: Construction of the Wall continues in Al Eizariya and
Al Sawahira and has been suspended in Abu Dis.
Land Confiscation: The Israeli authorities issued confiscation orders for
107 dunums (26.75 acres) of land from Shu'fat refugee camp and the town
of Anata for construction of the Wall.
Wall Construction: Construction of the Wall continues in Al Eizariya and
Al Sawahira.
Wall Construction: Construction of the Wall in Al Eizariya and Al
Sawahira was suspended for the weekend.
Wall Construction: Construction of the Wall in Al Eizariya, Abu Dis and
Al Sawahira was resumed.
Wall Construction: Construction of the Wall continues in Al Eizariya, Abu
Dis and Al Sawahira.

--

RAMALLAH & EL BIREH

l-----10 December

1

Closure: The Israeli army closed the iron gate near the junction of An Nabi
Salih, isolating the area of Bani Zeid (which includes the towns of Beit
Rima, Deir ~hassana,Kafr 'Ein, An ~ a bSalih
i
and Qarawat Bani Zeid)
from the city of Ramallah and other villages and towns.
Closure: For the 4thconsecutive day, the Israeli army continues to close the
iron gate of An Nabi Salih, isolating the area of Bani Zeid (which includes
the towns of Beit Rima, Deir Ghassana, Kafr 'Ein, An Nabi Salih and
Qarawat Bani Zeid) from the city of Ramallah and other villages and towns.
WalYSettlement Land Levelling: (i) Israeli authorities continue to level
land in the villages of Rantis, Qibya and Budrus for construction of the

r
11 December

1
15 December

16 December

1

1

17 December

18 December

1 19 December
20 December
21 December

gy:iraeli authorities began levelling land near the village of Shuqba in
preparation for building a by-pass road leading to the settlement of Ariel.
Wall Construction: (i) Israeli bulldozers continue to level land belonging
to the villages of Rantis, Shuqba and Qibya. Land levelling activities have
reached the entrance of the village of Budrus, where trees have been marked
for uprooting.
(ii) The Israeli Land Department placed signs warning against farmers in
Al-Midya village from entering and working on their agricultural lands, as
they are being prepared for leveling.
Wall House Demolitions: At 18:35, the Israeli army, including 3 jeeps,
entered the village of Beit Liqya, west of Ramallah, and notified house
owners located south of the village to vacate their houses the next day, as
they will be demolished at 11:OO for the construction of the Wall.
Wall Land Confiscation: Israeli officiais issued confiscation orders with
maps to the Ramallah department of the Civil Affairs Ministry. The orders
confiscate the lands from Beit Sira to Beit Nuba for the construction of the
Wall.
Closure: The Israeli army closed the iron gate near An Nabi Salih village,
isolating the northern and north-western villages from the city of Ramallah.
Land Confiscation: The Israeli army raided the village of Beit Liqya and
posted orders announcing the confiscation of 2 100 dunums (525 acres) of
land for construction of the Wall.
Closure: The iron gate near An Nabi Salih village remains closed, isolating
1 the northern and north-western villages frorn the citv of Ramallah.
1 Closure: The iron gate near An Nabi Salih village remains closed, isolating
the northern and north-western villages from the city of Ramallah.
Closure: The iron gate near An Nabi Salih village remains closed, isolating
the northern and north-western villages from the city of Ramallah.
Closure: The iron gate near An Nabi Salih village remains completely
closed, even to ambulances, isolating the north-western villages from the
city of Ramallah.

1

1

22 December

23 December
24 December

25 December

26 December

30 December
31 December

1 January

2 January

3 January
5 January

Closure: The iron gate near An Nabi Salih village remains completely
closed, isolating the north-western villages from the city of Ramallah.
Settlement Activities: (i) For the past 3 days, Israeli settlers have placed
caravans at the Shevut Rahel outpost and occupied and enclosed 1750 m2 of
land adjacent to the settlement with barbed wire.
(ii) Israeli settlers began construction of a road connecting Shillo settlement
with Shevut Rahel settlement and erected electricity poles on the side of the
road, cutting off the northern districts of the West Bank from the central
districts.
Closure: The iron gate near An Nabi Salih village remains completely
closed, isolating the north-western villages from the city of Ramallah.
Settlement Activitv: The Israeli army enclosed land belonging to the
village of Deir Nidham with barbed wire for the expansion of Hallamish
settlement.
Closure: (i) The iron gate near An Nabi Salih village remains completely
closed, isolating north-western villages fiom the city of Ramallah.
(ii) The Israeli army declared Bani Zeid village a closed military area.
Destruction of Propertv: At 10:50, the Israeli army destroyed 4 live stock
farms belonging to a civilian from the town of Silwad, claiming that the
farms were too close to the settlement of Ofra.
Settlement Activity: The Israeli authorities continue to fence the
parameters of the settlement of Hallamish. The fence cuts into land
belonging to residents of the neighbouring village of Deir Nidham.
Wall Construction: The Israeli army declared the area between Ni'lin and
Budrus a closed military zone, imposed curfew over villages near the
village of Raba, and levelled land and uprooted trees in the area in
preparation for construction of the western portion of the Wall.
Settlement Activity: The Israeli authorities continue to fence the
parameters of the settlement of Hallamish. The fence cuts into land
belonging to residents of the neighbouring village of Deir Nidham.
Wall Construction: The area located between Ni'lin and Budms remains a
closed military zone. The Israeli army continues to impose curfew over
villages in the area and Israeli bulldozers continue to uproot olive trees for
construction of the Wall.
Settlement Activity: The Israeli authorities continue to fence the
parameters of the settlement of Hallamish. The fence cuts into land
belonging to residents of the neighbouring village of Deir Nidham.
Wall Construction: The area located between Ni'lin and Budms remains a
closed military zone. The Israeli army continues to impose curfew over
villages in the area and Israeli bulldozers continue to uproot olive trees for
construction of the Wall.
Settlement Activitv: The Israeli authorities continue to fence the
parameters of the settlement of Hallamish. The fence cuts into land
belonging to residents of the neighbouring village of Deir Nidham.
Wall Construction: Construction activities in the area of Budrus were
suspended for the weekend.
Land Confiscation: Palestinian residents of the villages of Beit Liqya, Beit
Ur and Al Tira received land confiscation orders for construction of the
Wall.

8 January

9 January
10 January
11 January
12 January

13 January
14 January
15 January

16 January
17 January
18 January

January 19

Wall Construction: Construction of the western portion of the Wall
continues in the areas of Buclrus and Rantis.
Land Confiscation: The Israeli authorities confiscated 1,500 dunums (375
acres) of land fi-om Betunia, south of Ramallah, for construction of the
Wall.
Wall Construction: Construction of the western portion of the Wall
continues in Budrus and Rantis.
Wall Construction: Construction of the western portion of the Wall in
Budrus and Rantis was suspended for the weekend.
Wall Construction: Construction of the western portion of the Wall
continues in Budrus and Rantis.
Wall Construction: Construction of the western portion of the Wall
continues in Budrus and Rantis.
Wall Construction: Construction of the western portion of the Wall
continues in Budrus and Rantis.
Wall Construction: Construction of the western portion of the Wall
continues in Budrus and Rantis.
Wall Construction: Construction of the western portion of the Wall
continues in Budrus and Rantis.
Land Confiscation: The Israeli authorities issued confiscation orders for 41
dunums (10.25 acres) of land from Beit Ur al Foqa for construction of the
Wall. The confiscation of land will:
(i) Deny 400 students access to their schools in nearby towns;
(ii) Isolate 8 families from the village;
(iii) Lead to the demolition of many poultry and live stock farms and the
uprooting of trees.
Wall Construction: Construction of the western portion of the Wall
continues in Budrus and Rantis.
Wall Construction: Construction of the western portion of the Wall in
Budrus and Rantis was suspended for the weekend.
Wall Construction: Construction of the western portion of the Wall in
Budrus and Rantis was resumed.
Land Confiscation: The Israeli authorities notified villagers of Rantis of
their intention to confiscate 500 dunums (125 acres) of land for construction
of the Wall.
Wall Construction: Construction of the western portion of the Wall in
Budrus and Rantis continues.
Settlement Activity: Israeli settlers erected a new settlement outpost near
the settlement of Hallamish.

JENIN
Passage through the Wall gates in the Jenin district is restricted to civilians granted
special Israeli permits which are based on no specific criteria. This Israeli closure
continues to harrn the education process since teachers, amongst others, are not granted
access through the gates, particularly in areas located behind the Wall.
20 December

23 December

26 December

27 December

28 December

30 December

31 December

1 January

2 January

Wall Land Levelling: The Israeli army started levelling land in the Bardala
area for construction of the eastern portions of the Wall.
House Demolitions: Between 09:OO and 11:00, the Israeli army
demolished 2 houses in Al 'Aqaba village. The 2 houses were included in
demolition orders for a total of 12 buildings, including houses, a mosque
and day care center, issued on 22 October 2003. Israeli soldiers informed
civilians in the area that they would return in 5 days to demolish the
remaining 10 houses.
Wall Gates: (i) The Israeli army prevented a cargo of wheat and animal
feed from passing through the Wall gate of Barta'a ash Sharqiya.
(ii) The Israeli army prevented female civilians fi-om crossing the Barta'a
ash Sharqiya Wall gate to return to their villages between 13:OO and 16:00,
claiming that there was no Israeli female soldier to search females during
that period of time.
Wall Gates: The village of Barta'a, located behind the Wall, is under strict
closure. Doctors, basic food supplies and milk have not been allowed into
the village. Schools are closed because teachers have been unable to reach
the village.
Wall Gates: The village of Barta'a, located behind the Wall, remains under
strict closure. Doctors, basic food supplies and milk have not been allowed
into the village. Schools are closed because teachers have been unable to
reach the village.
Land LeveilinglEastern Wall Construction: Israeli bulldozers are
levelling land east of the village of Al Mutilla in preparation for
construction of the Wall.
Wall Construction: The Israeli army continues levelling land north of the
village of Bardala in preparation for construction of the eastern section of
the Wall.
Wall Construction: (i) The Israeli army continues to level land north of the
village of Bardala in preparation for construction of the eastern portion of
the Wall.
(ii) The Israeli army sealed off pasturelands near the village of Raba,
levelled land and destroyed water cisterns.
Wall Construction: (i) The Israeli army continues to level land north of the
village of Bardala in preparation for construction of the eastern portion of
the Wall.
(ii) The Israeli army continues to level land and destroy water cisterns near
the village of Raba.
Wall Construction: (i) The Israeli army continues to level land north of the
village of Bardala in preparation for construction of the eastern portion of
the Wall.
(ii) The Israeli army continues to level land near the village of Raba for
construction of the eastern portion of the Wall.

3 January

4 January

9 January

11 January

12 January

13 January

14 January

15 January

Wall Construction: (i) Israeli activities in the village of Bardala in
preparation for construction of the eastern portion of the Wall were
suspended for the weekend.
(ii)-Israeli activities near the village of Raba for construction of the eastern
portion of the Wall were suspended for the weekend. Shepherds were
prohibited from taking their livestock to graze in pasturelands in the area of
Raba.
Wall Gates/Detentions: Israeli soldiers at the gate of Barta'a (located
behind the Wall) detained over 200 women fi-om the village, preventing
them from returning to their homes between 11:O0 and 15:OO. The Israeli
army assaulted Ghassan Kabha, head of the Barta'a village council, and
detained him for several hours for protesting- against
the detention of the
200 women. The Israeli army prevented the civilians fi-om crossing the gate
with their food supplies, including bread.
Wall ConstructionlLand Levelling: (i) The Israeli army levelled
agricultural land belonging to the village of Bardala for construction of the
Wall. The village was surrounded and enclosed by the Israeli army through
the construction of military watchtowers and the dispatching of jeeps and
police dogs in the area.
(ii) The Israeli arrny continues to dig a ditch along the Jordan River to the
village of 'Ein Al Beida. The Israeli army destroyed 6 vendor stands in the
process of digging.
Wall ConstructionILand Levelling: (i) Israeli authorities continue to level
land north of the village of Bardala, east of the village of 'Ein al Beida and
near the villages of Al Mutilla and Raba on the Nablus mountain range for
construction of the Wall.
(ii) Construction on the Wall has begun on Al Buqe'a plateau east of the
town of Tubas.
(iii) The Israeli authorities confiscated 5 water containers in the area of Al
Malih belonging to shepherds herding livestock in the area in preparation
for construction the Wall.
Wall ConstructionILand Levelling: Israeli authorities continue to level
land north of the village of Bardala, east of the village of 'Ein al Beida, near
the villages of Al Mutilla and Raba on the Nablus mountain range, and on
Al Buae'a ~lateaueast of Tubas for construction of the Wall.
Wall ConstructionLand Levelling: Israeli authorities continue to level
land north of the village of Bardala, east of the village of 'Ein al Beida, near
the villages of Al Mutilla and Raba on the Nablus mountain range, and on
Al Buqe'a plateau east of Tubas for construction of the Wall.
Wall ConstructionILand Levelling: Israeli authorities continue to level
land north of the village of Bardala, east of the village of 'Ein al Beida, near
the villages of Al Mutilla and Raba on the Nablus mountain range, and on
Al Buqe'a plateau east of Tubas for construction of the Wall.
Wall ConstructionLand Levelling: Israeli authorities continue to level
land north of the village of Bardala, east of the village of 'Ein al Beida, near
the villages of Al Mutilla and Raba on the Nablus mountain range, and on
Al Buqe'a plateau east of Tubas for construction of the Wall.

16 January

17 January

18 January

19 January

Wall Construction/Land Levelling: Israeli authorities continue to level
land north of the village of Bardala, east of the village of 'Ein al Beida, near
the villages of Al Mutilla and Raba on the Nablus mountain range, and on
Al Buqe'a plateau east of Tubas for construction of the Wall.
Wall Construction: Land Levelling north of the village of Bardala, east of
the village of 'Ein al Beida, near the villages of Al Mutilla and Raba on the
Nablus mountain range, and on Al Buqe'a plateau east of Tubas for
construction of the wall was suspended for the weekend.
Wall Construction / Land Levelling: Land levelling in the northern
valleys (Bardala, and 'Ein al Beida) and east of Tubas (Al Mutilla, Al
Mughayyir, Raba, and Al Buqei' plateau) continues.
Wall Construction / Land Levelling: Land levelling in the northern
valleys (Bardala, and 'Ein al Beida) and east of Tubas (Al Mutilla, Al
Mughayyir, Raba, and Al Buqei' plateau) continues.

JERICHO
10 December

24 December

Destruction of Property: The Israeli army destroyed Bedouin tents and
barracks belonging to the family of Abu-Dahouk located in the area of Nabi
Mousa.
Destruction of Propertv: The Israeli army tore down tents belonging to a
civilian from the village of Al 'Ojai.

BETHLEHEM
18 December

21 December

22 December

24 December

4 January
14 January

Uprooting:of Trees: The Israeli army uprooted 400 olive trees from the
Wadi Fukin area and issued a verbal warning to Mahmoud Mustafa alHoroub that his house would be demolished.
Land Confiscation: Fayez Mohammad Al Sa'afen from Husan village
received land confiscation orders for 5 dunums (1.25 acres) of his land from
the Israeli authorities for the construction of a power station that will supply
electricity to surrounding Israeli settlements.
Closure: The Israeli army closed Khirbet el Thebe east of Bethlehem,
prevented civilians from accessing their agricultural lands and grazing areas
and verbally informed residents that these lands will be confiscated.
Land Levelling: At 08:00, the Israeli army, including 2 bulldozers, levelled
lands owned by the Greek Orthodox church near checkpoint 300, separating
Jerusalem and Bethlehem.
Destruction of Propertv: Israeli bulldozers levelled land located between
the town of Nahhalin and the village of Husan.
Land Levelling: Israeli bulldozers levelled dozens of dunums of
agricultural land located near the town of Al Khadr.
Wall Construction/Destruction of Propertv: The Israeli army destroyed a
privately owned live stock ranch measuring 400 dunums (100 acres) for
construction of the Wall.

17 January

19 January

Settler Violence: Israeli settlers from the settlement of Kfar Ezyon
uprooted approximately 80 olive trees belonging to Palestinians fi-om land
near the seulement.
Settler Violence 1 Destruction of Property: Settlers destroyed land
belonging to the village of Khirbet Sakariya, destroyed water pipes, cut
down 100 grape vines and broke the windows of a public vehicle.

TULKAREM
Passage through the Wall gates in the Tulkarem district is restricted to civilians granted
special Israeli permits which are based on no specific criteria. This Israeli closure
continues to harm the education process since teachers, amongst others, are not granted
access through the gates, particularly in areas located behind the Wall.
14 December

16 December

17 December
18 December

19 December
25 December

26 December

Wall Gates: (i) The entrances leading to the agricultural lands of the village
of Qaffin have been closed, preventing farmers, even those with permits,
teachers and ambulances from crossing through the gates.
(ii) The Israeli army has prevented teachers from entering the villages of
Nazlat Isa and Al Baqa al Sharqiya (located behind the Wall), disregarding
previous agreements for basic services that permit their entrance,
Closures: (i) Al-Kafiiyat gate remains closed, closing off Tulkarem from
Qalqilya.
(ii) The Israeli army prevented teachers from entering the town of Baqa al
Sharqiya.
Closure: Al Kafriyat gate remains closed, closing off Tulkarem fi-om
Qalqilya.
Closure: Al-Kafiiyat gate remains closed, cutting off Tulkarem fi-om
Qalqilya.
Wall Gates: (i) The Israeli army prevented vehicles carrying gas supplies
fi-om entering al Baqa el Sharqiya area located behind the Wall.
(ii) The Israeli army closed the gate leading to Jubara village located behind
the Wall, preventing residents, employees and students fi-om leaving the
village.
(iii) Israeli authorities have not renewed permits granted to residents of
Qaffin village, located behind the Wall, which expired on 12 December
2003.
(iv) Israeli authorities have not granted permits to farmers of the town of
Deir al Ghusun to access agricultural lands.
Land Levelling: The Israeli army, including bulldozers, began levelling an
estimated area of 100 dunums (25 acres) of land in Far'un village.
Closure: Al-Kafi-iyat gate remains closed, cutting off Tulkarem fi-om
Qalqilya.
Wall Gates: Israeli troops stationed at the Wall gates prevented farmers
from returning to the village of Deir al Ghusun, forcing farmers to sleep
outside on their land. Israeli soldiers prohibited the farmers from lighting
fires to keep warm.
Wall Gates: At 09:30, the Israeli army closed Al Kafriyat gates, isolating
the district of Qalqiliya fi-om Tulkarem, and the Enav gate, isolating the
district of Tulkarem from Nablus.

27 December
28 December

30 December
31 December

1 January

2 January

3 January

4 January
12 January

15 January

Wall Gates: Al Kafriyat gate remains closed, isolating the district of
Qalqiliya fi-om Tulkarem.
Wall Gates: (i) Al Kafriyat gate remains closed, isolating the district of
Qalqiliya from Tulkarem.
(ii) At 08:20, the Israeli army closed the Enav gate, separating the Tulkarem
district fiom Nablus.
Closure: The Israeli army closed the Enav iron gate and Al Kafriyat Wall
gate, isolating Tulkarem from the districts of Qalqiliya and Nablus.
School Disruption: The strict closure imposed by the Israeli army has
prevented students from reaching their schools and is negatively impacting
the living conditions and education process of communities located behind
the Wall.
Closure: The Israeli army closed the Enav iron gate and Al Kafriyat Wall
gate, which separate Tulkarem from the districts of Qalqiliya and Nablus.
Wall Gates: The Israeli army prevented medical teams fi-om crossing the
Wall gates and reaching their clinics in the town of Baqa ash Sharqiya and
the village of Nazlat Isa, located behind the Wall, and prevented
ambulances and Ministry of Health vehicles transporting medicine from
entering the area.
Closure: The Israeli army continues to close the Enav iron gate and Al
Kafiiyat Wall gate, separating Tulkarem from the districts of Qalqiliya and
Nablus.
Closure: The Israeli army continues to close the Enav iron gate and Al
Kafriyat Wall gate, separating Tulkarem from the districts of Qalqiliya and
Nablus.
Closure: The Israeli army continues to close the Enav iron gate and Al
Kafriyat Wall gate, separating Tulkarem from the districts of Qalqiliya and
Nablus.
Wall Construction: The Israeli army completed levelling approximately
500 dunums (125 acres) of land located between the village of Irtah and
Far'un, south of the city, for construction of the Wall.
Wall ConstructionILand Levelling: The Israeli army continues to level
land south of the village of Far'un for construction of the Wall.
Land Confiscation: Israeli surveyors, working under military protection,
began surveying and marking land for settlement expansion on land
belonging to the villages of Al Ras and Kafr Sur near Sal'it settlement.

NABLUS

8 December

22 December
24 December

Land Confiscation: The Israeli army confiscated 2 sections of land, near
the village of Sad, covering an area over 2 dunums (0.5 acres), on which the
Israeli army set up a new military position. The land belongs to residents
from the villages of Jit and Sarra.
Uprooting of Trees: The Israeli army uprooted dozens of trees on the main
road through the town of Huwwara (south).
House Demolitions: (i) At 13:00, the Israeli anny demolished a house and
storehouses belonging to 25-year-old Khalid Asida in the village of Sebastia.
(ii) The Israeli anny, including bulldozers, raided the town of Deir Sharaf, west
of Nablus city, demolished 2 houses belonging to Nidal Badawi and Kheiri
Nofal, and demolished 2 storehouses belonging to Abdul Jabbar Kayid and
Awad Abu Safad.

HEBRON

10 December

11 December

14 December

17 December

18 December
23 December

24 December

Land ConfiscationISettler Violence: Israeli settlers from the settlement of
Haggai took over dozens of dunums of land, preventing their original
owners from entering it, and severely beat a civilian, Musa Al Najjar.
Meanwhile, the Israeli army held 3 other civilians and threatened to arrest
them if they approached their land.
Land Levellin~:(i) The Israeli army levelled around 40 dunums (10 acres)
of land between the settlement of Kiryat Arba and Al Kharisina, and
another 20 dunums (5 acres) around the settlement of Harisina, for the
construction of the Wall and settlement roads.
(ii) The Israeli army levelled around 40 dunums (10 acres) of land from the
town of Beit Ummar for construction and expansion of settlement roads.
Closure: (i) Israeli authorities closed the entrances to the town of Sa'ir.
(ii) An iron gate was constructed at the northern part of the city. A military
surveillance tower was also erected.
Land Levelling: The Israeli army, including bulldozers, levelled 10
dunums (2.5 acres) of land in the village of Yatta for expansion of the settler
road 60. Land levelling activities continue.
Uprooting of Trees: Israeli authorities informed the Palestinian Civil
Coordination of its intention to uproot trees from Tarqumiya village near
Telem settlement.
Uprooting of Trees: Israeli authorities issued an order to uproot thousands
of trees in the Tarqumiya area due to its proximity to Telem settlement.
Destruction of Propertv: The Israeli army, including 1 bulldozer,
demolished a gas station belonging to Ibrahim Al Bratha'i in the town of
Halhul, detained 15 civilians and confiscated their identification cards.
Destruction of Property: The Israeli army levelled 10 dunums (2.5 acres)
of agricultural land for construction of a wall surrounding the settlement of
Kiryat Arba and a settlement road.
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Land Levelling: Israeli bulldozers continue to level agricultural land
belonging to Palestinian civilians located between the settlements of Kiryat
Arba and Harsina for construction of a wall enclosing the two settlements
and a settler bypass road.
Uprooting of Trees: The Israeli authorities issued military orders to uproot
hundreds of trees near the junction of IdhnafTarqumiya.
Settlement Activitv: (i) Israeli settlers rebuilt the settlement outpost of
Have Ma'on, located south of Ma70nsettlement. Israeli authorities had
previously announced that the outpost had been evacuated.
(ii) Israeli settlers added 3 caravans to the settlement outpost of Evangel,
south east of Yatta.
Land Levelling: Israeli bulldozers continue to level land belonging to
Palestinian civilians near the settlements of Kiryat Arba and Harsina in
order to expand and build a wall around the two settlements.
Land Levelling: Israeli bulldozers continue to level land belonging to
Palestinian civilians near the settlements of Kiryat Arba and Harsina in
order to expand and build a wall around the two settlements.
Land Levelling: Israeli bulldozers continue to level land belonging to
Palestinian civilians near the settlements of Kiryat Arba and Harsina in
order to expand and build a wall around the two settlements.
Land Levelling: Israeli bulldozers continue to level agricultural land
belonging to Palestinian civilians near the settlements of Kiryat Arba and
Harsina in order to expand and build a wall around the two settlements.
Land Levelling: Israeli bulldozers continue to level agricultural land near
the settlement of Kiryat Arba.
Land Levelling: Israeli bulldozers continue to level agricultural land north
and east of the settlements of Kiryat Arba and Harsina.
Settlement Activitv: The Israeli authorities began construction of 144
housing units on Palestinian land for the expansion of Harsina settlement.
Land Levelling: (i) Israeli bulldozers continue to level agricultural land
north and east of the settlements of Kiryat Arba and Harsina.
(ii) Israeli bulldozers levelled agricultural land and demolished fences in Al
'Amib refugee camp, adjacent to the Hebron/Jerusalem road.
Land Confiscation: The Israeli authorities issued orders confiscating land
south of the city of Hebron in order to expand the settlement of Haggai.
Land Levelling: The Israeli army leveled 15 dunums (3.75 acres) of
agricultural land located south west of the settlement of Kiryat Arba for
expansion and construction of a wall enclosing the settlement.
Chemical Destruction: 3 Israeli helicopters sprayed an unidentified
chemical substance over 1000 dunums (250 acres) of agricultural land east
of the town of Yatta. Al1 crops were destroyed.
Livestock Slau~hter/Fine:The Israeli army killed 250 sheep that were
grazing in the Wall closed zone in the town of Yatta. The Israeli army then
demanded the owner of the livestock, Othman Jubariya, pay a fine of
64,500 NIS (14,660 USD).

QALQILYA
Passage through the Wall gates in the Qalqilya district is restricted to civilians granted
special Israeli permits which are based on no specific criteria. This Israeli closure
continues to harm the education process since teachers, amongst others, are not granted
access through the gates, particularly in areas located behind the Wall.
14 December

15 December

16 December

25 December

26 December

12 January

Wall Gates: The gates leading to the agricultural lands of the town of
Jayyus and the village of Falamya were closed, preventing farmers, even
those with permits, from accessing their lands.
Wall Gates: (i) The Israeli anny prevented vehicles and water supply
tankers fi-om crossing through the Wall gates, while detaining civilians at
the gate of Ras Al Tira village, located behind the Wall, until 19:OO.
Students studying outside the village were delayed until 16:30.
(ii) The Israeli army prevented vehicles carrying food supplies from
entering the villages of al-Tira, ad- Dab'a and Wadi al-Rasha located behind
the Wall.
(iii) The Israeli army prevented a doctor from crossing the gate of Ras Al
Tira village to attend Nibal Tawfik Mara'ba, an 11 year-old patient
suffering from a high fever. Nibal and her father were prevented from
leaving the village to receive medical care.
Wall Gates:-(i) The villages of Ad Dab'a, Ras al-Tira, 'Arab ar Ramadin,
'Arab Abu Farda and Wadi Rasha, located behind the Wall, remain closed
for the 4thconsecutive day. The Israeli army has prevented employees,
students, medical units and ambulances fi-om passing through the Wall
gates.
(ii) Entrance through the remaining western gates is only open to civilians
with special permits from the Israeli Civil Administration.
Closure: At 0 155, the Israeli army raided the village of 'Azzun (located
behind the Wall), searched several civilian houses, and sealed off the area of
'Azzun 'Atma, preventing civilians fi-om leaving the village.
Wall Gates: The Israeli army arrested 3 children under the age of 12,
including 2 brothers, on the ground that they were too close to one of the
Wall gates in Qalqiliya city.
Demolition Orders: The Israeli army warned several civilians in the
village of 'Azzun 'Atma (located behind the Wall) that 10 houses and
storehouses would be demolished soon.
Settlement Activiw: The Israeli Minister of Defense set a budget of 92
million NIS (approx. $20 million USD) for the construction of a bypass
road connecting the settlement of Alfe Menashe and Karnei Shomeron. This
implies the confiscation of thousands of dunums of Palestinian land.

SALFIT
8 December

23 December

24 December

3 January

18 January

Tree Uprooting: At 21:45, an Israeli bulldozer uprooted olive trees in the
town of Kafi 'Ein.
Closure: The Israeli army closed the iron gate at the entrance of the town of
Deir Ballut.
Medical ObstructionIDeath: The Israeli army prevented an ambulance
carrying Lamis Taysser who was in labor, from crossing the iron gate. The
medical team in the ambulance delivered the twin babies at the checkpoint.
One of the twins died during birth.
Wall Property Demolitions: The Israeli army informed the owners of
several stores located on the main road that their stores would be
demolished for construction of the Wall.
Death: The second twin of Lamis Ibrahim, 26 years old, who gave birth to
twin babies at the entrance of Deir Ballut after the Israeli army prevented
the ambulance carrying her to pass, died today. The first baby died shortly
after birth. Lamis Ibrahim is currently being treated for shock resulting
fiom the death of her twins.
Settler Violence: At 20:00, settlers fiom the settlement of Kfar Tapu'ach
demolished a room housing power generators that provide electicity to the
village of Y asuf.
Settlement Activity: The Israeli authorities allocated $225,000 USD for
construction of a settler bypass road connecting the settlement of Ariel and
the outpost of Tappuah Mari in order to annex the outpost to Ariel
settlement.
Wall Construction: The Israeli army served eviction orders to residents
located west of Salfit to evacuate the area by 15 February 2004 for
construction of the Wall.

Pholagraysh 1 : Qalq~lya(Augus12003) Sectron of the Wall Cornpiex surtoundrng Qalqrlya.

Photograph 2: Qafq~lya(July 2003):Qalqrlya northern area greetlhouses rsolated 011 the tzrestern çrde uf
the Wall On 4 Oclober 2003. the lsraelr Arrny cloçed the agrtcultural gate allawrng farrners accesç to this
area The gale was never re-opened Palestrntan farrners have çtarted drçmantlrng and selling therr
greerihacises aMer suffetrng f~nanciallasses due to the repeated closures

Phatograph 3: Qalqrlya (Seplember 2003) One of 13 Içtaell Army watchtawers surraidnd~ngQalq~lya

Phalograph 4 Abu DIS, Occtrp~edEast Jerusalem (Jan~aary2004) Example of how the Wall dlvldes
Palest~tlratlne~ghborhoudç

Photagraph 5: Abu

Jeruçalern (Jar11
Jary
near the Wall rn Abc

Phatagraph 6: Daba, Qalq~lyaGovernorate {March20031 Içrael~bulldozers rrpraatlng Palestlnlan olive
groves tn the Pcllest~nranagrllage af Daba

PhaPograph 4s Baba. Qalqrlya Governorate {March 2003) lsraeli bulldozers uproolrng PalesCrtiran oirve
graves tri the Palesliriiati village of Daba.

Photagraph et: Al-Daba. Qalqrlya Governorate (March 2003): Elderly Palestinian fatiners from t h e
Palesl~n~an
vrllage of Daba wateh as therr olrve cropç are uprooted iby Içrael~bulldozers

Pholograph 9: Nazlal Issa. luikarem Govetnorate 121 Augusl 2003) In A12g~rst2003, the lsraeli Army
deslrayed 124 market slallç and 7 hames 8r-1 what waç once one of the larcgesl open-arr markets In the
Occupled Fsaltlslln~anTerrrlory On 21 Jancrary 2003 62 stalfs were destroyed On 2-5 Augusl2003 lsraeit
mrtglary order 03 57°C $vas~ssuedconltsçatlng the market area land, statrrig that IT was "out of necesstty to
protect lsrael~settlements In the area.' f t i e nearest seltlernenl 'Horrnesh 1s 4 kllomelers away

Photograph 40: NazlaZ Issa, Tulkarem Governorate (Qctober 2003): Palestrnlan mercliants arnldst
the rubble of the destroyecl market area

Phorlograph i3 : Nazlal Issa. Ttllkarem Govetnorale (24 Navember 20031: Afler the deslruct~unof the market
AtlgljsT 2003, the rubble was cleared ar-rcf lçrael~sprepare to erect the 8 - meter t?lghcoricrefe Wall
encrrcl~ngthe Palest~n~an
lowns of Baka Sfiarq~ya.Nazlat Issa and Abci Naï, I~=Ieffecl deslt-oy~ngttle ecortamrc
v~abfl~ly
of "ils at2ce Thr~v~rtg
market hub

Phatograph $ 2 : Nazlal Issa, Tulkarem Governorate (5 Jan~rary2Q04):
The campleted 8 - rneler hlgti
cor?crç.t~
Wall

Phologra-h 1 3 : Zayla, Tulkaïem Governorate (July 2003) Paleçtlnlan owned greenhocises '7solatedVan the
western slde of the wall Palestrnian farmers must. obta~iiperrt-r~fs
?romthe lsrael~m~lilaryIn order to access
f h e ~ rland In the Closed Zone

Photograph i 4 : Qalqrlya (November 2003). Qalq~lyanorthern area gate cloçed srnce 4 October 20Q3 It kas
never re-apened Over 280 Qalq~lyafarmerç depend ail tl?lsgate to access the~rfarms and gt-eenhauses

Phatograpk 15: Qalyilya f L S September 2003) Çrgn posted rtear the Walt rn Qalqrlya wilh Içraelz army
watcfitower it? the background

Photograph: "IJayyus, Qalqilya Governorate (1 5 October 2003) Farr~iersIlne-up to atlempt tu cross the
agrrcullural gales rtt arder ta access tt-tetr farmland Two-thrrds of Jayyuç'ç agricult~fralland is srtuatecl on the
western side al the Wall in the Closed Zone. Dur~ngthe mor1tt-t of Oclobet the lsraeli army closed Ihe
agrrcultural gales From 4 - 24 October, As a result, Jayyus los! 90D0of tts guava crop

Ptlafograph 49: Jayyus, Qalqilya Governorate (19 October 20031: Jayyus farrners warttîig for the gate ta
open 8fiIy 7 tractors and 2 trucks from Jayyus out of 300 farmer hausehalds fiave vel-rlcular permrts l o
dccess Iht? Ciosecl Zone ta transporf produce back to the vtllage

Phatagraph 2 8 : Jayysrus, Qalq~lyaGavernorate ihlovembet 2003): Palestintan farmer wtth lsraeli mtlitay
~ssuedClosecl k-ofie access permlt is checked by lsraetr soldiers before crossing ta hrs land on the western
side af the Wall

Photagraph $9: Jayyus, Qalqrlya Governorate (November 20031 Palestlnran wemafi depencient on
kvc>rk~rtq
In the Clased Zone walls w ~ t hott-ter farniers and s h ~ t nher
f ~ access permrt ta Israelr salcdrers al- lt3e
Jayyus agr~cutlutalgale

Phatograph 20: Qalq~lya(Auguçt 2003) Paleçt~nlanwumeri and chrldrefi are checked by lsraeii soldiers
nulside the West Bank luwn of Qalq~lya

Pkalagraph 23 : Balqrlya Checkpotr.rt fJuly 2003)' "ack to Back system Goods enter~ngaod leavlny
Palest~i~~an
lawns and some vlllageç musl be off-loaded ttien ai-loaded onto a~va~ting
veh~clesIttcreaslng
trar-ispor3al1oncosts hy up to 4OO"a

Photograph 24: The fsrael~'Kfar fapuah' se-ttlernent
Irnkelf wlth one of rts outpasts srtuated on a hiIllop s c i ~
of the Palestrnian clty af Nablus In the Occupled
Patesttnian Teintory Erectlng af outpasts' is usttd by
lsrael as a toof for extendIftg and expand~ngseElletnet

Phstagraph 25: The israel~setllet~lentoulpoçt Ahrya' situated east af the Palest1nlar3towr-1
of Salf~ltn the
Bccup~edPalestlnlari Terrrtary (2Q03).Mary outposts are bu~lton hllltops as slralegic locatlat?slar
cof~erollrriythe nergttboirring lar?d

Phatagragh 26: The lsrael~settlement outpoft of 'Mtgrori'. situated east of the Palest~n~an
c~tyaf Ramallah
117The Occilp~edPaIefltntan Terrltory (2003)-Many settletnents are startecf by erectlr-rgcaravans, whlch are
subseq~aenllyreplaced by permar2enl houstng and ~nlrastructure

PhoPograph 27: In tiie d~stancethe Israelr setliement of 'Har Homa' çltuated soutfi of Jetusalem and
eîicroaçhrng or) Itie land oi Sur Baher, a Paleçtlnlan village (2003) ihrs setllemenl cluses off to
Palesl~tlranssoi.flhernaccess rnto Jerusalem and sola ales East Jerusalei3 from ne~ghbar~r~g
Palesl~tl~an
areas f Eira set'ilement is planned lo accommodate 200.000settlers.

Photograph 28: The israelt settier-rîent of 'PsagoT',
shown hy the cluster of red roof tops blocks the
physrcal expansion eastward of llle Palestlfirar?lowrl of
Ramallah showri i t l tfie fareground
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Question of the violation of human rights in the occupied
Arab territories, including Palestine
Note by the Secretary-General*
The Secretary-General has the honour to transmit to the members of the
General Assembly the interim report on violations of international humanitarian law
and human rights in the Palestinian territories occupied since 1967, submitted by
John Dugard, Special Rapporteur, pursuant to Commission on Human Rights
resolutions 199312, section A, and 200117 and Economic and Social Council
decision 20011246.

*
01-56549 (E)

General Assembly resolutioii 551222, part III, paragraph 10, the preseiit report
is being submitted on 4 October 2001 so as to include as much updated information as possible.
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Report of the Special Rapporteur of the Commission on
Human Rights on the situation of human rights in the
Palestinian territories occupied by Israel since 1967
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1. Introduction
1. The current Special Rapporteur, John Dugard (South Africa), was appointed in
July 2001. In August 2001, the Special Rapporteur undertook a mission to the
Occupied Palestinian Territories and Israel. Meetings were held with Palestinian and
Israeli non-governmental organizations, international agencies in the region and
members of the Palestinian Authority. Unfortunately, the Special Rapporteur was not
able to meet with Israeli authorities as the Government of Israel made it clear at the
outset of his appointment that it would not cooperate because of objections it has to
the terms of his mandate. (This matter is discussed below.) On this mission, the
Special Rapporteur met with interlocutors in the Gaza Strip, Jerusalem and the West
Bank. The Special Rapporteur also visited Rafah, Beit Jala and Shu'afat to see the
destruction of houses and property, and Jericho, to examine the manner in which the
City had been closed by means of trenches cutting off access roads.
In February 2001, the Special Rapporteur visited the area as the chairperson of
2.
the Human Rights Inquiry Commission established pursuant to Commission on
Human Rights resolution S-511 of 19 October 2000. That Inquiry Commission spent
more time in the area, consulted more widely with informed persons and prepared a
more comprehensive report (ElCN.4/2001/121) than the present report. The Human
Rights Inquiry Commission criticized the excessive use of force employed by the
Israeli Defense Force, the assassination of prominent Palestinians, the presence and
expansion of Settlements in the West Bank and Gaza, the activities of settlers and the
closure of Palestinian areas, which has resulted in the widespread violation of
economic and social rights. The Commission made a number of recommendations
designed to bring an end to the military occupation of the Occupied Palestinian
Territories and to establish a dispensation that meets the legitimate expectations of
the Palestinian people concerning the realization of their right to self-determination
and the genuine security concerns of the people of Israel.
3. The present report is based on the two visits made to the area in 2001,
consultation and discussion with persons outside the area, the study of materials on
the situation in the Occupied Palestinian Territories and wide media coverage.

II. The mandate of the Special Rapporteur
4. The mandate of the Special Rapporteur is to be found in two instruments. In
resolution 199312, section A, the Commission on Human Rights decided to appoint a
Special Rapporteur with the following mandate:
"(a) To investigate Israel's violations of the principles and bases of
international law, international humanitarian law and the Geneva Convention
relative to the Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of War, of 12 August 1949, in
the Palestinian territories occupied by Israel since 1967;
(b) To receive communications, to hear witnesses, and to use such modalities
of procedure as he may deem necessary for his mandate;
(c) To report, with his conclusions and recommendations, to the Commission
on Human Rights at its future sessions, until the end of the Israeli occupation of
those territories."

In resolution 200117, the Commission on Human Rights welcomed the
recommendations contained in the reports of the High Commissioner for Human
Rights (E/CN.4/2001/114) and the Human Rights Inquiry Commission
(E/CN.4/2001/121), urged the Government of Israel to implement them and
requested "the Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights in the Palestinian
territories occupied since 1967, acting as a monitoring mechanism. to follow up on
the implementation of those recommendations and to submit reports thereon to the
General Assembly at its fifty-sixth session and the Commission at its fifty-eighth
session".
The mandate of the Special Rapporteur has been criticized by a number of
5.
States, particularly Israel, on the ground that it singles out Israel for special attention
as a violator of human rights despite the fact that, since the implementation of the
Oslo Accords (A/51/889-S/1997/357), and related agreements the control of the
lives of over 90 per cent Palestinians has passed to the Palestinian Authority, which
now has full control over the so-called "A" zones which include most Palestinian
cities and towns. There would be substance in this criticism if the mandate of the
Special Rapporteur were to investigate and report on Israel's violations of human
rights in the Occupied Palestinian Territories without regard to the military
occupation of those territories. This would be unfair as the Palestinian Authority
does, for instance, have full jurisdiction over the administration of justice in the "A"
zones and in most societies it is in this field that most violations of human rights
occur. The mandate of the Special Rapporteur is not, however, to investigate human
rights violations in the Occupied Palestinian Territories outside the context of
military occupation. Resolution 199312, section A makes it clear that the Special
Rapporteur is required to investigate violations of international humanitarian law
committed by the occupying authority - Israel - until the end of the Israeli
occupation of the Occupied Palestinian Territories. There is a close connection
between international humanitarian law and human rights - a connection
reaffirmed by the General Assembly in its resolution 2675 (XXV). It is therefore
impossible to examine violations of international humanitarian law or general
international law without reference to human rights norms, particularly in a situation
of prolonged occupation of the kind that continues to prevail in the Occupied
Palestinian Territories. The mandate therefore includes the investigation of human
rights violations cornmitted by Israel in the Occupied Palestinian Territories, but
only in the context of military occupation. It is the prolonged military occupation of
the Occupied Palestinian Territories which makes the mandate of the Special
Rapporteur unusual and which distinguishes it from other special rapporteurships
established by the Commission on Human Rights.

III. The occupation as the root cause of the conflict
6.
In 1967, Israel occupied the West Bank and Gaza Strip. This occupation
continues sorne 34 years later. Israel has invoked a number of arguments to support
its legal claim that the Fourth Geneva Convention relative to the Protection of
Civilian Persons in Time of War of 1949 is not applicable to the Palestinian
territories occupied by Israel since 1987, including East Jerusalem. First, it argues
that as the sovereignty of Jordan over the West Bank was questionable and Egypt
never asserted sovereignty over Gaza, there was no sovereign Power at whose
expense Israel occupied these territories. Consequently, although lsrael is a party to

the Fourth Geneva Convention of 1949, it maintains that it is not bound by law to
treat the territories as occupied territories within the meaning of the Fourth Geneva
Convention. Secondly, it now argues that, even if the above argument is incorrect,
that Israel can no longer be viewed as an occupying Power in respect of the "A"
areas, accommodating the majority of the Palestinian population, because effective
control in those areas has been handed over to the Palestinian Authority.
7.
Neither of those arguments is tenable in law. The first, premised on a strained
interpretation of article 2 of the Geneva Convention, fails to take account of the fact
that the law of occupation is concerned with the interests of the population of an
occupied territory rather than those of a displaced sovereign. The second, that Israel
is no longer an occupying Power because it lacks effective control over "A" areas of
the Occupied Palestinian Territories, is likewise unacceptable. The test for the
application of the legal regime of occupation is not whether the occupying Power
fails to exercise effective control over the territory, but whether it has the ability to
exercise such power, a principle affirmed by the United States Military Tribunal at
Nürnberg In re List and others (The Hostages Case) in 1948. The Oslo Accords
leave Israel with ultimate legal control over al1 of the Occupied Palestinian
Territories and the fact that for political reasons it has generally chosen not to
exercise this control over the "A" zones, when it undoubtedly has the military
capacity to do so (as illustrated by the Israeli military incursion into the "A" zone
town of Beit Jala in August 2001), cannot relieve Israel of its responsibilities as an
occupying Power.

The international community therefore rejects the argument that the Fourth
8.
Geneva Convention is inapplicable to the Occupied Palestinian Territories. Repeated
resolutions of the Security Council and the General Assembly cal1 upon Israel to
comply with the prescriptions of the Convention and reject the purported annexation
of East Jerusalem by Israel. For the international community, the Fourth Geneva
Convention is the governing law.

9. Violence in the Occupied Palestinian Territories and Israel during the past
several months has tended to obscure the fact that the root cause of the present
conflict in the region is military occupation. Media reports are so concerned with the
killing of Palestinian leaders by carefully directed missiles and with suicide
bombings within Israel that the fact of occupation is overlooked. At times. the
conflict is portrayed as if it were an international conflict between two States,
employing different instruments of war, over "disputed territories". At other times, it
is portrayed as an interna1 conflict with the rebels employing terror as a military
strategy. The United States-brokered "Tenet ceasefire plan" (Ha'aretz, June 14,
2001), while a laudable attempt to end the violence in the region, nowhere mentions
the military occupation in its concern for security and crisis management. It should
not, however, be forgotten that Israel occupied the West Bank (including East
Jerusalem) and the Gaza Strip by force in 1967; that this occupation should be
brought to an end, as by its very nature military occupation is a temporary
phenomenon pending an acceptable peace settlement; and that until the occupation
is terminated, Israel, as the occupying Power, is obliged to comply with the Fourth
Geneva Convention.
10. The present report focuses on military occupation as the root cause of the
present conflict in the Occupied Palestinian Territories and Israel, as the cause of the
violation of huinan rights and humanitarian law in the region. It aims to restore

occupation to centre stage. The violence in the region, whether caused by Israeli
rocket-ships or Palestinian suicide bombers, is to be deplored and condemned. It is
the immediate cause of the loss of life, of the violation of the right to life, that
features pre-eminently in al1 human rights conventions. However, it is not the
ultimate explanation for the violation of basic human rights in the region. This must
be found in the military occupation of a people by an occupying power.

IV. Violence and loss of life
11. Since the start of the second intifada, in September 2000, over 530 Palestinians
have been killed and over 15,000 injured. More than 150 Israelis have been killed.
Most of those killed and injured have been civilians.
12. The first few months of the second intifada were characterized by violent
clashes between Palestinian protesters, whose weapons were Stones and molotov
cocktails, and the Israel Defense Force. Most deaths and injuries were the result of
gunfire from the Israel Defense Forces. In its report, the Human Rights Inquiry
Commission found that the Israel Defense Forces had responded in a
disproportionate manner to protesters and was guilty of the excessive use of force
(E/CN.4/2001/121, paras. 44-52). Since then, the situation has changed radically as
the Palestinians have moved from protest to armed force and the Israelis have
responded by using heavier weaponry. Today, most Palestinian deaths have resulted
from missile attacks directed at selected individuals suspected of terrorism, but
which, inevitably, have also killed innocent bystanders, and from shootings carried
out by soldiers and settlers, often after an exchange of gunfire. Israeli deaths have
largely been caused by terrorist bombs in Israel itself and-by gunfire directed at
settlers on bypass roads or in the proximity of Settlements.
13. In February 2001, the Human Rights Inquiry Commission had difficulty in
categorizing the situation as a non-international armed conflict, defined by the
Appeals Chambers of the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia
in the Tadic case as "protracted armed violence between governmental authorities
and organized armed groups". Today, as a result of the frequent exchanges of
gunfire between the Israel Defense Forces and Palestinian gunmen, it is probable
that this threshold has been met, albeit on an irregular and sporadic basis. However,
while the Israel Defense Forces are now engaged in both law enforcement and
action in armed conflict, and may therefore be entitled to greater latitude in the
exercise of its powers as an occupying force. it is not freed from al1 restraints under
international humanitarian law and human rights law. It is still obliged to observe
the principle of distinction requiring that civilians not be made the object of attack
"unless and for such time as they take a direct part in hostilities" (a principle
reaffirmed in article 51(3) of Additional Protocol 1 to the Geneva Conventions). In
addition, the Israel Defense Forces are obliged to comply with the principle of
proportionality, which requires that injury to non-combatants or darnage to civilian
objects not be disproportionate to the miiitary advantages derived from an operation.
Above all, the Israel Defense Forces are subject to article 27 of the Fourth Geneva
Convention, which stipulates that "protected persons are entitled in al1
circumstances, to respect for their persons and shall at al1 times be humanely treated.
and shall be protected especially against al1 acts of violence or threats thereof ...".

14. Both Israelis and Palestinians have violated important norms of humanitarian
law and international law as the confrontation has changed its character. Israel's
freely acknowledged practice of selected assassination or targeted killings of
Palestinian activists cannot be reconciled with provisions of the Fourth Geneva
Convention, such as articles 27 and 32, which seek to protect the lives of protected
persons not taking a direct part in hostilities. They also violate human rights norms
that affirm the right to life and the prohibition on execution of civilians without trial
and a fair judicial process. There is no basis for killing protected persons on the
basis of suspicion that they have engaged or will engage in terroristic activities. In
addition, many civilians not suspected of any unlawful activity have been killed in
these targeted killings, in the bombing of villages or in gunfire exchanges, in
circumstances indicating an indiscriminate and disproportionate use of force.

15. The force employed by Palestinians is also contrary to the norms of
international law. The shooting of settlers cannot be justified. Despite the fact that
the Settlements violate article 49(6) of the Fourth Geneva Convention, and the fact
that the settlers' presence in the Occupied Palestinian Territories is illegal, settlers
remain civilians and cannot be treated as combatants, unless, of course, they are
engaged as soldiers in the Israel Defense Forces. The planting of bombs in public
places in Israel, resulting in loss of life of innocent civilians, is contrary to emerging
norms of international law, now codified in the 1998 International Convention for
the Suppression of Terrorist Bombings (General Assembly resolution 52/164),
article 2 of which criminalizes such conduct. The extent to which these actions are
subject to the control of the Palestinian Authority is uncertain. No doubt it could do
more to prevent the shooting of settlers and the culture of violence that produces
suicide bombers. On the other hand, despite Israeli claims to the contrary, it seems
unlikely that Palestinian violence is subject to any centralized control. In this
respect, it differs from the Israeli use of force.
16. The failure of attempts to end the violence, either by calls for a ceasefire from
the parties to the conflict, or from third States (notably the United States), or by
security arrangements brokered from outside (such as the Tenet plan), suggests that
the time has come for some international presence in the region to monitor and
reduce the use of violence. This obvious conclusion was affirmed by the G8 Foreign
Ministers in their meeting in Rome on 18 and 19 July 2001. Despite this, attempts to
persuade the Security Council to approve such a plan have failed. The Special
Rapporteur finds it difficult to understand why no serious attempt has been made by
the international community to persuade Israel to accept such a presence (the
Palestinian Authority having already agreed to an international presence).
International monitors or peacekeepers have been employed in many less
threatening situations in the world and there is no reason why the Occupied
Palestinian Territories should be treated differently.

V. Occupation and the second intifada
17. The principal cause of the second intifada and of the escalating violence, in the
view of the Special Rapporteur, is the continuing occupation -an occupation which
has continued for over 34 years in the face of condemnation by the United Nations;
an occupation whose substance (albeit not form) remained unaltered throughout the
period of negotiations resulting fi-om the Oslo Accords; an occupation that continues
to frustrate and humiliate Palestinians. In the opinion of the Special Rapporteur,

peace will not be restored to the region until there is clear evidence of an intention
on the part of the occupying Power to put an end to the occupation. At present.
however, there is little evidence of such an intention. On the contrary, the signs of
occupation have intensified since the start of the second intifada. Expanding
settlements, demolition of houses and the destruction of propei-ty, restrictions on
freedom of movement and the economic blockade are a constant reminder to
Palestinians of the occupation.

A.

Settlements
18. The international community is united in its categorization of Jewish
settlements in the West Bank and Gaza as contrary to article 49(6) of the Fourth
Geneva Convention, which prohibits an occupying power from transferring parts of
its own civilian population into the territory it occupies. Numerous resolutions of
the Security Council and the General Assembly have condemned the settlements as
illegal.
19. Today, there are some 190 settlements in the West Bank and Gaza, inhabited
by approximately 380,000 settlers, of whom some 180,000 live in the East
Jerusalem area. Settlements are linked to each other and Israel by a vast system of
bypass roads (from which Palestinian vehicles are excluded), which have a 50 to 75metre buffer zone on each side of the road in which no building is permitted. These
settlements and roads, which separate Palestinian communities and deprive
Palestinians of agricultural land have fragmented both land and people. In effect,
they foreclose the possibility of a Palestinian State as they destroy the territorial
integrity of the Palestinian territory.

20. The relationship between settlers and Palestinians is an unhappy one and each
side views the other with hostility, anger and suspicion. Protected by the Israel
military, and exempt frorn the jurisdiction of the courts of the Palestinian Authority,
settlers have committed numerous acts of violence against Palestinians and
destroyed Palestinian agricultural land and property. Since the beginning of the
second intifada, incidents of settler violence have dramatically increased. Palestinian
hostility towards settlers has grown alarmingly since the start of this intifada and
most of the Israelis killed in the present conflict have been settlers or soldiers
charged with the task of protecting settlements and roads leading to settlements.
21. That peace is impossible without a complete freeze on al1 settlement activity
was emphasized by the "Mitchell report" of 20 May 2001 (report of the Sharm AI
Sheikh Fact-finding Committee). The response of the Government of Israel to that
recommendation was far from satisfactory. It declared that "it is already part of the
policy of the Government of Israel not to establish new settlements. At the same
time, the current and everyday needs of the development of such communities must
be taken into account". In other words, the "natural growth" of the settlements will
continue.

22. The evidence of the continued expansion of settlement activity is al1 too clear.
During his visit, the Special Rapporteur saw evidence of this in the form of
construction activity in the settlements of Har Homa and Pisgat Ze'ev and in the
extension of the buffer zones adjacent to bypassfsettler roads in the Gaza Strip. He
also received evidence of the growth in the number of housing units. the expansion
of the territorial lirnits of settlements by means of caravan outposts established

adjacent to settlements, and of an increase in the settler population in the West Bank
and Gaza from 203,067 in December 2000 to 205,015 in June 2001. Generous tax
breaks and cheap housing in the settlements ensure that their growth will continue.

B. Demolition of houses and destruction of property
23. The demolition of houses in Palestinian territory, either for security purposes
(as in Rafah) or for administrative reasons (as in the refugee camp of Shu'afat)
continue. Since September 2000, over 300 homes have been completely demolished
(compared with 93 in 1999). The Special Rapporteur saw evidence of the demolition
of houses in Rafah and Shu'afat by bulldozer and of the destruction of houses in
Beit Jala by missiles. This action, on the part of the Israeli authorities, is difficult to
reconcile with article 53 of the Fourth Geneva Convention, which prohibits the
destruction of property except where rendered "absolutely necessary by rnilitary
operations". While Israel sees this action as justified on grounds of military
necessity, Palestinians see it as part of a larger design to restrict Palestinian growth,
encourage Palestinian emigration and humiliate the people.
24. The creation of buffer zones for bypass roads and settlements has resulted in
the "sweeping" of large areas of agricultural land by bulldozers. A total of 385,808
fruit and olive trees have been uprooted, and wells and agricultural constructions
destroy ed.

C.

Closure and checkpoints: restrictions on freedom of movement
25. Since 29 September 2000, Israel has irnposed severe restrictions on freedom of
movement in the occupied territories. International borders with Egypt and Jordan
have been closed, the Gaza Strip has been sealed off from the rest of the Palestinian
territory and over a hundred checkpoints have been placed on roads in the West
Bank. The Israel Defense Forces have placed checkpoints at the entrances to villages
and entry and exit are often possible only via dirt roads, entailing enormous
hardships. Trips that once took 15 minutes now take several hours. In some of the
villages, mostly in areas near settlements and bypass roads, the dirt roads have also
been blocked with large concrete blocks and piles of dirt, and residents are
irnprisoned in their villages. The Special Rapporteur visited the city of Jericho,
which has been encircled by a deep trench to deny vehicles access to the city except
through an Israel Defense Forces checkpoint.
26. The cumulative effect of these restrictions on the freedom of movement of
people and goods is understandably perceived by the Palestinians affected as a siege.
It has resulted in severe socio-econornic hardships in the Palestinian territory. The
interna1 closures have effectively sealed Palestinian population centres and restricted
movement from one locality to another. The restriction on the entry of Palestinians
into Israel has meant denial of access to their places of work in Israel to an
estimated 115,000 Palestinians. The economic results have been devastating: the
families of these workers are now suffering from a complete lack of income,
threatening them with destitution. Over 50 per cent of the Palestinian workforce is
now unemployed. Health and education have also suffered. Ambulances are
prevented from transporting the sick to hospitals and some schools have been unable
to operate owing to curfews and closures.

27. Road checkpoints have beconle a regular feature of Palestinian life.
Palestinians are obliged to wait for lengthy periods while Israeli soldiers check
vehicles and inspect identity documents. In order to avoid these delays Palestinians
often abandon their cars or leave their taxi and cross the checkpoint on foot to catch
a taxi on the other side of the checkpoint. This practice indicates the purpose of the
exercise. It is not to prevent would-be suicide bombers from crossing checkpoints
that lead to Israel, as any such person may walk around the checkpoint carrying
heavy baggage. Rather, it is to humiliate Palestinians and to put pressure on them to
cease resistance to Israeli occupation. In this sense. it is a collective punishment of
the kind prohibited by article 33 of the Fourth Geneva Convention.

D.

Orient House
28. On 10 August 2001, Israeli security forces seized and occupied Orient House,
the political headquarters of the Palestinian people in East Jerusalem, in retaliation
for a suicide bomb attack in West Jerusalem. This action, which may be seen as
îurther evidence of a determination on the part of the Government of Israel to assert
its authority as an occupying Power, has exacerbated an already tense situation and
placed another obstacle in the path of peace.

VI. Concluding remarks
29. It is clearly necessary to bring the present violence in the Occupied Palestinian
Territories and Israel to an end. Targeted killings of selected Palestinians by guided
missiles, terrorist bombings in Israel and the indiscriminate killing of civilians by
both sides must cease. That this is difficult to achieve is confirmed by the failures of
numerous proclaimed ceasefires in recent months - failures for which both Israelis
and Palestinians must accept responsibility. In these circumstances, there is a clear
need for some international presence, either in the form of monitors or
peacekeepers, to ensure that the ceasefire holds - or at least does better than at
present. It is recommended that both Israel and the Palestinian Authority should
agree to such an international presence. It is incumbent on the international
community to ensure that such an agreement is forthcoming.
30. Israel's continued refusal to accept the Fourth Geneva Convention relative to
the Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of War as the governing law makes it
imperative that the High Contracting Parties to the Convention convene as soon as
possible to consider the applicability of the Convention and the violation of the
Convention.
31. International humanitarian law and human rights n o m s have been seriously
violated in the present conflict. Both Israelis and Palestinians should make every
endeavour to promote respect for the rule of law. Israel's violation of the freedom of
movement in the Occupied Palestinian Territories requires particular attention.

32. Settlements are an ever visible and aggravating sign of occupation and of
Israel's illegal conduct as an occupying Power. It is not enough to merely impose a
freeze on settlements. Steps must now start to dismantle settlements.
33. There is a need to rebuild confidence on both sides as a prelude to the
resuinption of negotiations leading to a permanent settlement. The Palestinians

could undoubtedly help to restore confidence by taking firmer measures to prevent
terrorism in Israel. More is needed from Israel. Until Israel takes some action that
indicates a willingness to contemplate the termination of the occupation, it is
unlikely that the Palestinians will accept its good faith in negotiations aimed at a
permanent settlement. Such action might take the form of a start in the dismantling
of settlements: for example. the withdrawal of al1 settlements from the Gaza Strip.
The Special Rapporteur appeals to the Government of Israel to take some action of
this kind to restore confidence in the peace process.
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Executive summary
The Special Rapporteur's interpretation of his mandate, as being to investigate violations
of international humanitarian law and human rights in the context of military occupation, has
been challenged by the Government of Israel in document E/CN.4/2002/129. The Special
Rapporteur requests the Commission to give a ruling on this matter.
There are different perceptions of the cause of the violence in the Palestinian Territory.
Palestinians see the military occupation of their territory as the principal cause of the present
crisis. Israelis, on the other hand, see terrorism as the cause of the crisis. Terrorism is a scourge
that threatens Israelis and Palestinians alike and every effort should be made to bring terrorism to
an end, whether it is perpetrated by instruments of the State, by organized non-State groups or by
individuals. At the same time, it is important to stress that the main explanation for the acts of
terrorism committed by Palestinians against Israelis is the military occupation. It is this
occupation that is responsible for most of the violations of humanitarian law and human rights in
the region.
Since the start of the second intifada, in September 2000, nearly 1,000 Palestinians
have been killed and about 17,300 injured. More than 260 Israelis have been killed and
about 2,400 injured. Most of those killed and injured have been civilians, many of them
children. Violence is escalating rapidly in the region as both parties to the conflict employ more
dangerous weaponry and show more determination in causing harm to life and property. In this
situation, initiatives for a ceasefire or a cessation of violence as a precondition for the resumption
of talks between Israelis and Palestinians seem doomed to fail. Only an effective international
presence in the region with the power to monitor and reduce the use of violence can achieve this
goal. The Special Rapporteur therefore believes that there is a need for an international
peacekeeping mission, structured and composed to meet the circumstances of the region.
Settlements are an ever-visible and aggravating sign of occupation and of Israel's illegal
conduct as an Occupying Power. Although Israel has undertaken not to establish new
settlements, the existing settlements are expanding both in terms of land and settlers.
The demolition of houses in the Palestinian Territory continues unabated. In the
Gaza Strip alone, over 400 houses have been completely destroyed and 200 seriously damaged,
leaving over 5,000 persons homeless. Moreover, the creation of buffer zones for bypass roads
and settlements has resulted in the "sweeping" of large areas of agricultural land by bulldozers.
Israel's restrictions on fieedom of movement, resulting fi-om checkpoints, have caused
great personal, social and economic hardships to civilians in no way involved in the conflict.
They constitute collective punishment of the kind prohibited by article 33 of the Fourth Geneva
Convention.
Children have suffered greatly in the present crisis. Every effort should be made by the
Israeli military authorities to ensure that the safety and welfare of schools and schoolchildren are
respected. It is further recommended that an investigation be conducted into allegations of
inhuman treatment of children under the military justice systein and that iminediate steps be
taken to reinedy this situation.

1. INTRODUCTION

1.
The current Special Rapporteur, John Dugard (South Africa), was appointed in July 200 1.
In August 2001 and in February 2002 the Special Rapporteur undertook missions to the
Occupied Palestinian Territory and Israel. Meetings were held with Palestinian and Israeli
non-governmental organizations, Palestinian and Israeli interlocutors, international agencies in
the region and members of the Palestinian Authority, including the President of the
Palestinian Authority, Yasser Arafat. Unfortunately, the Special Rapporteur was not able to
meet with Israeli authorities as the Govemment of Israel made it clear at the outset when he was
appointed that it would not cooperate because of objections it has to the terms of his mandate.
(This matter is discussed below.) On these missions, the Special Rapporteur met with
interlocutors in the Gaza Strip, Jerusalem and the West Bank. In August 200 1 the Special
Rapporteur visited Rafah, Beit Jala and Shu'afat to see the destruction caused to houses and
property, and Jericho to examine the manner in which the city had been closed by means of
trenches cutting off access roads. In February 2002, he again visited Rafah to see the house
demolitions carried out by the Israel Defense Forces (IDF) in January 2002.
2.
In February 2002 the Special Rapporteur made a special study of the impact of the
present crisis on children. Meetings were accordingly held with education off~cialsof the
Ministry of Education of the Palestinian Authority, school principals and teachers, university
authorities and non-governmental organizations concemed with the treatment of child prisoners.
The Special Rapporteur visited the University of Bir Zeit and the Al-Khader school in the district
of Bethlehem and interviewed juveniles who testified about ill-treatment they had been subjected
to when they had been arrested and detained by the Israeli authorities.
3.
While the Special Rapporteur was in Gaza on 10 and 11 February 2002, Gaza City was
subjected to heavy bombing, which caused extensive damage to offices of the United Nations
Special Coordinator (UNSCO) in Gaza. The Special Rapporteur was thus able to experience at
first hand the military assaults to which the Palestinian people are regularly subjected.
4.
In February 2001, the Special Rapporteur visited the area as the chairperson of the
Human Rights Inquiry Commission established pursuant to Commission on Human Rights
resolution S-511 of 19 October 2000. The report of this Commission is contained in
document E/CN.4/200 1/121.
5.
The present report is based on the visits made to the area in August 2001 and
February 2002, consultation and discussion with persons in and outside the area, the study of
materials on the situation in the Occupied Palestinian Territory and wide media coverage.

6.
In October 2001 the Special Rapporteur submitted a report, based on his visit to the
region in August 200 1, to the Third Committee of the General Assembly. The report, contained
in document A/56/440, was duly considered by the Third Committee in November 2001.
On 7 December 2001 the Government of Israel submitted a response to this report: see
document E/CN.4/2002/129. The criticisms contained in this response and the Special
Rapporteur's reply to these criticisms are dealt with in the present report.

II. THE MANDATE OF THE SPECIAL RAPPORTEUR
7.
The mandate of the Special Rapporteur is to be found in two resolutions of the
Commission on Human Rights. In resolution 199312, section A, the Coinmission decided to
appoint a special rapporteur with the following mandate:

To investigate Israel's violations of the principles and bases of international law,
(a)
international humanitarian law and the Geneva Convention relative to the Protection of Civilian
Persons in Time of War, of 12 August 1949, in the Palestinian territories occupied by Israel
since 1967;
To receive communications, to hear witnesses, and to use such modalities of
(b)
procedure as he may deem necessary for his mandate;
To report, with his conclusions and recommendations, to the Commission on
(c)
Human Rights at its future sessions, until the end of the Israeli occupation of those territories.
In resolution 200117, the Commission welcomed the recommendations contained in the reports
of the High Commissioner for Human Rights (E/CN.4/2001/114) and the Human Rights Inquiry
Commission (E/CN.4/2001/121), urged the Government of Israel to implement them and
requested the Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights in the Palestinian territories
occupied since 1967, acting as a monitoring mechanism, to follow up on the implementation of
those recommendations and to submit reports thereon to the General Assembly at its
fi@-sixth session and the Commission at its fifty-eighth session.
8.
In his report of October 2001 (A/561440), the Special Rapporteur stated that his mandate
required him to investigate human rights violations in the Occupied Palestinian Territory within
the context of military occupation. In support of this interpretation of the mandate, he reasoned
as follows:
"Resolution 199312, section A makes it clear that the Special Rapporteur is
required to investigate violations of international humanitarian law committed by the
occupying authority - Israel - until the end of the Israeli occupation of the Occupied
Palestinian Territories. There is a close connection between international humanitarian
law and human rights - a connection reaffirmed by the General Assembly in its
resolution 2675 (XXV). It is therefore impossible to examine violations of international
humanitarian law or general international law without reference to human rights norms,
particularly in a situation of prolonged occupation of the kind that continues to prevail in
the Occupied Palestinian Territories. The mandate therefore includes the investigation of
human rights violations committed by Israel in the Occupied Palestinian Territories, but
only in the context of military occupation. It is the prolonged military occupation of the
Occupied Palestinian Territories which makes the mandate of the Special Rapporteur
unusual and which distinguishes it from other special rapporteurships established by the
Commission on Human Rightsn(para. 5).

9.
The Government of Israel has raised a number of objections to this reasoning, which it
claims has resulted in an unprecedented expansive interpretation of the mandate. These
objections and the responses thereto appear below:
Objection: it is inaccurate to describe the situation in the Palestinian Territory as
(a)
one of militaly occupation on the ground that since the implementation of the Oslo Accords
(A/51/889-S/1997/357, annex) and related agreements the control of the lives of over 98 per cent
of the Palestinians has passed to the Palestinian Authority, which now has full control over the
so-called A areas which include most Palestinian cities and towns.
Response: While it is true that many powers have been transferred by Israel to the
Palestinian Authority - including the important area of the administration of justice, in which
most violations of human rights occur - the reality is that Israel not only has the power to
intervene in the occupied territories, including those designated as A areas, on grounds of
security, but that it has infact done so in recent months. The denial that Israel is in military
occupation of the territories is impossible to reconcile with recent military incursions into
Ramallah, Bethlehem, Gaza, Beit Jala, Beit Rima and Tulkarem, the presence of Israeli tanks
outside President Arafat's headquarters in Ramallah and over 150 military checkpoints in the
occupied territories that have seriously disrupted the lives of Palestinians living in the A areas.
Moreover, it takes no account of article 47 of the Fourth Geneva Convention, which provides
that protected persons in an occupied territory shall not be deprived "in any case or in any
manner whatsoever" of the benefits of the Convention by any change to the government of the
territory resulting fiom an agreement concluded between the authorities of the occupied
territories and the Occupying Power.
Objection: International humanitarian law and human rights law are "subject to
(b)
separate international regimes". The close connection between the two "does not imply that the
area of humanitarian law cannot be investigated without extending the mandate of the Special
Rapporteur to cover human rights law".
Response: The purpose of the principal international instrument concerned with the
protection of civilians under military occupation, the Fourth Geneva Convention of 1949, is to
ensure respect for the human rights of protected persons. This is made clear by article 27 of the
Convention, which provides that the Occupying Power is to respect the fundamental rights of
protected persons. According to the Commentary of the International Committee of the
Red Cross on this provision: "The right to respect for the person must be understood in its
widest sense: it covers al1 the rights of the individual, that is, the rights and qualities which are
inseparable fiom the human being by the very fact of his existence and his mental and physical
powers; it includes, in particular, the right to physical, moral and intellectual integrity - an
essential attribute of the human person" (p. 201). The "rights of the individual" have been
proclaimed, described and interpreted in international human rights instruments, particularly the
international covenants on civil and political rights, and economic, social and cultural rights
of 1966, and in the jurisprudence of their monitoring bodies. These human rights instruments
therefore complement the Fourth Geneva Convention by defining and giving content to the rights

protected in article 27. This is borne out by repeated resolutions of the General Assembly (for
example, resolution 2675 (XXV)) and by the Vienna Declaration adopted by the World
Conference on Human Rights in 1993, which declared that:
"Effective international measures to guarantee and monitor the implementation of human
rights standards should be taken in respect of people under foreign occupation, and
effective legal protection against the violation of their human rights should be provided,
in accordance with human rights norms and international law, particularly the
Geneva Convention relative to the Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of War,
of 14 August 1949, and other applicable norms of humanitarian law."
Objection: In the case of a prolonged occupation, such as that of the Palestinian
(c)
territories, the law of occupation envisages that "the Occupying Power will not become more
bound, but less bound by the legal regime". In support of this contention, the Government of
Israel cites the commentary of the International Committee of the Red Cross on article 6 of the
Fourth Geneva Convention to the effect that if the occupation continues for a prolonged period
afier the general cessation of hostilities, "a time would doubtless come when the application of
the Convention was no longer justified, especially if most of the governmental and
administrative duties carried out at one time by the Occupying Power had been handed over
to the authorities of the occupied territoryV(p.62).
Response: Unfortunately the time has not come in the Occupied Palestinian Territory
when the application of the Convention is no longer or less justified. The transfer of
governmental and administrative powers to the Palestinian Authority in A areas has not
diminished the need for the protection of the people of the territories fiom the Occupying Power
for the reasons set out in the present report. This was made clear in the Declaration adopted
on 5 December 200 1 by the High Contracting Parties to the Fourth Geneva Convention, which
reaffirms the applicability of the Convention to the Occupied Palestinian Territory and reiterates
"the need for the full respect for the provision of the said Convention in that Territory" (para. 3).
10.
The Government of Israel has raised a number of serious objections to the Special
Rapporteur's interpretation of his mandate which cal1 for attention. The Special Rapporteur
requests that the Commission consider this matter at its session in 2002 and issue a directive on
the subject so that the scope of the present mandate is not in dispute.

There are different perceptions of the cause of the violence in the region. Palestinians see
11.
the military occupation of their territory as the principal cause of the present crisis. Every
Palestinian is today personally and directly affected by the occupation: freedom of inovement is
seriously impeded by Israeli military roadblocks (checkpoints) that have transformed short
journeys into major excursions; the standard of living has been drastically lowered by the
closure/blockade of cities and towns and the livelihood of many is threatened; education has
been seriously disrupted and health care undermined; homes have been demolished and
agricultural land "swept" by bulldozers; militants (and innocent bystanders) are killed by rockets

from the skies; tanks parade through cities under the administrative control of the
Palestinian Authority; fighter jets and helicopters patrol the skies and terrorize the people with
their shelling; and Israeli settlers drive along special roads, accompanied by military convoys, to
settlements that seem to grow and grow. It is small wonder, therefore, that Palestinians see the
military occupation as the denial of their dignity, as an obstacle in the way of Palestinian
statehood and as the source of violence in the region.
12.
The Israeli perception is very different. Israelis see terrorism as the cause of the crisis.
Suicide bombers who enter Israeli shopping districts, suburbs and Settlements, snipers who shoot
at passing traffic, and gangs who stab pedestrians in the parks have instilled a sense of fear into
al1 Israelis. There is no guarantee of safety on the streets or roads, in shopping malls, restaurants
or nightclubs. Palestinian violence is not seen as a response to Israeli military occupation of the
Palestinian Territory but as terror directed at the very existence of the State of Israel.
13.
Since 11 September, international support for the belief that terrorism is the main
problem to be confronted in the region has inevitably grown. That terrorism is a threat to the
present world order cannot, and should not, be denied. That terrorism is a scourge that threatens
Israelis and Palestinians alike cannot and should not be denied. Every effort should be made to
end violence intended or calculated to create a state of terror in the minds of particular persons or
the general public, whether it is perpetrated by instruments of the State, by organized non-State
groups or by individuals.' At the same time, it is important not to ignore the main explanation
for the acts of terrorism committed by Palestinians against Israelis - the military occupation. It is
the occupation of the Palestinian Territory that gives rise to savage acts of violence, highlighted
by suicide bombings. The occupation also has other, less obvious, consequences for the
occupier. As Mr. Avraham Burg, the Israeli parliamentary speaker, stated in the Knesset
on 28 January 2002:

"An occupying people, even if it was led into being an occupier against its will, ends up
being harmed by the occupation and its stains, which change and disfigure it. We should
not forget that the jailer and his prisoner remain locked up for most of the day behind the
sarne walls and without hope. To put it in other, more stark terms, respected members,
the occupation corrupts."

1

In document E/CN.4/2002/129 the Government of Israel criticizes the Special Rapporteur for
referring to "emerging n o m s of international law" prohibiting terrorism. Exception is
apparently taken to the word "emerging". In response the Special Rapporteur wishes to point out
that while the international community has succeeded in criminalizing by treaty species of
terrorism such as hijacking, aerial sabotage, hostage-taking, offences against diplomats, seizure
of aircraft and terrorist bombing, it has not yet agreed on a comprehensive definition of
terrorism. Indeed this issue is currently before the Sixth (legal) Committee of the
General Assembly, where the debate over the response to State terror continues to create
definitional difficulties.

This reminder of the consequences of occupation for the occupier was echoed in a statement
by 60 Israeli army reservists, half of them officers and al1 of them combat veterans, when they
announced that they would refuse to continue serving in the Palestinian Territory:
"We will no longer fight beyond the Green Line for the purpose of occupying, deporting,
destroying, blockading, killing, starving and humiliating an entire people" (International
Herald Tribune, 29 January 2002).
Support for this position is growing daily (International Herald Tribune, 20 February 2002).
14.
It is against this background that it is necessary to reiterate that it is the military
occupation of the Palestinian Territory that is responsible for most of the violations of
humanitarian law and hurnan rights described in this report. Similarly it is necessary to recall the
applicability of the Fourth Geneva Convention as the goveming law. On 5 December 2001, the
High Contracting Parties to the Fourth Geneva Convention reaffirmed the applicability of this
Convention to the Occupied Palestinian Territory, reiterated the need for full respect for the
provision of the Convention and recalled the obligations under the Convention of the parties to
the conflict and of the State of Israel as the Occupying Power.
15.
The Israeli argument that it is no longer the Occupying Power in respect of the A areas
of the Palestinian Territory, accounting for 98 per cent of the population, is not supported by
the facts on the ground. The harsh realities of occupation - shelling, tanks and roadblocks are evident in the A areas, as well as in other areas of the Palestinian Territory. The
Palestinian Authority may have powers of administration and local government but ultimately
Israel has effective control over the lives of Palestinians throughout the Territory. According to
article 42 of the Hague Regulation of 1907, occupation extends only to the territory where the
authority of the hostile army "has been established and can be exercised". It cannot seriously be
suggested that this threshold has not in recent months been reached in the Palestinian Territory.

IV. VIOLENCE AND LOSS OF LIFE
16.
Since the start of the second intifada, in September 2000, nearly 1,000 Palestinians
have been killed and about 17,300 injured. More than 260 Israelis have been killed and
about 2,400 injured. Most of those killed and injured have been civilians, many of them
children.
17.
The first few months of the second intifada were characterized by violent clashes
between Palestinian protesters, whose weapons were stones and molotov cocktails, and the IDF.
Most deaths and injuries were the result of gunfire from the IDF. In its report, the Human Rights
Inquiry Commission found that the Israel Defense Forces had responded in a disproportionate
manner to protesters and were guilty of excessive use of force (E/CN.4/2001/121, paras. 44-52).
Since then, the situation has changed radically as the Palestinians have moved from protest to
armed force and the Israelis have responded by using heavier weaponry. Today, most
Palestinian deaths have resulted from missile attacks directed at selected individuals suspected of
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terrorism (but which, inevitably, have also killed innocent bystanders), shelling and shootings
carried out by soldiers and settlers, often after an exchange of gunfire. Israeli deaths have
largely been caused by terrorist bombs in Israel itself and by gunfire directed at settlers on
bypass roads or in the proximity of settlements.
It is difficult to categorize the present conflict. At times it assumes the character of a law
18.
enforcement action by the IDF. But at others it probably qualifies as an armed conflict as a
result of the protracted amed violence between the IDF and Palestinian militia (in the
language of the Prosecutor v. Tadit, International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia,
reported in (1996) 35 International Legal Materials, at p. 54). In the case of such a conflict
both parties are obliged to respect the rules of international humanitarian law. Hence the call
by High Contracting Parties to the Fourth Geneva Convention on 5 December 200 1 to both
parties to the conflict to:
"ensure respect for and protection of the civilian population and civilian objects and to
distinguish at al1 times between the civilian population and combatants and between
civilian objects and military objectives. They also call upon the parties to abstain from
any measures of brutality and violence against the civilian population whether applied by
civilian or military agents and to abstain from exposing the civilian population to military
operations".
19.
Both Israelis and Palestinians have violated important noms of humanitarian law and
international law as the confrontation has changed its character. Israel's fieely acknowledged
practice of selected assassination or targeted killings of Palestinian activists, which has resulted
in the killing of some 60 persons, cannot be reconciled with provisions of the Fourth Geneva
Convention, such as articles 27 and 32, which seek to protect the lives of protected persons not
taking a direct part in hostilities. They also violate human rights norms that affirm the right to
life and the prohibition on execution of civilians without trial and a fair judicial process. There
is no basis for killing protected persons on the basis of suspicion that they have engaged or will
engage in terroristic activities. In addition, many civilians not suspected of any unlawful activity
have been killed in these targeted killings, in the bombing of towns and villages or in gunfire
exchanges, in circumstances indicating an indiscriminate and disproportionate use of force.

20.
The force employed by Palestinians is also contrary to the norms of international law.
The shooting of settlers cannot be justified. Despite the fact that the settlements violate
article 49 (6) of the Fourth Geneva Convention, and the fact that the settlers' presence in the
Occupied Palestinian Territories is illegal, settlers remain civilians and cannot be treated as
combatants, unless, of course, they are engaged as soldiers in the Israel Defense Forces or in
vigilante-type military operations. (The growing militarization of settlements and settlers is to
be deplored as it encourages the belief that force may be used against settlers.) Indiscriminate
attacks against civilians, including bomb attacks carried out by suicide boinbers, intended to
create a state of terror among the civilian population, violate norms of humanitarian law and
general international law. The extent to which these actions are subject to the control of the
Palestinian Authority is uncertain. There is, however, no doubt that it could do more to prevent
the shooting of settlers and the culture of violence that produces suicide bombers.
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21.
An unfortunate feature of the present situation is the failure of both parties to the conflict
to investigate atrocities and to prosecute and punish those responsible. Israel regularly, and with
justification, castigates the Palestinian Authority for its failure to arrest those responsible for the
murder of Israelis or to detain those suspected of being responsible for acts of terrorism in Israel.
This complaint, which features prominently in the Western media, is used as a justification for
refusing to resume negotiations with the Palestinians. Yet Israel is itself at fault in this respect as
it too, with its sophisticated police apparatus, has failed to apprehend settler vigilantes
responsible for killing Palestinian civilians or to prosecute members of the armed forces guilty
of the indiscriminate use of force. In the wake of the killing of a Palestinian family at Idna in
July 2001, an Israeli columnist, Gideon Levy, wrote in Ha'aretz on the subject of the Israeli
restraint in taking action against those responsible for atrocities against Palestinians:
"In a time of increasing Palestinian terror, no day passes without pogroms by settlers, and
the police, the Israel Defense Forces and the other security forces stand there, sometimes
closing their eyes and sometimes winking ... The restraint over actions by the extreme
right includes al1 governmental authorities: the police, the IDF, the Shin Bet, the courts
and the authorities that grant pardons. It is a dangerous restraint, whose putrid fruits led
to the most recent murder at Idna: the persons who carried it out believed that their
chances of getting caught were infinitesimal ... The restraint ... undermines Israeli
arguments regarding the PA'S inability to fight terror: it is a little hard to complain about
the 'revolving door', the lack of arrests and failure to prevent terror at a time that Israel, a
sovereign State rich in security apparatuses, does the sarne thing when it comes to its
own, home grown terror." (22 July 2001)
22.
Violence is escalating rapidly in the region. Israel, with its arsenal of sophisticated
weaponry, is taking tougher measures against Palestinians and Palestinian targets. F 16 fighter
aircraft and Apache helicopters patrol the skies; heavier bombs pound Palestinian targets;
bulldozers plough through more buildings; tanks parade through A area towns; and the military
presence at roadblocks intensifies. The Palestinian response is equally tough: while suicide
bombers have created terror in the Israeli heartland, militarized groups armed with rifles, mortars
and Kassam-2 rockets confiont the IDF with new determination, daring and success. In this
situation, calls for a ceasefire or a cessation of violence as a precondition for the resumption of
talks between Israelis and Palestinians are doomed to fail. Only an effective international
presence in the region with the power to monitor and reduce the use of violence can achieve this
goal. The Special Rapporteur is aware of Israel's objections to such a proposal: memories of the
withdrawal of the United Nations Emergency Force (UNEF) from the Egyptian border facing
Israel in 1967; the fear that a United Nations force will be able to curb Israeli conventional
violence, but not Palestinian suicide bombers and snipers; and, above all, the argument that this
will "internationalize" the conflict. United Nations peacekeeping operations have not met with
success on al1 occasions. This no one can deny. On the other hand, they have served to reduce
tensions in many conflicts and, ultimately, to restore peace. The present conflict is already
international in the sense that it is one between a State and a nascent State, with many of the
characteristics of statehood. The danger is that it will draw in other States in the region. If this
is to be avoided and the level of violence brought under control, it seems that there is no
alternative to an international peacekeeping mission, structured and composed to meet the
special circumstances of the region.
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V. SETTLEMENTS

23.
The international community is united in its categorization of Jewish settlements in the
West Bank and Gaza as contrary to article 49 (6) of the Fourth Geneva Convention, which
prohibits an Occupying Power from transferring parts of its own civilian population into the
territory it occupies. In numerous resolutions the Security Council and the General Assembly
have condemned the settlements as illegal and in their Declaration of 5 December 2002, the
High Contracting Parties to the Fourth Geneva Convention reaffirmed this position.
24.
Today, there are some 190 settlements in the West Bank and Gaza, inhabited by
approximately 390,000 settlers, of whom some 180,000 live in the East Jerusalem area.
Settlements are linked to each other and Israel by a vast system of bypass roads (from which
Palestinian vehicles are excluded), which have a 50- to 75-metre buffer zone on each side of the
road in which no building is permitted. These settlements and roads, which separate Palestinian
communities and deprive Palestinians of agricultural land have fragmented both land and people.
In effect, they foreclose the possibility of a Palestinian State as they destroy the territorial
integrity of the Palestinian Territory.
25.
The relationship between settlers and Palestinians is an unhappy one and each side views
the other with hostility, anger and suspicion. Protected by the Israeli military, and exempt fiom
the jurisdiction of the courts of the Palestinian Authority, settlers have committed numerous acts
of violence against Palestinians and destroyed Palestinian agricultural land and property. Since
the beginning of the second intifada, incidents of settler violence have dramatically increased.
Palestinian hostility towards settlers has grown alarmingly since the start of this intifada and
most of the Israelis killed in the present conflict have been settlers or soldiers charged with the
task of protecting settlements and roads leading to settlements.
26.
That peace is impossible without a complete fieeze on al1 settlement activity was
emphasized by the "Mitchell report" of 20 May 2001 (report of the Sharm El Sheikh
Fact-finding Committee). The response of the Government of Israel to that recommendation
was far from satisfactory. It declared that "it is already part of the policy of the Government of
Israel not to establish new settlements. At the same time, the current and everyday needs of the
development of such communities must be taken into account". In other words, the "natural
growth" of the settlements will continue.
27.
The evidence of the continued expansion of settlement activity is al1 too clear. During
his visits, the Special Rapporteur saw evidence of this in the form of construction activity in the
settlements of Har Homa and Pisgat Ze'ev and in the extension of the buffer zones adjacent to
bypasslsettler roads in the Gaza Strip. He also received evidence of the growth in the number of
housing units, the expansion of the territorial limits of settlements by means of caravan outposts
established adjacent to settlements, and of an increase in the settler population in the West Bank
and Gaza from 203,067 in December 2000 to 205,015 in June 2001. Generous tax breaks and
cheap housing in the settlements ensure that their growth will continue.
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VI. BUFFER ZONES
28.
A new form of Israeli territorial expansion in the Occupied Palestinian Territory is the
security buffer zone along the green line in the northern West Bank near to Jenin. This zone,
ranging in width fiom a few metres to several kilometres, is closed to non-residents. It is likely
that the IDF will make greater use of such zones in future. This was promised by Prime Minister
Sharon in an address to the Israeli nation on 2 1 February 2002.

VII. DEMOLITION OF HOUSES AND DESTRUCTION OF PROPERTY
29.
The demolition of houses in the Palestinian Territory, either for security purposes (as in
Rafah) or for administrative reasons (as in Shu'afat) continues unabated. In the Gaza Strip
alone, over 400 houses have been completely destroyed, while a further 200 have been seriously
damaged, leaving over 5,000 persons homeless. On 10 January 2002, 60 houses were
completely demolished in the refugee camp of Rafah, rendering 614 persons homeless. The
Special Rapporteur visited the site of the demolished houses in Rafah in both August 2001 and
February 2002. He also visited demolished houses in Shu'afat and saw the damage caused to
homes by Israeli shelling in Beit Jala.
30.
The demolition of houses generally takes place in the middle of the night, without
warning being given to residents. The following account of a house deinolition given by a
resident of Rafah captures the horror of such an event:
"On Thursday [IO January], 1 was woken at about 2 a.m. by the sound of tanks
and bulldozers that had come fiom the direction of the Israeli army post. 1 got out of bed
and saw that my sons had also woken up. The bulldozers were approaching the house
and we decided to leave immediately. We woke up the others and got out. We managed
to proceed a few metres when three bulldozers reached the house. Immediately, one of
them started to demolish the house. 1 stood in the rain for a few moments, unable to
believe that 1 wouldn't ever see my house again. The children were screaming and one of
them asked me to run away because he was afraid 1 would get hurt. We fled to the
adjacent street. 1 stood there with my wife, children, grandchildren and others in iny
family and watched for 10 minutes as the bulldozer destroyed Our house." (B 'Tselem,
"Israel's policy of house demolitions and destruction of agricultural land in the
Gaza Strip", February 2002).
It inust be recalled that most persons affected by such demolitions are refugees fiom the 1948
war. For them it represents the elimination of yet another home. No compensation is paid by
Israel.
3 1.
The practice of house demolitions has serious legal consequences. First, it may,
according to the Committee against Torture, in certain instances amount to cruel, inhuman or
degrading treatment or punishment in breach of article 16 of the Convention against Torture and
Other Cruel, Inhuman, Degrading Treatment or Punishment, which Israel ratified in 1991
(Conclusions and recommendations of the Committee against Torture of November 2001 on the
third periodic report of Israel). Secondly, it may, in terms of article 147 of the Fourth Geneva
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Convention, constitute a grave breach of the Convention, involving penal consequences where it
constitutes "an extensive destruction ... of property, not justified by military necessity and
carried out unlawfully and wantonly". While there are doubtless instances in which houses have
been demolished for genuine security reasons, the extent of the damage and the evidence of
witnesses suggests that the destruction of houses in many instances is not "rendered absolutely
necessary by military operations" (as required by article 53 of the Fourth Geneva Convention)
and instead constitutes collective punishment (prohibited by article 33 of the Convention).
Violation of these n o m s carries with it not only a criminal sanction but also a duty to
compensate the victim.
32.
The creation of buffer zones for bypass roads and settlements has resulted in the
"sweeping" of large areas of agricultural land by bulldozers. A total of 285,808 fruit and olive
trees have been uprooted, and wells and agricultural constructions have been destroyed. Lasting
harm has been done to the environment by these acts of destruction, designed to secure the
comfort and security of illegal settlements.

VIII. RESTRICTIONS ON FREEDOM OF MOVEMENT
Since 29 September 2000, Israel has imposed severe restrictions on freedom of
33.
movement in the occupied territories. International borders with Egypt and Jordan have been
frequently closed; the Gaza Strip has been sealed off from the rest of the Palestinian Territory;
Gaza Airport has been closed and damaged; travel within Gaza is frequently obstructed by the
closure of the road between north and south; and over a hundred checkpoints have been placed
on roads in the West Bank. In the West Bank, the Israel Defense Forces have placed checkpoints
at the entrances to villages and entry and exit are ofien possible only via dirt roads, entailing
enormous hardships. Trips that once took 15 minutes now take several hours. In some of the
villages, mostly in areas near settlements and bypass roads, the dirt roads have also been blocked
with large concrete blocks and piles of dirt, and residents are imprisoned in their villages. In
August 2001, the Special Rapporteur visited the city of Jericho, which has been encircled by a
deep trench to deny vehicles access to the city except through an IDF checkpoint.
34.
Road checkpoints have become a regular feature of Palestinian life. Palestinians are
obliged to wait for lengthy periods while Israeli soldiers check vehicles and inspect identity
documents. In order to avoid these delays Palestinians often abandon their cars or leave their
taxi and cross the checkpoint on foot to catch a taxi on the other side of the checkpoint. This
practice suggests that the purpose of this exercise is not to prevent security risks fiom crossing
checkpoints that lead to Israel, as any such person may walk around the checkpoint carrying
heavy baggage. Rather, it is to humiliate Palestinians and to put pressure on them to cease
resistance to Israeli occupation. In this sense, it is a collective punishment of the kind prohibited
by article 33 of the Fourth Geneva Convention.

IX. ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL DISTRESS
35.
The cumulative effect of the restrictions on the fieedom of movement of people and
goods is understandably perceived by the Palestinians affected as a siege. It has resulted in
severe socio-economic hardships in the Palestinian Territory. The interna1 closures have
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effectively sealed Palestinian population centres and restricted movement froin one locality to
another. The restriction on the entry of Palestinians into Israel has meant denial of access to
their places of work in Israel to an estimated 115,000 Palestinians. The economic results
have been devastating: the families of these workers are now suffering fiom a complete lack
of income, threatening them with destitution. Thirty-six per cent of the Palestinian workforce is
now unemployed, compared with 20 per cent before the start of the intifada. Fifiy per cent of
Palestinians live below the poverty line of US$2 per day, more than double the poverty rate
before the intifada. There has been a decrease in the per capita income of 47 per cent;
and 45,000 households are classified as special hardship cases requiring emergency assistance
registered with the Palestinian Authority's Ministry of Social Affairs. UNSCO estimates that
the total income losses to the Palestinian economy during the period 1 October 2000
to 3 1 December 2001 range between US$3.1 and 4.0 billion, which translates into total income
losses ranging between US$6.8 and 8.8 million per day.
36.
Access to food and water has been severely obstructed by the closure. Food trucks face
difficulties in entering Gaza in particular, while food prices have increased as a result of higher
transport costs resulting from the closure. Water resources have been reduced owing to obstacles
placed in the way of water trucks, the destruction of wells, rooftop water tanks and rain
collection pools by shelling, the damaging of water sources by settlers and soldiers and the high
consumption of water by settlers.
37.
Health care and education have also suffered. Ambulances and private vehicles
transporting the sick to hospitals in emergency situations are held up at checkpoints, sometimes
with fatal consequences. Access to regular health care at hospitals and clinics has also been
made difficult by checkpoints and the use of medical services has declined substantially.
Special attention is paid below to the effect of the crisis on children and education.
38.
The closure violates a number of provisions of the International Covenant on Economic,
Social and Cultural Rights, notably article 11 (which recognizes "the right of everyone to an
adequate standard of living for himself and his family, including adequate food, clothing and
housing, and to the continuous improvement of living conditions") and article 12 (which
recognizes "the right of everyone to the enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of physical
and mental health"). It is also impossible to reconcile the closure with articles 23, 55 and 56 of
the Fourth Geneva Convention, which require the fiee passage of consignments of medical and
hospital stores and the fiee passage of foodstuffs, clothing and medicines intended for certain
vulnerable categories of persons and impose a duty to ensure food and medical supplies to the
population and to ensure and maintain medical and hospital establishments and services, public
health and hygiene in occupied territories.

39.
It is not within the mandate of the Special Rapporteur to pronounce on the
implementation of the right of return of Palestinian refugees recognized in General Assembly
resolution 194 (III) of 1948 or on the institutional arrangements for the protection of refugees.
No report on the violation of humanitarian law and human rights in the Palestinian Territory
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would, however, be complete without special mention of the impact of the present crisis on
refugees. Comprising over 50 per cent of the Palestinian population, refugees are particularly
vulnerable to Israel's military assaults and economic blockade, on account of the location of
many refugee camps near to settlements, settlement roads and the Egyptian border, and the
disadvantaged position of most refugees in the labour market. More than half of the Palestinians
killed since September 2000 have been refugees. The number of houses demolished or severely
damaged in refugee camps is at least twice the number outside refugee camps. According to the
United Nations Relief and Works Organization for Palestine Refugees in the Middle East
(UNRWA) 320 of the 401 houses demolished in the Gaza Strip were homes to refugees.
Unemployment is higher among refugees than non-refugees as is the number of households
below the poverty line. Palestinian refugees are particularly vulnerable to higher rates of poverty
as a result of negative changes in the economy. This is due to a relative lack of accumulated
savings and thus no safety net to protect them fiom a high dependency on wage labour, the lack
of access to land-based forms of subsistence, Le., agriculture or property, and the large number
of dependants per family prevalent in camp populations, which limits the ability of refugee
families to absorb drastic and lengthy decreases in income.

XI. CHILDREN
40.
Children have suffered severely from the present crisis in.terms of persona1 safety, family
life, physical and mental health, education and justice. Although Israeli Military Order No. 132
defines a child as someone under the age of 16, the present report accepts the international
standard of 18 (article 1 of the Convention on the Rights of the Child, 1989), which is also the
position under Israeli law. By this standard, over half the population of Palestine are children.
41.
Over 200 of the Palestinians killed since the start of the second intifada in
September 2000 have been children, while over 7,000 children have been injured. Of those
injured, 500 will experience long-term disabilities. In the early months of the present intifada
many children were killed or wounded by the IDF for participating in demonstrations involving
the throwing of stones and molotov cocktails. Live ammunition, rubber-coated steel bullets
and tear gas were used to disperse demonstrators in a display of excessive and disproportionate
use of force (see report of the Human Rights Inquiry Commission of 16 March 2001,
E/CN.4/2001/121, paras. 44-52, 116). In the past year, most of the children killed or injured by
the IDF were not engaged in confrontational demonstrations, but were victims of shelling by
tanks and helicopter gunships, while they were engaged in normal peaceful pursuits.
Particularly disturbing are the deaths of five young boys in Khan Yunis on 22 November 2001,
caused by a suspicious explosive device, and of three youths crossing a field near Beit Lahia
on 30 December 2001, caused by heavy artillery fire. Calls for a full investigation into these
deaths have, as yet, not met with a positive response.
42.
Inevitably the economic hardships inflicted on the Palestinian community by the
"closure" of the Palestinian Territory has had a serious impact on the lives of children. The
inajority of children in the West Bank and Gaza now live below the poverty line and families are
compelled to reduce food consumption. Domestic violence is on the increase and children are
becoming increasingly aggressive themselves. Access to hospitals and clinics is obstructed by
inilitary checkpoints. And the constant shelling, gunfire and presence of a hostile occupying
army has had serious psychological consequences on ail, but particularly on children.
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Education is a top priority in Palestine. There are about 865,500 children enrolled in
43.
priinary and secondary schools, administered mainly by the Palestinian Authority and UNRWA.
Since 1994, many new schools have opened and student numbers have increased substantially.
The Palestinian Authority devotes 13 per cent of its budget to education, while more than half of
the UNRWA budget goes to education. Education, at al1 levels, however, has suffered seriously
since 29 September 2000, particularly in the 275 schools, with some 118,600 students, within
a 500-metre radius of an Israeli military presence.
44.
Some schools have been commandeered by the IDF for use as military outposts; others
have been bombed; over a hundred have come under fire, both in the daytime when the schools
are in session and at night. On 20 February 2001 the National School for the Blind in the
West Bank town of Al-Bireh came under fire for three hours, causing extensive damage and
traumatizing the disabled children. On some occasions, the IDF has fired tear gas into schools
and ordered children to evacuate. Sometimes schools have been closed by the IDF for alleged
security reasons or by the school authorities for the safety of the children. The Al-Khader
secondary school in the Bethlehem district, which the Special Rapporteur visited, was closed
for 45 days by military order, affecting some 2,500 students. This school has been seriously
damaged by the IDF, which has on occasion entered the school premises during teaching hours,
assaulted students and used tear gas to disperse students. Schools are also hampered by
checkpoints, which prevent both students and teachers from reaching school on time, and by
military curfews (particularly in Hebron).
The effect of the above actions on education has been severe. Schools have lost
45.
considerable teaching time as a result of interruption and closures; absenteeism is rife as schools
no longer provide a secure environment; and academic performance has deteriorated. Children
are afraid and unable to concentrate. It is impossible to assess the long-term psychological harm
caused to children by these assaults on their schools, the killing and wounding of their friends
and the growing poverty they experience at home. Many have simply lost their childhood.
University education has also been adversely affected by the crisis. The University of
46.
Bir Zeit, for instance, has lost several weeks of classes as a result of the closure of access roads
to the university, while the military checkpoints leading to the university interfere with the
normal life of the institution and provide a daily opportunity for harassment of staff and students
by the military. The arrest of students has also had a serious impact on university life and cast a
shadow on the free exchange of ideas.
The right to education is reaffirmed in the International Covenant on Economic, Social
47.
and Cultural Rights (art. 13) and the Convention on the Rights of the Child (arts. 28-29).
Moreover, article 50 of the Fourth Geneva Convention provides that the
"Occupying Power shall, with the cooperation of the national and local authorities,
facilitate the proper working of al1 institutions devoted to the care and education of
children."
It is impossible to reconcile Israel's actions against schools and children with these provisions.
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XII. CHILDREN AND THE ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE
48.
Israel is proud of its judicial system and administration of justice. As a nation, Israel is
committed to the rule of law and to due process of law in criminal proceedings. There are,
however, serious doubts as to whether this commitment extends to the Palestinian Territory, and
particularly to the treatment of Palestinian children in the justice system. Consultations with the
principal Palestinian, Israeli and international non-governmental organizations working in this
field, the study of their carefully prepared reports, backed in some instances by affidavits from
their victims, and interviews with several children who were detained, interrogated and
imprisoned, reveals an alarming pattern of inhuman treatment of children under the military
justice system in the Palestinian Territory. The Special Rapporteur would have preferred to
discuss this matter with the Israeli authorities before reporting on it. Unfortunately, the
Government of Israel has elected not to cooperate with the Special Rapporteur. In these
circumstances, the Special Rapporteur has no alternative but to raise the issue as a prima facie
case of inhuman treatment to which the Government of Israel should respond.
49.
According to the evidence, about 1,000 children under the age of 18 have been arrested
and detained since September 2000 in connection with crimes relating to the Palestinian
uprising. Most - over 90 per cent - have been arrested on suspicion of throwing stones at Israeli
soldiers, which carries a maximum penalty of 6 months' imprisonment for a child between 12
and 14, and 12 months' imprisonment for a child between 14 and 16. Children are tried in Israeli
military courts. There are no military courts or judges designated especially for children, no
officers trained specifically for the interrogation of children, no probation officers and no social
workers to accompany them. At present about 150 children are in detention or prison.
50.
The evidence indicates the following pattern of arrest, interrogation, detention,
sentencing and imprisonment. Arrests occur late at night with the maximum disturbance to the
family, and children are often assaulted in the process of arrest and on the way to detention
centres. Interrogation in order to secure a confession continues for several days and is
accoinpanied by beating, shaking, threats, sleep deprivation, isolation, blindfolding and
handcuffing. Detainees are forced to sit or crouch in painful positions ("shabeh"), doused with
cold water in winter, and shot at with toy pistols with plastic pellets from close range. Their
heads are placed in the toilet and the toilet flushed. Detainees are not permitted to see their
lawyers at this stage. Interrogation accompanied by treatment of this kind may continue for
several days until a confession is obtained. The Israeli Supreme Court, in its 1999 decision
outlawing physical methods of interrogation, accepted that inhuman methods of interrogation
qualiQing as torture might be employed in a case of "necessity" - where it is imperative to obtain
information urgently about the "ticking bomb". This alleged exception to the prohibition on
torture is clearly inapplicable where the aim of the interrogation is not to extract information
about a ticking bomb but about stone-throwing by children.
5 1.
Following interrogation, children are often detained for several months awaiting trial.
When tried they are sentenced to several months in prison: usually between 7 and 12 months in
the case of children over 14. In addition, they are usually fined about US$250. They are
imprisoned in Israel itself, which makes visits by family and Palestinian lawyers extremely
difficult as special permission must be obtained to enter Israel. (Visits arranged by the
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International Committee of the Red Cross were suspended for several months but have recently
been resumed.) These child "political prisoners" are imprisoned with common criminals and
complain of assaults perpetrated by both prison guards and common-law prisoners.
52.
Complaints about inhuman treatment to medical doctors (both in detention centres and in
prison) and to the trial judges in the military courts are generally not investigated or taken
seriously.
53.
The inhuman treatment of juvenile offenders described above falls short of international
standards contained in the Convention on the Rights of the Child (art. 37), the Convention
against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman and Degrading Treatrnent or Punishment (arts. 1, 16),
the Standard Minimum Rules on the Treatment of Prisoners of 1957 and the Fourth Geneva
Convention (arts. 27, 3 1, 32, 76). These are serious allegations which require a serious response
froin the Israeli authorities. The Special Rapporteur recommends that the Israeli authorities
conduct a thorough investigation into these allegations (detailed more fully in reports of
non-governmental organizations) carried out by an independent body outside the military, police
and prison services. At the same time, immediate steps should be taken to transfer those
imprisoned in Israel to prison facilities in the occupied territory (as required by article 76 of the
Fourth Geneva Convention) that comply with international standards relating to the
imprisonment of children. It is also recommended that the military authorities appoint an Israeli
judge or other independent Israeli criminal justice expert outside the military to visit detention
centres to monitor interrogations and the treatment of juveniles in detention centres before they
are brought to trial.

XIII. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
54.
The parties to the conflict are themselves either incapable of or unwilling to bring the
violence in the Occupied Palestinian Territory and Israel to an end. In these circumstances, the
need for an international presence, either in the form of monitors or peacekeepers, is surely
imperative to reduce violence, restore respect for human rights and create conditions in which
negotiations can be resumed. (See further, paragraph 22 above.)
55.
International humanitarian law and human rights n o m s have been seriously violated in
the present conflict by both parties. Both Israelis and Palestinians should make every endeavour
to respect the rule of law, human rights and humanitarian law. Targeted killings of selected
Palestinians by guided missiles, terrorist bombings in Israel, the demolition of homes in the
Palestinian Territory and the indiscriminate killing of civilians by both sides must cease.
56.
Israel's restrictions on freedom of movement, resulting fiom checkpoints, have caused
great personal, social and economic hardships to civilians in no way involved in the conflict.
They constitute collective punishment of the kind prohibited by article 33 of the Fourth Geneva
Convention. Moreover, sufficient doubts have been cast on both the purpose and the
effectiveness of checkpoints as a means of promoting security to warrant a serious
reconsideration of their retention by the Govemment of Israel.
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57.
Settlements are an ever-visible and aggravating sign of occupation and of Israel's illegal
conduct as an Occupying Power. Tt is not enough merely to impose a freeze on settlements.
Steps must now start to dismantle settlements.

Children have suffered greatly in the present crisis. Every effort should be made by the
58.
Israeli military authorities to ensure that the safety and welfare of schools and schoolchildren are
respected. It is further recommended that an investigation be conducted into allegations of
inhuman treatment of children under the military justice system and that immediate steps be
taken to remedy this situation. (See the recommendations contained in paragraph 53 on this
subject.)
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Executive summavy
In the past several months, violence has escalated in both the Occupied
Palestinian Territory and Israel. Israel has effectively reoccupied the Occupied
Palestinian Territory and the peace process has completely stalled. Human rights and
international humanitarian law have suffered drastically in the process.
Civilians are the main casualties of the conflict. Both Israel and Palestine have
ignored the basic principles of distinction and proportionality in their actions against
or involving civilians. Palestinian groups have been responsible for an increased
number of suicide bombings in Israel and for the killing of settlers. The Israel
Defense Forces (IDF) have been responsible for a heavy loss of life in their military
incursions, particularly in Nablus and Jenin, and rocket attacks on militants. Many of
those killed in both Israel and Palestine have been children.
IDF incursions in the West Bank have resulted in large-scale arrests and
detentions. Detainees have been treated in an inhuman and degrading manner,
sometimes constituting torture. These incursions have been characterized by a
massive destruction of property, estimated by the World Bank at $361 million.
Closures, checkpoints and curfews have destroyed freedom of movement for
Palestinians, with disastrous consequences for human freedom, health. welfare and
education.
Illegal settlements have continued to grow. Moreover, there is now a plan to
build a fence or zone between Israel and the Occupied Palestinian Territory, which
will result in a further annexation of Palestinian territory.
Fundamental norms of human rights law and international humanitarian law
have been violated on a large scale. The destruction and disruption of the civil
administration in the West Bank have serious implications for both the Palestinian
people and the rule of law. Under the law. Israel, as the occupant. is obliged either to
assume responsibility for civil administration itself or to permit the Palestinian
Authority to carry out its functions properly. In terms of the Fourth Geneva
Convention, al1 State Parties are required to ensure that this happens.
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1. Introduction
On 26 March 2002, the Special Rapporteur reported to the Commission on
1.
Huinan Rights at its fifty-eighth session on the situation of hiiman rights in the
Palestinian territories occupied by Israel since 1967. That report was based largely
on a visit to the region in February 2002. Much has happened since then. Violence
has escalated in both the Palestinian Territory and Israel, Israel has effectively
reoccupied the Palestinian Territory and the peace process has completely stalled.
Both the Security Council and the General Assembly have adopted resolutions, but
to little avail.' The present report makes no attempt to give a full account of the
events of the past few months or of the failed attempts to restore peace in the region,
which are matters of public record that have received wide coverage in the media
(see also AIES-101186). Instead, it focuses on the principal violations of human
rights and international humanitarian law. Inevitably, much will happen in the
Occupied Palestinian Territory between the writing of the present report and its
presentation. An addendum will therefore be submitted later, based on a visit to the
region planned for late August.

II. Human rights and terrorism
2.
Since 11 September 2001, the response to terrorism has dominated the world's
agenda and the protection of human rights has been reduced in importance. This is
unfortunate as it is clear that the promotion and protection of human rights is the
most effective method of combating terrorism. The relationship between terrorism
and human rights is nowhere more evident than in the Middle East, where the
violation of human rights in the Occupied Palestinian Territory has produced acts of
terrorism in Israel, violating the most basic right to life, and this in turn has led to
acts of military terror in the Occupied Palestinian Territory. with the inevitable
suppression of basic human rights. In this situation, it serves little purpose to
apportion immediate blame. It is far wiser to acknowledge that violations of human
rights are a necessary consequence o f military occupation and to address ways of
ending this situation so that the cycle of violence is replaced by the increasingly
difficult. but increasingly necessary. quest for peace and security.

III. Civilians: victims of the conflict
3.
Civilians inevitably are the main casualties of armed conflict and civil strife.
International humanitarian law seeks to limit harrn to civilians by requiring that al1
parties to a conflict respect the principles of distinction and proportionality. The
principle of distinction, codified in article 48 of the First Additional Protocol to the
Geneva Conventions of 1977, requires that parties to the conflict shall "at al1 times
distinguish between the civilian population and combatants and between civilian
objects and military objectives and accordingly shall direct their operations only
against military objectives". Acts or threats of violence, the primary purpose of
which is to spread terror among the civilian population, are prohibited (article
51 (2)). The principle of proportionality codified in article 51 (5) (b) prohibits an
attack on a military target which may be expected to cause incidental loss of civilian
life, in-jury to civilians and damage to civilian objects which would be excessive in
relation to the concrete and direct military advantage anticipated. That these

principles apply to both Israelis and Palestinians was confirmed by the High
Contracting Parties to the Fourth Geneva Convention when, in a statement issued on
5 Deceinber 2001, they called on both parties to the conflict to:

"ensure respect for and protection of the civilian population and civilian
objects and to distinguish at al1 times between the civilian population and
combatants and between civilian objects and military objectives. They also cal1
upon the parties to abstain from any measures of brutality and violence
against the civilian population whether applied by civilian or military agents
and to abstain from exposing the civilian population to military operations".
Sadly, neither party to the conflict in the region has paid proper respect to these
principles as the death toll has continued to rise. Since the start of the second
intifada in September 2000, a total of 1,700 Palestinians and 600 Israelis have been
killed. Most have been civilians.

4.

Within Israel, most deaths have been caused by suicide bombers who have
carried their lethal weapons of destruction on to buses and into busy shopping
centres. Despite condemnation from the Palestinian Authority and prominent
Palestinian community leaders - and the international community - tliis
instrument of terror, which shows no regard for either the principle of distinction or
that of proportionality. continues to be used by paramilitary Palestinian groups.
The Israel Defense Forces (IDF), presuinably well educated in the rules of
5.
international humanitarian law, have likewise shown little regard for the principles
of distinction or proportionality. Recent military incursions into the West Bank and
the reoccupation of Palestinian towns and cities have resulted in heavy loss of
civilian life. That was nowhere more apparent than in Operation Defensive Shield.
in March and April 2002, in which the refugee camp of Jenin and the city of Nablus
were subjected to heavy bombardment from air and land before IDF troops entered,
employing bulldozers to facilitate their movement and allegedly using Palestinian
civilians as human shields against snipers. Of the 80 persons killed in Nablus, 50
were civilians, and of the 52 killed in Jenin, 22 were civilians. Since November
2000, the IDF has targeted and killed a number of selected militants in precision
bombings. These assassinations have often been carried out, ho\vever. with no
regard for civilians in the vicinity. Of the 165 persons killed in such actions, at least
one third have been civilians. A recent incident starkly illustrates the manner in
which such attacks have sometimes been made. On 22 July, the IDF carried out a
late night air strike, aimed at Hamas military leader Salah Shehada while he was in a
densely populated residential area of Gaza City. which killed 15 persons (including
9 children) and injured over 150 others.
6.
Many of the civilians killed have been children. In 2002, over 100 children
have been killed, not in crossfire between Palestinian and Israeli forces, as is usually
believed, but mainly when the IDF has randomly opened fire or shelled civilian
neighbourhoods. Over 20 children have been killed "collaterally" in the course of
the assassination of militants.

IV. Detentions, inhuman treatment and children
7 . The assaults on Palestinian towns in March and April in Operation Defensive
Shield and subsequent military operations in the West Bank have resulted in massive

arrests and detentions. In the period between 29 March and 5 May alone, some
7,000 Palestinians were arrested, of whom 5,400 had been released by that date.' In
inany towns and refugee camps, al1 males between the ages of 16 and 45 were
arrested. Most were held for several days only. Arrests of this kind constitute a form
of collective punishment as in most instances there has been no regard for the
personal responsibility of those arrested. In many cases, arrested persons have been
subjected to humiliating and inhuman treatment. They have been stripped to their
underpants, blindfolded, handcuffed, paraded before television caineras, insulted,
kicked, beaten and detained in unhygienic conditions. Those not released are held
without trial or access to a lawyer. Some are held in administrative detention; others
are held in terms of Military Order 1500, issued on 5 April to permit lengthy
detention of those arrested since 29 March. Military Order 1500 authoiizes
incommunicado detention for up to 18 days - which may be renewed for up to 90
days. There are widespread allegations of torture, consisting of sleep deprivation,
severe beating, heavy shaking, painful shackling to a small chair, subjection to loud
noise and threats of action against family members.

8.
In my report of 6 March to the Commission on Human Rights
(E/CN.4/2002/32), 1 drew attention to serious allegations of inhuman treatment and
torture, of the kind described in the preceding paragraph, of juveniles detained and
imprisoned for political offences, particularly throwing stones at members of the
IDF. 1 stressed that such treatment violated important norms of international law
contained in the Convention on the Rights of the Child (art. 37). the Convention
against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment
(arts. 1, 6) and the Fourth Geneva Convention (arts. 27, 31, 32, 76). 1 accordingly
called upon the Israeli authorities to conduct a thorough investigation into those
allegations (detailed fully in the reports of non-governmental organizations) carried
out by an independent body outside the nlilitary, police and prison services. Sadly,
no such action has been taken. On the contrary, the position of children has
deteriorated still further. It is estimated that between 10 and 15 of the thousands
recently detained are children.' Moreover, there is evidence that many have been
subjected to the same humiliating and inhuman treatment (sometimes amouiiting to
torture) as adults, described above.

V. Curfews, checkpoints and the reoccupation of Palestine
9.
Since the start of the second intifada, in September 2000, Israei has imposed a
stranglehold on the lives of Palestiniails by ineans of restraints on freedoin of
inoveinent. First came the closure of international borders and the sealing off of
Gaza froin the rest of the Palestinian Territory. Second came the erection of 120
checkpoints on roads in the West Bank. Third, in 2002, came the curfew, not of a
town or neighbourhood, but of a substantial portion of the nation. It is these
measures, vigorously enforced by the IDF, which constitute the reoccupation of the
Palestinian Territory.
10. The IDF operation "Determined Path", commenced in mid-June, has resulted
in the reoccupation of seven of the eight major West Bank urban centres and
adjoiiiing refugee camps and villages. Between 18 and 25 June, curfews were
imposed on Jenin, Qalquiliya, Bethlehem, Nablus, Tulkarem, Ramallah and Hebron.
That has subjected over 700,000 persons to a regime similar to house arrest which
confines them to their homes, except every third or fourth day wheii the cuifew is

lifted for several hours to allow residents to obtain essential supplies. The curfew is
strictly eiiforced by the IDF and there have been many incidents of shooting of
civilians who had failed to observe the curfew.
11. That reoccupation by closure and curfew has affected every feature of
Palestinian life. There have been shortages of basic foodstuffs; interference with
inedical services by the denial of access to doctors and hospitals; interruption of
family contacts; and stoppages of education (at a particularly important time - that
of end-of-year exaniinations). Municipal services, including water, electricity,
telephones, and sewage removal have beeii terminated or interrupted; and the IDF
has denied permission to repair damaged municipal service supply units. There has
also been a near complete cessation of productive activity in manufacturing,
construction and commerce as well as private and public services, which has had
serious consequences for the livelihood of most of the population. Inevitably, tlie
incidence of poverty has increased dramatically. In May, the World Food
Programme estimated that food aid was a priority need for 620.000 Palestiniaiis in
the West Bank and Gaza.
12. No one is exempt from the curfew. Chairman Arafat himself has been confined
to his compound in Ramallah and his supplies of electricity and water have been
intermittently cut off.

VI. Destruction of property
13. The assaults on cities in the West Bank in Operation Defensive Shield, from 29
Marcli to 7 May, left devastation in their wake. In Jenin, 800 dwellings were
destroyed and many more damaged, leaving over 4.000 people homeless. Losses
were estimated by tlie World Bank at $83 million. In Nablus, there was extensive
damage to the old city, including religious and historic sites. Repair costs have been
estimated by the World Bank at $114 inillion. Refugees were the hardest hit. In the
military offensives of 27 February to 17 March and 29 March to 7 May, over 2,800
refugee housing units were damaged and 878 homes destroyed or deinolished,
leaving 17,000 persons homeless or in need of shelter rehabilitation. The World
Bank estiniates that Operation Defensive Shield caused physical damage amounting
to $361 million in the West Bank as a whole, coinpared with the $305 million
caused by damage in the first 15 months of the intifada.4 Private businesses suffered
the most ($97 million), followed by housing ($66 million), roads ($64 million) and
cultural Iieritage sites ($48 million).
14. In the past, there has often been a disciplined, retributive approach to the
destruction of property. For instance, the houses of suspected iililitants have been
deinolished in a clinical display of collective punishment - a practice that
continues to this day. The destruction of property in Operation Defensive Shield,
however, had a wanton character that surprised even the harshest critics of the IDF.
In many houses entered by the IDF, soldiers broke holes into the walls in order to
reach neighbouring houses. Soinetimes, holes were made from one apartment to
another where it was possible for soldiers to have entered from a veranda or
window. Worse still, tliere were reports of systematic trashing of homes, of wanton
destruction of televisions and computers in homes, schools and office buildings and
of looting.'

VII. Territorial integrity of the Occupied Palestinian Territory
A.

Settlements
15. The international coinmunity is united in its categorization of Jewish
settlements in the West Bank and Gaza as contrary to article 49 (6) of the Fourth
Geneva Convention, which prohibits an occupying power from transferring parts of
its own civilian population into the tersitory it occupies. In numerous resolutions.
the Security Council and the General Assembly have condemned the settlements as
illegal and, in their Declaration of 5 December 2001, the High Contracting Parties to
the Fourth Geneva Convention reaffirmed that position.
16. Today, there are some 190 settlements in the West Bank and Gaza, inhabited
by approximately 390,000 settlers, of whom some 180,000 live in the East
Jerusalein area. Settlements are linked to each other and to Israel by a vast systein of
bypass roads that have a 50- to 75-metre buffer zone on each side in which no
building is permitted. These settlements and roads, which separate Palestinian
communities and deprive Palestinians of agricultural land, have fragmented both
land and people. In effect. they foreclose the possibility of a Palestinian State as
they destroy the territorial integrity of the Palestinian Territory.
17. The relationship between settlers and Palestinians is an unhappy one and each
side views the other with hostility, anger and suspicion. Protected by the Israeli
inilitary, and exempt from the jurisdiction of the courts of the Palestinian Authority,
settlers have committed numerous acts of violence against Palestinians and
destroyed Palestinian agricultural land and property. Since the beginning of the
second intifada, incidents of settler violence have dramatically increased. Palestinian
Iiostility towards settlers has grown alarmingly since the start of this intifada and
inany of the Israelis killed in the current conflict have been settlers or soldiers
charged with the task of protecting settlements and roads leading to settlements. l n
the past few months, acts of terrorism against settlers have escalated as Palestinian
militants have attacked settlements or buses en route to settlements.
18. Despite threats to the life and security of settlers, the Government of Israel has
made no attempts to reduce the nuinber of settlers. Indeed, it has refused to psovide
them with assistance in returning to Israel and lias encouraged them to stay on
settlements by continuing to offer cheap housing, discounted loans and tax
incentives.'

19. Assurances by the Government of Israel that it will limit the growth of
settlements cannot be reconciled with the facts. Settlements have continued to
increase. mainly by ineans of informa1 "outposts" established in the proximity of
existing settlements. officially tolerated if not officially authorized; and by means of
the construction of new housing units in existing settleinents. Since February 2001,
a total of 44 "outposts" have been constructed, according to Peace Now, the Israeli
peace and human rights movement. In July 2002, steps were talcen to destroy some
of the smallest, unpopulated outposts, a step castigated by YESHA, the settlers'
association, as an encouragement of terrorism. Politically, settlers wield
considerable power within the Israeli body politic and this enables thein virtually to
dictate policy to the Government.

B.

Fences and buffer zones
20. The failure to prevent Palestinian suicide bombers froin reaching their targets
in Israel has led to a new strategy on the part of the Government of Israel. This is
the construction of a 360-kilometre security fence or zone comprising ditches,
barricades, walls, monitored electrified fences and patrol roads to separate Israel
from Palestine. The exact course and breadth of the fencelzone is uncertain but it is
clear that it will not carefully follow the existing Green Line marking the pre-1967
borders between Israel and Jordan. Instead, it will encroach further on Palestinian
territory by establishing a buffer zone several kilometres wide within Palestine and
by incorporating settlements near to the Green Line. Moreover, it will incorporate
East Jerusalem and neighbouring settleinents. such as Ma'ale Aduinim into Israel.
This unilateral redrawing of the border in the name of security is simply a pretext
for the illegal annexation of Palestinian territory.

VIII. The occupation from the perspective of international human
rights and international humanitarian law
21. Speaking to the Security Council on 12 March 2002, the Secretary-General,
Kofi Annan, called upon Israel to end its "illegal occupation" of the Palestinian
Territory. Asked to explain why he used the term illegal to describe the occupation
of the Palestinian Territory, he replied that "the Security Council and the General
Assembly have both at various occasions declared aspects of Israeli occupation as
illegal". He noted, in particular, the building of settlements. the annexation of East
Jerusalem and recent events in the region. The coininents of the Secretary-General
underscore the fact that it is by the law of occupation that Israel's conduct must be
judged and that many of its practices violate basic principles of that governing law.
22. The governing body of law is to be found in the Hague Regulations of 1907,
the Fourth Geneva Convention of 1949, and international human rights conventions
on civil and political rights, social, economic and cultural rights and the treatment of
children, as supplemented by customary international law. That international human
rights law forms part of the law of occupation is clear from article 27 of the Fourth
Geneva Convention, which provides that the occupying power is to respect the
fundamental rights of protected persons. According to the coininentary of the
International Committee of the Red Cross on this provision: "The right to respect for
the person inust be understood in its widest sense: it covers al1 the rights of the
individual, that is, the rights and qualities which are inseparable from the human
being by the very fact of his existence and his mental and physical powers; it
includes. in particular, the right to physical, moral and intellectual iiitegrity - an
essential attribute of the human person" (p. 201). The "rights of the individual" have
been proclaimed, described and interpreted in international human rights
instruments, particularly the international covenants on civil and political rights, and
economic. social and cultural rights of 1966, and in the jurisprudence of their
inonitoring bodies. These human rights instruments therefore complement the
Fourth Geneva Convention by defining and giving content to the rights protected in
article 27. This is borne out by the Vienna Declaration adopted by the World
Conference on Human Rights in 1993, which states that:

"Effective international nzeasures to guarantee and nionitor the
implementation of human rights standards should be taken in respect ofpeople
under foreign occupation, and effective legal protection against the violation
of their hunzan rights should be provided, in accordance with hunlan rights
norms and international law, particularly the Geneva Convention relative to
the Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of War, of 14 August 1949, and
other applicable norms of humanitarian law."

A.

Violations of human rights
23. The most basic and fundamental rights have been violated in the course of the
conflict in both the Occupied Palestinian Territory and Israel itself. The right to life,
upon which al1 rights depend, has suffered dramatically as a result of terrorist
suicide bombings in Israel, attacks on settlers in the Occupied Palestinian Territory
and violence against Palestinians by the IDF, including acts of terrorism,
assassination, military incursion and the shooting of civilians. The right to human
dignity, freedom from torture and arbitrary arrest and the right to a fair trial have
been violated on a large scale by Israeli military interventions in the West Bank.
Freedom of movement has been completely destroyed for Palestinians by closures,
checkpoints and curfews; and the right to property has been dramatically
undermined by military offensives. Economic, social and cultural rights have
likewise suffered. Curfews. checkpoints and the destruction of housing have
violated articles 11 to 13 of the 1966 International Covenant on Economic, Social
and Cultural Rights, which together recognize the right of everyone to an adequate
standard of living, including adequate food, clothing and housing, to the enjoyinent
of the highest attainable standard of physical and mental health, and to education.
Sadly, many of the provisions of the Convention on the Rights of the Child have
been violated. These include the right to life, to health care. to a standard of living
adequate for the child's physical, mental. spiritual, moral and social development. to
education, to freedom from torture, inhuman treatinent and arbitrary arrest, and to a
fair trial as well as the obligation on States to "ensure to the maximum extent
possible the survival and development of the child" (article 6 (2)). That Convention,
moreover, requires States, in accordance with their obligations under international
Iiumanitarian law, "to ensure protection and care of cliildren who are affected by an
armed conflict" (article 38 (4)).

B.

Violations of international humanitarian law
24. Many of the most basic principles of international humanitarian law have also
been violated. As shown in paragraphs 3 to 6 above, neither party to the conflict has
sliown respect for the principles of distinction and proportionality in their actions
against or affecting civilians. The prohibition on collective punishment "and
likewise al1 measures of intimidation or of terrorism" contained in article 33 of the
Fourth Geneva Convention has been violated in many ways by the IDF, including by
the destruction of property, curfews, and the arrest of al1 men between the ages of 16
and 45. The wanton destruction of property carried out as part of Operation
Defensive Shield, particularly in Nablus and Jenin, cannot be reconciled with article
53 of the Convention, which prohibits the destruction of property "except where
such destruction is rendered absolutely necessary by military operations".

C.

Civil administration in a state of occupation
25. The law governing occupation, reflected in international custom, the Hague
Regulations of 1907 and the Fourth Geneva Convention, is designed to ensure that,
notwithstanding the security needs of the occupying power, the day-to-day lives of
civilians in an occupied territory will continue normally. In today's world, this
ineans that civilians must have adequate food. shelter, electricity and water; that
municipal services such as garbage and sewage removal will continue; that the sick
will have access to proper medical care; and that education will not be obstructed.
26. There is no single rule of international law that specifically States that a
belligerent occupant is responsible for the civil administration of an occupied
territory. There are. however, two sources of law that create such a responsibility:
first, article 43 of the Hague Regulations and, second, provisions of the Fourth
Geneva Convention. Article 43 is brief and fails to detail the obligations of the
occupying power. It simply provides that:

"The authority of the legitimate power having in fact passed into the hands of
the occupant, the latter shall take al1 the measures in his power to restore, and
ensure, as far as possible, public order and safety, while respecting, unless
absolutely prevented, the laws in force in the country."
The reason for the failure to spell out the duties of the occupant is that in 1907 "the
establishment of a system of administration by the occupant was widely accepted in
practice ... as inandatory".'

27. The Fourth Geneva Convention complements this provision by imposing
obligations on the occupant to ensure "the food and inedical supplies of the
population" and to "bring in the necessary foodstuffs, medical stores and other
articles if the resources of the occupied territory are inadequate" (article 55); to
ensure and inaintain "the inedical and hospital establishments and services, public
health and hygiene in the occupied territory" (article 56); and to facilitate "the
proper working of al1 institutions devoted to the care and education of children"
(article 50). Obligations to provide postal services, telecommunications and
transport and to maintain public welfare institutions may also be inferred from the
Fourth Geneva Convention and the Hague ~ e ~ u l a t i o nTogether,
s.~
these provisions
amount to an obligation on the occupant to establish an adequate civil administration
in an occupied territory.
28. Jn terms of the Oslo Accords. the responsibility for civil administration in the
West Bank and Gaza was transferred to the Palestinian Authority. Today, however,
the identity of the authority responsible for the civil administration of the West Bank
and Gaza is not so clear. The military operations of 2002 have effectively destroyed
inuch of the infrastructure of the Palestinian Authority. Electricity and water
supplies have been cut, municipal services terminated, access to food denied, health
care obstructed and education seriously interrupted. Does this mean that Israel is
now obliged to assume responsibility for the civil administration of the Occupied
Palestinian Territory?
29. Although Jsrael has announced that it anticipates a prolonged occupation of the
Palestinian Territory, it clearly does not intend resuining responsibility for the civil
adininistration of the territory.' Rather than do this, it is considering handing over
some of the $600 million due to the Palestinian Authority for customs' duties and

tax it has blocked since September 2 0 0 0 . ' ~Similarly, the Palestinian Authority,
despite coinplaints that Israel has de facto scrapped the Oslo Accords, is
understandably unwilling to conteinplate surrendering the power of civil
administration to Israel.

30. The current situation is untenable. Israel cannot, in terms of international
humanitarian law, deny the Palestinian Authority the capacity to provide an
adequate and functioning civil administration, and at the same time refuse to accept
any responsibility for such an administration itself. In law, it is obliged either to
assume this responsibility or to permit the Palestinian Authority to provide the
services that comprise an adequate civil administration. There is a heavy burden on
al1 parties to the Fourth Geneva Convention to take measures to ensure the
restoration of a proper civil administration in the Palestinian Territory in accordance
with their obligation under article 1 of the Convention "to ensure respect" for the
Convention "in al1 circumstances".

IX. Concluding remarks
3 1 . The Occupied Palestinian Territory is a testing ground for human rights
and humanitarian law. The great advances in these two bodies of law are
undermined by a situation in which human rights and humanitarian law are
denied and disregarded with no meaningful respouse from the international
community. The rule of law is one casualty of the conflict in the Occupied
Palestinian Territory, but the main casualties are the people of Palestine and of
Israel.
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1. As indicated in his main report to the General Assembly (A/57/366), the Special Rapporteur relates herewith his visit
to the Occupied Palestinian Territory at the end of August 2002.

2. The Special Rapporteur visited the Occupied Palestinian Territory and Israel from 25 to 30 August. During that period,
he paid field visits to Nablus and Jenin, where he inspected the damage caused by Operation Defensive Shield, and to
Qalquiliya, where he saw the start of the great Wall of Separation between Israel and Palestine. He also visited Ramallah,
Bethlehem and Jericho. The Special Rapporteur met with a wide range of people: Chairman Yasser Arafat and Mr. Sa'eb
Erekat, Minister of Local Govemment of the Palestinian Authority; the govemor of Nablus and the acting Govemor of
Jenin; the Mayor of Jenin; representatives of Palestinian, Israeli and intemational non-govemmental organizations; and
members of international humanitarian agencies. The visit served to confirm the accuracy of the account of the situation
described in the main report. However, the Special Rapporteur believes that the seriousness of the situation was
understated in that report. The persona1 encounter with curfews, the devastated Jenin refugee camp, the badly damaged
old city of Nablus, checkpoints where Palestinians are daily humiliated, Chairman Arafat's largely destroyed compound
and interlocutors who told of their own suffering and those of others, transformed an intellectual appreciation of a
humanitarian crisis into an emotional awareness of the hurnan tragedy that is unfolding in Palestine.
3. The present addenduin will not add to al1 the topics raised in the main report. Instead, it will focus on curfews and
closures and their consequences; detentions; collective punishment; children; Settlements; and the funding of the
humanitarian crisis.
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Security and human rights

4. Before turning to these issues it is necessary to say something about Israel's securiîy needs and interests. There can be
no doubt that Israel has legitimate security concerns. Waves of Palestinian suicide bombers have inflicted deep wounds
on Israeli society. Israel has both a right and an obligation to protect its people from further attacks. At the same time, it
is necessary to ask whether the measures resorted to by Israel, particularly curfews and closures, always serve a security
need. Often they appear so disproportionate, so remote from the interests of security, that one is led to ask whether they
are not in part designed to punish, humiliate and subjugate the Palestinian people. Israel's legitimate security needs must
be balanced against the legitimate humanitarian needs of the Palestinian people. To the Special Rapporteur it appears that
there is no such balance. Human rights have been sacrificed to security. This in turn produces a greater threat to Israeli
security: the hopelessness of despair which leads inexorably to suicide bombings and other acts of violence against
Israelis.

Curfews, closures and their consequences
5. It is difficult to describe curfews of the kind experienced in Nablus and RamaIlah. Previously crowded, bustling cities,
full of noise, movement and colour, transformed into ghost towns, with the silence of the city broken only by the
rumbling of tanks and the sporadic gunfire of soldiers. Whole cities imprisoned behind walls. An imprisonment arbitrary
in its application as none can predict when it will be lifted or when it might be reimposed; and brutal in its
implementation as many have been shot and killed for failing to observe the mies of the curfew. It is less difficult to
describe a military checkpoint. A group of young soldiers, with the arrogance of adolescence or its immediate aftermath,
in dusty uniforms with ominous rifles over their shoulders, enmisted with arbitrary power over the movement of the
people of Palestine. Long lines of vehicles or people presenting papers to soldiers behind concrete blocks, al1 aware that
their movement is completely in the hands of these young foreign soldiers. The arrogance of the occupier and the
humiliation of the occupied.
6. It is easier to describe the consequences of curfews and closures as they are backed by hard statistics. The subjection
of over 700,000 persons in the main cities to curfews, and the denial of access by the villagers to the cities, has resulted
in unemployrnent, poverty, malnutrition and illness. Over 50 per cent of the population of the Palestinian Territory is
unemployed. Poverty, based on two dollars or less consumption per day, is at 70 per cent in Gaza and 55 per cent in the
West Bank. A total of 1.8 million Palestinians receive food aid or other forms of emergency humanitarian support ffom a
variety of sources, notably the United Nations Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees in the Near East, the
World Food Programme and the International Committee of the Red Cross. Twenty-two per cent of children under the
age of five suffer from acute or chronic malnutrition, while 20 percent suffer ffom iron-deficiency anaemia. Mental
health problems have increased alarmingly among children. Health care has suffered drastically as a result of the
unavailability of medication and the inability to reach health centres. As usual, the situation in the refugee camps is
particularly bleak, as was evident when the Special Rapporteur visited the Balata refugee camp near Nablus.

Detentions
7. The number of people subjected to administrative detention, that is lengthy detention without trial, has increased from
less than 100 to 1,860. Of the 7,000 detainees, some 300 are children and 50 are women (including eight girls).

Collective punishment
8. The demolition of the homes of families as punishment for crimes committed against Israel by a fainily member has
long been an Israeli practice. In August, the Israeli High Court denied judicial review in such cases, as had previously
been the position, thereby giving military commanders complete discretion to order the demolition of houses. This
clearly violates article 33 of the Fourth Geneva Convention which prohibits collective punishment.
9. On 3 September, the Israeli High Court issued a ruling allowing the forcible deportation of two Palestinians from their
home town of Nablus to the Gaza Strip on the ground that they had allegedly assisted their brother (extrajudicially
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executed by Israeli forces on 6 August) to commit attacks against Israelis. Although the Court limited such deportations
to "extreme cases", it must be stressed that the decision to deport was not preceded by a trial to determine the deportee's
complicity. The right to a fair trial and the prohibitions on collective punishment (article 33 of the Fourth Geneva
Convention) and forcible transfers (article 49 of the Convention) are violated by these measures.

Children
10. Children have suffered greatly as a result of military incursions into Palestinian territory and curfews and closures.
Many have been killed or injured; some 300 have been arrested and detained; over 2,000 have been rendered homeless;
two thirds live below the poverty line; 22 per cent of children under the age of five suffer fiom malnutrition; at least
330,000 have been confined to their homes by curfew; over 600,000 have been prevented fiom attending schools in the
West Bank; and most have been seriously traumatized. During Operation Defensive Shield, 11 schools were destroyed, 9
vandalized, 15 employed as military outposts, 15 used as detention centres and 112 damaged. Teachers, like pupils, have
often been unable to gain access to their schools as a result of closures. Palestinian leaders expressed great concem to the
Special Rapporteur about the fate of schools, which opened on 3 1 August, in the face of curfews. Treatrnent of this kind
leaves both physical and mental scars. Worse still, it breeds hatred for the occupier, which augurs il1 for the future.

Settlements
11. The main report contains facts about settlements. On this visit, the Special Rapporteur had the opportunity to see the
settlements in the Nablus and Jenin districts. Such a visit provides a clear explanation for many of the closures that
obstruct Palestinian fieedom of movement and strangle Palestinian society. Small mountain-top settlements, with
populations of several hundred, are linked to each other and to Israel itself by settlers-only roads. Palestinian roads that
cross these roads are sealed off, with the result that villagers are often compelled to make lengthy detours to reach
markets, shops, workplaces, schools and hospitals in other villages or towns. Outside Jenin, for instance, the two
settlements of Gannim (pop. 158) and Kaddim (pop. 148) are linked by a settlers-only road. The main road from Jenin to
eight villages with a combined population of some 20,000 that previously crossed this road has been closed by
bulldozers. Villagers who previously were only a 10-minute drive from Jenin must now use circuitous village roads,
taking hours to reach Jenin. The basic freedoms of Palestinians to movement and to a decent livelihood are therefore
sacrificed in the interest of the security and comfort of the alien settler community. The anger and humiliation this
engenders among Palestinians is impossible to assess.

The paradox of humanitarian assistance

'K.

12. The gravity of the situation is indisputable. So is the need for humanitarian assistance on a massive scale. If this is
not forthcoming, the Palestinian people will suffer irremediable h m . The Special Rapporteur therefore endorses, and
adds his own voice to, calls for humanitarian assistance fiom the international community.
13. At the same time, it must be made clear that, by providing aid of this kind, the intemational donor community
relieves Israel of the burden of providing such assistance itself and in this way might be seen to be contributing to the
funding of the occupation. As is shown in paragraphs 26 and 27 of the main report, Israel itself is obliged, in terms of
articles 50, 55 and 56 of the Fourth Geneva Convention, to ensure that the Palestinian people have food and medical
supplies, to maintain medical services and to facilitate the working of educational institutions.
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Executive Summary
In the past year the situation in the occupied Palestinian territory (OPT) has deteriorated
substantially fiom the perspective of human rights. In large measure this is the result of repeated
military operations carried out by the Israel Defence Forces (IDF) in the West Bank and Gaza.
The IDF has justified its actions as self-defence and anti-terrorism measures. That Israel
has legitimate security concerns cannot be denied. That it is entitled to take strong action to
prevent suicide bombings and other acts of terror is not disputed. On the other hand, there
must be some limits on the extent to which human rights may be violated in the name of
anti-terrorism. A balance must be struck between respect for basic human rights and the
interests of security. The principal balancing factor - proportionality - is the main focus of this
report.
Neither party to the conflict in the region has paid proper respect to civilian life and the
death toll has continued to rise. Since the start of the second intifada in September 2000,
over 2,000 Palestinians and over 700 Israelis have been killed. Most have been civilians.
The IDF military incursion of March to May, code-named Operation Defensive Shield,
caused material devastation in inany cities - particularly Jenin and Nablus. This was followed by
Operation Determined Path in June which resulted in the reoccupation of seven of the
eight major cities in the West Bank. Curfews imposed on Jenin, Qalquiliya, Bethlehem, Nablus,
Tulkarem, Ramallah and Hebron have subjected over 700,000 persons to a regime similar to
house arrest. The curfews are complemented by a system of roadblocks and checkpoints which
have effectively divided the West Bank into some 50 separate "cantons", between which
movement is difficult and dangerous. The reoccupation has affected every feature of Palestinian
life. There have been shortages of basic foodstuffs; interference with medical services by the
denial of access to doctors and hospitals; interruption of farnily contacts; and stoppages of
education. Unemployment has now reached over 50 per cent and 70 per cent of the population
live in poverty. In this situation there is a desperate need for humanitarian assistance. It has,
however, been suggested that such assistance in effect means that the international donor
community funds the military occupation.
Military operations have led to widespread arrests and detentions.
Children have probably suffered most from the present conflict. Both Palestinian and
Israeli children have been exposed to threats to persona1 safety, while Palestinian children have,
in addition, felt the breakdown of family life, health care and education.
Israeli territorial expansion has accelerated in the past year as a result of seizure of
Palestinian land to build a security wall and for the continued growth of settlements.
The report concludes that it is difficult to characterize the Israeli response to Palestinian
violence as proportional when it results in an excessive use of force that disregards the
distinction between civilians and combatants, a humanitarian crisis that threatens the livelihood
of a whole people, the killing and inhuman treatment of children, the widespread destruction of
property and territorial expansion.
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1. Introduction
1.
The Special Rapporteur visited the occupied Palestinian territory (OPT) and Israel twice
in 2002. The first visit, in February, laid the foundation for the report to the Commission on
Human Rights at its fifiy-eighth session (ElCN.4/2002/32), while the second, in late August,
provided the basis for the report to the General Assembly (Al571366 and Add. 1). The present
report, written four months before its presentation in order to comply with administrative
requirements relating to the submission of reports, will be supplemented by an addenduin written
afier a further visit to the region in February 2002.
2.
In 2002 the situation in the region deteriorated substantially from the perspective of
human rights. Repeated Israeli military operations in the West Bank and Gaza have lefl
physical, economic and social devastation in their wake. This devastation, coupled with the
curfews imposed in the major Palestinian cities and the intensification of checkpoints that
obstruct mobility between towns and villages have brought about a humanitarian crisis which has
added poverty to the woes of the Palestinians. The serious violation of economic, social and
cultural rights has been accompanied by the continued violation of civil rights and international
humanitarian law. The death toll in both Palestine and Israel has risen sharply, largely as a result
of indiscriminate suicide bombings in Israel and the excessive use of force against civilians by
the Israel Defence Forces (IDF) in Palestine. Detentions, inhuman treatment and the destruction
of property have also multiplied. Meanwhile, Jewish settlements in the West Bank and Gaza
continue to grow despite unanimous international condemnation and assurances from the
Government of Israel that restrictions have been placed on such growth.
3.
Much will happen in the region between the writing of this report and its presentation in
March 2003. Elections in Israel and, possibly, Palestine are anticipated early in 2003, and the
threat of war in Iraq remains a reality. The effect of events of this kind, and the consequences of
the ongoing violence, are impossible to predict with accuracy. One prediction, however, seems
sure: the situation will deteriorate fürther unless, miraculously, serious negotiations between
Israelis and Palestinians resume.
1. HUMAN RIGHTS AND TERRORISM
4.
Many of the rights contained in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the
International Covenants on Civil and Political Rights and on Economic, Social and Cultural
Rights have been violated by IDF in their actions against the Palestinian people. Many of the
obligations of international humanitarian law have likewise been violated. That this is so is not
seriously contested by Israel. Loss of life, inhuman and degrading treatment, arbitrary arrest and
detention without trial, restrictions on fieedom of movement, the arbitrary destruction of
property, the denial of the most basic economic, social and educational rights, interference with
access to health care, the excessive use of force against civilians and collective punishment are
instead justified as self-defence and legitimate anti-terrorism action. That Israel has legitimate
security concerns cannot be denied. That it is entitled to take strong action to prevent suicide
bombings and other acts of terror is not disputed. On the other hand, there must be some limits
on the extent to which human rights may be violated in the name of anti-terrorisin action. Even

in the present international environment, in which anti-terrorism measures challenge old liberties
and freedoms, it is not denied that a balance must be struck between respect for basic human
rights and the interests of security.
In searching for this balance many factors must be considered, including the causes of the
5.
terrorism, the possibility of achieving a peaceful end to terrorism by addressing its causes, and
the proportionality of the response taken to the acts of terrorism. The Special Rapporteur
remains convinced that Israel's military occupation of the Palestinian territory is a major cause of
terrorism and that the ending of the occupation is politically achievable. The Governinent
of Israel has previously condemned these assessments as political judgements falling outside
themandate of the Special Rapporteur. Consequently, the principal balancing factor proportionality - will be the main focus of this report. The violation of human rights and
international humanitarian law will be described and the question asked whether the measures
taken by Israel to defend itself can legitimately be said to fall within the bounds of
proportionality. It is not possible to adopt an armchair attitude in making this assessment. Israel
is entitled to a wide margin of appreciation in its response. But, even allowing for this, it may be
that Israel's response to terror is so disproportionate, so remote from the interests of security, that
it assumes the character of reprisal, punishment and humiliation.
II. LOSS OF LIFE AND THE KILLING OF CIVILIANS
For both human rights law and international humanitarian law the protection of human
6.
life is the primary goal. Article 6, paragraph 1, of the International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights states that "Every human being has the inherent right to life. This right shall be
protected by law. No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his life." While accepting that
coinbatants engaged in an armed conflict will be exposed to life-threatening situations,
international humanitarian law seeks to limit harm to civilians by requiring that al1 parties to a
conflict respect the principles of distinction and proportionality. The principle of distinction,
codified in article 48 of the Additional ProtocolI to the Geneva Conventions of 1949, requires
that "the Parties to the conflict shall at al1 times distinguish between the civilian population and
combatants and between civilian objects and military objectives and accordingly shall direct their
operations only against military objectives." Acts or threats of violence, the primary purpose of
which is to spread terror among the civilian population, are prohibited (art. 5 1, para. 2). The
principle of proportionality codified in article 5 1, paragraph 5 (b) prohibits an attack on a
inilitary target which may be expected to cause incidental loss of civilian life, injury to civilians
and damage to civilian objects which would be excessive in relation to the concrete and direct
military advantage anticipated. That these principles apply to both Israelis and Palestinians was
confirmed by the High Contracting Parties to the Fourth Geneva Convention when, in a
declaration issued on 5 December 2001, they called on both parties to the conflict to:

". .. ensure respect for and protection of the civilian population and civilian objects and to
distinguish at al1 times between the civilian population and combatants and between
civilian objects and military objectives. They also cal1 upon the parties to abstain from
any ineasures of brutality and violence against the civilian population whether applied by
civilian or military agents and to abstain from exposing the civilian population to military
0~erati0ns.l

7.
Sadly, neither party to the conflict in the region has paid proper respect to these
principles as the death toll has continued to rise. Since the start of the second intifada in
September 2000, over 2,000 Palestinians and over 700 Israelis have been killed
and 25,000 Palestinians and 4,700 Israelis have been injured. Most have been civilians.
8.
Within Israel, most deaths have been caused by suicide bombers who have carried their
lethal weapons of destruction ont0 buses and into busy shopping centres. Israel has been
subjected to more than 1,100 terrorist attacks since September 2000. Between March and
June 2002, when there was a spate of suicide bombings in Israel, more than 250 Israelis were
killed, of whom 164 were civilians and 32 children2 Despite condemnation from the Palestinian
Authority and prominent Palestinian community leaders - and the international community - this
instrument of terror, which shows no regard for either the principle of distinction or that of
proportionality, continues to be used by pararnilitary Palestinian g o u p s 3
IDF, well educated in the rules of international humanitarian law, have likewise shown
9.
little regard for the principles of distinction or proportionality. Military incursions into the
West Bank and the reoccupation of Palestinian towns and cities in 2002 resulted in heavy loss of
civilian life. According to Amnesty International, in the four months between 27 February and
the end of June 2002 - the period of the two major IDF offensives and the reoccupation of the
West Bank - IDF killed nearly 500 Palestinians. Although many Palestinians died during armed
confrontations many of these killings by IDF appeared to be unlawful and at least 16 per cent of
the victims - more than 70 - were chi~dren.~
Disregard for civilian life was evident in Operation Defensive Shield, in March and
10.
April2002, in which the refugee camp of Jenin and the city of Nablus were subjected to heavy
bombardment from air and land before IDF troops entered, employing bulldozers to facilitate
their movement and allegedly using Palestinian civilians as human shields against snipers. Of
the 80 persons killed in Nablus, 50 were civilians, and of the 52 killed in Jenin, 22 were
civilians. Since November 2000, IDF has targeted and killed a number of selected militants in
precision bombings. These assassinations have often been carried out, however, with no regard
for civilians in the vicinity. Of the 179 persons killed in such actions, at least one third have
been civilians. The following incident starkly illustrates the manner in which such attacks have
sometimes been made. On 22 July, IDF carried out a late-night air strike aimed at Hamas
military leader Salah Shehada while he was in a densely populated residential area of Gaza City;
the raid killed 15 persons (including 9 children) and injured over 150 others.
No attempt is made to seek an equivalence between civilian deaths caused by suicide
11.
bombings carried out by non-State actors, where civilians are deliberately targeted, and civilian
deaths that result from "collateral damage" in military action carried out by a State actor with
reckless disregard for human life. Terror bombings and military offensives in civilian areas
conducted without adequate regard for the safety of civilians serve completely different
purposes. But the result is the same: loss of innocent civilian lives. From a moral perspective
both are reprehensible: the former, because they deliberately disregard the lives of innocent
civilians; the latter because they recklessly disregard human life.

III. THE HUMANITARIAN CRISIS CAUSED BY MILITARY OCCUPATION
12.
In the past year Palestinian society has been subjected to a military occupation that has
damaged, possibly beyond repair, political institutions, commercial enterprises, public services,
hospitals, schools, families and lives. The IDF military incursion of March to May, code-named
Operation Defensive Shield, caused material devastation in many cities - particularly Jenin and
Nablus. This was followed by Operation Determined Path in June which resulted in the
reoccupation of seven of the eight major cities in the West Bank and adjoining refugee camps
and villages. Curfews imposed on Jenin, Qalquiliya, Bethlehem, Nablus, Tulkarem, Ramallah
and Hebron have subjected over 700,000 persons to a regime similar to house arrest which
confines them to their homes, except every third or fourth day when the curfew is lified for
several hours to allow residents to obtain essential supplies. The curfew is strictly enforced by
IDF and there have been many incidents of shooting of civilians who failed to observe the
curfew. By October 2002 15 civilians, mainly children, had been shot dead by IDF soldiers
enforcing curfews. Curfews have been lified and reimposed according to the security situation.
In September 2002,688,000 Palestinians in 39 towns, villages and refùgee camps in the
West Bank were confined to their homes under curfew for varying numbers of days.
Military action and curfews are not the only instruments of repression. Military
13.
checkpoints and roadblocks complement these instruments. There are some 300 roadblocks of
which 120 are manned. According to the ex-Minister of Defence, Benjamin Ben-Eliezer, "The
directive of the Military Command is to freeze al1 traffic on West Bank roads, including taxis,
buses, private vehicles and others according to security needs.""he
"freezing" of traffic on the
West Bank has resulted in the strangulation of Palestinian society as the West Bank is now
effectively divided into some 50 separate "cantons" and movement between them is both
difficult and dangerous. Checkpoints are largely manned by young soldiers who are given
arbitrary power to allow or refuse vehicles and pedestrians permission to continue their journeys.

14.
Humanitarian considerations are often not taken into account by those manning
checkpoints. Vehicles carrying humanitarian aid are stopped and searched, with resulting delays.
Still worse, ambulances are sometimes denied access to hospitals or delayed unnecessarily, with
resulting loss life. In November, IDF first shot United Nations Relief and Works Agency for
Palestine Refugees in the Near East official John Hook and then allowed him to bleed to death
by denying the ambulance carrying him access to a hospital in time.
15.
Equitable access to scarce water resources is a central feature of the Palestine-Israel
conflict. According to the Humanitarian Plan of Action 2003 for the Occupied Palestinian
Territory compiled by the United Nations Technical Assessment Mission of October 2002:

"In the West Bank alone, more than 200,000 people who depend on supplies brought in
by water tankers are left without adequate water supply for long periods because of
curfews and closures. In addition to problems caused by access, a number of water
systems (water pipes, pumps and wells) were destroyed by the IDF during 'Operation
Defensive Shield' and the ongoing reoccupation of the Palestinian self-rule Areas.

Furthermore, a sizeable number of wells and reservoirs in rural areas have been damaged,
destroyed or made inaccessible because of violence. A number of the West Bank villages
adjacent to Israeli settlements have been and are currently suffering from recurrent
closures of main valves on their water n e t ~ o r k s . " ~

16.
The reoccupation has affected every feature of Palestinian life. There have been
shortages of basic foodstuffs, interference with medical services by the denial of access to
doctors and hospitals, interruption of family contacts and stoppages of education. Municipal
services, including water, electricity, telephones and sewage removal, have been terminated or
interrupted, and IDF has denied permission to repair damaged municipal service supply units.
There has also been a near complete cessation of productive activity in manufacturing,
construction and commerce as well as private and public services, which has had serious
consequences for the livelihood of most of the population.
17.
Unemployment, which stood at 9 per cent in September 2002, has now
reached 50 per cent, 60 per cent or 80 per cent in different areas. Poverty, defined as living
on less than US$2 per day per capita, is at 70 per cent. A total of 1.8 million Palestinians
receive food aid or other forms of emergency humanitarian support fiom a variety of sources,
notably UNRWA, the World Food Programme and the International Committee of the
Red Cross. (And, sadly, to add to the woes of the Palestinians, settlers have stolen their olive
crops in some areas.) Twenty-two per cent of children under the age of five suffer from acute or
chronic malnutrition, while 20 per cent suffer fiom iron-deficiency anaemia. Mental health
problems have increased alarmingly arnong children. Health care has suffered drastically as a
result of the unavailability of medication and the inability to reach health centres. As usual, the
situation in the refugee camps is particularly bleak, as was evident when the Special Rapporteur
visited the Balata refugee camp near Nablus in August.
18.
Many provisions of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights have been
violated by the reoccupation, notably articles 6 (right to life), 7 (freedom from inhuman and
degrading treatment), 9 (fieedom from arbitrary arrest), 12 (freedom of movement) and
17 and 23 (right to family life). But it is the economic, social and cultural rights of Palestinians
that have suffered most as a result of the reoccupation. The right to work and to earn a living
(International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, arts. 6 and 7), to adequate
food, clothing and housing (art. Il), to physical and mental health (art. 12), and to education
(art. 13) are meaningless in a society subject to curfew and closure. How action that causes so
much suffering to so many can ever be seen as a proportional response to terrorism is beyond
comprehension.

IV. THE DILEMMA OF HUMANITARIAN ASSISTANCE
19.
The law governing occupation, reflected in international custom, the Hague Regulations
Respecting the Laws and Customs of War on Land of 1907 and the Fourth Geneva Convention,
is designed to ensure that, notwithstanding the security needs of the occupying Power, the
day-to-day lives of civilians in an occupied territory will continue normally. In today's world,
this ineans that civilians must have adequate food, shelter, electricity and water; that municipal
services such as garbage and sewage removal will continue; that the sick will have access to
proper medical care; and that education will not be obstructed.

20.
The Fourth Geneva Convention elaborates on the responsibility of the occupying Power
to ensure that the basic needs of the inhabitants of an occupied territory are provided. It imposes
obligations on the occupant to ensure "the food and medical supplies of the population" and to
"bring in the necessary foodstuffs, medical stores and other articles if the resources of the
occupied territory are inadequate" (art. 55); to ensure and maintain "the medical and hospital
establishments and services, public health and hygiene in the occupied territory" (art. 56); and to
facilitate "the proper working of al1 institutions devoted to the care and education of children"
(art. 50). Moreover, article 60 provides that "[r]elief consignments shall in no way relieve the
Occupying Power of its responsibilities under Articles 55 [and] 56". Obligations to provide
postal services, telecommunications and transport and to maintain public welfare institutions
may also be inferred from the Fourth Geneva Convention and the Hague ~ e ~ u l a t i o n s . ~
Together, these provisions amount to an obligation on the occupant to establish an adequate civil
administration in an occupied territory.
2 1.
In terms of the Oslo Accords, the responsibility for civil administration in the West Bank
and Gaza was transferred to the Palestinian Authority. Today, however, the identity of the
authority responsible for the civil administration of the West Bank and Gaza is not so clear. The
military operations of 2002 have effectively destroyed much of the infrastructure of the
Palestinian Authority. Electricity and water supplies have been cut, municipal services
terminated, access to food denied, health care obstructed and education seriously interrupted.
Consequently, responsibility for the civil administration of OPT would seem to have shifted to
Israel. Israel has, however, made it clear that, although it anticipates a prolonged occupation, it
does not intend resuming responsibility for the civil administration of the territory.'
22.
The current situation is untenable. Israel cannot, in terms of international humanitarian
law, deny the Palestinian Authority the capacity to provide an adequate and functioning civil
administration, and at the same time refuse to accept any responsibility for such an
administration itself. In law, it is obliged either to assume this responsibility or to permit the
Palestinian Authority to provide the services that comprise an adequate civil administration.
There is a heavy burden on al1 parties to the Fourth Geneva Convention to take measures to
ensure the restoration of a proper civil administration in the Palestinian territory in accordance
with their obligation under article 1 of the Convention "to ensure respect" for the Convention "in
al1 circumstances".

23.
The international community's response has been to provide humanitarian aid itself,
rather than insist on Israel's duty to provide such relief. Undoubtedly this is the only possible
response in the present crisis. If the international community does not respond generously by
providing humanitarian assistance, the Palestinian people will suffer irremediable harm. The
Special Rapporteur therefore endorses, and adds his own voice to, calls for humanitarian
assistance from the international community.
24.
At the saine time, it must be made clear that, by providing aid of this kind, the
international donor community relieves Israel of the burden of providing such assistance itself
and in this way might be seen to be contributing to the funding of the occupation. This dilemma
was considered by the United Nations Technical Assessment Mission in October 2002 which in
the Hunzanitarian Plan of Action 2003 for the Occupied Palestinian Territoy stated:
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"In presenting its plans, the mission was acutely aware of the central dilemmas before it.
At its most fundamental, this is whether to respond to growing needs of the civilian
population at all. Many of the Palestinians and donors the mission spoke with argued
that, by meeting these needs, the international community would be 'financing the
occupation' and enable Israel to continue its current policies. It would de facto relieve
Israel of its own responsibilities, as the Occupying Power, to ensure adequate supplies of
food, inedicines and other basic needs for the population under its occupation. At the
same time, not to meet urgent needs of the population when the international community
has some capacity to do so, and when Israel is unwilling to do so, would doubly punish
the civilian population - and fly in the face of the humanitarian imperative to save lives
and protect the victims of conflict. Absent political decisions to address the causes of
this humanitarian emergency, the international aid community thus has no choice but to
help relieve suffering as the crisis continues to deepen."9

V. DESTRUCTION OF PROPERTY
25.
It is the Israeli policy and practice of destroying property - residential homes, commercial
buildings, Palestinian Authority offices, olive trees and agricultural property - that raise the most
serious questions about Israel's willingness to respond proportionately to Palestinian violence.
26.
For the first 18 months of the second intifada the Gaza Strip was the main target of
Israel's policy of destruction. Hundreds of homes in the refugee camps of Khan Yunis and
Rafah were reduced to rubble, buildings in Gaza City were bombed and fertile agricultural land
"swept" by bulldozers to create wasteland buffer zones for roads specially reserved for settlers.
Commenting on this action B7Tselem(The Israeli Information Center for Human Rights in the
Occupied Territories) comments:

"Examination of the circumstances in which Israel implemented its policy - the extreme
magnitude of the house demolitions, the uprooting of trees, the destruction of agricultural
fields, the manner in which Israel chose to implement its policy - clearly and
unequivocally indicate that these contentions [that the darnage caused by IDF was
proportional and justified by military necessity] are baseless. The injury to the civilian
population was excessive in proportion to the military advantage that Israel ostensibly
sought to achieve by implementing this policy. ...

"A policy that harms thousands of innocent people and whose consequences are so
horrendous and long lasting constitutes collective punishment, which is forbidden by
international humanitarian law"."
In 2002 it was the turn of the cities in the West Bank for destruction of property as IDF
launched offensives against Jenin, Nablus and Ramallah following a spate of suicide bombings
in Israel. Statistics, reports of non-governmental organizations (NGOs) and the Special
Rapporteur's own observations in August strongly suggest that retribution and punishment
guided IDF action rather than military necessity and regard for the principle of proportionality.

27.
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28.
During Operation Defensive Shield, from 29 March to 7 May, 800 dwellings were
destroyed in Jenin leaving 4,000 people homeless. Losses were estimated by the World Bank at
US$ 83 million. According to Amnesty International much of the destruction of the Jenin
refùgee camp occurred afier 1 1 April, afier the last group of Palestinian fighters had surrendered.
In the opinion of its delegate, Major David Holley:
"There were events post 11 April that were neither militarily justifiable nor had any
military necessity: the IDF levelled the final battlefield completely after the cessation of
hostilities. It is surmised that the complete destruction of the ruins of battle, therefore, is
punishment for its inhabitants.""
29.
In Nablus 64 buildings in the Old City, including 22 residential buildings, were
completely destroyed or badly damaged, and a further 22 1 buildings partially damaged. Repair
costs were estimated by the World Bank at US$ 114 million. According to Amnesty
International:
"A number of religious or historical sites were partially destroyed or severely damaged in
what fiequently appeared to be wanton destruction without military n e c e ~ s i t ~ . " ' ~
30.
Refugees were the hardest hit in the military offensives of 27 February to 17 March
and 29 March to 7 May. Over 2,800 refugee housing units were damaged and 878 homes
destroyed or demolished, leaving 17,000 persons homeless or in need of shelter rehabilitation.
The World Bank estimates that Operation Defensive Shield caused physical damage amounting
to US$ 361 million in the West Bank as a whole, compared with the US$305 million caused
by damage in the first 15 months of the second intifada.13 Private businesses suffered the most
(US$97 million), followed by housing (US$66 million), roads (US$64 million) and cultural
heritage sites (US$ 48 million).
3 1.
In the past, there has often been a disciplined, retributive approach to the destruction of
property. The destruction of property in Operation Defensive Shield, however, had a wanton
character that surprised even the harshest critics of IDF. In many houses entered by IDF,
soldiers broke holes through the walls in order to reach neighbouring houses. Sometimes, holes
were made from one apartment to another where it was possible for soldiers to have entered from
a veranda or window. Worse still, there were reports of vandalism, of wanton destruction of
televisions and computers in homes, schools and office buildings and of looting.14

32.
The demolition of the homes of families as punishment for crimes committed against
Israel by a family member has long been an Israeli practice. In August, the Israeli High Court
denied judicial review in such cases, as had previously been the position, thereby giving military
coinmanders complete discretion to order the demolition of houses. Since then the demolition of
the homes of suicide bombers and Palestinian militants has accelerated. In many instances the
families of militants had been unaware of their activities, but they were punished nonetheless.
Between July and November 6 1 homes were demolished, leaving more than 500 persons
homeless, more than 220 of them children.
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33.
Collective punishment is a serious violation of international humanitarian law. Article 50
of the Hague Regulations of 1907 contains a prohibition on such conduct as does article 33 of the
Fourth Geneva Convention, which provides that "No protected person may be punished for an
offence he or she has not personally committed". Moreover, article 147 of the Fourth Geneva
Convention criminalizes, as constituting grave breaches under international law, the "extensive
destruction and appropriation of property, not justified by military necessity and carried out
unlawfully and wantonly".

VI. DETENTIONS
34.
The assaults on Palestinian towns in March and April in Operation Defensive Shield and
subsequent military operations in the West Bank resulted in widespread arrests and detentions.
In the period between 29 March and 5 May alone, some 7,000 Palestinians were arrested. In
many towns and refugee camps, al1 males between the ages of 16 and 45 were arrested. Most
were held for several days only. Arrests of this kind constitute a form of collective punishment
as in most instances there is no regard for the persona1 responsibility of those arrested. In many
cases, arrested persons were subjected to humiliating and inhuman treatment. They were
stripped to their underpants, blindfolded, handcuffed, paraded before television cameras,
insulted, kicked, beaten and ldetained in unhygienic conditions. Those not released have been
held without trial or access to a lawyer. Some are held in administrative detention; others are
held under the terms of Militas, Order 1500, issued on 5 April to permit lengthy detention of
those arrested since 29 March. There have been widespread allegations of torture, consisting of
sleep deprivation, severe beating, heavy shaking, painful shackling to a small chair, subjection to
loud noise and threats of action against family members.

VII. DEPORTATIONIASSIGNED RESIDENCE
35.
On 3 September, the Israeli High Court of Justice issued a ruling allowing the deportation
of two Palestinians from their home town of Nablus to the Gaza Strip on the ground that they
had allegedly assisted their brother (extrajudicially executed by Israeli forces on 6 August) to
commit attacks against Israelis. The Court held that, although every person has a basic right to
retain his place of residence, article 78 of the Fourth Geneva Convention recognizes that there
are circumstances in which this right may be overridden. Article 78 of the Fourth Geneva
Convention provides:
"If the Occupying Power considers it necessary, for imperative reasons of security, to
take safety measures conceming protected persons, it may, at the most, subject them to
assigned residence or to internment."
The Court fùrther held that in the circumstances of the case, the preconditions set out in
article 78 were fulfilled. The West Bank and the Gaza Strip were to be regarded as one territory
subject to a belligerent occupation, and therefore the case did not involve the transfer of a person
outside the area subject to the belligerent occupation. For this reason the Court held that
article 49 of the Fourth Geneva Convention prohibiting deportation to the territory of the
occupying Power or to that of another country was not applicable.
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VIII. CHILDREN IN THE CONFLICT
Children have probably suffered most from the present conflict. Both Palestinian and
36.
Israeli children have been exposed to threats to personal safety; while Palestinian children have,
in addition, felt the breakdown of family life, health care and education. In his report to the
Commission in March 2002 (E/CN.4/2002/32, paras. 40-53), the Special Rapporteur drew
attention to the plight of Palestinian children, particularly those arrested and detained, and
appealed to the Israeli authorities to investigate allegations of inhuman treatment. Sadly, there
has been no response to this appeal. Since then UNICEF and NGOs such as Defence for
Children lnternationall%nd Amnesty 1nternational16have likewise addressed the suffering of
children and appealed to al1 groups involved in the conflict to protect children. On
15 November 2002 the Third Committee of the General Assembly adopted a draft resolution in
which the Committee, concerned that Palestinian children under Israeli occupation remain
deprived of many basic rights under the Convention on the Rights of the Child, stressed the
urgent need for Palestinian children "to live a normal life free from foreign occupation,
destruction and fear, in their own State" and called upon the international community "to provide
urgently needed assistance in an effort to alleviate the dire humanitarian crisis being faced by
Palestinian children and their families".
37.
Over 400 Palestinian and 100 Israeli children have been killed since September 2000 and
thousands seriously injured. Israeli children have mainly been killed in suicide bombings and
attacks on settlements. Palestinian children have often been shot and killed in stone-throwing
assaults on IDF but in most cases, particularly in the past year, Palestinian children have been
killed when IDF randomly opened fire, shelled or bombarded residential neighbourhoods at
times when there was no exchange of fire and in circumstances in which the lives of IDF soldiers
were not at risk. Others have been killed in the course of the assassination of Palestinian
militants, when vehicles or houses have been subjected to missile attack. The loss of children's
lives is often siinply dismissed as "collateral damage". The evidence seems to indicate that
neither IDF nor Palestinian militant groups have shown concern for childrenyslives.
38.
Over 1,500 Palestinian children under the age of 18 have been arrested and detained since
September 2000 in connection with crimes relating to the uprising. Most have been arrested on
suspicion of throwing stones at Israeli soldiers. On 28 August, Defence For Children
International reported that 350 children were detained by the Israeli authorities, 15 being held in
administrative detention. During the period March to May some 700 children were arrested and
detained, albeit for short periods. As stated in the report to the Commission (paras. 48-53), there
are serious reports of torture and inhuman treatment of juveniles while they await trial or after
they have been imprisoned. Whether torture is justified in the case of the "ticking boinb"
scenario remains a question of debate within Israel. This debate is, however, irrelevant to the
treatment of children arrested for stone-throwing. There can be no justification, legally or
inorally, for the torture or inhuman treatment of children.
39.
Military offensives and curfews severely disrupted the education of Palestinian children
during the spring and summer of 2002. After the start of the new school year in September the
situation remained serious, although most children had either returned to school or were
receiving alternative schooling. UNICEF reported in October that more than 226,000 children
and over 9,300 teachers were unable to reach their regular classrooms owing to IDF-imposed
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restrictions on movement. Moreover, over 580 schools had been closed because of military
curfews and closures. This has resulted in the creation of a substitute schooling system in which
children are taught at homes or in mosques. Many parents are unable to send their children to
school. According to UNICEF some 3 17,000 Palestinian schoolchildren are in desperate need of
financial assistance.
40.
The humanitarian crisis resulting fiom repeated military incursions, house demolitions,
curfews and closures has lefi its mark on Palestinian children. Thousands have been rendered
homeless; two thirds live below the poverty line; 22 per cent under the age of 5 suffer fiom
malnutrition; and most have been psychologically traumatized. Children, who comprise
53 per cent of the Palestinian population, live in a hostile environment resulting fiom Israel's
military occupation in which they are continuously exposed to life-threatening attacks, deprived
of a proper family life, adequate nutrition and health care, denied a normal education and,
frequently, confined to their homes in time of curfew. Such treatment inevitably engenders
hatred of the military occupant which augurs il1 for the future.

IX. TERRITORIAL EXPANSION: THE WALL AND SETTLEMENTS
4 1.
The prohibition on the acquisition of territory by the use of force, even where force has
been used in self-defence, is an accepted principle of international law (see the Declaration on
Principles of International Law concerning Friendly Relations and Cooperation among States in
Accordance with the Charter of the United Nations, General Assembly resolution 2625 (XXV)).
This explains why the international community has consistently refiised to recognize Israel's
annexation of East Jerusalem (Security Council resolution 478 (1980)) and the Golan Heights
(Security Council resolution 497 (1981)). When territorial expansion occurs openly, as in the
case of the purported annexation of East Jerusalem and the Golan Heights, the response of the
international community, speaking through the United Nations, has been clear and firm. The
response to Israel's present annexation by stealth has not, however, received the same strong
condemnation.

The wall
42.
The erection of a security wall between Israel and OPT is widely portrayed as a security
measure. Had the wall strictly followed the Green Line marking the 1967 borders between Israel
and OPT, it might have been possible to confine the debate over the wall to the question whether
a security wall of that kind would achieve its purpose. But when it is intended that the wall
encroach deeply upon Palestinian territory, enclosing an estimated 7 per cent of Palestinian land,
including fertile agricultural land, water resources and villages, it is difficult to resist the
conclusion that it is a case of de facto annexation in which the security situation is employed as a
pretext for territorial expansion.

Settlements
43.
Settlements may be seen as another part of this strategy. The international community
has made it clear that the settling of members of Israel's own civilian population in OPT violates
article 49, sixth paragraph, of the Fourth Geneva Convention and has repeatedly called on Israel
to "freeze" settlement growth pending a peace settlement which will result in the dismantling of
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al1 settlements. Israel's response that it will limit the expansion of settleinents to "natural
growth" is now widely seen to be untrue. Indeed, it is the continued growth in the number of
settlers (5.6 per cent since January 2001), the expansion of settlements (by the devious method of
redrawing the boundaries of existing settlements by establishing outposts on these settlements)
and the financial incentives to settle in OPT that brought about the collapse of the Government
coalition between Likud and Labour. It is now clear that the Government of Israel is unwilling
to dismantle illegal settlements and is determined to encourage new settlers and settlements. In
November, following a gun battle between Palestinians and Israelis in Hebron, which left
12 Israeli security officers dead, the Government announced that it would allow the construction
of a new settlement to link Kiryat Arba, a settlement near Hebron with a population of
about 7,000 residents, with the Jewish enclave in Hebron, accommodating 450 settlers.
44.
It will no doubt be argued that comment on territorial expansion by means of the
"Great Wall", settlements, and the wide security roads that link settlements with each other and
Israel does not fa11 within the Special Rapporteur's "human rights mandate". This is not so.
Territorial expansion is of concern to international humanitarian law and human rights law for
three reasons: first, because the settlements violate the Fourth Geneva Convention; second,
because Israeli territorial expansion and the territorial fragmentation of OPT by settlements
interferes with the right of the Palestinian people to self-determination; third, because actions of
this kind raise serious questions about the genuineness of Israel's claim that it conducts a
proportional response to Palestinian violence. Territorial expansion, accompanied by the influx
of new settlers, can hardly be seen as a proportional response to terror.

X. CONCLUSION: PROPORTIONALITY REVISITED
45.
It is not the function of the Special Rapporteur to pronounce judgement on the
proportionality of measures taken by Israel in response to Palestine violence. This is a matter for
the Commission on Human Rights or the Security Council to decide. The task of the Special
Rapporteur is simply to raise the issues that should be considered on this subject.
46.
As has already been said, Israel has legitimate security concerns. Its right to respond to
terror attacks and to prevent fürther attacks cannot be disputed. When this response takes the
form of life-threatening military action against militants and their bases, few will question the
military necessity of such action or the link between attack and response. But when this action
results in an excessive use of force that disregards the distinction between civilians and
combatants, a humanitarian crisis that threatens the livelihood of a whole people, the killing and
inhuman treatrnent of children, the widespread destruction of property and territorial expansion,
serious questions must be asked about the proportionality of Israel's response and the boundaries
of military necessity.

'
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Summary
The situation in the Occupied Palestinian Territory (OPT) continues to be a matter of
grave concern. Although the road map promoted by the Quartet offers some prospect of peace in
the region, it is important to record that the past six months have seen continued violations of
human rights and international humanitarian law.
The Government of Israel has justified its actions in the OPT on the grounds of
self-defence and portrayed them as anti-terrorism measures. That Israel has legitimate security
concerns cannot be denied. On the other hand, some limit must be placed on the violation of
human rights in the name of counter-terrorism. A balance must be struck between respect for
human rights and the interests of security.
During the past few months the construction of the Wall, separating Israel fiom the
West Bank, has been fienetically pursued. The Wall does not follow the Green Line, which
marks the de facto boundary between Israel and Palestine. Instead, it incorporates substantial
areas of the West Bank into Israel. Over 210,000 Palestinians will be seriously affected by
the Wall. Palestinians living between the Wall and the Green Line will be effectively cut off
from their farmlands and workplaces, schools, health clinics and other social services. This is
likely to lead to a new generation of refugees or internally displaced persons.
The Wall has al1 the features of a permanent structure. The fact that it will incorporate
half of the settler population in the West Bank and East Jerusalem suggests that it is designed to
further entrench the position of the settlers. The evidence strongly suggests that Israel is
determined to create facts on the ground amounting to de facto annexation. Annexation of this
kind, known as conquest in international law, is prohibited by the Charter of the United Nations
and the Fourth Geneva Convention. The Special Rapporteur submits that the time has come to
condernn the Wall as an unlawfül act of annexation in the same way that Israel's annexation of
East Jerusalem and the Golan Heights has been condemned as unlawful. Similarly, no
recognition should be given by the international cornmunity to Israel's control over Palestinian
territory enclosed by the Wall.
The restrictions on fieedom of movement continue to create a humanitarian crisis in
the OPT. Although curfews have not affected as many people in 2003 as in the previous year,
they still disrupt Palestinian life on a broad scale. The number of checkpoints has increased
during the past six months. These restraints on the movement of goods and persons give rise to
uneinployrnent, poverty, poor health care and interrupted education and, in addition, they result
in the humiliation of the Palestinian people.
The death toll in the conflict continues to rise as a result of suicide bombings and military
incursions. The Israeli practice of assassinating suspected terrorists has inflicted death and
injury not only on those targeted but on a substantial number of innocent civilians in the vicinity
of such actions. The legality of such measures is highly questionable.

There are some 6,000 Palestinians in Israeli prisons and detention centres. Although
Israel has agreed to release 540 of them, its refusal to release more prisoners constitutes a major
obstacle in the way of peace in the region. Sadly, allegations of torture and inhuman and
degrading treatment continue to be made. The Special Rapporteur therefore calls for an
independent inquiry into such allegations.
The destruction of property in the OPT continues unabated. During the past eight
months, Gaza has been particularly affected by military action that has caused large-scale
devastation to houses and agricultural land.
Israel's undertaking to curb the growth of settlements has not been implemented. On the
contrary, settlements have continued to grow at an unacceptable pace. This phenomenon,
together with the construction of the Wall, suggests that territorial expansion remains an
essential feature of Israel's policies and practices in the OPT.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Special Rapporteur visited the Occupied Palestinian Territory (OPT) and Israel
1.
from 22 to 29 June 2003. In the course of this mission he visited Gaza, Ramallah, Nablus,
Bethlehem, Jericho and Jerusalem. He met with President Arafat, ministers of the Palestinian
Authority (PA), members of the Palestinian Legislative Council (PLC) and the Governor of
Nablus, who briefed hirn fully on the situation. He also inet with prominent Palestinian and
Israeli interlocutors and Palestinian and Israeli non-govemmental organizations (NGOs) who
informed him about the hurnan rights situation in the OPT. Accompanied by the
Comrnissioner-General of the United Nations Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refügees
in the Near East (UNRWA), Peter Hansen, he visited Beit Hanoun in the Gaza Strip, the scene of
massive destruction of homes and agricultural lands. In Ramallah he visited the Surda and
Kalandiya checkpoints, where he observed the restrictions on fieedom of movement imposed on
Palestinians. The WalVFence/Barrier (hereinafter "the Wall") separating Israel fiom the
West Bank featured prominently in the Special Rapporteur's mission. He observed the
construction of the Wall near Jayyous village and Bethlehem.
2.
Unfortunately, the Government of Israel continues to withhold its cooperation from the
Special Rapporteur. In part, the Special Rapporteur's failure to hear the Governrnent's response
to the issues described in this report was overcome by attendance at the presentation of Israel's
second periodic report (CCPRJC/ISR/2001/2) on its compliance with the International Covenant
on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) before the Human Rights Committee on 24 and
25 July 2003. This two-day dialogue between representatives of the Government and the Human
Rights Committee covered many of the issues considered in the present report and provided the
Special Rapporteur with a clear understanding of the Israeli position. In the course of its
presentation, the Government reiterated its argument that its actions in the OPT are to be
ineasured against the rules of international humanitarian law and not those of international
human rights law, contained in ICCPR. The Human Rights Committee confirmed that it was
unable to accept this argument and reaffirmed its determination to judge Israel's actions in terms
of both these legal regimes. This remains the approach of the Special Rapporteur.
3.
The Special Rapporteur left the region shortly before the declaration of a ceasefire by
militant groups in the OPT. At the time of writing this report there is relative calm and there is
some ground for hoping that the road map, leading to peace between Palestine and Israel and the
ultiinate creation of a Palestinian State, will succeed. Serious obstacles remain, however, in the
way of the successful implementation of the road map. Most of these obstacles have a human
rights dimension and are discussed in this report. Peace in the region cannot succeed without a
return to the rule of law and respect for human rights and international humanitarian law. It is
unfortunate that the road map, like the Oslo Accords, fails to give sufficient weight to this factor.

4.
Previous reports have followed an all-too-familiar pattern, describing deaths, detentions,
the humanitarian crisis, destruction of property, the suffering of children and settlements. This
report will follow a different sequence. After the necessary disclaimer of sympathy for
terrorism, the report will focus on two issues that, in the opinion of the Special Rapporteur, most
seriously demand the attention of the international comrnunity - the unlawful annexation of
Palestinian territory and the restrictions on freedom of inovement. Thereafter, the report will
turn to deaths, detentions, the demolition of property and settlements which, unhappily, continue
to characterize the situation.

II. HUMAN FUGHTS AND TERRORISM
5.
At the outset, it is necessary for the Special Rapporteur to reaffirm his opposition to
terrorism and his commitment to human rights. Many of the rights contained in the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the International Covenant on Economic, Social and
Cultural Rights have been violated by the Israel Defence Forces (IDF) in their actions against the
Palestinian people. Many of the obligations of international humanitarian law have likewise
been violated. These violations are, however, justified by Israel as action taken in self-defence
and legitimate anti-terrorism action. That Israel has legitimate security concems cannot be
denied. That it is entitled to take strong action to prevent suicide bombings and other acts of
terror is not disputed. On the other hand, there must be some limit to the extent to which human
rights may be violated in the narne of counter-terrorism. Even in the present international
environment, in which anti-terrorism measures challenge old liberties and freedoms, it is not
denied that a balance must be struck between respect for basic human rights and the interests of
security. Here the principle of proportionality recognized by international humanitarian law has
a key role to play. It is not possible to adopt an armchair attitude in assessing Israel's response
to suicide bombings and Palestinian violence. Israel is entitled to a wide margin of appreciation
in its response. But, even allowing for this, it is suggested, on the basis of the evidence provided
in this report, that Israel's response to terror is disproportionate. On occasion, Israel's action in
the OPT is so remote from the interests of security that it assumes the character of punishment,
humiliation and conquest.

III. ANNEXATION AND THE WALL
6.
Language is a powerful instrument. This explains why words that accurately describe a
particular situation are often avoided out of fear that they will too vividly portray the situation
which they seek to depict. In politics euphemism is often preferred to accuracy in language. So
it is with the Wall that Israel is presently constructing within the territory of the West Bank. It
goes by the narne of "Seam Zone", "Security Fence" or "Separation ~ a l l " ' . The word
"annexation" is avoided as it is too accurate a description and too unconcerned about the need to
obfuscate the tmth in the interests of anti-terrorism measures. However, the fact must be faced
that what we are presently witnessing in the West Bank is a visible and clear act of territorial
annexation under the guise of security. There may have been no officia1 act of annexation of the
Palestinian tenitory in effect transferred to Israel by the construction of the Wall, but it is
impossible to avoid the conclusion that we are here faced with annexation of Palestinian
territory.
7.
Israel is presently building a wall between Israel and the West Bank that, when
completed, will be some 450 (possibly 650) kilometres in length. At the time of writing some
150 kilometres have already been completed and building constructors are working frenetically
to finish it as soon as possible. At times this barrier takes the form of an eight-metre-high wall
(near Qalqiliya). Mostly it takes the form of a bamer some 60 to 100 metres wide, which
includes buffer zones with trenches and barbed wire, trace paths to register footprints, an electric
fence with sensors to warn of any incursion, a two-lane patrol road and fortified guard towers at
regular intervals. No-go areas of over 100 metres wide on each side of the barrier will be policed
by IDF. Israel has undertaken to install some 27 agricultural crossings and 5 general crossings
for traffic and persons through the barrier but as yet little progress has been made on these
crossings.

8.
Possibly, the Wall will assist in the achievement of the Govemment's publicly declared
goal - to prevent suicide bombers fiom reaching Israeli territory. Even this, however, is doubted
by soine who point to the fact that most suicide bombers have passed through checlcpoints and
that the Wall will not deter persons determined to cross into Israel to coininit acts of terrorism.
That this is a valid complaint is borne out by the comment of the Israeli State Comptroller in his
report of July 2002 that "IDF documents indicate that most of the suicide terrorists and car
bombs crossed the seam area into Israel through the checkpoints, where they undenvent faulty
and even shoddy checks".'
9.
The Wall does not follow the Green Line, that is the 1967 boundary between Israel and
Palestine which is generally accepted as the border between the two entities. Instead, it follows a
route that incorporates substantial parts of Palestine within Israel. At present the Wall intrudes
six to seven kilometres within Palestine, but there are proposals to penetrate still deeper into
Palestinian territory in order to include the settlements of Ariel, Imrnanuel and Kedumiin. In
some places the winding route creates a barrier that completely encircles Palestinian villages
while at many points it separates Palestinian villages from the rest of the West Bank and
converts them into isolated enclaves. Qalqiliya, a city with a population of 40,000, is completely
surrounded by the Wall and residents can only enter or leave through a single military
checkpoint open from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. Palestinians between the Wall and the Green Line will
effectively be cut off fiom their land and workplaces, schools, health clinics and other social
services. Much of the Palestinian land on the Israeli side of the Wall consists of fertile
agricultural land and some of the most important water wells in the region. The Wall is
constructed on Palestinian lands expropriated by Israeli military order, justified on grounds of
military necessity. Many fruit and olive trees had been destroyed in the course of building the
bamer. B'Tselein, a leading Israeli human rights NGO, estiinates that the barrier will cause
direct harm to at least 210,000 Palestinians living in 67 villages, towns and cities.

10.
Palestinians, unconvinced by Israel's assurances that they will be allowed to pass through
the crossings to be erected in the Wall, are moving fiom their homes in the affected areas to the
security of what remains of Palestine. It is reported that already some 600 shops and enterprises
have closed in Qalqiliya as a result of the construction of the Wall. The Wall will therefore
create a new generation of refugees or intemally displaced persons.
11.
It is impossible to give complete facts about the Wall as its final trajectory is still
surrounded in secrecy and uncertainty. The path of the Wall changes regularly in response to
demands from settlers and other political interest groups within Israel. There is no transparency
surrounding the construction of the Wall and its final course seems to be known only to an inner
circle of the military and political establishment within Israel. It is, however, widely expected
that, following the completion of the Wall separating Israel from the West Bank on the western
side, an eastem wall will be constructed, along the mountain ridge west of the Jordan Valley,
which will separate Palestine from the Jordan Valley.
12.
The Wall must be seen in the context of settlement activity (discussed later) and the
unlawful annexation of East Jerusalem. Settlements in East Jerusalem and the West Bank are
the principal beneficiaries of the Wall and it is estimated that approximately half of the
400,000 settler population will be incorporated on the Israeli side of the Wall. Needless to Say,
it is extraordinary that such action should be taken to incorporate illegal settleinents that fonn the

subject of negotiations between Israel and Palestine. The Wall will be built at great cost to
Israel: it is projected that US$ 1.4 billion will be spent on its construction. This siinply confinns
the permanent nature of the Wall.
13.
The Wall has serious implications for human rights. It further restricts the freedoin of
movement of Palestinians, restricts access to health and education facilities and results in the
unlawful taking of Palestinian property. However, the Wall has more serious implications as it
violates two of the most fundamental principles of contemporary international law: the
prohibition on the forcible acquisition of territory and the right to self-determination.
Like the settlements it seeks to protect, the Wall is manifestly intended to create facts on
14.
the ground. It may lack an act of annexation, as occurred in the case of East Jerusalem and the
Golan Heights. But its effect is the same: annexation. Annexation of this kind goes by another
name in international law - conquest. Conquest, or the acquisition of territory by the use of
force, has been outlawed by the prohibition on the use of force contained in the Kellogg-Briand
Pact of 1928 and Article 2, paragraph 4, of the Charter of the United Nations. The prohibition on
the acquisition of territory by force applies irrespective of whether the territory is acquired as a
result of an act of aggression or in self-defence. The Declaration on Principles of International
Law conceming Fnendly Relations and Cooperation among States in accordance with the
Charter of the United Nations (General Assembly resolution 2625 (XXV) of 24 October 1970,
annex) declares that "the territory of a State shall not be the object of acquisition by another State
resulting from the threat or use of force. No territorial acquisition resulting from the threat or
use of force shall be recognized as legal". This prohibition is confirmed by Security Council
resolution 242 (1967) and the Oslo Accords, which provide that the status of the West Bank and
Gaza shall not be changed pending the outcome of the permanent status negotiations.3 The
Geneva Convention relative to the Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of War (the Fourth
Geneva Convention) provides that protected persons in an occupied territory shall not be
deprived of the benefits of the Convention "by any annexation ... of the occupied territory"
(art. 47).
The right to self-determination is closely linked to the notion of territorial sovereignty.
15.
A people can only exercise the right of self-determination within a territory. The amputation of
Palestinian temtory by the Wall seriously interferes with the right of self-determination of the
Palestinian people as it substantially reduces the size of the self-determination unit (already
sinall) within which that right is to be exercised.
The Special Rapporteur submits that the time has come to condemn the Wall as an act of
16.
unlawful annexation in the language of Security Council resolutions 478 (1980) and 497 (1981)
which declare that Israel's actions aimed at the annexation of East Jerusalem and the
Golan Heights are "nul1 and void" and should not be recognized by States. Israel's claim that the
Wall is designed entirely as a security measure with no intention to alter political boundaries is
simply not supported by the facts.

IV. RESTRICTIONS ON FREEDOM OF MOVEMENT AND
THE HUMANITARIAN CRISIS
17.
Previous reports have described the serious restrictions on freedom of moveinent
imposed on the Palestinian people by the Occupying Power. Checkpoints, closures and curfews
are words that fail to capture the full enormity of what is happening today in the West Bank and
Gaza. A checkpoint is not simply a military outpost on a highway that checks the documents of
pedestrians and traffic that seek to proceed along the road. Every day thousands of Palestinians
must pass through these checkpoints in order to travel from home to work, to reach schools and
hospitals and to visit friends and family. Every day Palestinians are compelled to waste hours
passing through these checkpoints. Frequently, Palestinians are obliged to leave their vehicles at
one checkpoint and to walk along dusty roads to another checkpoint to take a taxi to their
destination. Accounts of rudeness, humiliation and brutality at the checkpoints are legion.
Ambulances are often delayed and women give birth to children at checkpoints. Checkpoints are
not so much a security measure for ensuring that would-be suicide bombers do not enter Israel,
but rather the institutionalization of the humiliation of the Palestinian people. Similarly, a
curfew is not simply a restriction on leaving one's home. It is the imprisonment of the people
within their own homes. Unable to go to work, to buy food, to go to school, to visit hospitals or
to bury their dead, they are confined within the walls of their own homes while the IDF patrols
their streets. Statistics of checkpoints and curfews cannot accurately portray the obscenity of the
situation. Unfortunately, Israelis are protected from seeing what their army is doing to their
subjugated neighbour by laws that restrict Israelis from seeing what is happening. The
acclaimed Palestinian author, Raja Shehadeh, described the situation in his recent book When the
Bulbul Stops Singing: A Diary of RamaIIah Under siegc4 "During the first intifada, the
inovement of both people into the land of the other continued to be possible. ... Al1 sorts of
relations developed between the people on the two sides of the divide. None of this has been
possible this time. With the exception of a few deterrnined Israeli joumalists, it was left to the
army to present to the Israeli people the reality of the Occupied Territories. The prohibition
against travel by both sides to each other's territories meant that the demonization could continue
unchallenged."
18.
The task of the Special Rapporteur is to report on facts. Curfews continue, but without
the severity of 2002. From November 2002 to April2003, an average of 390,000 civilians were
under curfew compared with 520,000 in the second half of 2002. However, people under curfew
in Hebron, Jenin and parts of Gaza were frequently under tighter and more continuous curfew
in 2003.
19.
There are some 300 checkpoints or roadblocks, including about 140 checkpoints manned
by the inilitary. However, in late July 2003 a number of roadblocks were removed within the
context of the implementation of the road inap. Checkpoints Vary in nature and include
pennanent checkpoints, mobile checkpoints, unmanned roadblocks, dirt walls, earth mounds,
concrete blocks, iron gates and trenches dug around villages and towns. Sometimes tanks or
military vehicles are used as roadblocks. These checkpoints or roadblocks, around every town
and major road junction, divide the OPT intemally. Eight commercial checkpoints divide the
West Bank into the separate cantons of Hebron, Bethlehem, Jericho, Ramallah, Nablus,
Tulkarein, Qalqiliya and Jenin. Each district has one official coinmercial entrance.
Commercial goods must be unloaded and transferred to another vehicle on the other side of the
checkpoint ("back-to-back transport"). Checkpoints for ordinary people likewise soinetiines
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require back-to-back transfer. These checkpoints divide the West Bank into a patchwork of
cantons. Since March 2002, permits have been required to travel from one district to another.
Gaza is totally isolated from the rest of Palestine. It too, however, is partitioned into three
separate cantons by checkpoints. These measures have not prevented the movement of militants
between different towns or regions or between Palestine and Israel. They do not protect
settlements which are already well protected by the IDF. Instead, internal checkpoints restrict
internal trade within the OPT and restnct the entire population from travelling from village to
village or town to town. They must therefore be seen as a form of collective punishment.
Writing in Ha 'aretz on 27 July 2003, the columnist Gideon Levy wrote that the purpose of
checkpoints is "to make the lives of the local residents as miserable as possible".
Unfortunately, the Israeli representatives appearing before the Human Rights Coinmittee
on 24 and 25 July 2003 made no serious attempt to address the issue of checkpoints. Indeed,
there seemed to be no appreciation on their part of the hardships and humiliation caused by
checkpoints.
20.
Checkpoints, closures and curfews have had a major impact on the Palestinian economy.
According to a World Bank report of May 2003, "The bulk of Palestinian economic losses
stem from closure and curfew."' This has resulted in unemployrnent (which now stands
at 40 per cent in the West Bank and Gaza) and poverty (60 per cent of the people live on less
than US$ 2 per day; 2 million live in poverty, dependent on food from international donor
agencies). Checkpoints and curfews have also led to a drop in health standards resulting from
inability to access hospitals and clinics, the impossibility of carrying out health-care prograinmes
(for example, vaccinations) and the psychological trauma arising fiom the physical, economic
and social consequences of occupation. Checkpoints have also resulted in the failure to acquire
nutritious food and sufficient clean water. The obstruction of ambulances at checkpoints
reinains a serious problem. In the past year, about 60 ambulances per month were held up at
checkpoints of which a quarter were denied passage. In March 2003, 15 ambulances were fired
upon. Children have suffered dramatically. Schools are closed by curfew and checkpoints make
it difficult for both teachers and children to reach schools. Twenty-two per cent of children
under the age of 5 suffer from acute or chronic malnutrition while the breakdown of family life
has had a severe impact on children.
21.
There is a humanitarian crisis in the West Bank and Gaza. It is not the result of a natural
disaster. Instead, it is a crisis imposed by a powerful State on its neighbour.

V. LOSS OF LIFE AND THE KILLING OF CIVILIANS
22.
For both human rights law and international humanitarian law the protection of human
life is a primary goal. Article 6 (1) of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights
states that "Every human being has the inherent right to life. This right shall be protected by
law. No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his life." While accepting that combatants engaged
in armed conflict would be exposed to life-threatening situations, international humanitarian law
seeks to liinit hann to civilians by requiring that al1 parties to a conflict respect the principles of
distinction and proportionality. The principle of distinction, codified in article 48 of ProtocolI
Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949, requires that "the Parties to the
conflict shall at al1 times distinguish between the civilian population and combatants and
between civilian objects and inilitary objectives and accordingly shall direct their operations
only against military objectives". Acts or threats of violence the priinary purpose of which is
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to spread terror among the civilian population, are prohibited (art. 5 1 (2)). The principle of
proportionality, codified in article 51 (5) (b), prohibits an attack on a military target "which
inay be expected to cause incidental loss of civilian life, injury to civilians, [or] damage to
civilian objects ... which would be excessive in relation to the concrete and direct military
advantage anticipated". That these principles apply to both Israelis and Palestinians was
confmed by the High Contracting Parties to the Fourth Geneva Convention when, in a
declaration issued on 5 December 2001, they called upon both parties to the conflict to:

". .. ensure respect for and protection of the civilian population and civilian objects and to
distinguish at al1 times between the civilian population and combatants and between
civilian objects and military objectives."
23.
Sadly, neither party to the conflict in the region has paid proper respect to these
principles as the death toll has continued to rise. Since the start of the second intifada in
September 2000, over 2,755 Palestinians and over 830 Israelis have been killed
and 28,000 Palestinians and 5,600 Israelis have been injured. Most have been civilians.
Five hundred and fifS children have been killed, of whom 460 were Palestinians and 90 Israelis.
The nuinber of Palestinian children killed, mainly in air and ground attacks, has increased
in 2003. Within Israel, most deaths have been caused by suicide bombers.
The assassination of Palestinian militants has intensified. From October 2000
24.
to April2003, the IDF has killed more than 230 Palestinians, including 80 children, women and
innocent bystanders, in assassination actions. Over 300 persons have been injured in these
actions. In the period 10-14 June 2003, the IDF killed 27 Palestinians and wounded dozens of
others in a series of extrajudicial killings carried out by helicopter gunships in the Gaza Strip.
These attaclts included an unsuccessful assassination attempt on Dr. Abdel Aziz Al-Rantisi, a
senior political leader of Hamas. Four people were killed and 35 injured while 29 nearby
apartinents were damaged. On 12 June 2003, IDF helicopters bombarded the car of
Yasser Taha. He was immediately killed, together with his wife and young daughter.
In addition, five other civilians were killed in the attack and 36 were wounded,
including 10 children.
25.
In June 2003, a number of NGOs comrnenced legal proceedings to stop assassinations.
This inatter is still before the Israeli High Court of Justice, which has refused a request for a
temporary injunction against further assassinations. Judge Antonio Cassese, fonner President of
the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia, has submitted an expert opinion
to the Court in which he asserts that assassinations of this kind could be considered as war
crimes. In his opinion, he maintains that the killing of civilians suspected of terror activity, when
no direct belligerent operation in which they are involved is taking place, substantively infringes
the basic principle that armed forces must distinguish between combatants and civilians. He
further argues that suspects should be arrested and tried, which is often possible in the light of
Israel's control of the OPT.
26.
Israel justifies its policy and practice of assassinations on grounds of self-defence and
claiins that it is not possible to arrest and try suspects, particularly where they are in areas
controlled by the Palestinian Authority. The evidence on this point is inconclusive as there are
certainly soine instances in which arrests could have been made in the light of Israel's capacity
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to exercise its jurisdictional power within the areas controlled in theory by the Palestinian
Authority. The failure to attempt such arrests inevitably gives rise to suspicions that Israel lacks
evidence to place such persons on trial and therefore prefers to dispose of them arbitrarily.
27.
The indiscriminate use of violence is further illustrated by the use of flechette shells in
Gaza. The use of such anti-personnel weapons in such a densely populated area as Gaza exposes
civilians to great risk and fails to take account of the need to distinguish between civilians and
inilitary objectives. On 27 April2003, the Israeli High Court of Justice refused to intervene in
the arrny's choice of weapons because flechettes are not banned outright under international law.
28.
The failure of the IDF to investigate crimes cornmitted by its members in the OPT has
long been criticized. In June 2003, this criticism was confirrned when the Judge Advocate
General stated that a mere 55 investigations into shooting incidents had been opened since the
beginning of the second intifada, resulting in only six indi~tments.~

VI. PRISONERS
29.
At the time of writing this report, there are some 6,000 Palestinians in Israeli prisons
and detention centres. Some have been tried, some have not. The number of those detained
includes 175 juveniles and 70 women. Approximately 800 persons are held in administrative
detention, that is detention by administrative order rather than judicial procedure. The issue of
prisoners has become a major obstacle in the implementation of the road map. Israel is reluctant
to release more than 540 prisoners while the Palestinian Authority demands that al1 prisoners be
released.
30.
There are serious complaints about the treatinent of prisoners that are supported in
varying degrees by respectable non-governmental organizations such as the Public Coimittee
Against Torture in Israel (PCATI), the World Organization against Torture (OMCT), the
Defence for Children International - Palestine Section, LAW - The Palestinian Society for the
Protection of Human Rights and the Environment, Al-Haq and the Mandela Institute For Human
Rights. These complaints cover al1 prisons and detention centres and include men, women and
children held in imprisonment as well as administrative detainees. On the one hand, these
complaints cover allegations of overcrowding, disgusting prison conditions and lack of proper
medical care. On the other hand, they include serious allegations of inhuman and degrading
treatrnent, sometimes amounting to torture.
3 1.
In 1999 the Israeli High Court of Justice ruled that various methods of torture employed
by the General Security Service (GSS), such as violent shaking, covering the head with a sack,
Qing to a small tilted chair or position abuse (shabeh), sleep deprivation and painful shackling
were, when applied cumulatively, illegal. Despite this, there is considerable evidence that these
methods are still employed during the interrogation of adults and juveniles. In a publication
entitled Buck to a Routine of Torture covering the period September 2001 to April2003, PCATI
estimated that for the first half of 2003, "each month, hundreds of Palestinians have been
subjected to one degree or another of torture or other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatinent, at
the hands of the GSS and bodies working on its behalf. ... The bodies which are supposed to
keep the GSS under scrutiny and ensure that interrogations are conducted lawfully act, instead,
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as rubber stamps for decisions by the GSS". These allegations are difficult to reconcile with the
assurance given by the representatives of the Israeli Govemment before the Human Rights
Coinmittee on 24 and 25 July 2003 that allegations of this kind had been properly investigated
and proved to be unfounded or justified on grounds of necessity.
The Special Rapporteur finds himself in an awkward situation when it coines to assessing
32.
evidence of this kind. Allegations of torture and inhuman treatment are supported in varying
degrees by highly respected NGOs that have taken statements fiom former prisoners and
consulted with lawyers working within the system. Moreover, there are serious doubts about the
impartiality of the investigations of these complaints carried out by the Israeli authorities. The
Special Rapporteur is denied access to Israeli prisons and detention centres and to govemnent
officials who might assist in the task of assessing the validity of allegations on this subject. The
Special Rapporteur therefore urgently calls upon the Israeli authonties either to permit an
independent international cornmittee to investigate such complaints or to conduct a full-scale
independent judicial inquiry into such allegations itself. It has ofien been said that the degree of
civilization of a State can be measured by the way in which it treats prisoners. At present Israel,
which prides itself on a high standard of criminal justice within its own borders, runs the risk of
forfeiting this reputation by its consistent refusal to respond to criticisms of treatment of
prisoners fiom the OPT.

VII. DESTRUCTION OF PROPERTY
33.
The destruction of property in the OPT continues unabated. Three principal reasons are
advanced by Israel for the destruction of homes and agricultural property. First, the interests of
security or military necessity may require houses to be destroyed and agricultural land to be
cleared ("shaved" or "swept") to prevent such houses or trees from being used to provide cover
for militants bent on attacking settlements or IDF positions. This has resulted in the creation of
wide buffer zones adjacent to settlements and roads used by settlers. Secondly, the homes of
those who have comrnitted crimes against Israel are destroyed by way of punishment (although
the Israeli Government prefers to describe this as a form of deterrence). Thirdly, houses built
without administrative permission, in a system in which permits are seldom granted, are
destroyed to assert respect for Israel's administrative regime. These three reasons have been
invoked by the Israeli authorities to destroy thousands of homes and to lay bare vast areas of
fertile agricultural land.
34.
The situation is particularly acute in Gaza. According to the Cornrnissioner-General
of UNRWA, "At the end of May 2003, a total of 1,134 homes [had] been deinolished by the
Israeli military in the Gaza Strip, making almost 10,000 individuals homeless. Unfortunately,
this is not a policy on the wane. During the first two years of the intifada, the average
number of homes demolished in Gaza - a statistical category both depressing and surrealwas 32 per month. Since the start of 2003, the average has risen to 72. Disturbingly, the
publication of the road inap to peace has so far had no impact."' The Special Rapporteur had
the opportunity to observe the devastation caused in Beit Hanoun at first hand when he visited
on 24 June 2003. Parts of this town had been reduced to a wasteland as a result of the
destruction of homes and orchards. It appears that this act of large-scale devastation was in part
a punitive ineasure taken against homes and orchards in the neighbourhood of a roadside bomb
aimed at an Israeli military vehicle.
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35.
The collective punishrnent of Palestinians in the form of destruction of property has had
serious consequences for the Palestinian people and the environrnent of Palestine. According to
Jeff Halper, the Director of the Israeli Committee against House Demolitions, "The bulldozer has
becoine as much a symbol of Israeli occupation as the rifle and the tank".

VIII. SETTLEMENTS
The international community is united in its opposition to Israeli settlements in the OPT.
36.
It has repeatedly described them as being in violation of the sixth paragraph of article 49 of the
Fourth Geneva Convention which prohibits the Occupying Power from transferring parts of its
own civilian population into the territory it occupies. The road map makes it clear that the
dismantling of settlements is an important issue in the resolution of the Israeli-Palestinian
conflict.
37.
There are at present some 200 settlements in the OPT containing a total population of
over 400,000. In the West Bank there are more than 120 settlements with over 230,000 settlers,
while in the Gaza Strip there are 16 settlements with some 7,000 settlers. About 180,000 settlers
live in the neighbourhoods of East Jerusalem. Settlements often comprise fully developed towns
and villages. For instance, Ma'aleh Adumim has a population 28,000 settlers. Roads
constructed to link settlements with each other and to allow access to Israel have also resulted in
the taking of Palestinian land.
Israel has given an equivocal undertaking to restrict the growth of settlements to "natural
38.
growth" and to dismantle "unauthorized settlernents", that is outposts and extensions to existing
settlements not authorized under Israeli law. Despite this, new settlements are being built, as the
Special Rapporteur saw on several occasions, and existing settlements continue to grow. The
population growth in the settlements is three times that of Israel itself. In 2002, the population in
the Israeli settlements in the West Bank grew by 5.7 per cent compared with 1.9 per cent in
IsraeL8 The Israeli Government continues to offer financial inducements to Israelis to settle in
the OPT and in 2003 Israel budgeted 1.9 billion new Israeli shekels for settlements. Further
evidence of the determination of the Israeli Government to entrench the settlements is provided
by the erection of the Wall (discussed in chap. III above), the continued clearing of Palestinian
land within the proximity of settlements for security purposes and the allocation of heavy
military resources to protect settlements. (For example, the 532 settlers who live in the centre of
Hebron are protected by some 100 Israeli soldiers.)
39.
Settlements fragment Palestinian temtory and seriously undermine the prospects for
Palestinian self-determination within a viable territorial unit. A recent study carried out by
B'Tselem estimates that 41.9 per cent of the total land area of the West Bank is effectively under
the control of settlements, including developed areas, non-developed municipal areas and land
reserves.
40.
The harsh tmth is that there is no "freeze" on the construction or growth of settlements.
Moreover, the Israeli Government is taking no steps to reverse this pattern of growth. A poll
conducted by the Israeli group "Peace Now" in July 2003 has shown that 74 per cent of the
settlers in the OPT would leave their homes in return for compensation. If the Israeli
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Govemment were serious about its undertaking to halt the growth of settlements, it might give
serious attention to budgeting funds for the repatriation of settlers and their compensation rather
than allocating such substantial fünding to the settlements and to the building of the Wall.

IX. CONCLUSION
The occupation of the OPT continues to result in widespread violations of human rights,
41.
affecting both civil and socio-economic rights, and of international humanitarian law. Israel's
justification for these actions is that they are necessary in the interests of its own national
security. As indicated at the beginning of this report, the lawfulness of Israel's response is to be
measured in accordance with the principle of proportionality. The Special Rapporteur fmds it
difficult to accept that the excessive use of force that disregards the distinction between civilians
and combatants, the creation of a humanitarian crisis by restrictions on the mobility of goods and
people, the killing and inhuman treatment of children, the widespread destruction of property
and, now, territorial expansion can be justified as a proportionate response to the violence and
threats of violence to which Israel is subjected. As stressed in this report, the construction of the
Wall within the West Bank and the continued expansion of settlements, which, on the face of it,
have inore to do with territorial expansion, de facto annexation or conquest, raise serious doubts
about the good faith of Israel's justifications in the name of security.

Notes
1

In Palestine, the term "Apartheid Wall" is frequently used to describe the Wall. Strictly
speaking, this historical metaphor is inaccurate as no wall of this kind was erected between
Black and White in apartheid South Africa.
2

State Comptroller, Audit Report on the Seam Area, p. 35.

3

Israeli-Palestinian Interim Agreement on the West Bank and the Gaza Strip,
28 September 1995, chap. 5, art. XXXI, para. 7.

4

Also published as When the Birds Stopped Singing: Life in Ramallah Under Seige.

5

Twenty-Seven Months - Intifada, Closures and Palestinian Economic Crisis: An Assessment,
The World Bank West Bank and Gaza Office, Jenisalem, chap. 2, para. 2.5.
6

B 'Tselem Newspaper, 29 June 2003.
International Herald Tribune, 23 June 2003.
The Jerusalem Post, 28 July 2003.
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1. The Committee considered the initial report of Israel (CCPRlCl8 11Add.13) at its 1675th, 1676th and 1677th meetings
(see CCPRICISR. 1675-1677), held on 15 and 16 July 1998, and adopted the following concluding observations at its
1694th meeting (CCPRlC/SR.1694), held on 28 July 1998.

A. Introduction
2. The Committee welcomes the initial report submitted by the Govemment of Israel, and notes with satisfaction that it
was largely prepared in accordance with the Cornmittee's guidelines conceming the form and contents of initial reports.
The Committee, however, regrets the considerable delay in the submission of the report, which was received five years
after the date on which it was due.

3. The Committee notes that the report, while providing extensive information on prevailing legislation in the field of
human rights in Israel, lacks sufficient information on the implementation of the Covenant in practice and on the factors
and difficulties impeding its effective irnplementation. This was partly rectified by the oral information provided by the
delegation during the examination of the report, which enabled the Committee to embark on a frank and constructive
dialogue with the State Party. The Comrnittee expresses satisfaction that the Govemment had widely disseminated the
report among non-govemmental organizations prior to its consideration by the Committee.

B. Fxtors and difficulties affectin? the implementation of the Covenant
4. The Committee notes the security concems in the State party, the frequent attacks on the civilian population, the
problems linked to its occupation of territories and the fact that the State party is officially at war with a number of
neighbouring States. However, the Committee draws attention to article 4 of the Covenant, which permits no derogation
from certain basic rights even in times of public emergency.
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C. Positive factors
5. The Committee notes with satisfaction that Israeli Society is a democratic one in which sensitive issues are openly
debated and that an active non-govemmental community has taken firm root. It expresses appreciation for the wide
dissemination of the initial report of Israel among professionals in the justice system who work directly in matters
relating to the promotion and protection of human rights and arnong non-governmental organizations. It welcomes
indications that the inter-ministerial network of persons that have worked together on the drafting of the present report
may soon be institutionalized.
6. The Committee welcomes the fact that the report includes many references to decisions of the Supreme Court
upholding rights protected under the Covenant.

7. The Committee welcomes the recent establishment of the Public Defender's Office. It also welcomes efforts to
implement the recommendations of the Kremnitzer Committee, which address questions of police violence, and of the
Goldberg Committee regarding rules of evidence. It welcomes the progressive steps which have led to the amendment of
the Criminal Code and to the establishment of the Department for Investigation of Police Misconduct within the Ministry
of Justice to review complaints of maltreatrnent by members of the police and security forces. The Committee takes note
that the State Comptroller's Office is responsible for acting as Ombudsman, and would welcome M e r information on
its activities, particularly as regards measures to combat discrimination.
8. The Committee notes with satisfaction the establishment of bodies in various ministries to address questions relating to
the status of women, and particularly welcomes the activities of the Knesset Committee for the Advancement of the
Status of Women. It also notes with satisfaction: the establishment of a national authority on the advancement of women
with a wide range of responsibilities; the amendment of the Equal Employment Opportunities Law placing the burden of
proof upon the employer in civil sexual harassment suits; and the enactment of the Equal Pay (Male and Female
Employees) Law.

D. Principal subiects of concem and recommendations
9. The Committee notes with regret that, although some rights provided for in the Covenant are legally protected and
promoted through the Basic Laws, municipal laws, and the jurispmdence of the courts, the Covenant has not been
incorporated in Israeli law and cannot be directly invoked in the courts. It recommends early action in respect of recent
legislative initiatives aimed at enhancing the enjoyment of a number of the rights provided for in the Covenant, including
proposals for new draft Basic Laws on due process rights and on freedom of expression and association. It also
recommends that consideration be given to enacting firther laws to give effect to any rights not already covered by Basic
Laws.

Lf
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-

10. The Committee is deeply concerned that Israel continues to deny its responsibility to fully apply the Covenant in the
occupied territories. In this regard, the Committee points to the long-standing presence of Israel in these territories,
Israel's ambiguous attitude towards their future status, as well as the exercise of effective jurisdiction by Israeli security
forces therein. In response to the arguments presented by the delegation, the Committee emphasizes that the applicability
of rules of humanitarian law does not by itself impede the application of the Covenant or the accountability of the State
under article 2, paragraph 1, for the actions of its authorities. The Committee is therefore of the view that, under the
circumstances, the Covenant must be held applicable to the occupied territories and those areas of southern Lebanon and
West Bekaa where Israel exercises effective control. The Committee requests the State party to include in its second
periodic report al1 information relevant to the application of the Covenant in territories which it occupies.
11. The Committee expresses its deep concem at the continued state of emergency prevailing in Israel, which has been in
effect since independence. It recommends that the Govemment review the necessity for the continued renewal of the
state of emergency with a view to limiting as far as possible its scope and territorial applicability and the associated
derogation of rights. In this regard, the Committee draws attention to article 4 of the Covenant, which permits no
derogation from articles 6 , 7, 8 (paras. 1 and 2), 1 1, 15, 16 and 18, and requires that permitted derogations be limited to
the extent strictly required by the exigencies of the situation.
12. The Committee expresses serious concem over deeply imbedded discriminatory social attitudes, practices and laws
against Arab Israelis that have resulted in a lower standard of living compared with Jewish Israelis, as is evident in their
significantly lower levels of education, access to health care, access to housing, land and employment. It notes with
concem that most Arab Israelis, because they do not join the army, do not enjoy the financial benefits available to Israelis
who have served in the anny, including scholarships and housing loans. The Committee also expresses concern that the
Arabic language, though official, has not been accorded equal status in practice, and that discrimination against members
of the Arab ininority appears to be extensive in the private sector. In this regard, the Committee urges the State party to
take steps without delay to ensure equality to Arabs and to proceed as soon as possible with the planned formulation of a
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draft law on discrimination in the private sector and to adopt it at an early date.
13. The Committee is concerned that Palestinians in the occupied territories who remain under the control of Israeli
security forces do not enjoy the same rights and freedoms as Jewish settlers in those territories, in particular in regard to
planning and building permits and access to land and water. The Committee is also concerned at the policies of
confiscation of lands and settlement in the occupied territories. The Committee recommends that coordinated and
targeted efforts be made to establish basic standards that are applicable equally to al1 persons under the jurisdiction of
Israel.
14. The Committee is also concemed at the discrimination faced by Bedouins, many of whom have expressed a desire to
continue to live in settlements in the Negev which are not recognized by the Israeli Government and which are not
provided with basic infrastructure and essential services. The Committee recommends that members of Bedouin
communities should be given equality of treatment with Jewish settlements in the same region, many of which are also
dispersed and populated by small numbers of people.
15. The Committee expresses concem over the situation of women who, despite the advances noted in paragraph 8,
continue to face discrimination in many aspects of life, including in military service and in religious institutions, and that
they are underrepresented in the conduct of public affairs. The Committee notes that no clear plan of action exists which
addresses the situation of the most disadvantaged group of women, namely those belonging to the Arab minority. The
Committee recommends that targeted rneasures be considered to accelerate progress towards equality, in particular for
Arab women.
16. The Committee regrets that women brought to Israel for purposes of prostitution, many under false pretences or
through coercion, are not protected as victims of trafficking but are likely to be penalized for their illegal presence in
Israel by deportation. Such an approach to this problem effectively prevents these women from pursuing a remedy for the
violation of their rights under article 8 of the Covenant. The Committee recommends that serious efforts be made to seek
out and punish the traffickers, to institute rehabilitation programmes for the victims and to ensure that they are able to
pursue legal remedies against the perpetrators.
17. With respect to article 6 of the Covenant, the Committee is concemed about the nurnber of Palestinians who have
been killed by the security forces, as well as al1 persons who have been the victims of terrorist attacks. The Committee
expresses concem over the use of rubber-coated metal bullets by the security forces in the occupied territories in
dispersing demonstrations. This type of rubber bullet is reported to have killed many Palestinians, including children.
The Committee urges the State party to enforce rigorously the strict limitations on the operational rules as to the use of
firearms and the use of rubber bullets against unarmed civilians. It requests that the next periodic report include precise
information on the number of deaths, including those caused by rubber bullets, the number of complaints arising from
their use and the number of defence and security personnel that have been punished or disciplined as a result.
18. The Committee regrets the introduction by the Government of a draft law which would deny victims compensation
for excesses committed by members of the security forces against Palestinian residents of the occupied territories. It
requests that detailed information on these matters be included in the next periodic report of the State party.
19.The Committee is deeply concemed that under the guidelines for the conduct of interrogation of suspected terrorists
authority may be given to the security service to use "moderate physical pressure" to obtain information considered
crucial to the "protection of life". The Committee notes that the part of the report of the Landau Commission that lists
and describes authorized methods of applying pressure remains classified. The Committee notes also the admission by
the State party delegation that the methods of handcuffmg, hooding, shaking and sleep deprivation have been and
continue to be used as interrogation techniques, either alone or in combination. The Committee is of the view that the
guidelines can give rise to abuse and that the use of these methods constitutes a violation of article 7 of the Covenant in
any circumstances. The Committee stresses that article 7 of the Covenant is a non-derogable prohibition of torture and al1
forms of cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment. The Committee urges the State party to cease using the
methods referred to above. If legislation is to be enacted for the purpose of authorizing interrogation techniques, such a
law should explicitly prohibit al1 forms of treatment prohibited by article 7.

20. Further in relation to article 7 of the Covenant, the Committee notes that prisoners may be segregated in Israel as a
preventive measure for the protection of security, the maintenance of order or to guarantee the safety of the prisoner.
Noting that segregation involves substantial isolation and may be extended over long periods of time, the Committee
recalls its General Comment 20 (44) in which it noted that prolonged solitary confinement of a detained or imprisoned
person may violate article 7. The Corninittee recommends that efforts be made to avoid prolonged isolation of segregated
prisoners.
21. The Committee rernains concemed that despite the reduction in the number of persons held in administrative
detention on security grounds, persons may still be held for long and apparently indefinite periods of time in custody
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without trial. lt is also concemed that Palestinians detained by Israeli military order in the occupied territories do not
have the same rights to judicial review as persons detained in Israel under ordinary law. A specific concern of the
Committee is that at least some of the persons kept in administrative detention for reasons of State security (and in
particular some Lebanese) do not personally threaten State security but are kept as "bargaining chips" in order to promote
negotiations with other parties on releasing detained Israeli soldiers or the bodies of deceased soldiers. The Committee
considers the present application of administrative detention to be incompatible with articles 7 and 16 of the Covenant,
neither of which allows for derogation in times of public emergency. The Committee takes due note that Israel has
derogated from article 9 of the Covenant. The Committee stresses, however, that a State party may not depart fkom the
requirement of effective judicial review of detention. The Committee recommends that the application of detention be
brought within the strict requirements of the Covenant and that effective judicial review be made mandatory.
22. While acknowledging the security concems that have led to restrictions on movement, the Committee notes with
regret the continued impediments imposed on movement, which affect mostly Palestinians travelling in and between East
Jerusalem, the Gaza Strip and the West Bank, and which have grave consequences affecting nearly al1 areas of
Palestinian life. The Committee considers this to raise serious issues under article 12. In regard to persons in these areas,
the Committee urges Israel to respect the right to fieedom of movement provided for under article 12, including the right
to retum to one's country.
23. In regard to Palestinians who are resident in East Jerusalem, the Cornrnittee is concemed that the increasingly
restrictive conditions for maintaining the right to permanent residence, the denial of requests for farnily reunification and
the difficulty experienced by non-Jews in obtaining building permits and accommodation have resulted in increasing
numbers being forced to move to the occupied territories. The Committee expresses its profound concem at the effect of
the unpublished directive of the Ministry of the Interior, under which Palestinians may lose their right to live in the city if
they cannot prove that East Jerusalem has been their "centre of life" for the past seven years. The Committee notes that
this policy is being applied retroactively to both Palestinians who live abroad and to those who live in the West Bank or
in nearby Jerusalem suburbs, but not to Israeli Jews or to foreign Jews who are permanent residents of East Jerusalem.
The Committee recommends that the rules and procedures relating to permanent residency status be applied without
discrimination.
24. The Committee deplores the demolition of Arab homes as a means of punishment. It also deplores the practice of
demolitions, in part or in whole, of "illegally" constructed Arab homes. The Committee notes with regret the difficulties
imposed on Palestinian families seeking to obtain legitimate construction permits. The Committee considers the
demolition of homes to conflict directly with the obligation of the State party to ensure without discrimination the right
not to be subjected to arbitrary interference with one's home (art. 17), the freedom to choose one's residence (art. 12) and
equality of al1 persons before the law and equal protection of the law (art. 26).
25. The Cornmittee is also concemed that the Israel Lands Administration (ILA), responsible for the management of 93
per cent of land in Israel, includes no Arab members and that while the L A has leased or transferred land for the
development of Jewish towns and settlements, few Arab localities have been established in this way until recent years.
The Committee recommends that urgent steps be taken to overcome the considerable inequality and discrimination
which remain in regard to land and housing.
26. The Committee regrets that the authorities appear to be placing obstacles in the way of family reunion in the case of
marriages between an Israeli citizen and a non-citizen who is not Jewish (and therefore not entitled to enter under the
Law of Return). These obstacles, which include long waiting periods for entry permits, a "probation" period of over five
years' residence to establish that the marriage is genuine and a further waiting period for citizenship, are applied even
more rigorously in the case of Arab citizens, particularly those who many persons resident in the occupied territories.
The Committee considers such obstacles to be incompatible with articles 17 and 23. It is recommended that the
Government reconsider its policies with a view to facilitating family reunion of al1 citizens and permanent residents.
27. The Committee is concerned that Arab women citizens of Israel have in some cases been required to relinquish their
citizenship should they many a Palestinian and apply for residence in the occupied territories. It welcomes the Israeli
Government's response that this policy no longer applies and recommends that those already affected be made fully
aware of the relevant legal provisions and that their status be restored.
28. The Committee is concemed at the preference given to the Jewish religion in the allocation of funding for religious
bodies, to the detriment of Muslims, Christians, Druze and other religious groups. The Cornmittee recommends that
regulations and criteria for funding be published and applied to al1 religious groups on an equal basis.

29. The Coinmittee is concemed that the application of religious law to determine matters of persona1 status, including
marriage and divorce, and the absence of provision for civil marriage effectively deny some persons the right tozmany in
Israel, and result in inequality between men and women. It is also concerned that the minimum age of marriage for girls,
fixed by law at 17, may be reduced by the religious courts, and that no minimum age is fixed for men. The lack of
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provision for civil burial is also a matter of concern. The Committee urges early implementation of measures currently
under consideration to facilitate civil marriages and civil burial for those who do not belong to a religion. It recommends
that the State party take into account international standards for the age of majority in its current review of the minimum
marriageable age for men and women.
30. The Committee recommends that the Govemment consider ratifying the Optional Protocol to the Covenant.

3 1. The Committee requests that the Govenunent of Israel submit its second periodic report, which is due by June 2000.
It also requests that the next report include information on the implementation of the Covenant in al1 lands over which
Israel exercises effective control during the period covered by the report.

32. The Committee recommends the publication and distribution of the concluding observations of the Committee to
public bodies, media agencies, and non-govemmental organizations working in the area of human rights.

O1996-200 1
Office of the United Nations High Cornrnissioner for Hurnan Rights
Geneva, Switzerland
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HUMAN RIGHTS COMMITTEE
Seventy-eighth session
CONSIDERATION OF REPORTS SUBMITTED BY STATES PARTIES
UNDER ARTICLE 40 OF THE COVENANT

Concluding observations of the Human Rights Committee
Israel
1. The Committee considered the second periodic report of Israel (CCPWClISR/200112) at its 2 116th, 2 117th and 2 118th
meetings (see CCPWClSR.2 116-2118), held on 24 and 25 July 2003, and adopted the following concluding observations
at its 2 128th - 2 130th meetings (CCPWClSR.2128-2 130), held on 4 and 5 August 2003.

A. Introduction

\

2. The Committee welcomes the second periodic report submitted by Israel and expresses its appreciation for the frank
and constructive dialogue with a competent delegation. It welcomes the detailed answers, both oral and written, that were
provided to its written questions.
B. Factors and difficulties affecting the implementation of the Covenant
3. The Committee has noted and recognizes the serious security concems of Israel in the context of the present conflict,
as well as the difficult human rights issues relating to the resurgence of suicide bombings which have targeted Israei's
civilian population since the beginning of the second intifada in September 2000.
C. Positive factors
4. The Committee welcomes the positive measures and legislation adopted by the State party to improve the status of
women in Israeli Society, with a view to promoting gender equality. In this context, it welcomes in particular the
amendment to the Equal Rights for Women Law (2000), the Employment of Women Law (Amendment 19), the adoption
of the Sexual Harassment Law (1998), the Prevention of Stalking Law (2001), the Rights of Victims of an Offence Law
(2001), and other legislative measures designed to combat domestic violence. It also welcomes the establishment of the
Authority for the Advancement of the Status of Women but would appreciate further, up-to-date information on its
responsibilities and functioning in practice.
5. The Committee welcomes the measures taken by the State party to combat trafficking in women for the purpose of
prostitution, in particular the Prohibition on Trafficking Law enacted in July 2000 and the prosecution of traffickers since
that date.

6. The Coininittee notes the efforts to increase the level of education for the Arab. Druze and Bedouin coilîmunities in
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Israel. In particular, it notes the implementation of the Special Education Law and the Compulsory Education Law
Amendment (2000).
7. The Committee also notes the State party's information about the significant measures taken for the development of
the Arab sector, in particular through the 200 1-2004 Development Plan.
8. The Committee welcomes legislation adopted by the State party in respect of persons with disabilities, in particular the
enactment of the Equal Rights for People with Disabilities Law (1998). It expresses the hope that those areas where the
rights of disabled people, acknowledged by the delegation as not being respected and requiring further improvements,
will be addressed as soon as possible.
9 The Committee notes the efforts by the State party to provide better conditions for migrant workers. It welcomes the
amendment to the Foreign Workers Law and the increase in penalties imposed on employers for non-compliance with
the law. It also welcomes free access to labour courts for migrant workers and the provision of information to them about
their rights in several foreign languages.
10. The Committee welcomes the Supreme Court's judgement of September 1999 which invalidated the former
govemmental guidelines goveming the use of "moderate physical pressure" during interrogations and held that the Israeli
Security Agency (ISA) has no authority under Israeli law to use physical force during interrogations.

D. Principal subjects of concem and recomrnendations
11. The Committee has noted the State party's position that the Covenant does not apply beyond its own territory, notably
in the West Bank and in Gaza, especially as long as there is a situation of armed conflict in these areas. The Committee
reiterates the view, previously spelled out in paragraph 10 of its concluding observations on Israel's initial report
(CCPRlCl79lAdd.93 of 18 August 1998), that the applicabili~of the regime of intemational humanitarian law during an
armed conflict does not preclude the application of the Covenant, including article 4 which covers situations of public
emergency which threaten the life of the nation. Nor does the applicability of the regime of international humanitarian
law preclude accountability of States parties under article 2, paragraph 1, of the Covenant for the actions of their
authorities outside their own territories, including in occupied territories. The Committee therefore reiterates that, in the
current circumstances, the provisions of the Covenant apply to the benefit of the population of the Occupied Territories,
for al1 conduct by the State party's authorities or agents in those territories that affect the enjoyment of rights enshrined in
the Covenant and fa11 within the ambit of State responsibility of Israel under the principles of public international law.
The State party should reconsider its position and to include in its third periodic report al1 relevant information
regarding the application of the Covenant in the Occupied Territories resulting from its activities therein.

f

:

'i

12. While welcoming the State party's decision to review the need to maintain the declared state of emergency and to
prolong it on a yearly rather than an indefinite basis, the Committee remains concemed about the sweeping nature of
measures during the state of emergency, that appear to derogate from Covenant provisions other than article 9,
derogation from which was notified by the State party upon ratification. In the Committee's opinion, these derogations
extend beyond what would be permissible under those provisions of the Covenant which allow for the limitation of rights
(e.g. articles 12, paragraph 3; 19, paragraph 3 and; 21, paragraph 3). As to measures derogating from article 9 itself, the
Committee is concemed about the frequent use of various forms of administrative detention, particularly for Palestinians
from the Occupied Territories, entailing restrictions on access to counsel and to the disclose of full reasons of the
detention. These features lirnit the effectiveness of judicial review, thus endangering the protection against torture and
other inhuman treatment prohibited under article 7 and derogating fiom article 9 more extensively than what in the
Committee's view is permissible pursuant to article 4. In this regard, the Committee refers to its earlier concluding
observations on Israel and to its general comment No. 29.
The State party should complete as soon as possible the review initiated by the Ministry of Justice of legislation
goveming states of emergency. In this regard, and pending the adoption of appropriate legislation, the State party
should review the modalities governing the renewal of the state of emergency and specifi the provisions of the
Covenant it seeks to derogate from, to the extent strictly required by the exigencies of the situation (art. 4).

13 The Committee is concemed that the use of prolonged detention without any access to a lawyer or other persons of
the outside world violates articles the Covenant (arts. 7, 9, 10 and 14, para. 3 (b).
The State party should ensure that no one is held for more than 48 hours without access to a lawyer.
14. The Committee is concerned about the vagueness of definitions in Israeli counter-terrorism legislation and
regulations which, althougli their application is subject to judicial review, appear to run counter to the principle of
legality in several aspects owing to the ambiguous wording of the provisions and the use of several evidentiary
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presumptions to the detriment of the defendant. This has adverse consequences on the rights protected under article 15 of
the Covenant, which is non-derogable under article 4, paragraph 2, of the Covenant.
The State party should ensure that measures designed to counter acts of terrorism, whether adopted in connection
with Security Council resolution 1373 (2001) or in the context of the ongoing armed conflict, are in full
conformity with the Covenant.

15. The Cominittee is concemed by what the State party calls "targeted killings" of those identified by the State party as
suspected terrorists in the Occupied Temtories. This practice would appear to be used at least in part as a deterrent or
punishment, thus raising issues under article 6 . While noting the delegation's observations about respect for the principle
of proportionality in any response to terrorist activities against civilians and its affirmation that only persons taking direct
part in hostilities have been targeted, the Committee remains concemed about the nature and extent of the responses by
the Israeli Defence Force (IDF) to Palestinian terrorist attacks.
The State party should not use "targeted killings" as a deterrent or punishment. The State party should ensure that
the utmost consideration is given to the principle of proportionality in al1 its responses to terrorist threats and
activities. State policy in this respect should be spelled out clearly in guidelines to regional military commanders,
and complaints about disproportionate use of force should be investigated promptly by an independent body.
Before resorting to the use of deadly force, al1 measures to arrest a person suspected of being in the process of
committing acts of terror must be exhausted.

16. While fully acknowledging the threat posed by terrorist activities in the Occupied Territories, the Committee deplores
what it considers to be the partly punitive nature of the demolition of property and homes in the Occupied Territories. In
the Committee's opinion the demolition of property and houses of families some of whose members were or are
suspected of involvement in terrorist activities or suicide bombings contravenes the obligation of the State party to
ensure without discrimination the right not to be subjected to arbitrary interference with one's home (art. 17), freedom to
choose one's residence (art. 12), equality of al1 persons before the law and equal protection of the law (art. 26), and not to
be subject to torture or cruel and inhuman treatment (art 7) .
The State party should cease forthwith the above practice.

17. The Committee is concemed about the IDF practice in the Occupied Territories of using local residents as
"volunteers" or Shields during military operations, especially in order to search houses and to help secure the surrender of
those identified by the State party as terrorist suspects.
The State party should discontinue this practice, which often results in the arbitrary deprivation of life (art. 6).

.

18. The Committee is concemed that interrogation techniques incompatible with article 7 of the Covenant are still
reported frequently to be resorted to and the "necessity defence" argument, which is not recognized under the Covenant,
is often invoked and retained as a justification for ISA actions in the course of investigations.
The State party should review its recourse to the "necessity defence" argument and provide detailed information
to the Committee in its next periodic report, including detailed statistics covering the period since the
examination of the initial report. It should ensure that alleged instances of ill-treatment and torture are vigorously
investigated by genuinely independent mechanisms, and that those responsible for such actions are prosecuted.
The State party should provide statistics fi-om 2000 to the present day on how many complaints have been made
to the Attorney-General, how many have been tumed down as unsubstantiated, how many have been tumed down
because the defence of necessity has been applied and how many have been upheld, and with what consequences
for the perpetrators.

19. While again acknowledging the seriousness of the State party's security concems that have prompted recent
restrictions on the right to freedom of movement, for example through imposition of curfews or establishment of an
inordinate number of roadblocks, the Committee is concemed that the construction of the "Seam Zone", by means of a
fence and, in part, of a wall, beyond the Green Line, imposes additional and unjustifiably severe restrictions on the right
to freedom of movement of, in particular, Palestinians within the Occupied Territories. The "Seam Zone" has adverse
repercussions on nearly al1 walks of Palestinian life; in particular, the wide-ranging restrictions on freedom of movement
disrupt access to health care, including emergency medical services, and access to water. The Committee considers that
these restrictions are incompatible with article 12 of the Covenant.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.
The General Assembly and the Commission on Human Rights have been seized of the
situation of human rights in the occupied Palestinian territories for many years. Since late
September, however, there has been a dramatic deterioration of the human rights situation in the
occupied territories.
2.
By a letter dated 3 October 2000, addressed to the United Nations High Coininissioner
for Human Rights, the Permanent Representative of Algeria to the United Nations Office at
Geneva, on behalf of the Council of Arab Permanent Representatives of Members of the League
of Arab States, requested that a special session of the Commission be convened "to discuss the
grave and massive violations of the human rights of the Palestinian people by the Israeli
occupying power".
3.
In the light of the agreement of a majority of its members, the Commission on Human
Rights convened in its fifth special session from 17 October to 19 October 2000.
4.
On 19 October 2000, the Commission on Human Rights at its fifth special session,
adopted resolution S-511 (E/2000/112-EICN.4lS-515, chap. II), in which it decided inter alia to
request the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights to undertake an urgent visit to
the occupied Palestinian territories to take stock of the violations of the human rights of the
Palestinian people by the Israeli occupying Power, to facilitate the activities of the inechanisms
of the Coinmission in implementation of the resolution, to keep it informed of developments and
to report to the Commission at its fifty-seventh session and, on an interim basis, to the
General Assembly at its fifty-fifth session. On 22 November 2000, the Economic and Social
Council, in its decision 200013 11, endorsed the resolution adopted by the Corninission at its fifth
special session.

5.
The mandate of the High Commissioner for Human Rights requires her to proinote and
protect the effective enjoyment by al1 of al1 civil, cultural, economic, political and social rights;
to enhance international cooperation for the promotion and protection of al1 human rights; to
engage in a dialogue with al1 Governments with a view to securing respect for al1 human rights;
and to carry out the tasks assigned to her by the competent bodies of the United Nations system
in the field of human rights. The High Commissioner is also mandated to report on her activities
to the Commission on Human Rights, the Economic and Social Council and to the
General Asseinbly.
6.
Mindful of these aspects of her mandate, the High Commissioner for Human Rights
undertook a visit to the Middle East from 8 to 16 November 2000. During her mission, she
visited the occupied Palestinian territories, Israel, Egypt and Jordan. This report to the
Commission on Human Rights summarizes the outcome of her mission.

7.
The High Cominissioner's visit to the occupied Palestinian territories took place at the
urgent request of the Commission on Human Rights and because of the seriousness of the human
riglits situation there at the present time.

8.
With regard to her visit to Israel, the High Commissioner, in cooperation with the Israeli
authorities, undertook a visit that had been scheduled at an earlier stage but that had been
postponed. The visit to Israel focused on general cooperation on human rights issues as well as
on the situation in the occupied Palestinian territories. During her visit to Israel, the Israeli
authorities expressly accepted, in a meeting between the High Commissioner and senior Foreign
Ministry officials on 15 November 2000, that the High Commissioner's report on her visit to the
region would also deal with the visit to Israel.

9.
The visits to Egypt and Jordan were undertaken primarily in view of the situation in the
occupied Palestinian territories. From that perspective, the discussions with leaders in those
countries are reflected in this report.
10.
In submitting this report, the High Commissioner for Human Rights is conscious of the
evolving situation in the area, attentive to the efforts of the Secretary-General of the
United Nations and others to promote peace, and to the importance of the quest for peace with
justice and respect for human rights, and mindful of the duty of conscience regarding the
situation of human rights prevailing in the occupied Palestinian territories. It is in this spirit of
conscience that this report is submitted.
II. OUTLINE OF THE HIGH COMMISSIONER'S VISIT TO THE REGION
The programme of the High Commissioner's visit to the region, including lists of those
Il.
with whom she met, is annexed to the present report. The following is a brief summary.

12.
In Gaza, the High Commissioner inet with the President of the Palestinian Authority
and Chairman of the Executive Committee of the Palestine Liberation Army (PLO),
Mr. Yasser Arafat, senior representatives of the Palestinian Authority (PA), representatives of
the NGO community, the Chairman of the Palestinian Independent Commission for Citizen's
Rights and with representatives of United Nations programmes, funds and agencies, including
the Commissioner General of the United Nations Relief and Works Agency for Palestine
Refugees in the Near East (UNRWA) and the United Nations Special Coordinator. The High
Cominissioner visited the largest hospital in Gaza, Shifa Hospital, and met with 45 patients,
including children, injured over recent weeks, as well as medical staff and family members. She
travelled to the Rafah refugee camp near the Egyptian border, visited sites affected by the recent
violence, including several UNWRA schools; visited a health care centre, and viewed
settleinents and military installations.
13.
In East Jerusalem, the High Coinmissioner met with representatives of the Muslim and
Christian communities as well as of NGOs, Palestinian officials and a delegation of expatriate
volunteers. Slie visited Hebron, Ramallah and El-Bireh, where she met with the Speaker and
other members of the Palestinian Legislative Council as well as with Ministers of the PA. In
Ramallah, the High Commissioner visited a refugee camp, including a school, and, in El-Bireh,
met with representatives of NGOs, and a delegation of schoolchildren.
14.
In Israel, the High Commissioner discussed the recent human rights developments in
Israel and the occupied Palestinian territories with the President of Israel, Mr. Moshe Katzav, the
President of the Supreme Court, Chief Justice Aharon Barak, the Minister of Justice,

Dr. Yossi Beilin, the Director General of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Dr. Alon Leal and
other senior officials, senior officials of the Ministry of Defence, represeiîtatives of the Israeli
Defense Forces (IDF), the Israeli member of the United Nations Human Rights Committee,
representatives of NGOs, academics and Israeli settlers froin Gilo, and international and local
staff of United Nations agencies.
In Cairo, the High Cominissioner met with the Minister for Foreign Affairs of Egypt,
15.
Mr. Amr Musa, with senior officials of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and with representatives
of NGOs. She also met with the Secretary General of the League of Arab States,
Dr. Ismat Abdel-Maguid.
16.
In Aminan, the High Commissioner was received by His Royal Majesty King Abdullah II
of Jordan and met with the Deputy Prime Minister, Mr. Ahmed Khleifat, and the
Secretary General of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Mr. Shaher Bak.
In all, the High Cominissioner heard the views of several hundred people, many of whom
17.
spoke fiom persona1 experience of the present human rights situation. The High Commissioner
also received several dozen written submissions and briefs, which have been considered in the
preparation of this report. The High Commissioner wishes to record her appreciation and thanks
to al1 those with whom she met and to the Governments, authorities and United Nations
representatives which received her and facilitated her mission.
18.
It was a difficult mission, addressing a highly politicized and complex situation with
serious human rights implications. At each meeting in both the occupied Palestinian territories
and Israel the High Commissioner emphasized the integrity of her mandate, the objectivity of her
approach, and that her focus would be on the human rights implications of what she saw and
heard and of what was represented to her by the various parties she met.
III. GENERAL OBSERVATIONS
The human rights situation in the occupied Palestinian territories is bleak. The civilian
19.
population feels besieged by a stronger power prepared to use its superior force against
demonstrations and stonethrowing by adolescents. During the course of the visit the violence
escalated, with more shooting - including so-called drive-by shootings - on the Palestinian side
and the use of rockets and heavy machine-gun fire on the Israeli side. At each meeting in the
occupied Palestinian territories pleas for international protection or for some form of
international monitoring presence were voiced.
In the occupied Palestinian territories, discussions concerning the present crisis and its
20.
impact on human rights were linked to the reality of the occupation itself. That reality was
described by Palestinians as one of grinding, petty humiliations, discrimination and inequalities
which were ultimately dehumanizing. It was explained that the anger and frustration of the
present Intifada stemmed from lack of implementation of the key United Nations resolutions,
especially General Asseinbly resolutions 181 (II) and 194 (III) and Security Council
resolution 242 (1 967), the continuing encroachment on land for settlements, and what was
perceived as a peace process which had not addressed the Palestinian claims of a State with
East Jerusalem as its capital and soine recognition of the right of return of refugees.

21.
Perhaps the strongest and most troubling impression taken away by the
High Coinmissioner from her visit to Israel and the occupied Palestinian territories was that of
two peoples who are linked by history and geography, but are currently separated by a wide and
growing gap in their perceptions of each other. The violence of recent months has resulted in a
hardening of positions, with little willingness on either side to understand or accept the narrative
of the other.
22.
Amongst Israelis there is a preoccupation with security, born of a strong sense of
isolation and of being set upon fiom al1 sides. This can easily be understood in terins of Israeli
and Jewish history. However, it is not appreciated or allowed for by a Palestinian people who
see only Israel's ovenvhelming military superiority and experience its readiness to use it.
Israelis with whom the High Commissioner met, including many who deeply believe in the
peace process, said they felt shell-shocked by the recent breakdown of negotiations at a time
when, to thein, a coinprehensive settlement had seemed so close. Amongst Palestinians, on the
other hand, the predominant sentiment was that the process of the past seven years had delivered
little or nothing to them. Whilst Israelis point to the building of economic links as a positive
sign, Palestinians see the same process as increasing the dependence of the occupied territories
and their vulnerability to exploitation by Israel during periods of crisis.
23.
The High Commissioner was offered different views about the origins of the present
cycle of violence, including on the significance of the visit of Mr. Ariel Sharon to the
Temple Mount/Haram Al-Sharif, and on whether the current intifada is a spontaneous popular
uprising or an orchestrated strategy. The High Commissioner referred repeatedly to her
inandate, which addresses the underlying human rights causes of the conflict. Such ail approach
acknowledges the long-standing and unresolved grievances of the Palestinian people, inany of
whom are now third-generation refugees. It must also be understood, as it is by inany Israelis,
that Palestinians, including Arabs who have Israeli citizenship, have suffered and continue to
suffer from serious discrimination. An inescapable conclusion is that much of the present
situation has to do with the daily reality of life under the occupation, including what Palestinians
see as the numerous daily humiliations imposed upon them, often deliberately, but sometimes
through bureaucratic indifference towards people who lack political power. However, in
discussing root causes, it must also be acknowledged that over an extended period the right of
Israelis to "security of person" (Universal Declaration of Human Rights, article 3) has been
threatened. This persistent insecurity has given rise to many of the problems which now lie at
the heart ofthe human rights situation in the occupied Palestinian territories and Israel.

24.
A related problem is that of hate speech and inciteinent. Numerous examples were cited
to the High Commissioner during her visit and evidence was clearly visible on the walls of
Palestinian houses and Israeli settlements. The High Commissioner was struck, for example, by
the deep hurt caused by the accusation that Palestinian parents were forcing their children into
the line of fire to achieve martyrdom. Similarly, she was shocked by calls broadcast on
Palestinian television and radio urging the killing of al1 Jews. At this very difficult time it is
incumbent upon leaders on both sides to avoid inciting racial and religious animosities and to
condemn such incitement when it does occur within their communities. The High Coinmissioner
believes that the forthcoming World Conference against Racism, Racial Discrimination,
Xenophobia and Related Intolerance will provide an opportunity for reflection and
reconciliation, which political leaders and ineinbers of civil society alike sliould begin to prepare
for.

IV. HUMAN RIGHTS SITUATION IN THE
OCCUPIED PALESTINIAN TERRITORIES
25.
While in the occupied Palestinian territories, the High Coinmissioner received
information from numerous sources alleging serious violations of human rights, both in relation
to recent events and more long-term systematic abuses originating from the occupation itself.
Also alleged was a failure on the part of Israel to adhere to international humanitarian law, in
particular the 1949 Fourth Geneva Convention relative to the protection of civilians in tiine of
war, whose applicability to the occupied territories has been repeatedly reaffirined by
United Nations bodies, including the Security Council, the General Asseinbly and the
Commission on Human Rights. Particular areas of concern with regard to recent developments
included: excessive and disproportionate use of force, including alleged attacks on medical
personnel; the arbitrary destruction of property; the effects on Palestinian residents of Israeli
settlement activity, including restrictions on freedom of movement; the serious econoinic impact
on the residents of the occupied territories; the violations of the human rights of children; and
restrictions on access to humanitarian assistance.
Excessive use of force

26.
The inost persistent allegation brought to the attention of the High Commissioner was
that Israeli security forces have engaged in excessive force, disproportionate to the threat faced
by their soldiers. A wide range of observers, including United Nations representatives,
expressed the strong view that the very high number of casualties, combined with the nature of
the injuries being sustained, including by young people, could only be consistent with a military
response which was both excessive and inappropriate. With only minor regional variations, this
pattern was, said the observers, repeated in different locations throughout the affected areas.
27.
The High Commissioner had requested a meeting with the Israeli Defense Forces (IDF).
The meeting was facilitated by Israel and took place at Ben Gurien Airport on 13 November
prior to her flight to Cairo. It is described in some detail in paragraphs 66 to 71 below but, as it
offered an opportunity to hear the Israeli perspective on the allegations of excessive use of force,
the relevant coinments or a reference to the relevant paragraphs are inserted in the present
section of the report.
28.
In an attempt to disperse the demonstrations, the Israeli military authorities have used
live ammunition, rubber coated steel bullets and tear gas, al1 of which have resulted in deaths and
injuries amongst the Palestinians. Heavier weapons have also been used, including rockets fired
by infantry and from helicopters, armoured vehicles which have been deployed throughout the
Gaza Strip and the West Bank, and heavy machine guns. The use of heavy weapons has raised
the incidence of death and injury amongst non-combatants and, indeed, several such deaths
occurred during the period of the High Commissioner's visit.
29.
A high percentage of the injuries sustained by Palestinians have been to the upper part of
their body, including a large number of eye injuries, some caused by the firing of "rubber"
bullets at close range. The result is often the loss of an eye, but can also be severe brain damage
or death. In subsequent discussions senior IDF representatives accepted the potential lethalness
of "rubber" bullets, and also that of tear gas, if used in a confined area, as has been alleged.

30.
When asked about the reported injuries, senior IDF officers told the High Coinmissioner
(see paras. 69-70 below) that the methods and weapons einployed by the IDF in dealing with the
present crisis are carefully calibrated according to the nature of the threat being faced and, in
particular, that live fire, whether from small arms or heavier weapons, has only been directed at
those who have used firearms or petrol bombs in attacks against Israeli forces.
3 1.
While in the Gaza Strip, the High Commissioner visited Shifa Hospital, the largest
hospital in Gaza with 650 beds and 8 operating theatres. The High Commissioner met
with 45 patients, including boys and girls under 18 and their relatives. A 15-year-old, now a
paraplegic, informed the High Commissioner that he was shot by Israeli soldiers while he was
demonstrating and throwing stones in the industrial zone close to Erez checkpoint. He had
joined other teenagers after school to express his anger following the death of one of his
schoolmates the previous day. A 14-year-old wounded in the arm and leg explained that he had
gone to throw stones in revenge after a classmate had been shot and blinded in both eyes, and the
doctor accompanying the High Commissioner confirmed he had treated this other boy. The High
Commissioner heard numerous anecdotal accounts of shootings involving Palestinians who, it
was said, could not have been involved in any form of protest activity, for example, an elderly
man who was shot twice near the door of his house and a pregnant woman who was shot whilst
on the roof of her house. See paragraphs 69 and 70 below for the IDF response on rules of
engagement and child casualties.
32.
The Minister of Health of the Palestian Authority, Dr. Riadh Al-Zaanoun, told the High
Coinmissioner that by his estimates some 6,958 persons (3,366 in the West Bank and 3,592 in
the Gaza Strip) had been wounded during the period 29 September-9 November 2000 and
that 1,O 16 Palestinians had been injured in Israel. Of those injured, he said, 40 per cent were
under the age of 18. According to the Minister, the types of ammunition responsible for injuries
were as follows: rubber bullets (41 per cent); live bullets (27 per cent); tear gas (27 per cent);
and others, including rockets (1 1 per cent).
33.
The Palestinian Red Crescent Society estimates that 236 Palestinians were killed
and 9,353 injured during the period 29 September-23 November. During the
period 27 September-23 November, Israeli officia1 sources estimate that 30 Israelis
were killed and 375 were injured. Estimates are disputed by the parties.
Impact on children
34.
According to the Red CrossIRed Crescent, as of 20 November, 86 children (aged 18 and
under) had been killed and over 3,000 injured, two to three hundred of whoin, it is estimated,
will have permanent disabilities. According to the same source, hundreds of Palestinian children
have been obliged to abandon their homes in order to escape the violence. The destruction of
family dwellings has left more than a thousand children witho'ut homes, often in situations of
food shortage and without access to medical care.
35.
The current situation in the West Bank and Gaza Strip has had a serious impact on the
Palestinian education system. The High Commissioner visited two schools in the Gaza Strip and
one school in Rainallah where she was briefed by teachers on the consequences of the current
situation for Palestinian pupils. She was told that since the begini~ingof October more

than 40 schools have been closed or are unable to operate owing to curfews or closures. Otlier
schools, such as one visited by the High Commissioner in the Gaza Strip, have been damaged by
gunfire and the premises abandoned, requiring that several thousand children be fitted into other
schools if possible.
36.
In discussions with directors of preparatory schools and educators, as well as delegations
of children in Gaza and Ramallah, the High Commissioner was told that many children suffer
from psychological and social problems as a direct consequence of the current situation.
Children themselves explained to the High Commissioner their fear of leaving their homes or, in
some cases, of going back to their homes, and of difficulties sleeping. According to UNICEF,
oiily about 1 per cent of adolescents in Gaza have actually engaged in demonstrations or attacks
against lsraeli military positions. However, teachers have reported that the rest of the students
who have remained at their studies have nevertheless been mentally distracted or emotionally
affected by the events in the street, with the result that their educational performance has
deteriorated.
Medical personnel
37.
An aspect of particular concern is the allegation that the inedical condition of inany of the
victims has suffered, with some deaths, as a consequence of their being denied access to timely
medical assistance. Reportedly, Palestinian ambulances and medical personnel have been
prevented from discharging their normal responsibilities. During the High Cominissioner's visit
to Gaza, her vehicle was unable to proceed along the main north-south road because of an
exchange of gunfire on the road ahead which had left two lsraeli soldiers at a checkpoint
seriously wounded and two Palestinians dead in their vehicle. The High Commissioner
witnessed the fact that two ambulances were not permitted to attend to the Palestinian casualties.
38.
Very serious allegations were made of attacks by Israeli security forces on medical
personnel and ambulances. The High Commissioner was informed about the case of a
Palestinian Red Crescent Society ambulance driver, Bassam Al-Balbisi, wlio had been killed
while trying to approach 12-year-old Mohammad Al-Dura and his father in order to move them
into an ambulance. According to Palestinian officials, 45 ambulances had been attacked by
Israeli forces in Jerusalem and the West Bank and 23 in the Gaza Strip. The High
Coinmissioner was told that nine ambulances had been put out of service owing to damage
between 29 Septeinber and 9 November.
Destruction of property
39.
In the Gaza Strip, the High Commissioner visited Rafah refugee camp and surrounding
areas where she was able to inspect a number of private houses and apartments that had been
heavily damaged by gunfire andlor rocket attack, particularly at night. The owner of one house
in Rafah told the High Commissioner that she had been obliged to leave her house, witliin a few
minutes, when she realized that an Israeli tank had already started to destroy part of the house.
A farm owner told the High Commissioner that Israeli soldiers liad destroyed his greenhouses
and his family residence during the night of 29 October. Water wells have reportedly also been
destroyed in actions carried out by settlers or Israeli forces. The High Commissioner saw that a
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number of fields of fi-uit-bearingtrees, particularly olive trees, had been cleared in the occupied
regions. The High Commissioner was told that, in many cases, these orchards and fields
represented the entire livelihood of dozens of families.
40.
According to the IDF (see sect. V below), the clearances and demolitions were carried
out as matter of military necessity because these structures or plantations had been used as cover
by Palestinian gunmen. The IDF told the High Commissioner that the doctrine of military
necessity meant that compensation was not payable in these circumstances. Israeli officials told
the High Commissioner that military action carried out in the Palestinian areas often took place
at night, because this was the time when Palestinian gunfire most often occurred.
Settlements
41.
At the best of times relations between Israeli settlers and Palestinians are extremely
sensitive and tense. At times of crisis the settlements can become a catalyst for violence.
Amongst the main concems raised by the Palestinian interlocutors were the privileged position
settleinents enjoy with respect to land and water for domestic and agricultural use, the negative
impact on surrounding Palestinian communities, the fact that settlers are heavily armed and live
in barrier-enclosed areas protected by the IDF and that separate roads have been created for
settlers alone which are prohibited to Palestinians. The concerns raised with the High
Commissioner by three Israeli families living in Gilo whom she met at Ben Gurion Airport
on 15 November are set out at paragraph 71 below.
In Gaza, Israeli installations to protect settlements there are located on the main road
42.
through Gaza and have become the focus for stone throwing and shooting by Palestinians, with
severe retaliation by the Israeli military. It was strongly represented to the High Coinmissioner
that if these military installations and heavy armoury were to move off the highway and closer to
the settlements being protected this could ease tension. The IDF analysis was that the protection
role could only be discharged from the present positions (see paras. 69-70 below).
Following her visit to the refugee camp at Rafah the High Commissioner was driven
43.
along a seulement road and was surprised to be shown further expansions of settlements taking
place.
The High Commissioner visited the city of Hebron, one of the biggest administrative
44.
units in the occupied Palestinian territories in terms of area and population, and went into the
Israeli controlled part of Hebron known as H2 in the Company of officials of the Teinporary
International Presence in Hebron (TIPH). Since the first week of October, the IDF has imposed
a curfew on 30,000 Palestinians living in the H2 zone, which has had an enonnous impact on the
enjoyment by Palestinian residents of their basic human rights. As a result of the curfew,
thousands of families and their children live under virtual house arrest, confined to their homes
for al1 but a few hours per week. During the hours when the curfew is not imposed the use of
motor vehicles by Palestinian residents is forbidden, requiring residents to walk considerable
distances to purchase food supplies, as shops in the Hebron H2 zone are also affected by the
curfew.
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45.
Workers from the Hebron H2 zone have been prevented from reaching their places of
work, whether in Israel or in the occupied territories. Restrictions on freedoin of movement
inake it increasingly difficult for the Palestinians in the H2 zone to meet their most basic needs,
such as food supplies and medical care, and Palestinian children cannot attend school. In this
regard, the High Commissioner was informed that 32 schools had been closed since the
beginning of the events, preventing some 15,000 pupils from exercising their right to education.
The curfew does not apply to the 300 to 400 Israeli settlers living in the H2 zone of the
46.
city and the settler school remains open. To ensure the safety of those settlers, the IDF maintains
a large presence in that part of Hebron (700 soldiers according to the IDF; 2,000 according to
another source). Three schools and several Palestinian houses in the H2 zone have been taken
over by the IDF and turned into military posts.
47.
At a meeting with the Mayor of Hebron, the Minister for Transport and other officiais in
the Hl zone of Hebron (under the Palestinian Authority), the High Commissioner was told that,
since October, 20 Palestinians had been killed in Hebron, of whom 5 were under 18 years of age,
and that inany houses, stores and facilities had been damaged, without compensation.
Allegations were made that settlers were involved in violence against and harassment of
Palestinian residents, with the tacit consent of the IDF.
IDF representatives told the High Cominissioner that their presence was necessary to
48
secure the safety of the settler community, which had been subjected to regular fire from
Palestinian gunmen.
Freedom of movement
An effective closure of the occupied territories has been applied since the beginning of
49.
October and the movement of the population there continues to be heavily restricted. The High
Coininissioner's own travel between Israel and the occupied territories, and within the occupied
territories, afforded an opportunity to assess the immediate impact of these restrictions. It was
noted that, while road closures impact heavily on Palestinians, there exists a parallel road
network, established by the Government of Israel, ltnown as the by-pass roads, exclusively for
the use of Israeli settlers and the authorities, enabling them to travel freely.
50.
In discussions with senior IDF representatives, the High Commissioner called for a lifting
or easing of the closures. The response fiom the senior officer responsible for IDF operations in
the occupied territories was that the closures were a necessary security measure. An explicit
linkage was drawn between the closures and the release in October, by the Palestinian Authority,
of some 80 prisoners who had been held in Palestinian custody and who are considered by the
Israeli authorities to pose a major security threat to Israel. The High Coinmissioner was told that
if the Palestinian Authority were to re-incarcerate these 80 prisoners then the closures would be
lifted the same day.
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Freedom of religion
5 1.
The High Coinmissioner met Muslim and Christian leaders representing the Palestinian
and Armenian communities in East Jerusalem. They told the High Commissioner that the Israeli
authorities continued to deny Palestinians full access to holy sites, including the Al-Aqsa
Mosque and the Church of the Holy Sepulchre.
Since the beginning of October, access to the Al-Aqsa Mosque has been denied to
52.
Muslims, even religious leaders, under the age of 45 years. As a result, only one tenth of the
usual number of worshippers currently have access to Al-Aqsa. Representatives of both
communities expressed the wish to have full responsibility for their own holy places, which is
currently denied by the Israeli authorities. They complained also of disrespectful behaviour by
Israeli troops stationed at the holy sites. In discussing the need for religious tolerance, they
explained to the High Commissioner their shared vision of Jerusalem as encompassing "one city,
two peoples and three religions" and stressed'the universal character of the city and the necessity
to maintain its spiritual soul.
53.
The High Commissioner relayed these views to the Israeli authorities in her subsequent
discussions with them. In particular, she expressed her concern that restrictions on access to the
holy sites could result in increased tension during the coming month of Ramadhan. The lsraeli
authorities told the High Commissioner that the restrictions were necessary to prevent armed
extremists from occupying the holy sites, which would necessitate an Israeli military response.
They argued that the degree of control over holy sites currently given to Palestinians was greater
than that which had been accorded to Jewish communities prior to the creation of the State of
Israel. In some cases where Palestinians had been entrusted with the protection of holy sites,
such as Joseph's Tomb, these sites had subsequently been desecrated.
Economic impact
54.
The United Nations development and humanitarian agencies operating in Jerusalem and
Gaza provided comprehensive briefings to the High Commissioner on the impact that the current
situation, particularly the closures, is having on the enjoyinent by Palestinians of their econoinic
rights and their right to development. They explained that the seriousness of the economic
situation required that they put development programmes on hold and concentrate on emergency
response and relief.
55.
Approximately 128,000 Palestinian workers, normally employed in Israel, are currently
barred from travelling to their workplaces. The movement of Palestinians within the occupied
territories is severely restricted under the strict interna1 closure iinposed, for instance, on the
various parts of the West Bank.
56.
According to the Israeli Ministry of Defence figures, the restrictions affect 20 per cent of
the Palestinian workforce and some 35 per cent of total salary income. According to the Office
of the United Nations Special Coordinator, uneinployment had tripled since the beginning of
October, which translates into a loss of household incoine of soine 10 to 11 million dollars
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per day. While most reports indicated that there were adequate supplies of food within the
occupied territories, the means with which to purchase food, medicines and other basic
necessities are rapidly becoming exhausted as affected families use the last of their savings.
57.
United Nations studies also report a 50 per cent reduction in normal economic activity
within the territories themselves. Restrictions on the inovement of Palestinians within the
West Bank have had economic consequences. Another serious factor has been the restriction on
the import of raw materials, particularly cement. The ban on the movement of cement has
effectively brought construction, normally the single largest industry in the occupied territories,
to a standstill.
58.
According to a Ministry of Defence briefing provided to the High Commissioner, loss of
confidence among Israelis has also had a major effect on economic conditions in the occupied
territories. In 1999, some 100,000 Israelis travelled to the territories for cominercial reasons,
generating income of $500 million. Cooperative projects in industrial zones along the "green
line" between Israel and the territories had resulted in the completion of 25 factories but since
the start of the intifada, three of these factories have been burned and an industrial estate
attacked, with the result that investor confidence has plummeted. The Ministry representatives
also stated that the effects of the closures have been exacerbated in some cases by the reluctance
of Palestinian Authority officials to cooperate with Israeli security processes at border
checkpoints.
59.
According to an International Monetary Fund (IMF) briefing provided to the High
Coinmissioner, a factor which has aggravated the economic impact of the closures and other
restrictions has been the failure of the Israeli authorities to make available to the Palestinian
Authority in a timely manner certain tax revenues owed to it under existing agreements, which
has affected the capacity of the Palestinian Authority to pay salaries to its employees.
60.
Although the adverse economic consequences of the current situation are being felt most
acutely in the occupied Palestinian territories, they have also had a negative impact on the Israeli
economy.
Huinanitarian access
6 1.
Access is a major preoccupation for al1 humanitarian organizations operating in the
occupied territories. Of particular concern are the restrictions imposed on the movement of
United Nations local Palestinian staff, who make up the vast majority of United Nations
einployees in the occupied territories.
62.
The High Coinmissioner was informed that because of the closures, ernergency
evacuation of seriously injured civilians for treatment abroad is difficult. Restrictions on access
also affect the import of donations of humanitarian goods and equipinent from abroad. Imports
into Gaza involve unloading of the cargo of every truck originating from Israel at the
Gaza/West Bank entry checkpoints and reloading ont0 other trucks for onward delivery.
United Nations agencies have reported difficulties in obtaining clearance for emergency health
kits.
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63.
The Ministry of Defence indicated that it was doing everything possible to facilitate
humanitarian access to the occupied territories. During October alone, the Ministry
representatives said, requests from some 80 countries had been processed in relation to medical
supplies, blankets and sophisticated hospital equipment. A special coordination centre had been
set up in order to bypass the usual bureaucratic channels and close liaison had been established
with the Palestinian Authority.

64.
The High Commissioner, in her subsequent discussions with senior IDF representatives,
raised the specific issue of UNRWA medical supplies that had been blocked in Jerusalem. The
IDF representatives indicated that this type of cargo should not be the subject of any restriction
and they undertook to facilitate its delivery.

V. VISIT TO ISRAEL
65.
The High Commissioner's visit to Israel allowed her to address general human rights
issues and hear the views of a wide range of Israeli citizens and organizations, both Jewish and
Arab. However, given the current situation, most discussions focused on the human rights
situation in the occupied territories. The following paragraphs reflect the Israeli perspective on
the situation.
Excessive use of force
66.
On 13 November, following her visits to Gaza, Hebron and Ramallah, the
High Commissioner discussed, with the Israeli authorities, the use of force by the IDF and
other security forces. The High Commissioner expresses her appreciation for the very frank and
informative meeting with the senior IDF officers responsible for security, intelligence, legal
issues, weapons development and public affairs, which the government facilitated.
The IDF oficers outlined their view of the genesis of the present situation - a view which
67.
was shared by other Israeli government oficials. In brief, the view was put that the current
intifada had been launched as a deliberate strategy of the Palestinian leadership. On offer at
Camp David had been a Palestinian State, with reference made to both a right of return and a
negotiated division of Jerusalem. According to the IDF, the Palestinian leadership, unwilling to
inake the difficult political compromises required, had ignited what it hoped would be a "CNN
war" in which Palestinian losses would rally the support of the Muslim world and sway public
opinion in the West. The aim was to increase international pressure on Israel to make further
concessions. The ultimate goal was a Kosovo-style intervention force to protect "Palestinian
territory", rather than "Palestinian people", thereby achieving a resolution without having to go
to the negotiating table.
68.
In terms of the pattern of the violence, the IDF officers described as typical a situation
which coinmenced with stone throwing but which quickly escalated into armed attacks.
Whereas the previous intifada had almost exclusively featured stone throwers, who were dealt
with using riot control techniques, the Palestinians were now armed and many incidents featured
a lethal mix of stone throwers and shooters. It was stated that out of 5,085 attacks on lsraeli
settlements, some 1,400 had involved live fire, including machine gun fire or the use of
firebombs.
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69.
The IDF officers said that, according to their rules of engagement, attackers who use live
aminunition could be shot by soldiers and sharpshooters deployed for that purpose.
Nevertheless, they said, the IDF was only using 2 per cent of its military force. The High
Commissioner was told that most of those killed over recent weeks had been armed attackers,
shot after opening fire on Israeli positions. Soine, however, had been killed in the crossfire, by
one side or the other. Asked about the number of child casualties, the LDF officers responded
that they were unable to indicate ages and numbers as the IDF generally had no access to the
dead and wounded on the Palestinian side. However, they felt that the nuinbers reported were
exaggerated and told the High Commissioner that the Tanzeem militia recruited and armed
children.
70.
Asked why the IDF reportedly often resorts to the use of live ammunition instead of
non-lethal weapons, the IDF officers indicated that the military tactics being employed against
them influenced the types of weapons the IDF could employ. They explained to the
High Commissioner that Israel was concerned to reduce the number of casualties. So-called
less-than-lethal weapons (which can still kill at short ranges or high concentrations) such as
plastic coated bullets, tear gas and water cannons are only effective at a range of 50-100 metres.
But at this range troops are vulnerable to live fire. The IDF have over the last few months
field-tested dozens of weapons but have concluded that less-than-lethal weapons effective to a
range of 200 inetres do not currently exist. As a consequence, new weapons systeins are being
developed which, the IDF hope, will soon be deployed to control crowds effectively at longer
ranges with little or no risk of serious injury.
Before leaving Israel on 15 November, the High Commissioner met at Ben Gurion
71.
Airport with three families from Gilo, a Jewish settlement on the outskirts of Jerusalein, who
described nightly gunfire directed at their homes froin a neighbouring Palestinian area. They
also expressed concern that this resulted in heavy retaliation by the Israeli side, causing an
intolerable situation for al1 civilians. They had had good relations with their Arab neighbours
and were appalled at how the situation had deteriorated. Their families had lived in Gilo for
upwards of 20 years and they did not see themselves as settlers. They urged the need to stop the
violence and return to political dialogue.
Investigations; compensation for damage
72.
Matters which the High Commissioner pursued with IDF representatives were the issue
of how the use of lethal force was investigated by the IDF, what punishments were available for
iinproper or excessive use of such force, and how many investigations had been conducted to
date and with what result.
73.
She was told that, unlike the situation during the previous intifada, when the Israeli army
was in full control of the occupied Palestinian territories, there was currently no policy of routine
investigation into the use of lethal force. Investigations could, however, be carried out internally
if there was a particular reason to suspect that improper conduct had taken place. It was
explained that that decision had arisen from the IDF evaluating that the current situation could be
described as a state of "active warfare". In that situation the rules of war applied and soldiers
were not required to account for each shot fired. In any case, the IDF representatives said, the
nuinber of shots being fired made such a policy impractical. Reference was also made to the
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practical difficulties of investigating incidents in areas under Palestinian Authority control.
Another consequence of the IDF decision about the state of "active warfare" was that
compensation would no longer be made for the military use of private property, as it had been in
the past. Asked about the destruction of houses and orchards in the occupied Palestinian
territories, the IDF representatives advised the High Commissioner that there was no question of
compensation as, under the rules of war, those areas had been cleared as a matter of military
necessity because they had been used as cover by Palestinian gunmen.
74.
The IDF representatives added that the new assessment of their current legal situation
would normally also affect their own rules of engagement. In the present case, however, a
decision had been taken to maintain the same rules of engagement as applied in previous
intifada, in order not to increase the number of casualties. The IDF representatives made the
point that double standards were being applied in relation to the Palestinian side which was not
under international scrutiny about its rules of engagement or its policy on investigating shootings
and violations of human rights. The IDF representatives referred to the lynching of two Israeli
soldiers in Ramallah.

Situation of Arab Israelis
75.
The situation of Arab Israeli citizens was raised at a meeting between representatives of
Israeli NGOs and the High Commissioner as a specific human rights problem, albeit one which
could not be entirely separated fiom the general situation in the occupied territories.
Representatives of a number of Israeli NGOs indicated that Israeli Arabs, who represent
20 per cent of the State's population, had faced decades of neglect and discrimination on the part
of the Israeli authorities.

76.
Representatives of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs told the High Commissioner that the
Government of Israel was taking measures to promote the integration of Israeli Arabs into Israeli
society and to guarantee their rights as full citizei~s.Most Israeli interlocutors, including
officiais, acknowledged, however, that Israeli Arabs had suffered disadvantage and
discrimination and that there was still soine way to go in achieving full equality for that
community. The President of the Supreme Court, Chief Justice Aharon Barak, briefed the
High Commissioner on judicial action taken by the Supreme Court with respect to issues of
equality, including decisions grantingArabs the right to purchase land in Israel. He also outlined
the liberal approach adopted by his court concerning issues such as standing and jurisdiction in
civil cases, which enabled NGOs to bring suits on behalf of aggrieved persons.

77.
Most of the Arab Israelis whom the High Commissioner met described their situation as
one of exclusion, prejudice, official hostility and routine humiliation. Since 28 September,
however, the threat of violence which has engulfed many of their coinmunities has become the
primary concern of Arab Israelis. There was a sense of frustration that their problems were
perhaps less well recognized than those of Palestinians living in the occupied territories.
78.
Arab Israeli NGO representatives told the High Commissioner that, following the Street
demonstrations that took place in Arab cities and villages in Israel at the end of September and
beginning of October, the security forces had responded with brutality and excessive force, using
live ainmunition, tear gas and plastic coated bullets, in contrast to the more moderate tactics
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einployed against Jewish protesters. This had led to the deaths of 13 Arab Israeli citizens. Many
more had been injured and more than 1,000 arrested. A particular concern was the manner in
which detention policy was being implemented. Many arrests, including of minors, were being
carried out during night-time raids on homes. Once arrested, Arab detainees, including minors,
were, according to these sources, far more likely to be held in custody without bail until the
conclusion of their trials. It was asserted that this pattern was the result of a deliberate policy of
discrimination against Arab Israelis on the part of the Attorney General's Office and the State
Prosecutor's Office. It was further asserted that this policy extended to appealing every decision
to release Palestinian detainees, which did not apply where Jewish detainees were concerned.
Concern was expressed that the courts had largely acquiesced to these policies, with the result
that large numbers of young Arab Israelis remained in detention. This issue was raised by the
High Commissioner with the State Attorney General who indicated that she would look into the
situation of young detainees.
Israeli Commission of ~nquiry
79.
On 11 November, the Government of Israel decided to establish a State commission of
inquiry to inquire into the clashes, since 29 September, between the security forces and Israeli
citizens in which 13 Arabs were killed and hundreds of people injured. The Commission,
coinposed of three inembers, will be chaired by a justice of the Supreine Court. The Judicial
Commission of Inquiry Law gives this Commission full power to subpoena and obtain
information from anyone it deems may be able to assist in its inquiry. Witnesses who testify
before it enjoy full immunity. Its mandate is to investigate how the events developed, determine
the facts and draw conclusions. The Commission of Inquiry will decide for itself whether to
publish its findings. It will not address cases which occurred in the occupied Palestinian
territories or cases involving non-Israeli citizens.
80.
Some Arab Israeli NGOs have welcoined the establishment of the Cominission of
Inquiry, while regretting that tiine was lost by the Government in establishing initially a inore
limited "examining committee". Others have expressed scepticism as to whether it will
cdequately address the issues.
National human rinhts commission
Recent events in Israel have underlined the need to strengthen national mechanisins for
8 1.
the protection and promotion of human rights, especially in the area of non-discrimination. In
this context, the High Commissioner noted the positive steps being taken towards the
establishment of an independent national human rights commission.
82.
During the High Commissioner's meeting with the Minister of Justice and representatives
of civil society such as liuman rights lawyers, academics and experts, the Minister reiterated his
coinmitment to establish a human rights commission. He mentioned that the Minerva Center for
Human Rights at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem had undertaken to carry out research on
national human rights institutions and to recommend a mode1 for an Israeli institution. In the
first stage of the project, the research team examined international guidelines and the legislative
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and administrative structure, function and modes of operation of human rights institutions in
other countries. The NGO community had also been consulted when the proposa1 was being
drawn up and their concerns, ideas and suggestions had been discussed with the research team.
83.
Following these consultations the research team will prepare a draft report which will be
distributed for coinments among governinent officials, academic institutions and the NGO
community. The final proposal, which will incorporate the responses on the draft report, will be
presented to the Minister of Justice by March 2001. The High Commissioner was advised that
the proposal will include recommendations on the relationship between the human rights
commission and the Parliament and the Government, as well as existing executive bodies, such
as the State Comptroller, the Ombudsman and the recently established Commission for Equal
Rights for People with Disabilities. The final report will present the arnendments needed to
current legislation and recommend draft implementing legislation.
84.
The High Commissioner offered the services of her Special Adviser on National Human
Rights Institutions to assist the Government in its efforts towards the establishment of a national
commission. On 17 November, the High Commissioner wrote to the Minister of Justice
reiterating this offer.
VI. VISIT TO EGYPT
85.
The High Commissioner visited Egypt to discuss with senior officials and the
Secretary General of the League of Arab States the human rights situation in the occupied
Palestinian territories and the follow-up to the fifth special session of the Commission on
Human Rights.
86.
In Cairo, the High Commissioner met with the Minister for Foreign Affairs,
Mr. Amr. Musa, together with senior officials of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. The
Minister briefed the High Coinmissioner on steps taken by Egypt at the political level
to assist in resolving the present conflict, including implementation of the agreement reached at
Sharm El Sheikh. He expressed his Government's deep concern at the continuing deterioration
of the situation in the occupied Palestinian territories and the impact it was having on the
Palestinians. In this regard he raised the question of Israel's cornpliance with the Fourth Geneva
Convention and referred to the necessity to implement the decisions taken during the fifth special
session. The High Commissioner briefed the Minister on her visit and, in response to the
concerns expressed with regard to access for humanitarian aid, the High Commissioner informed
the Minister that she had made representations to the Israeli authorities concerning access for
huinanitarian relief supplies destined for the occupied territories.
87.
During the High Cominissioner's meeting with the Secretary General of the League of
Arab States, Dr. Ismat Abdel-Maguid, the latter referred to the concerns expressed in Arab
countries with regard to the situation of the Palestinians and steps taken by the ineinbers of the
League of Arab States following their meeting in Cairo on 19 October. He expressed his
appreciation of the High Commissioner's decision to visit Israel and the occupied Palestinian
territories at a very difficult time. He also declared the readiness of Arab countries to support the
resolution adopted at the fifth special session and indicated that he was looking forward to its
iinplementation.
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VII. VISIT TO JORDAN

88.
In Jordan, the High Commissioner was received by His Royal Majesty King Abdullah II.
He expressed deep concern about recent developments in Israel and the occupied territories and
mentioned that Jordan was sparing no efforts to assist both parties in the iinplementation of the
decisions agreed upon in Sharm el Sheikh. In terms of humanitarian assistance, King Abdullah
described the extensive relief programme put in place by Jordan, including a hospital in the
West Bank.
In a separate meeting with the Deputy Prime Minister and with senior officiais fiom the
89.
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the High Coinmissioner was made aware of Jordan's concern about
current events, particularly given the strong ties behveen the Jordanian and Palestinian peoples.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The High Commissioner came away fiom her visit deeply concerned about the serious
90.
deterioration of the human rights situation in the occupied territories and Israel and at the terrible
cost in terms of human lives. It is vital that both parties renew efforts to halt the current
dangerous escalation.
Mindful of the urgent and widespread calls for international protection made to her
9 1.
during her visit to the occupied territories, the High Commissioner believes that every effort
should be made to explore the feasibility of establishing an international monitoring presence.
The only path to lasting peace and stability is through peaceful negotiation, which calls
92.
for courage and responsibility on the part of the leadership of both sides. When she met with
Chairman Arafat in Gaza on 15 November, the High Commissioner asked hiin if he would
publicly cal1 for an end to the shooting by Palestinians. Later the same day he called on
Palestinians to stop firing on Israeli targets from zone "A" of the occupied territories. In
discussions with senior IDF officers, the High Commissioner also urged a withdrawal of Israeli
military forces fiom some of their forward positions and a lowering of the military profile in the
occupied territories. She continues to believe that some specific steps in that direction by the
IDF could help to break the present cycle of violence.
The High Commissioner believes that a peaceful and stable future in the region can only
93.
be achieved on the basis of a framework conforming to the requirements of international human
rights and humanitarian law. Full application of the international human rights standards set out
in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the two Human Rights Covenants is essential.
94.
The High Commissioner recalls that the General Assembly and the Coinmission on
Human Rights have repeatedly reaffirmed the de jure applicability of the 1949 Fourth Geneva
Convention relative to the Protection of Civilians in Time of War to the occupied Palestinian
territories. Article 1 of the Convention places a duty on al1 the High Contracting Parties "to
respect and to ensure respect" of the provisions of the Convention "in al1 circumstances". It
would be appropriate for the High Contracting Parties to assume their responsibility under the
Convention.
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95.
Another way in which the international community can assist is through the work of the
task force established under the terms of the Sharm El Sheikh Agreement.

96.
The High Commissioner would urge that the following specific steps be taken in order to
stop the escalation of violence:
The security forces of both sides should act in full conformity with the Code of Conduct
for Law Enforcement Officiais and the Basic Principles on the Use of Force and Firearms
by Law Enforcement Oficials. Whenever force is used the principle of proportionality
has to be applied and al1 necessary measures have to be taken to avoid loss of life or
injury to civilians or damage to civilian property.
The construction of new settlements should cease and those located in heavily populated
Palestinian areas should be removed. As well as protecting settlers, the Israeli security
forces should also protect Palestinians from violence perpetrated by Israeli settlers.
Al1 cases of the use of lethal force on both sides should be investigated and subjected to
the processes of justice in order to avoid impunity.
Compensation should be provided to the victims of unlawful use of force, including for
the loss of property.
Curfews should be imposed only in extreme circumstances and as a last resort. In no
case should curfews be used as a punitive measure. In cases where a curfew is imposed,
it should be done in consultation with the local communities with a view to liiniting the
adverse impact on the human rights of those affected.
The enjoyment of economic rights within the occupied Palestinian territories, including
the right to development, should be protected.
Al1 holy sites and access to them by al1 faiths should be respected.
The Israeli authorities should ensure freedom of movement of international and national
staff of United Nations agencies and facilitate access by them to those in need of
assistance.
Cooperation with the United Nations agencies is vital to ensure effective huinanitarian
assistance in the occupied Palestinian territories.

97.

The High Commissioner will:
Continue, through her office in the occupied Palestinian territories, to assist the
Palestinian Authority to build up its institutional capacity in the area of the rule of law;
Offer the services of her Special Adviser on National Human Rights Institutions to assist
the Government of Israel in its efforts towards the establishment of a national human
rights coinmission;
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Provide the necessary secretariat support for actions undertaken by the Cominission on
Human Rights, and its mechanisms, in the implementation of the resolution adopted at its
fifth special session;
Stand ready to facilitate dialogue between the human rights bodies of Israel and the
Palestinian Authority, Palestinian and Israeli NGOs, and other representatives of civil
society in order to enhance mutual understanding;
Urge the international community to support the work of United Nations agencies in the
occupied Palestinian territories and, in this context, contribute generously to the different
resource mobilization initiatives currently under way including those of the World Food
Programme, UNICEF, the World Health Organization and UNRWA.
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Annex*
PROGRAMME OF THE VISIT IN THE OCCUPIED
PALESTINIAN TERRITORIES AND ISRAEL
A. Visit to the occupied Palestinian territories

1.

Meeting with members of the Palestinian Authority
Mr. Yasser Arafat, President
Mr. Tayeb Abdel Rahim, Minister of Presidential Affairs
Mr. Freih Abu Middain, Minister of Justice
Mr. Zouhdi Nashashibi, Minister of Finance
Mrs. Intissar Al Wazir, Minister of Social Affairs
Dr. Riyadh Al-Zaanoun, Minister of Health
Mr. Youssef Abu Safia, Minister of Environment
Mr. Abdul Rahman Hamad, Minister of Housing
Mr. Ziyad Abu Zayyad, Minister of Jerusalem Affairs
Mr. Rafeeq Natshah, Minister of Labour
Mr. Ali Al Qwasma, Minister of Transportation
Mr. Tala1 Sadr, Minister without portfolio
Mr. Ahmad Said Tamimi, Acting Minister of the Interior
Mr. Ibrahim abu Dhaga, Presidential Adviser for Human Rights
Mr. Ahmed Soboh, Assistant to the Minister of Planning and International Cooperation
(MOPIC)
Ms. Samia Bamia, Director, United Nations and International Organizations, Ministry of
Planning and International Cooperation

2.

Meeting with members of the Palestinian Legislative Council
Mr. Ahmed Qurai, Chairman
Mr. Qadurah Faris, Head of the Oversight and Human Rights Committee
Mr. Ghasi Hanania, Deputy Speaker
Mr. Jamal Al Showbaki, Member
Mr. Suleyman Abu Snaina, Member
Mr. Abdul Jawad Saleh, Member
Mr. Azmi Shouaibi, Member

3.

me et in^ with members of the Palestinian Independent Commission for Citizen's Rights

Dr. Hayder Abed-Elshafi, Commissioner General
Dr. Said Zeydani, General Director in Ramallah

*

The annex is reproduced in English only.
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4.

Meetings with other Palestinian officiais, academics and representatives of civil society
Mr. Mustafa Abdel Nabi Al-Natshah, *Mayorof Hebron
Dr. Fathi Arafat, Chairman of the Palestinian Red Crescent Society
Dr. Sari Nusseibeh, President of Al-Quds University in Jerusalein
Dr. Ali Jirbawi, Head, Political Science Department, Birzeit University and
Project Coordinator for Human Rights Issues, Education Department, UNRWA
Dr. Hanan Ashrawi, Meinber of the Palestinian Legislative Council and
Secretary-General of Global Dialogue and Democracy ("Mifiah")
Mr. Sulaiman Al Najjab, Member of the Executive Cominittee of P L 0
In addition, the High Commissioner met with rallies of children in Gaza and in El Bireh
(Ramallah), a delegation of expatriate volunteers in East Jerusalem at the UNDP office,
as well as other Palestinian civilians (refugees, displaced persons, farmers, educators,
doctors and schoolteachers).

5.

Meeting with Palestinian NGOs at the office of the United Nations Coordinator in the
Occuvied Territories (UNSCO), Gaza (1 1 November 2000)
Democracy and Workers Rights
Centre for Economic and Social Rights
Al Mizan Centre for Human Rights
Palestinian Centre for Human Rights
Palestinian Society for Human Rights
The Palestinian Association for Legal Sciences
Addameer
Gaza Centre for Rights and Law
Mashriqqyiat
Cultural and Free Thought Centre
Tamer Institute for Community Education
Red Crescent Society
Gaza Community Mental Health
National Rehabilitation Society for Handicapped
Women Affairs Technical Committee
General Union of Palestinian Women
Women Affairs Centre
Palestinian Hydrologist Group
Palestinian Bar Association
Union of Palestinian Medical Relief Committees
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6.

Meeting with Palestinian NGOs in East Jerusalem at the UNDP office
(12 November 2000)
Rawdat-E-Zuher
St. John Eye Hospital
Jerusalem Centre for Economic and Social Rights
Gender Planning Development
Palestinian Counselling Centre
Union of Health Work Committees
Palestinian Prisoner Society
Makassed Society in Jerusalem
ECRC-PNGO
Jerusalem Centre for Women
Arab Thought Forum
Palestinian Society for the Protection of Human Rights and Environment (LAW)
Adameer Association
Land Research Centre
Palestinian Human Rights Monitoring Group
Palestinian Academic Society for the Study of International Affairs (PASSIA)
Palestinian Agriculture Relief (PARC)
Medical Relief Committees/Jerusalem
Al-Haq
Early Childhood Resource Centre

7.

Meeting with Palestinian NGOs. El-Bireh, Ramallah (1 3 November 2000)
Birzeit Law Institute
Bisan Centre for Research and Development
Association of Women for Social Work
Women Union Centre
Union of Women Centres - Palestine
Palestinian Bar Association
Jerusalem Legal Aid Centre
Jerusalem Centre for Women
PNGO Network
Association of Palestinian Local Authorities
Woinen's Studies Centre
Women's Centre for Legal Aid and Counseling
Al-Haq
Law Society
Arab Thought Forum/Citizen Rights Centre
Defence for Children International/Palestinian Section
Palestinian Happy Child Centre - PHCC
Adameer
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Guidance and Training Centre for the Child and Fainily
Palestinian Mother and Child Care Society
General Union of Disabled Palestinians
Palestinian Working Women Society
Freedoms Defence Centre
Democracy and Workers' Rights Centre
Resource Centre for Palestinian Residency and Refugee Rights (BADIL)
Treatrnent and Rehabilitation Centre for Victims of Torture
Mandela Institute for Political Prisoners
8.

Meeting with representatives of the Musliin, Christian and Armenian communities,
East Jerusalem (12 November 2000)
Mr. Ramzi Zananiri, Executive Director
Near East Christian Council Committee for Refugee Work, JerusaleinIWest Bank
Mr. Harry Hagopian
Executive Director, Middle East Council of Churches
Convenor, Jerusalem Inter-Church Committee
Legal Consultant, London, United Kingdoin
Fr. Raed Abusahlia
Chancellor of the Latin Patriarchate
Secretary of Patriarch Michel Sabbah
Bishop Aris Shirvanjan
Director for Ecumenical and Foreign Relations of
the Armenian Patriarchate, Jerusalem
Dr. Mustafa Abu Sway
Director
Islamic Research Centre
Al-Quds University
Jerusalem
Sheikh Ikrama Said Sabri
General Mufti of Jerusalem and Palestinian territories
Preacher of Al-Aqsa Mosque
Sheikh Y aakoub Karrach
Director of Islam Fiqh Centre
and member of the Palestinian National Council
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9.

Locations visited by the High Commissioner in the occupied Palestinian territories

A.

Gaza Strip
Erez checkpoint
Shifa Hospital
Netzarim junction
Al-Mazra'a school in Deir El-Balah, opposite Kfar Darom settlement
Affected houses near the border fence in Rafah
Rafah Health Centre
Rafah preparatory girls school
Uprooted fanns near Moraje settlement in Rafah

B.

West Bank
East Jerusalem
Ramallah
El Bireh
Hebron with the Temporary International Presence in Hebron (TIPH)
Jalazon refugee camp
Jalazon preparatory boys school

10.

Meeting with United Nations officiais
Mr. Terje R. Larsen, United Nations Special Coordinator for the Middle East peace
process and Persona1 Representative of the Secretary-General to the P L 0 and the PA
Mr. Peter Hansen, Commissioner General of UNRWA
Mr. Timothy Rothermel, UNDP, Special Representative of the Administrator
In addition, the High Commissioner met with representatives of the following
United Nations bodies and agencies in Gaza:
Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs
International Monetary Fund
United Nations Children's Fund
United Nations Development Fund for Women
United Nations Development Programme
World Food Programme
World Health Organization
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11.

Meeting with staff of the Office of the High Commissioner for Huinan Rights in the
occupied Palestinian territories (Gaza and the West Bank)
Mr. Amin Medani, Director, Chief Technical Adviser
Mr. Saber Nairab, Human Rights Officer (Gaza)
Mr. Ammar al Dwaik, Human Rights Officer (West Bank)
Ms. Wijdan Jaber, Administrative Assistant
Ms. Einan Fathi, Secretary
Mr. Fawzi Al Akra'a, Logistics Officer
B. Visit to Israel

H.E. Mr. Moshe Katzav, President of the State of Israel
The Hon. Aharon Barak, President of the Supreme Court
Mr. Yossi Beilin, Minister of Justice, together with the following guests at a lunch
hosted by him:
Mr. Shlomo Gur, Director General, Ministry of Justice
Mrs. Edna Arbel, State Attorney
Mrs. Osnat Mandel, Acting Director, High Court of Justice Division, State Attorney's
Office
Ms. Tamar Gaulan, Director, Foreign Relations and International Organizations,
Ministry of Justice
Mr. Daniel Levy, Senior Advisor to the Minister of Justice
Mr. Ainir Avramovitch, Media Advisor to the Minister of Justice
Ms. Rachel Harris, legal intern
Ms. Colette Avital, Member of the Knesset
Mrs. Zehava Gal'on, Member of the Knesset, Head of the Meretz parliamentary faction
Mrs. Pnina Herzog, President, International Counsel of Women
Prof. David Kretzmer, member of the United Nations Huinan Rights Coinmittee
Prof. Mordechai Kremnitzer, Israel Democracy Institute
Prof. Ruth Gavison, Faculty of Law, Hebrew University
Dr. Daphna Sharfman, Chair, Political Science Department, Western Galilee College
Dr. Eddy Kaufman, Board Member, Human Rights Watch, Middle East
Mrs. Orna Rabinotritch Pundak, former Chairperson, Amnesty International,
Israeli Section
Mr. Moshe Negbi, political commentator
Mr. David Peleg, former Permanent Representative, Permanent Mission of Israel to the
United Nations at Geneva
Mr. Mordechai Yedid, Deputy Director General, International Organizations,
Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Mr. Yaakov Paran, Director, Huinan Rights Department, Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Mr. Zeev Lurie, Deputy Director, Huinan Rights Departinent, Ministry of Foreign Affairs
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Dr. Alon Leal, Director General of the Ministry for Foreign Affairs and other senior officials
of the Ministry
Major General Eiland and senior officers of the Israeli Defense Forces (IDF)
General Ya'acov Or, IDF Coordinator for the Territories, and other IDF officials
Families froin Gilo community
Ms. Naomi Chazan, Member of the Knesset
In addition, the High Commissioner met with representatives of civil society (acadeinics
and human rights defenders), Members of the Knesset and other Israeli officials, including the
State Prosecutor.
Meeting with Israeli and Arab NGOs in Jerusalem (9 November 2000)
Btselem Israeli Information Centre for Human Rights in the Occupied Territories
HaMoKed Centre for the Defence of the Individual
Public Committee against Torture in Israel
Defence for Children International (Israel Section)
Ittijah Union of Arab Community Based Association
Physicians for Human Rights
Association for Civil Rights in Israel (ACRI)
Rabbis for Human Rights
Adalah Legal Centre for Arab Minority Rights in Israel
Mossawa Centre
Ms. Tamar Pelleg, human rights lawyer
Visit to the "Yad Vashem" Martyr's and Heroes' Memorial of the Holocaust
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.
On 19 October 2000, the Commission on Human Rights adopted resolution S-511
establishing a commission of inquiry to investigate violations of human rights and humanitarian
law in the occupied Palestinian territories after 28 September 2000 and to provide the
Commission on Human Rights with its conclusions and recommendations (see annex 1).
In pursuance of this resolution, a human rights inquiry commission was established on
2 January 2001, comprising Professor John Dugard, (South Africa), Dr. Kama1 Hossain
(Bangladesh) and Professor Richard Falk (United States of America). Initially
Professor Dugard and Dr. Hossain acted as Co-Chairpersons but, during the course of the visit to
the occupied Palestinian territories (OPT), Professor Dugard was appointed as Chairman.
2.
The Human Rights Inquiry Commission ("the Commission") held its first meeting in
Geneva from 14 to 16 January 2001 to discuss its mandate, methodology and programme
of action. It then visited the occupied Palestinian territories (OPT) and Israel from 10
to 18 February 2001. The full programme of the Commission appears in annex II.
On the evening of its arriva1 in Gaza on 10 February 2001, the Commission met with the
3.
Palestinian Authority President, Yasser Arafat, who gave the Commission an account of the
situation from the perspective of the Palestinian Authority. From the programme contained in
annex II, it will be seen that, while in Gaza, the Commission held meetings and discussions with
members of the Palestinian Authority, non-governmental (NGOs), the Palestinian Red Crescent,
the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC), international agencies (notably the Office
of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR), the United Nations
Special Coordinator in the Occupied Territories (UNSCO) and the United Nations Relief and
Works Agency for Palestine Refugees in the Near East (UNRWA)), joumalists, lawyers and
members of the Palestinian Legislative Council. It also interviewed several young men who had
been seriously wounded during demonstrations by gunfire from the Israeli Defence Force (IDF)
and visited a hospital in Khan Yunis where it saw persons hospitalized as a result of gas
inhalation. En route to Khan Yunis, the Commission visited the Qarara area, near the Kusufim
road leading to settlements, where it saw agricultural land that had been bulldozed and houses
that had been demolished by the IDF and it spoke with the occupants of these houses, who are
now living in tents. At Khan Yunis the Commission visited the Tufar checkpoint adjacent to the
Neve Dekalim Jewish settlement. While the Commission members were speaking to journalists
at this point, two shots were fired from a nearby building at the settlement. This evoked a heavy
response from the IDF base attached to the settlement, resulting in three casualties, two of which
were serious. Thereafter, the Commission interviewed persons who had suffered as a result of
gunfire or the destruction of property.
4.
The Commission spent Wednesday, 14 February interviewing Israeli NGOs and Israeli
interlocutors who provided the Commission with a broader understanding of the context of the
conflict and the legal position adopted by the Government of Israel. On 15 and 16 February the
Commission visited Ramallah, where it met with members of the Palestinian Authority, the
Palestinian Legislative Council, the Palestinian Peace Negotiation Affairs Department, and
Palestinian NGOs, lawyers and academicians. On the morning of 16 February, before leaving
for Ramallah, the Commission met with the representatives of member States of the

European Union, whose views confirmed many of the opinions expressed by other interlocutors
interviewed by the Commission. Later in the morning of 16 February the Commission spoke
with Christian and Muslim leaders (including those responsible for the management of the
Al Aqsa mosque) and met with Mr. Faisal El-Husseini at Orient House. On Saturday,
17 February the Commission travelled to Hebron, where it met with the Temporary International
Presence in Hebron (TIPH) and the Mayor of Hebron. Owing to the tense security situation
arising from the funeral of a person killed by IDF gunfire on the previous night, it was unable to
visit "H2", the area of Hebron under Israeli military control. After leaving Hebron, it visited the
Aida Refugee Camp near Bethlehem and inspected an UNRWA school and houses which had
been heavily damaged by IDF shelling. Thereafter, it met with a wide range of interlocutors and
joumalists in Jerusalem.
5.
While in Jerusalem, the Commission held evening meetings with widely respected Israeli
academic and intellectual figures, who were able to inform the Commission about the legal
context of the conflict and the Jewish settlements in the West Bank and Gaza and provide Israeli
perspectives of the intifada. On the afternoon of 16 February, the Commission visited the
East Jerusalem neighbourhood of Gilo, which had come under gunfire from the Palestinian town
of Beit Jala. On the last day of its visit, the Commission met with an Israeli political scientist
and a former Israeli IDF General.

At the request of the Commission, the staff of the United Nations Secretariat
6.
accompanying the Commission conducted a number of confidential interviews with victims in
Gaza, Ramallah, Hebron and Jerusalem. The texts of these interviews were shared with
members of the Commission.
The Government of Israel made it clear from the outset that it would not cooperate with
7.
the Commission. Two letters were addressed to the Government of Israel before the departure of
the Commission for Israel requesting meetings with the Government; a final letter containing a
similar request was sent while the Commission was visiting the area. Despite these efforts, the
Government of Israel consistently maintained its policy of non-cooperation with the
Commission. The Commission is, however, pleased to report that the Government did not in any
way obstruct the work of the Commission and indeed facilitated its visit to Israel and the
occupied territories by granting Dr. Hossain an entry visa. (The other two Commissioners did
not require visas for their visit.)

8.
Jewish settlements in the West Bank and Gaza feature prominently in this report. For
this reason, the Commission approached the Council of Jewish Settlements of Judea, Samaria
and Gaza (Yesha) in order to obtain their views at first hand. After consideration and
consultation with the Government of Israel, the Council decided not to cooperate with the
Commission.
9.

The Commission made a concerted effort to obtain information and opinions about
human rights violations and violations of international humanitarian law from both the
Palestinian and the Israeli perspectives. The Commission regrets the refusa1 of the Government
of Israel to cooperate with it. This meant that it could not obtain specific responses to allegations
of human rights violations and violations of international humanitarian law or benefit from

interaction on the concerns of the Commission. The Commission believes, however, that it was
adequately informed as to the officia1 Israeli position through its study of the Israeli submissions
to the Mitchell Commission and the Government's response to the report of the High
Commissioner for Human Rights and by speaking to informed Israeli interlocutors. It also had
the benefit of a discussion with former General Shlomo Gazit, the Chief Military Coordinator of
West Bank and Gaza Policy in the period 1967-1974 and a keen student of military affairs and
security doctrine.
II. METHODOLOGY

The Commission has studied numerous reports on matters affecting human rights and
10.
humanitarian law in the occupied Palestinian territories since the start of the second intifada on
28 September 2000. During its visit to Israel and the occupied territories, it heard a considerable
amount of evidence on such matters. In addition, it experienced violence at first hand, spoke to
victims and inspected destroyed properties and the sites of some of the worst confrontations
between demonstrators and the IDF. The impressions and interpolations of the Commission and
the testimony received by the Commission confirm the views expressed by the most respected
and reliable NGOs in the region. The Commission has, therefore, relied to varying degrees on
the findings of respected NGOs where they were supported by reliable eyewitness accounts and
where they coincide with other evidence received by the Commission. In other words, the
Commission is guided in its report by the best available evidence. Most of this evidence is not
disputed by either the Palestinian Authority (PA) or the Government of Israel, although they tend
to place an interpretation different from that of the Commission upon it.
In its report the Commission refers to facts and figures that show the magnitude of the
11.
violations of human rights and international humanitarian law in the OPT. These facts and
figures have been taken from a wide variety of sources. Every attempt has been made to confirm
their accuracy by reference to reports on the same incidents from other sources. Where there is
any doubt about the accuracy of a particular factual situation, no statistics are given about it.
The present report will show that the IDF, assisted by settlers on occasion, has been
12.
responsible for most of the human rights violations and violations of international humanitarian
law in the OPT. This is not to overlook the fact that human rights violations have been
committed by Palestinians, either under the authority of the PA or by individual Palestinians
acting seemingly without authority. Where necessary, the present report draws attention to these
violations.
13.
The mandate of the Commission is to report on violations of human rights and
international humanitarian law in the OPT. Both the Government of Israel and the PA allege that
the other party has violated the Oslo Accords in fundamental respects during the present intifada.
The Commission makes no attempt to pronounce on these allegations, except where they
impinge upon matters falling within its mandate.
In the course of its investigation, the Commission met leaders of civil society in both
14.
Israel and the OPT. We were impressed with their understanding and vision. Leaders of this
kind offer the best prospect for the future of Palestine and the normalization of relations between
Jews and Arabs.

The Commission hopes that its report will serve to advance the peace process. The
15.
attitude of the Commission is that, while there can be no human rights without peace, a durable
peace is not likely to be attained if it is not founded on respect for human rights and the rule of
law.
III. CLARIFYING THE CONTEXT: ILLUSION AND REALITY

It was evident in al1 phases of our inquiry into the patterns of violations of human rights
16.
and international humanitarian law during the second intifada that an appreciation of the
behaviour of the parties involved depended on having an understanding of the surrounding
context. Each side has felt justified in taking the action that has accompanied recent moves,
although each side gives its own self-serving interpretation of its legal, moral and political
character. It is important to comprehend these differences in the process of seeking an objective
assessment of the various allegations of violative conduct. It is just as important to avoid
equating adversary positions as equally persuasive. In the setting of the Israeli-Palestinian
relationship it is of pervasive significance that the Palestinian people are struggling to realize
their right of self-determination, which by virtue of international law and morality provides the
foundation for the exercise of other rights. Of comparable significance is the appreciation of the
extent to which Israel's continued occupation of Palestinian territories has remained the most
formidable obstacle to Palestinian self-determination.
The Commission came away from this inquiry with two overriding assessments that are
17.
at once discouraging and illuminating.
18.
The first involves perceptions, and focuses on the extent to which the two sides perceive
the central reality of their respective positions from diametrically opposed constructions of the
meaning of recent events. In essence, the Government of Israel and most Israelis conceive of the
breakdown of the Oslo process as creating for them a severe and novel security crisis. Most
Israelis view the second intifada as an indication that Palestinians are unwilling to resolve their
conflict by peaceful means, having rejected what is regarded as a generous offer by the
Government of Israel at the Camp David II and Taba stages of the Final Status negotiations. The
nature of this crisis is such that, according to this dominant Israeli perspective, the encounter
with the Palestinians has moved from a relationship between an occupying Power and an
occupied people to one between conflicting parties in a state of belligerency or war, implying a
virtual absence of legal and moral constraints, at least on the Israeli side, provided only that a
self-serving argument of military necessity is set forth.
19.
In the starkest possible contrast, the Palestinian Authority and most Palestinians perceive
the current phase of their relationship with Israel as brought about by a combination of the
distortions associated with the implementation of the Oslo principles, the failure to implement
a series of authoritative United Nations resolutions, most particularly Security Council
resolutions 242 (1968) and 338 (1973), and grave breaches by Israel of the Fourth Geneva
Convention. These aspects of the situation are further seen as responsible for the full harshness
of Israeli occupation as it affects adversely the daily lives of the Palestinians. Such
circumstances are regarded as profoundly aggravated by the continued expansion of Israeli
settlements throughout the period of the Oslo process and by the IDF role in their protection.

The combination of these elements is regarded by most Palestinians as the proximate cause of
the escalating spiral of violence set off by the provocative events at Harem al-Sharifl
Temple Mount on 28 September 2000. In this regard, the second intifada is viewed as a
spontaneous series of moderate and proportional responses to an occupation that has been
maintained and perpetuated in defiance of the authority of the United Nations since it was
established in 1967. From this perspective, the Palestinians contend that they continue to seek a
negotiated end to the conflict to attain a peaceful settlement that is fair to both sides and upholds
the security of both peoples on the basis of mutuality.
Our second closely related conclusion is associated with the somewhat disguised link
20.
between the modality of Israeli occupation as a result of changes brought about by the Oslo
process and the subsequent intifada, with its escalating spiral of violence. It is of critical
importance to appreciate the interaction between the redeployment of the IDF since 1994 and the
implementation of the Oslo Accords. In effect, the IDF withdrew by stages from most of the
areas on the West Bank and Gaza inhabited by the bulk of the Palestinian population, and yet
sustained, and even intensified, its control over the borders between the Palestinian territories
and Israel and among the various districts intemal to the OPT. Even more significantly, owing
to the retention of the settlements situated throughout the Palestinian territories, as the
accompanying map makes clear (annex IV), the West Bank and Gaza were divided into "A",
"B", and "C" areas, with the Palestinian Authority exercising full administrative control over A,
while Israel exercises security control over B and retains exclusive control over C. In effect, a
series of intemal boundaries were established by agreements implementing the Oslo Accords, so
as to enable Israel to provide protection to the settlements while withdrawing from areas densely
populated by Palestinians. The effect of such a redistricting of the Palestinian territories was to
produce a situation of extreme fragmentation, making travel very burdensome for Palestinians
who went, for work or otherwise, from one part of the territories to another: checkpoints were
maintained where detailed searches were carried out that resulted in long waits and frequent
humiliation, greatly burdening Palestinian rights of movement even under normal circumstances.
In the course of the second intifada, this already difficult situation has been severely aggravated
by frequent closures and blockades that have prevented the movement of goods and persons
across both intemal and extemal borders. Most Palestinians described the situation of recent
months as living under "a state of siege".
21.
Such a pattern of control and security can only be understood in relation to the
settlements and their need for safe access to and from Israel. The main IDF function in the
occupied Palestinian territories is to guard the settlements and the access and bypass roads. The
relationship is such that the settlers are given unconditional priority whenever their presence
impinges upon that of the Palestinian indigenous population. For instance, al1 Palestinian traffic
is stopped while a single settler vehicle passes on an access road, causing long delays and much
resentment. While travelling, particularly in Gaza, the Commission had its own direct
experience of this situation. When a violent incident occurs, Israeli closures further inhibit
travel, often preventing or greatly detaining even emergency traffic, such as ambulances. The
Commission verified several accounts of deaths due to an inability of Palestinians to receive
timely medical attention. Israel has invested heavily in an elaborate system of bypass roads in
the West Bank designed to provide most settlements and the IDF with the means to travel to and
from Israel, and between settlements, without passing through Palestinian-controlled areas.
Palestinians view these roads with alarm, both because of their substantial and symbolic

encroachment upon the heart of a future Palestinian State and, more so, because the magnitude of
the investment and effort involved in such a development seems to impart an Israeli view that
most of the settlements on the West Bank will never be removed. This situation contrasts with
Gaza, where access roads cut through Palestinian territory and have not been specially
constructed. In this regard, the settlement structure in Gaza seems removable by negotiations on
final status in a manner that at present does not appear likely in relation to the West Bank.
Part of the perceptual gap is associated with the effects and nature of the violence.
22.
Israelis appear to connect most of their casualties with the stone-throwing demonstrations,
interspersed at times with Palestinian gunfire. The Palestinians associate casualties on their side
mainly with what they view as IsraeliIIDF overreaction to these demonstrations. It was the clear
judgement of the Commission that Palestinian casualties were indeed mainly associated with
these direct encounters, but that, to the best of Our knowledge, the IDF, operating behind
fortifications with superior weaponry, endured not a single serious casualty as a result of
Palestinian demonstrations and, further, their soldiers seemed to be in no life-threatening danger
during the course of these events. It was the definite view of the Commission that the majority
of Israeli casualties resulted from incidents on settlement roads and at relatively isolated
checkpoints at the interface between A, B, and C areas, that is, as a consequence of the
settlements, and irritations resulting indirectly therefrom. In this regard, account must be taken
of settler violence against Palestinian civilians in areas adjoining settlements, and of IDF
complicity in such violence. A pervasive feature of the tensions associated with the second
intifada is the clear affinity between the IDF and Jewish settlement communities, and the equally
evident hostility between these communities and the surrounding Palestinian population.
The language associated with the second intifada is also relevant to an assessment of
23.
human rights violations and violations of intemational humanitarian law. Both sides tend to
view the violence of the other side as comprising "terrorism". The Israelis view attacks by
Palestinians, especially beyond "the Green Line" (pre-1967 Israel), as terrorism even if directed
against official targets such as IDF soldiers or govemment officials. Palestinians regard the
IDF tactics involving shooting unarmed civilian demonstrators (especially children) or relying on
tanks and helicopters against demonstrators, in retaliation for shots fired from refugee camps,
and assassinations of targeted individuals as State terrorism. The legal status of these patterns of
violence is difficult to establish authoritatively. Part of the current complexity relates to the
Israeli contention that a condition of armed conflict has replaced that of belligerent occupancy as
a result of IDF withdrawals from A zones, and the transfer of goveming authority in those areas
to the PA. Another part of the complexity arises from the Palestinians' contention that they
enjoy a right of resistance to an illegal occupation.
24.
There is another fundamental discrepancy of perception. Israel believes that its security
measures, including border and road closures, represent reasonable, even restrained, measures of
response to Palestinian unrest and opposition. To the extent that Israel relies on the superiority
of its weaponry or inflicts most of the casualties, such behaviour is rationalized as necessary to
demoralize a numerically superior enemy, nipping its resistance in the bud. Such lines of
explanation were set forth by Israeli witnesses to explain and justify even the use of live
ammunition by the IDF against unarmed Palestinian demonstrators during the opening days of
the second intifada. During these crucial days there was no evidence of Palestinian gunfire.

The Palestinians view this link between Palestinian acts of resistance and Israeli
25.
responses from an entirely different angle of interpretation. To Palestinians, the Israeli use of
force from day one of the second intifada, and indeed before Ariel Sharon's visit on
28 September to the Al Aqsa mosque, was intended to crush any Palestinian impulse to oppose
openly the continued Israeli domination and occupation of the West Bank and Gaza. For most
Palestinians, the closures of roads and borders, destruction of homes and property, and
accompanying measures of curfews and restrictions are regarded as clear expressions of an
Israeli policy of inflicting collective punishment upon al1 Palestinian inhabitants. Palestinians
also rejected the view that the Palestinian Authority, and its police, had the capacity to prevent
hostile demonstrations or to ensure the absence of violent incidents involving targets within
Israel. When Israel responded to such events by punishing the territories as a whole it was
viewed by Palestinians as vindictive, unjust and illegal because such a response lacked any
discernible connection to either the perpetrator or to prospects for deterrence of future violence.
Closely related to such perceptions are differences of viewpoint as to the nature of the
26.
second intifada. Israelis tended to contrast the first with second intifadas. The first intifada was
seen in retrospect by Israelis as having been a largely spontaneous, bottom-up and non-violent
expression of opposition to Israeli occupation. It was, in such circumstances, not reasonable to
hold the Palestinian leadership responsible for the disorder. According to Israelis, the second
intifada was instigated from above so as to mount a timely challenge to the Israeli leadership at a
delicate moment in the peace negotiations. It was a calculated plan to improve upon an
exceedingly weak Palestinian bargaining position and it also represented a serious failure by the
Palestinian Authority to carry out its obligations under the Interim Agreements flowing from
Oslo to maintain security for Israel in areas subject to its authority.
The Palestinians see the second intifada from an entirely different perspective, essentially
27.
from the outlook of an occupied people. They regard the demonstrations as spontaneous
eruptions of pent-up hostile sentiment arising from years of frustration, disappointment and
humiliation. Palestinians interpret the Israeli responses as consistent with the basic structure of
the occupation of their territories, as one-sided, lacking in empathy for the Palestinian civilian
population, and designed to punish and crush any signs of resistance.
28.
From this perspective, the Palestinians see the greater reliance by Israel on heavy
weapons and deadly fire in the second intifada, as compared to the first, as seeking to discourage
Palestinians from either raising the level of their resistance or resisting altogether. This reliance
on the tactics of war is also perceived as providing Israel with a pretext for avoiding the
restraints associated with the exercise of police responsibilities or relating to the application of
standards of human rights.
29.
In addition to these basic structural issues, it is of great importance to appreciate the
added vulnerability of Palestinian refugees who comprise about 50 per cent of the population in
the Palestinian territories and whose number is increasing at a rate of more than 3 per cent
per annum. While the Israelis tend to perceive Palestinians resident in the territories as a single
reality, without according any special attention to the refugees, the Palestinians are far more
conscious of the acute suffering that Israeli security measures have brought to the refugee
communities during this second intifada.
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These refugees have been particularly victimized during the second intifada, often being
30.
trapped within their crowded confines by closure and curfew measures, which has made it
impossible for many refugees to keep their jobs. Unemployment is high, savings almost
non-existent, with great suffering resulting. Also, for historical reasons, the Palestinian refugees,
alone among refugee communities in the world, fa11 outside the protective regime of the Office
of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR). UNRWA provides relief
and humanitarian aid, but is not constitutionally or politically empowered to provide needed
protection, a conclusion supported for us by discussions with leading United Nations officials
and NGO experts.
A further fundamental question of human rights relates to the extreme differences
3 1.
bètween the parties on matters pertaining to the core dispute, the wider refugee issue and its
relationship to a successful peace process. The Israeli consensus regards the assertion of any
serious demand to implement a Palestinian right of return in relation to Palestinians expelled
from 530 villages in 1948 as a decisive complication in the search for "peace". The Palestinian
approach is more varied and tentative. Some Palestinians do insist that the right of return be
fully implemented in accordance with international law, which accords priority to repatriation to
the extent desired. More frequently, Palestinians seem more flexible on this matter, seeking
mainly a symbolic acknowledgement by Israel of the hardships associated with the expulsions,
some provision for compensation and some possibilities for Palestinian family unification. This
Palestinian view suggests that if there is Israeli good will on other outstanding issues, such as
Jerusalem and the settlements, then controversy over the right of return can be addressed in a
manner that takes account of practical realities that have developed in the course of the more
than 50 years since the critical events.
Overall, the Government of Israel and Israeli public opinion tend to regard al1 Israeli uses
32.
of force as reasonable measures of security, given the altered connection between the two
societies as a result of the IDF redeployrnent associated with the Oslo process. Such security
measures need to be stringent and intrusive so as to afford protection to the Settlements, and to
settler movement to and from Israel. Israeli security is a catch-al1justification for al1 policies
directed coercively at the people of Palestine. Such a major premise enables the Israeli outlook
to view any Palestinian recourse to force as tantamount to "terrorism". The perceptual gap is
greatest on this issue of violence and its interpretation, as Palestinians view their acts of
opposition as reasonable responses to an illegal occupation of their homeland, treating their
violence as produced by consistent Israeli overreaction to non-violent resistance. Additionally,
Palestinians universally reject Israel's wider security rationale and view restrictions on
movement, closures, property destruction, political assassinations, sniper shootings and the like
as punitive and vindictive practices inconsistent with their fundamental human rights, as well as
with the minimum restraints embodied in international humanitarian law.
33.
There is one comprehensive observation bearing on the perception of United Nations
authority by the two sides. Israelis tend to view the United Nations and most of the international
community as completely unsyrnpathetic to their quest for security, as well as biased in favour of
Palestinian claims and grievances. On their side, the Palestinians feel disillusioned about the
effectiveness of United Nations support and abandoned in their hour of need for elemental
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protection. Palestinians refer to the myriad United Nations resolutions supporting their cause,
but never implemented. In this sense, both sides are currently suspicious about the role of the
United Nations, its outlook, capacity and commitment.
34.

Three conclusions follow from this consideration of Israeli-Palestinian perceptual gaps:

The importance of encouraging better contact between persons of good will on
(a)
both sides so that communication between the parties is more open and takes greater account of
the views of the other side. This observation applies particularly to journalists, currently by and
large confined within their respective societies, who tend to provide readers with partisan
accounts of the interaction of Israelis and Palestinians that are uncritical of their respective
official positions and to employ language that reinforces "enemy" stereotypes of "the other";
The challenge to the organs of the United Nations to rehabilitate their reputation
(b)
in relation to both Israel and the Palestinian Authority, and the two populations, by seeking to
achieve objectivity in apportioning legal and political responsibility, in calling for certain
conduct in the name of international law, and in fashioning proposals for peace and
reconciliation. As important, or more so, is the need to take steps to ensure that United Nations
directives, whether in the form of resolutions or othenvise, are implemented to the extent
possible, and that non-compliance is addressed by follow-up action;
An appreciation that a commitment to objectivity does not imply a posture of
(c)
"neutrality" with respect to addressing the merits of controversies concerning alleged violations
of human rights and international humanitarian law. Judgements can and must be made. It is
useful to recall in this connection the statement of the Israeli Minister for Foreign Affairs,
Shlomo Ben-Ami, on 28 November 2000 in the course of a Cabinet discussion, opposing the
release of supposed Palestinian transgressors during the early stages of the second intifada:
"Accusations made by a well-established Society about how a people it is oppressing is breaking
the rules to attain its rights do not have much credence" (article by Akiva Elder in Ha'aretz,
28 November 2000). Such a perspective underlies the entire undertaking of Our report. We have
attempted to the extent possible to reflect the facts and law fairly and accurately in relation to
both sides, but we have evaluated the relative weight of facts and contending arguments about
their legal significance. This process alone enables us to draw firm conclusions about the
existence of violations of international legal standards of human rights and of international
humanitarian law.
IV. THE LEGAL STATUS OF THE CONFLICT

35.
The legal status of the West Bank and Gaza and the legal regime governing relations
between Israel and the people of Palestine have been in dispute ever since Israel first occupied
the West Bank and Gaza in 1967. As the sovereignty of Jordan over the West Bank was
questionable and Egypt never asserted sovereignty over Gaza, the Government of Israel took the
view that there was no sovereign Power at whose expense it occupied these territories.
Consequently, although Israel is a party to the Fourth Geneva Convention of 1949, it maintained
that it was not bound in law to treat the territories as occupied territories within the meaning of
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the Fourth Geneva Convention. Despite this, Israel agreed to apply certain of the humanitarian
provisions contained in the Fourth Geneva Convention to the occupied territories on a de facto
basis.
36.
The peace agreements between Israel and the Palestinian Authority, hereafter referred to
as the Oslo Accords, have superimposed an additional level of complexity on an already disputed
legal situation. It is now argued by Israel that, despite the prohibitions contained in article 47 of
the Fourth Geneva Convention on interfering with the rights of protected persons in an occupied
territory by agreement between the authorities of the occupied territory and the occupying
Power, the Oslo Accords have substantially altered the situation. In particular, it is argued by
Israel that it can no longer be viewed as an occupying Power in respect of the "A" areas,
accommodating the majority of the Palestinian population, because effective control in these
areas has been handed over to the Palestinian Authority.
The status of the West Bank and Gaza raises serious questions, not only for the above
37.
reasons, but also because of the impact of human rights and self-determination on the territory.
A prolonged occupation, lasting for more than 30 years, was not envisaged by the drafters of the
Fourth Geneva Convention (see art. 6). Commentators have therefore suggested that in the case
of the prolonged occupation, the occupying Power is subject to the restraints imposed by
international human rights law, as well as the rules of international humanitarian law. The right
to self-determination, which features prominently in both customary international law and
international human rights instruments, is of particular importance in any assessment of the
status of the West Bank and Gaza. The right of the Palestinian people to self-determination has
repeatedly been recognized by the General Assembly of the United Nations and there can be
little doubt that the ultimate goal of the Oslo peace process is to establish an independent
Palestinian State. Indeed over 100 States already have relations with the Palestinian entity, not
unlike relations with an independent State, while the Palestinian Authority has observer status in
many international organizations. The Palestinian question is, therefore, seen by many as a
colonial issue and the recognition of Palestinian statehood as the last step in the decolonization
process initiated by the General Assembly in its resolution 15 14 (XV).
38.
Uncertainty about the status of Palestine in international law has complicated the conflict
between Israel and the Palestinian people since 29 September 2000. The Government of Israel
argues that it can no longer be seen as an occupying Power in respect of the A areas because it
has ceded control over these territories to the Palestinian Authority. Moreover, it argues that,
unlike the first intifada, in which the weapons of the Palestinian uprising were mainly stones, the
weapons of the new intifada include guns and heavier weaponry, with the result that there is now
an armed conflict between Israel and the Palestinian people led by the Palestinian Authority.
This argument seeks to justify the use of force resorted to by the IDF in the present conflict. In
essence, Israel argues that it cannot be seen as an occupying police power required to act in
accordance with police law enforcement codes, but that it is engaged in an armed conflict in
which it is entitled to use military means, including the use of lethal weapons, to suppress
political demonstrations, to kill Palestinian leaders and to destroy homes and property in the
interest of military necessity.
39.
Clearly, there is no international armed conflict in the region, as Palestine, despite
widespread recognition, still falls short of the accepted criteria of statehood. The question then
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arises as to whether there is a non-intemational armed conflict, defined by the Appeals Chamber
of the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia in the Tadic case, as
"protracted armed violence between governmental authorities and organized armed groups".
The Israeli argument that the threshold for an armed conflict has been met is.based on the fact
that there have been some 3,000 incidents allegedly involving exchanges of gunfire and that
Palestinian violence is organized and orchestrated by the Palestinian Authority. A contrary view
advanced by the Palestinians is that the present intifada is to be categorized as an uprising of
large elements of a civilian population against an occupying Power's unlawful abuses of its
control over that population and its environment; that the uprising has been instigated by loosely
organized elements of the population opposed to Israeli occupation of Palestine and the failure of
the Palestinian Authority to improve the lot of the Palestinian people; and that there are no
properly organized armed groups, let alone armed groups coordinated or organized by the
Palestinian Authority.
It is difficult for the Commission to make a final judgement on this matter. However, it
40.
inclines to the view that sporadic demonstrations/confrontations often provoked by the killing of
demonstrators and not resulting in loss of life on the part of Israeli soldiers, undisciplined
lynchings (as in the tragic killing of Israeli reservists on 12 October 2000 in Ramallah), acts of
terrorism in Israel itself and the shooting of soldiers and settlers on roads leading to settlements
by largely unorganized gunmen cannot amount to protracted armed violence on the part of an
organized armed group. This assessrnent is confirmed by the peace that prevails in those areas of
the West Bank and Gaza visited by the Commission. The Commission realizes that this
assessment, based on a brief visit to the region and the views of witnesses and NGOs generally
unsympathetic to the IDF, may not be fully accurate. However, there is enough doubt in the
minds of the members of the Commission as to the prevailing situation to place in question the
assessrnent of the situation as an armed conflict by the IDF justifying its resort to military rather
than police measures.
In the opinion of the Commission, the conflict remains subject to the mles of the
41.
Fourth Geneva Convention. It does not accept the Israeli argument that the Fourth Geneva
Convention is inapplicable by reason of the absence of a residual sovereign Power in the OPT.
This argument, premised on a strained interpretation of article 2 of the Convention, fails to take
account of the fact that the law of occupation is concerned with the interests of the population of
an occupied territory rather than those of a displaced sovereign. The argument that Israel is no
longer an occupying Power because it lacks effective control over A areas of the OPT carries
more weight, but is likewise untenable. The test for the application of the legal regime of
occupation is not whether the occupying Power fails to exercise effective control over the
territory, but whether it has the ability to exercise such power, a principle affirmed by the
United States Military Tribunal at Nümberg in In re List and others (The Hostages Case)
in 1948. The Oslo Accords leave Israel with the ultimate legal control over the OPT and the fact
that for political reasons it has chosen not to exercise this control, when it undoubtedly has the
military capacity to do so, cannot relieve Israel of its responsibilities as an occupying Power.
42.
While an occupying Power or party to a conflict may be given a margin of interpretation
in its assessment of the nature of the conflict, it cannot be allowed unilaterally to categorize a
situation in such a way that the restraints of international humanitarian law and human rights law
are abandoned. For this reason, the Commission suggests that the High Contracting Parties to
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the Geneva Convention should seriously address the nature of the conflict and Israel's
obligations as a party to the Fourth Geneva Convention. The Commission is mindfùl of the
Israeli objection to the "politicization" of the Geneva Conventions, but it sees no alternative to
the exercise of the supervisory powers of the High Contracting Parties under article 1 of the
Fourth Geneva Convention. Israel's objection that article 1 does not oblige a High Contracting
Party to "ensure" respect for the Convention on the part of other States parties runs counter to the
views of the ICRC and to the general obligation on the part of States to ensure respect for
humanitarian law.
Even if the conflict is categorized as an armed conflict, entitling the IDF to greater
43.
latitude in the exercise of its powers, the IDF is certainly not freed from al1 restraints under
international humanitarian law and human rights law. It is still obliged to observe the principle
of distinction requiring that civilians may not be made the object of attack, "unless and for such
time as they take a direct part in hostilities" (a principle reaffirmed in article 5 1 (3) of Additional
ProtocolI to the Geneva Conventions). Stone throwing by youths at heavily protected military
posts hardly seems to involve participation in hostilities. Moreover, there is considerable
evidence of indiscriminate firing at civilians in the proximity of demonstrations and elsewhere.
In addition, the IDF is subject to the principle of proportionality which requires that injury to
non-combatants or damage to civilian objects may not be disproportionate to the military
advantages derived from an operation. The use of lethal weapons against demonstrators and the
widespread destruction of homes and property along settlement roads cannot, in the opinion of
the Commission, be seen as proportionate in the circumstances. Human rights n o m s also
provide a yardstick for measuring conduct in the OPT, as there is general agreement that such
n o m s are to be applied in the case of prolonged occupation. The 1979 Code of Conduct for Law
Enforcement Officials and the 1990 Basic Principles on the Use of Force and Firearms by Law
Enforcement Officials reflect the human rights n o m s applicable in the case of law enforcement
and crowd control. It is against this background that allegations of human rights violations and
violations of international humanitarian law will be considered in the following section.
V. EXCESSIVE USE OF FORCE

Casualties have been high in the present intifada. According to conservative estimates, as
44.
at 2 1 February 200 1 , 311 Palestinians (civilians and security forces) have been killed by Israeli
security forces and civilians in the OPT; 47 Israelis (civilians and security forces) have been
killed by Palestinian civilians and security forces; 11,575 Palestinians and 466 Israelis have
been injured; 84 Palestinian children under the age of 17 years have been killed and
some 5,000 injured; 1 Israeli child has been killed and 15 injured; 27 1 Palestinian civilians
and 40 members of the security forces have been killed; while 27 Israeli civilians
and 20 members of the security forces have been killed.
45.
Most of the Palestinian deaths and injuries have been caused by live ammunition
(deaths: 93 per cent; injuries: 20 per cent), rubber-coated bullets (deaths: 1 per cent; injuries:
37 per cent ), and tear gas (deaths: 1 per cent; injuries: 32 per cent). Most of these deaths and
injuries have occurred in confrontationsldernonstrations held on the perimeters of A areas, roads
to settlements or junctions on the road to settlements. There is no evidence that members of the
IDF responsible for such killings or the infliction of such injuries were killed or seriously
injured. On the contrary, the evidence suggests that members of the IDF, behind concrete
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children. In this respect, Palestinian parents are no different from Israeli parents. It is likely that
the Palestinian Authority could have done more to restrain children from participation in
stone-throwing demonstrations. The evidence suggests that, on occasion, the Palestinian police
made attempts to prevent demonstrations, but these attempts were often unsuccessful. This can
be ascribed to the incompetence of the Palestinian police, the fact that the Palestinian police were
themselves targeted by stone-throwers when they attempted to curtail demonstrations, and an
understandable identification of the Palestinian police with the goals and spirit of the
demonstrators. History is replete with instances of cases in which young people, prompted by
idealism, despair, humiliation and the desire for excitement, have participated in demonstrations
that have confronted an oppressive regime. In recent times children have behaved in a similar
way in Northern Ireland, South Africa, Indonesia and elsewhere. The insistence of the IDF that
the Palestinian demonstrators, humiliated by years of military occupation which has become part
of their culture and upbringing, have been organized and orchestrated by the Palestinian
Authority either shows an ignorance of history or cynical disregard for the ovenvhelming weight
of the evidence.
The excessive use of force on the part of the IDF and the failure to comply with
49.
international humanitarian law is further demonstrated by the failure of the IDF to respect the
vehicles of the Red Crescent and other medical vehicles. Statistics show that vehicles of the
Red Crescent have been attacked on 101 occasions. The IDF has also prevented ambulances and
private vehicles from travelling to hospitals. In this respect, it should be stressed that the
Palestinians have likewise shown a lack of respect for medical vehicles and there have
been 57 incidents in which Palestinians have attacked personnel and vehicles of the
Magen David Adom.
In the present intifada, the IDF apparently on grounds of military necessity, has destroyed
50.
homes and laid to waste a significant amount of agricultural land, especially in Gaza, which is
already land starved. Statistics show that 94 homes have been demolished and 7,024 dunums of
agricultural land bulldozed in Gaza. Damage to private houses is put at US$ 9.5 million and
damage to agricultural land at about US$27 million. Most of this action has occurred on roads
leading to Settlements, ostensibly in the interest of the protection of settlement vehicles. The
Commission inspected some of the devastation caused by the IDF along settlement roads. On
the Kusufim road, in the Qarara district, it inspected land that had been bulldozed for a distance
of some 700 metres from the road. Houses situated on this land had been destroyed and families
compelled to live in tents. Water wells in the vicinity had also been completely destroyed. The
Commission found it difficult to believe that such destruction, generally carried out in the middle
of the night and without advance warning, was justified on grounds of military necessity. To the
Commission it seemed that such destruction of property had been carried out in an intimidatory
manner unrelated to security, disrespectful of civilian well-being and going well beyond the
needs of military necessity. The evidence suggests that destruction of property and demolition of
houses have been replicated elsewhere in the West Bank and Gaza. Palestinians, like other
people, are deeply attached to their homes and agricultural land. The demolition of homes and
the destruction of olive and citms trees, nurtured by farmers over many years, has caused untold
human suffering to persons unconnected with the present violence. Even if a low-intensity
armed conflict exists in the West Bank and Gaza, it seems evident to us that such measures are
disproportionate, in the sense that the damage to civilian property outweighs military gain.
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Here it should be stressed that the Fourth Geneva Convention prohibits the destruction of private
property by the occupying Power "except where such destruction is rendered absolutely
necessary by military operations" (art. 53).
The Commission concludes that the IDF has engaged in the excessive use of force at the
5 1.
expense of life and property in Palestine. At the same time the Commission wishes to express its
horror at the lynchings of Israeli military reservists in Ramallah on 12 October 2000, the killing
of Israelis at a bus stop in Tel Aviv by a Palestinian bus driver on 14 February 2001 and similar
incidents that have done much to inflame Israeli public opinion against the Palestinian uprising.
52.
There is no evidence that the IDF has taken serious steps to investigate the killing or
wounding of Palestinians, except in a handful of cases, even where the circumstances strongly
suggest that soldiers had behaved in an undisciplined or illegal manner. The excuse that no
investigations are required on account of the characterization of the conflict as armed conflict is
not convincing and shows a disregard for the provision of the Fourth Geneva Convention which
requires the occupying Power to prosecute those guilty of committing grave breaches and other
infractions of the Convention (art. 146). Equally unconvincing are the reasons given by the
Palestinian Authority for its failure to investigate and prosecute the killings of Israelis,
particularly those responsible for the Ramallah lynchings.

VI. EXTRAJUDICIAL EXECUTIONSIPOLITICAL ASSASSINATIONS
53.
Extrajudicial executions or targeted political assassinations carried out by the IDF have
resulted in only a small number of deaths and cannot compare in magnitude with the more
widespread suffering caused to the Palestinian population. The Commission has, however,
decided to pay special attention to these killings, because they have been officially
acknowledged, promoted and condoned.
Israel has long been accused of being responsible for the assassination of targeted
54.
Palestinian individuals, but it is only during the second intifada that such a practice has been
officially acknowledged and defended at the highest levels of the Government of Israel. In early
January 2001, the Israeli Deputy Minister of Defence, Ephraim Sneh, justified the policy in the
following language: "1 can tell you unequivocally what the policy is. If anyone has cornrnitted
or is planning to carry out terrorist attacks, he has to be hit ... It is effective, precise and just."
At a meeting of the Foreign Affairs and Defence Cornmittee, Prime Minister Ehud Barak put the
claim more broadly: "If people are shooting at us and killing us, Our only choice is to strike
back. A country under terrorist threat must fight back." And more directly, while visiting a
military command on the West Bank, Mr. Barak was quoted as saying, "The IDF is free to take
action against those who seek to harm us".
55.
There is further officia1 confirmation of the Israeli claim of right with respect to
extrajudicial killings. When the IDF West Bank military commander, Brigadier-General
Beni Gantz, was asked whether Israel was pursuing a "liquidation" policy with respect to the
Palestinians, he responded as follows: "You said liquidation, not me. We will initiate action as
necessary. We will not stop such action as long as there is a threat." Israel's Chief of Staff,
Shaul Mofaz, invoked the legal opinion issued by the Military Advocate-General,
Menachem Finkelstein, that it was permissible in exceptional cases to kill Palestinian terrorists,
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expressed in the following guarded language: "This is not routine, but an exceptional method
whose goal is to Save human lives in the absence of any other alternative . . . It is used against
people [who have] definitely [been] identified as having worked, and are working, to commit
attacks against Israel." It should be noted that the Military Advocate-General uses more
circumscribed language than do the political and military leaders, but his guidelines are
self-applied, depending upon the accuracy of Israeli intelligence and upon good faith in limiting
such tactics to circumstances of an exceptional character.
One prominent instance of a political assassination involved the sniper shooting of
56.
Dr. Thabat Ahmad Thabat in Tulkarem, West Bank, as he was driving his car from his house in
the morning of 9 December 2000. Dr. Thabat, a dentist, 50 years of age, father of three, held
officia1 positions in the Palestinian Health Ministry and was a lecturer on public health at
Al Quds Open University. He was the Fatah secretary in Tulkarem and was in regular contact
with Israeli NGOs working in the area of health and human rights. Several Israeli witnesses
appearing before the Commission expressed dismay about the killing of Dr. Thabat, describing
him as their "friend" and "partner" in the search for peace. Such expressions do not preclude the
possibility that Dr. Thabat may have had a double identity, but Israel has produced no evidence
of his complicity in violence against Israeli targets, beyond the vague allegation of his
involvement in "terrorist activities". Press reports indicated that Israeli Special Forces undertook
this action against Dr. Thabat as part of a military operation that consisted of "cleansing" Fatah
security capacities in view of the demonstrations inside the Palestinian temtories, and
specifically at Tulkarem. Ms. Siham Thabat, the widow of Dr. Thabat, submitted a petition to
the Supreme Court of Israel asking for an end to Israel's "cleansing policy", described as
imposing "capital punishment without trial". The petition was dismissed. As far as is known, the
prosecution submitted no further evidence specifically implicating Dr. Thabat.
While the Commission was present in the Palestinian territories, another prominent
57.
instance of extrajudicial killing occurred. It involved the use of a Cobra helicopter gunship to
attack Massoud Iyyad with three rockets on 14 February 2001 while he was driving his car in
Gaza near the Jabalya refugee camp. Mr. Iyyad was a lieutenant colonel and high-ranking
member of Force 17, an elite security unit specifically assigned the task of protecting
Yasser Arafat. Israeli security forces claimed credit for the assassination, contending that
Mr. Iyyad was a leader of a Hezbollah ce11 in Gaza that was intending to transform the second
intifada into a Lebanon-style war of attrition of the sort successfully waged by Hezbollah in
the 1990s. Aside from the legality of such tactics, the allegations were never substantiated by
the release of documentary or other evidence.
58.
Such extrajudicial executions during the second intifada number at least 11, but the
figure is probably much higher. Palestinian and independent sources put the figure at
somewhere between 25 and 35. On at least one occasion, the killing of Hussein Abayat
on 9 November 2000 by anti-tank missiles fired at his car from helicopters, two women
bystanders were also killed and three other Palestinians were seriously injured.
59.
In a disturbing escalation of language associated with such violence, a designated
spokesperson of the settler movement, Yehoshua Mor-Yosef, has been quoted as saying "Arafat
is an enemy, he was never a partner. After seven years of war and him sending his own people
to kill, we need to assassinate him". (International Herald Tribune, 27 February 2001, p. 8).
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There have been several important political condemnations of extrajudicial killings. The
60.
Government of the United States has expressed a critical attitude towards extrajudicial killing in
a detailed exposition of the practice contained in the "Occupied Territories" section of the
Country Reports on Human Rights Practices-2000 issued by the Department of State. On behalf
of the European Union, its Presidency issued a declaration on extrajudicial killings, calling them
"unacceptable and contrary to the rule of law", and urging Israel "to cease this practice and thus
respect international law". (Brussels, 13 February 200 1, 592810 1 (Presse 47)). This declaration
was formally submitted by the Council of the European Union to the Secretary-General of the
United Nations with a request that it be circulated as a document of the General Assembly.
It is the view of the Commission that, whatever the truth of various allegations directed
6 1.
against specific individuals, the practice of political assassination is a fundamental violation of
international human rights standards, as well as a grave breach of the Fourth Geneva
Convention. Several human rights instruments, including the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights and the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, affirm the right to life and
specifically prohibit executions of civilians without trial and a fair judicial process.
Because the law of occupation also applies, provisions of this lex specialis take
62.
precedence over human rights. (For clarification of this conclusion, see the discussion on the
legal status of the conflict in section IV above.) Thus, whether a particular loss of life is to be
considered an arbitrary loss of life contrary to article 6 of the International Covenant on Civil
and Political Rights can only be decided by reference to the law of occupation in the Fourth
Geneva Convention. Article 4 of the Fourth Geneva Convention defines persons protected by
the Convention as "those who, at a given moment and in any manner whatsoever, find
themselves, in case of a conflict or occupation, in the hands of a Party to the conflict or
Occupying Power of which they are not nationals". The phrase "in the hands o f ' simply means
that the person is on territory that is under the control of the State in question and implies control
that is more than mere physical control. Civilians lose the protection under the Fourth Geneva
Convention when they become combatants by taking a direct part in hostilities (art. 5 1 (3) of
Additional Protocol 1). Israel contends that the victims of targeted political assassinations were
combatants. This is unconvincing for two related reasons: they were not participating in the
hostilities at the time they were killed; and no evidence was provided by Israel to back up its
contention of a combat role despite their civilian appearance.
63.
There is no legal foundation for killing protected persons on the basis of suspicion or
even on the basis of evidence of their supposedly menacing activities or possible future
undertakings. On the contrary, article 27 of the Fourth Geneva Convention provides for the
respect of protected persons, article 32 explicitly prohibits their killing under such conditions,
and article 68 places restrictions on the application of the death penalty and, in any event,
requires a prior judicial trial.
64.
As the evidence indicates, Dr. Thabat and several others who were targets of political
assassinations could have been arrested when, as was the case in this instance, he made almost
daily trips to points under Israeli security control. The Commission concludes that the practice
of targeted political assassination, which is fully acknowledged by the Government of Israel at
its highest levels, violates a number of provisions of the Fourth Geneva Convention. It also
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represents a grave breach of the Convention, which in article 147 refers to "wilful killing" in this
connection. Further, article 146 calls upon High Contracting Parties to enforce this prohibition in
relation to those responsible for its violation.
VII. SETTLEMENTS
Jewish settlements in the West Bank (including East Jerusalem) and Gaza feature
65.
prominently in the present conflict between Israel and the Palestinian people. This report focuses
on the implications of the settlements for human rights and international humanitarian law during
the second intifada.
66.
Israel argues that the issue of Jewish settlements is a political one to be resolved in
negotiations between Israel and the Palestinians over the political future of the OPT.
Palestinians, on the other hand, see the settlement issue as a major impediment to the peace
process and a question govemed by international law. They argue that settlements are unlawful
as they violate article 49 (6) of the Fourth Geneva Convention, which prohibits an occupying
Power from transferring parts of its own civilian population into the territory it occupies. The
international community has given its ovenvhelming support to the Palestinian position.
Repeated resolutions of both the Security Council and the General Assembly condemn Jewish
settlements in the West Bank and Gaza as a violation of the Fourth Geneva Convention. The
same attitude is adopted by the International Committee of the Red Cross.

67.
The Commission is itself of the opinion that Jewish settlements in the West Bank and
Gaza violate article 49 (6) of the Fourth Geneva Convention and place a serious obstacle in the
way of durable peace.
Since 1967, Israel has been responsible for establishing, financing and protecting Jewish
68.
settlements in the West Bank and Gaza. Initially this programme of creeping annexation pursued
by means of the requisitioning and occupation of Palestinian land was justified by Israel on
security grounds. This pretext has long been abandoned. Indeed, Yitshak Rabin, while he was
Prime Minister and Minister of Defence, acknowledged that most of the settlements added
nothing to security and in fact were a burden on the anny. Most settlements are today inhabited
by civilian settlers motivated either by the ideology of Zionist expansion or by the comforts of a
suburban way of life, subsidized by the Government of Israel. From the perspective of the
Government, settlements create factual situations on the ground that serve to establish political
control over the occupied Palestinian territories.

69.
Today there are some 190 settlements in the West Bank and Gaza, inhabited by
approximately 380,000 settlers, of whom some 180,000 live in the East Jerusalem area.
Settlements have expanded considerably since the start of the Oslo peace process and accelerated
under the Prime Ministership of Mr. Barak. Settlements have continued to expand since the start
of the second intifada. The map in annex III gives an indication of the extent to which
settlements are scattered throughout the territories, and the population of the different
settlements. Settlements differ considerably in size and location. Some number
over 10,000 inhabitants, while others have less than 100 inhabitants. Some are situated at a
considerable distance from Palestinian towns, whereas others are situated within a Palestinian
city, as, most prominently, in the case of the Jewish settlement in Hebron, or on the doorstep of a
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Palestinian village or refugee camp. The settlement of Neve Dekalim, for instance, is situated
adjacent to the crowded refugee camp of Khan Yunis. It was here that the Commission came
under gunfire from the IDF.
In Gaza, settlement roads run through Palestinian territory and cross roads used by
70.
Palestinians, causing great traffic congestion for Palestinians whose vehicles are required to halt
every time a settler or military vehicle approaches a crossroad. In the West Bank, on the other
hand, Israel has built a vast road system, running for some 400 km, which bypasses Palestinian
population centres and enables settlers and military forces protecting them to move speedily and
safely through the West Bank. To achieve this, 160,000 dunums of land were requisitioned,
much of it under cultivation by Palestinian farmers. Moreover, in some instances, Palestinian
homes were demolished without compensation for the purpose of constructing this network of
bypass roads. These roads prevent the expansion of Palestinian villages and undermine the
economic development of Palestinians by restricting Palestinian movement and impeding the
flow of commerce and workers from one Palestinian area to another. The scale of the investment
in this road network raises troubling questions about Israel's long-term intentions for the
West Bank.
The relationship between settlers and Palestinians is an unhappy one and each side views
7 1.
the other with hostility, anger and suspicion. Protected by the Israeli military, and exempt from
the jurisdiction of the courts of the Palestinian Authority, settlers have committed numerous acts
of violence against the Palestinians and destroyed Palestinian agricultural land and property.
Israeli justice has often either turned a blind eye to such acts or treated them with leniency
bordering on exoneration. Inevitably, this has fuelled the resentment of Palestinians, who
regard Israeli justice as biased in favour of settlers. Since the beginning of the intifada
on 29 September 2000, incidents of settler violence have dramatically increased. Palestinian
hostility to settlers has grown alarmingly since the start of this intifada and most of the Israelis
killed in the present conflict have been settlers or soldiers charged with the task of protecting
settlements and roads leading to settlements.
Settlements are a major obstacle in the way of peace between Israelis and Palestinians.
72.
First, they virtually foreclose the possibility of a viable Palestinian State as they, together with
the road system connecting them, destroy the territorial integrity of Palestine. In this sense, they
act as a major impediment to the exercise of the right to self-determination within the
internationally recognized self-determination unit of Palestine, i.e. the territory occupied by
Israel after the 1967 war. Secondly, settlements provide daily evidence of the violation of
international law and the failure of the international community, acting through the
United Nations and the High Contracting Parties to the Geneva Conventions, to remedy such a
situation. The despair and cynicism in the Palestinian community about the willingness of the
international community to enforce the rule of law is in large measure due to its failure to halt
the growth of the settler population and to persuade the Government of Israel to reverse this
practice.
The link between settlements and violence in the present intifada is clear. Many of the
73.
acts of violence carried out by the IDF and settlers that have resulted in Palestinian deaths and
injuries have occurred on the heavily defended roads leading to settlements or in the proximity of
settlements. Settlements provide a visible and proximate target for the anger fuelled by years of
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Israeli occupation. The IDF convoys and bases in the proximity of settlements aimed at the
protection of such settlements have been the focal point of Palestinian demonstrations, violence
and sharpshooting. Likewise, much of the Palestinian property bulldozed by the IDF has been
destroyed not in the interests of military security, but the security of settlers. Homes, fruit and
olive trees and crops have been destroyed by the IDF in order to make settlers feel more secure
and to facilitate their access to their settlements by means of protected roads.
74.
Settlers, too, have suffered from their proximity to the Palestinian people. As the most
visible symbols of occupation, they are obvious targets for Palestinian gunmen.
75.
Without settlements or settlers, there can be no doubt that the number of deaths and
injuries in the present intifada would have been but a small fraction of their current number and,
quite possibly, the present intifada might not have occurred. Both Israelis and Palestinians are
therefore paying a high price in terms of life, bodily integrity and property for a programme that
violates a cardinal principle of international humanitarian law.
76.
Settlements act as a perpetual reminder to the Palestinian people of the humiliation of
military occupation. This sense of humiliation is aggravated by the apparently comfortable way
of life of the settlers, whose standard of living contrasts sharply with the poverty of their
Palestinian neighbours. Refugees in crowded camps, with poor sanitation and limited water
resources, inevitably view with envy and anger settlements with swimming pools and
well-watered lawns.
77.
Palestinian witnesses before the Commission, from al1 sections of the community, despite
being of different political persuasions and from different income groups, spoke with equal anger
and resentment about the presence of settlements and settlers in their territory. Many claimed
settlements were a prime cause of the present intifada, a view shared by international
organizations working in the West Bank and Gaza.
78.
The Commission reaffirms that settlements in the West Bank and Gaza constitute a major
violation of international humanitarian law and identify the presence of settlements and settlers
as a primary cause of many violations of human rights in the OPT.
VIII. DEPRIVATION OF THE ENJOYMENT OF ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL
RIGHTS: EFFECTS OF CLOSURES, CURFEWS, RESTRICTIONS ON
MOVEMENT AND DESTRUCTION OF PROPERTY
Introductory note
It needs to be kept in mind that the Palestinian population in the occupied territories is,
79.
even under normal conditions, very poor, particularly the 50 per cent of the Palestinians living in
refugee camps. To impose additional burdens on such a population is inevitably to create
patterns of severe material, social and psychological hardships. These hardships entai1 denials of
basic human needs, as protected by international human rights standards, which raises important
issues of international law. To claim a security justification for policies that inflict such
pronounced harrn imposes a heavy burden of persuasion on the claimant, in this case the
Government of Israel. The interna1 closures seem to have a mainly punitive character quite
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unrelated to security and are more likely to have the opposite effect of inflaming Palestinian
resistance. Even external closures, especially for the import of building materials and the export
of agricultural products, would seem to be unrelated to the maintenance of security. The
condensed presentation of the effects of closure and related policies in this section of the report
must be read with such considerations in mind.

Restrictions on movement
80.
Since 29 September 2000, Israel has imposed severe restrictions on freedom of
movement in the occupied territories. During the 123-day period from 1 October 2000
to 3 1 January 2001, the Israeli-Palestinian border was closed for labour and trade flows
for 93 days, or 75.6 per cent of the time. Internal movement restrictions and internal closures partial or severe - were in place for 100 per cent of the time in the West Bank and for 89 per cent
of the time in Gaza. The Dahania Airport in the Gaza Strip, the only Palestinian airport, was
closed for over half of this period. During this 123-day period, the international border crossings
to Jordan from the West Bank and to Egypt from Gaza were closed for more than 20 per cent
and 40 per cent of the time, respectively. The safe passage connecting the Gaza Strip and the
West Bank was closed from 6 October, greatly obstructing travel for Palestinians and
diminishing the governmental effectiveness of the PA.
The cumulative effect of these restrictions on the freedom of movement of people and
8 1.
goods is understandably perceived by the Palestinians affected as a siege. It has resulted in
severe socio-economic hardships in the Palestinian territory. The internal closures have
effectively sealed Palestinian population centres and restricted movement from one locality to
another. The restriction on the entry of Palestinians into Israel has meant denial of access to
their places of work in Israel to an estimated 100,000 Palestinians. The economic results have
been devastating: the families of these workers are now suffering from a complete lack of
income, threatening them with destitution. The World Bank's projection that the impact of
closure will raise unemployment to 50 per cent and the poverty rate to 43.7 per cent in 2001 has
almost been realized.

Internal closure
The internal closure has disrupted life within the territories. Workers are unable to reach
82.
their places of work. Produce from farms cannot reach markets. Shops and commercial offices
are unable to open. From 8 October, numerous limitations were placed on passage between the
north and the south of the Gaza Strip and movement between Gaza City and the cities of
Khan Yunis and Rafah was prevented almost entirely. Movement within the West Bank has
become nearly impossible. Hundreds of IDF checkpoints have been erected throughout the
West Bank and entry to and exit from cities requires passing through them. The IDF has placed
checkpoints at the entrances to al1 villages and entry and exit are possible only via dirt roads,
entailing enormous hardships. Trips that once took 15 minutes now take several hours. In some
of the villages, mostly in areas near settlements and bypass roads, the dirt roads have also been
blocked with large concrete blocks and piles of dirt, and residents are imprisoned in their
villages. The Commission itself observed such IDF checkpoints and concrete blocks and piles of
dirt obstructing access.
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External closure
83.
The closure of the international border crossings with Jordan and Egypt, as well as the
restrictions on movement of goods from Israel to the territories, has had a direct negative effect
on al1 sectors of the economy. The near total interruption of the supply of basic construction
materials has closed factories and plants dependent on these materials for their production
activities. The construction and building sector in the Palestinian territories has been practically
suspended owing to imports of basic construction materials such as cement, steel and timber
being denied entry by the IDF through their control of border checkpoints. This, in tum, has
resulted in the unemployment of tens of thousands of workers and employees in the construction
and building sector. The overall dismption of the economy and unemployment, together with
mobility restrictions and border closures, have resulted in an average unemployment rate
of 38 per cent (more than 250,000 persons) as compared to 11 per cent (7 1,000 persons) in the
first nine months of 2000. According to one estimate, unemployment now directly affects the
income of about 910,000 people or 30 per cent of the population.
Curfews
Curfews have been imposed in certain areas of the occupied territories, which in effect
84.
imprisons an entire population in their homes. For example, Palestinians in the H2 area of
Hebron have been under curfew almost continuously since October 2000. The curfews appear to
be imposed for the convenience of settlers in the area as they do not apply to settlers. The
character and timing of Israel's restrictions on the freedom of movement challenge the
contention that these restrictions are dictated purely by security considerations: Israel has
imposed a sweeping closure, curfew and siege on millions of people, rather than on individuals
who pose a security threat. In addition, the policy of restrictions of movement discriminates
between the two populations living in the occupied territories, namely Palestinians and
non-Palestinians, since the restrictions are imposed exclusively on the Palestinian population. in
many cases, the explicit aim of the restrictions is to ensure freedom of movement for the settler
population at the expense of the local population.
Negative economic impacts
85.
In the absence of border closures, per capita income was projected to be about US$2,000
in the Palestinian territories in the year 2000. As a result of border closures and interna1
movement restrictions, this is estimated to be reduced to US$ 1,680, a decline of 16 per cent.
The gravity of this negative impact is measured, however, by the disproportionately high impact
on people living below the poverty line (estimated by the World Bank at US$2.10 per person
per day in consumption expenditures). The number of poor is estimated to have increased from
about 650,000 persons to 1 million persons, an increase of over 50 per cent. Given the
continuing closures and restrictions of movement of people and goods and the resultant
unemployment and total deprivation of income to increasing numbers of the population, poverty
and near destitution are mounting. Humanitarian assistance has dramatically increased.
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Economic losses
The direct economic losses arising from movement restrictions are estimated
86.
at 50 per cent of gross domestic product (GDP) for the four-month period of the second intifada
and 75 per cent of wage income earned by Palestinian workers in Israel. The GDP loss is
estimated at US$ 907.3 million, while the loss of labour income from employment in Israel is
estimated at US$ 243.4 million. The total loss is estimated at US$ 1,150.7 million. The loss is
about US$ 11 million per working day or US$ 3 per person per working day during the
period 1 October 2000-3 1 January 2001. Significant decreases in earnings in the transportation
sector have been reported as a result of the interna1 siege. The tourism sector has also reported
significant decline.
Public sector revenue losses: revenue losses and increased social spending
There have been significant losses to the public sector in the form of lost revenues.
87.
Domestic income and value added tax (VAT) revenues have been reduced as a result of lower
levels of domestic income caused by disruptions in production and reduced labour flows into
Israel. External revenues, mainly customs and VAT revenues associated with imports from
Israel and abroad, have been reduced by lower commodity flows caused by movement
restrictions and reduced consumer demand. In 1999, 63 per cent of al1 Palestinian Authority
revenues were in the form of transfers of receipts collected by the authorities under the terms of
the Paris Protocol on Economic Relations of 1994. VAT, customs, income tax, health fees and
other taxes collected by Israel on behalf of the PA are estimated at US$ 53 million monthly.
These revenues have been withheld from the PA since October 2000. As a result of the eroded
revenue base, the PA has been unable to pay salaries to its employees.
Destruction of property
There has been continued destruction of property, in particular in the vicinity of
88.
settlements or bypass and access roads to settlements, allegedly on grounds of military necessity
or security considerations. On 7 October 2000, Israeli tanks and bulldozers invaded the
Netzarim Junction and destroyed two residential buildings comprising 32 apartments near the
Israeli military outpost. On 8 October, the IDF destroyed an iron-processing factory in the
Netzarim area, while in the same area bulldozers swept the agricultural land on the south-eastern
and south-western sides of the junction. On 16 October, bulldozers swept land to the north of
Neve Dekalim settlement. On 19 October, the IDF swept land leading to the Gush Katif
settlement bloc. The Commission visited this area and observed the destruction of the farms, the
sweeping of the land and the destruction of citrus and olive trees. This process of destruction of
farms, cutting down of fruit trees and demolition of greenhouses planted with vegetables
continues. The Commission received evidence from victims whose homes and greenhouses had
been destroyed, citrus and olive trees uprooted and farmlands swept by bulldozers.
89.
According to one estimate, the Israeli authorities demolished 223 Palestinian-owned
buildings during 2000: 68 in the West Bank (including East Jerusalem) and 155 in the
Gaza Strip.
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Effect of closures and movement restrictions on health care
90.
The Commission received evidence of the restrictions obstructing access by the sick and
the wounded as well as pregnant women to hospitals. There have also been instances where the
prolonged closure of outside borders, including the airport in Gaza, impeded the transfer of
wounded Palestinians to other countries for treatment. An example of the effect of denial of
access to hospitals is provided by statistical data from St. Luke's Hospital in Nablus, which
reported a 38 per cent decline in the admission rate, a 29 per cent decline in the occupancy rate,
a 53 per cent decline in the number of surgical operations performed, a 20 per cent decline in the
number of babies delivered, a 48 per cent decline in the number of patients in the intensive care
unit, a 49 per cent decline in the number of general practice patients, a 73 per cent decline in the
number of visits to specialty services and a 30 per cent decline in the number of physiotherapy
cases in the period October-November 2000 as compared to the same period in 1999.
Effect of closures and movement restrictions on education
91.
Since the beginning of October 2000, more than 40 schools are reported to have been
closed or unable to operate owing to curfews or closures. In the centre of Hebron, 34 schools
have been closed, resulting in unemployrnent for more than 460 teachers, and 13,000 students '
were reported to be without educational facilities. Four Palestinian schools in Hebron have been
closed by the IDF and turned into military bases: the M'aref School, Usama bin Munkez School,
the Johar School and the Al Ukhwa School. Several thousand children are reported also to have
had to be permanently moved from school premises as a result of darnage to the school structure.
92.
Schools near flashpoints - 173 in the West Bank and 23 in the Gaza Strip - were the worst
hit. They were subjected to several kinds of assault, including bombing by the Israeli army and
shooting by settlers.
Violations of internationally recognized human rights norms and international
humanitarian law
The measures of closure, curfew or destruction of property described above constitute
93.
violations of the Fourth Geneva Convention and human rights obligations binding upon Israel.
Destruction of property is prohibited by article 53 of the Fourth Geneva Convention, unless such
destruction is rendered absolutely necessary for military operations, which does not appear to be
the case for much of the destruction carried out. Other obligations under the Fourth Geneva
Convention affected by closures are those under articles 23,55 and 56. These require the free
passage of consignments of medical and hospital stores and the free passage of foodstuffs,
clothing and medicines intended for certain vulnerable categories of persons and impose a duty
to ensure food and medical supplies to the population and to ensure and maintain medical and
hospital establishments and services and public health and hygiene in an occupied territory.
94.
Human rights n o m s are also apposite in the context of the closures because, in the
Interim Agreement, Israel and the Palestinian Council accepted that they should exercise their
powers and responsibilities pursuant to that Agreement with due regard to internationally
accepted norms and principles of human rights and the rule of ~ a w Human
.~
rights violated by
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the closures include the right to work, internationally recognized in article 6 of the International
Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights. The severe socio-economic hardships
caused by the restrictions on movement constitute a violation of the right to an adequate standard
of living recognized in article 11 of that Covenant. Destruction of houses that leaves the
occupants homeless also violates this right, since it specifically includes the right to adequate
housing. The closures and movement restrictions interfere with the right of everyone to
education. Children and students are prevented from attending classes, despite the duty of States
to make secondary and higher education accessible to al1 by every appropriate means. In
addition, restrictions on movement are also placed on journalists. This affects their reporting of
events and constitutes a violation of their freedom of expression and, indirectly, of the
population's right to seek and receive information, recognized in article 19 of the Covenant.
This right may be subjected to certain restrictions, but only in certain circumstances and not as a
general rule. The Palestinian Authority has also restricted the freedom of movement of
journalists.
Finally, attention is drawn to article 33 of the Fourth Geneva Convention, which prohibits
95.
collective punishment. Israel has invoked security considerations to justify closures and other
measures described above. From the Commission's own observations, it would appear that
while in some instances security considerations may justify temporary closures, the
comprehensive and protracted closures, as well as the scale and nature of the destruction of
property of Palestinian civilians, is best regarded as collective punishment.
IX. PALESTINIAN REFUGEES AND THE SECOND INTIFADA

The Commission seeks to draw attention to the distinctive vulnerability of Palestinian
96.
refugees as a special case of hardship during the course of the second intifada, particularly as a
result of the Israeli policies of closure and blockade. It needs to be appreciated that, according to
UNRWA figures for 2000, there are 1,407,621 registered Palestinian refugees living in the
West Bank and Gaza, comprising over 50 per cent of the Palestinian population in these
territories. That figure represents only 38 per cent of the total Palestinian refugee population, the
remainder being spread out mainly in Jordan, Lebanon and the Syrian Arab Republic. There are
two sets of issues relevant to Our inquiry: first, the vulnerability of Palestinian refugees living in
refugee camps on the West Bank and Gaza, and second, the so-called "right of return" issue.
There is, first of all, the anomalous status of Palestinian refugees due to their exclusion
97.
from the protective mechanisms and responsibility of UNHCR. No other refugee community in
the world is so excluded. UNRWA was established in 1949 to address the specific concerns of
Palestinian refugees and became operational in 1950. This special regime acknowledging the
importance of the refugee dimension of the Israel-Palestine relationship was reinforced over the
years by critical United Nations resolutions dealing with the conflict. UNRWA was given
responsibility for humanitarian aspects of the international effort to alleviate the material
suffering of Palestinian refugees, but it was not entrusted with any protective functions. These
functions were assigned to a parallel entity called the United Nations Conciliation Commission
for Palestine (UNCCP), which, ironically, was established in response to General Assembly
resolution 194 (1 11) calling for the protection of Palestinian refugees. Unlike UNRWA,
UNCCP has been incapable of carrying out its functions, encountering political and financial
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obstacles from its inception. Although UNCCP continues to exist on paper, it lacks a budget and
personnel, and is effectively defunct. Yet, this organizational structure continues to define the
legal status of Palestinian refugees.
In accordance with the 1951 Convention relating to the Status of Refugees, protection is
98.
accorded to al1 refugees under the authority of UNHCR except for the Palestinians. They are
excluded because of article ID of the 1951 Refugee Convention, which provides:

"This convention shall not apply to persons who are at present receiving from organs or
agencies of the United Nations other than the United Nations High Commissioner for
Refugees protection or assistance."
Despite the failure of UNCCP to supply the anticipated protection, Palestinian refugees remain
in limbo and have never in the more than half a century of their existence been incorporated
within the UNHCR regime.
99.
Such a result is particularly disturbing as article 1D explicitly recognizes the possibility
that alternative forms of protection may fail for one reason or another. The language of the
second paragraph of ID is clear beyond reasonable dispute on this matter:
"When such protection or assistance has ceased for any reason, without the persons
being definitively settled in accordance with the relevant resolutions adopted by the
General Assembly of the United Nations, these persons shall ipso facto be entitled to the
benefits of this Convention."
There is no discernible reason to refrain from implementing this inclusionary provision, which
should have been implemented decades ago.
100. The issue is not trivial. For one thing, the Commission was repeatedly told by a variety
of witnesses, supplemented by documentary materials, that the refugees in the camps in the
occupied territories were enduring hardships that exceeded those being experienced by the
general Palestinian population, and that UNWRA officiais felt unable to raise questions of a
protective nature, regarding them as outside their humanitarian mandate and of a "political"
character.
101. These protective concerns are directly associated with the distinctive pressures exerted by
Israeli responses to the second intifada. The refugee camps are often prominent flashpoints in
relations with the IDF and the settlements, prompting retaliatory "security" measures, especially
prolonged closures, including blockages of access roads. Refugees are trapped in these
overcrowded camps, prevented from going to places of employment and often denied access to
educational and medical facilities. The incidence of destitution resulting from the impact of the
second intifada is significantly higher for refugees than for non-refugees, and is felt more keenly,
as refugees lack land for subsistence agriculture or within which to move about. Our visits to
several Palestinian refugee camps revealed to us the special sense of material and psychological
hardship associated with the confinement and curfews of this period of intifada. Under such
conditions, it is hardly surprising that much of the support for Palestinian militancy and armed
struggle is generated within the refugee camps.
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102. The second, wider question, which is associated with the right of return, concerns the
future of refugees outside the territories as well as those within, and is mostly beyond the scope
of the Commission's central mandate. Its relevance arises from the degree to which Israelis
insist that accepting such a right would be an act of suicide on the part of Israel and that and no
State can be expected to destroy itself. Such an apocalyptic approach to the refugee issue
obstructs overall moves towards a just peace.
103. In conclusion, the Palestinian refugees within the territories seem worse off than the
Palestinian refugee diaspora in neighbouring countries. Further, the deterioration of their
circumstances throughout the West Bank and Gaza has been accentuated by the heightened
tensions and violence of recent months. These refugees require a variety of emergency
protections that can only be provided by a concerted effort on an urgent basis at the international
level. UNRWA, with its resources already strained and its operating conditions subject to
interference, is not capable of providing the necessary protection.

X. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
104. The commission of inquiry has been deeply mindful of its responsibility to exercise every
care to be objective and impartial in gathering information and evaluating the evidence upon
which it would base its conclusions and recommendations with the aim of calling attention to
violations of human rights and international humanitarian law since 29 September 2000, and
encouraging future compliance with international obligations to the extent possible.
105. In making its recommendations, the Commission from the outset emphasizes the need to
understand the context and circumstances in which violations of human rights and breaches of
international humanitarian law have occurred and the situation which has given rise to an
ascending spiral of violence since the end of September 2000, resulting in a serious deterioration
of the human rights situation.
106. The historical context is one of conflict and successive wars (over 50 years), prolonged
occupation (over 30 years) and a protracted peace process (over 7 years). The peoples affected
continue to suffer from a legacy of distrust, humiliation and frustration, only occasionally
relieved by glimmerings of hope, which has al1 but disappeared of late.
107. The most worrying aspect of the recent escalation of violence leading to the loss of lives,
disabling injuries caused to thousands, and the destruction of property and livelihoods is that the
hopes and expectations created by the peace process are for the moment being smothered by
mutual perceptions ascribing the worst of motives to each other, thus generating intense distrust
and negative and destructive emotions.
108. It is important to emphasize that both the Palestinian people and the people of Israel have
a yearning for peace and security, and that a precondition for achieving a just and durable peace
is for every effort to be made on al1 sides to ease tensions, calm passions and promote a culture
of peace. This could be helped if the process through which negotiations for peace are pursued
is transparent, so that both Palestinian and Israeli public opinion can be built up in support of the
process and of its eventual outcome. In this way, the mutual confidence upon which a durable
peace must rest could be nurtured.
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109. The Commission was encouraged by the extent to which its own assessments of the main
issues addressed in the report substantially coincided with the most trustworthy third party
views, including those of diplomatic representatives of the European Union and senior
international civil servants with years of experience in the region. Thus, an informed and
impartial consensus reinforces the conclusions and recommendations set forth here.
110. It is with an understanding of the tragic history of the peoples involved, and its
psychological legacy, that Our recommendations, aimed at discouraging the persistence of recent
violations of human rights, are set out in three parts. The first part seeks to address the root
causes that need to be resolutely addressed and resolved. The second part lists safeguards and
procedures that need to be observed while negotiations aimed at a comprehensive, just and
durable peace are pursued in good faith. The third part presents a series of measures which can
be taken immediately to deter further violence and to end the destruction of lives, property and
livelihoods. The fourth part is more ambitious, recommending steps for establishing a climate
conducive to the emergence over time of a just and durable peace for the peoples of Israel and
Palestine.
1. Conditions for a just and durable peace
111. A comprehensive, just and durable peace is to be sought through negotiations in
good faith that would end the occupation and establish a dispensation that meets the legitimate
expectations of the Palestinian people concerning the realization of their right to
self-determination and the genuine security concerns of the people of Israel.
112. While noting that it is the Israeli position that occupation has in effect ended in much of
the occupied territories following the agreements reached leading to the establishment of the
Palestinian Authority, as well as the fact that the ultimate disposition of the settlements in those
territories is a matter for negotiation between the parties, it needs to be recognized that, from the
Palestinian perspective, so long as the settlements remain as a substantial presence in the
occupied territories, and Israeli military forces are deployed to protect those settlements, no
meaningful end to occupation can be said to have taken place.
2. Human rights and humanitarian law imperatives

113. The framework for a final peaceful settlement and the process through which it is
pursued should be guided at al1 stages by respect for human rights and humanitarian law and the
full application of international human rights standards set out in the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights and in applicable human rights instruments, in particular those relating to women,
children and refugees.
114. An adequate and effective international presence needs to be established to monitor and
regularly report on compliance by al1 parties with human rights and humanitarian law standards
in order to ensure full protection of the human rights of the people of the occupied territories.
Such an international mechanism should be established immediately and constituted in such a
manner as to reflect a sense of urgency about protecting the human rights of the Palestinian
people.
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115. Protection needs to be accorded to the people of the occupied territories in strict
compliance with the 1949 Geneva Convention Relative to the Protection of Civilians in Time of
War (Fourth Geneva Convention). The High Contracting Parties, individually and collectively,
need urgently to take appropriate and effective action to respond to an emergency situation
calling for measures to alleviate the daily suffering of the Palestinian people flowing from the
severe breaches of the Fourth Geneva Convention. Article One of the Convention places a duty
on the High Contracting Parties "to respect and ensure respect" of the provisions of the
Convention "in al1 circumstances". The Commission recalls that the Conference of the High
Contracting Parties to the Fourth Geneva Convention, convened in Geneva on 15 July 1999, in
its concluding statement reaffirmed the applicability of the Fourth Geneva Convention to the
occupied Palestinian territory, including East Jerusalem, and reiterated the need for full respect
for the provisions of the Convention in that Territory, and further recorded the following
decision:
Taking into consideration the improved atrnosphere in the Middle East as a whole, the
Conference was adjoumed on the understanding that it will convene again in the light of
consultations on the development of the humanitarian situation in the field.
In view of the serious deterioration of the humanitarian situation in the Territory, the
Commission recommends that the High Contracting Parties should act with urgency to
reconvene the Conference. Such a Conference should establish an effective international
mechanism for taking the urgent measures needed.

3. Urgent measures for the protection of human rights
116. It seems incontestable that the Israeli Security Forces (Le. the IDF and the Israeli
Police Force) have used excessive and disproportionate force from the outset of the second
intifada, whether their conduct is measured by the standards of international humanitarian law
applicable to armed conflict, the codes of conduct applicable to policing in situations not
amounting to armed conflict or by the open-fire regulations binding upon members of the Israeli
Security Forces. In these circumstances there is an urgent need for the Israeli Security Forces to
ensure that, even in life-threatening situations, great care is taken not to inflict injury on civilians
not directly involved in hostile activities and not to cause disproportionate harm and injury. In
non-life threatening situations, particularly demonstrations, the security forces should comply
fully with the policing codes of 1979 and 1990, as well as their own open-fire regulations. Every
effort should be made by the Govemment of Israel to ensure that its security forces observe these
rules, that such rules are made effectively known to members of the security forces, that the rules
are not arbitrarily and summarily altered and that it is made clear to the security forces that
violations will result in meaningful disciplinary action being taken against them.
1 17. The Israeli Security Forces should not resort to the use of rubber-coated bullets and live
ammunition, except as a last resort. Even in life-threatening situations minimum force should be
used against civilians. The Israeli Security Forces should be amply equipped and trained in
non-lethal means of response, particularly for dealing with violent demonstrations. Every effort
should be made to use well-established methods of crowd control.
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118. The use of force by the IDF in the exercise of its role of providing security to settlers is
also subject to international humanitarian law standards, including the Fourth Geneva
Convention, and cannot be used for pre-emptive shooting of unarmed civilians in areas near
settlements or on access and bypass roads leading to settlements or for the destruction of
Palestinian property, including the demolition of homes, the cutting down of trees and the
destruction of farms, and appropriate instructions to that effect should be issued to al1 concerned.
119. Targeted shooting of individuals by the IDF or by settlers or by sharpshooters of either
side amounts to extrajudicial execution, which is a gross violation of the right to life, constitutes
a breach of international humanitarian law and would attract international criminal
responsibility. Instructions should be urgently issued and disseminated by al1 the concemed
authorities immediately to end such targeted killing.
120. Complaints regarding the use of lethal force or the excessive use of force which has
caused death or serious injury should be investigated and persons found responsible should be
held accountable and should not enjoy impunity.
121. Immediate and effective measures need to be taken to end closures, curfews and other
restrictions on the movement of people and goods in the occupied territories so that the right to
livelihood and normal economic activities are restored, as also the right of access to education
and health.
122. Immediate and effective measures need to be taken to prevent the destruction of property
in the occupied territories, including the demolition of houses, the cutting down of fruit and other
trees, and the destruction of farms and standing crops by the use of bulldozers and other means.
123. Prohibitions and restrictions derogating from the rights of the Palestinian people,
including economic and social rights, imposed by invoking security considerations must be
specifically justified and are in al1 cases subject to compliance with international humanitarian
law standards.
124. Al1 concerned authorities must refrain from measures that amount to collective
punishment. This would include withholding transfer to the Palestinian Authority of taxes and
duties collected by the Government of Israel, the imposition of restrictions on movement, or
violent acts of reprisa1 by either side.
125. Instructions need to be issued immediately by al1 concerned authorities to security forces
strictly to refrain from using force against or impeding the provision of medical relief and
treatment by those working for the Red Cross, the Red Crescent and Magen David Adom, and in
hospitals, and to ensure protection to ambulances and hospitals. These instructions should
require al1 concerned to ensure unimpeded access for the sick, the injured and pregnant women
to hospitals.
126. Compensation should be provided to victims of unlawful use of force where this has
caused death, disablement, destruction of property or economic loss.
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127. Al1 impediments to the flow of humanitarian assistance, now even more urgently needed,
should be removed as a matter of urgency and every effort should be made to facilitate the work
of the United Nations and other bodies involved in providing humanitarian assistance and
medical relief.
128. The life and safety of children and their access to education and health care should be
especially protected. Special instructions should be urgently issued prohibiting shooting at
unarmed children and pointing out that such acts would engage international and national
criminal responsibility. Every care should be taken to ensure that children are not involved in
situations where they expose themselves to risk of becoming victims of acts of violence.
129. Steps should be taken to apply article 1D of the 195 1 Convention relating to the Status
of Refugees to ensure that a regime of protection under the authority of the United Nations
High Commissioner for Refugees is extended to Palestinian refugees, especially those currently
residing in West Bank and Gaza camps. These refugees have been particularly victimized during
the second intifada, are not now protected by the application of the UNRWA framework and
urgently require international protection on a priority basis.
130. A mutually acceptable comprehensive settlement must deal equitably with the issue of
Palestinian refugees and their rightful claims, including those refugees living outside of the
Palestinian Territories. Such arrangements should be negotiated in a manner that is sensitive to
legitimate Israeli concerns.
131. Al1 restrictions on access to places of worship and al1 holy sites should be removed and
access to them by al1 faiths should be respected.

4. Transforming the climate of hostility
132. The Euro-Mediterranean Agreement between the European Communities and their
Member States and the State of Israel declares in article 2 that their relationship is to be based on
respect for human rights and democratic principles which guide their interna1 and international
policy; this could provide the basis for an initiative by the former to play a more pro-active role
in promoting acceptance and implementation of these recommendations and in supporting the
holding of consultations and dialogue at al1 levels between the Palestinian people and the Israeli
people.
133. To improve prospects for durable peace, especially given the fundamental gaps in
perception that currently separate the two sides, it is strongly recommended that the Commission
on Human Rights take concrete steps to facilitate dialogue between representative Israelis and
Palestinians at al1 levels of social interaction, formally and informally. In this regard, the
Commission on Human Rights is urged to convene a consultation between leaders of Israeli and
Palestinian civil society on a people-to-people basis in Geneva at the earliest possible time. In a
similar spirit, to engage Europe more directly in the realities of the crisis the Commission on
Human Rights is urged to convene a round table of representatives of European civil society and
government to discuss steps that can be taken to alleviate the suffering of the Palestinian people
and to ensure greater respect on both sides for human rights standards and for international
humanitarian law.
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134. In view of the comprehensive denial of human rights and the continuing pattern of
behaviour violative of international humanitarian law, this Commission recommends to the
Commission on Human Rights that it establish a high profile periodic monitoring and reporting
undertaking to consider the degree to which the recornrnendations of this report to the parties are
being implemented.
Notes
1

The resort to shooting by the Israeli police at Harem-al-Sharif/Temple Mount
on 29 September 2000 that started the second intifada was, by reliable accounts, not a response
to Palestinian gunfire. This raises a serious question about the insistence on the part of the
Government of Israel that lethal weapons have only been used in response to Palestinian
gunfire.
2

Interim Agreement of 28 December 1995, article XIX. Without this Agreement, Israel would
still be bound to ensure civil and political rights that are non-derogable to the population of the
occupied territories. Article 1 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights
requires that it protect the rights of al1 individuals subject to its jurisdiction, that is individuals
under its effective control. The International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights
does not refer to individuals under the State's jurisdiction, which makes its application to the
population of the occupied territories more doubtful. Israel became a party to the two
International Covenants in 199 1.
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Annex 1
EXTRACT FROM RESOLUTION S-511 ADOPTED BY THE
FIFTH SPECIAL SESSION OF THE COMMISSION ON
HUMAN RIGHTS ON 19 OCTOBER 2000

6.

Decides

To establish, on an urgent basis, a human rights inquiry commission, whose
(a)
membership should be based on the principles of independence and objectivity, to gather and
compile information on violations of human rights and acts which constitute grave breaches of
international humanitarian law by the Israeli occupying Power in the occupied Palestinian
territories and to provide the Commission with its conclusions and recommendation, with the
aim of preventing the repetition of the recent human rights violations.
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Annex II
HUMAN RIGHTS INQUIRY COMMISSION (HRIC)
PROGRAMME O F VISIT T O THE OCCUPIED PALESTINIAN
TERRITORIES AND ISRAEL
11-18 FEBRUARY 2001
Professor John Dugard, Dr. Kamal Hossain, Professor Richard Falk
The Commissioners were accompanied throughout the mission by a Coordinator, a
Security Adviser, three professional officers, an interpreter and two secretaries. Additional
logistical support and interpretation assistance was provided by the local OHCHR offices,
UNRWA and UNSCO. The Security Adviser was in the area continuously from 7 to
20 February.
Saturday, 10 February (Gaza Strip)
Arriva1 at Ben Gurion Airport, Tel Aviv
Drive to Gaza City, Gaza Beach Hotel
Palestinian Authority Headquarters
Meeting with the President of the Palestine National Authority
Mr. Yasser Arafat
Gaza Beach Hotel
Sunday, 11February (Gaza Strip)
Palestinian Authority
9.30-10.15 a.m.

Palestinian National Security - General Abdel-Raziq El-Majayda

10.30-11.30 a.m.

Ministry of Planning and International Cooperation Dr. Ali Sha'ath

11.45 a.m.-12.45 p.m.

Ministry of Justice - Mr. Freih Abu Middain (Minister of Justice)

1-2 p.m.

Lunch with Minister of Justice

2.45-4 p.m.

Consultations at OHCHR Gaza office

4.30-5.15 p.m.

Ministry of Social Affairs - Mr. Mahmoud M. Matair
(General Director)
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5.30-6.15 p.m.

The Palestinian Red Crescent Society - Dr. Fathi Arafat
(Former Director)

6.30-8.45 p.m.

Ministry of Health - Dr. Riyad El-Zanoun (Minister of Health)

Monday, 12 February (Gaza Strip)
Gaza Beach Hotel - Meetings with NGOs
9-9.45 a.m.

Palestinian Center for Human Rights - Raji Sourani (Director)

9.45-10.30 a.m.

Al-Mezan Center For Human Rights - Issam Younis (Director)

10.30-11.15 a.m.

Gaza Community Mental Health Programme - Dr. Eyad El Sarraj
(Director)

Palestinian Authority
11.15 a.m.-12.30 p.m.

Ministry of Housing - Abdel Rahman Hammad and
Abde Kareen Abdeen
(Professor Dugard)

11.30 a.m.-12 noon

Palestinian Agricultural Relief Committees Abed El Kareem Ashour
(Professor Falk and Dr. Hossain)

12 noon-12.45 p.m.

Palestinian Medical Relief Committees - Abdel Hadi Abu Khosa
Union of Palestinian Medical Committees - Dr. Rabah Mohana
National Palestinian Society for Handicapped - Mohammed Zein
El-Dein
(Professor Falk and Dr. Hossain)

United Nations Special Coordinator's Office (UNSCO) Headquarters - Collective meeting
with United Nations agencies
UNSCO - Francis Okello (Deputy Special Coordinator)
World Food Programme (WFP) - Mushtaq Qureshi
UNICEF - Bertrand Bainzel
World Health Organization (WHO) - Dr. Giuseppe Masala
UNESCO - Veronique Dauge
Office of the Coordinator for Humanitarian Affairs - Nick Harvey
UNSCO Headquarters - Meetings with Palestinian resource persons
3.15-3.50 p.m.

Hayder Abdel-Shafi, Commissioner, Palestinian
Independent Commission for Citizens' Rights
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3.55-4.30 p.m.

Ziad Abu Arnmer, member of the PLC, academic expert

4.35-5.10 p.m.

Abdel-Rahman Abu El-Nasr
(President of Bar Association)

6.30-7.30 p.m.

International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC)
Stephane Jacquier

Al-Deera Hotel Dinner
Hosted by Deputy South Africa Representative, Susan Heher
Also present: Peter Hansen, Francis Okello and Stephane Jacquier
Tuesdav, 13 Februarv (Gaza Strip and Jerusalem)
UNRWA (United Nations Relief and Works Agency) Headquarters, Gaza
9-10 a.m.

Peter Hansen (Commissioner General),
Karen Koning Abu Ziad (Deputy Commissioner-General),
Mian Qadrud-Din (Chef de Cabinet),
Lionel Brisson (Director of Operations)
(list not exhaustive)

Visits to the sites affected by bombing
10.30 a.m.

Stop at Netzarim Junction
Stop at Qarara area, at 640 metres from the Kusufim road,
bulldozed land, demolition of houses and wells, uprooting of trees.
The Commission interviewed Jomad Mossallam Ali Someiri, head
of a household of 23 members. Demolition began at night, during
the period of Ramadan.
Khan Yunis Camp - visit to Tufah checkpoint where on the
previous day a number of Palestinians had been injured during
clashes with Israelis. The Commission was caught in an outburst
of crossfire initiated by the Palestinian side, which continued while
the Commission was in the area. During this time, a child of
14 years was shot in the stomach causing extensive liver damage.
The x-ray and the bullet (live .556 round) were recovered by the
Commission. One youth of 20 years was shot in the testes.
Visit to local UNRWA office - interviews
Visit to Khan Yunis hospital - briefing by the Director, Dr Agha.
Visit to patients recovering from exposure to tear gas
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Stop on the other side of the Kusufim road in Qarara. Meeting
with a family whose house was demolished on 22 November 2000
by the IDF. They only had 10 minutes' notice and could not
salvage any movable property. Three bulldozers worked for
three days to clear the area. Altogether some 33 families were
affected by demolition.
Lunch hosted by UNRWA at United Nations Reporting and
Evacuation Centre, Gaza
UNSCO Headquarters
5-6.45 p.m.

Meeting with victims and their families, (organized by Ministry of
Social Affairs, General Workers' Union, Union of Medical Relief
Committees and Gaza Community Mental Health Programme)
(Dr. Hossain)
Collective meeting with the press
Suod Abu Ramadan (Journalists Association)
Fayed Abu Shammalah (journalist, BBC)
Rasmalli (Daily newsletter)
(Professors Dugard and Falk)

6.15-6.45 p.m.

Meeting with Minister of Environment (Yousif Abu Safya) and
colleagues
(Professor Falk)

Departure for the West Bank - American Colony Hotel, Jerusalem
Wednesdav, 14 February (Jerusalem)
UNDP office, Jerusalem
United Nations Development Programme (UNDP)
Timothy Rothermel, Special Representative
American Colony Hotel, Jerusalem
10 a.m.-12.30 p.m.

Meeting with Israeli NGOs
B'Tselem - Yael Stein (Research Director)
The Alternative Information Center (AIC) - Sergio Yahni
(Director)
The Association for Civil Rights in Israel- Risa Zoll (Attorney and
International Relations)
Hamoked, Center for the Defence of the Individual Dalia Kerstein (Director)
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I'lam Center, Media Center for the Palestinian Society in Israel Maria de Pina (Public Relations Coordinator) and Falastin Isrnail
(Director)
Mosawa Center for Arab Rights in lsrael - Sana Hammond (Policy
Advocate)
Public Committee against Torture in Israel - Hanna Friedman
(Executive Director)
Arab Association for Human Rights - Mohammed Zeidan
(Director)
Rabbis for Human Rights - Rabbi Jeremy Milgrom and
Rabbi Arik Ascherman
Physicians for Human Rights - Dr. Hedva Radovanitz
(Executive Director)
Ihijaha Union of Arab Community-Based Associations Monica Terazi, Arneer Makhoul ADALAH, The Legal Center for
Arab Minority Rights - Anna Massagee, Jamil Dakwar
Jonathan Krensky (journalist, Jerusalem Post)
Lunch break
3.30-4.30 p.m.

Avishai Margalit (philosopher)

4.30-5.30 p.m.

Mordechai Baron (historian)

5.30-6.30 p.m.

Ruth Gavison (law 'professor)

Thursday, 15 February (Ramallah and Jerusalem)
Grand Park Hotel, Ramallah
10.15-11.15 a.m.

H.E. Mr. Rafiq Al-Natsheh (Minister of Labour)

11.30 a.m.-12.15 p.m.

Dr. Mustafa Al-Barghouti (political analyst)

12.15-1.15 p.m.

Luncheon with Palestine Legislative Council (PLC)
Ahmed Qu'rar - PLC Speaker
Ghazi Hananya - PLC Speaker's Deputy
Rawhi Fattouh - PLC Secretary
Aazmi Shun'aybi - PLC Member
Qadoura Fares - Chair of Human Rights Committee
Mahmoud Labadi - PLC Director General
Ghassan Faramand (Director, Law Institute, Birzeit
University (BZU))
Abdul-Karim Barghouti, (Dean of Student Affairs, BZU)
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Mudor Kassis, Chairperson, (Department of Philosophy and
Cultural Studies and Coordinator of MA program-Democracy and
Human Rights, BZU)
Jonathan Kuttab (Al-Quds University) and Mr. Raja Shehadeh
(lawyer)
3-3.40 p.m.

Eileen Kuttab (Institute of Women's Studies, Birzeit University)

3.45-4.25 p.m.

Charles Shamas (expert in international humanitarian law,
Centre for Human Rights Enforcement)

4.45-5.25 p.m.

Omar Dajani and Stifany Khouri (Negotiations Affairs
Department)

5.30-6.10 p.m.

Nader Saed (Development Studies Programme, BZU)

6.15-6.55 p.m.

Ali-Jerbawi (Professor of Political Science, Birzeit University)

YMCA House, Jerusalem
Dinner with:
Amiram Goldblum (Settlement Watch, Peace Now Movement)
Mossi Raz (Peace Now Movement)
Eitan Felner (Director of B'tselem)
Fridav, 16 Februarv (Jerusalem and RamaIlah)
Meetings at the American Colony Hotel - Jerusalem
8-9 a.m.

Breakfast meeting with members of the European Union:
Nadim Karkutli and Sylvie Fouet (European Commission)
Lars Adam Rehof and Kim Vinthen (Office of the Representative
of Denmark)
Emelie Traff and Elinor Hammarskjold (Swedish Consulate
General)
Aurélie Duhamel and Eric Tison (French Consulate General)
Michael Ohrmacht (German Rep. Office)
Eija Rotinen (Office of the Representative of Finland)
Petros Panayotopoulos (Greek Consulate General)
Leo D'Aes (Belgium Consulate General)
Manuel Salazar (Spanish Consul General)
Gianni Ghisi (Italian Consul General)
Birgitta Tazelaar (Office of the Representative of the Netherlands)
Isolde Moylan-McNally (Representative of Ireland)
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Meeting with Christian and Muslim religious leaders
Adnan Husseini, Head of the Islamic Trust
Sheik Mohamed Hussain, Mufti of Al Aqsa Mosque
Bishop of the Armenian Orthodox Cornmunity
Father Theophilos, Greek Orthodox Patriarchate
Meeting at Orient House
10-10.45 a.m.

Mr. Faisal Al Husseini (Orient House - portfolio - PNA)

Grand Park Hotel, Ramallah - Meetings with Palestinian NGOs
12 noon-1 p.m.

LAW (Palestinian Society for the Protection of Human Rights and
the Environment) - Khader Shkirat (Director), Issa Shawki and
Dianne Luping
Defense for Children International, Palestine - George Abu-Zolof
(Director) with Adam Hanieh, Khaled Kuzmar, Simon Awad and
Ibrahim Al Masri; Badil Resource Center - Ingrid Jaradat
(Director)
Lunch break - Grand Park Hotel
Al-Haq - Mohamed Abu-Harthieh (Director)
General Union For Disabled Persons - Ziad Amro (Director)
Jerusalem Center for Human Rights, Jerusalem Legal Aid Center Ihad Abu Ghosh (Director) and Haifa Alyssa
Democracy and Workers' Rights Center - Mazen Barghouty
(Director)
Al-Dameer for Political Prisoners - Khalida Jarrar (Director)
Women's Center for Legal Aid and Counseling - Maha Abu
Dayya (Director)
Women's Studies Centre
Mandela Institute for Political Prisoners - Ahmed Al-Sayyad
(Director)
During the afternoon, two meetings were held simultaneously, with
one Commissioner attending one meeting and two Commissioners the
second meeting.

Saturday, 17 Februarv (Hebron/Bethlehem/Beit Jala/Jerusalem)
Travel to Hebron
Briefing by members of Temporary International Presence (TIP) in
Hebron
Director of TIPH
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Henrik Lunden (Senior Press and Information Officer)
Velérie Petignat Wright (Head Staff Director)
Angélique Eijpe (Legal Adviser)
11-11.30 a.m.

Meeting with Mr. Mustafa Al Natsha, Mayor of Hebron

11.30 a.m.-12.15 p.m.

Travel to Bethlehem
Visit to Aida Refugee Camp in Bethlehem
Aida Basic Girls' School (UNRWA) and two shelled houses
Richard Cook (Director UNRWA Operations, West Bank)
Brett Lodge (Operations Officer, UNRWA)
Husni Shahwan (Area Officer for Hebron, UNRWA)
Yahia Daage (UNRWA teacher)
Makarem Awad (Relief and Social Service Department, UNRWA)

2-3.30 p.m.

Retum to Jerusalem, brief lunch

American Colony Hotel
3.30-4.15 p.m.

Said Zedani (Director of Palestinian Independent Commission for
Citizens' Rights)

4.15-5.30 p.m.

Collective meeting with joumalists
Sam'man Khoury (Palestinian Media Center)
Nabeel Khateeb (Joumalist, Director of Media Institute, Birzeit
University) with the participation of Dr. Said Zedani
Nabhan Krisha (Palestinian Medical Center) and Akvam Haney
(Editor-in-ChieJ Al Ayyam Daily) were unable to participate as
they were stopped ut checkpoints.
Old City of Jerusalem
Consultations at hotel

Sundav, 18 February (Jerusalem and Tel Aviv)
American Colony Hotel, Jerusalem
9-10 a.m.

Mr. Ilan Pappe (Historian)

Avia Hotel, Tel Aviv
12 noon-1 p.m.

General (Ret.) Shlomo Gazit

1.30 p.m.

Check-in at Ben Gurion Airport for 16: 15 departure
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FAITS ET D O C U M E N T S

R E P O R T S A N D DOCUMENTS

Conference of High Contracting Parties
to the Fourth Geneva Convention
Geneva, 5 Decernber 2001

Staternent by the International Committee of the Red Cross

1. Pursuant to the relevant provisions of international humanitarian law %);l
to the mandate conferred on it by the States party to the 1949 GeneG
Conventions, the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) esta$;
lished a permanent presence in Israel, the neighbouring Arab countries
the occupied territories in 1967 with a view to canying out its humanit&
tasks in the region and to working for the faithful application of inte -3%
tional humanitarian law.
2. In accordance with a number of resolutions adopted by the United Na
General Assembly and Security Council and by the International Confe
of the Red Cross and Red Crescent, which reflect the view of the interna
community, the ICRC has always affirmed the de jure applicability
Fourth Geneva Convention to the territories occupied since 1967 by th
of Israel, including East Jerusalem. This Convention, ratified by Israel
remains fully applicable and relevant in the current context of violen
Occupying Power, Israel is also bound by other customary niles re
occupation, expressed in the Regulations annexed to the Hague
respecting the Laws and Customs of War on Land of 18 October
3. In general terms, the Fourth Geneva Convention protect
population of occupied territories against abuses on the part of an O
Power, in particular by ensuring that it is not discriminated againstj
protected against al1 forms of violence, and that despite occu~ati
it is allowed to live as normal a life as possible, in accordance Y
laws, culture and traditions. While humanitarian law confers ce
on the Occupying Power, it also imposes limits on the scope of
Being only a temporary administrafor of occupied territory9 he
Power must not interfere with its original economic and social
organiiation, l e p l system or demography It must ensure the
security and welfare of the population living under occupatio
implies allowing the normal development of the territor%
lasts for a prolonged period of time.

4. More precisely, the Fourth Geneva Convention sets out rules aimed at
safeguardingthe dignity and physical integrity of persons living under occupation, including detainees. It prohibits al1 forms of ph~sicaland mental
ill.treatment and coercion, collective punishment, and reprisals against
protected persons or property. It also prohibits the transfer of parts of the
Occupying PowerS civilian population into the occu~iedterritory, forcible
transfer or deportation of protected persons from the occu~iedterritory, and
destmctionof real or personal property, except when such destruction is rendered absolutely necessary by military operations.
5. In the course of its activities in the territories occu~iedby Israel, the
ICRC has repeatedly noted breaches of various provisions of international
bumanitarian law, such as the transfer by Israel of parts of its population
into
the occupied territories, the destruction of houses, failure to respect
$..*
medical
activities, and detention of protected persons outside the occupied
%: "
te~itories.
Certain practices which contravene the Fourth Geneva
3%
gonvention have been incorporated into laws and administrative guideby the highest judicial authorities. While
the facilities it has been granted for the conduct of its
the ICRC has regularly drawn the attention of the
the suffering and the heavy burden borne by the
stinian population owing to the occupation policy and, in line with its
dard practice, has increasingly expressed its concern through bilateral
ultilateral representations and in public appeals. In particular, the
bas expressed growing concern about the consequences in humani'terms of the establishment of Israeli settlements in the occupied
es, in violation of the Fourth Geneva Convention. The settleolicy bas often meant the destruction of Palestinian homes, the
tien of land and water resources and the parcelling out of the terMeasUres taken to extend the settlernents and to protect the settailing the destruction of houses, land requisitions, the sealing-off
~adblocksand the imposition of long curfews, have also seriously
the daily life of the Palestinian population. However, the fact
ntS have been established in violation of the provisions of
eneva Convention does not mean that civilians residing in
3lernents cari be the object of attack. They are protected by
law as civilians as long as they do not take an active part in

Tan

6. T h e ICRC has also drawn the attention of the Israeli authorities to the
effects of prolonged curfews and the sealing-off of certain areas-by the Israel
Defense Forces. T h e resulting restrictions on movements have disastrous
consequences for the entire Palestinian population. They hamper the activiries of emergency medical services as well as access to health care, workplaces, schools and places of worship, and have a devastating effect on the
economy. They also prevent, for months on end, Palestinian families from
visiting relatives detained in Israel. T h e concem caused by these practices
has grown considerably during the past 14 months as measures taken to contain the upsurge of violence have led to a further deterioration in the living
conditions of the population under occupation.
7. The ICRC has reminded al1 those taking part in the violence that whenever
armed force is used the choice of means and methods employed is not unlimited. Today, in view of the sharp increase in armed conf&ntations, the ICRG
has to stress that Palestinian armed groups operating within or outside tl$
occupied territories are also bound by the principles of international human2
tarian law. Apart frorn the Fourth Geneva Convention, which relates to th$
protection of the civilian population, there are other universally accepted ru18
and principles of international humanitarian law that deal with the conduct%f
militaq operations. They stipulate in particular that only military objectivg
may be attacked. Thus indiscnminate attacks, such as bomb attacks
Palestinian individuals or armed groups against Israeli civilians, and a
intended to spread terror among the civilian population are absolutely
unconditionally prohibited. The same applies to targeted attacks on and
killing of Palestinian individuals by the Israeli authorities while those indi
uals are not directly taking part in the hostilities or immediately endang
human life. Reprisals against civilians and their property are also Pr
When a military objective is targeted, al1 feasible precautions must be
minimize civilian casualties and damage to civilian property. To avoid
gering the civilian population, those bearing weapons and those taking
a m é d violence must distinguish themselves from civilians.
8. Demonstrations against the occupying forces by the civilian POPu
under occupation or stand-offs between them aTe not acts of war-'
should therefore not be dealt with by military methods and means.
faced with the civilian population, Israeli forces must exercise resuain
use of force must be proportionate, al1 necessary precautions must be
avoid casualties, and the lethal use of firearms must be strlctly li
what is unavoidable as an immediate measure to protect Ilfe-
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9, Access to emergency medical services for al1 those in need is also of pararnount importance in the current situation. Such access must not be unduly
delayed or denied. Ambulances and medical personnel must be allowed to
move about unharmed and must not be prevented from discharging their
rnedical duties. Al1 those taking part in the violence must respect and assist
the medical services, whether deployed by the armed forces, civilian organizations,the Palestine Red Crescent Society, the Magen David Adom, the
ICRC, the International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent
Societies or other humanitarian organizations.
10. Article 1 common to the four Geneva Conventions stipulates that the
"High Contracting Parties undertake to respect and ensure respect for the
present Convention in al1 circurnstances". This conference is to be viewed
within that context. The ICRC has always welcomed al1 individual and joint
efforts made by States Party to the Geneva Conventions to fulfil this obligation and ensure respect for international humanitarian law. These efforts are
al1 the more vital as violations of humanitarian law are far too common
around the globe.
11. The means used to meet these legal and political responsibilities are naturally a matter to be decided upon by States. Whatever the means chosen,
however, the ICRC wishes to emphasize that any action States may decide to
take at international lever rnust be aimed at achieving practical results and at
ensuring application of and cornpliance with intemational humanitarian
law, in the interests of the protected population.
12. Beyond al1 legal considerations and in view of the current humanitarian
situation, the ICRC again calls upon al1 parties concemed to make every
possible effort to spare civilian lives and preserve a measure of humanity.
:13.For its part, the ICRC will continue to do its utmost to assist and protect
%. victims in accordance with its mandate and with the principles of neuimlity,impartiality and independence which govem its humanitarian work.
It counu on the full support of the parties concerned in promoting compli6"
S c e with the humanitarian rules and facilitating humanitarian activities,
pkch may also help pave the way towards the establishment of peace
$e'en
al1 peoples and nations in the region.
n e steady deterioration of the humanitarian situation over the last few
*mms and, in particular, the tragic events of the past few days have highIlghted the need to break the spiral of violence and restore respect for internationalhumanitarian law.
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Introduction
In December 2001, a long article appeared in Ha'nretz under the lieadline "Five Minutes from Kfar
Saba - A Look at the Ari'el Region."' The article reviewed the real estate situation in a nuinber of
settleine~itsadjacent to tlie Trans-Sainaria Highway in the viciility of Ari'el. The article included the
information that most of tlie land on whicli these "communities"' were establislied are "state-owned
land," and that "despite the security problems and the depressed state of the real estate market, the
situation in these locales is not as bad as miglit be expected."
The perspective from which this article is written (the real estate market) and tlie termiiiology it employs
largely reflect the process of the assimilation of the settlements into the State of Israel. As a result of
this process, these settlements have becorne just another region of the State of Israel, where houses
and apartments are coiistructed and offered to the general public accordiiig to free-market principles of
supply and demand.
This deliberate and systematic process of assimilation obscures a number of fundamental trutlis about
tlie settlements. The fuiidamenta1 truth is that the "communities" mentioned in tlie article are not part
of the State of Israel, but are settlements established in the West Bank - an area that, since 1967, lias
been occupied territory under a military regime and in violation of the Fourth Geiieva Conventioil. The
fundainelital tnitli is that the "state-owiied land" inentioned in the article was seized from Palestiiiian
residents by illegal and unfair proceediiigs. The fundamental truth is that the settlements have beeii a
contiiiuing source of violatioiis of the liuinan rights of the Palestiniaiis, among them the right to fieedom
of inovemeiit, property, improveineiit in their standard of living, and self-determination. The fuiidaineilta1
truth is that the growth of these settlements is fiieled not only by neutral forces of supply and demaiid,
but priinarily by a sophisticated govenlinental system designed to encourage Israeli citizeiis to live in
tlie settlemeiits. Iii essence, tlie process of assimilation blurs the fact that tlie settleiiient enterprise iii the
Occupied Territories lias created a systeni of legally sanctioned separation based on discrimination tllat
lias, perhaps, no parallel aiiywliere in the world silice the apartheid regiine in South Africa.
As part of the mechanism used to obscure tliese fundamental truths, the State of Israel makes a
deteniiined effort to coiiceal information relatiiig to the settlements. 111 order to prepare tliis report,
B'Tselein was obliged to engage in a protracted and exhaustive struggle with the Civil Administration
to obtain maps marking the municipal bouiîdaries of the settlemeiits. This information, whicli is readily
available in the case of local authorities within Israel, was eventually partially provided almost one year
after the initial request, and only after B'Tselein threateiled legal action.

1. Slilomi Shcffei; "l'ivc Miiiutcs froin Kfar Sabü - A Look at the Ari'cl Ikgion," 1-lu'ort?lzRectl E.stufeSiipl~leiiieizi,13 Dcccilibci- 2001.
2. Iii this rcpoi?. "coiniiiiiiiity" is uscd for the Hcbrc\\. tcriri,r.i.shui: which is a gcncral tcrin blurriiig tlic fact that the scttlcincnt is in the Occupicd
Tcrritorics. whilc "scttlciiiciit" is uscd to trünslatc tlic Hcbrcw tcrm liitimchliit, wliicli inaiiitaiiis tliis distinctioii (/run.s.).

The peace process betweeii Israel and the Palestiiiiaiis did not lead to the disrnaiitling of even one
settleinent, and the settlements even grew substantially in area and population during this period. While
at the end of 1993 (at the time of tlie signiiig of the Declaratioii of Priiiciples) the population of the
settlemeiits in tlie West Bank (including settlemeiits in East Jerusalem) totaled some 247,000, by the end
of 2001 this figure had riseii to 375,000.
The agreements signed between Israel and the Palestinian Authority entailed tlie transfer of certain
powers to the PA; tliese powers apply in dozens of disconiiected enclaves containing the inajority of
the Palestinian population. Silice 2000, these enclaves, referred to as Areas A and B, have accouiited for
approximately forty percent of the area of the West Bank. Control of the remaining areas, including the
roads providiiig transit between the enclaves, as well as points of departure from the West Bank, remailis
witli Israel.
This report, which is the continuation of several reports published by B'Tselein in recent y e a r ~ , ~
examines a number of aspects relatiiig to Israeli policy toward tlie settlements in the West Bank
and to the results of this policy in terms of human rights and international law. The report also
relates to settlements in East Jerusalem that Israel establislied and officially annexed into Israel. Under
iiiternatioiial law, these areas are occupied territory whose status is tlie same as the rest of the West
Bank.
This report does not relate to the settlements in tlie Gaza Strip. Tliough similar in nlaiiy ways to their
counterparts in tlie West Bank, tlie Gaza Strip settlements differ in several respects. For example,
the legal framework in the Gaza Strip differs from that applying in the West Bank in various fields,
including land laws; these diîferences are due to the different laws that were in effect in tliese areas prior
to 1967.
This report comprises eiglit chapters:
Cliapter One presents a number of basic concepts on the principal plans impleiiieiited by the Israeli
goveniments, tlie bureaucratic process of establishing iiew settleinents, and the types of seitlemerits.
Cliapter Two examines the status of tlie settlements and settlers according to international law and
briefly surveys the violations of Palestinian huinan riglits resulting from the establishment of the
settlerneiits.
Cliapter Three discusses tlie bureaucratic and legal apparatus used by Israel to seize control of land
in the West Bank for the establishment and expansion of settlements. Tlie cliief component of tliis
apparatus, and tlie main focus of the chapter, is the process of declariiig and registeriiig land as "state
land."

3. B'Tsclcin, .1Po1ic:i:~/Di.tointinution:Lund E.~/\-l,r.o~)riutio~l.
Pkiiliiiilg and Birilding in East .Ic2rrr.scile~n
(May 1995); Ir~lpo.s,sihleCoe.xi.stenc.e:
Hlrnlniî Righl.~in Ilchron .siil<:ethe Eclussoc.re cil rhe C n ~ ($the
v
Prr~rinrch.s(Inforination Shcct, Scptciiibcr 1995); lsrcieli Settlei71eiltil1 1hc
Occripic~dTerritorics crs o I'iolotio~i of llrininil Rights (March 1997); Dentolishing Peace: Lsraellv Policy of kfu.s.s Drlnolition (fP~Ie.sri17i«17
Holrsc~vin the It'est Bunk (Iiihrination Shcct, Scptcinbcr 1997); 011the N'[]y10 /Inilexalion: Hrrn7czil Rigl7f.s I/iolutions Rerulting,fro171the
E,stuhIi.shiiic~~it
ond Expu17sionvf'thc Afu'ale .Id~riilminr Scttleriienl (Infoiiiiaiioii Slicct. Junc 1999).

Cliapter Four reviews the clianges in Israeli law that were adopted to aniiex tlie settlements into
the State of Israel by turiiing them into civilia~ienclaves within the occupied territory. Tliis chapter
also exaiiiines tlie structure of local governinent in the settlemeiits in tlie context of inunicipal
boundaries.
Chapter Five examines the economic iiicentives Israel provides to settlers and settlemeiits to
encourage Israelis to rnove to the West Bank and to encourage those already living in the region to
remain there.
Chapter Six analyzes tlie planning mecliaiiisiii in the West Bank applied by the Civil Administration,
wliich is responsible for issuing building permits bot11 in the settlements and in Palestiiiiaii
commuiiities. Tliis inechanism plays a decisive role in the establishment and expansi011 of the
settleinents, and in limitiiig the development of Palestiiiiaii coinmunities.
Cliapter Seven analyzes the map of the West Bank attached to tliis report. This analysis examines tlie
layout of the settlements by area, iioting some of the negative ramificatioiis the settlements have oii
the human rights of the Palestinian population.
Cliapter Eight focuses in depth oii the Ari'el settlement and tlie ramifications of its establishment
on tlie adjacent Palestiiiiaii cominunities. This chapter also discusses the expected consequeilces of
Ari'el's expansion according to the curreilt outline plan.
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Policy, Processes, and Institutions: Basic
Concepts
This cliapter presents a iiumber of basic coiicepts that inust be understood to continue the discussioii
of Our subject. The first part of tliis cliapter briefly reviews a iiumber of key approaches and plans
delineating the activities of Israeli govei-nmeiits with regard to the settleineilts in the West Baiik.
The second part discusses the principal institutions and processes involved iil the establishment of a
settleineiit. The last part of tliis chapter presents a typology of settlements accordjng to various forins of
settleinent (kibbutz, cornmuilal settlemeiit, urbail settlemeiit, etc.) Throughout the chapter, a number of
statistics will also be preseiited that relate to tlie settlemeiits and settlers.

A. Settlement Policy
Israeli policy toward the settlements iii tlie West Bank lias undergone various changes over the years,
reflecting tlie divergent political views of decisioii makers, the relative weiglit of various interest groups
active iii tliis field, and developments in the iiitei~iationalarena. While these divergent approaches have
been manifested, inter alia, in changes in the scope of resources allocated to tliis issue, aiid in the
areas in wliich it was decided to establish settlements, al1 Israeli governments have contributed to the
strengtheniiig, developnient and expailsioii of the settlement enterprise.
Tlie national unity govei-nmeiit lieaded by Levi Eshkol was established shortly before the outbreak of
war in June 1967. Duriiig the inoiiths iiiimediately following the war, this goveniiiieiit did not have any
clear policy regarding Israeli settleinent in tlie West Baiik. The initial inclination of most of the members
of tlie goveriiment was to liold the territory as a bargaiiiing cliip for future iiegotiations. Accordingly,
tliey opposed plans to establisli civilian settlemeilts in tliis area. 1-Iowever, these inclinations were
rapidly eroded, due bot11 to the pressures exerted by various iiiterest groups and as the result of initiatives
from witliiii the goveniment. As early as Septeinber 1967, Kfar Ezyoii becaine the first settlement to be
established iii the West Baiik. It was established because of the pressure of a group of settlers, some of
wliom were relatives of the resideiits of the original cominunity of Kfar Ezyon, wliicli was abandoned
and destroyed during the 1948 war."
The uiiity government's policy oii "East Jenisalem" was different. Tmmediately after the war, the
governinent applied Israeli law to extensive areas to the north, east aiid south of West Jerusalein,
which were annexed to tlie Municipality of Jerusalem. The goveriimeiit began a rapid process to build
settleinents in tliese areas. Its goal was to prevent aiiy challenge to Israel's sovereignty over them and to
impede initiatives leading to an Israeli withdrawal from these areas.'
4. Sliloino Gazit. bols iil a fi.ri/, - Thirw Yeai:~c~f'l.sraeliPoli~:i:in the Territories (in 1-icbrc~r,)
(Tcl-Aviv: Zcinoi-a-Bcitan, 1999), p. 228.
5 . As dctailcd iii Chaptcrs Tlircc a i ~ dScvcii hclow. the arcas aniicxcd to Jertisalciri in 1967 cxtciidcd tir bcyond tlic city liiiiits of tlic timc, as
dcfiiicd undci- Jordanian rulc. For thc sakc ofconvciiiciicc, tliis ai-ca will bc rcl'cri-cd to bclo\v as East .Icrusalcin.

In addition, Israel also aniiexed to its territory a strip of land parallel to tlie Green Line along a few
kilometers nortli and south of the Lahun area (see tlie map attaclied to tliis report). This strip of land
had beeii known as "no inan's laiid," because iii 1948-1967 it was iiot subject to the control of either
the Israeli or the Jordaiiian side. Over the years, Tsrael established four communities in this area (Shilat,
Lapid, Kefar Ruth aiid Maccabiin). We shall not relate to these settleineiits in this report, since uilder
iiiteriiational law this area is not considered occupied territory.

The Ma'arach Governments: The Alon Plan
As early as tlie end of 1967, Yigal Alon - who served at the tiine as the head of the Millisterial
Committee oii Settlements - began to prepare a strategic plan for tlie establishment of settlements
in certain parts of the West Bank. This plan was reformulated several times over the comiiig years.
Altliough ilever formally approved by the Israeli government, the plan provided the basis for the layout
of the settlements established in the West Bank on the initiative of tlie governmeiits led by the Ma'aracli
(the precursor of the modern Labor Party) through 1977, and as the foundation for tlie "terriforial
comproinise" advocated by the Ma'arach in its platforin through the 1988 elections.
The initial objective of the Aloi1 Plail was to redraw the borders of the State of Israel to include the
Jordan Valley aiid the Judean Desert witliin tlie territory of tlie state, whicli the plan's proponelits argued
was iiecessaiy to eiisure state security. Witliin these areas, tlie plan advocated the establishment of a
string of Israeli settlements eiisuring a "Jewish presence" aiid constituting a preliininaiy step leadiiig to
fornial aiinexatioii. The Alon Plan also recomnended that, as far as possible, the aimexation of areas
densely populated by Palestinians should be a ~ o i d e d . ~
Despite tliis recolnniendatioii, tlie last draft of the plan fronl 1970 proposes to aiinex to Israel areas
that far exceed lhose required by the original approacli. These areas include: a strip along the Jordan
River witli a width of approximately twenty l<iloiiieters (extending to tlie starting point of the dense
Palestinian communities); various areas around Greater Jerusalein; the Ezyon bloc; inost of the Judean
Desert; aiid a strip of tei-ritoiy in the soutli of the Hebron mountains. Togetlier, these areas comprise
approxiinately half the area of the West Bank. According to the Alon Plan, the remaiiiing lialf of tlie
West Bank, coiiiprising two unconnected areas to the north and south, was supposed to become part of
a Jordanian-Palestinian state.'

By the time the Likud calne to power in 1977, alniost tliirty settlements inhabited by some 4,500 Israelis
had beeii established in tlie West Bank (excluding East Jei~isalein)at the government's i n i t i a t i ~ eMost
.~
of these settlements were establislied iii areas earinarked for annexatioii to Israel according to the Alon
Plan, while a miiiority were established by Gusli Emuilim (see below) outside tliese areas. In addition,
by 1977 some 50,000 Israelis lived in settleineiits established iii East Jerusalei~i.~
The Alon Plan was
abaiidoiied during tlie period of Likud-led governinents (1 977-1 984), wlien efforts were conceiitrated iii
otlier parts of tlie West Bank. Under the national unity govenimeiit headed by Shimon Peres and Yitzliak
Shamir (1984-1988), the Alon Plan once agaiii forined part of officia1 policy, leadiiig to the flow of
6. Mcrori Bcnvciiisti and Sliloino Khayat, The bt'e.s/ Bank und G(i;uiItln.s. West Haiik Data I'rojcct (Jcrusalciii: Thc Jcriisalcin Post, 1987),
]y>.63-64.

7. Ihid.
8. For full data «ri ihc growth in thc populalion and thc riiiinbcr «i"scitlcnicnts, scc thc tablcs and graplis in tliis chalitcr.
O (;coSi"rcy Aronson, Sertic~ri~c!i~t.s
un(fthe 1.srrrc~l-P~ilestiniu~r
~Vegoiirilions(Washington: Institutc oTPalcstinian Stiidics, 1996). p. 5.

resources to settlemeiits established witliin the areas covered by the plan in the 1970s (see the Hundred
Tliousaiid Plan, below).

The Influence of Gush Emunim
Among certain religious right-wing circles, Israel's victory in the 1967 war was interpreted in theological
teins, constitutiiig tlie "beginning of Redeniption" aiid offering an opportunity "to realize the vision of
the Wliole Land of Israel." In 1974, tliese circles fonned the basis for the establishment of Gusli Emunim
[Bloc of the Faitliful], under the spiritual leadership of Rabbi Zvi Yeliuda Kook.I0 The iminediate goal
of the movement was to force the Ma'arach goveniment to establish as inany settlements as possible
througliout the "Land of Israel." Gush Emuiiim aimed to disperse tlie settlements it establislied over as
wide an area as possible: "Our control of a region is a fùnction not o~ilyof the size of the population
resident tliere, but also of tlie size of the area in which this population exercises its inipressioii and
influence.""
Since tlie Jordan Valley, Gush Ezyon and areas of the Hebron mountains region formed part of the Labor
governinent's settleinent strategy, Gush Emunim prioritized settlement activities in the central mountain
range of the West Bank - the area contaiiiiiig most of the Palestiniaii population.I2 The principal inethod
adopted by the movement was to settle a given site witlio~itgovernment permission - and sometimes
contrary to its policy - in ail effort to force the governmeiit later to recognize the settlement as an
accomplislied fact. Betweeii July 1974 and December 1975, meinbers of Gush Einuiiim made seven
unsuccessful attempts to establish a settlement at various sites in the Nablus area without government
permissioil. The eightli atteiiipt led to a compromise between the activists and then Minister of Defense
Shimon Peres. The settlers were allowed to stay at ail IDF base called Qadum to tlie west of Nablus; two
years later, the base was officially transformed iiito the settlemeiit of Qedumim.I3
In other cases, the Gush Emunim settlers group received permission fi-om the autliorities to establish
a settlenieiit site on false pretenses. In one instance, members of Gush Emunim secured permission to
establish a "work camp" close to the village of 'Ein Yabrud. Tlie "camp" later became tlie settlement
Ofra. In another case, the settlement of Shilo was established uiider the guise of an archeological
excavatio~i.'~
The clashes between Gusli Einunim and the government coiitinued during niost of the period of the first
Likud governinent headed by Meiiachem Begin, but ended shortly before tlie 1981 elections, after the
Deinocratic Movement for Change resigned from the government. At this point, the goveniment began
to work to realize al1 the settlemeiit plans of Gusli Emunim, providiiig extensive financial assistance for
its activities.I5
10. For an analysis of the idcological platforin of Gush Einuniin, scc Gidon Eran, I'ronr Religioiis Zioriis117Io Zionisr Religion - The Rools aiid
Culture ($Gu.sh Einzii~iin(in Hcbi-cw) (thcsis toward a D.PIiiI. dïgrcc at tlic 1-lcbrcw University of Jcrusalcin, 1987).
1 1. Giisli Einuniin, iLI(i.~/erPlanfor Seftleinei~~
in Judea and Sonantoi-ia (in Hcbrcw) (1980), p. 15.
12. For a dctailcd gcograpliiclil dcscription of the West Bank. and for a dcscription of tlic Iayout of scttlciiiciits in tlic area. sec Chapter
Scvcn bclow.
13. David Ncwinan, J e ~ ~ i Selilenlent
sh
in the bl'est Bank: The llole qfGush Ein7riiiri7 (Durhain, Iiiiglaiid: Ccntrc for Middle Eastcrii and
Islainic Siiidics, 1982). pp. 4 - 4 3 ,
1.1. A siinilar tactic, eiiiploycd in IO68 by a groiip of scitlcrs in Hcbron hcadcd by Rabbi Lcviiigcr. Icd to the csiablishincni of the scitlcmcni
Qiryat Arba. Gazit, Fools in o Elrp. p. 23 1.
15. h4ci.011Bciivciiisti. Lei-icoit ofJ~rdeauiidSuinor-ici:Set/leriieii/s rl~lniini.s/ruiionur7dSocip-: (in Hcbrcw) (.lcrusalcin: Cana. IWX), p. 155.

Likud Policy: The Drobless Plan and the Sharon Plan
After the Likud came to power in 1977, Matitiyaliu Drobless, liead of the World Zionist Organization's
Settlement Division, prepared a compreheiisive plan for the establishment of settleineiits throughout tlie
West Baiik.'"his plaii, which was published in 1978 and ~ipdatedseveral times in the following years,
was also known as tlie Drobless Plan and coiistituted a guidiiig documeiit for government aiid WZO
policy regarding the settlements. Accordiiig to the plaii:
Tlie civilian presence of Jewish coinmuiiities is vital for the security of the state.. . There inust iiot
be the sliglitest doubt regarding Our iiiteiitioii to hold tlie areas of Judea aiid Samaria for ever.. . The
best and most effective way to remove any shred of doubt regarding Our intention to hold Judea and
Sainaria forever is a rapid settlement drive in tliese areas."
The Drobless Plaii was completely in line witli the plaiis of Gush Emunim, providing the foundatioii
for close cooperation betweeii the two bodies. This cooperatioii led to the establishment of dozens of
"coinmuiiity settlements" (see below), inost of wliicli were situated oii the ceiitral mountain ridge close
to Palestiiiian population centers.
Aiiother key figure wlio made a significant contribution to proinotiiig the settlements enterprise was
tlie Minister of Agriculture iii tlie first Likud governmeiit (1977-1981), Ariel Sharon. Sharon prepared a
plan bearing his iiame that iilcluded a inap deliiieating areas lie believed were vital for Israel's security,
and should therefore be aniiexed. According to Sharon's niap, only a small number of enclaves densely
populated by Palestiiiians were not to come under Israeli sovereigiity in the future.l%ike Alon and
Drobless, Sharon recominended the establishment of settlemeiits in these areas as a means of promotiiig
aniiexatioii. While this plan was iiot officially adopted by tlie governinent, it provided the basis for the
activities of the Miiiishy of Agriculture. The ininistry's power over the establishment of settlements
resulted from its control of the Israel Lands Admiiiistratioii, wliicli was responsible for the manageiiient
of "state land" (see Cliapter Tliree) and for financing the activities of the WZO Settleinent Division (see
below).
Followiiig the preparation of this plan, tlie Miiiistiy of Agriculture and the Ministry of Construction
aiid Housing concentrated their efforts oii establishiiig settlements on the western slopes of the ceiitral
inouiitaiii ridge iii the West Bank, nortli of Jenisalem (western Sainaria). These efforts reflected Sharon's
belief that it was importaiit to prevent the creatioii of a contiguous area populated by Arabs on either side
of tlie Green Line, leading to the coiinection of the area West of Jenin and Nablus, and nortli of Ramallah,
to the Palestiiiiaii communities witliin Israel adjacent to the Green Line, suc11 a Umm el-Fahm and Kafr
Qasem.I9While tlie settlements iiiitiated by the WZO in tlie central mountain ridge area were populated
rnaiiily by members aiid supporters of Gush Einuiiim, the above-mentioiied governinent ministries made
great efforts to attract the general, non-ideological public to tlie settlements in westerii Samaria by
guaraiiteeing an iinproved standard of liviiig within a short distance from the urban centers on the
coastal
16. Rcgai-ding tlic rolc »l'the World Zi«iiist Congi-css iii initiating aiid cstablishiiig ncw scitlciiicnts. sec bclow.
17. Mütitiyahii Droblcss, iRe Sel~letlreiii in Juclco ond Sainurio - Sli.otqg~:P o l i c ~ond
~ Proyruin (in Hebrcw) (Jcrusalcin: World Zioiiist
Organization. Scpicinbcr 1980).p. 3.
18. Bciivcnisti aiid Kliayat, The W+sr Bnilk ond Guzo Allas, p. 65
19. C3colTrey Arorison, Creatiiig Fncts: Isrorl, I'rile.sliniuru und the M'es/ Bonk (Washington: Inslitulc for Palcstinian Studics, 1987), p. 71
20. Ibirl., pp. 72-74.

At the beginniiig of 1983, the Ministry of Agriculture and the WZO publislied a "inaster plan" for
settleinents in the West Bank througli the year 201 0, including ail operative development plan for the
period 1983-1986.2'This plan was also lulown as Tlie Hundred Thousaild Plan, diie to its aspiration to
attract 80,000 new Israeli citizens by 1986, so that the Jewish populatioii (excluding East Jerusalem)
would number 100,000. According to the plan, twenty-three new commu~ialand rural cominunities were
to be established, as well as twenty NAHAL army settlement sites. In addition, 300-450 kilometers of
new roads were to be paved.=?W11ile the original einphasis of the plail called for settlements iii the
central mountain ridge and on the western slopes of the ridge, the establishnient of tlie national unity
govenînleiit iii 1984 meant tlîat a considerable part of the resources was actually diverted to promote
settlements in the Jordan Valley, constituting a compromise between supporters of tlie Drobless-Sharon
approach and expoilelits of the Alon pl ai^.'^ During the period of the plan, the goveniment acliieved
the objective in terms of the nuinber of iiew settlements, but failed to meet tlie populatioii forecast; the
actual population by the end of 1986 was just 5 1,000.
Settlement activities contiilued at full Pace under the newly elected Likud government (1988-1992). The
empliasis of tlie government was on expanding existiiig settlements. Tlie population of the settlements
increased by sixty perceiit during this period. Teil new settlements were established, a small number
compared to previous governme~its.The tremendous scale of construction in tlie territories by this
governineilt led to an open confrontation with the United States goverilmelit, which decided to freeze
guarantees it had promised to provide Israel as part of tlie United States assistance to help absorb the
wave of iminigrants from the Soviet Unio~i.'~

The Oslo Process and Continued Expansion
The establishment in July 1992 of a iiew goveniment headed by Yitzllak Rabin seemed to offer the
possibility of a real change in Israel's settlemeiit policy. The Labor Party l-iad fouglit the election
on a promise to "change national priorities," including a substantial rediictioii in the allocatioil of
resources for the settlements. The signing of the Declaration of Principles betweeil Israel and the P L 0 iii
Septeniber 1993 also indicated the goveriiment's inteiitioii to cliaiige its policy, although the Declaration
did not explicitly prohibit the establishineiît of new settlements. It was only in tlie Oslo 2 accords, which
were signed two years later, tliat the parties stated: "Neitlier side shall initiate or take any step that will
change the status of tlie West Bank and the Gaza Strip pending the outcoine of the permaneiit status
negotiati~ns."~~
However, within a short period tiine, it became clear that tlie change in policy was insignificant aiid that
the new govei~imentintended to continue the development of settlements.
The goverliment made a promise to the United States that it would iiot establis11 iiew settleinents and
would halt the expansion of the existing settlements, with the exception of construction to rneet the

2 1 . Ministi-y oi',4griciilturc aiid the Scttlcnicnt Division of the World Zionist Orgaiiizatioti, b1u.rter Plon jbr Settlernent.fi)r.I~ideaand
S<inrariu.L)t.i;clopinenfI'luii fir rh<!K~gior~,Ji>~.
1983-1986 (.lcrusalcm, April 1983).
2 2 . Ihid.. p. 9.
23. Bcii\~cnisti,l,ex.vrcoir ojJ~ideuundSurnorin. p. 152.
74. ASOIISO~,
S C I I ~ P I I (117d
I ~ I Ith<?
I S l.s~~~rel-P~le.s~ini(~n
Negotic~lions,pl?. 48-49.
25. lsracli-l'alcstinian Iiitcrim Agsccinc~it011tlic Wcst Bank and the Gaza Strip, 28 Scptciiibcr 1995 (Oslo 2), Chaptcr 5, Article 31(7).

"liatural growth" of the local p ~ p u l a t i o n . ~ T hcominitment
is
was also included in the government's basic
guidelines, witli two sigiiificant exceptions tliat were remnants of tlie approacli embodied in the Alon
Plan: "No iiew settleinents will be established aiid existing settlements will iiot be expanded, with tlie
exception of those situated withiii tlie Greater Jerusalem area aiid in the Jordan Valley."
The exceptions in the government's guidelines effectively became the iilain tool permitting the contiiiued
building of settlenieiits and growth of tlie Israeli population iii the settlements. According to the basic
guidelines, "Greater Jerusalem area" iiicluded not only tliose areas aiinexed in 1967 and included in the
municipal boundaries of the city, but also considerable areas beyond these limits (see the discussion
of tlie Jerusalem Metropolis in Chapter Seven). In addition, during tlie period of office of the Rabin
goveilimeiit, 9,850 iiew housing units were completed throughout the West Bank (not oiily in the
governrneiit's priority areas). Constructioii of these uiiits had begun under the previous government,
tliough no mention is made in the governmeiit's basic guidelines.?'
Moreover, the term "natural growth" was iiever precisely defined, and the vague nature of tlie terin
has allowed Israel to continue to expand the settlements while avoiding direct confroiitation with the
United States Administration. Sirice the signing of the Declaration of Priiiciples, in 1993. al1 Israeli
governments liave iiitcrpreted tliis phrase as including not only the natural growth of the existing
population (Le., birth rates), but also the growtli of the population by migration. At the same time, the
goveriiments theinselves liave strongly encouraged migration from Israel to the settleinents by offering
geiierous financial beiiefits and incentives (see Chapter Four below).
Uiider the baiiner of "natural growth," Israel lias establislied iiew settleinents under the guise of "new
neighborhoods" of existing settlements. To this end, tliese new settlements liave been included in the
area of jurisdiction of tlie adjacent settlement, eveii in cases of no territorial contiguity between tlie
two settlements.2%xceptions to tliis approacli included the settlements Modi'in Illit (Qiryat Sefer) and
Menorah, recognized as iiew settleinents in 1996 and 1998, respectively.
Another inetliod employed in order to expand the settleinents was the seizure of a new location by a
group of settlers who erected a nuniber of caravans on the site (see Photos 9 aiid 10). While tliis method
was the settlers' initiative, witliout approval hom the relevant authorities, the government generally
refrained hom evicting the settlers or demolishing the buildings they erected without permits. Soine
received retroactive a p p r o ~ a l . ' ~
Overall, contrary to the expectations raised by tlie Oslo Process, the Israeli goveriiments have
implemented a policy leadiiig to the drainatic growtli of the settleineiits. Between September 1993, on
the signing of the Declaration of Piinciples, and Septeinber 2001 (the time of the outbreak of tlie al-Aqsa
intifada), the number of housing units in the settlements in the West Bank (excluding East Jerusalein)
and Gaza Strip rose from 20,400 to 3 1,400 - an increase of approxiinately fifty-four percent in just seven
years. The sliarpest increase during this period was recorded in 2000, under the government headed by
- --

-.

26. Aronsoii. Sclllentei~lsrrnd lhe Isrciel-Ptrle.slinian Nego1iution.s. pp. 50-51.
27. Ibid.. p. 1 1 .
28. Tlic Statc Coinptrollcr offcrcd a dctailcd criticisin of certain aspects of this incthod in the spccific case of tlic cstablishtnciit of thc Tel
Zioii scttlcincnt, in 1998, undcr tlic guise « f a "ticighborliood" of tllc scttlciiicnl Kocliav Ya'akov. Sec Statc Coinptrollcr, Aiinrwl Reporl 5 I B
(in Hcbrcw) (.lcrusalc~ii,April 7001). pp. 398-405.
29. FOI.a list «f'»utp»~~s
crcctcd siilcc tlic bcginnilig ol'tlic cumcnt intifrida, scc the Pcacc Now Wcbsilc: www.]~cacciiow.«rg.iI.

Ehud Barak, when the coilstruction of alinost 4,800 new housing units was cominenced. At the end of
1993, tlie population of the West Bank settlemeiits (excluding East Jerusalem) totaled 100,500. By the
end of 2000, this figure iiicreased to 191,600, representing a growth rate of some ilinety percent. By
contrast, the growth rate in the settlements in East Jerusalem was much slower: tlie population of these
settlemerits totaled 146,800 in 1993 and 176,900 iii 2001 - an iilcrease ofjust twenty percent.

Table 1
Population of Settlements in East Jerusalem (in thousands)
-

--

--

----

--

Year
- -- -

-- -

- --

-

-------

"

-

-

1992
--

1993
1994

-

-

-

Number of Residents

-

--

- * -

141
- -

146.8
--

--

---

--

152.7

1995
--

155

1996

160.4

-

--

-

--

* This is an estimation based on percentage of growth of population throughout Jerusalein (Central Statistics
Bureau).
Source: Jerusalem Institute for Israel Studies. On Yozir Stati~tics,Jer~i.vuletn (various years).

Table 2
Settlements and Settlers in the West Bank*
-

Year

- ---

__

1967
1968
1969
1970
191
1972
1973
1974
1975

1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001 ***

"

-

-

- -

-

-

_

*

8
1O
12
14
14
14
19
20
- --- -3 1
39
43
53

--- - - --

-

- -

-

--

-

- - - -- -- -- - - - - --

--.-

--

-

-

--

-

-

------

118119
-120

_

-

a

---

120
- - 120
-121
--

-

-

-

-

Unkiiowil
Uiiknowii
Uniuiowil
3.2
- - - - --- - 4.4
--- 7.4
- -

--

-

-

-.-

12.5
16.2
21
22.8
35.3

-

-

-

.-

Unknown
-Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Ü&own
- -Uiikno wn

-

--

-

-

-

68 - 73
76
102

11O 110

-

Popuiation
-- -- -- -(in thousands)
--

- --

-

*

-

-

-

1-- .- -- 3- - - -

- - _--_ .. .
-

1976- _
1977
1978
1979
1980

-

r of Settlements*".

- .

---

-

57.9

-

.

-

--

-

-

63.6
69.8 78.6
90.3
100.5
110.9
122.7
127.9
141.5
.- --

122
123
123

154.4
166.1

123

198

--

Not including East Jenisaleni.

'L*Thesc figures relatc io the number of settlements recognized by the Ministry of the Interior.

"** As of 3 1 Septembcr 2001 (provisional data).
Source: Central Bureau of Statistics Isi-rrel Sfczfi.stica1Yearhook (various years), not including a "number of settlements" for
the ycars 1967-198 1 , based on Benvcnisti and Khayat, The IYeevtBonk und Gazn At1ci.s. pp. 138- 140.
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Diagram 1
Settlers in the West Bank* (in thousands)

* Not includiiig East Jenisalem.

Diagram 2
Settlements in the West Bank*

* Not including East Jcmsale~i~.

Diagram 3

Building Starts of Housing Units in the West Bank* and Gaza Strip

* Not iiicluding East Jerusalem.

B. Establishing a Settlement: The Bureaucratic Procedure
The establisliment of a iiew settlemeiit involves nuinerous stages and eiltails the involvement of a
variety of iiistitutions aiid bodies. Tlie first forinal step is to secure tlie authorization of the Joint
Settleiiieilt Committee of tlie Israeli Govenlment and the World Zionist Organization (liereafter: the
Millisterial Coininittee for Settlement), which was establislied in 1970 and is empowered to decide
on the establishment of a iiew settlemeiit. Tlie Miiiisterial Cominittee for Settleiilent is composed of
an equal number of ministers fiom tlie relevaiit govemment ministries aiid members of the WZO
Exec~tive.'~
While the mandate of this committee includcd the establishineiit of cominunities withiii the State of
Israel, its activities since its establishment centered mainly on tlie establishment of settleinents in
tlie teiritories occupied in 1967 (the West Baiik, Gaza Strip, Golaii Heights and northenl Sinai). In
addition to graiiting fonnal approval, tlie coiiimittee is responsible for decidiiig on the locatioii of the
settlement aiid tlie form of settlemeilt (see below), as well as its inteilded size in geographical terins
aiid in populatioii, the officia1 body to be responsible for establishment, and so on. In several cases, tlie
coiiîmittee lias provided retroactive approval after tlie establisliment of a settlement by Gush Emuniin.
Iii August 1996, given the political sensitivity of this issue in the coi~textof U.S. - Israel relations, tlie
goveniineiit determiiied tliat any decisioii by the Miiiisterial Coinmittee for Settleinent relatiiig to the
establishment of a ilew settlement in the territories would be brouglit to the goveriiment for discussioii
and approval.-"
...

.
.
.
..

.
.
.

30. Avshaloin Iiol<acli,K11rn1S~,//Itnrenrirr lsrutl (Jcr~isalciu:The Jcwisli Agcncy foi. lsracl and thc World Zionist Oiganizaiion, 1978),
p. 61.
3 1 . Statc Coin~~irollcr,
.~lrriii~ul
Report 5 1 8 . p. 399.

The role of tlie World Zioiiist Orgaiiizatioii as part of tliis governinental inechaiiisni deserves fi~rtlier
explanatioii because tlie WZO is a non-govenimental body, representing not the citizens of Israel
but world Jewry. One of Israel's traditional methods to direct iiatioilal resources exclusively to the
state's Jewish population, without this automatically being defined as discrimination, is delegating
responsibilities to the Jewish Agency, whicli is iiot a govemmental body. For example, tlie Settlement
Departineiit of the Jewish Agency was given responsibility for the establishment of iiew coinmuiiities
that were iiltended for Jews oiily. In tlie case of the establisliment of settlements in the Occupied
Territories, however, the Jewish Agency eiicountered problems: it was uiiable to secure tax exemption
in the Uiiited States for donatioiis raised in the Uiiited States for this purpose, because the settlemeilts
were said to oppose U.S. p o l i ~ yAccordingly,
.~~
in 1971 the Settlement Division was established within
tlie World Zionist Organization; tliis body performed the functioil of the Jewish Agency's Settlement
Department iii al1 matters relatiiig to the establishment of settlements in the Occupied Territories.
The funding of tlie Settlemeiit Division comes froin the state budget, tlirough the Miiiistry ofAgriculture.
Tlirougli 1992, however, a sigiliiicant portion of its operations were executed by the staff aiid apparatus
of the Jewish Agency Settlement Department, from the budget of tlie Settlement Di~ision.~'
Since the
beginiiing of 1993, the Settlement Division has operated separately from the Settlemeiit Depart~neiit.'~
Tlie two principal bodies involved iii establisliing the pliysical and economic infrastiucture of the
settlements are tlie Ministry of Coiistruction and Housing and the Settlement Division of the World
Zionist Orgailization. The decisioii as to wliich of tliese two bodies will be respoiisible for aiiy given
settleiiieiit is made by tlie committee on ail ad hoc basis; the maiil coiisideratioiis are the expected Pace
of iriiplemeiitation, the availability of budgets and the plaiined type of ~ettlenieilt.'~
Tlie first step to be talceii by the body selected by the Millisterial Cominittee for Settlemeiit to impleineiit
tlie scttleinent is to receive "permission" from the Custodian for Governinental and Abandoned Property
in Judea and Samaria to plan and build oii the specific laiid on wliicli the settlement is to be e~tablislied.'~
The vast majority of settlements are established on land seized by Israel by various means; the
managellient of these lands rests witli the Custodian. In orgaiiizational terins, the Custodian fuiictioiis
as ail arm of the Civil Admiiiistratioii, tliough professionally lie is accountable to the Israel Lands
Administration." Since 1996, any new pei-rnissioii granted by the Custodian for Goveriimeiital Property
requises the approval of tlie Miiiister of D e f e n ~ e . ~ ~
After a permissioii contract is signed with the Custodian, the Ministry of Coiistniction and Housing
or the Settlement Division is eiltitled to sign contracts with any coopcrative association (see below) or
witli a particular constiuctioii compaiiy, wliicli then receives the status of an "autliorized body." At the
same tiilîc, the Ministry of Construction or Housiiig or the Settlemeiit Division is expected to work to
secure approval for ail outliiie plan for the settlenieiit from tlie Suprenie Planning Committee of the Civil
32. Bcrivciiisti, Lexiron ofJuden ai~dSamariu,p. 50.
33. Rokacli. Rural Settleineiit in I.sruel, p. 71.
34. l'or details of this issue. sçc Statc Coiiiptrollci: Repoi? oii Airdit Regnrdi7p Goveriiinentul,4ssistoncej'or the Deilelopn~eritoj'tlie Neio
Srttlenienl in the .h~deo,Soriicrriu. Gozci oild Colon Arens (in Hcbrcw) (Jcrusalcin, May 1999).
35. Meir Hariioy, "I'soccsscs iii rlic Planiiiiig of Settlcrnçnt in Judea. Samana and the Gaza Strip" (iii Hcbrcw). in Jilden ondSoninriu Stuclies.
Protocol of tlic Second Coiifcrciicc, 1992. p. 369.
36. An cxccption to this rulc is \vlicn laiid was purchascd privatcly by Isracli civilians. For discussioii of the inctliods used to sci7c coiitsol of
land. and of ihc oliicc of the (lisiodiaii for (;o\,criiiiicntal Pi-opci-iy, scc Cliaptcr Thrcc bclow.
37. Statc C«iiiptr«llcr. Annuul Rqmrl SIR, p. 399.
38. Ihici.

Adininistration, and to issue building permits on the basis of tliis plan.'%fter
sigiied and al1 permits received, the autliorized body is entitled to build.

al1 contracts have been

Tlie Settleiiieiit Division has specialized in establisliing small settlements in the form of a "commuiiity
settleinent" or one of tlie inodels for cooperative settlements, although it lias also establislied regular
rural conimuiiities (see below). As settlers begin to move into the settlement, routine management is
transferred to a cooperative associatioii responsible, among other things, for accepting (or rejecting)
new meinbers iii the s e t t l e m e i ~ t In
. ~ ~certain cases, the involvement of the cooperative association
begins during tlie construction phase, and the associatioii reaches agreements directly with a contractor
to execute the development and coiistruction. The cooperative associatioiis generally operate under
the auspices of one of tlie "settling movements" - Ainana, the settlement wiiig of Gusli Emunim
(iiuinerically the inost important movement), the Agricultural Union, Betar, the Uiiioii of Moshavim of
Po'alei Agudat Yisrael, the Union of Moshavim of Hapo'el Hamizrachi, etc.4'
The Ministry of Construction aiid Housing processes tlie planning aiid development of the settlements
through two units within the ministry: the Rural Coiistruction Authority and tlie urban construction
departments in each of the miiiistry's districts. The Rural Constructioii Autliority was established in
1968. It is usually cliarged witli responsibility for commuiiities defined as "non-urbaii," both inside
Israel and in tlie territories occupied iii 1967.42Tlie Miiiistiy of Coiisti-uctioii and Housing's urbaii
coiistruction departments process tlie larger settlements, wbicli have generally been granted independeiit
municipal status (see Chapter Four). Unlike the settlements established by the Settlemeiit Division, the
inaiiagement of settlements establislied by the Ministry of Construction and Housiiig is not transferred
to a specific "settling movement," but rests witli an establisliing team uiider the auspices of the Ministry
of Construction and Housing pending the organizatioii of a local committee. Houses in tliese settlemeiits
are ostensibly sold on the free market to any buyer, tlioiigh in fact tliey are sold exclusively to J e ~ s . ~ ~
Although the coinplex process described above is required in accordance with governinental decisions
aiid military legislation, iii maiiy cases the authorities skip over one or ailotlier of tlie stages, or acts
retroactively to secure the autliorizatio~isand sign tlie appropriate con tract^.^^ The inost prominent
examples of this approach are the outposts established iii recent years throughout tlie West Bank,
where none of tlie stages described above was iiiiplemented. Ili some cases, the Israeli autliorities have
gradually beguii to nieet the relevant requirements retroactively and in stages.

39. For discussion of the physical planning apparatus, sce Chaptcr Six bclow.
40. Hainoy, Jucleu rindsaniario Sfudies, pp. 370-371.
41. For thc organizational aflïliatioii of cach scttlemcnt, sec Ccntral Bureau of Statistics, List qfLocoIiries, Theii Popi11ulion.s cind Codes
(vario~isycars).
42. For discussion of tlic functions of the Aiithority. and criticism oii tlic nccd for it (bascd on grniinds ofcficiency). scc Statc Comptrollcr.
.Iiiniiol Repoi-1 47 (in Hcbrcw) (Jcrusalciii. April 1997). pp. 166-173.
43. Hariioy. .hrdco ond Sunicrriu S1udie.s. p. 37 1
44. For cxaiiiplcs of'this plicnoiiiciion, sec thç reports of the Statc Coiiiptrollcr (al1 in Hcbrcw): Annirol R<pol.t 37 (Jcrusalcin, 1987). p. 1205;
41~ntiolReport 41 (Jcrusalcin, April 1993), pp. 91 1-914; A111lrru1Kepori 5/13 (Jcrusalcin, April 2001), pp. 398-405.

C. Types of Settlements
The settlements established iii the West Bank Vary in several respects, oiie beiiig their social structure,
or "type of settlement" - regular urban and rural settlements, cominunity settlements and cooperative
settlemeilts.
Cooperotiile settlen~entsare subdivided into tliree clear models - kibbutz, moshav and cooperative
moshav - that Vary in terms of the level of equality and exteiit of cooperatioil in ownersliip of property,
in geiieral, and of means of production, in particular. However, these distinctions have become blurred
since tlie 1990s, due to the econoinic crisis affectiiig the kibbutz and moshav movemeiits and due to
chaiiges in the prevailiilg values of Israeli society. These forms of settlement are the classic inodels
cllerished by the Labor movement, and accordiiigly most of tlie kibbutzim and mosliavim in the West
Bank were founded during the 1970s under the Ma'arach governments and situated in areas within the
Aloii Plan. The common feahire of al1 three types of settlement, at least during the early phases, is
their agricultural character, althougli siilce the 1980s inaily of tliese settlements have branched out into
industry and toiirisin, while soine of their meinbers have begun to work as salaried employees in the
adjacent urban centers. There are currently nine kibbutziin, thirteeil mosl-iavim and nine cooperative
inoshavim iii the West Bank.45

Diagram 4
Settlements in the West Bank, by Type
Urban
Rural
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Unlike cooperative settlements, commuizity settlen7ent.s began as a form of settleineilt unique to the
Occupied Territories, and as ail initiative of Gush Einuiiiin and its settlemeiit wiilg ( A m a r ~ a ) . ~ q llegal
ie
frainework is a cooperative associatioil registered with the Registrar of Associations, inailaged by its
general meeting and usually coinprising some 100-200 families. Like tlie kibbutz and the cooperative
inoshav, the community settleinent absorbs new ineinbers by a clearly defined process at tlie end of
which the general meeting decides whether to accept the candidates. Most of the members of the
comrnunity settlemeilts are middle-class settlers employed in white-collar positioiis in iiearby cities

45. Thc niiinbcr of scitlcincnts in cacli caicgoi-y is bascd on ihc definition of the "iypc of scttlcincnt" adoptcd by the Cciitral Boi-eau of
St;itistiss.
46. Ai a later stage, coininiiiiiiy scttlcincnts also bcgan to bc cstablishcd within Israel, particulerly iii the (;alilec.

withiiî Israel." Sixty-six settleinents tliroughout the West Bank, particularly iii the Mountain Strip and
the Jerusalem Metropolis, are defilied as cominunity settleineiîts.
The reiîîaiiling settleinents are regular ut-han or rural seitlemetzts inanaged by local coinmittees or
couiicils elected by the residents. Tliese settleinents do not carry out any special procedures for
membership or any cooperative financial franieworks. However, the smaller the settlement the greater
the homogeneity ainoiig its meinbers (in terms of religious/secular identity, economic status, origin,
etc.) The exceptions to this rule are the ultra-Orthodox settlements of Betar Illit (15,800 sesidents)
and Modi'in Illit (16,400 residents); though ainong the largest of al1 tlie settlements, these are almost
completely l~omogeiîousin demographic teims. The Central Bureau of Statistics defines a settleinent
as "urban" if its population is 2,000 or more, while rural settlements are tlîose with fewer than 2,000
iiîhabitants. There are cui-rently twelve settlements deiined as rural and thirieen defined as usbail; to the
latter figure, one sliould add twelve settlements established iiî East Jeiusalenî that operate under the
auspices of the Municipality of Jerusalem.

47. For inorc dctüilcd disciissioii oii tlic characteristics of this forin of scttlcinciit aiid the pi-occsscs that Icd to its crcation, sec David Ncwiiiaii.
The Rolc o/'Gu.sh Eii7uniii1 aixi ihe Yishllv Kehil~rti,P1i.D. dissçrtatioii, llnivcrsily of Durhaiii, 198 1. Cliaptcr 5 .
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Types of Settlements: Planning Structure

Cooperative Settlement
Most of the settlements in the Jordan Valley are similar iii foim to the cooperative settlements witliin
Israel. Unlike the other kinds of settleinents, the plaiiniiig of cooperative settlements is affected priinarily
by its social orgaiîization and less by topography or the restrictions associated with land owiiership (state
laiid, coiitiguity). The geometric form of the settlement reflects an egalitarian division of the laiid among
the members of the settleinent (moslîav), in which each plot lies adjacent to the owner's house. Peza'el
was initially divided into three sections built around the social and administrative center of the moshav.
At a later stage, the mosliav constructed a new residential area iiitended for the next generation (the
clîildreii and tlieir fainilies) of settlers.

h

imin
:il.
establislied in 1984,
1.900 residents

Community Settlement
Most of the cominunity settlements were established on mountainous terrain and their shape was
priinarily determined by topographical constraints. A typical layout of such settleinent is concentric
circles along the contour line arourid the perimeter of the suminit. The houses are inostly single-family
Iioines of one or two stories witli tiled roofs, constructed perpeiidicular to the contour lines and with a
view of the landscape. The lots allocated to eacli liouse are identical - approximately half a duiiain [ I l 8
of an acre]. The social and administrative center of the settlement is usually located in the inner circle, at
the highest point. The settlement Eli, which lies on Road No. 60 halfway between Ramallah and Nablus,
is a typical community settleinent. Tt spreads out over two adjacent mountain peaks.

Urban Settlement
The urban settlements are located mostly in the Jerusalem Metropolis or adjacent to it (most of
thein within the Jerusalem Municipality). However, urban settlements are also found elsewhere in tlle
West Bank. Tliese settlemeilts were planiled to create rapid denlographic change iii areas intended for
aimexation into Israel, or as a large regional service center for clusters of smaller settlements. The
settlements include joint-terrace l~ousingor cooperative multi-story buildings. As a result, the housing
density is high in comparison witli more rural settlemeiits. Tlie form of tlle urbaii settlemeiits was also
i~lfluencedby topograpliy and the constraints of laiid ownership. The wiiiding shape of the Giv'at Ze'ev
settleineiit, located nortliwest of Jerusalem, illustrates the effect of these constraints.

Rural Settlement
couiicil,
established in
1989,900
residents

The rural settlement is typical in the
Western Hills Strip, and generally
fuiictions as a suburb of Tel-Aviv. Most
of these expanded rapidly as a result of
pressures of the real-estate market, and as
a result lost the concentric, closed shape
of tlieir establislinient. The form of
tlieir expansion was influenced by a
number of factors, among them the
relatively moderate typography, the
availability of land for purchase by
private entrepreneurs, liigh demaiid by
the Israeli public, and intensive farming
by local Palestiniam in areas surrouiidirig
these settlements. The houses in rural
settlements generally have tiled roofs and
an adjoining parce1 of land. The sizes
of tlie lots are not standard and reflect a
speculative private-market attitude. The
settlement Zufin, northeast of Qalqiliya,
was built eritirely by private developers.
Within the built-up area of the settlement
lie two Palestinian enclaves under private
ownership.
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The Settlements in International Law
The settlenieiits established tl~rouglioutthe West Bank violate various provisions of intemational law
tliat are binding oii Israel. Iiiternational humanitarian law prohibits tlie establishment of the settlements.
Breach of this prohibition leads to the infringeineiit of iiumerous liuman rights of Palestinians tliat are
set forth in international liuman rights law. This cliapter will describe tliese principles of international
law and then will discuss the prohibition on Palestinian attacks against settlers.

A. International Humanitarian Law
Jiîternatioiial humanitariail law sets forth tlie rules applying to states during times of war and occupation.
The settlements in tlie Occupied Territories breach two primary instruments of this braiich of law: the
Hague Convention on the Laws and Customs of War on Land, and its attached Regulations, of 1907
(liereafter: the Hague Regulations), and the Fourth Geneva Coiiveiitioii Relative to Civilian Persons in
Time of War, of 1949 (hereafter: the Fourth Geneva Convention).
Israel's officia1 position is that international humaiiitarian law is not fully bindiiig on its actions in the
Occupied Territories. Its positioii was established in 1971 by then Attorney General Meir Shamgar.j8
Accordiiig to Shamgar, humanitarian law does not apply to the West Bank and the Gaza Strip because
tlieir aiinexation by Jordan and Egypt iiever received international recognition. Thus, the land occupied
was not "the territory of a 1-Iigh Contractiiig Party," a requirement for application of the Geneva
Convention. Therefore, lsrael a r p e d , it was not obliged to comply with the Fourtli Geneva Convention.
However, Israel uiidertook to comply witli what it referred to as tlie "humaiiitarian provisions" of tlie
Fourtli Geneva Convention, although it iiever specified wliat constituted the convention's "humanitarian
provisioi~s."~"tis interesting to note that, unlike Sliamgar's original position, Israeli officials generally
refrain from questioniiig the application of the Hague Regulations to the Occupied Territories, althougli
the identical problem of application e x i s t ~ . ~ ~
Israel's position has iiever gained aiiy support in tlie internatioiial areiia aiid eveii is rejected by lsraelis
10 a significaiit degree. The Interaatioiial Red Cross, the UN, and the vast niajority of states and
international law experts have often stated tliat the Fourth Geneva Convention is bindiiig on Israel in its
activity in the Occupied Ten-itories.
Israel's Supreme Court has ruled that application of the laws of occupation depeiids on effective military
coiitrol froni outside the borders of the state, and not oii prior sovereigiity over the territory by a specific
state." This test is preferable to the "sovereigiity test" because in inany cases, "border disputes are legal
38. Ivlcir Shaiiigar. "Tlic Obscrvaiice of International Law in the Adininistcred Tcl~itorics,"I Israel )i.ml>ook »jllirmuii Rights (1 971)
262. csp. pp. 262-266.
49. Yaliau er ul., /.si-ne/.rhc "lt7tiJOdrr"and the Rule oflrrii, (Tel-A\,iv, 1993). p. 22.
50. Eyal Zûiuir and Eyal Bcnvcnisti, "leiri.sh L0ild.~"ii7Jr~deu,Surnui.it~.the Grizu Srl.ip. nnd Etrit Jer~r.scrlei~i
(iii Hebi-cw) (Jerusalcin:
Jcrusülciii lnstitutc of lsracl Stiidics, 1993), p. 62.
5 1 . HC.1 755i87. .,lfi> 1: Co11711iuncfcr
qf1DFForc.e~i~z/hc bVesf Bonk. f'iskei Din 42(2) 4 .

disputes over the status of tlie occupied territory. In tliis situatioii, subordi~iatiiigthe laws of belligerent
seizure to a legal test would neutralize their application," in tliat it would be interpreted as a waiver of
rights in the occupied t e r r i t ~ r y . ~ ~

Fourth Geneva Convention
Article 49 of the Fourth Geneva Convention explicitly states tliat, "The Occupying Power shall not
deport or trailsfer parts of its own civilian population into the territory it occupies." The inost accepted
iilterpretation of tliis convention is tlie coinmentaiy prepared by tlie International Red Cross. Accordirig
to the commentary on tliis section, "It is intended to prevent a practice adopted duriiig the Second World
War by certain Powers, wliicli transferred portions of their own population to occupied territory for
political and racial reasons, or in order, as tliey claimed, to coloiiize those t e r r i t ~ r i e s . " ~ ~
Israel rejects the coiiteiition that tlie settlements in the West Bank are prohibited by Article 49. In the
words of the Israeli Miiiistry of Foreign Affairs:
The provisions of the Geneva Convention regardiilg forced population transfer to occupied
sovereigii territory cannot be viewed as prohibiting the voluntary return of individuals to the towiis
and villages from wliicli tliey, or their ancestors, liad been ousted.. ..
It sliould be emphasized that the movement of individuals to the territory is eiitirely voluntary,
while the settlements themselves are not iiiteiided to displace Arab inhabitants, iior do tliey do so in
practice.'"
The Ministry's coniments contain several legal aiid factual errors and distortions.
Firstly, according to the Fourth Geneva Convention, the absence of the eleinent of force in the transfer of
Israelis iiito the occupied territory does not legitimize the transfer. Unlike tlie prohibition on deporting
local residents from the occupied territory, which is found at the beginiiing of Article 49 and forbids
the "forcible transfer" of protected persons, the end of the article states that tlie occupying state "shall
not deport or fr-ansferparts of its own civilian population iiito the territory it occupies" (our einphasis).
The word "forcible" is absent froin tliis latter prohibitioii. The prohibition on transferriiig a civilian
population from the occupyiiig state into tlie occupied tenitory is thus broader, and also iiicludes
non-forcible trai~sfers.~~
Secondly, the contention that the transfer of settlers into the occupied territory was not intended to expel
local resideiits and that such expulsion did not in practice take place does not legitiinize the settlemeiits.
The objective of the last clause of Article 49 is to protect the local residents against another populatioii
settling on their land, witli al1 the liarm that is derived from such settlement - extraction of natural
resources, liarm to econoinic development, restriction of urban developinent, and the like - and not only
to protect tliem frorn expulsion.
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Tliirdly, the term "voliintary transfer" is deceiving. Even if tlie transfer is not forced or does iiot
constitute deportation, the willingiiess of tlie civilians to move to the Occupied Territories could not
have beeii implemeiited witliout the state's inassive intervention in establishing and expanding the
settlements. As this report shows, a nurnber of state autliorities initiated, approved, and seized land,
aiid plaiiiied and financed the vast majority of tlie settlemeiits. Although in soine cases the initial
initiative was made by entities umelated to tlie state, suc11 as Gush Emuiiim, and faced governinental
opposition, the government ultimately approved the settlemeiit retroactively and provided orgaiiizatioiial
aiid financial support. Furtliermore, as will be shown in Chapter Five, tlie governinent lias always
offered diverse financial incentives to encourage Israelis to move to the Occupied Territories.
Fourthly, the historic or religious ties of the Jewish people to the West Bank, mentioned in the Miiiistry
of Foreign Affairs document, caiinot legitiinize a flagrant breach of Israel's duties under international
liuinaiiitarian law. Tlie vast majority of the settlements was iiot intended as a "return to towiis and
villages" (in tlie Miilistry's laiiguage) or even as a retuni to sites populated by Jews prior to 1948, but
were eiitirely new settleinenls. Tliis "return" was iiot done by weaving settlers into the existiiig pattern of
life in tlie area. Ratlier, it was doiie by creating a separate and discriminatory (physical and legal) systeni
between the settlers and the Palestinians.
It should be noted that the Jews who fled or were expelled from certain places iii tlie West Bank duriiig
the 1948 war, and who lost their property as a result, niay, in the context of a peace arrangement or
aiiy otlier arrangement, demand restitution of tlieir property or conipensation. However, tliis right is
completely unrelated to Israel's settleinent policy.

Hague Regulations
A fuiidamenta1 principle of humanitarian law, and of the Hague Regulatioiis in particular, is the
temporary nature of inilitary occupation. It is tlie teinporary nature of occupation that dictates the
limitations on tlie occupier iii creating permanent facts in the occupied t e r r i t ~ r y . ~ ~
Tlie Supreine Court lield that, because tlie occupying state is not tlie sovereign in tlie territory under
occupation and its administration tliere is temporary, it may take into accouiit oiily two factors: security
needs and the welfare of the local pop~lation.~'
In tlie words of Justice Aliaron Barak:
The Hague Regulations revolve about two main pivots: one - ensuring the legitimate security interest
of tliose holding the land by belligerent occupation; and the otlier - ensuring the needs of the civiliaii
population in the territoiy subject to belligerent population.. . the military commaiider may not weigh
natioiial, economic, or social iiiterests of his country insofar as they have no ramificatioiis on his
security interest in the area, or on tlie interest of the local populatioii. Even inilitary needs are Iiis [i.e.,
the military coinmander's] needs and not ilatioiial security needs in tlieir broad s e n ~ e . ~ "
Indeed, it is hard to imagine a more profouiid or more permanent change than tui-ning an open landscape
(agricultural laiid, graziiig land, or virgiii hills) into a populated civilian coiiimuiiity. The permanence of
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such change results iiot oiily from the eiiormous investrnent in buildings, infrastnichire, and roads, but
also from tlie ties of the lives of entire families to a particular place.
To sidestep the prohibitions mentioned above, Israel argued that the settlements were iiot permanent
changes in the occupied tesritory. Even the Supreme Court lias sanctioiied this claiin. For example, in
a decisioii regarding the requisition of privately-owned laiid to establisli the Bet El settlement, Justice
Miriain Ben-Porat noted tliat tlie tenn "pemaiient commuriity" is a "purely relative concept."59She made
this comment although tlie building of permanent civilian coinmuiiities and civilian neighborhoods
is one of tlie niost obvious exainples of permanent change. This interpretation of the proliibition on
creating permanent facts reiiders meaningless the relevant provisions of internatioiial law.
Because it is clear tliat tlie settlemeiits were iiot intended to benefit the Palestinians, Israel's main
justification prior to 1979 for the expropriation of privately-owned land was tliat it was intended to ineet
"pressing security iieeds."
Tliere has been constant debate in the ariny as to wlietlier the settlements contribute to Israel's security.
In any event, it is clear that eveii if some military benefit arose from certain settlements, meeting security
needs was not the reason for the establisliment of the vast majority of them. As shown iii the previous
cliapter, Israel's settleinent policy was formed on the basis of political, strategic, and ideological reasons
coliipletely unrelated to security iieeds withiii the narsow meaniiig of the tenn. According to Major
General (ses.) Shlomo Gazit, wlio was the first coordinator of goverilnient operations in the Occupied
Tesritories:
It was clear that tlie Israeli settlements in tlie territories, aiid especially in tlie densely-populated
areas, have far-reaching political consequences. Tliese settlemeiits are intended to establish new facts
to affect the future political solution. It was clear that establishment of tlie Israeli civilian settlenients
is a kind of statement of policy, whose weiglit is not mucli less than the Knesset's decision in 1967
to annex East Jerusalem: tliis settlement was establislied on land froin wliicli Israel does not intend
to w i t l ~ d r a w . ~ ~
111 this context, it should be noted tliat one of the fuiictioiis of the IDF's NAHAL brigades is to establish
iiiilitary settleinent posts. Even though these posts may exist for iiiany years and the soldiers based
tliere are not involved in military actions, tliey are not permanent encampments. The soldiers remaiil
there oiily during their anny service and do not establish their home on the site. This kind of settlement
does not violate international law." However, most of tliese NAHAL encaiiipments were iii practice a
preliininary stage iii tlie establishment of permanent civilian settlements oii the sites.
Ili establishiiig settlemeiits since 1979 (the Elon More11 case), Israel has not used land that was
expropriated on groiinds of security iieeds. Rather, it lias used land defined as state land (see Chapter
Tliree). Even if these lands iiideed belonged to the govemment of Jordan - wliicli is doubtful in inaiiy
instances - tlieir use for settlements violates the Hague Regulations.
Article 55 of the Hague Regulations States the rules relating to the pesmitted use of government property
iinder tlie control of the occupier:
- -. - .

-~
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Tlie occupyiiig State shall be regarded only as adininistrator and usufnictuary of public buildiilgs,
real estate, forests, and agricultural estates belonging to the hostile State, and situated in tlie occupied
country. It inust safeguard the capital of tliese properties and admiiiister thein in accordailce with the
rules of usufnict.
The terins "admiiiistrator" and "usufnictuary" indicate the right of the occupyiilg state to manage the
properties of the state it occupies aiid use them to meet its needs subject to certain limitations. These
limitations are derived from the temporary nature of the occupation and the lack of sovereignty of tlie
occupying state. Therefore, tlie occupying state is forbidden, inter alia, to change the characrer and
nature of tlie governmeiital properties (in the context of the settlements, state laiid), except for security
needs or for the beiiefit of tlie local pop~latioii.~'
As iioted above, the settleineiits permaiiently and significantly cliailge the character of the state lands
011 which tliey are built. Becaiise the settlements do not iiieet eitlier of the two exceptions, their
establishment comtitutes a flagrant violation of Article 55 of the Hague Regulatioiis.

B. International Human Rights Law
The fuiidamental breacli of international law described above lias repercussions that also constitute
huinail rights violations. Tliis part of tlie report briefly sketches the provisioiis of international law that
Israel violates by allowing the presence of the settlements and settlers, and refers to the chapters of the
report tllat exainine eacli of the violations in detail.
The fundainelital liuman rights, as they appear in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, were
drafted in two international conventions that the UN adopted in 1966: the International Coveiiaiit on
Civil aiid Political Rights aiid the International Coveilant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights.
Israel signed aiid ratified bot11 of these coveiiaiits. Tlie two UN coinmittees respoilsible for iiiterpreting
the coveilants and monitoring their implementation have unequivocally stated that these covenants apply
to al1 persons over whoin the signatoiy states have coiitrol, regardless of sovereignty. Furthermore,
tlie two coininittees expressly stated that tliey also apply to Israel in regards to its actions iil the West
Bank."-'

Right to Self-Determination
The firsi article, wliicli is common to both coveiiants, states:
1. Al1 peoples have the right to self-determination. By virtue of that riçht they freely determine
their political status and freely pursue their economic, social and cultural development.

2. Al1 peoples may, for tlieir own ends, freely dispose of their natural wealtli.. . In no case may a
people be deprived of its owii ineans of subsistence.
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111 receiit years, the Israeli governinent, the Palestiiiiaii Autliority, and most of tlie international
commuiiity have agreed that tlie proper fraiiiework for realizing the right to self-deterinination of the
Palestinian people is the establishineiit - alongside the State of Israel - of an independent Palestiiiiaii
state iii the West Bank aiid Gaza Strip.
Chapter Seven of tliis report presents a inap of the West Bank that deliiieates the areas currently lield
by settleinents and their jurisdictional areas that are closed to Palestiniaiis. The map shows tliat many
settlements block tlie territorial coiitinuity of dozens of Palestiniaii eiiclaves, which are currently defined
as Areas A and B. This lack of contiguity prevents tlie establisliment of a viable Palestiiiiaii state, and
tlierefore preveiits realization of the riglit to self-determination.
Also, as is shown in Chapter Seven, tlie settlements deny the Palestinian people a substantial portion
of two resources that are vital to urban and ecoiioinic growtli - land and water. Tliis pheiiomenon is
conspicuous in the Jordan Valley, wliicli contains significaiit land and water reserves that are exteiisively
used by the settleinents in that area.

Right to Equality
The right to ecluality is one of the pillars of human rights. It is set forth in tlie second article of tlîe two
covenaiits, and in the second article of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, as follows:
1. Everyoiie is entitled to al1 the rights and freedoms set forth in tliis Declaration, without
distinctioii of any kiiid, sucli as race, color, sex, language, religion, political or other opiiiioii, national
or social origiii, property, birth or otlier stahis.

2. Furtlierinore, iio distinction sliall be made on tlie basis of the political, jurisdictional or
inteniational status of the country or telritory to whicli a person belongs, whether it be independelit,
trust, non-self-goveriiiiig or under aiiy other limitation of sovereigiity.
Tliis report, particularly Chapter Four, demonstrates Iiow Israel lias used laws, regulations, and military
orders to carsy out an undeclared annexation of the settlements into the State of Israel. The aniiexation's
direct effect is tlie application of different legal systems, and different protections, to the Jewish and
Palestiiiian populations living in tlie same ten-itory. Whereas the settlers benefit fsoili tlieir stahls as
citizens of a democratic state and eiijoy al1 the rights that accoinpany citize~isliip,the Palestiniaiis live
under a military occupation that deiiies them these rights.
The transfer of certain powers to the Palestinian Autliority in the context of the Oslo Accords changed
matters oaly sliglitly. Most Palestinians are still exposed to the bureaucratie controls of the Israeli
occupation, and tlie IDF is still able to impose, for exainple, broad restrictions on inovement, to restrict
entsy and exit from tlie Occupied Territories, aiid to detaiii Palestiniaiis. The settlers, on the other liand,
reinaiii subject to total civilian coiitrol, just like Israeli citizens living withiii tlie Green Lines, and are
not subject to the Palestinian Autliority in any matter. This situation, in whicli an individual's rights
are deterinined accordiiig to his or lier national identity, constitutes a flagrant breach of tlie right to
equality.

Right to Property
The right to property is vested in Article 17 of the Universal Declaration of Huinan Rights, wliicli
provides:
1.

Everyoiie has tlie right to owii property aloiie as well as in association with others.

2.

No one sliall be arbitrarily deprived of his property.

Protection of private property is well grouiided in iiitematioiial humanitariail law, and is fouiid, intelulin, iii the Hague Regulatioi~s(Article 46) aiid in the Fourth Geneva Convention (Article 53). Israeli
law recogiiizes this right iii Section 3 of the Basic Law: Human Dignity and Liberty, wliicli provides:
"There sliall be no violation of the property of a persoii."
Chapter Three discusses tlie legal-bureaucratie system tliat Israel created to control the land iiiteiided
for the establishment and expansion of settlements. Because some of these laiids were privately or
collectively owned by Palestiiiiaiis, and the settlemeiits were illegal fsom their inception, a significant
proportion of the seizures of land infriiiged the Palestinians' riglit to property. Furtliennore, tlie
procediires Israel used in taking over tlie laiid entailed flagraiit, arbitrary breaches of due process.

Right to an Adequate Standard of Living
Article 11 of the Intematioiial Covenaiit on Econoinic, Social aiid Cultiiral Rights States:
The States Parties to the preseiit Covenant recognize the right of everyoiie to an adequate standard
of living for liimself and liis fainily, including adequate food, clothing and liousiiig, aiid to the
contiiiuous iniproveinent of living conditions.
Chapter Seven discusses a common phenoinenon in various areas of the West Bank: the location of
settlcineiits very close to Palestiniaii towiis and villages, tlius liniiting their urban developrnent, at least
in one direction of possible expansioii. In some cases, the settleiiieiit is purposely situated on the side
of the Palestinian comiiiuiiity that is tlie iiatural direction of expansion for the particular cominunity.
This pheiiomenon is analyzed in Cliapter Eiglit, wliicli examines the effect of the Ari'el settlement on
Palestiniaii resideiits in the area.
Ailotlier phenoinenon tliat affects the urbaii-development options available to the Palestinians is the
discriminatory use of physical plaiining, wliicli is discussed in Cliapter Six. Israel has used military
legislatioii to change the plaiining meclianism that was previously iii effect. This chaiige was intended
primarily to serve tlie iiiterests of the Israeli administration and the settlers, wliile almost totally igiioring
the needs of the Palestiiiiaii population.
111 some areas, the blocking of Palesliiiian ui-ban developinent has created housing sliortages and an
iiicrease in population deiisity. Tliese liardships resulted in part froin Israel's settlement policy and
discriininatory planning systern, aiid consequently infringed the Palestinian's riglit to adequate housing
and coiitinuous improveineiit of living conditions.
As emphasized in Chapter Eight, the seizure of land used for farming or graziiig ofteii severely affected
the priinary source of incorne of entire faniilies. This liaiin undoubtedly led to a significant deterioratioil
in the standard of living - a violation under Article 11 of the Iiiteniational Covenaiit on Economic, Social

and Cultural Rights, quoted above - and of Article 6 of the same covenant, which recognizes tlie riglit
of everyone to work and to iiiake a living through work that lie or she freely cliooses.

Freedom of Movement
Article 12 of the International Covenant oii Civil and Political Rights provides that everyone shall have
tlie right to freedom of inovement, witliout restrictioiis, in his couniry. Tlie right to move from place to
place is iinpoi-tant because moveiiieiit is necessary to live noi-inally and to exercise many other rights
delineated in international law, such as the right to work, liealth, educatioii, and to maintain family life.
Cliapter Seveii will show that a substaiitial proportion of the settlemeiits that were establislied aloiig
the central hi11 regioii were set up iiear Road No. 60, which is tlie niaiil north-so~itlitraffic artery il1
the West Bank. To ensure the security and freedorn of moveinent of settlers il1 this area. the IDF set
up clieckpoints along the road, and froni tiine to time lias iinposed harsh restrictioiis on Palestinian
moveinent aloiig certain parts of tliis road. Since the beginiiing of the al-Aqsa intifada and tlie iiicrease
iii Palestiilian attacks on Israeli cars on the roads, the IDF lias tiglitened the restrictions to the poiiit of
almost totally preventiiig Palestiiiiaiis from traveling on roads used by settlers.

C. lnjury to Settlers
Since tlie begiiining of tlie occupatioi~,tlie settler population has been a frequent target of attacks by
Palestinian residents. Tlie gravity of tlie attacks varies from stoiies thrown at cars, which only cause
property dainage, to shootings and the layiiig of explosives, wliicli have killed Israeli civilians. The
number oîattacks iiicreased duiing the first intifada (1 987-1993), and silice the begiiining of tlie al-Aqsa
intifada, the Palestinian attacks oii settlers liave been comnioii and iiicreasingly severe.
Palcstiiiiaii Authority officials and non-governrneiital orgaiiizatioiis liave hinted, sonie even statiiig
opeiily, tliat tlie illegality of the settleineiits justifies the use of any means to figlit tliem. For example,
the Palestinian Autliority's Minister for Prisoner Affairs, Heysliain 'Abd al-Razel, justified an attack on
a bus transporting school childreii frolii the Kfar Darom settleineiit in the Gaza Strip, wliicli killed two
civilians aiid wounded nine, witli five cliildren ainong the wounded, sayiiig:
The perpetrator of tliis attack was one of the Palestinian people. We committed it against people who
occupy Our laiid. Froiii Our poiiit of view, any action agaiiist the occupation is legaLh3
111 ai~othercase, a nuinber of Palestinian NGOs publislied a statement in the press saying that the right
to oppose the occupatioii legitimates Palestinian attacks on settlers. Tlie NGOs fùrther stated that tlie
settlements seive a iuilitary fuiicti011 and the settlers, therefore, are iiot entitled to civilian statu^.^^
Ailotlier argument tliat Palestiiiiaiis sometimes raise in this context is that settlers take part in violent
attacks against Palestiiiiaiis, and the Israeli authorities do iiot interveiie and enforce the law. 66
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Arguiiieiits of tliese kiiids undermiiie tlie f~liidaineiitalprinciples of iiiternational huinan rights law aiid
international liuinaiiitarian law. These principles are part of iiiternatioiial customary law, which binds al1
persons and al1 groups, and not oiily the states that are party to the relevant conventions. The right to
combat the occupation in general and the settlements in particular does not justify disregard for tliese
fundamental principles.
The infliction of extensive injuries on settlers is a flagrant breach of the right to life and security of
persoii, wliich is vested in Article 3 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and in Article 6
of tlie International Coveiiaiit oii Civil aiid Political Rights. Also, one of the fundainental principles
of internatioiial huiuanitarian law is the duty to distinguish betweeii combatants and civilians who do
not take part in the combat. As a collective, the settler populatioii, wliich iiicludes cliildren, clearly
comprises a civiliaii populatioii. As sucli, it is not part of the IDF forces. Particular settlers belong to the
security forces, but this fact does iiot affect tlie civiliaii status of the otlier settlers, who are not legitimate
targets of attack.
The Palestiniaiî NGOs' arguiîieiit tliat the settleineiits and settlers al1 serve Israel's military needs is
imprecise. As Chapter Three will show, Israel made the same argument to justify the legality of the
requisitioii of privately-owiied Palestinian property to establish settlements. However, iii 1979, the High
Court rejected tliis argumeiit (see the discussioii oii Elon Moreh below); since tlien, Israel lias iiot
used tliis argument. Paradoxically, if tlie Palestiiiiaiis' argument (and Israel's argumeiit uiitil 1979) that
the Settlements were established to nieet i~iilitaryneeds is correct, the settlements would iiot breach
international law.
Iiidepeiident attacks 011 Palestiiiians by settlers do iiot affect the civiliaii status of the attackers, and
certaiiily not tliat of their fainilies and neiglibors in tlie settlements. That status does not affect, of
course, the riglit of Palestinians uiider attack to use the force necessary to defeiid theiiiselves agaiiist the
attackers.

The Land-seizure Mechanisms
Silice the begiiining of the occupation, Israel lias taken control of huiidreds of thousands of dunam [four
d~iiiain= 1 acre] throughout the West Bank, witli the primary objective of establishing settleinents and
providing reserves of land for their expansion. It has done this by means of a complex legal-bureaucratic
iiiechanism whose central element is the declaration and registration of land as "state land." Iii addition,
Israel uses three complementary methods to seize control of land: requisition for military needs,
declaration of land as abandoned property and tlie expropriation of land for public needs. In addition,
Israel has also lielped its Jewisli citizens to purchase land on the free market for the purpose of
establisliing new ~ettlemeiits.~'
Using tliese methods, Israel lias seized coiitrol of some fifty percent of
the West Bank, excludiiig East Jenisalem (see the inap).
Despite the diverse methods used, tliey have al1 beeii perceived, and contiiiue to be perceived, by al1 the
relevant bodies - viz., the Israeli governinent, the settlers and the Palestinians - as a single inechanism
serving a single purpose: the establisliment of civilian settlements in the Occupied Territories. This
reality is clearly illustrated in those cases where the land oii which certain settlenients are constructed
is composed of a patchwork quilt of plots tliat Israel seized by several different methods. Thus, for
example, the area of the settleinent of Shi10 (as of 1985) comprised soine 740 dunam seized for military
iieeds, approxiinately 850 dunam were declared state laiid, and 41 dunam were expropriated for public
need~."~
The establishment of civilian settleineiits in tlie Occupied Territories is prohibited by the Fourth Geneva
Convcntioii aiid the Hague Regulations. Because this was precisely the purpose beliind the meclianisiii
used to seize coiitrol of land in the West Bank, tlie seizure itself also constihites a violation of
international humanitarian law. In taking coiitrol of the land, Israel also flagraiitly breaclies fiindamental
principles of natural justice that are eiishrined in iiumerous rulings of tlie High Court.
Exclusively usiiig the seized lands to benefit the settlements, wliile prohibitiiig the Palestinian public
from using them in any way, is forbidden and illegal in itself. This would be the case even if the process
by which the lands were seized were done fairly and in accordance with international aiid Jordanian
law. This exclusive use of tlie lands has severely limited Palestinian potential for urbaii and agriculhiral
developmeiit (see Chapter Seveii). As tlie occupying force in the Occupied Territories, Israel is not
entitled to determine tlie desigiiated use of public laiid in a manner tliat ignores the needs of an entire
population.
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As a geiieral rule, the High Court has cooperated with the mecliaiiism used to seize control of land, and
has played an important role in creating an illusioii of legality. Initially, tlie Court accepted the state's
ar&~meiit
that the settlements inet urgent military iîeeds, so tliat the state was allowed to seize private
land to establisli them. Wlien the process of declaring land as state land began, the High Court refused
to intervene aiid prevent the new process.
Eacli of tliese methods rests on a different legal foundation, combiiiing in different ways and degrees the
legislation existing prior to the Israeli occupation, iiicluding remliants of Ottoman and British Mandate
law absorbed iiito the Jordanian legal system, and orders issued by Israeli military cornmaiiders. This
chapter will discuss the legal background of eaclî of the metliods of seizure and outline the modalities
in wliicli Israel impleinented tliem.

A. Seizure for Military Needs
Humanitarian customaiy law obliges the occupyiiig power to protect the property of residents of
the occupied area and proliibits it from expropriating iLh9However, an occupyiiig power may take
temporary possessioii of privately-owiied land and buildings beloiiging to tlie residents of the occupied
area in order to house its military forces and administrative uiiits. Suc11 seizure is by definition
teinporary; accordingly, the occupying power does iiot acquire property rights in the requisitioned land
and buildings, and is not entitled to sel1 thein to others. Moreover, tlie occupying power is obliged to pay
compensatioii to tlie owners for the use of tlieir property.
011the basis of this exception, Israeli military commanders issued dozens of orders between 1968-1979
for the requisitioii of private land in tlie West Bank, claiming that it "is reqiiired for essential and
urgent military i~eeds."~'
Duriiig the above-iiieiitioned period, almost 47,000 dunanî of private land
were requisitioned, most of wliicli were intended for the establishment of settlemeiits. The following
settlemeiits were amoiig those established on this land: Matitiyaliu, Neve Zuf, Riinonim, Bet El, Kokhav
Haslialiar, Alon Shvut, El'azar, Efrat, Har Gilo, Migdal Oz, Gittit, Yitav and Qiryat Arba. 72

In several cases, Palestinian residents petitioned the High Court of Justice agaiiist the seizure of tlieir
land, claiming tliat tlie use of this land for the purpose of establishing settleineiits is contrary to the
requirements of iiiteriiatioiîal humanitarian la^.^^ Until the judgment regarding Elon Moreh (see below),
the High Court rejected al1 these petitions and accepted the state's argument that the land seizure
was legal because the settlemeiits perfoniied key defense and military functions. According to Justice
Vitkon:
In ternis of tlie purely security-based consideration, there can be no questioniiig that the presence
in the administered territory of settlements - even "civilian" - of the citizens of the administering
power makes a significant contribution to the security situation iii that territory, aiid facilitates tlie
69. Sec, inter crlici. Ai-ticlc 46 ofthc Rcgulations Attachcd to thc Hague Coiivcntion (IV) Rcsliccting tlic Laws and Customs of W;ir on Land.
of 1907, and Article 53 of the Fourth Geneva Convciition.
70. This noiin is not statcd cxplicitly, but niay bc dcdiiccd froin the acccptcd intcq~rctationof tlic 1-Iagtic Rcg~ilations.Sec Yorani Dinstcin,
Luii,.~o f #'UT. p. 234.
71. This is the standard formula that appcars in the ordcrs. For ciarnplc, sec Bet El. .vr~pr.rr,footiiotc 59
72. Halabi el ul.. Lond.4lieiwtion in ihc btés~Bonk. p. 53.
73. Tlic bcst kiiown petitions arc Bct El; HCS 834178, Soloiiiu et (11.K 111ir1i.r.rei.c!fL)c:feir.~c.et (il., Piskci LXir 33(1) 971; HCJ 238!79. Ati1ii.c~
el CI/.1: 11.liirister.ofllcfcirse el ol., Piskei Dirr 14(1) 90.

army's performance of its function. One need not be an expert in inilitaiy and defense matters
to appreciate that terrorist elements operate more easily in territory occupied exclusively by a
popiilatioil that is indifferent or sympathetic to the eneiiiy than in a territory in which there are also
persons liable to iilonitor thein and inform the aiithorities of aiiy suspicious inovement. With such
people the ten-orists will find 110 shelter, assistance and equipment. Tliese are si~iiplematters and
there is no need to elab~rate.'~
The justices in this case also found iio contradiction between the requirement embodied in humanitarian
law that the seizure of private land be temporau and not injure tlie property rights of its owner,
and the fact tliat permanent settlemeiits, including exteilsive and diverse physical iiifrastructure, were
establislied on the seized land.75
Tlie argument that the settlements serve inilitary needs could be comfortably adopted under the Ma'arach
governments, which acted in accordance with the Alon Plan. Among right-wing circles such as Gush
Emuniin, however, this arguinent was perceived as unacceptable. They viewed the settlements in the
context of a religious vision; thus, they were not to be justified on security grounds or defined - even
for declarative purposes only - as temporary cornniunities. After the rise to power of the Lihid in 1977,
this approach gained a more central status. Neither Gush Emunim nor certain sections of tlie Likud-led
government were willing to excuse the establishment of tlie settleineiits on security grounds, witli the
concomitant - albeit declarative - definition of these settleineiits as teinporary. This approach, whicli
was supported by some of the ministers iii the Likud govemment that was forined in 1977, eventually
led to the niling in Elon Moreh. Following tlie Court's decision in Elon Moreh, the policy of seizing
privately-owiied land to establish settlements stopped.
The petition in Elon Mor-eh was submitted to the High Court in June 1979 by several residents of the
village of Rujeib, soutlieast of Nablus. Tlie petition asked the court to nullify an order issued by the
land affected by tlie
IDF commander in the regioii for the requisition of soine 5,000 duiiam.'"lie
seizure order was slated for tlie establisliinent of a settlement, named El011 Moreh. Work on laying the
infrastructiire for tlie settlement begail on the same day the order was issued. The state's respoilse, as
ciistomary uiitil this case, was that the settlement was planned for inilitary reasons, and accordiiigly
the requisitiori orders were lawful. In contrast to previous cases, however, settlers who intended to
live in Eloii More11 joiiied as respondents to the petition. 111 an affidavit subinitted to the Court, one
of tlie leaders of Gush Emuniin, Menachem Felix, explailied his perspective regarding the goals of the
seizurc:
Basing the requisition orders on security grounds in tlieir narrow, technical meaiiing rather tlian their
basic and compreliensive meaning as explained above can be construed only in one way: the settlement
is temporaiy and replaceable. We reject tliis fiightening concl~isionoutright. It is also inconsistent with
the government's decision on Our settliiig on tliis site. In al1 Our contacts and from the many promises
we received from government ministers, and most importantly from the prime minister Iiimself - aiid
the said seizure order was issued in accordance witl-i the persona1 intervention of the prime minister al1 see Eloi~Moreh to be a permanent Jewish settlement no Iess than Deganya or Netanya.77
7 4 . Br/ El, p . 119.
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Cliaim Bar Lev, a former ariny cliief of staff, also cliallenged the argument of inilitary iieed to establish
Eloii Moreli. Ili an affidavit on behalf of the petitioners that was submitted to the Court, Bar Lev stated
that, "Eloii Moreli, to tlie best of my professional evaluatioii, does iiot contribute to Israel's ~ecurity."~"
Agaiiist the background of tliese two affidavits, which undermiiied the argument of military necessity,
and based on the extensive evidence brought before the court regardiiig the pressure that Gush Ernunim
applied oii the governinelit to approve the settlerneiit, tlie Higli Court ordered the IDF to dismalitle the
settleiiieiit and return the seized land to its owners. The immediate result of tliis ruling was the finding
of an alternative site for tlie establisliment of tlie settleinent of Eloii Moreh. Beyond this, Iiowever, the
ruliiig was a waterslied in tenns of the legal tools that would hencefortli be used by Israel in establishing
aiid expanding settlements.
Sirice Elon Mol-eh, military seizure orders have not been used for the purpose of the establishinent and
expansion of settlements. However, tliis tool lias been reintroduced aiid widely used since 1994 to build
bypass roads. This occui-red as part of the plans for preparing for the redeployineiit of IDF forces in
the Occupied Territories following the signing of the Oslo Accords betweeii Israel and the Palestinian
Aiitliority.
One of the main coiupoiients of this plan was the construction of an extensive systein of bypass roads
iiiteiided to nieet four key iieeds defiiied by tlie Ministry of Defense to facilitate Israeli civilian travel in
tlie Occiipied Territories: to eiiable them to travel in the Occupied Territories witliout passing tlirougli
Palestiiiian population centers; to permit Israelis to travel across tlie Green Line by tlie shortest route;
to maintain "an intenial fabric of life" within tlie Israeli settleinent blocs; and to ensure that Palestiiiian
traffic did not pass tlirougli the ~ettlements.~'
Accordiiig to an examination undertaken by tlie State
Comptroller, between August 1994 and September 1996, the aimy issued requisitioii orders in tlie
framework of this plan for 4,386 dunarn of private land, for the purpose of constructing seventeeii
bypass r o a d ~ . ~ ~
III one case, Palestiiiian residents petitioned the Higli Court against reqiiisition orders issued for tlieir
land. They claimed, inter alia, tliat tlie construction of bypass roads for the seltlements could not
be coiisidered a inilitaiy need. The court rejected the petition, acceptiiig the state's argument that the
construction of the roads was iieeded for "absolute security n e e d ~ . " ~ '
After tlie oiitbreak of tlie al-Aqsa intifada, toward the end of 2000, a iiew wave of land requisitioii
tlirough military ordcrs began. Private lands were seized to coiistruct new bypass roads to replace old
. ~ new
~ roads were intended to ineet the iieeds of the
roads or bypass roads tliat were no longer ~ a f eThe
settlers who, since tlie beginning of the new intifada, liad suffered repeated attacks from Palestinians
while traveliiig on the roads. According to one press report, eiglit new bypass roads are currently in
various pliases of coiistiuction, at a total cost of NIS 228 million.83
78. F;lon Moreh. p. 24.
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B. Declaration of Land as State Land
The iieed to cope with the increasing nurnber of Higli Court of Justice petitions, combined with the
potential - actualized in the Elon Moreh case - that the court miglit thwart the establishment of a
settleinent, led to pressure on the governmeiit froni the settlers and right-wing parties to fiiid aiiother
way to seize land in the West Bank. The solution was found througli the manipulative use of the
Ottoman Land Law of 1858 (liereafter: the Land Law).Y4By this method, approximately forty percent
of the area of the West Banlc was declared state land. Accordiiig to Pliya Albeck, former head of the
Civil Departinent in the State Attoiliey's Office, approximately ninety percent of the settlemeiits were
established 011 land declared state land.8s
The legal fouiidation used by lsrael to undertake this procedure is based on two key articles froin tlie
1907 Hague Regulations. The first, Article 43, requires the occupying power to respect the laws applyiiig
in the occupied territory. The essential elerneiits of the Land Law were adopted first by British Mandate
legislation, aiid later by Jordanian legislation, and accordingly contiiiued to apply at the time of the
Israeli occupation in 1967. The second fouiidation is Article 5 5 , which permits ail occupying power to
manage the properties of the occupied country (in the occupied territory) and to derive profits therefroin,
while at the saine time iiiaiiitaining the value and integrity of those p r ~ p e r t i e s0
. ~11
~the basis of this
clause, Israel has argued that the establishment of the settlemeiits is a lawful act of deriving profits
wliicli, in addition, contributes to maiiitaiiiing the properties of the Jordanian gover~unent.~'
The use of state land for the establisliment and expansion of settleineilts, unlike the use of private lands
seized under tlie pretext of inilitaiy iieeds, has enabled tlie High Court to avoid tlie issue. Petitions filed
by Palestinians against the process of declaring land as state land and against the existence of the appeals
coinmittee (see below) were rejected by the High Court, which affirmed the legality of ~ n e c h a n i s m s . ~ ~
After recognizing the state's riglit to these lands, the High Court refused to acknowledge the Palestinians'
riglit to object to their use, claiining they could not prove tliat they personally were injured. As no
petitioiis have ever beeii filed to the 1-Iigli Court cliallenging tlie legality of the settlements under the
Hague Regulations, the High Court has never liad to state its position on this issue.

The Ottoman Land Law
The Ottornaii Land Law defines five types of possession or owiiership of land.8v
Mulk refers to completely privately-owned laiid. The proporiion of land in the West Bank that is defined
as n ~ u l kis negligible, and found maiiily witliin tlie built-up area of tow~is.'~
Wc~qflaiids iiiclude two
sub-types: laiid iiitended for religious or cultural activities and land used for al1 otlier purposes, which

lid withiii lsracl ~intilits rcplacciiiciit in 1970 by a diffcrcnt law passcd by the Kncssct, The Lands Law, 5729-1969.
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are protected against confiscation accordiiig to the laws of Islam." In geileral, Israel has refrained from
takiiig control of bot11 tliese types of land.
Miri lands are tliose situated close to places of settlement and suitable for agricultural use. A person
inay secure ownership of suc11 land by holding and working tlie land for ten consecutive y e a r ~ . If
~ *a
laiidowiler of tliis type fails completely to farm the land for three co~isecutiveyears for reasons other
thaii those recognized by the law (e.g., tlie landowner is drafted into the army, or the land lays fallow for
agricultural reasons), tlie land is then known as makhlul. In such a circurnstance, the sovereign may take
possession of the land or transfer the riglits tlierein to another persoii. The rationale beliind tliis provision
in the Land Law was to create an incentive ensuring that as much land as possible was fanned, yielding
agricultural produce which could then be t a ~ e d . ~ ~
Mawat ("dead") land is land tliat is half an hour walkiiig distance from a place of settlement, or land
where "the loudest noise made by a persoil in the closest place of settlement will ~ i o tbe heard."9"
According to the legal definition, tliis land should be einpty and iiot used by any person. 111 this case, the
sovereigil is responsible for ensuring that no unlawiùl activities take place in such areas."' Matrzlka land
is land iilteiided for public use, where "public" may meaii the resideilts of a particular village, as in the
case of grazing land or cemeteries, or al1 the residents of the state, as in the case of r o a d ~ . ~ ~
An additional method of ownersliip, known as musha'a, exists alongside the above-mentioned types in
inany parts of the West Bank. According to this method, land is owned collectively by the residents of
each village. Eacli fainily is responsible for farrning a particular section of land duriiig a fixed period, at
the end of which tlie plots of laiid are r ~ t a t e d . ~Although
'
this method was not recogiiized in the Land
Law, or in the British and Jordanian legislation that absorbed the law, it continued to exist.

The Policy
The declaration of land in the West Bank as state land was based 011 the Order Regarding Government
Property (Judea and Sainaria) (No. 59), 5727-1967, wliicli authorized the person delegated by tlie
Coinmander of IDF Forces in the Region to take possession of propei-ties beloiiging to an "eneiny
state" and to manage tliese at liis discreti~ii.~Tliis
order, issued shoi-tly after the occupation began, was
used through 1979 to seize control of land registered in the iiame of the Jordanian government. Initial
examiiiatioiis revealed a total of approxiinately 527,000 dunam of such land." Additional examination
of Turkish and British owiiership certificates during tlie first five years of the occupation revealed that
an additional 160,000 duilam were eligible for the status of registered state laiid. Accordingly, tlirougli
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1979, tlie Custodian for Goveriiment Property (liereafter: the Custodian) considered ail area of 687,000
dunam, coiistitutiiig some thirteen percent of tlie total area of tlie West Bank, to constitute state land.'OO
The Labor-led goveriinieiits through 1977 iised some of this land to establish settlements within the
borders defined in tlie Alon Plan.
Tliis area included land purchased by Jews (individuals or the "national institutions") prior to 1948.
After the 1948 war, tliis land was lield and managed by the Jordaiiian Custodian of Enemy Property in
accordance with the rules established iii a Mandatory order from 1939.Io1One estimate puts tlie total area
of sucli land at approximately 25,000 dunam. In quantitative terins, the main coiicentrations of tliis land
are in Gush Ezyon, to the south of Ramallah, and around Tulkarni. Smaller areas of land in Jerusaleni
and Hebron also exist.'"*
111 December 1979, followiiig Elon Moreh, the Custodian began, with tlie guidance of the Civil
Department of the State Attorney's Office, to prepare a detailed survey of al1 the owiiership records
curreiitly available at the regional offices of the Jordaiiian Land Registrar. In additioii, the Civil
Administration initiated a project to inap systeniatically al1 areas under cultivation, using aerial
photographs taken periodicaily. Tliis double investigation led to the location and markitig of lands tliat
the sovereign was entitled to seize under the Ottoman Land Law and the Jordaiiian laws that absorbed
tliis law: 'O3
Mii-i land tliat was iiot farmed for at least tliree coiisecutive years, and thus becarne inukhltr[;
Mir-i land tliat liad been farmed for less than ten years (tlie period of limitation), so that tlie farmer
liad iiot yet secured owiiership;
Land defiiied as maurat due to its distance from the nearest village.
' ~some
~
In tliese investigations, tlie Custodian located approximately one and a lialf million d u n a ~ n ,or
twenty-six percent of the area of the West Bank, considered to beloiig to one of these categories. The
stage of locating the land was followed by tlie process of declaring the land state land, which was
coiiiposed of several stages. 111 the first stage, tlie relevant decisioiis and documents relatiiig to land
earmarked for registration as state land were fonvarded to the State Attorney's Office for examination,
and for a decision as to whether the land was eligible for such status. If the decision was positive, the
Custodian began to act, fonvarding the file to the district office responsible for tlie area in wliich the land
was situated. The Custodian's representative in this office summoned the mt~khtarsfrom the villages
adjacent to the laiid declared state land, took theni for a tour of tlie iiiteiided site and sliowed them
the borders of the area tliat tlie Custodian believed was government property."' Thus, the Custodian
traiisferred to the rnukhtui-s the responsibility for informing tliose liable to be injured by tlie Custodian's
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decision to seize possession of a particular area. Oiice tlie declaration was made, those liable to be
iiijured by the registration liad forty-five days to submit an appeal to a military appeals c o ~ n m i t t e e . ' ~ ~
Approxiinately 800,000 diiiiaiii of land were declared and registered durin2 tlie period 1980-1984.107
Tliereafter, tlie Pace of declaration decelerated, both due to the changes in the composition of the
goveriinieiit following the elections (see Chapter One) but mainly because, by this stage, the settlements
liad already beeii assured enorinous reserves of land for the foreseeable future. Several limes B'Tselem
requested information froin the Israel Lands Administration regarding tlie scope of lands curreiitly
registered as state land, but lias not received a reply.
The declaratioiî of huiidreds of tliousands of dunam in the Occupied Territories as state laiid was made
possible mainly because much land was not registered in Tahzr [the land registration office]. Altliough
tlie Ottoman Land Law required the registration of every plot of land, many residents diiriiig the period
of Turlcish nile did not obsei-ve this provisioii. The reasons for tliis included a desire to preserve the
collective owiiership system (inz/shnla); a desire to evade tax liability, and ail effort to avoid being
drafted into tlie Turkisli ariny.loYThe records tliat survived from this period are vague, and do not easily
permit the identification of a specific plot of land. Only in 1928, during the British Mandate period,
was a systematic process introduced to survey al1 state land and register owiiership on the basis of
plot identification nunibers. The process of regulation contiiiued at an extremely slow pace during the
period of Jordanian coiitrol of the West Bank. By the time Israel occupied the West Bank, regulatioil
proceedings Iiad beei~completed for approximately one-third of the area, particularly iil the Jenin area
and the Jordan Valley.'oYIii areas where registration had not been completed, owiiersliip contiiiued to
be managed over the years on the basis of the possessioii of land, and the mutual recogiiitioiî of the
coniiection of each person to a given plot of land.
At the beginiiing of the Israeli occupation of tlie West Bank, a military order was issued halting the
process of regulation aiid registration of the riglits of resideiits of the West Bank to their l a ~ i d . "Israel
~
justified this delay by arguing tliat it was necessary to prevent injury to the rights of people who left
the area duriiig the war, aiid were therefore unable to oppose the registration of their laiid under another
person's iiaine."' However, to enable Israel to continue the process of registering land as state laiid, it
was determilied tliat the order would not apply to tlie registration of state laiid in tlie Custodian's iîame,
aiid the declaratioii process continued at an accelerated Pace on tlie basis of a Jordanian law of 1964.'12
111 addition, aiiotlier iiiilitary order was issued establishing a Special Land Registry for the registiy of
traiisactioiis in land lîeld by the Custodian. This was done to eiiable the transfer of the rights of use in
laiid declared state land to one of the settling bodies, i.e., the Ministry of Housiiig or the World Zionist
Organizatioii.'13
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The Appeals Committee
The inilitary appeals cominittee is composed of three persons appointed by tlie commander, one of
wliom inust have legal trai~iing."~
Tlie central principle guiding the committee iii hearing appeals by
Palestinian residents against the Custodiaii's niling is that the burden of proof always rests with the
person claiining that particular land is noi state land: "If the Custodian has coiifirmed, in a written
certificate bearing his signature, that any property is governinent property, that property sliall be
considered goveriimeiit property until proven othenvise.""j If the committee decides to reject an appeal,
or if an appeal was not filed on tiine, the process is completed and the land is registered in the
Custodian's name.
The chances that the appeals committee will nullify the process of declariiig and registering a
Palestinian's land as state land are extremely low. In most cases, the committee merely iubberstamps
tlie military administration's decisions. Since the appeals committee is the oiily body before which tlie
decisions of the Custodian may be challenged, its existence allowed the Israeli authorities to continue
the process of declaring lands as state land on one hand, while claiming that this process was under
judicial review on tlie other hand.
Tlie first obstacle facing Palestinian efforts to prevent the registration of their land as state land was their
lack of knowledge of the procedure. The information provided by the n7ukhrars regardiiig the declared
area was often vague because the rnzrkhiars themselves received partial infonnation froiii tlie Ciistodiaii.
Another reason for the lack of clarity was that the nzukhturs, having been appointed by the inilitary,
liad problematic relations witli the residents and often preferred not to act as spokesmen for Israeli
decisions. As a result, it was oiily wlien the work building the settlement began tliat the residents were
first inforined tliat tlieir land liad been declared state l a ~ i d . 'Since
'~
actual construction usually began
months and even years after the date of declaration, the owiiers of the land could not turn to the appeals
coinmittee because the forty-five day period for filing an appeal had long since passed.
The case of the Makhamara harnzrln [clan] illustrates tliis problem. Four families from tlie Makliainara
han7tilu jointly held some 280 dunam of land near Yatta (Hebron District), southwest of the Maton
settlenient. Tlie families had farmed the land consistently throughout the years. At the end of 1997, a
settler from the settlement of Suseya arrived on the plot of land and erected a caravan. He proceeded
to tlireaten, with firearins, meinbers of the hamula, preventing them from reaching the field to farin
their land. After the fainily filed a complaint at the Hebron police station claiining that tlie settler was
trespassing on tlieir land, a clerk representing the Custodian ilifonlied them that the area in which
the settler from Suseya was living had been declared state land in 1982. For its part, the Mt. Hebron
Regional Council added that the land in question belonged to the council, on the basis of a pennissioii
contract it had signed witli the World Zionist Organization in December 1983.
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The Malcllainara hnmula, represeiited by the Association for Civil Rights in Israel, filed a protest with
tlie appeals cominittee."' In his response to the appeal, tlie Custodiai~claimed that "according to the
aerial photographs lield by tlie Respondent [Le., the Custodian], the preparatory and farining work
took place a few years ago iii a completely rocky area. in a manner that does not graiit rights to tlie
Appellant~.""~
The Custodian further claimed that the area iii which the settler from Suseya erected
liis caravan "lias been traiisfei-red to the World Zionist Organization in an allocation agreement, and in
connection tlierewith the Respoiident shall claim that the Appellalits inissed tlie date for submissioii of
an appeal."Ii9The case is pending before the appeals c ~ m i n i t t e e . ' ~ ~
Palestiiiian residents who do receive word of the declaratioii in time to appeal encouiiter yet anotlier
obstacle iiiipeding tliein from turning to tlie appeals committee. Prepariiig an appeal entails eiiormous
expeiise, iilcluding payment of a fee upon submission of tlie appeal,lZ1precise mappiiig by a qualified
surveyor of tlie laiid of wliich the appellant claiins ~ w n e r s l i i p ,and
' ~ ~ retaining an attorney to prepare an
affidavit and represent the appellant before the ~ 0 m m i t t e e . I ~ ~
Tliose who overcome these obstacles and appeal tlie decisioii of the Custodiaii to the co~nmittee
iii time will liave great difficulty proving their riglits to lands declared state lands. Since the
declarations generally take place in areas where the British or Jordaniails did ilot register the land, the
appeals-cominittee liearings inevitably center oii possession and farming as tlie basis for the right to the
land. The appellant is required to prove to the coinmittee that the land in question liad been held and
farmed for ten coiisecutive years to substantiate his ownersliip of tlie laiid. For the appeal to succeed,
tlie evidence bro~ightby Palestinians has to contradict the periodic aerial photographs taken by the
Custodian tliat indicated the cessation of farmiiig at any
Receipts for payment of land tax,
whether from tlie Jordaiiian authorities or tlie Civil Administration, iiiay constihitepr-ima,fncic evidence
in disputes between two individuals, but "do not constitute evidence against the state aiid do not impair
tlie state's riglits.""'
Maiiy Palestinians liave indeed discoiitinued or reduced their involvement iii agriculture, due in part
to the policies introduced by Israel in two key spheres: water aiid the labor market. One of the main
coinpoiieiits of Israel's policy concerniiig water is to reject al1 applications submitted by Palestiniaiis
to receive permits to drill agricultural wells, wliich prevented development in that sphere.IZhAs for the
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labor market, Israel encouraged the iiitegration of Palestinians in its own labor market. This becanie a
Iiighly attractive proposition because of tlie higli salaries relative to those in tlie West Bank, and many
Palestiiiians have beeii inclined tlierefore to abaiidoii agriculture."'
Eveii if a Palestinian appellant meets the demandiiig burdeii of proof required by the cominittee aiid
convinces its members tliat lie indeed owiis tlie land in questioii, the coinmittee may still deiiy the
appeal. The reason for tliis is tliat the liearing before the committee sometiines take place after the
Custodian has already sigiied permission contracts with one of the settliiig bodies, and after preparatory
work has begun toward the establishment of a settlement. Accordiiigly, in order to preveiit the reversa1
of an existing situation, Sectioii 5 of Order Regarding Government Property (No. 59) includes the
followiiig provision:
No transaction undertaken in good faith by the Custodian and anotlier person in any property which
tlie Custodiaii believed, at the time of tlie transaction, to be government property sliall be iiullified,
and it shall contiiiue to be valid even if it is proved that the property was not at that tinie governnient
property. '2S
Silice the decisions of tlie appeals coinniittee are not publislied and are not accessible for public review,
B'Tselem was unable to uiidertake a systematic review to ascertain how maiiy tiines tliis provision has
been used regardiiig land tliat was declared state land.
1-Iowever, tlie good-faith argunient Iias been used by Israel to approve iiew coilstniction in the
settlements, even in cases wliere the laiid-registratioii process Iias not beeii conipleted. For exaiiiple,
silice 1984, the construction oii three new neighborhoods iii the settleineiit of Giv'at Ze'ev (Moreshet
Binyainin A, B and C) began before al1 the land on which these iieigliborlioods were established
liad been declared state land, aiid without tlie signing of permission contracts with the Cu~todian."~
Despite this fact, and despite tlie fact that the Civil Administration did iiot approve the outline plan
for tliese neigliborlioods, the planning board of Mate Binyamin Regional Couiicil granted peimits for
development work and for private construction on al1 three sites. Wheii this situatioii became apparent
at an early stage, the head of the Civil Departnieiit in the Miiiistry of Justice, Pliya Albeck, prepared
a l e p l opinion in which she stated: "Notwithstandiiig the defects, questions and doubts, it would
seeni desirable to enable the coiitinued coiistruction of pliase A of Moreshet Biiiyamiii, botli since the
houses were built in good faith by residents who received building permits, and because the absence of
objectioiis provides a fo~iiidationfor believing that the land was acquired l a ~ f u l l y . ' ' ' ~ ~
Additional problems regardiiig the inilitaiy appeals committee have to do witli its place in the military
hierarchy and its niode of operatioil. Firstly, the appeals conimittee is coiiipletely dependent on the
body on wl-ioin it is supposed to provide quasi-judicial review, i.e., the military administration or the
Coiiimaiider of IDF Forces in the Regioii. Tlius, the same body that issues land-seizure orders is also the
primary legislative body that establishcd the cominittee, and tlie only body entitled to appoint or dismiss
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its members."' Moreover. the Order Regardiiig Appeals Cornmittees stipulates that the committee's
decisions are merely "recoinmendatioiis," wliile the final decision rests witli the commander in the
region, who is entitled to accept or reject these recominendations at his discretion, without any public
criteria being establislied for liis d e ~ i s i o i i . ' ~ T l irelationship
is
between the judiciary and the body it
reviews constitutes a gross violation of the independence of the appeals committee.
Secondly, the appeals committee is not subject to the rules of judicial proceedings or the usual rules of
evideiice pertainiiig in Israel or in any otlier legal system. According to one of the sections in the order,
"tlie appeals coinmittee shall not be bound by the laws of evideiice and judicial proceedings, except for
those established in this Order, and shall determine its pro ce dure^."'^^ Tliese provisions seriously impair
the principle of transparency and fairness in the judicial process.
These problems in the fùnctioning of the conmittee are particularly grave as the existence of a
quasi-judicial body such as the appeals committee prevents the submission of petitions to the Higli
Court. One of the conditions for intervention by tlie High Court is tlie absence of alternative relief, The
presence of alternative relief does not completely bar sucli intervention, but it significantly lessens tlie
williiigness of the Higli Court to i ~ i t e r v e n e . ' ~ ~

C. Absentee Property
According to the Order Regardiiig Abandoiied Property, '" any property wliose owner and holder left
tlie West Bank before, during or after the 1967 war is defined as an abandoned property and attributed
to the Custodian for Abandoiied Property on behalf of the IDF commander in the region. The Custodiaii
is entitled to take possessioii of the property and to manage it as he sees fit."' According to tlie order,
the Custodiaii, on behalf of the Commander of IDF Forces in Ille Region, may classify property as
"abandoned property" in instances in wliicli tlie owner or possessor of a property is unknown.I3' A
furtlier order published by Israel in tliis matter expanded the definition of the term "abandoned property"
to include property belonging to a person who is a resident of an eiiemy country, or a corporation
controlled by reside~itsof an enemy
In legal terms, the Custodian for Abandoiied Property becoines the trustee on behalf of the owner of
the property wlio left tlie West Bank. The Custodian is responsible for protecting the property pending
the owner's retum. Moreover, on the rehlni of the owner of the property defined as abandoned, the
Custodian inust restihite iiot only the property itself, but also the profits he derived therefro~n."~
As a
geiieral rule, however, Israel has forbidden the return of refugees to the West Bank, and therefore has not
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liad to face massive claims for the restitution of abandoned property. The exceptioiis to this nile occurred
when Palestiiiiaiis retui-ned to their homes pursuant to permits for family unificatioii and deinaiided tlieir
property from the Custodiaii. Ail exainination undertaken by the State Comptroller sliows tliat, at least
througli 1985, tlie Custodian customarily retui~iedmoney accuinulated in favor of the absentees (in
cases wliere their eligibility was proven), but at nominal value and without liiikage or interest, despite
tlie liigh inflation rates in Israel duriiig the first half of tlie 1 9 8 0 ~ . ' ~ '
The Israeli administration lîas combined tlie fuiiction of tlie Custodian for Abaiidoiied Property with tliat
of the Custodian for Goverimlent Property, forming a single body called tlie Custodiaii for Goveriiment
and Abandoned Property iii Judea and Samaria. Just as the Custodian for Government Property is also
tlie Custodian for Abaiidoiied Property, so too are the basic niles applying to the procedures for seizure
aiid management similar in bot11 cases. Accordingly, a persoiî who claims tliat properiy belonging to him
was unjustly recorded as abaiidoiied property may tuni to the military appeals committee. Tlie burdeii of
proof rests witli tlie persoii claimiiig that a particular piece of laiid is not an abaiidoiied p r o p e ~ l y . ' ~ ~
As in tlie process of declaring land state land, if the Custodian has made a traiisaction in an abaiidoned
property, and it subsequently emerges that the property was not eligible for status as abandoned
property, the traiîsaction sliall not be iiullified if it is proved that the Custodian made the transaction
iii good faith.142An illustratioii of the use of this provisioii is the case in which the Custodiaii signed
a permission agreement with the World Zioiiist Orgaiiizatioii iii relation to seventy dunam earmarked
for the establishineiit of the settlement of Bet Horon. The owner of tlie land, who was resident in the
West Bank at the tinie, filed an objection witli the appeals cominittee, arguiiig that lie was the owner of
tlie land oii which the settlement was constructed. In its ruling, the appeals committee stated that while
tliere was no doubt that tlie land indeed belonged to tlie Palestiiiiaii appellant, and tliat lie liad not left liis
hoine, the transactioii was legitimate since it was made "in good faitl~."'~'
This practice, whiclî lias caused injury to the property of Palestiniaii residents who were defined as
absentees althougli tliey did not leave the area, is additional to Israel's general policy preventing the
retuni of refugees wlio left their honies due to the war. Given this reality, Israel's claiin tliat al1 the
land-arrangement procedures were suspended "with the goal of preventiiig injury to the property of
absentees" cannot be seen as anything other than a cynical justificatioii inteiided to facilitate the process
of seizing coiitrol of land.
A report by tlie State Comptroller sliows that during tlie first few years of the occupation, the
Civil Adininistration registered approximately 430,000 dunam of land and some 11,000 buildings as
abaiidoiied pr~perties.'''~Since a significailt proportion of tliis laiid was not farmed, it was later declared
state land. The reinaiiiing areas continue to be defined as abandoned properties, aiid have been leased by
the Custodian - both to relatives of the absentees and to settling bodies to establish settlenie~its.'~~
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D. Expropriation for Public Needs
Land expropriation in the West Bank (excluding East Jerusalem) is effected under the provisions of
a Jordaiiiaii law that delineates the phases required for the expropriation of land and the reviewiiig
bodies.lJhAccording to tlie law, a public body (local authority, developineiit agency, etc.) iiiterested
in expropriating private land must publish its intention in the official gazette. If no appeal is filed to
the court by the owiier of the land withiii fifteen days, tlie application is discussed by tlie Millisterial
Couilcil, wliicli examines whether the purpose declared by tlie initiating body is indeed in the public
interest and decides whetlier to purcliase the land or acquire rights of use for a defined period. The
decision niust be approved by tlie king, and is published in the officia1 gazette. The Land Registration
Offjce is subsequeiitly responsible for forwarding copies of the decision to the owners of the land, aiid
the initiating body niust enter into iiegotiatioiis with the owners regardiiig the level of coi~ipensation.'~~
According to Section 12 of tlie law, the notification and negotiatioii phases may be omitted in urgent
cases if tlie Ministerial Council "was conviiiced that there are reasons requiring the establisher [nainely,
the initiator] to hold the land iinmediately."
Israel has ameiided tliis law to suit its needs twice, by means of military orders.'" The first amendment,
in 1969, transferred tlie authorities of tlie Ministerial Council and the king to the "empowered
autliority" on behalf of tlie commander of the region, which later becanie the deputy head of tlie Civil
Admiiiistratioi~.'~~
In addition, the order abolislied the requireiiient in the Jordaiiian law to publish the
decisions in the officia1 gazette and deliver them to the owiier of the land. The legal autliority for
discussiiig appeals against expropriations was changed by tlie order from the local court, as establislied
in the Jordanian law, to the militaiy appeals comrnittee. Possession aiid management of the expropriated
land were traiisferred to the Custodiaii for Government and Abaiidoned Property in Judea and Sainaria.
Tlirough 1981, i.e., for some twelve years following the first ainendment, no alternative procedures were
establislied allowiiig for the publication of expropriation decisions or for notification of tliose injured by
these decisions. In 198 1, a second amendment was iiitroduced following a petition to the High Court
filed by Palestinian resideiits, who claimed that they had only leanied of an expropriation decisioii
after tractors began to work on the
According to this amendment, the "empowered autliority"
in~istpublish its decisions in the Compilation of Proclamatioiis and must inform the owner of the land
personally or through the mukhtur of tlie village in which he is resident.
In practice, inost of the notifications given to landowiiers - both before and after tlie second amendmentare fonvarded via the mukhtacs. As iioted above, the stakis of the mukhtuvs ainoiig the Palestinian
population is probleinatic, aiid they ofteii preferred to refrain froni giving out that informatio~i.'~'
Israel,
oii its part, chose to undertake most expropriations on tlie basis of Section 12 of the Jordaiiiaii Law,
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wliich was iiite~idedsolely for urgent cases. This section exempts the authorities from certain obligations
regarding tlie injured laiidowilers and also prevents High Court intervention. 152
The Jordaiiiaii law specifically states that the expropriation of land is perrnitted oiily wlien it is for
a public purpose, so Israel has iiot used this law extensively to confiscate land intended for the
establislirneiit of settleiiieiits. An exception to this gerieralization is the case of Ma'ale Aduminim.
established in 1975 oii an area of some 30,000 dunam expropriated from Pa1e~tinians.I~~
Israel lias, Iiowever, used this law extensively as a tool for seizing control of land for the purpose of
constructing an extensive network of roads serving the settlements, coiinecting oiie settlement to aiiother
aiid connectiiig the settlements to Israel, and in most cases deliberately circumventiiig the Palestiiiian
commuriities. These expropriations were upheld by tlie Higli Court, wliich accepted the state's argument
that the roads uiider review also met the transportation iieeds of the Palestinian population. In one ruliiig
relatiiig to tlie expropriation of land for the coiistruction of a road connecting a iiew iieighborliood iii
the settlement of Qarne Shomeroii with Israel, while circuiiiveiitiiig the city of Qalqiliya, Justice Shi10
deterinined tliat in effect "a road is a iieutral installation." He added:
It is true that part of the route that is the subject of this petition passes not far froin Ras, wliich is the
edge of the area iiiteiided for the establishment of a Jewish comniuiiity by the naine of Zavta (Qarne
Shoineron C), and tliat saine section - iiisofar as it fonns part of the regional road coiitinuing to tlie
east - is intended to create access fi-om the west to the cominunity of Zavta. However, it shortens and
iinproves the road to the village of Habla and to several sinaller villages in the ~ i c i n i t y . ' ~ "
In most cases, the argument that the bypass roads were iiitended to serve al1 the local residents, includiiig
Palestiiiians, proved to be cornpletely spurious. Nevertheless, Israel continued to use this arguinent in al1
the Higli Court petitions that Palestinians filed against tlie expropriation of their land, aiid in most cases
the Court accepted tlie argument.155
BITselein does iiot have aily estimate of tlie scope of land over whicli the IDF lias seized coiitrol by
meaiis of the Jordanian expropriation law. According to the State Comptroller, IDF actions in the West
Bank in preparation for the impleineiitation of the Oslo B Accords (see below) eiitailed the expropriation
of private laiid under tliis law for the coiisti~ictioiiof twelve bypass r o a d ~ . ' ~ T h a p tEight
e r of this repoi-t
offers a detailed account of the receiit land expropriation to construct roads in the vicinity of the Ari'el
settlement.

Land E x p r o p r i a t i o n in E a s t J e r u ~ a l e r n l ~ ~
The legal tool used by Israel to seize control of land in East Jerusalein for the purpose of establishiiig
settleinents was a Mandatory order from 1943 absorbed into Israeli I e g i ~ l a t i o n . ~ ~order
~ l ~ is
i s similar,

153. Paragraph 3 of thc rcspoiisc of the statc in HCJ 3 125!98, 'AbdAl-',.lziz bf~rlionit~ied
>l.vodet ul. 1~ Comn1crndt.i qflDF Forces in Judeo ond
Sutnuria (hcrcaftcr: i\lo'ale ..ldunitnim).
154. ïiibih. p. 627.
155. For cxaiiiplc, scc HCJ 393182. . l u r n b ~ Iskuri
~ ~ ~ till-A4u'uln7irti v. Cornntrrnd~,r?f'lDF Forces, Piskci Diri 37(4) 785, and HCJ 6592194,
Mirt7ic1pulitj~
qfHïbron et ul. 1,. h.lini.r.tcrofDefetlse et ul., Piskri Din 50(2) 617.
1-6. Siatc Coinptrollci; Ar7nurrl Rcpovr 48. p. 1036.
157. Foi. furtliei. discussion of tliis aspcct. sec H'Tsclcin, .4 Po1ic:v o/"Biscriininotiort,
158. Tlic Lands Ordci. (Acquisition fi)r Public Purposcs) 1943.

tliough not ideiltical, to the Jordaniaii law for acquisition of land for public needs as implemented
iii the reinaiilder of tlie West Bank. The Mandatory order empowers the Minister of Finance to issue
expropriation orders for privately-owiied land in cases wlien this is justified by a public need. Unlike
the Jordanian law, tliis order grants tlie Miiiister of Finance complete discretioii in determining wliat
coiistitutes a public purpose ("aiiy need authorized by tlie Minister of Finance as a public purpose.") As
iii Jordaniaii law, the landowilers are eiititled to compensation at market value.
Since 1968, Israel bas expropriated approximately 24,500 duiiam of land - over one-third of the land
annexed to Jerusalei~l.'~'
While it is difficult to calculate a precise figure, most of the expropriated land
was uiidoubledly privately owiled by P a l e s t i ~ i i a n sand
, ~ ~ ~oiily a small proportion was state land, wuqf
land, or land owned by Jews prior to 1948.'" The vast majority of the expropriated land was used to
establish twelve Jewish settlements, termed "neighborhoods" iii domestic Israeli discourse.
Although tlie expropriated land is iiiteiided for the Jewisli population oiily, Israeli governrnent and
Ministry of Jerusalem officials have claimed oii several occasioiis - along the lines of the siinilar
declarations regarding expropriations iii the remaiilder of the West Bank - that the land expropriations
are iinplemeiited for the benefit of al1 the resideiits of the city, "Jews and Arabs alike."'" These claims
are contradicted by numerous official and semi-ofKcial decisioiis and statemeiits reflecting Israel's desire
to "JudaiSl" East Jesusalem, with the goal of preveiiting aiiy future comproinise over this land."j3 One
petitioii, filed in the 1-Iigh Couit in 1994 against the expropriation of land in the south of Jerusalem to
establisli the Har Hoiiia settlement, clainied tliat the plan discrirninated against the city's Palestiiiians.
The I-iigli Coui-t rejected tlie petition oii tlie grouiids that "tlie questioil of populatiiig tlie area is iiot
currently g e n i l a i ~ e . " ~ ~ ~

E. Acquisition of Land on the Free Market
The Ma'arach-led goveniments preferred to liinit the taking of control of land iii the Occupied Territories
to govemineiital institutions. A military order was published in 1967 iinposiiig a sweepiiig restriction
oii the iiiiplementation of land transactions iiî the West Bank without the written authorization of the
commaiider of the regi0n.l" Accordingly, until the late 1970s the only body iiivolved in tlie purchase of
laiid froin Palestiniaii residents for tlie purpose of establisliing the settlemeiits was the Jewisli National
Fuild tlirough Hima17uta, a Company establislied for this p u r p o ~ e . ' ~ ~
After the Likud came to power, this policy was reversed: the acquisition of land in the West Bank was
iiow eiicouraged. In formal ternis, this change was reflected in a decision of the Miiiisterial Committee
for Settlemeilt in April 1982 providing approval in priiiciple for the establishineiit of settleinents as a
"private initiative."16' This autliorizatioii embodied tlie coinmitineiit of the governinent to enable Jews
159. Ir Slialcin, Lasi Je~.trsnIein- Plriniiing Silun~ion(in Hcbrcw) (Jcrusalein, Noveinbcr 1999), p. 4.
160. B'Tsclcii~,A Policy ~?fDiscrinrinu/ion.
p. 57.
1 hl. lcwish-owncd laiid was situatcd inaiiily in 11ic Jcwish Quartcr of'thc Old Cily; as iiotcd abovc, tliis was considcrcd statc land. sincc i t was
bcld aiid nianaged by thc Jordanian Ciistodian of Enciny Propcrty (Zaiuir and Benvciiisti. ./eiz~i.shLailds. pp. 87-98).
162. For ctainplcs of such statciiiciits. sec R'Tsclein. A Policy ofBiscriniination. pp. 60-61.
163. lbid. pp. 44-55.
164. HCJ 5601 194, 'Odeh .4 'irlu ,dhll fici- e/ ri/. v. Pi-iine il.lirii.slei el (il., Takdin Eiyon 94 (4 ) 246.
165. Ordcr Rcyarding Land Transactions (.ludca and Saiiiaria) (No. 251, 5727.1967. in Plai?ning, Ruilrling and Lai~dl,uil~.s.
pp. 513-514.
166. Gazit, 1ï~ol.rin n 7i.17,~. pp. 241-245.
167. lhid

to purcllase land and settle tlirougliout tlie West Bank, including areas where land could not be declared
state land because it was registered in the owiier's name and held accordiiig to the provisions of the
Ottoman Land Law.'" The Deputy Miiiister of Agriculture in the second Likud governinent, Micliael
Dekel, was given respoiisibility for the subject of "private settlemeilt." He worked under the close
though iiiformal supervision of the tlien Minister of Defense, Ariel Sharon.Ifi9
Through the eiiactment of several military orders, Israel anieiided the Jordaiiian land legislation in order
to adapt it to the needs of Israeli entrepreneurs. For example, tlie powers of local judicial committees
under Jordanian law to register land traiisactions were traiisferred to the Custodian on behalf of tlie
inilitary ~ominander."~
Because Palestinians have always considered the sale of land to Israelis an act of
treason, an order was issued exteiiding tlie validity of in-evocable powers of attoniey from five years, as
provided by Jordaiiian law. to fifteeii years.I7' This amendment enabled land transactions to be executed
wliile postponing registration for an extended period, tliereby not eiidaiigeriilg the life of the Pâlestinian
seller by exposiiig his ide11tiiy.l'~
The involvement of private eiitrepreneurs in the traiisfer of land to Jewish haiids was accompaiiied by
fraud, forgery and various criininal offeiises iiivolving both Israelis aiid Palesti~iiails."~
These offenses
were possible, inter alia, because of the relatively vague nature of the registration of land ownership
in most of the West Bank.'74 Moreover. tlie governmeiit's decisioii to enable the establisliment of
settlements as a private initiative led to iiicreased demaiid for land in the West Bank, particularly in areas
adjacent to the Green Line (popularly known in Israel as "five minutes from Kfar Saba"). Land prices
in these areas rose sharply, creatiiig a stroilg incentive for various Israeli intermediaries to purchase
Palestiiiian land.'75
As a result of these fraudulent acts, in many cases Palestinians oilly learned that their land Iiad been
sold 10 Israelis by Palestinians wlien tractors inoved in to prepare the grouiid to build a settlement.
Coiiversely, many Israelis were eilticed into purchasing plots of land in the West Bank frorn Israeli
intermediaries, oiily to filid out later tliat they had paid for a worthless scrap of paper. This plienomenoil
was halted iii 1985, when the police begaii to investigate huiidrcds of cases of fraudulent land
transactions. Several of those involved were indicted, including senior government of fi ci al^.'^"
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The Annexation Policy and Local
Government
A. The Annexation Policy
The governmeiit, the Knesset and the IDF cominanders, with the blessing of tlie High Court of Justice,
altered Israeli and militaiy legislation with the objective of enabling the de . f ~ c t oannexation of tlie
settlemeiits to the State of Israel, while avoiding the problems that would be caused by dejure aiinexation,
particularly in the international arena.I7' This aiinexation created a distinct separation between the
Jewish settlers and the Palestiiiian residents, who continued to live under military rule. Eradicating the
significance of the Green Line in the everyday life of Jewish residents of the West Bank made a crucial
contribution to the success of Israel's policy to traiisfer population from Israel to the settlernents.
The result was the creatioii of two types of enclaves of Israeli civilian law in the Occupied Territories persona1 and territorial. The significance of tlie persona1 enclaves is that any Israeli citizen, and iiideed
any Jew (see below), in the Occupied Territories are subject, wlierever they may be, to tlie authority
of Israeli civilian law for almost al1 purposes, and not to the authority of the military law applying
in these territories. This situation was perpetuated in tlie Oslo Accords in a manner tliat denied the
Palestinian Authority any power over Israelis in the Occupied Territories, including Israelis entering its
owii territ~ry."~
Creation of the enclaves began at the beginning of tlie occupation. The Israeli governmeiit and the
Knesset imposed Israeli law on the settlers in particular, and on Israeli citizens in the Occupied
Territories in geiieral. Iiiitially, this was impleinented tlirough emergency regulations enacted in July
1967 by the Minister of D e f e ~ i s e .According
'~~
to these regulations, Israeli citizeils wlio commit offenses
in the territories are tried in Israeli civilian courts. Although they did not prohibit Israelis from being
tried in courts in the Occupied Territories, tliese regulations effectively limited the power of the military
commander and the local courts, for the first time granting Israeli citizens extra-territorial status there.

In 1969, the Minister of Justice enacted regulations empowering Israeli civiliaii courts to liear any civil
inatter between settlers (and Israelis in gerieral) aiid Palestinians, or among settlers tlieinselves.'" Tliese
courts naturally operate in accordance with Israeli law, ratlier than the local law tlial supposedly applies
in the Occupied Territories. Local courts were effectively - thougli not foi-rnally - denied the power to
judge settlers.
177. Exiciisivc scctioiis of tliis cliaptcr arc bascd on tlic B'Tsclcni report, On the Riy to Annexafion: Flu~nartRiglzfs Violc~tionsRe.~rrltingji.oiiz
rlic, Estnhlishnteiir ond E x ~ ~ o r ~ sofi othe
i ~ A4u'uIe Adun~irnSe//Ie~iierzt(Inforination Shect, Junc 1999), pp. 15-70. For a comprchcnsive study of
this issue preparcd in the latc 1980s, sec Eyal Bcnvenisti, Lego1 Duolisni: The .4bsorption ofrhe Occrrpicd Teri-itoiies iilto /srciel (Jcrusalcin:
West Bank Data Basc Projcct, 1989).
178. Agi-ccincnt oii the Gaza Strip and the Jcricho Arca (Oslo l), 4 May 1994. Article l(26): Isracli-Palcstinian Iritcrini Agrccincnt oii the West
Bank aiid tlic Gaza Strip (Oslo 2), 28 Septcnibcr 1995. AIIOCX
IV.
179. l':iiicpcncy 112cgiilatioiis(Offenses in the Adiniiiistci-cd Tcrritorics - Surisdiction aiid Lcgal Assistaiicc). 5727-1967. 111 1977, tlic namc was
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The Knesset has periodically extended by statute tlie emergency regulations inentioned above.18' In
1984, the Knesset iniposed additional laws on Israeli settlers, including laws relating to military service,
the Income Tax Ordinance, the Population Registry, National Insurance, etc. The law also enipowered
the Minister of Justice to add other laws to this list, with tlie approval of the Knesset's Constitution, Law
and Justice Cornn~ittee.~'~
Israeli law is iinposed not only on Israelis resident in the Occupied Territories, but also on Jews who
niove to the settleinents, even if they do not have Israeli citizenship:
For the purpose of tlie acts of legislation listed in tlie Addenduni, tlie expression "Israeli resident" or
any other expression regarding residency, residence or presence in Israel as stated therein, shall be
coiisidered also to iiiclude a person whose place of residence is in the region and who is an Israeli
citizen, or who is eligible to iinmigrate to Israel in accordance with the Law of Return, 5710-1950,
and who would fa11 under tlie said term were his place of residence in I ~ r a e 1 . I ~ ~
The territorial enclaves were created by tlie imposition of Israeli civilian law on the Jewish local
authorities establislied in the West Bank. III 1988, tlie Knesset einpowered the government to impose
the Developineiit Towiis and Areas Law on "local authorities and Israeli citizens" in tlie Occupied
Territories.lY3This was the first time tlie Knesset had iinposed one of its laws on the settlements in
territorial terins, ratlier than merely 011 the settlers as individuals, as had been the case previously. In
recent years, tlie Knesset lias adopted several laws - relating to local authorities and elections for these
authorities - that apply directly to the settleme~its.'~~
Military legislation, in the form of tlie collection of military orders publislied by the Commander of IDF
Forces in the West Bank, provides an extremely effective tool for realiziiig Israel's policy of imposing its
own law on the settlements and the settlers, while separatiiig tliem froni Palestinian residents and their
coinmunities. In some cases, these orders have constituted a waiver by tlie military commander of his
powers in tlie settleinents in favor of Israeli civilian authorities, wlietlier in tlie settleinents or in Israel.
Most of the orders were phrased in suc11 a maiiller that it is not directly evident that tliey are intended to
apply solely to the settlements and not to Palestiniaii coinmuiiities or residents. The de.facto enactnient
was effected by means of an appeiidix or addendum to tlie order detailiiig tliose coinmuiiities in which it
applies. sometimes only as a inatter of policy in practice. A significaiit portion of tliis inilitary legislation,
as discussed in the last part of this cliapter, relates to the settlements as local authorities, and makes an
important contribution to tlie process by wliicli these settlements have been converted into territorial
e~iclavesgovemed by Israeli law (see below).
The complex fabric of laws, regulations and orders combine to fonll a ratlier straightfonvard pichire of
annexatiori. For alinost al1 purposes, the lives of settlers proceed as do the lives of Israeli citizens living
withiii Israel, even thougli the area in which they live is subject to inilitaiy rule. Settlers elect their local
or regional council, participate in Knesset electioiis, pay taxes, National Insurance and liealth insurance,
181. Ainendincni and Extension of thc Validity of tbc Eincrgency Rcgiilations (Jodca and Sainaria, the Gaza Sirip, Sinai aiid South Sinai Jurisdiction aiid Legal Assistance) Law, 5744-1984. Scction 6.
182. Ihid, Scctiori 6B(B).
183. Ihid.. Scction 6R(A).
184. Dcvclopmcnt Towiis aiid Areas Law, 5748-1988, Scction 3(E)
1x5. Rcgioiial Couiicils (Date of Geiicrnl Elcctioiis) (Aincndiiiciit) Law, 5757-1997; Aiiieiidinciit of Local Authoritics Ordinance (No. 21) Law,
5757-1 997; Local Aiithoritics (Special Elcctinns) (Lcgislativc Aincndments) Law, 5758-1998.

Iii certaiii inatters, tlie local autliorities in Israel are subject to the Ministry of the Iilterior, which is
responsible for supervising their proper functioiiing. Eacli local autliority belongs to a particular district,
for wliicli a unit in the Ministry of the Iilterior is respoiisible. Supervision of the local authorities iii
the West Bank (includiiig Palestinian local authorities) is handled by the Inteinal Affairs Officer of
tlie Civil Admiiiistratioii; for many years, a Supervisor of the Israeli Comniunities operated witliin this
frainework, and was responsible solely for tlie settleinents. At the beginiiiiig of 1996, presuinably as
part of the process of dejbcto annexation, the unit of the Supervisor of tlie Israeli Coinmuiiities was
traiisferred from the Civil Adiniiiistratioii to the direct authority of the Ministry of the Interior, acquiring
a statiis similar to tliat of the units respoiisible for the various districts iiiside 1 ~ r a e I . l ~ ~
The local councils and inuiiicipalities are iiidependent muiiicipal mechaiiisins managiiig tlie affairs of
wliat are defined by tlie law as siiigle comrnunities, while the regional councils include a ilumber of
coinmiinities iii the context of a two-tier systern of govenimeilt. The upper tier is the couiicil, while tlie
lower tier iiicludes tlie cominunities withiii the area or jurisdictioii of the couilcil, which are managed
in certain matlers by a local coinmittee. The divisioii of responsibility betweeii the regioiial council
and the local coinmittees is iiot clearly or uiiequivocally defined in the law, aiid heiice varies fi0111
one conimuiiity or regioiial couiicil to anotller. However, the local committees may not adopt decisioiis
coiitrary to those of the couilcil; in a few areas, such as the approval of budgets, tlie local committee
must obtain the autliorization of tlie regional c o ~ n c i l . ~ ~ "
Uiitil recently, the sphere of activity of the regioiial couiicil was usually coiifined to mediatioii betweeil
the coinmuiiities and central governiiieiit, wliile most inunicipal seilrices were provided by the local
cominittees. 111 the early 1990s, however, as the cooperative fiameworks weakened, the regioiial council
became stronger and came to be perceived as bearing direct respoiisibility for iiiaiiagiilg the affairs of
the coinmuiiity, similar to the iiiuiiicipality or the local couii~il.'~'
Oii tlie recominendation of the official in charge of tlie relevant district, the Minister of the Iiiterior
is empowered to change tlie status of cominunities and local autliorities (transfoi~iiinga group of
coinmuiiities into a distinct regioiial coiuicil, removiiig a given communiiy froin a regional council
and rnaking it a local council, or changing tlie status of a local council to a municipality). Changing
a community to a local council eiltitles it to obtain direct fùiidiug from the Ministry of the Interior.
Moreover, the local council receives significant powers. such as the authority to establisli a local
planning comiiiittee eiititled to issue building permits. The transition froin the status of local couiicil
to that of municipality is generally reflected iii the level of fundiiig received from the Ministry of the
Iiiterior.
In tlie case of the settlements iii the West Rank, the recominendation to establish any type of local
authority is made to the Minister of the Iiiterior by the Supervisor of Israeli Commuiiities, wliile tlie
ininister's decisioii is formally implemented by meaiis of a military ordinailce sigiied by the Commander
of IDF Forces in the West Bank.

189. For a criiicisiii of thc aclivitics of the Supcrvisor of thc Isracli Coiiiinunitics iii Judca and Sainaria, sec Staic Compirollcr. Ani7unl Report
5211 ( i n Mcbrcw) (Jcriisalcin. 2001). pp. 163-180.
190. Audit orLocal Authoritics Divisioii. Miiiistry of tlic Intcrior, 5j>ecirilAut/ilReport or? rha R q i o n o l Councils 1998 (in Hcbrcw) (Jcrusalcin,
Augiist 1998), pp. 9-1 1.
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According to a law enacted iii 1992, the minister is iiot permitted to award the status of a local couiicil to
coinmuiiities with a population of fewer than 3,000 residents, nor to award the status of a municipality
to coniinunities with a population of fewer tlian 20,000. However, the law grants the minister discretioii
to act otlienvise "if special conditions and circumstances exist."'" As of the end of 2001, four of the
fourteen local couilcils in tlie West Bank had a population of fewer than 3,000 residents, and two of the
three iiiui~icipalitiesliad a population of fewer thaii 20,000 (see Table 3 below).
The iiurnber of local autliorities cui-reiitly existing aiid serviiig as fi-ameworks for the inanagemeiit of
settlemeiits in the West Bank is as follows: tliree iilunicipalities, fourteen local councils aiid six regioiial
councils, coiitaining 106 small settlemeiits. In addition, twelve settlements were established in areas
aiinexed to Israel in 1967, aiid are included witliiii the area of jurisdiction of the Jerusalem Municipality.

Table 3
Local Authorities in the West Bank
- - --.*
- al
Status*
Number
of
Residents**
- -- --- - - -- ..
- - ---"
- - - -- - - .
Local Council
5,100
Local Council
4,600
-Local Council
3,000
Local Council
6,400
- -- - Muiiicipality
15,600
Local Co~~iicil
4,l O0
Local Couiicil Municipality
Regional Council(l8) 3,000
-Local Council
10,300
Regioiial Couiicil(14)
9,600
- Local Council
1,400
Regional Council(l2)
4,1 O0
~ e g i o n iCouncil(5)
l
-900
-*

thorit
Oraiiit
Alfe Meilashe
Elqana
Efrat
Ari'el
Bet El
Bet Aiye
Betar Illit
Arvot Hayarden
Giv'at Ze'ev
Gus11 Ezyon
Har Adar
Mt. Hebron
Megillot
Modi'in -Illit

Local Couiicil--

Mate Biilyaiiiin

Regional Council(27)

Ma'ale Adumiliirn
Ma'ale Efrayim
Immaw'el

Municipality
-Local Council
Local Council

Qedumiin

Local Council

2

Qiryat Arba

Local Council

6,400

Qarne Shomeroii

Local Council

Sliomeron

Regional Couiîcil (30)

---

-

-

--

--

-

16,400
27,200
24,900
1,500
3,000

-

-- - -

5,900
17,400

* Tlie numbers in parentlieses relate to the number of settlements (according to the number of local coininittees recognized by
the Miiiistry of the Interior) includcd withiii cacli regional council.
** Figures of tlie Central Bureau of Statistics for tlie end of 2000.
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C. The Significance of the Municipal Boundaries
The municipal boundaries of the local authorities, Le., their area of jurisdiction, are marked on a inap
signed by the Commander of IDF Forces in the West Bank and attaclied to the Order Regarding Local
Councils (No. 892) or the Order Regarding Regional Councils (No. 783), as the case may be. The
borders of the settlements composing tlie regioiial councils, too, are set forth on maps signed by tlie
Commander of IDF Forces in the West Bank. In this case, the map defines not the area or jurisdiction,
but the "area of the cominunity" (see Photos 1-4).
The areas constituting these areas of jurisdiction or areas of the cominunity include al1 the land of
whicli Israel has seized control over the years by the methods discussed above in Chapter Tliree.
Accordiiigly, the borders of most of the Jewisli local authorities iii the West Bank are tortuous, and
include non-contiguous areas of land (see the lnap attached to tl-iis report, as well as Chapter Seven
below).
Palestinians are forbidden to enter the areas of jurisdiction or the areas of community of tlie
settlements iinless they received special autliorization. In an order issued in 1996, the Commander
of IDF Forces in the West Bank declared al1 the areas of the settlemeiits to be a "closed military
area," claiming that " ... this is necessary for reasons of security and given the special circumstances
currently pertaining, and the need to take immediate emergency measures.. .
The order notes that
"the provisions of this declaration do not apply to Israelis."
The definitioii of "Israeli" in the order offers a revealing illustration of the system of separation
created by Israel in the West Bank:
"Israeli:" A resident of Israel, a person whose place of residence is in the region and wlio is
an Israeli citizen or was eligible to iminigrate to Israel in accordance with the Law of Return,
57 10-1950, as in effect in Israel, as well as a person who is not a resident of the region and who
holds a valid entry visa to Israel.
This definition given in the order to the term "Israeli" creates a situation in which entrance to an
area "closed for military reasoi~s"is permitted to Israeli citizens, Jews from anywhere in the world,
and any person wlio enters Israel as a tourist (witli a "valid entry visa"). The result is that only local
Palestinian resideiits require special authorizatioil from tlie coinmander of the region to enter the area
of the settlements.
The areas of jurisdiction of the regional councils in the West Bank include enormous empty areas
(approximately tliirty-five percent of the area of tlie West Bank) that are not attached to the area
of any specific settlement. These areas constitute the reserves of land for future expansion of the
settlements, or for tlie establishment of industrial zones (see Chapter Seven). Various areas witliin tlie
regional coiincils' areas of jurisdiction in the West Bank are defined as "firing zones" and are used by
the IDF for military exercises. Other areas are now defined as "nature reserves," where any forni of
developrnent is prohibited.

193. Ordcr flcgarding Sccuriiy (Jiidca and Saillaria) (No. 378). 5730-1970, Dcclaration of the Closiirc of ai1 Arca (Isracli Coiniiiiiiiitics)

The exteiit to whicli the settlers and tlie Civil Adininistration exercise control over tliese areas is
i ~ o uiliform,
t
and Palestiniails still use soine of them for agriculture or graziiig. This situation is the
result of Israel's policy of declaring broad tracts of land as state laiid, without always infonning the
residents living on or using these lands. Consequently, tlie expansion of a settlement within the area of
jurisdiction of the regional couiicil to which it beloilgs sometimes eiitails the eviction of Palestiniaiis
from their land. 194
Arvot Ilayardeil Regional Council (almost 900,000 dunain), for example, exercises maximum control
of these areas, a result of the combined effect of the sparse Palestiiiian population in the area and the
farmiilg of soine of this area by settlers. A counter example is Mt. Hebron Regional Couilcil, which
maiiltains almost no supervision over these areas. Thus, duriiig attempts by settlers in recent years to
expand the settlements in this regional council, it emerged that areas defined as part of the council's area
of jurisdictioii were used by Palestiniaiis for residence, agriculture or grazing.
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Benefits and Financial Incentives
One of the claims made by Israel to justify the settlements, althougli they are proliibited by tlie Fourtl-i
Geneva Coiiventioii, is tliat the state does not traiisfer its citizens to the occupied territory. Israel argues
tliat each citizen decides privately, of liis own free will, to move to the settlement.
In reality, liowever, al1 Israeli goveniments have implemented a vigorous and systematic policy to
encourage lsraeli citizeiis to move from Israel to the West Bank. As shown iii tliis cliapter, one of tlie
inaiil tools used to realize this policy is tlie provision of significant financial beiiefits and iiicentives. For
the purpose of this discussion, a distinction will be made between two types of beiiefits and iiicentives
graiited by the goveriinient: support granted directly to citizens by defining settlemeilts as "national
priority areas," aiid support granted to local authorities in the West Bank, i.e., to the settlenients, in a
iiiaiiner tliat favors these settlements in coinparison to local authorities inside Israel.
The puipose of the discussioii in this chapter is iiot to examine the "burden" tliat the settleinents
place oii the national budget, nor to estimate the total suni iiivested in the Occupied Territories by tlie
govenlment. Ratlier, the report will describe those coiilponeiits of govemment policy tliat influence the
standard of living of individual citizens, and may therefore constitute an iiicentive to migrate to the West
Baiik. Accordingly, the report will iiot discuss other fonns of financial investments, such as security,
other military expenses or the construction of roads, because these investments constitute, to a certain
extent, a pre-condition for the veiy existence of the settlemeiits, rather than a coinpoilent in iinproviiig
the standard of 1 i ~ i n g . Moreover,
l~~
given tlie unique reality in which the settlemeiits exist (violence
by Palestiiiians, construction of roads following redeployment, etc.), it is difficult to coinpare these
investments witli tliose inside Israel.

A. The Settlements as National Priority Areas
One of the main tools used to chaniiel resources to the residents of the settlements is the definition
of iiiost of the settlements in the West Bank as "development areas" (according to the tenn applying
through 1992) or as "natioiial priority areas." This defiiiitioii has been applied not only to settlements (in
the West Bank and in the Gaza Strip), but also to various communities inside Israel, particularly in the
Galilee and the Negev. The current map of national priority areas aiid tlie relevant incentives and beiiefits
were establislied in 1998 by a corninittee of directors-geileral headed by the then director-general of the
Priine Miiiister's Office, Avigdor Lieberman, and was approved by tlie government headed by Binyamin
Netaiiyahu.'" This map, wliich replaced the previous map, which was established in 1992 under the
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government of Yitzliak Rabin,'" contiiiued to apply under the governnlent of Ehud Barak (1999-2001)
and uiider tlie present government lieaded by Ariel Sharon.
The purpose of the map of national priority areas, as defined by the committee of directors-general
froin 1998, is "to encourage the generatioii remaiiiing in tliese areas, to encourage initial settling by
new immigrants, and to encourage the migration of veterans to the priority areas." Accordiiig to the
coinmittee, "tlie map of national priority areas is based principally oii geographical criteria," assuining
that "the scope of opportunities of citizens residing in tlie peripheral areas is in inany respects limited by
cornparison to that in tlie center." 19"
Wliile tlie geograpliical consideration might explain tlie inclusion in tlie priority map of the Negev and
Galilee areas, it cannot explain the inclusion of most of tlie settlemeiits iii the West Bank, a substantial
number of wliich are adjacent or relatively close to Jerusalem and the cities of the Tel-Aviv metropolitan
area, where many of the resideiits of the settlements are employed (witli tlie possible exception of the
Jordan Valley settleme~its).'~~
Accordingly, it would seem that the factor determining the inclusion of
most of the settlements on the map is iiot the "limited opportunities" available to the settlers due to the
distance fiom the center of Israel, but ratlier the desire to encourage Israeli citizens to inove to tlie West
Bank for political reasons. The cominittee was certainly riglit to emphasize that the map of national
pnority areas is based "principally" - i.e., iiot only - on geographical considerations.
The benefits and incentives provided for the priority areas are granted by six govenlment ministries:
Housing and Constiliction; National Infrastructure (tlirougli the Israel Lands Administration); Education;
Trade and Industry; Labor and Social Affairs; and Finance (througli income ta^).")^ The level of
inceiitives varies according to the classification of each settlement as a Class A or B priority area. This
classification is given separately for each benefit, so some settlements are simultaiieously categorized as
Class A, Class B, or no priority, depeiiding on the governinent niinistry and the benefit involved.

The Ministrp of Con.stn/ction and Hozrsing provides generous assistance for tliose who purcliase a new
apartmeiit or build tlieir own home in national priority areas. In areas defined as Class A priority areas,
the ministry provides a loan of NIS 60,000, half of which is converted into a grant after fifteen years. In
Class B priority areas, tlie loaii is NIS 50,000, of whicli NIS 20,000 is converted into a grant after the
same period of time. It should be noted tliat the rules established by the cominittee of directors-general
state tliat the grant cornpolient is not supposed to be provided in affluent, establislied coinmuiiities
iiicluded in tlie ma^;^^' however, tliis coinpoilent is provided in al1 the settlements in the West Bank,
including those that are affluent. The ministry also contributes to development costs by means of a grant
coveriilg up to fifty percent of expenses, according to the classification of tlie cominunity aiid the type
of expense. It is important to note that tliese benefits are provided in addition to the "eligibility loans"
provided by the ministry throiighout Israel on tlie basis of personal criteria.
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The Israel Lands Administration, wliich is accountable to tlie Ministry of National Infrastructure,
provides discounts of sixty-nine percent and forty-nine percent (for Class A and B priority areas,
respectively) from tlie value of the land in the payment of lease fees for residential coiistruction, and a
discount of sixty-nine percent on leasehold fees for industrial and tourism purposes.
The Minisfiy uf Education provides a range of incentives for teachers who work in Class A priority
areas, including promotion and tlie addition of four years' seniority, partial exemption from paymeiit
of the employee's contribution to the in-service training fund, participation in rental costs and travel
expenses, aiid reiinburseinent of seveiity-five percent of tuition fees paid by teachers at institutions
of higlier e d u c a t i ~ i i Class
. ~ ~ ~ B areas do iiot appear in tlie Ministry's map of benefits. For parents
iii Class A areas, the Miiiistry of Education provides a discount of iiinety percent for tuition fees in
pre-conipulsory kindergartens. Tliis discount is also provided in settlements included on the iiiap and
defined as affluent (see above), coiitrary to the policy regarding coinmuiiities inside Israel with the saine
profile. In addition, the Ministry of Education covers al1 transportation costs for students to schools in
the settlements, regardless of whether a given settlenient is included in the map of priority areas.

Tlze Ministry oj'lndustry and Trade provides "approved enterprises" pursuant to the Capital Investments
Encouragement Law, i.e., those defined as entitled to government support, witli grants of thirty percent
in Class A priority areas (twenty percent according to the law, and a ten percent admiiiistrative grant),
and twenty-three percent in Class B priority areas (ten percent according to the law and a thirteen
percent administrative g r ~ i n t ) . Aiiy
~ ~ ' enterprise approved in accordance with tlie law enjoys income tax
benefits in al1 areas, both in ternis of corporate tax and in terms of individual taxation on income from
the enterprise. In addition, industries situated in Class A priority areas are entitled to iiicreased grants for
research and developinent, wliich can cover as much as sixty percent of tlie costs of each project. The
Ministry of Iiidustry and Trade also covers a significant portion of costs for the establislimeiit of new
industrial zones and the maintenance of existing zones, including significant discounts on land prices.
It should be noted that during the 1990s, the ministry established ten new indiistrial zones in the West
Bank, inostly witliin the area of the six regional councils, at an average cost of approximately NIS 20
inillion per zoiie.'O"he
enterprises establislied in these industrial zones are under Israeli ownership, and
some ernploy Palestiiiiail~.'~~
The Minislry o f Lahot- and Socicll AfSaillrs provides social workers it einploys in Class A priority areas
witli a package of benefits that is almost identical to that provided to teachers by the Ministry of
Education (Le., promotion and seniority, funding of tuition fees for higlier education, etc.) Regarding
Class B priority areas, the ministry provides social workers witli tliree years' seniority, seventy-five
percent reiinburseiiieiit of travel expenses, and financiiig of seventy-five percent of the einployee's
contribution to the in-service-training fi~nd.
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The Ministry ofFinance, tlirough the Income Tax Commissioii, provides the resideiits of certain locales
in Israel with reductions in the payment of iilcoine tax at rates varyiiig froin five to twenty percent.
This benefit is not tied to the map of iiational priority areas as established by the coinmittee of
directors-general. Tlie Miiiister of Fiilailce decides on the discouiits independently, tlirough ordiiiances
lie eiiacts stating the coinniuilities to receive beiiefits and the level of the reductioii. Most of the
settleineiits eiljoy a seveii percent incorne-tax reducti~n.~""
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B. lncentives for the Local Authorities
A sigiiificaiit proportion of the services received from the state by Israeli citizens is provided tlirough
the local autliorities, i.e., the inunicipalities, local councils and regional councils. Tliese services extend
across diverse and varied fields. Some services are provided by the local authority on an independeiît
basis, while others are provided in cooperatioii witli various goverliment millistries. The former category
iiicludes, for example, the inaiiitenance of the water and sewage systems, the provision of cleaning
services, sanitation and veterinaiy supervisioii, the preparation of local oiitline plans aiid the grantiiig
of building perinits, the inainteiiance of public buildings, roads and public parks, and tlie collection of
municipal taxes. Seivices provided in cooperation with governmeiit ministries include the mainteiiaiice
of school buildiiigs, tlie operatioii of pre-school kindergarteiis, cultural activities, the maintenance of
inuseums, libraries and sports facilities, the operation of family health clinics, tlierapy and support for
distressed youtli aiid families, support for the religious councils, and the like.
The sources of fundiiig for these services may be divided into two c a t e g o r i e ~ . ~
The
~ ' first includes the
local authority's self-generated income: municipal taxes, levies, duties, payments froin local committees
(in the case of regioiial couiicils), payments for services provided to residents (engineering services,
veterinary supervision, use of libraries, medical services, etc.), school tuitioii fees, contribution by
resideiits to the costs of developmeiit works, aiid tlie like.
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The second source of fiiiaiiciilg is tlie govemineilt, which transfers money to tlie local authorities by two
inethods. Tlie first is participation in the direct financing of specific services, particularly by tlie Ministry
of Educatioii and tlie Ministry of Labor and Social Affairs (hereafter: earmarked contributions). Tlie
second foim is the provision of geiieral graiits by the Ministry of the Interior for the routine operations
of tlie local authority. The Miiiistry of the Interior also provides certain local autliorities witli additional
ud hoc grailts enabling tliein to meet "special needs" (immigrant absorption, encouraging settlemeiit by
young people, fiood coiitrol, reduciiig deficits, etc.) Altliough various criteria exist for the allocation of
these grants, the Miiiistry of the Interior enjoys extensive discretion in tliis field.
One of the mechanisms used by the government to favor local authorities in tlie West Bank, in
cornparison to those inside Israel, is tlie chaniieling of money tlirougli the Settlement Division of
the World Zionist Organization (hereafter: tlie Division). As described above, the sole purpose of the
Division is to establish settlements in tlie territories occupied in 1967 and to suppoi-t the continued
development of tliese settleinents. Most of the support funds granted by the Division are trailsferred to
the settlers via tlie local authorities, both within the framework of the regular budget and in the special
budget. The unique aspect of the Division is that on the one Iiand, the budget is drawn entirely from
the state budget, while on the other, the rules, procediires and laws applying to goveniment ministries above all, the Basic Law: Tlie Budget - do iiot apply because tlie Division is iiot a governinent body. Tlie
railged from NIS 153 million
Division's budget, which is transferred via the Ministry of Agric~lture,'~~
to NIS 194 inillioii per annuin during the period 1 992-1 998.'09
In 1999, the State Comptroller published a special report on the f~iiictioningof the Division. Accordinç
to this report, since the begiilning of 1997, the Division had expanded its areas of support for the
settlements beyoiid housing and agriculture, following a sirnilar inove by tlie Jewish Agency regarding
the cominunities it supported within Israel. The new spheres included social, educatioiial and communal
activities, assistance for establisliing public buildings. the provision of grants for entrepreneurs,
assistance for Jewish religious institutions, financing of transportation, the organizatioii of exliibitioiis,
and the like. According to tlie State Comptroller's report, tliis expansion served as a vehicle to favor tlie
settlements relative to commuiiities inside Israel:
The Division lias expanded its activities and liabilities on the basis of tlie principle of equality in
assistance for communities on bot11 sides of the Greeii Line. At the sanie time, however, the Division
interpreted the principle of equality in a flexible inaiiiier; in soine cases, it extended its activities
to splieres beyond lliose in wliich the Jewish Agency is active, and iii some cases it increased its
assistance beyoiid the assistance standards established by the Jewish Agency for communities it
assists within tlie Green Liiie. Thus, the Division created the favoring - which had not been decided
by the governinent - of the settlements in Judea, Samaria, Gaza and tlie Golan relative to other
coniinunitie~.~'~'
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Aiiother reason for this preferential treatmeiit, according to the State Comptroller's report, is tliat, "since
both governinent ministries and the Division are active in assistirig settlers in the same areas, and
sometiines for tlie same purposes, 'double support' is sometiines provided to the ~ettlers."~"
Tlie Miilistiy of the Interior's Local Autliorities Audit Division publislies an annual report presenting
the sumiiiary of fiiiancial data for al1 the local authorities in Israel and the settleinents. We shall present
below data based on the infoimation included in the inost recent report, for the year 2000.2'2These data
provide a breakdown of the source of income of (Israeli) local autliorities in the West Bank iii tliat year,
and compare these with the parallel data for local authorities inside Israel. It should be empliasized that
tlie al-Aqsa intifada did not iiicrease the level of government funding for local authorities in the West
Bank in 2000 - the budgets for these autliorities were approved in 1999, before tliese everits erupted.
Before examiiiing the data, it is worth clarifying a number of methodological issues. Firstly, since the
size of the populatioii varies from place to place, which has a crucial impact on the level of budgets,
the data below are prese~ltedon a per capita basis, and not iii terins of tlie total allocatioil for the
authorily. Secondly, the data presented here relate to the routine budget of the authorities (the "regular
budget" in accounting terms), and do noi include iilcome in the "special budget" earmarked for
one-time investmeilts (usually physical iiifrastructure), because there is iio way to compare this income
for different local autliorities for aily given year. Thirdly, the analysis below does ilot relate to the
fiiiancial data for tlie inunicipalities, because there are only two local aiithorities iii the West Bank
witli this status (Ma'ale Adunîmim and Ari'e1),2'3so that a comparison with iiational averages could be
unrepresentative.
A review of Tables 4 and 5, and of tlie accompanyinç diagrams, shows tliat the per capita finailcial
transfers of the governinent to local authorities in the West Bank are significantly liiglier thaii the
average for local autliorities inside Israel. The discrepancy between the two is particularly evideiit iii the
case of general graiits, wliich are particularly important from tlie perspective of the local authorities;
uiilike earinarked contributions, tlie autliorities are free to use the grant moneys at their discretion,
although the entire budget is subject to the approval of the local authority's couilcil and the Ministry of
the Interior.
The level of general grants provided by tlie government for local councils iii the West Bank in 2000
averaged NIS 2,224 per resident, compared with ail average of NIS 1,336 per sesident for local councils
iil Israel, i.e., sixty-five percent more. Only in four of the fifteeil local councils in the West Bank was the
level ofgrants per resident lower than the Israeli average, while in five of the coui~cilstlie level was over
one hundred percent inore than the average. The discrepancy in favor of the local councils in the West
Bank may also be seeii in the context of earmarked contributions by government ministries. While the
average for such investment iii local councils in Israel is NIS 1,100 per resident, the investineiit in tlie
local councils in the West Bank was almost NIS 1,500 per resideiit, i.e., thirty-six percent more.
It is wortli notiiig tliat tlie prefereiitial status enjoyed by the local councils in the West Bank in teims
of the transfer of governinent fuiids was not reflected iii any decrease in the residents' participation
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in the couiicil's income relative to the average iii Israel. One of the reasons for tliis is tlie high
ecoiioinic capability that is cliaracteristic, on average, of tlie local councils in the West Bank relative
to tliose in Israel. Thus, average self-generated incoine for tlie local authorities in tlie West Bank totals
approxiniately NIS 2,300 per resideiit, while the average figure inside Israel is approximately NIS 1,700
per resident. The coiiîbiilatioi~of the preferential treatinent by the goverilmelit and the higlier rate of
participation by residents yields a total income basket that is forty-five percent higher in the West Bank
tlian inside Israel.
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Per-capita Income in West Bank Local Councils (in NIS)
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The situation regardiiig the regioiial couiicils is similar, thougli not identical, to tliat of the local councils.
111 the case of regional couiicils, tlie discrepancy in general graiits is eveii more pronouilced than in tlie
case of the local councils. While the average for regioiial couiicils inside Israel is approximately NIS
1,500 per resideiit, the average for the West Bank is approximately NIS 4,000 - approximately 165
percent more. In al1 six regional councils iii the West Bank, tlie level of grants is higher than tlie Israeli
average; the liighest level is for Megillot Regioiial Council, wliere grants amount to approximately NIS
7,500 per resident. Iii terms of earmarked contributions from governnient ministries, the discrepancy is
approximately sixty-five percent in favor of tlie regional councils in tlie West Bank.
Regarding self-generated income, tlie situation in the regional councils differs somewliat from that in the
local couiicils. The coiitribution of resideiits of regional councils in Israel to the iiicome of the council is
approximately fifty perceiit liigher on average than that of the residents of regioiial couiicils in the West
Bank. Nevertheless, the enorinous discrepancy in goverilment transfers in favor of the councils in the
West Bank means that tlie total basket of iiicome per resideiit is still approxirnately forty percent higher
on average i ~tliese
i
couiicils thaii iii the regioiial councils inside Israel.
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2,203

2,807

6,785

2,207

3,232

4,006

9,452

3,333

1,952

1,498

6,783

-

-

-

-

11,171

Megillot
Mate Binyamin
Mt. Hebroil
Sliomeron

Average Income in
West Bank
Regional Councils
Average Income in
Regional Councils

Diagram 8
Per-capita Income in Regional Councils (in NIS)

Avciagc in Wcst Bank

1Avcragc in lsracl

Sclf-gcncratcd Incoinc

Earinarkcd Contributons

Gcncral Grants

The extent of the discrepancies in the scope of iiloneys transferred to local authorities by tlie govenlment
inay be examiried by coniparing transfers to specific local autl-ioritieson either side of the Green Line.
To ensure that such a comparison is fair and indicative, care was taken to compare local authorities with
siinilar profiles in terms of pop~ilationsize, distance from the center of the country, and socioeconomic
status of the residerits.?'Vhe results of this coinparison are presented in Table 6 below.

Table 6
Cornparison between Local Authorities in the West Bank and in Israel (in NIS)
-

--

-

-.

Nanie of
Local
Authority

Number of
Residents

Socioeconomic
Level

Govt.
Grant per
Resident*

Name of
Local
Authority

Number
of
Residents

Socioeconomic
Level

Govt.
Grant per
Resident*

R.C.**
Arvot
Hay ardeil

4,400

6

8,550

R.C.
Ramat
Hanegev

4,900

7

1,710

R.C.
Mt. Hebron

4,300

5

8,240

R.C.
Yoav

4,300

5

4,740

R.C.
Mate
Binyamin

26,300

5

4,380

R.C.
Mate
Yehuda

29,300

5

2,790

L.C.**
Qeduinim

2,700

6

4,860

L.C.
Yavni'el

2,700

6

3,620

L.C.
Efrat

6,300

7

3,250

L.C.
Biîei Ayish

6,400

6

2,110

L.C.
Qiryat Arba

5,700

4

5,960

L.C. Mizpe
Rainon

5,300

3

4,180

L.C.
Alfe
Menashe

4,600

9

2,900

L.C. Ramat
Yeshai

4,600

9

1,570

* Thcse figures include both the earmarked contributions and general grants.
** R.C. = Regional Council; L.C. = Local Council
A study undertaken by the Adva Center offers an extensive picture of tlie systein used for financing the
activities of Jewish local authorities in tlie West Bank, Gaza Strip and Golan Heiglits (as a single unit)
during the 1990s (1990-1999).2'5The study compares data for this group both as regards average figures
for Israel and for special groups of authorities, such as development towns. Although tl~isstudy includes
additional authorities beyond tllose iiicluded in that presented above, its conclusioi~sare essentially
si~nilar.~'"

s rcflcctcd in ihc rankiiig of tlic cconoinic capability of thc rcsidcnts of cach authority (oii a risiiig scalc froin 1 to 10) as
crilculatçd by the Ccntr;il Burcüii of Statistics. coiiibiiiiiig various data such as iiicome. sizc of Iioiisi~igunits, nuinber of vchiclcs pcr fainily.
CIC.

2 15. Adva Cciitcr. Governinent Fz~nrijng~f rlie l.srueli Sc~tleincn/in Judeu. Suinurio, Gazci and the Goltrn Heights in ~ h 1990,s.
e
2 16. Tlic additional autlioritics arc 1-Iof'Azza Rcgioiial Council. Ramat Hagolaii Regional Coiiiicil, aiid Karzriii Local Coiincil.

Table 7
Multi-year Average of Municipal Income, 1990-1999 (in NIS)*
-- -

Total Budget
-

-

--

-

Self-generated
Income

-

Government
Funding***

West Bank, Gaza
and Golan
Development
Towns**
Israel

* Thcse figures relate to the three types of local councils, and are updated based on the price index for the year
2000.

** This group is coinposed of twenty-five con~inunitiesdefined as "developing settleinents" by the Central Bureau
of Statistics.
*** These figurcs include both earmarked contributions and general grants.
The researcli shows that througliout the 1990s, the Israeli governinelit favored the local autliorities in
the Occupied Territories and in the Golaii Heiglits iii comparison to local authorities iii Israel. Per capita
fiilancial transfers were 150 percent higher. This table shows that these transfers were approximately
sixty percent higlier than tliose to the developmeiit towns, which ostensibly fornl part of the areas
to wliich the goverilment seeks to attract resideiits (see discussion of the national priority areas map
above). As a result of tlie considerable government contributioii, the residents of local authorities in tlie
Occupied Territories were required to indepeildently h n d (tlirough self-generated iilcoiiie) tweiity-five
percent less tliaa the national average, and ten percent less than the average for development towns. In
total, the per capita budget available to the local autliorities in the Occupied Territories was inore tliaii
forty percent higher than the natioilal average throughout the 1990s, and approximately thirty percent
Iiigher than tlie average for tlie development towiis.
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The Planning System
The planning system in tlie West Bank, which is iinplemeiited by the Civil Administration, lias decisive
effect over the map of the West Bank. Like otlier inechanisms establislied in the Occupied Territories,
the planning systein operates along two separate tracks - one for Jews and tlie otlier for Palestinians.
While the system works vigorously to establisli and expand settlements, it also acts diligently to preveiit
the expansion of Palestinian towns and villages.
Tlie inherent importance of any planning system is tliis: it is charged with deterinining tlie use of the
land available to a giveii public in accordance with the needs, perceptions and interests of that public
as a wliole, and of tlie individuals that compose that public. The document detailing the decisions made
by this system in any given locale is tlie outline plan, wliich detemiines tlie size, locatioii and zoiiing of
each unit of land (housiiig, industry, cominerce, public institutions, road, open public area, and the like).
Tlie Israeli planniiig system in tlie West Bank utilized its power to advance the political interests of the
Israeli governrneiit iii power rather than to benefit tlie local population.
111legal terms, tlie planniiig systein in the West Baiik operates on the basis of the Jordanian legislation
applying in the area at the tiine of occupation, principally tlie City, Village and Building Planning Law,
No. 79, adopted in 1966.217This law defines three types of outliile plan, each subject to tlie next in a
hierarcliical forin and with an ascending level of detail: a regioiial outline plan, a general-local outline
plan, and a detailed plan. Tliese plans are supposed to be prepared and approved by an iiistitutional
system reflecting eacli level: the Supreme Planning Co~iiicil,the district planning committees and
tlie local planniug committees, r e s p e c t i ~ e l y . For
~ ' ~ tlie purposes of the law, the village couilcils and
municipalities fuilction as local planning boards, as is also customary in I ~ r a e l . Tlie
~ ' ~ law also
establislies various provisions relating to the process of consultation with al1 the relevant bodies when
preparing the outline plans, the publication of these plans and deposition for public review, the heariiig
of objections, and tlie like.
The Jordanian planning law was changed by Israel by means of Military Order No. 418, issued in
197 1 and amended several tiines over the y e a r ~ . This
? ~ ~ order introduced far-reaching changes in the
planning system in tlie West Baiik. These changes reflected almost exclusively the iilterests of tlie lsraeli
admiiiistratioi~and the settlers, while miiiiinizing Palestilliail representation on tlie plaiiniiig cominittees
and Palestinian influence in planning matters.
With the signiiig of the iiiteriin accords in 1995, and following the redeployineiit of the IDF in the years
that followed, planning powers in Areas A and B were transfen-ed to the Palestinian Authority. The

2 17. Plonrriiig. Bliildiiig orrd 1,ond I.oiu.~. pp. 43- 158.
218. In thc case of towris or sinall villages, the law pcrinits the uiiification of the two latter slagcs, in the forin o f a "gcncral-dctailcd outlinc
plan" (City. Village and Building Planiiiiig Law, No. 79. Scctioii 22).
2 19. For a coinparison of ilic laws and institutional striiciiii-c of ilic planriiiig systciii insidc Isracl. sec Dcnnis Goltlinan, /n/roJuc~ionto
Pluiiiiiirg ond ls'iiil(lir~gLniiz~(iii Hcbrew) (Jciusalcin: Hcbrcw Uiiivcrsity of Jcrusalcin, 2000).
220. Order Conccniing thc City, Village and Building Plarining Law (Jodca and Samaria) (No. 418). 5761-1971, iii Pkinrzing. Birilding und
/,u~~(~/,(IIYJ,
pp. 239-250.

plaiining powers relatiiig to Area C, which since 2000 accoiiiits for some sixty percent of the West Bank,
were iiot affected. Although at present a very small percentage of tlie Palestinian population in the West
Bank lives in Area C, the military planning system continues to exert a direct influence on tlie lives of
teiis of tliousands of Palestiniaiis, mainly in Area B, aiid indirectly on al1 the Palestiiiian residents of tlie
West Baiik.

A. Restriction of Construction in Palestinian Communities
One of the principal changes that Israel made iii tlie Jordanian law was the transfer of al1 the powers
graiited in the Jordaiiiaii law to the Minister of the Iiiterior to the Coinmander of IDF Forces in tlie
Regi~n.'~'
Accordingly, most of the Jordanian and Palestinian officials were replaced by Israelis, niost
of whoin were IDF officials or represeiitatives of the settlers. Tlie Supreme Planning Council became a
unit of the Civil Admiiiistratioii under the direct responsibility of the Officer for Interna1 Affairs.
In addition, Israel elimiiiated tlie district planning corninittees (which were responsible for preparing the
local-geiieral outline plans) and the planiiing authorities of tlie village councils (in tlie context of detailed
planning). These authorities were transfei-red to the Central Plaiining Bureau, which is a techiiical and
professioiial body operating alongside the Supreme Planning Council. Accordiiigly, tlie only powers
coiitiniiing to rest with Palestiiiiaiis were the plaiuiing authorities of the municipal councils (for the
purpose of detailed plaiis); even these powers were curtailed by various r n e a n ~ . ~ ~ ~
Over tlie years, the main tool used by Israel to restrict building by the Palestiiiian population outside tlie
borders of tlie municipalities was siinply to refrain Froin planning. Like ils Jordaiiian predecessor, the
Israeli adiniiiistration has refrained from prepariiig updated regioiial outline plans for the West Baiik.
As a result, uiitil tlie transfer of autliority to the Palestiiiian Authority (and to this day, in Area C), two
regional plans prepared in tlie 1940s by the British Mandate contiiiue to apply - one in the nortli of tlie
West Bank aiid tlie otlier in the s o ~ t h . ~ ~ ;
The Mandatory outline plaiis were already a completely unreasonable basis for urban planning iii the
initial years of the occupation, and tliey are even inore so t ~ d a y . "One
~ of the principal reasons for this
is tlie discrepancy, wliicli has widened over tlie years, betweeii the size of tlie population on wliicli the
Maiidatory plans were based aiid the actual size of the population. Areas in wliicli these plans peimitted
building, geiierally arouiid existing built-up areas, were quickly exploited, while most of the area of
the West Bank continued to be zoned as "agricultural areas" or "nature reserves," where building is
prohibited.
The British outline plans also do not meet the planning iieeds of the Palestinian population because tlie
plaiis are divided iiito just four land uses: agriculture, developnieiit, nature reserve and coastal reserve.
This division ignores iluinerous land uses that are iiicluded, for example, in the district outline plans

22 1. Ihid.. Section 2(1).
222. Ibid., Scciioii 2(2)(3).
223. Jcrusalciii District Outlinc llcgional Planning Sclicii~cKJ15,approved in 1942, and Sumoiin Regioilcrl Ploi7ning Sclienie SIS, dcpositcd in
1945 but wbich ncvcr rcçcivcd final opproval.
224. For grcatcr dctail on this niattci; sec o planning opinion prcparcd by 13iinkoiii. l/illnge.s in Areu C CViihoui Oirlline Pluns (iii Hcbrcw),
Planning Opinion. .luiic 2001 (~iirp~ihlishcd).

applying iiiside Israel (industrial zone, tourisin area, quarry area, etc.) Moreover, these plans determine
Ihat tlie ininiinum area for construction of a single housiiig unit is 1,000 square meters, without aiiy
possibility to subdivide this area into smaller units (parcellation).
In tlie early 1990s, the Central Planning Bureau of the Civil Administration prepared Special Partial
Outline Plans for some four huiidred villages in the West Bank. These plans were supposed to fil1 tlie
role of tlie detailed plans reqiiired by Jordanian law. However, instead of permitting tlie development
of the villages, these plans effectively constitiited demarcation plans. In preparing the plaiis, aerial
photographs were taken of each village, and a schematic line was tlien added around the settled area.
Coilshuction was prohibited on land outside tliis line. According to the perception reflected in these
demarcation plans, construction in Palestinian villages is supposed to take place by tlie "infill" inetliod,
Le., the filling of vacant areas withiil the deinarcated area through high-rise construction and a gradua1
increase in the population de~isity.**~
Applications filed in the past by Palestinian residents to the Civil Administration (and still filed, in the
case of Area C) for building on private land outside the area of tliese plails are almost always rejected.
The reasoiis for tlie rejections are based both on tlie demarcation plans (tlie land is outside the plan area)
and 011 the Mandatory outline plans (the area is zoned for agriculture or a nature reserve). For example,
between 1996 and 1999, the Civil Administration issued just seveiity-iline building p e n i l i t ~ . Tlie
~ * ~Civil
Administration issues demolition orders against houses built without a permit.*"
In soine parts of the West Bank, particularly along the Western Hills Strip, the borders of Areas A or
B are almost identical to tlie border of built-up area of Palestiiiiaii cominunities, Le., the border of the
demarcation plans (see the niap attached to this report, as well as Chapter Seveii below). Although most
of tlie residents in these areas live in Areas A and B, most of the available land for building on the edges
of the villages lies within Area C. Accordingly, although planning and building powers in Areas A and
B has ostensibly been transferred to tlie Palestinian Authority, the transfer of power is meaiiingless in a
large proportion of the cases.
Tlie use of the outline plans as a tool for restricting Palestinian building, and for promotiiig the buildiiig
of the settlements, is also very widespread in East Jesusalem, despite the differeiices in the legal and
instit~itionalmechanisin imposed on tliis area in coniparison with the remainder of the West Bank.
Iiiimediately after tlie annexation of East Jerusalein, in 1967, and contraiy to the remainder of the West
Bank, al1 the Jordaniaii outline plaiis applying in tlie area were iiullified, and a planning vacuum was
created that has only gradually been filled. During the first decade following tlie annexation, ad hoc
building permits were issued in extremely restricted areas of the ~ity.'~'
In llie early 1980s, tlie Jenisalein Municipality decided to prepare an outline plan for al1 tlie Palestinian
iieigliborlioods of East Jerusalem. Most of the plans have now been completed; a rninority are still in the
process of preparalion and approval. The most striking feature of these outline plans is the extraordinary

225. B'Tsclcin, Beinolirhing Pec~ce.1). I 1 .
226. Aiiincsty Intcrnntioiial. Dei17olition nnd Di.q>o.r,sessioi7:7 ' 1 Bestr.uçtion
~
qf'Palesliilions' 1-lorn[?.s.M D E 15105911999 (Dcccnibcr 1999).
277. For dctails of llic nuiiibcr ofliouscs dcmolislicd i i i ihis contcxt, sec B'Tsclcin. Derrroli.vhi~lgPeaçe; Aiiincsty Inlcinatioiial, Beriro/i/ior7 rind
Dis]>ossession.
228. Ir Slialciii. Err.vt .Jei.~~rcileni
- Ploi7iiing Sifzfcrtioi7,p. 5 .

amount of land (approximately foi-ty percent) defined as "opeii landscape," in whicli any form of
development is proliibited. The plans approved through the end of 1999 show tliat only eleveii percent
of the area of East Jerusalem exclzlding the expropriated land is available to the Palestinian population
for building. As was the case in the remainder of the West Bank in the context of the demarcation plans,
this coiisti-uctioii is allowed mainly witliin existing built-up a r e a ~ . " ~

B. The Planning System for the Settlements
The saine legal aiid institutional system respoiisible for planning in Palestiiiiari areas is also respoiisible
for planiiing in tlie settleme~its.However, tlie criteria applied in these two cases are diametrically
opposed, In institutional terms, the outliiie plans for the settlements are discussed and approved by the
Sub-Comiilittee for Settlemeiit, which is one of several subcominittees operating under tlie auspices of
the Supreme Planning Couiicil.
The order tliat changed tlie Jordaiiiaii law empowered the Commander of IDF Forces in the Region to
issue orders appoiiitiiig "special planning cominittees" for defined areas "wliich sliall possess the powers
of the local planning cominittee. .. [and] also tlie powers of the district planning orn ni nit tee."^^" This
provision was used by tlie Israeli administration to define the Jewish local authorities in the West Bank
as special plaiining comiilittees, empowered to prepare and submit (to the Supreme Planning Council)
detailed outline plaiis and local-general outline plaiis, aiid to grant building permits to residents oii the
basis of these plaiis. Not a single Palestinian village council lias ever been defiiied as a special planning
committee for the piirpose of this law.
The municipal boundaries, i.e., area of jurisdiction, of each Jewish local autliority, as deteniiined in the
orders issued by the coinmander of IDF forces, fumtioii as tlie "planning area" for each special planning
committee, and the comn~ittee'sauthority encoinpasses this area. Ili tlie case of the regional councils,
tlie planning area is confined to tlie "areas of the coinmuiiities" iiicluded in these couilcils, i.e., it does
not iilclude the reserves of land witliin the area of the couiicil that have not been attaclied to any specific
settlement (for further discussion, see Chapter Seven below).
The Jewisli local autliorities, in their functioii as the local and district planning coinmittees for the
settlements, operate in coordination and cooperation with tlie various iiistitutioiis of the military and
goveriimental systein, in a constant process of expansion and growth. The first condition for submission
of outline plaiis for approval by the Supreme Planning Council is that the planned area lies witliin tlie
area ofjurisdiction of the local autliority. If this is iiot the case, the Civil Administration acts to rearrange
the administrative borders of the local autliorities in order to adapt these to the new outlii~eplan. For
exarnple, tlie State Attorney's Office described the manner in which the latest local outline plan for the
settlement of Ma'ale Aduinmim (against wliich a petition was filed in tlie High Court) was brought for
approval:
At the beginiling of 1990, the Iiead of Ma'ale Adummim Couiicil contacted the Civil Administration
and asked lo expaiid the area of jurisdiction of the commuiiity by some 18,000 additional dunain.. .

720 Ibrd
230 Scction 2A of tlic Ordci Rcgaidiiig ilic City. Villagc aiid Biiildiiig Plaiining Lan

Tlie areas Ma'ale Aduinmiin asked to attach to its area of jurisdiction were at this time included in
tlie area of jurisdiction of Mate Biiiyamin Regional Council and Gush Ezyon Regional Council.. .
0
1
1 16 October 1991, after work undertaken by tlie headquarters on this inatter, Respondent No. 1
[the Coinmander of IDF Forces in the West Bank] signed regulations regarding the local councils
(replacement of map). .. in accordance with which the area of jurisdiction of the conimunity was
expanded by some 13,500 d ~ n a m . ~ ~ '
A further difficulty results from the establishment of the settlements in areas defined as agricultural areas
or nature reserves in the Mandatory regional outline plans. This difficulty is overcome by ensuring tliat
almost al1 the general local outline plans for the settlements are filed with the Supreine Planning Council
as an "amendment to Regioiial Outline Plan S-15 or RJ-5." This allows the military planning systein
to authorize the establishmeiît of new settlements and tlie expansion of existiiig oiies, on the one l~and,
without waiving the Mandatory outline plans, which are effectively used to restrict the expansion of
Palestinian communities, on the other l-iand.

There is nothing improper per .se about tlie flexibility shown by the planning system, botli in terms of
amending the areas ofjurisdiction of the Jewish local authorities and in terms of changing tlie zoning of
land in tlie settlements as establislied in the Mandatory outline plans. What is irbproper, however, is the
contrast between this flexibility and Israel's strict enforceinent of the letter of the law regarding planning
and developinent in Palestinian communities, wliere Israel does not liesitate to misuse the planning
system to serve its purposes.
The Jewish local authorities prepare their outline plaiis in cooperation with the settliiig body responsible
for establishiag the settleiuents - the Ministry ofHousing and Construction or the Settlement Division of
the World Zionist Organization; these bodies continue to accompany tlie settlement after establishment.
One of these two bodies appears in each plan under the title "subrnitter of tlie plan" as the body
empowered by the Custodian for Governinent Property to plan the land, and/or uiider tlie title
"impleinenter."
Once the plan lias beeii submitted to the Sub-Committee for Settleinent in the Supreme Planning
Council, and once this body provides preliininary approval, notification thereof appears in tlie press
(including the Arabic-Ianguage press in the Occupied Territories), and the plans are deposited for p~iblic
review for a period of several weeks. Persom wlio believe that tliey are injured by decisioiis taken in tlie
plan, including Palestiilian residents, are eiititled to subinit objections to the objections committee of tlie
Supreine Planning Coiincil.
In practice, the ability of Palestinian residents to object eflectively to tlie outline plans for tlie settlements
is extreinely liinited. The inaiil reason for this is tliat most of the grounds that might lead tlie objections
corninittee to accept an objection to the outline plan for a settlement are already resolved before the plan
is deposited for public review. Tlie question of land ownership, for example, is settled during the process
of seizure of land. Even if a Palestinian resident first leanis that his land is intended for the expansion
of a settlement when the outline plan is published, he will almost certainly have missed the date for
subinission of an appeal to the appeals committee against tliis decision (as far as the land is conceriied).

23 1 . i'ziiiigrapli 9 of tlic 1-cspoiisc01' thc Attoincy (icncral in 1-1CJ 3 125198. :Ihd/Il-:lziz A.luhaii7nic.d lvcrd el al.
in Ju(Jeu u~it/Sainaritr el (11.
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Similarly, any potential conflict between the outline plan for tlie settlement and the development needs
and aspirations of the Palestinian cominunities is "resolved" by the military planning system tl~rouglithe
demarcation plans approved by Israel in the 1990s, as well as by the restrictive land-zoiling provisions
established in the Mandatory outline plans. The ability of Palestinian residents to object effectively
to the outline plans for the settleinents is also influenced by technical considerations, such as the
difficulties they encouilter iil reaching the Civil Administration offices to review the outline plans,
difficulties in accessing tlie land covered by the plan in order to prepare an objection, the high costs
involved in filing an objection, difficulties in participating effectively in a hearing that takes place in
Hebrew, and so on.
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An Analysis of the Map of the West Bank
The attached map of tlie West Bank reflects the radical transformation of tlie area tliat has resulted from
thirty-five years of Ssraeli occupatio~i:~~'
the establishment of dozens of settlemeiits that extend over
enonnous areas and are coiiiiected to each other, aiid to Israel, by nieans of an extensive network of
roads. The character of the settlements as Israeli enclaves, separated from and closed to the Palestinian
population, are an important source of the infriiigement of the Palestinians' human rights.
To analyze the geographical dispersion of the settlements and tlieir impact on Palestiiiiaii residents, tlie
report divides the West Bank into four areas (see Map 2). St should be empliasized that tliis division
is purely to facilitate the discussion, and does not have any legal or bureaucratic manifestation. Each
area includes settleinents tliat sliare certain similarities in terms of topograpliy, proxiniity to Palestiiiiaii
coinmuiiities and main roads, economic infrasti-ucture, the compositioii of the population, distance from
the Greeii Liiie, and the like. Tliese characteristics in turn influence the manner and degree in wliicli tlie
liumaii rights of the Palestiriian population are violated.13'
Tliree of the four areas are longitudinal strips of land stretcliing from nortli to soutli across the West
Bank, while excluding tlie Jerusalem area, wliicli constitutes a separate group:
The Easterrî Strip - includes tlie Jordan Valley and the northeni shores of the Dead Sea (outside the
Green Line), as well as the easteni slopes of the mouiitaiii range that i-~iiialong the entire West Bank
froin iiorth to soutli.
The Mounrnin Strip - the area on or adjacent to the peaks of the inountaiii range. This area is also
known as tlie watershed line or the inouiitain-range area.
The Western Hills Strip - includes the western slopes of the inountaiii range, and extends to the
Green Line to tlie west.
The Jei-tisaleni Metropolis - tliis area extends across a wide radius aro-und West Jerusalein. Although
iii purely geograpliical tei-ins this area lies mainly in the Mountain Strip, it lias unique characteristics that
demand separate attention.

Areas Marked on the Map and Sources of Information
Built-up area: The built-up areas in the settleinents aiid Palestinian cominunities (see Map 1) include
al1 areas in wliich any developmeiit has been carried out, iiicludiiig residential construction, commerce,
industry aiid agricultural buildings (liereafter: developed areas), but excluding open agricultural areas. The
main source of infom-iation presented in tliis section of the inap is a map at a scale of 1 :150,000 produced
by the U.S. State Departinent following the iinplementation of the Sharm el-Slieilch agreement, based oii
237. B'Tsclcin, .Se/tlcr~ientsir7 /Ire M'erl Ruirk - Buil/-t~pAreav und Land Re.serul~e.s(May 2001).
733. Morcover. since any aiialytical classificatioii is by dcfinitioii bascd on thc principlc of gciicrülizatioii, it slio~ildiiot bc infcrrcd tliat cvcry
scttlcinciit iiicludcd in a givcn catcgory ncccss;irily sharcs al1 the charactcristics of ihat group: in ccrtaiii rcspccts, a particular scttlcnlcnt iii one
yroiip inay sliarc tlic characicristics of a diffcrcnt groiip.

a satellite photoçraph of the West Bank from November 2000. Another source of ilifonnation comes from
the Peace Now data regarding outposts established oves the past two years, as well as infonnation fi-oin
ARIJ (Applied Researcli Institute Jentsalem) conceniing expansioii undertaken tlirougli April2001 .234
Municipal boundaries: The inunicipal boundary of each settlement is the area of authority of the local
committee or council, according to the status of each settlement (see Chapter Four). This area also
coiistitutes the planning zone of the special planning committees - in other words, tliis is the area withiii
whicli the (Jewish) local authorities are peimitted to submit an outliiie plan for the approval of the Supreme
Planning Council, and to issue building permits for the expansion of tlie settlement (see Chapter Six).
Iii most cases, this iilforniation is based oii the map of the area ofjurisdiction/area of cominunity of each
settlemeiit accoinpanyiiig the iiiilitary order signed by the Conimander of IDF Forces in the West Bank
declaring the establisliiiieiit of the settlement or the revision of its boundaries (see Map 3). For some
settlements, tlie municipal boundaries shown are based on the boundaries appearing in the outliiie plans
for each settlement. The outline plans generally relate to the entire municipal area of each settlement.
Tliere may, however, be cases iii which the inunicipal boundaries include areas for whicli no planning
lias yet been cairied out, aiid whicli extend beyond the boundary sliown on this map.
One of tlie reasoiis for the lack of uniforniity in the sources of iiiformation relates to the dif7iculties
B'Tselem experienced in obtaiiiing tlie relevant maps from the Civil Administration (see the discussion
in the Jiitroduction). A further reason is that, for some settleineiits, no map has yet been drawn
demarcating the revised area of settlement, so tliat the only existing boundary is that included in
the outliiie plail of tlie settleinent. Regarding four settlements, B'Tselein lias been unable to obtaiii
informatioii relating to the municipal b ~ u n d a r i e s . ~ ' ~
Regional councils: The area of the regional councils include the areas of jurisdiction of the regional
councils that lie beyond the municipal boundaries of a specific settlement (see Map 3). These areas
include al1 the land Israel lias seized control of during the years of occupation (with the exception of
land included in Areas A and B), according to the methods described in Chapter Three. This land is
intended to serve as reserves for the future expansion of the settlements or to establish iiew industrial
zones along the lines of those established in recent years. As iioted in Chapter Four, altliough this land
has been declared state land, parts of it are currently used by Palestinians for faiming or grazing.
As in the case of the municipal boundaries of each settlement, the source of iiiformation regardiiig tliese
boundaries is tlie inaps accoinpanyiiig tlie military orders declaring the establishment of each regional
council. The maps sliowing the area of jurisdiction of the regioiial councils as fonvarded to B'Tselem
by tlie Civil Administration are the original inaps issued on the declaration of the establishment of
each couiicil. According to the Civil Administratioii, "the Civil Administration does not currently have
updated maps for the regional authorities in Judea and Samaria."'3"o
represent the updated situation,
as far as possible, we deleted from the map shown in tliis report areas that appear in the original inaps
witliin tlie area ofjurisdiction of the regional couiicils but which have been transferred to the Palestinian
A~ithorityin the fiamework of the Oslo Accords.
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Areas A, B, C: The inap also marks tlie division of powers between Israel and the Palestinian Authority
following the impleineiitation of the Oslo Accords sigiîed between 1993 and 2000: Area A, in which
the Palestinian Authority is responsible for most interna1 affairs, iiicluding security and building; Area
B, wliere the IDF liolds security control and is entitled to enter freely, while the Palestinian Authority
holds control in civilian matters; Area C, wliere Israel coiitrols both security matters and planning and
construction (see Map 5). Table 8 below suinmarizes the division of the West Bank into tliese three
areas, as determilied following the second redeployment, in March 2000, following tlie Sliarm el-Slieikh
Agreement.

Table 8

West Bank Regions according to the Oslo Accords*

--

-

Area B
Area C
~ o t a- l

-

Tho

-

-- -

1,008
1,207
3,323
5,538
- -

-

--

---

---

--

- - -- ---

Area of- the---West Bank (by -percentage) **
18.2
21.8
60
- 1O0
- ---

- --

* After the second redeployment (March 2000) following the Sharni el-Sheikh agreement.
** The area of the West Bank referred to here does not include East Jerusalein, no inan's land and the
proportionale area of the Dead Sea (based on the Sharm el-Sheikh agreement).
Source: ARIJ, www.ari.1 .org

A. The Eastern Strip
The Eastern Strip iiicludes the Jordan Valley and the northem Dead Sea coast, as well as the easteni
slopes of the inouiitaiii ridge and part of the Judean Desert. Tliis area is bordered by Jordan to tlie east,
the Green Line in the vicinity of Bet Slîe'aii to tlie nortli, and the Green Line iiorth of 'Ein Gedi to tlie
south. The western bouiidary of this area is less sharply defined than the above, but may be characterized
as tlie point where the arid cliniate typical of this strip gives way to the semi-arid climate, at or around
the four-hundred-meter altitude l e ~ e l . ~ ~ '
The geograpliical conditions in this area are extreine, characterized by higli temperatiires, sparse
precipitation (100-300 mni per aniium) and, in the western part of the area, extremely steep topography.
Due to these conditions, only a liinited number of Palestinian conimunities developed in this area. The
Palestinian population is relatively sparse, and lives in tliree areas: the city of Jericho and the Auja area
nortli of Jericho, which were transferred to the control of the Palestinian Authority (Area A) in 1994;
tlie villages in the Jiftlik area (Marj An-Na'aja, Zubeidat, Qarawa Al-Foqa); and a number of villages in
the nortli of the Jordan Valley, iiicludiiîg Bardala and 'Eiii el-Beida. There are no permanent Palestinian
comniunities in the Judean Desert and Dead Sea areas.
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In tliis strip, tlie main infringemeiit of Palestiiliaii human rights relates to the restriction of opportunities
for economic development and for agi-iculture, in particular, To a lesser extent, opportunities for urban
developmeiit are also reduced.
On the declaration of tlie establishment of A ~ o Hayarden
t
Regional Couilcil, the theii Commander of
IDF Forces in the West Bank, Binyamin Ben-Eliezer, signed the rnap showing tlie area of jurisdictioil
of this council, wliich is allocated the entire Jordan Valley, except for the Palestinian communities
mentioned a b o ~ e . ~The
" iinmediate ramification of this declaration was to block Palestinians froin using
tliese lands or expanding their agricultural activities.
As proved by the settlements located along the Jordan Valley, and despite tlie harsli climatic conditions,
the land in this area permits the development of diverse branches of agriculture through the use of
irrigation technology. The fact that Palestinian agriculture did not develop iii this area prior to 1967 on
a more sigiiificant scale is due to tlie lack of know-how and resources that would enable exploitation
of the underground water basins. During the 1960s, tlie Jordanian administration initiated a large-scale
project to inove water via cliaiînels fiom the Yai~nukRiver to the entire West Bank. This project was
discontinued after the Israeli o c c i ~ p a t i o n Additional
.~~~
evidence may be found in a publication of the
Ministry of die Interior's Planning Division dated 1970, prior to the commencement of the settlement
drive, which analyzes the geogapliy of the West Bank and recommends tlie development of Palestiniaii
settlement in the Jordan Valley, "to be accompanied by regional developrnent projects, particularly in
the field of irrigation and land preparatio~i.""~
The reliailce of tlie Jordan Valley settlements on agriculture, which is, as noted, dependent on intensive
irrigation, denies Palestinian residents the opportunity to enjoy a large proportion of the water resources
in the region. Several undergrouiid water basins exist along the entire Eastern Strip, constituting part of
the largcr systein kiiown as the "mountain a q ~ i f e r . " According
~~'
to the interim agreement between Israel
and the Palestiniaii Autliority, Israel is pennitted to pump forty millioil cubic liters per annuin froin these
basins for the use of the settlements in the area, constituting some foi-ty percent of the annual renewable
watcr in these basins, i.e., nat~iral
The water consumptioii of the population of tlie Jewish
settlements in tlie Jordan Valley - a population of less than 5,000 - is equivalent to seventy-five percent
of the water consuinptioii of the entire Palestinian population of the West Bank (approximately two
million people) for doinestic and urban use. This discrepaiicy is particularly disturbiilg in the context
of the severe water shortage facing the Palestinian populatioil in general, and tlie rural population in
parti~ular.~~'
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Just as the inclusioii of most of the Jordan Valley in the area of jurisdiction of Ai-vot Hayarden Regional
Council denies the Palestinian population the possibility for agricultural development, the iiiclusion
of the Dead Sea shore and Judean Desert in the area of jurisdiction of Megillot Regional Coiincil
deiiies valuable possibilities for industrial and tourism developinent. In tliis context, it is important to
emphasize that the Dead Sea is a unique nahirai phenoinenon. Israel exploits tliis resource intensively,
particularly in the section to the soutli, witliin the Green Line, both for its chemical industsy (tlie Dead
Sea Works) and for tourism. These two economic activities create numerous jobs and significant foreign
cusrency earnings.
The enclave handed over to the control of the Palestinian Authority in 1994 includes the city of Jericlio
(17,000) and the Auja area (3,400). The two sections are linked by a nasrow corridor susrounded on al1
sides by settlements, NAHAL outposts and IDF bases, preveiiting aily possibility for significant urban
sprawl beyond the boundaries of tlie enclave. The Auja region is blocked to the north by the settlement
of Niran (60), and to the west by the settlement o f ~ i t a v(1 10) and the adjacent militaiy base. Tlie
corridor coiinectiiig the Auja region to the city of Jericlio is blocked to the east by the settlement of
No'omi (130) and tlie NAHAL outpost Zuri, and to tlie west by two IDF bases. Tlie city of Jericho
itself is blocked to the West by the edge of the area of jurisdiction of Merliav Aduminim (within the
Jerusalem Metropolis - see below), while area A to the south of the city is blocked by tlie settlement
of Bet Ha'arava (55) and the NAHAL outpost 'Ein Hogla. Aqbat Jaber refugee camp (5,400), on the
southwest edge of Jericlio, is blocked almost entirely by tlie settlement of Vered Yerilio (1 60).
In total, the municipal boundaries of the settlements in the Eastern Strip encompass approxiinately
76,000 dunam, of whicli approximately 15,000 are developed areas inhabited by soine 5,400 residents.
As iioted, unlike the otlier three areas, most of tlie undeveloped areas within the borders of the
settlements are used for agriculture or eariiiarked for sucli use in the future. Tlie areas of the regional
councils outside tlie municipal bouiidaries encoinpass sonie 1,203,000 dunam; in the case of Arvot
Hayarden Regional Council, part of this area is farnied by settlers.

B. The Mountain Strip
The second strip extends along tlie eiitire Iength of tlie West Bank in the pealts of the mountain range
along the waterslied line. Tlie nortliern and southern borders of the strip are the Green Liiie. The
easteni and western borders are not clear. In tlie east, tlie border is set at the four-liundred-ineter
elevation contour, which is the western border of the Eastern Strip, while the western border is at around
the 400-500 meter elevation. In climactic terms, tliis is a relatively cool area witli relatively heavy
precipitatioil. However, topograpliical conditions severely restrict tlie possibilities for farming.
This strip includes the six lai-gest and inost populous Palestinian cities in the West Bank: Jeniii, Nablus,
Ramallali, East Jesusalein, Betlilehem and Hebron, wliicli are surrounded by dozens of towns and
small and medium-sized villages. Accordiiigly, and in keeping witli the principles of tlie Alon Plan,
the Ma'aracli govenlments (1969-1977) generally refrained froni establishing settleinents in this area.
The wave of settlement in this area tlius begaii after the sise to power of the Likud, and particularly
after 1979, when the procedure for declaring land as state land began. Most of these settlenîents werc
establislied by tlie Settlemeiit Division of the World Zioiiist Organization, and were ti-ansferred to the

management of Gush Emunim (or one of the otlier settling movements), which was responsible for
populatiiig them with settlers. Tlie result is tliat the coinmiinity settlement is by far the most common
forin of settlement in the Mouiitain Strip.
Unlike the cooperative and urban settlements, community settlemeiits geiierally lack any local economic
base. Most of the settlernents do ~ i o farm
t
tlie land, and most of the residents work in urban centers
inside Israel. This is due to the topographical conditions aiid to the dense Palestinian population iii this
area, which prevented Israel from seizing control of extensive patclies of land and allocating theni for
agriculture. Also, the emphasis on agricultural labor is less pronounced in the ideology of Gusli Emunim
than in tlie kibbutz and moshav movernents.
111 administrative terins, the Israeli-coiltrolled laiid iii this area is divided ainong four regional coiincils
(Shomeron, Mate Binyamiii, Gush Ezyon and Mt. Hebron). The areas of jurisdiction of these councils
extend west into tlie Western Hills and the Jerusalem area. Other lands that Israel has taken control of in
this strip are included iii the areas of jurisdiction of a iiumber of local councils.
The distribution of settlements in tlie Mouiitaiii Strip is similar to tliat in the Eastern Strip, i.e., the
settlements are arraiiged in two parallel strings. Tlie first aiid central string extends across tlie lengtli
of the West Bank, alongside or adjacent to Road No. 60, wliich is the main road connectiiig the six
main Palestiniaii cities in the West Bank. Frorn iiorth to south (and excludiiig the Jerusalem Metropolis),
tliis strip included the settlernents of Gannim, Kaddim, Sa-Nur, Hoinesh, Shave Shomeron, Qedumim,
Yizliar, Tapuali (see Photo 2), Relielim, Eli, Ma'ale Levoiia, Sliilo, Ofra, Bet El, Pesagot, Karme Zur,
Qiryat Arba, Bet Haggai, Otiii'el aiid Shim'a. To this one sliould add Elon Moreh, Har Brakha aiid
Itainar, which lie adjacent to Road No. 57, tlie main braiich of Road No. 60 circumventing the city of
Nablus to the east.
The second string of settlements in tliis strip is situated to the east of Road No. 60 and the watershed.
To the iiorth of the Jerusajem Metropolis, tliis string ruils along Road No. 458 (also known as the
Aloii Road); tliis includes Migdalim, Kohav Hashaliar, Rimoiiim (see Photo 3) aiid Ma'ale Mikhiiias;
to the soutli of the metropolis, the string extends alotig Road No. 356, froin the southeast corner of
Betlileliein through to the Green Line; tliis area includes Teqoa, Noqedim, Ma'ale Ainos, Mezad, Pene
Hever, Carmel, Ma'on, Suseya, Shani and Mezadot Yehuda.
The dispersion of settlemeiits along Road No. 60 reflects Israel's objective to control the main transport
artery of the Palestiiiian population by creatiiig blockages preventing the expalision of Palestinian
construction toward the road, and to prevent the growing together of Palestinian communities located
on differeilt sides of tlie road. This objective, which has been partially realized, is stated explicitly in the
Huiidred Thousand Plaii, as follows:
The majority of the Arab population is coiicentrated in this strip, in tirban and iural communities.
The mouiltain ridge road [Road No. 601 is essentially a local Arab traffic artery. Jewish settlement
aloiig this road will create a mental obstacle in coiisideriiig the iiiouiitaiii ridge, and may also liiiiit
the uncoiitrolled expansion of the Arab ~ e t t l e m e n t . ~ ~ ~
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In inost cases, tliese settlements are isolated aiid occupy relatively short stretclies of the road. In several
places, however, Israel has inanaged to create a block of settlements controlling a more sigiiificaiit section
of Road No. 60. One example of this is the Shilo - Eli - Ma'ale Levoiia block (total 3,900), whose
municipal boundaries extend over some 7,700 dunam around tlie road (see Map 9). Anotlier example is
the settlement of Shim'a (300). situated by the road in the southern extremity of the West Bank. Although
tliis settleineiit has only a relatively limited built-up area (265 dunam, including an outpost to the south),
its borders include no less tlian 10,600 dunam, which is forty times the built-up area (see map
Because of the location of these settleiilents on or adjacent to Road No. 60, the Oslo Accords stated
tliat most of this road would continue to be under direct Tsraeli control, i.e., it was defined as Area C.
The presence of Israeli citizem at various points of dispersion along a long stretch passing through
deiisely-populated Palestinian areas has led to a significant military presence to protect these citizens.
During periods of risiiig violeilce against settlers, Israel has respoiided by imposing harsli restrictions on
the freedom of movement of the Palestinian population along this key artery. These restrictions disrupt
al1 aspects of everyday life for soine two million Palestiniaas and severely infringe tlie right to healtli,
employinent, fainily life and e d u c a t i ~ n . ~ ~ ~
Shortly after the outbreak of the al-Aqsa intifada, Israel blocked the access roads from Palestinian
coinmunities in the mountain area to Road No. 60, either by means of pliysical roadblocks (dirt piles,
concrete blocks or treiiches) or by establishing checkpoints staffed by IDF soldiers that prevent the
passage of Palestinian veliicles. According to official Israeli sources, tlie blockage of these roads is also
intended to prevent acts of terror within Israel, but these sources do not deny that one of the main goals
of tliis policy is to ensure the safety of tlie sett1e1-s.~~~
The connection between tlie presence of settlers
and restrictions on freedom of movement is even more apparent in places where Road No. 60 passes
i.i~ithi17tlie built-up area of Palestinian cominunities, suc11 as in the towns of Hawara (5,100) and Silat
Adh-Dhahr (5,500), in the districts of Nablus and Jenin, respectively. Since the beginning of the al-Aqsa
intifada, tlie IDF has responded by imposing curfews on these towns for protracted periods, in order to
ensure the freedom of moveinent of the settlers wlio live in the adjacent sett1einents.-j0
Moreover, some of the settlements along Road No. 60 block the urban developinent of tlie six main
Palestinian cities, at least in some directions. Betlîlehem and East Jerusalem are affected inaiilly by the
settleineiits in the Jerusalem Metropolis, to wliicli tlie report will relate below.
The city of Hebron (140,000) is blocked to the east by the settlement of Qiryat Arba (6,400), and to
the soutli by tlie settlernent of Bet Haggai (400) and the NAHAL outpost Aner. Within the heart of
Hebron, tliere are a number of scattered Jewish settlements with a total population of approximately four
hundred. In tlie Oslo Accords, the presence of these settlements has led to the remainder of an entire strip
on the east of the city under Israeli control (area H2). The settlements in tlie lieart of Hebron severely
damage not only the urban development of the city, but also the ability of the residents to live a normal
life. The inaiil reason for this is the systeinatic violence exerted against tlie residents by tlie settlers who
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live in tliese areas."' Since the begiiining of the current intifada, and less frequeiitly in earlier periods,
the IDF has imposed curfews for extended periods on tlie 30,000 Palestinians wlio live in area H2, with
the goal of enabling tlie settlers in the city to continue their regular life as much as possible.
The development of Rainallah aiid al-Bira (53,800) to the northeast is completely blocked by the
settlement of Bet El (4,100) and the large IDF base to the south of the settlement, which houses the
headquarters of the Civil Administration. This Israeli preseiice also breaks the territorial coiitiguity of
Ramallali and the villages of 'Ein Yabrud and Beitin (total 5,400). The settlement of Pesagot (1,100)
begins close to the last liouses of Rainallali on the eastern side. Pesagot effectively functions as an
enclave within the city, which it controls topographically, and blocks tlie expansion of Ramallah in tliis
direction (see Photo 5).'52
The urbaii area of the city of Nablus, whicli includes eiglit villages and two refugee camps that are
completely coiitiguous with tlie city (total 158,000) is surrounded oii almost al1 sides by settlements
blocking the area's development (see Map 7). The settlements of Har Brakha and subsequently Yizhar
(total 1,100) lie to the south of tlie city itself. To the west are tlie settlements of Qedumim and Shave
Shoineron (total 3,300). To the east, adjacent to the refugee camps of Askar and Balata (total 26,600),
are the settlemeiits of Elon Moreh and Itainar (total 1,600). The municipal boundaries of the Itamar
settlement (540) extend in a soutli-east diagonal over an area of soine 7,000 dunain - fourteen times
the current built-up area, which also iiicludes a iiumber of new outp~sts.'~'This large area completely
blocks the developinent of the town of Beit Furiq (9,100) to the south. In addition, over the years, settlers
froin tliese settlements liave exerted violence against local Palestiniaiis; the Israeli autliorities liave been
delinquent in eiiforciiig the law on the off en der^.^'^
Two settlements, Gannim and Kaddini (total 300), suiround Jeniii (41,900). These settlements overlook
tlie city froin the east (in topographical terms) and cut up the largest area of contiçuous territory lianded
over to Palestinian coiitrol (Area A). According to tlie outline plan, tliese settlements are expected to
grow to up to five times their present size, and to extend froin the soutliern suburbs of Jenin to the village
of Umm At-Tut to the east of the ~ i t y . * ~ '
The impact of the settlemeiits along tlie second cliain of the Mouiitaiii Strip on the Palestinian population
is less iiiimediate than in the case of the settlements along Road No. 60, because the former lie to the
east of the Palestiniaii population centers. As in the case of the Eastern Strip, tlie main impact lies in tlie
seizure of land which, were it not for the settlemeiits, could have beeii used for the development of tlie
Palestinian ecouomy and tlie urbaii development to the east of the population centers on the mountain
ridge. Soiiie of these settlements liave significant land reserves included in their municipal boundaries.
The seizure by Israel of extensive land in this area exploits ilie sparse Palestinian cominunities and
topographic conditions that have made it difficult for Palestiiiians to engage in sigiiificaiit agricultural
activities in tliese areas.
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To the north of this strip, along Road No. 596, lie the settlemeiits of Hinanit, Tel Menaslie (Hinanit
B), Sliaqed and Rehan (total 1,100). The first three of these settlements iiiclude several built-up sites
(including one industrial zone), and their outline plans reflect an intention to expaiid these settlements,
creating a compact and coniiguous bloc exteiiding over some 9,900 dunam - nine tiines the present
built-up area (see Photo l).2s7Furtlier south, adjacent to Road No. 585, are the settleineiits of Hermesli
aiid Mevo Dotaii (total 600). Mevo Dotan is plaiined for expansion over an area of approximately 3,000
dunam - ten tirnes the present built-up a r e ~ i .Along
~ ~ * Road No. 57 (the Tulkarem-Nablus road) lie Enav
and Avne Hefez (total 1,300). Not far to the south, close to the Green Lille, is the settleinent of Sal'it
(410).
The area between Road No. 55 (the Qalqiliya-Nablus road) and the Trans-Samaria Highway (Road
No. 5, which extends from Rosh Ha'ayiii to the Jordan Valley) is the area of tlie Western Hills in
higliest demand, since it lies parallel, and only a few miles away, from tlie Tel-Aviv - Herzliya regioii.
Ili the northeast conier of this area, close to Road No. 55, lie the settlemeiits of Qanle Shomeron,
Ma'ale Shomeron, Iminaiiu'el, Yaqir and Nofim (total 10,700). The municipal boundaries of these five
settlements create an alinost completely coiitiguous urban area extendiiig over soine 13,000 dunam alinost four times the built-up area.
In the same area lies a large group of settlements in a fuiinel-sliaped bloc, from Tapuah on Road No. 60
(at the narrow end of the funnel) to the Green Line (the broad end). Tliis group includes Ari'el, Revava,
Netifim, Barqaii, Ez Efrayim (see Photo 4), Elqana, Slia'are Tiqva, Oranit, Alfe Menashe, Zufin, Ale
Zahav aiid Padu'el (total 35,900). On tlie whole, the areas of jurisdiction of these settlements are not
coi-itiguous,and are interrupted by Palestinian coinmuiiities defined as Area B, as well as agricultiiral
land defined as Area C (see Map 8). At the ceiiter of the funnel lies the settlement of Ari'el, wliicli is
discussed in Chapter Eiglit.
To the south of the Trans-Samaria Highway, alongside Road No. 465, lie (from east to west) the
settlement of Ateret, Halamish, Ofarim and Bet Arye (total 4,300). In terms of size, Ofarim (690) is
exceptioiial, with municipal boundaries extendiiig over an area iii excess of 6,000 dunam - fourteen
times the current built-up area. Between Road No. 465 and the nortliem border of the Jerusalem
Metropolis lie Nahli'el, Talmon and Dolev (total 2,400) to the east, whose borders create an additional
bloc exteilding from iiorth to south over an area of some 7,700 dunain, alinost seveil times the existing
built-up area. Parallel to this bloc and to tlie west, adjacent to the Greeii Line, lies anotlier bloc of
settlements composed of Na'aleli, Nili (see Photo 1 l), Hashinona'im, Modi'in Illit, Menora, and Mevo
Horon (total 2 1,500).
To t l ~ csouth of the Jenisalein Metropolis, alongside Road No. 35 (tlie Trans-Judea Higliway), withiii the
area of jurisdiction of Mt. Hebron Regional Council, lie the settlements of Telern aiid Adora (total 370);
further south are the NAHAL outpost Negohot and tlie settlements of Eslikolot aiid Teniie (total 730).
The municipal boundaries of the latter two settlements cover an area of some 15,300 dunam - more than
thii-ty tiines their current built-up area (see Map 10).

257. Dctailcd Plan tiiiiaiiit. No. 101, 101 :2, 101!3 and Dctailcd Plan Shaqcd, No. 103. 10312. 10313.
258. Outlinc I'laii No. 104. Mcvo Ilotaii.

Apart from liinitiiig tlie possibilities for urban aiid econoinic development tlirough tlie seizure of land,
the main impact on tlie Palestinians of tlie settlements iii this strip is the disruption of the territorial
contiguity of tlie Palestiiiian communities situated along the strip. This disruption is seen most clearly
in the higli-deniaiid areas. Followiiig the transfer of powers to the Palestiniaii Authority under the Oslo
Accords, this situation lias resulted iii the creatioii of over fifty enclaves of Area B, aiid a smaller
number of enclaves defiiied as Area A, al1 of which are surrounded by Area C. which continues to be
uiider full Israeli control. In most cases, the boundaries of Area A and B are almost identical to the
edge of the built-up area of the Palestinian coinmuiiity (for example, in the villages of Azzuii, Biddya,
Az-Zawiya, Mas-lia, Deir Balut, Rantis, Abud, and Qibya). As explained in Chapter Six, the ramification
of this situation is that althougli powers in the field of planning aiid construction iii areas A and B were
ostensibly transferred to the Palestinian Authority, Israel continues to restrict Palestiniail construction to
the best of its ability in the non-built-up areas beloiiging to tliese commuiîities and tlieir residents.
This phenoinenon is less pronounced to the south of the Jerusalem Metropolis, due to the smaller
number of settlements in this area, but it is still evident. For example, tlie location of the settlements of
Telem and Adora breaks a territorial contiguity that miglit othenvise liave beeii created betweeil the Area
B bloc coiitaiiiing the towiis of Beit Surif and Tarquiniya and the Area B territory to the south of Road
No. 35, includiiig the town of Idna, and Area A, wliich coiitaiiis the town of Dura. III addition, the two
settleinents preveiit contiguity witli Area A, in which Hebroii is located.
A further ramification resulting from the locatioii of some of the settlements iii this strip literally on
tlie Green Line is the blurring of this liiie as a recognized border between the sovereign territory of tlie
State of Israel and the West Bank. Iii certain areas, the Greeii Liiie niiis witliin an urban area exteilding
to either side. Thus, for exainple, the bloc of settleineiits Haslimona'iin - Modi'iii Illit - Matitiyahu
borders on the Greeii Liiie, creatiiig a contiguous urban bloc witli the cominunities of Hevel Modi'iii
Regional Couiicil (Shilat, Lapid and Kefar Ruth), wliicli were established witliin the area tliat, until
1967, separated Israel and Jordan and was later aiinexed to the State of Israel (see Chapter One). In the
case of the Oraiiit and Shaiii (Mountain Strip) settlements. the Green Liiie passes tlirougli the built-up
area. This plienomenon is eveii more pronounced in the Jerusalem area, as will be discussed below.
The municipal borders of the settleiiieiits in the Westeni Hills Strip include a total of some 109,800
dunani, aiid are inliabited by approximately 85,000 settlers. Less than thirty percent of tliis laiid (30,900
dunam) is developed. Accordingly, tlie poteiitial area for the expansion of these settlenieiits is currently
approximately 80,000 duiiani, represeiiting a growth rate of approximately 260 percent. In addition, the
area of jurisdiction of the three regioiial councils mentioiied above totals some 264,000 duiiarn, which
liave not beeii attaclied to any settlement and coiistitute land reserves for the filture.

D. The Jerusalem Metropolis
Since the 1967 war, lsrael has acted vigorously to establish new physical facts (settlemeiits and roads)
within ail extended circle with West Jerusalein at its ceiiter. The result of these activities lias beeii the
creatioii of a large metropolis exteiidiiig aloiig three geographical strips: from the outskirts of Ramallah
to the north to tlie bloc of settleinents to the southwest of Bethlehem in the south; and froiii the edge of
Ma'ale Adiiinmiiii to tlie east to Bet Shemesli, wliicli is within Israel proper, to the West.

The concept of a "metropolis" refers to a situatioii iii wliich a given geographical area coiistitutes, in
urbaii aiid functioiial terins, a single unit comprised of coordinated sub-uiiits. The Jerusalem Metropolis
was established witli the declared purpose of serviiig its Israeli-Jewish residents while causing harm to
its Palestiiiiaii resideiits. The idea of planiiing the Jerusalem area as a inetropolis was etnbodied i i ~1994
in a inaster plan prepared for tlie government by the Jerusalem Iiistitute for Israel Studies. The master
plaii proposes guidelines for development for tlie area through tlie year 2010."9 Altliough the plan has no
legal force, it has, according to the State Attorney's Office, served as a basis for planiiing the expaiision
of Ma'ale Aduinmiin to the w e ~ t . ~ ~ ~
Some of tlie settlements tllat Israel erected iii this area were established within the area of jurisdiction of
the Municipality of Jerusalein (hereafter: Muiiicipal Jenisalem), while otliers were established outside
its area of jurisdiction (hereafter: Greater Jerusalein).
Municipal Jerusalem iiicludes approximately 70,000 duiiam of tlie West Bank, wliicli were annexed to
the Municipality of Jeiusaleiii pursuaiit to a decision of the Knesset in 1967, aiid in which Israeli law
was iinposed on an official aiid explicit basis, ratlier than inerely dejbcto. Approximately nine percent of
tliis area (solile 6,000 duiiam) formed part of Jordanian East Jerusalem, wliile the remaining ninety-one
percent belonged to twenty-eight villages in the area.26' Settlements in tliis area are perceived by most
of tlie Jewish public in Israel, aiid by the government, as constituting an integral part of the State of
Israel, and their developineiit has contiiiued on an intensive level silice the beginniiig of tlie occupation.
These settlements currently have a population of approximately 175,000 - slightly less tllan al1 tlie other
settlemeiits combined.
Over one-third of llie area atinexed to Jenisalem in 1967 was expropriated during tlie years tliat
followed, aiid was used to establish twelve settlemeiits: Neve Ya'aqov, Pisgat Ze'ev, French Hill, Ramat
Eshkol, Ma'alot Dafiia, Ramot Aloii, Ramat Slilomo (Rekhes Sliu'afat), the Jewish Quarter (in the Old
City), East Talpiot,'" Giv'at Hainatos, Har Homa (see Photo 7) and Gilo. To these, one should add
the industrial zone and airfield at Atarot. Several of these settlemeiits (Ramot Eshkol, Ma'alot Dafiia,
Ramot and East Talpiot) create full territorial contiguity witli West Jerusalem, while the remaiilder are
interspersed witli Palestiiiiaii areas. Muiiicipal Jerusaleni is a prominent example of the eliminatioil of
any sigiis of the Green Line tlirough contiguous urban developinent.
The main harm to tlie Palestiiiiari population inherent in the establishmeiit of the settlements iii m~iiiicipal
Jerusalein is the massive expropriation of land, most of wliich constituted private Palestinian property, as
described in Cliapter Three. As with most of the settlements tlie tliree geographical strips, these settlements
significaiitly restrict the capacity for LU-bandevelopmeilt in the Palestiniaii neighborhoods and villages
annexed to Jerusalein. The outline plans approved for the Palestinian neigl~borhoodsin the aniiexed area
tlirougli the end of 1999 show that approximately eleveii percent of the area reinaiiiing afier the expropriation
is available for Palestinian constn~ction.Approximately forîy percent of tlie planned areas witliiii these
rieigliborhoods are defined as "open landscape areas," where coiistruction of aiiy kind is prol~ibited.~~'
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Iii soine cases, the settlemeiits in Muiiicipal Jenisalein create divisions between Palestiiiiaii areas aiid
preveiit their iiatural expansion and the creatioil of territorial coiitiguity. For example, Frencli Hill
preveiits the connectioii of Slieikh Jarah and Wadi Joz oii the one side, and Isawiya aiid Shu'afat 011 the
other. Similarly, Giv'at Hamatos and Har Homa disrupt the territorial contiguity between Beit Safafa and
the soutli of Sur Baher.
Ail additional problein is tlie physical severance of the Palestinian areas of Municipal Jerusalem from
the remainder of the West Bank, a result of the geileral closure imposed by Israel in the West Bank in
1993. Since tlieii, Palestinians without a special peniiit have been prohibited from entering Jerusalem.'"
This measure has severely impaired the right of freedonl of movement aild otlier associated rights
because it disiupts travel between the soutliern and northern portions of the West Bank, the main route
for which passes through Jeiusalein. This step has led to the diversion of al1 traffic to the Wadi An-Nar
road to the east of the city, prolonging journey times considerably.
Greater Jerusalein includes four blocs of settlements that are thoroughly connected to municipal
Jerusalem aiid to tlie West of the ~ i t y The
. ~ ~main
~ compoiient, aiid an esseiitial condition for tlie
existence of the metropolis, is the presence of a complex aiid sophisticated network of roads enabliiig
rapid travel between al1 parts of tlie metropolis and tlie center. This iietwork enables the western portion
of the city to f~~iiction
as ail employment base and a center for various services (healtli, education,
entertainment, etc.) for the Jewish residents of tlie eiitire metropolis. Conversely, the settlements in
Greater Jerusalem offer clieap housing solutions for tlie residents of muiiicipal Jerusalem. Moreover, a
trend is einergiilg whereby settlements in Greater Jerusalem provide various services for the residents
of municipal Jerusalem.
One of the settlemeilt blocs is situated to the northwest of the area of jurisdiction of Jerusalem,
including tlie settlements of Giv'on, Giv'oii Haliadasha and Bet Horoii (total 2,000), which form part of
Mate Binyamiii Regioiial Couiicil, and Giv'at Ze'ev (10,300) which is a local couilcil. The borders of
these settleinei~tsiiiterconnect, creating a long finger that coiiiiects to the settlement of Rainot withiii
mui~icipalJerusalcin, witli almost complete territorial coiitiguity. A little furtlier soutli lies the local
couiicil of Har Adar (1,400) (see Photo 8), wliich forms part of the same system. This bloc of settleinents
currently relies 011 Road No. 443, and iii tlie future will rely on Road No. 45, wliicli is now under
constructioil. Tliese roads coniiect tlie area to Modi'iii and the Jeiusalein - Tel-Aviv Highway, as well as
to the city of Jenisalein.
A second bloc of settlements lies to the northeast of the borders of Jerusalem, includiiig Kokhav
Ya'akov, Tel Zioii, Geva Binyamiii (Adain) and Slia'ar Binyamiil Industrial Area, al1 within the area
of Mate Binyamin Regioiial Council (total 2,700). A few kiloineters north of Kokhav Ya'akov are tlie
settlemeiits of Pesagot and Bet El, which belong to the Mountain Strip in terms of the composition of
tlieir populatioil and the type of settlement, but in terins of distance could also be coiisidered pal? of the
Jerusalein Metropolis. Tlie bouiidaries of these settlenie~itsforin a long cliain connecting tlie area to the
settlemeilt of Pisgat Ze'ev witliin the borders of Jerusalem.
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The principal influence of tliese two blocs iii the north of tlie metropolis is to create a barrier severing
the surrouiiding Palestiiiiail villages. The principal villages in the area are Al-Qibiya, Al-Judeira, Beit
Iksa and Beit Duqqu to the west (total 5,600), and A-Rain, Hizina, Jab'a and Mikhmas to the east (total
30,100), as well as villages and neighborlioods included in municipal Jerusalem (priilcipally Kafr Aqab,
Beit Hanina, Isawiya aiid the Shu'afat refi~geecamp). Moreover, Kokhav Ya'akov and the military base
adjacent to Giv'at Ze'ev (Ofer base) prevent the expansion of Ramallali to the southeast aiid soutliwest,
respectively.
The third bloc of settlements is situated to the east of the eastenl border of Jeiusalem. Its priiicipal
componeilt is the settlement of Ma'ale Adummim (24,900), the larges1 settleineiit in the West Bank
(outside municipal Jerusalem), which includes Mishor Adumniim Industrial Area (see Photo 6). As
part of tliis bloc, to the north of the road fiom Jerusalem to the Dead Sea, lie a group of community
settlemeiits that beloiig to Mate Binyamiiî Regional Council: Mizpe Yeriho, Kefar Adummim (wliich
iilcludes Alon aiid Nofe Perat) and Almoil (total 3,600), as well as two large arniy bases. To the southeast
of Ma'ale Adummiin lies the settlement of Qedar (450), which belongs to Gush Ezyon Regioiial Council
(see Photo 12). Tlie borders of Ma'ale Adummim coniiect with those of this group of settleineiits, thus
creatiiig in the center of the West Bank a contiguous bloc extending over some 69,500 dunain, froin the
municipal border of Jerusalem to the western outskirts of Jericho. This area is almost fifteen times larger
thaii the curreilt built-up area in tliese settleinents.
This bloc of settlements severs the territorial coiinectioil between the south of the West Bank and the
iiortli. Tlie niost coilcrete danger in this respect is tliat if Ma'ale Aduminim is expanded to the west in
accordance with ils outline plan, the main road remainirig for Palestiiiians to travel fitom Bethlehem to
Ramallah, the Wadi An-Nar road, will be blocked. As ineiitioned above, Palestiiliaiis have already been
prohibited to enter Jenisalein.
Establishment of the Ma'ale Aduinmim settleineiit eiltailed extensive infringement of the Iiumaii rights
of the Palestiiiiaii populatioii. The initial area included iii the area of jurisdictioii of Ma'ale Aduininim,
some 30,000 duiiam, was composed of land that eveii Israel acknowledges was private Palestiniaii
property, aiid was therefore requisitioiied by means of expropriation orders.'" In 1998, followiiig the
amendment to tlie Ma'ale Aduinmim outliiie plan callirig for the expansion of Ma'ale Adummim to
the ~ e s t , ' ~the
' Bedouin populatioii (Jalialiil tribe) living in the area was expelled.'" The expansion of
Ma'ale Adummim to tlie west significantly liinits the possibilities for the development of tlie neighboriiig
villages - Abu Dis, Anata, Az-Za'im and Al-Azariya (total 27,700).
The fourtli bloc is situated in the southern part of the metropolis, to the West and south of Bethlehem.
This bloc includes tlie inuiiicipality of Betar Illit (15,800), Efrat Local Council (6,400), and a nuinber
of smaller settlements beloiiging to Gush Ezyon Regioiial Council: Har Gilo, Aloi1 Shevut, El'azar,
Neve Daniel, Rosh Zuriin, Kfar Ezyon, Bat Ayiii, aiid the NAHAL outpost of Geva'ot (total 6,100).
This bloc is lùrther reinoved from municipal Jerusalem, from which it is cut off by Bethlehem and
the surrouiiding Palestiiiiaii villages. However, tliis bloc f~iilctionsas part of the metropolis tlianks to
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the Tunnels Road (a poi-tion of Road No. 60), which permits rapid travel to and from Jerusalem while
avoiding Palestiiiian-populated areas (see Photo 13).
~ l i i bloc
s
contains inaiiy of tlie cliaracteristics mentioned in the discussioii on the types of settlements
and the settler population. Most types of settlements were establislied in this bloc: Gus11 Ezyon is
included in the outline of the Alori Plan, and kibbutzim were established tliere tliat engage, inter uliu,
in agriculture (El'azar and Neve Daniel). This area also includes one of the largest ultra-Orthodox
settlemeiits (Betar Illit). Because of its relative proximity bot11 to Jerusalem and to the Green Line
and the Jerusalem - Tel-Aviv Highway, Gush Ezyoii is a high demand area tliat has also attracted
middle-class settlers seekiiig to improve tlieir standard of living.

In teriiis of the ramifications of the bloc of settleinents on the Palestinian population, this bloc
also includes several of the main plienomena identified in other areas, from the blockage of urban
developinent to the restriction of freedoin of movement. The area of jurisdiction of the settleineiit of
Efrat exteiids in a diagonal to tlie northeast over an area of approximately 6,500 dunani. The tip of this
area touches the southern border of Area A in tlie vicinity of Betlilehem (Al-Khader and Ad-Duheisha
refugee camp - total 16,000), continuing along alrnost al1 of this border and completely restrictiiig
urban development in this direction. The town of Nalialin (5,500) has effectively become a Palestinian
eiiclave surrouiided by settlernents preventing any possibility for urban d e v e l ~ p m e n tAs
. ~ ~in~tlie case
of the settleiiients in the Western Hills, the settlements in tliis bloc also create an obstacle separating
the villages and towiis of the Betlilehem area froin the city of Hebron aiid its enviroiis. As in the case
of tlie settlements in the Mountaiii Strip, soine of the settlements in this area also lie along Road No.
60, creating a bloc tliat coiitrols a broad stretcli of the road. As a result. tlie IDF exteiisively restricts
the freedom of movement of Palestinians along the road, as it does in the areas of tlie settlements in the
Mountain Strip.
In total, tlie muiiicipal boundaries of the settlements in tlie Jeiusalem Metropolis include some 129,700
diinam, and the populatioil of these settlements is approximately 247,600. Of tliis land, approximately
34,600 duiiarn is developed. Accordingly, the potential for the expansion of tlie settlemeiits in tliis strip
is approxiiiiately 95,000 diinam, representing a growtli rate of approximately 275 percent. Coiitrary to
the other areas, inost of the land of wliich Israel has seized coiitrol over tlie years in the Jerusalein
Metropolis lias been attaclied to one of the settlements, tlius reducing the areas included in the two
regional councils in this area to soine 90,000 dunain.

Conclusions
During the discussions on tlie final-status agreement, a discourse developed among the Israel public
surrounding the question of "percelitages of land" - percentages lianded over, or due to be handed over,
to the Palestinians, and percentages remaining, or tliat will remain, in Israeli haiids.
As we have attempted 10 show in tliis chapter and in the inap accompailying tliis report, the location
of each area controlled by the settlements - and not merely its size is a cnicial variable in teriiis of the
iilfringeinent of l-iumaii riglits in general, aiid the chances for realizing the right to self-determination
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in pal-ticular. The value of two percent of tlie area of the West Bank located in the Judean Desert, for
example, caniiot be coinpared wit1.i the importance of a quarter of one percent of land included witliin
the area of jurisdiction of the Ari'el settleineiit. The continiied Israeli presence in Ari'el obliges Israel
to control a long corridor (the Trans-Samaria Highway) leading to the settlement. This corridor extends
fi-om the Green Line almost to Road No. 60, severing the contiguity of Palestinian territory in tlie
iiorth of the West Bank, which is a deilsely populated area. Similarly, the area of jurisdiction of Ma'ale
Adummim occupies just 0.8 percent of the area of the West Bank. Nevertheless, Israel's continued
control of this area cuts the West Bank into two almost completely separate parts.
As this chapter sliows, in addition to tlie breach of international humanitarian law resulting from the
existence of tlie settleinents, the dispersion of the settleinents lias been the source of nuinesous human
rights violations under international law:
The maniler of dispersion of tlie settleineilts, iiicluding the areas of jurisdiction attaclied thereto,
over most of tlie areas of the West Bank creates obstacles preventing tlie maintenance of meaningf~il
territorial contiguity between tlie Palestinian communities. This plienoinenon prevents the possibility
of establishing an independent and viable Palestinian state, wl~ichis the framework agreed by al1 the
relevant parties for realizing the Palestiilian people's right to self-determination.
Eiitry into the vast areas over wllich Israel lias seized control over the years, which were added to tlie
areas of jurisdiction of the regioiial councils, is denied to the Palestinian residents after a military order
is issued declariiig the land a closed military area. This prohibition drastically restricts the possibilities
available to Palestinians for economic development in general, and for agriculture in particular. In the
Eastern Strip, tlie settlements deny Palestiniaii residents the use of a sigiîificant part of the area's water
resources. Tliese rainifications constitute an infringement of the right given to al1 peoples to enjoy their
natural resources freely.
The location of soine of the settlements around Palestinian cities and towns, and sometimes adjacent
thereto, restricts the possibilities for the urban developinent of the Palestinian communities, and in some
cases prevents suc11 possibilities almost completely. This phenomenon has a negative impact, in a degree
and inanner that vary in each iiidividual case, 011 the riglit to a continuous improvement in standard of
living in general, and in the right to housing in particular.
The location of some of the settlements along key roads which, prior to the establishment of the
settlements, served the Palestinian population has led to the in~positionby Israel of strict restrictioils
on tlie freedom of movemeiit of this population, with the goal of ensuring the security and freedom of
moveinent of the settlers. These restrictions have a negative impact on a variety of rights, iiicluding the
right to work and make a living, the right to health and the right to education.
Table No. 9 suinmarizes the data mentioned throughout this chapter reçarding the scope of areas under
the control of the settlements. One of the inai11fiiidiiigs apparent in the table is the tremendous scope
of land - aliilost two million duilaiil - included in the areas of jurisdiction of the six regional couiicils,
and wliich is not included in tlie municipal boundaries of the settlemeiits that compose the regional
couilcils.
Jt is likely that developinents in the political arena will dictate tlie future of these areas. As of now, no
operative plans are knowii to exist with regard to tliese areas. If the pace of constniction and expansion

of the settlements typical of tlie 1990s continues in years to come, these areas may be used as reserves of
land for the establishment of new settleinents and iildustrial zones, andlor for the expansion of existing
settlements. 111 the eveilt that Israel agrees to the redeployineilt of its forces, includiilg the trailsfer
of additional areas to the coi~trolof tlie Palestinian Authority, it will be easier to transfer these areas
in the regional councils than to transfer areas included within the municipal boundaries of a specific
settleinent.

Table 9
Area of the Settlements, by Region (in thousands of dunam)
- ---

---

--

Region

-

Developed

Non-developed

Area
. -

Eastern Strip
Mouiltain Strip
Western
Hills Strip
- -- Jerusalem Metropolis*"
- Total
Total as a percentage
of the area of the
West Bank*** -

*

- --

-

--

*

14.8
- -16.9
--

30.9
34.396.9
1.7%

-

-

"

--

-

Land

-----

-

Total Area under

Municipal
Reserves*
Control of the
Areas -- -- - - - -Settlements
- . 61.1
1,203
1,279
45.3
409.4472

78.9
- 95.1280.8

265.2
90.6
1,968.2

375
220 2,346

5.1%

35.1%

41.9%

-- -

Withiii the jurisdiction of the regional councils.
lncluding botli Greater Jerusalem and Municipal Jerusalein. The "area ofjurisdiction" of the settlements iii inunicipal
Jerusalem is calcubted according to the area attributed by tlie Central Bureau of Statistics for each "neigliborhood" as a
statistical locale (Jerusaleni Institute for lsrael Studies, Jerusalem Stati.~ticalI'eai-book,Table 4/A).
*** A total of sonie 5,608,000 dunam, which includes the areas annexed to Jerusaleni. The calculatioii docs not include
no-man's land, and the proportionate area of tlie Dead Sea.

**

Ari'el is one of the largest settlements established by Israel in tlie West Bank, both iii population and
area. In geographical terms, Ari'el is situated in the lieart of the West Bank. The eastern edge of the
settlement is only a few kiloineters from Road No. 60 which, as noted above, forms the backbone of the
mountain ridge. However, Ari'el is a secular and urbail settlement attracting settlers from the center of
the country (veteran Israelis and new immigrants froin tlie fornier Soviet Union). In general, the settlers
who coine to Ari'el liope to find iriexpensive housing and an improvement in tlieir standard of living.
Due to the above-ineiitioiied cliaracteristics, Ari'el is perceived by significaiit sections of the Jewisli
public in Israel as "just anotller Israeli city," blurriiig the fact that Ari'el is ach~allya settlement situated
in the Occupied Territories. This perception seems to have influenced Israel's position concemiilg its
future borders during the iiegotiatioiis with the Palestinian Authority. Media reports suggest that al1 the
proposals raised by Israel during the Camp David conference of July 2000 and the Taba conference of
January 2001 included the annexatioii of Ari'el to the State of Israel, despite the fact that, as mentioiied,
Ari'el is situated a considerable distance frorn tlie Green Line."'
The purpose of this chapter is to examine in depth the impact and ramifications of the settlement ofAri'el
on the surrounding Palestinian com~nunitiesand their residents.

A. Historical Background
The idea of establisliing a large urbaii settlement in the "heart of Samaria" was first raised in 1973 by a
group of future settlers comprised of employees of the aircraft iiidustry. The proposal was preseiited to
tlîen Minister of Defense Moshe Dayan. Althougli Dayan was in principle in favor of the idea, it proved
impossible to realize the plans because the location proposed by the group was incompatible with the
Aloii Plan, wliich was inforinally adopted by the Ma'aracli government.?"
After tlie Likud came to power in 1977, a change occurred in government policy, and initiatives were
introduced to establish settleinents throughout the West Bank. Tlie Drobless Plan, which guided the
activities of the government and the World Zioiiist Organizatioil, proposed the establishinent of a large
settleiiient on the Trans-Sainaria Highway (see Road No. 505 oii the map), in part for strategic and
inilitary rea~ons.:'~Given the sympathetic approach of the govei-nment, the group of would-be settlers
that had contacted Dayan, calling themselves the Tel-Aviv Group, once again met and renewed their
initiative. In October 1977, the Ministerial Committee for Settlement approved the establisliment of a
settleinent by the naine of Heres (tlie naine was later clianged to Ari'el) on a site to tlie soutli of Haris
Village. The inembers of the group subscquently received permission to settle in tliis l~cation."~

270. Foi. cxainplc, sec an iiitcivicw with Foreign Minister (at tlic tiine of thc iicgotiations) Sliloino 13cn-Anii: Ari Sliavit. "The Day I'cacc
Dicd," f f u i r ~ r fSiipplcrnent.
:
14 Scptciiibcr 2001.
27 1. Estlicr Lcviiic, 41.i'cl- Cupi~ulqfSuincrrin (in Hcbrcw) (Pliiladclphia. 1990), p. 14.
272. Mn~itiyahliDi-oblcss. The Sefllenicirf iii Jitdeu undSui17cri-in.
273. Esthçr Lcviiic. Ari'el- Col~itcrlcfScrnrcrriu,p. 44.

The first forty settlers arrived on the approved site 011 17 August 1978. At the instructions of then
Miiiister of Agriciilture Ariel Sharon, the site was defined as a military base, and initially included
some one hiiiidred temporary buildings. Sliortly tliereafter, tlie Rural Construction Authority of the
Ministry of Constri~ctioiiand Housiiiç began to build pennanent a c c ~ m m o d a t i o n . ?11~
1 ~addition to
implementing construction and iiifiastructure, the Ministry of Construction and Housing team also
worked in cooperation witli the Tel Aviv Group iii al1 iiiatters relatiiig to the administration and
organization of the ilew settlement. Iii 1981, Ari'el was declared a local couiicil and began to function
in an autonoinous maiiner.
Tlianks to generous assistance from the governineiit, the settlemeiit developed rapidly. During the 1980s
and 1990s, iiumerous officia1 iiistitutioiis opeiied iii Ari'el, including elementary and high schools, an
academic college, a religious council, a municipal coilit, a police station and so on. In 1996, witli the
support of the Ministry of Industry aiid Trade, ail additional industrial zone was established in Ari'el
alongside Barqaii Iiidustrial
Followiiig the cornineilcement of the wave of immigratioii froin the former Soviet Unioii in the early
1990s, thousands of iminigraiits were directed to Ari'el, considerably increasing the population of the
settlement. In June 1998, as a result of this growth, tlien OC Central Cornmaiid Uzi Dayan sigiied an
order chaiiging the status of Ari'el from a local couiicil to a inuiiicipality. As of September 2001, the
Central Bureau of Statistics estimates the population of Ari'el at 15,900 residents. approximately forty
percent of wliom are iinmigraiits from the former Soviet Union. In addition, some 6,000 students attend
Ari'el College, some of whom live in tlie settlemeiit on a temporary basis.

B. The Geographical Context
As noted, Ari'el is situated in the center of Samaria. lialf way between Nablus and Rarnallah, and to tlie
west of the watershed line (tlie peaks of the mountain raiige crossing tlie West Bank). In ternis of the
road iietwork, Ari'el lies adjacent to an important iiitersection between Road No. 5 (the Traiis-Sainaria
1-Iighway),which extends from West to east, and Road No. 60, wliich crosses the lengtli of the West Bank
fiom nortli to south.
Ari'el is surrounded on al1 sides by Palestinian towiis and villages. To tlie south lies the town of
Salfit (9,000),276which fiinctions as the governmental, administrative and coinmercial ceiiter for al1 the
Palestinian villages in tlie vicinity. To the north ofAritel, and in close proxiiiiity, are four villages - Haris
(2,600), Kifl I-Iaris (2,700), Qira (900) and Marda (1,900); a little further to the north lie Jamma'in
(5,100), Zeita-Jamina'in (1,700) and Deir Istiya (3,300). To the east ofArilel lie the villages of Iskaka
(900) and then Yasuf (1,500), and on the western edge of the area ofjurisdiction of Ari'el lie the villages
of Brukin (3,100) and Kafr Ad-Dik (4,400).
To the east and west of Ari'el, and iiiterspersed amoiig tlie above-inentioned Palestiiiiaii villages, tliere
are a nuinber of settlements. To the east, on Road No. 60, lie Tapuah (350) and Rehelirn (110 population
- -. .
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273. Lcttci. frorn Aricl Sliaroii io ihc Minisi- of Consti-~ictio~i
and Housiiig datcd July 21, 1978. as wcll as tbc iiiiniitcs of a iiiccting froni
Scptciiibcr 2. 1979 (in /Ir.i'el- Cupir(r1q/'Su(iornui.io,pp. 140. 137).
275. Foi. dct;iils of tlic iiistitutioiis and tlic dates of opcning. sec tlic Wcbsitc of thc Muiiicipality of'Ari'cl, www.aricl.iiiiini.il.
276. Uiilcss othcrwisc statcd, the figui-CSiii parcnthcscs arc ihc cstiinatcd nuinbcr of rcsidcnts as of tlic end of 2001.

data available), which form part of the Mountain Strip. To the west of Ari'el lie numerous settleinents
arranged in a fuiinel shape (see Cliapter Seven) that constitute the high demand area of the Western Hills.
The closest settlements to Ari'el are Barqan (1,300), Revava (550) and Qiryat Netafim (300).

C. Seizing Control of Land
Research undertaken by B'Tselem shows that most of the land included in the area of jurisdiction of
Ari'el was declared and registered as state land over the years (see Chapter T h ~ e e ) . ~Altliough
"
it is iiot
possible to reconstruct precisely the situation prior to the establishment of the settlement, the research
shows that a substantial part of this land, and particularly the area on which Ari'el is actually coiisti-ucted,
was foilnerly uncultivated, rocky laiid used by the villagers to graze tlieir flocks. As sliowii by the
testirnonies collected during the course of the research, however, Israel also expropriated land that
was farmed by Palestinians, claimiiig it to be state land, and this land was iiicluded withiii the area of
jurisdiction of Ari'el.
In otlier cases, Israel seized coiitrol of cultivated land - which it acknowledged to be private Palestinian
property - for the puipose of expandiiig the network of roads connecting Ari'el with Israel and with the
adjacent settlements (see below, in the discussioii of the iiew Traiis-Samaria Highway and Road No.
447). In tliese instances, the niilitary coinmanders sigiied expropriation orders.
The agricultural produce yielded by crops on tliis fanned land was used by the owners of the land, botli
for tlieir own consumption and for commercial marketing. The seizure of coiitrol of this land deprived
these families of an important source of livelihood - in some cases, their only source - aiid severely
impaired tlieir standard of living.

D. Municipal Boundaries
The municipal boundaries of Ari'el have been revised several tiines since its establishment. The most
receiit revisioii was undertaken in Julie 1999 by means of an order signed by the then coinmanding
officer of the Central Command, Moslie Ya'alon, acconipanied by a map including a total area of soine
13,800 dunaiii in the area of the settlement. Of this area, approximately 3,000 dunam are built-up,
or are in the process of coiistruction, i.e., twenty-two percent of the total area of jurisdiction. Ari'el's
area of jurisdiction extends over some eleven kilometers froin east to west, witli a maximum width of
2.5 kilometers. Tlie leiigth of this area is exceptional even by comparisoii with major Israeli cities of
coinparable population.
Tlie municipal boundaries of Ari'el are coiivoluted and jagged. Land cultivated by Palestiniaiis (inostly
olive çroves) exists withiii the settlement. The reason for this is that Israel was unable to declare theni
state land. This situation also created "islands" or "peninsulas" of Palestiiiian ownership within the area
of jurisdiction of Ari'el, wliicli surrouiids the Palestiiiian lands on tliree sides. The reverse is also true:

277. This rcscarcli \!,as hascd oii rlic tcstiinoiiics of rcsidciits of the Palcstinian \,illagcs adjacent to Ari'cl. and oii iiifoi-{nation providcd by
the Municipaliiy ol'Salfit. R'Tsclcni askcd ilic Isracl Lands Adininistration and ihc Muiiiciliality ofAri'cl to providc inroniiation clasifling the
siatiis of ihc laiid foriniiig thc arca of'jur~sdictioii of Ari'cl. biit did noi rcccivc any rcsponsc.

tliere are cases in wliicll parts of the jurisdictioiial area ofAri'el are surrounded by Palestinian farmland.
These pl-ienomena also exist elsewhere in the West
These Palestiiliaii-owned islands within the non-built-up part of the area of jurisdiction will apparently
be eliminated and efîectively annexed to Ari'el, as the area around the island becomes built-up and
populated. An exaiiiple may already be noted of such annexatioil, relating to a large Palestilliail island
situated to the south of the main built-up area of Ari'el (see coordinate D-6 in Photo 20). While the map
of the area of jiirisdiction of Ari'el attached to the military order shows tliis area as private Palestinian
land, tlie Municipality of Ari'el lias constructed a security road surrounding this area, effectively
annexiiig it to the settlemeilt. Moreover, the inunicipality's outline plans - as distinct frorn the map of
the area ofjurisdiction attached to the military order - completely eliininate tliis island. The area appears
as an integral part of Ari'el.

E. Urban Sprawl
Diagrain 9 offers a graphic depiction of the urban developmeilt of Ari'el in chronological terms, as
reflected in tlie outliiie plans of the settlemeiit. A review of this diagram shows a clear intention on
the part of the planners to maxiinize the dispersion aloilg the east-west axis, by means of extending
"wedges" to eitlier extreme of the area of jurisdiction, and then gradually filling the open spaces
reinaiiling within these bouiidaries. Accordiiigly, after the consolidation of the initial settling group,
approximately in the center of the present area of jurisdiction, the area iiow occupied by Ari'el College at
tlie east end of the area ofjurisdiction was developed. Only during the years that followed was the space
between the central core and the eastei-il edge gradually filled. Similarly, in the mid-1990s, work began
to build a new industrial zoiie on the western edçe ofArilel. The next residential neigliborliood planned
for constniction (see the last picture in the diagram) is situated between tliis iiew industrial compound
and the western edge of the current built-up area.
The leiigth of the c~ii-reiitbuilt-up area is approximately five kilometers (from the college to the
entrailce road to Ari'el), while its width is only soine seven hundred ineters. In urban plailning terms,
tliis dispersion is completely uiireasonable and illogical. Modern planning approaches favor the most
compact urbaii dispersion attainable, enabling residents to reacli as many parts of the cominunity as
possible on foot.
The urireasonable nature of this dispersion in urban tei-ins is even more proiiounced be'cause the area
of jurisdiction of Ari'el includes extensive areas adjacent to tlie original site of the settlement (inaiilly
to the soutli) that could have been used for expansion. The conclusion to be drawii from this situation
is tliat tlie Israeli planning system was based not on urbaii planning consideratioils, but oii extraiieous
considerations, as discussed below. One of these considerations was to create as long a ban-ier as
possible separatiiig the Palestinian coinmunities on either side of the Trans-Samaria Highway aiid
disi-upting the territorial contiguiîy of this area.
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F. Harm to the Development of Salfit
The location of Ari'el prevents tlie creation of a coiitigiious urban space that could otherwise have
developed througli the expansion of Salfit to the iiorth and iiortlieast, coiinecting to Haris, Kifl Haris,
Qira, Marda and Iskaka. As a result of Israel's policy, the borders of Ari'el constitute a kind of physical
barrier stopping such a process aiid almost totally block the urbaii developnieiit of Salfit. The current
population of Salfit is approximately 9,000, and the annual growth rate is approximately 3.5 percent.
According to the municipal engineer, Samir Masri, tlie lack of available land suitable for constnictioii is
worsening each year, and is already reflected in a housing shortage and in the decision of maiiy young
residents to leave tlie t o ~ n . ~ ' ~
Because of the topograpliic and liydrologic cliaracteristics of the Salfit area, the only reasoiiable
direction of expansion is to tlie north. The areas to the south, southeast and southwest of Salfit are
niountainous and extremely steep. Preparing such areas for constnictioii would require enormous
fiiiancial and technical resources, and would cause irreparable dainage to the laiidscape. The area to
tlie west of Salfit is rich in underground water reserves providiiig a considerable part of the resideiits'
water needs (see below), and is also exploited by Israel. Coiistniction in tliis area would damage these
reseives as well as the crops currently grown in this area. While the area to the east of Salfit is suitable
for construction in teniis of the topograpliic conditions, it is currently inteiisively farrned by residents
of the town, who grow thousands of olive trees that provide their most important source of iiiconie.
Approximately fifteen percent of the area of jurisdiction of Salfit (tlie northern edge of which is sliown
by the border of Area A) is cui-rently free for construction, but about half of tliis area is owned by a small
nunîber of residents of Salfit and is therefore not available for construction.280
The negative influeiice of Ari'el on tlie residents of Salfit is not confined solely to the question of laiid
and the housing sliortage, but also includes sucli aspects as the pollution of tlie underground water
sources serviiig Salfit. Most of the sewage created by Ari'el flows into a riverbed at the westeni entrance
to tlie settlement, and then continues to flow to the southwest (see Photo 20). Tliis sewage cliannel,
which seeps iiito the soi1 and mixes witli the spring water stored in tlie aquifer, passes just a few meters
from a puinping station supplying most of tlie water used for doinestic coiisumption by the residents of
Saifit (see Photo 18). According to the water engineer of Salfit, Salah Afaiii, tliis sewage cliannel pollutes
the water, and lie must occasionally order the municipality to stop pumping after routine inspections
reveal particularly liigh levels of pollution.

G. The Regional Road Network
As iioted above, the town of Salfit fuiictioiis as an administrative and commercial center for the villages
in the area, and particularly for tlie villages situated to the iiortli: Haris, Kifl Haris, Qira, Marda,
Jainma'in, Zeita-Jamma'in and Deir Istiya. The presence of Ari'el significantly restricts access routes to
aiid from Salfit.

279. Tliis iiiforiiiation was givcii to B'Tsclcni during a Lotir of Salfit hcld by the organization on 31 Dccciiiber 2001
280. Tliis iiiforinatioii was providcd to B'Tsclciii by the Miiiiicipality of Salfir.

Until the outbreak of the al-Aqsa iiitifada, the main access road to Salfit was the road that forks from
the entralice road to Ari'el, veers to the West aiid then leads south to Salfit (see Photo 20). Since the
begin~iingof the intifada, the IDF has blocked access to tliis road by means of concrete blocks and dirt
piles. If the planned expaiision of Ari'el to the West (see Diagram 9) is realized, this road will pass
through the built-up area of Ari'el and Palestinian traffic along this artery will be completely banned.
The restricted volume of traffic that currently passes between Salfit and the villages to the north takes
place to tlie east, along a dii-t road beginning on Road No. 60 to the south of the settlement of Tapuah,
and leading West through the villages of Yasuf and Iskaka. Although tlie entrance to this road has also
been blocked since tlie outbreak of the intifada, Palestiniaii residents reach the point of the blockage
(to tlie east of Yasuf), go round this point on foot, and then continue toward Salfit (see Photo 17). Even
witliout the current blockages, this road is long and unsuitable as a principal traffic artery between Salfit
and the villages to the iiortli. However, as noted, this is the situation tliat will presumably emerge if Ari'el
is expanded to the west as planned.
For example, the lengtli of the road froni the southeni exit of Kifl Haris to the western entrance of Salfit,
which tlie residents of these cominuiiities used until tlie outbreak of the intifada, is some 3,500 ineters.
The alternate road, on tlie other hand, requires tlie residents of Kifl Haris to go to Route No. 60 and cross
througli the villages of Yasuf and Iskaka, a distance of some twenty kilometers.
The many restrictions 011 Palestinian movement and the minimal road network available to thein
is particularly striking in view of the enoimous resources invested by Israel in order to meet the
transportation iieeds of the settlers in general, and the residents of Ari'el in particular. This is clearly
illustrated by two roads recently constructed in the vicinity of Ari'el that have severely hanned tlie
Palestinian population.
The first example is the iiew alignment of tlie Traiis-Samaria Highway, which connects Ari'el and the
adjacent settlements to Tel-Aviv and the Tel-Aviv Metropolis. The old Trans-Saniaria Higkway (Road
No. 505) crosses the villages of Mas-ha and Biddya, and Israel therefore decided to build a iiew road
a few huiidred ineters to the south in order to circumvent these villages, aiid to upgrade tlie road to a
four-lane highway. For the purpose of constructiiig the road, Israel expropriated extensive land from
Palestinian residents in the area, and caused considcrable eiiviroiiinental dainage by bisecting al1 tlie
Iiills situated aloiig the course of the road. Since the beginning of the intifada, as part of Israel's policy
of "clearing" territory, the IDF lias uprooted numerous olive trees along the sides of tliis road in order to
reduce the dangers facing settlers using the road (see coordinates C-3, C-4, C-5, B-6 in Plioto 20).?*'
An additional example is Road No. 447, which is due to be coinpleted shortly. This road connects
the easteni edge of Ari'el to Road No. 60 close to the settleinent of Revava (see Plioto 21). For the
purpose of its construction, some seventy-five dunain belonging to the residents of Iskaka and Salfit
were expropriated, and over one thousand olive trees were uprooted, most of them extremely old
and Iiiglily productive. This road is supposed to seive the bloc of settlements consisting of Eli, Shi10
(including Slievut Raliel) and Ma'ale Levona, and will shorten the journey to Ari'el by a few minutes.
The Palestinians whose laiid was expropriated petitioned the Higli Court of Justice, seeking to prevent

28 1. For dctails of this policy as iinplcrricntcd in ilic Gaza Strip, sec B'Tsclcin. flf'olicj, 14Desrrlrction: House Uaino1i1i0n.srrrld De.s/ri~~./i»ii
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Agric~ilrural1~11izd
il7 rhe Guzo Srrip (Inforiiiation Shcct. Fcbruary 2002).

coiistiuctioii of tlie road. The Court rejected the petition, without detailing its reasoiis. The lacoilic ruling
of Justice Matza siinply States: "Regarding this matter, we have formed the conclusioii that there is no
rooiii for tlie Court to intervene in the decision of the R e s p o n d e n t ~ . " ~ ~ ~
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Diagram 9
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Conclusions
Israel lias created in the Occupied Territories a regime of separation based on discrimiiiation, applying
two separate systenis of law in the same area and basing the rights of iiidividuals on tlieir nationality.
regiines from the
This regime is the only one of its kind in the world, and is reminiscent of distastef~~l
past, suc11 as the apartheid regime iii South Africa.
The discrimiilation against Palestinians is apparent in almost al1 fields of activity of the occupation
authorities, starting from the inethods used by Israel to seize coiitrol of the land 011 which the settlemeiits
are established, to the separate planning institutions for Palestinians and for Israelis, to the application of
Israeli law to the settlers and settleineiits wliile the Palestinian populatioil remains subject to the military
legislatioii.
Uiider this regime, Israel has stolen Iiundreds of thousands of dunain of land from tlie Palestinians.
Israel has used this land to establish dozens of settlements in the West Bank and to populate them with
liundreds of thousands of Israeli citizens. The mariner of dispersion of settlements over extensive areas
of the West Bank inlierently creates numerous violations of the Palestinians' legal rights. As the report
lias denionstrated, the drastic change that Israel has made in tlie map of tlie West Bank prevents aiiy real
possibility for tlie establishment of an independent, viable Palestinian state as part of the Palestinians'
right to self-deterinination.
The settlers, on the coiitrary, beiiefit from al1 the riglits available to Israeli citizens living witliin the
Green Liiie, and in soine cases are even granted additional rights. The great effort that Israel lias invested
in the settleiiieiit entei-prise - iii financial, legal and bureaucratic t e m s - has turned the settlements
into civilian enclaves in an area under military rule, with the settlers beiiig given preferential status.
To perpetuate this situatioii, which is n priori illegal, Israel lias continuously breaclled the riglits of the
Palestinians.
Parlicularly evident is Israel's manipulative use of legal tools in order to give tlie settlement entcrprise an
impression of legality. Wlien Jordanian legislation seived Israel's goals, Israel adliered to this legislation,
arguing that international law obliges it to respect the legislation in effect prior to the occupation; in
practice, tliis legislation was used in a cynical and biased manner. On the otlier hand, when Jordanian
legislation interfered with Israel's plans, it was changed in a cavalier inanner through military legislation,
and Israel established new rules to serve its iiiterests. In so doing, Israel trampled on numerous restrictions
aiid prohibitions establislied in the international conventions to wliich it is party, and wliich were iiitended
to liinit iiifringeinent of liuman rights and protect populations under occupation.
The responsibility for the infringement of liuman rights created by the existence of the settlenients rests,
first aiid foremost, witli al1 the Israeli governments silice the occupatioii began. It is the governinent tliat
iiiitiated the establislimeiit of the settleii~eiits,provided political, organizational and econoinic support,
and encouraged tlieir continual expansion. The justices of the Israeli Supreme Court are senior partilers
in this respoiisibility: in their rulings, they provided the settlenient enterprise witli a legal stamp of
and the IDF in certain cases. and by refusing
approval by approving improper acts by the gove~~imeiit
to interveiie in otliers to prevent harm to the Palestiiiiail residents.

Since the outbreak of the al-Aqsa intifada, the settlers have been continuous targets for attacks by
Palestiiiians. As a result, sonie settlers have waiited to returii to live inside Israel and have asked
the govenlment to provide assistance to help them relocate. Despite the authorities' responsibility
resulting froin their long-standing policies regarding tlie settleinents, the state has refused to provide any
assistance for settlers to return to Israel as long as their relocation is not part of a political s e t t l e ~ i i e n t . ~ ~ ~
This refusa1 makes tliose settlers who wish to leave hostages of the illegal policy pursued by the State
of Israel.

Becatlse the se~tlementswere illegalJi-onithe outset, and given Ihe infi-ingementof human 1-ights caused
by their presence, B'Eelem dernands that the Israeli government act to disniantle al1 the settlements.
The dismnntling must fakeplace in a mannei-that respects the huniun rights oflhe settlels, including the
pnymcnl qf comnpensation.
Evacuation of al1 the settlements is clearly a coinplex task that will require tiine. However, tliere are
interim steps that can be taken immediately to reduce to a minimum the infringement of human rights
and the violation of international law. The Tsraeli government inust take, inter alia, the following steps:
Cease al1 new constniction in the settleinents, either to build new settlements or to expalid existing
settlements;
Freeze the planning and construction of new bypass roads, aiid cease expropriation and seizure of
land for tliis purpose;
Retuni to the Palestinian conimuiiities al1 the non-built-up areas within tlie municipal boundaries of
tlie settlements and the regional councils;
Abolis11 the special planning coinmittees in the settlements, and lience the powers of the local
authorities to prepare outline plans and issue building perinits;
Cease the policy of providing incentives that encourage Israeli citizeiis to inove to the settlements,
aiid direct these resources to encourage settlers to relocate to areas within the borders of the State of
Israel.

283. MK Anat Maor siibmiticd a proposcd law bcforc ihc Kncssct that providcs for coinpcnsalion for scttlcrs who dccidc to lcavc the
scttlcniciits. The Kncssct votcd to rejcct tlic bill (Proposcd Bill: Conipcnsatioii for Evacuatcd Kcsidcnts from Judca, Saniaria, the Ciaza Strip
and tlic Golan Hcights Law, 5760-1999,4 July 2001).
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Introduction
In June 2002, the government of Israel decided to erect a separation barrier near the Green
Line, to prevent the uncontrolled entry of Palestinians fiom the West Bank into Israel. The
decision was inade following the unprecedented increase in the number of Palestinian attacks
against Israelis since the outbreak of the al-Aqsa intifada, particularly during the first half of
2002. The government decided that the barrier will be built around the entire West Bank To
date, liowever, the government has directed the construction of only some 190 kiloineters.
According to the Ministry of Defense, the fust 145 kilometers (Stage 1) are to be operational
by July 2003.
Most of the barrier's route does not run along the Green Line, but passes through the West
Bank. In the sections that run along the Green Line, Israel plans on building a secondary
barrier a few kilometers east of the main barrier. In several areas, the winding route creates a
loop that surrounds Palestinian villages on al1 sides. The barrier will separate many
Palestiiiian villages and turn soine of them into isolated enclaves. In numerous locations, the
barrier will separate villages from farmland belonging to their residents. B'Tselem estimates
that the barrier will likely cause direct harm to at least 2 10,000 Palestinians residing in sixtyseven villages, towns, and cities.
This position paper analyzes the repercussions of the proposed barrier on the Palestinian
population and the human cost entailed in erecting it along the planned route. We shall also
examine the legality of the barrier, as currently planned, in terms of international law. The
goal of tliis paper is to wam of tlie violations of humai1 riglits and of international law
inherent in setting the barrier's route inside the West Bank. As construction of the first section
of the barrier has not yet been completed, and work on the other sections has not yet begun, it
is still possible to prevent these violations.

Factual Background
Formulating the barrier plan
The idea of erecting a barrier to physically separate the West Bank from Israel in order to
limit unmonitored entry of Palestinians into Israel has been around in various forms for years.
The barrier was supposed to be erected in what is referred to as the "seam area," a strip of
laiid extending along the two sides of the Green Line.
In March 1996, tlie government decided to establish checkpoints along the seam area (similar
to the Erez checkpoint, in the Gaza Strip), through which Palestinians would enter Israel.
Alternative access routes were to be blocked. Following this decision, the Ministry of Public
Security decided, in 1997, to assign special Border Police units to operate along the seam
area. The task of these units was to prevent the infiltration of Palestinians into Israel. These
decisions were only partially implemented.' Following the outbreak of the al-Aqsa Intifada, in
late September 2000, the government made a number of decisions that ultimately led to the
current separation-barrier plan.
Iii November 2000, the tlien prime minister, Ehud Barak, approved a plan to establish a
"barrier to prevent the passage of motor vehicles" from the northwest end of the West Bank to
tlie Latrun area. Many months passed before implementation of the plan began. In June 200 1,
Prime Minister Ariel Sharon established a steering cornmittee, headed by National Security
Council director Uzi Dayan, to formulate a set of measures to prevent Palestinians from
infiltrating into Israel across the seam area. On 18 July 2001, the Ministerial Committee for
Security Matters (hereafter: the Cabinet) approved the steering committee's
recominendations.
According to tlie Cabinet's decision, the IDF is responsible for protecting the eastern side of
the seain area through a "task command" that will coordinate the activity, while the Border
Police is responsible for the western side. The two bodies are to coordinate their efforts fully
and the number of forces in the seam area is to be significantly increased. The Cabinet also
decided to implement the November 2000 decision regarding the barrier against motor
vehicles and to erect a barrier to prevent the passage of people on foot in selected sections that
are deemed high-risk areas.*
Erection of the barrier to prevent the passage of motor vehicles began following tlie decision
of Julie 2001. To date, tlie Department of Public Works and the Construction Departinent of
the Defense Ministry have completed a metal security railing along the selected section,
1

State Comptroller, Audit Report on the Seam Area (in Hebrew), Report No. 2 (Jerusalem, July
2002), pp. 10-12.
2
Ibid., pp. 13-18.
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wliicli ruiis frorn the northwest edge of the West Bank to the Latrun area. As of April2002,
some nine montlis after the Cabinet's decision, tlie government lias taken alinost no action to
irnplement its decision on the barrier to prevent pedestrians from entering Israel.
On 14 April2002, the Cabinet again discussed the matter. This time, it decided to establish a

permanent barrier in the searn area to "improve and reinforce the readiness and operational
capability in coping with terrorism." The decision further directed that a ministerial
committee headed by the prime minister monitor implementation of the decision. The Cabinet
also decided to begin immediate construction of a temporary barrier in three sectors: east of
Umm el-Fahm, around Tulkarm, and in ~erusalem.~
To implement this decision, tlie Seam
Area Administration, headed by the director general of the Ministry of Defense, was
established.

A few days later, the IDF took control of Palestinian-owned land in several locations
in the northwest West Bank for the purpose of erecting the temporary barrier, and
began to uproot trees and level the earth along the planned route. However, the
decision to erect the temporary barrier was not implemented. In the sector south of
Tulkarm, work stopped after the land was leveled and the trees uprooted, and some of
the expropriation orders were nullified. Within a few weeks after that, the IDF took
control of other land and began work on erecting the permanent barrier along a
different route.4
In early June 2002, the Seam Area Administration finished formulating the plan to
build the first section of the permanent barrier, which was to run from the northwest
edge of the West Bank, near the Israeli village of Sallem, to the Israeli settlement of
Elqana in the south. In addition, a plan was devised to build a barrier around
Jerusalem (hereafter: the Jerusalem envelope). The plan included a concrete proposa1
to construct sections north and south of the city.
On 23 June 2002, the government approved the plan in principle. The decision stated
that, "The precise and final route will be determined by the prime minister and the
minister of defense." The government also stated that, in the event of a dispute over
the route, the Cabinet would resolve the

3

natter.^

Decision 64/B, section E.
Residents of the villages that were harmed by the temporary fence south of Tulkarm petitioned the
High Court of Justice. The Court rejected the petition. HCJ 3771102, Kafr a-Ras et al. v. Conznzander of
IDF Forces in Judea and Samaria et al.
5
Government Decision 2077.
4

The Cabinet convened on 14 August 2002 to discuss the route proposed by the Seam
Area Administration. At the meeting, the Cabinet approved the final route for Stage 1
of the barrier, which would span 116 kilometers, including ninety-six kilometers fiom
Sallem to Elqana and twenty kilometers for the Jerusalem envelope (in the northern
and southern sections only). The length of the route in Stage 1 has increased since the
Cabinet's decision, for various reasons (see Part 3), and is now approximately 145

kilo me ter^.^
Infrastructure and construction work along most of the approved route has begun, but
only a ten-kilometer stretch of the barrier near Umm el-Fahm has been cornpleted .7
The Ministry of Defense estimates that Stage 1 of the barrier will be completed by
July 2003.~In January 2003, the Ministry of Defense began infrastructure work along
an additional forty-five kilometer stretch of the barrier, fiom Sallem eastward to

Faqu'a, that was not included in the Cabinet's decision of August 2002.~
Components of the barrier

The main component of the barrier is an electronic fence that will give warning of
every attempt to cross it. Along the east side of the fence is a "service road" bordered
by a barbed-wire fence. East of the service road is a "trench or other means intended
to prevent motor vehicles from crashing into and through the fence."1° The plan calls
for three paths to the west of the fence: "a trace road, intended to reveal the footprints
of a person who crossed the fence, a patrol road, and an annored vehicles road."
Another barbed-wire fence will be constructed along this path.
The average width of the barrier complex is sixty meters. Due to topographic
constraints, a narrower barrier will be erected in some areas and will not include al1 of
the elements that support the electronic fence. However, as the state indicated to the
High Court of Justice, "in certain cases, the ba.rrier will reach a width of one hundred
meters due to the topographic conditions."

6

This figure is based on a digital measurement made by B'Tselem.
Felix Frisch, "Israel Plans: Tax to be imposed on Palestinians who enter Israel," Y-net, 4 March
2003.
8
Letter of 12 Febmary 2003 from the Defense Ministry's spokesperson to B'Tselem.
9
Amos Harel, "Constmction of the Separation Fence Begins between Gilboa Villages and the West
Bank," Ha'aretz, 28 Januaiy 2003.
1O
The information on the barrier's components is based on the state's response in HCJ 7784102, Sa'al
'Awani 'Abd al Hadi et al. v. Commander of IDF Forces in the West Bank (hereafter: al-Hadi), sec. 23.
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In the sections that run along the Green Line, and in a few other areas, the plan calls
for an additional barrier to the east, referred to as the "depth barrier." According to the
state's response to the High Court of Justice, "it is a barrier without a fence, intended
to direct movement in these areas to a number of security control points." The
primary component of the depth barrier is a deep trench with a barbed-wire fence
alongside it.
In some areas, the main barrier will be joined by a wall to protect against gunfire or
another kind of impeding wall. A few years ago, the IDF erected gunfire-protection
walls between two communities within Israel, Bat Hefer and Matan, and the
Palestinian villages that are near them, Shweikeh and Habla respectively. The
Company that is paving Highway No. 6 ("Trans-Israel Highway") placed a gunfireprotection wall along the section of the highway near Qalqiliya and plans to erect a
similar wall near Tulkarm. In the Jemalem envelope area, two walls have already
been erected: one alongside Road 45 (the Begin-North Road) along the section near
Beit Hanina el-Balad, and Bir Nabala, and another near Abu Dis on the eastern side of
Jerusalem's border. Another wall is planned near Rachel's tomb, in the southern
portion of the Jerusalem envelope.
The plan for the barrier calls for several gates to enable passage of people and goods.
One of the maps that the state submitted to the High Court of Justice contains five
main gates along the barrier route in Stage 1 (not including the Jerusalem envelope).
The map also includes twenty-six "agricultural gates" (see below), five of which are
placed along the depth barrier.
According to estimates made in June 2002 by the Seam Area Administration, the total
cost for Stage 1 of the barrier, which stretches, according to the original route, 116
kilometers, is NIS 942 million, i.e., NIS 8.1 million a kilometer." However, the
director general of the Ministry of Defense, Amos Yaron, recently estimated the perkilometer cost of the barrier at about NIS 1O million.I2
The barrier's route and placement vis-a-vis towns and villages in the area
B'Tselein asked the Miilistry of Defense for a copy of the map of tlie route of the separation
barrier. The request was rejected. The spokesperson of the Ministry of Defense responded that

II
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State Coinptroller, Audit Report on Seanl Area, p. 30.
Frisch, "Israel Plans."

tliat, "Publicatioii of tlie map has iiot beeii aut~iorized."'~
In his reply to B'Tselem, tlie
Defense Ministry officia1 in charge of implementation of the Freedom of Information Act
stated tliat, "Information cannot be provided other than wliat has appeared iii the media."14
The lack of transparency regarding the path of the route flagrantly violates the rules of proper
administration and hampers iiiformed public debate on a project of long-term, far-reacliing
sigiiificance at a cost of hundreds of millions of shekels. The refusa1 of the state to provide the
map is especially surprising because the infrastructure and construction work along most of
tlie approved sections of the route have already begun, and once construction work begins, the
barrier's location becomes evident immediately.
Because the state has refused to provide the map, the barrier's route marked on the attaclied
inap is based on the land-seizure orders given to Palestinians, maps that the State Attorney's
Office submitted to the Higli Court of Justice, and physical observations made in the areas in
which the barrier is under construction.
The inap does not include the route of the Jerusalem envelope because, other than two
relatively small sections near Kafr 'Aqeb north of the city and near Rachel's tomb to the
soutli, land-seizure orders have not been issued to Palestinians. Regarding the barrier's route
in the eastem and northwestern part of the Jerusalem envelope, it is unclear whether a
decision has beeii reached. The iinplications of the route along the Jerusalem envelope are
liable to be far reacliing, both because of the size of the Palestinian population iii tlie area and
its great dependence on East Jerusalem, from which it will be severed after the barrier is
erected.
The map also does not include the route of the northern section, which spans forty-five
kilometers from Sallem to Faqu'a, because the government has refused to provide any
information about it. Physical observations made by B'Tselem of the work iii this area
indicate that the route passes very close to the Green Line. As a result, it appears that the
barrier in that area will not leave many Palestinians, or much of their f m l a n d , north of the
barrier.
The barrier's route passes within the West Bank, in some areas to a depth of six to seven
kilometers. The size of the area between the main barrier and the Green Line along the route
between Sallem and Elqana is 96,500 dunam, of which 7,200 dunam are the built-up area of
ten Settlements. The area of the five enclaves situated east of tlie barrier (see below) contains
ailotlier 65,200 dunam. The barrier will affect 161,700 dunam, whicli is 2.9 percent of the
laiid area of the West Bank.
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Letter of 2 January 2003 from Defense Ministry Spokesperson Rachel Nidak-Ashkenazi.
Letter of 17 February 2003 from A. Barak, senior assistant for public complaints.

Tlie barrier's winding route, together with the depth barrier, creates enclaves of Palestinian
coininunities in soine areas, and in other areas severs Palestinian resideiits from their lands.
B'Tselem estimates that the barrier will directly harm at least 210,000 Palestinians wlio live
iii sixty-seveii villages, towns, and cities.
Palestinian enclaves west of the barrier'"

The barrier's route creates five enclaves of Palestinian communities that lie between the main
barrier and the Green Line. These enclaves, presented here from north to south, will be
separated from the rest of the West Bank and from each other. Thirteen commuiiities, home to
11,700 people, are included in tliis category.
Tlie first enclave, located west of Jenin, includes Barta'a a-Sharqiya (3,200), Umm a-Rihan
(400), Khirbat 'Abdallah al-Yunis (100), Khirbat a-Sheikh Sa'ad (200), and Khirbat Dhaher
al-Malah (200), a total of 4,100 residents.I6
The second enclave, east of the Arab-Israeli village Baqa al-Gharbiya, includes Nazlat 'Issa
(2,300), Baqa a-Sharqiya (3,700), and Nazlat Abu Nar (200), 6,200 residents in all.
Khirbet Jubara, soutli of Tulkarm, which is ,home to 300 people, constitutes the tliird
enclave.
The fourth enclave, near the settlement Alfe Menashe, south of Qalqiliya, includes Ras a-Tira
(300), Kliirbet a-Dab'a (200), and Arab a-Ramadeen al-Janubi (200), a total of 700 residents.
Tlie fifth enclave contains the northern neigliborhood of Bethlehem (400), near Racliel's
tomb.
Palestinian enclaves east of the barrier

The winding route of the separation barrier, together with the closure of areas as a result of
the depth barrier, will create five enclaves to the east of the main barrier. Like the case of
enclaves to the west of the barrier, the barrier will separate these enclaves from the rest of the
West Bank and from each other. There are nineteen communities in this category, in whicli
128,500 residents live.
Two enclaves will be created between the main barrier and the trenches of the depth barrier.
Tlie first, in Jenin District, includes Rummana (3,000), A-Tayba (2,l OO), and 'Aiiin (3,300),
coinprising a total of 8,400 residents.
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Although soine towns and villages are located north or south of the barrier, for the sake of
siinplicity, we refer to the communities located between the barrier and the Green Line as
"communities West of the barrier."
16
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Tlie second and more significant enclave in terms of size includes Sliweikeh and Tulkarm
(41,000), tlie Tulkarm refugee camp (12,100), Iktaba (1,800), Dennabeh (7,600), Nur Shams
refugee camp (7,000), Khirbet a-Tayyah (300), Kafa (300), 'Izbat Shufa (900), and Far'un
(2,900), a total of 73,900 residents.
The third enclave will be created by liermetically closing Qalqiliya (38,200).
Tlie fourth enclave, south of Qalqiliya, will be surrounded by tlie main barrier on three sides.
This enclave includes Habla (5,300), Ras 'Atiya (1,400), and 'Izbat Jalud (100), and has a
total of 6,800 people.
The fiftli enclave, a few kilometers further south, includes 'Azzun 'Atma (1,500) (see the
discussion on this village below).

Communities separated from their farmland
Residents of dozens of Palestinian communities east of the main barrier or the depth barrier
will be separated from a substantial portion of their farmland, which will remain to the west
of the barrier. This separation will harm these residents, who have already lost land tliat was
seized on wliich the barrier itself will be erected. The number of residents who will be directly
affected by being separated from their land due to the placement of the barrier depends of the
iiumber of Palestinians who own land on the other side of the barrier.I7 This category contains
tliirty-six communities, in which 72,200 people reside.
Ili Jenin District, the communities are Zabda (800), 'Araqa (2,000), al-Khuljan (400), Nazlat
a-Sheik Saa'eed (700), Tura a-Gharbiya ((1000), Tura a-Sharqiya (200), Kliirbet Mas'ud ((5),
Kliirbet Mentar (50), Umm Dar (500), and Dhaher al-'Abed (300), comprising a total of 6,000
residents.
The communities in Tulkarm District are 'Akkaba (200), Qaffin (8,000), Nazlat al-Wusta
(400), Nazlat a-Sharqiya (1,500), Nazlat al-Gharbiya (800), Zeita (2,800), 'Attil(9,400), Deir
al-Ghusun (8,500), al-Jarushiya (800), al-Maskoofi (200), Shufa (1,l OO), a-Ras (500), Kafr
Sur (1,l OO), and Kafr Jammal(2,300), a total of 37,600 residents.
In Qalqiliya District, the communities are Falamya (600), Jayyus (2,800), Nabi Elyas (1,000),
'Isla (600), al-Mudawwar (200), 'Izbat al-Ashqar (400), Beit Amin (12,000), Sanniriya
(2,600), 'Izbat Salman (600), and Mas-lia (1,800), a total of 11,600 residents.
In Jerusalem District, at this stage, we are able to identi@ two communities tliat clearly fa11
witliin tliis category: Rafat (1,800), and Kafr 'Aqeb (15,000) (see the discussion below), a
total of 16,800 residents.
17

This category does not include communities in the previously mentioned enclaves, although some of
thein have residents who will be separated fi-omtheir farmland that remains east of the enclave.

Israeli settlements

Ten settlements, containing a total of 19,000 residents, will be located on the western side of
the barrier. Tliese settlements are, from north to south, Shaqed (500), Hinnaiiit (600), Reliai
(lOO), Sal'it (400), Zufin (900), Alfe Menashe (5,000), Oranit (5,200), Sha'are Tiqwa (3,500),
Ez Efrayim (600), and Elqana (3,000).'~
In East Jerusalem, a total of tliirteen settlements in which 173,000 people reside will be
included within the Jerusalem envelope: Neve Yaakov (20,300), Pisgat Ze'ev (36,500),
French Hill (8,200), Ramat Eshkol(5,800), Ma'alot Dafna (3,600), Sanhedria Murchevet
(5,000), Ramot Alon (38,000), Shuafat Ridge (1 1,300), the Jewish Quarter in the Old City
(2,300), East Talpiot (12,800), Givat Hamatos (800), Har Homa (figures not available), and
Gilo (27,600).19
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relate to the end of 2000. Jerusalem Statistical Yearbook 2002, Table Cl13.

Infringement of human rights
Erection of tlie barrier within the West Bank is liable to infringe a range of human rights of
hundreds of thousands of Palestinians, from the right to property to the right to receive
medical treatment.
Most of the infringements are derived from the anticipated impact on the residents' right to
freedoin of movement. Therefore, the severity of the infringements depends on the crossing
arrangements tliat Israel will employ between the two sides of the barrier. An infringement
that is not derived from the restrictions on freedom of movement has already occurred, or is
liable to occur soon: the violation of the property rights of the owners of land along which the
barrier is to run.

Infringement of the right to freedom of movement
Everyone has the right tofreedom of movernent and residence within the borders of each
State.
Universal Declaration of Human Rights, Art. 13 (1)
Everyone lawJUly within the territory of a State shall, within that territory, have the right to
liberty of movement andfieedom to choose his residence.
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, Art. 12 (1)
The strip of land between the barrier and the Green Line, and apparently betweeii the barrier
and the municipal boundaries of Jerusalem as well, will be declared a Closed Military Area.
Accordiiig to the state's respoiise to tlie High Court of Justice, tliis declaration will not apply
Based on this statement, residents of the enclaves West of tlie barrier
to the local re~idents.~'
will not be required to obtain a special permit to cross the barrier. However, Civil
Administration officiais have announced on several occasions that permanent crossing
perinits will be issued to residents of the enclaves. Other residents of the West Bank will
generally not be allowed to enter these enclaves for any purpose, unless they obtain a special
permit.
The state indicated that Palestinians who live east of the barrier and own land to tlie west of it
will pass through "fariners gates" upon showing the "special permits" that will be issued to.
t ~ i e mThe
. ~ ~state promised that, "reasonable crossing arrangements will be made, taking into
account the need to enable laborers and suitable equipment to cross, and to enable the produce
grown on the farmland to cross to land east of the ba~-rier."~~
However, except for this general
cornmitment, the state has not provided otlier details regarding arrangements .
20
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The state lias iiot yet discussed the arrangements that will apply to tlie moveineiit of residents
of the enclaves east of the main barrier or of West Bank residents who want to visit tliese
enclaves. It is, therefore, unclear if they will need special movement permits. It is clear that
inovement from the enclaves to other areas of the West Bank, and back agaiii, will be allowed
only through the specially established crossing points and checkpoints.
The state indicated to the High Court that, in erecting Stage 1 of the barrier, not including the
Jerusalein envelope, it will erect five main crossings and twenty-six agricultural crossings.
Stage 1 is scheduled for completion by July 2003. According to the head of the Seam Area
Administration, Nezach Mashiach, the 2003 budget does not allocate sufficient funds to erect
the five main c r ~ s s i n ~ s . ~ ~
Wliatever the crossing arrangements will be, it is clear that hundreds of thousands of
Palestinians will be dependent on Israel' security system when they want to cross the barrier
froin either side. This dependence will increase the existing difficulties Palestinians face in
goiiig from one place to another in the West Bank.
Siilce the beginning of tlie al-Aqsa intifada, IDF restrictions have brought Palestinian
inovement to almost a complete halt. In some places, the army has set up checkpoints,
concrete blocks, dirt piles, and trenclies that block most of the roads in the West Bank, and
Palestinians are not allowed to drive on many roads. In addition, the ariny imposes curfew on
Iiundreds of thousands of residents. These restrictions, which affect al1 aspects of life of tlie
Palestinian population, lead to numerous human rights violations, including the right to earn a
living, tlie right to an education, and the right to obtain medical treatment.24
Past experience indicates tliat the restriction on movement of Palestinians is an iiitegral part of
Israeli policy in the Occupied Territories. These restrictions are not only imposed for security
reasons. Tliey are also used to accomplish objectives that are forbidden by international law
and are based on extraneous considerations. For instance, Israel has often iinposed collective
restrictions on movement to punish the population in a particular location for an attack against
Israeli civilians or soldiers that is attributed to a resident or residents of that community. Israel
also routinely restricts the inovement of Palestinians, in part because it is the easiest and
cheapest means available at times such as Israeli holidays and election day.25This experience
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raises the fear that tlie crossing points along the barrier will be closed for prolonged periods
and the passage of Palestinians may be completely prohibited.
Establishing clieckpoints along the barrier is liable to raise problems. Currently, crossing
clieckpoints depends on the goodwill of the soldiers, who do not operate according to clear
rules known to the Palestinians. Soldiers have forced Palestinians to wait many liours before
allowing tliem to cross, confiscated identity cards, car keys, and even vehicles. In many cases,
soldiers degrade the Palestinians and have, at times, beaten them.
Some, and maybe all, of the Palestinian residents of these areas will need to obtain a "special
permit" from the Israeli authorities to enable them to cross the barrier. In the past, Israel lias
taken advantage of the requirement that Palestinians obtain permits, and conditioned granting
of entry permits or permits to go abroad on collaboration with the General Security Service.
The process for obtaining permits entails repeated harassment of the residents and is based on
arbitrary criteria. Palestinians have often been refused permits without being given a reason
for the denial. More than once, Palestinians received a permit after intervention by huinan
rights organizations or other entities, indicating the arbitrary manner in wliich Israel denies
the requests.26
It is clear, therefore, tliat the state's promise to build crossing points and "agricultural gates"
along the barrier is insufficient to prevent harm to the Palestinians. Israel's policy on tlie
movement of Palestinians inakes it very uncertain whether Palestinians will indeed be
allowed to cross the barrier.
The barrier will create a situation for the residents of the enclaves rather similar to tlîat of
residents of al-Mawasi, Gaza

tri^.^' Al-Mawasi is a Palestinian enclave containing 5,000

residents situated West of the Gush Qatif settlements. Since the beginning of the al-Aqsa
intifada, the IDF has placed severe restriction on the residents, making their lives unbearable.
Most of the movement to and from other areas of the Gaza Strip is through the Tufakh
clieckpoint, near Khan Yunis. Generally, entry into al-Mawasi is forbidden to non-residents of
the coinmunity, unless they have a special IDF permit. The checkpoint is open only eight
hours a day, and only individuals who received a number and magnetic card from the army
may pass through. Males uiider forty years old are absolutely forbidden to enter the area.
Individuals wanting to cross have to wait in long lines and undergo strict checks by the
soldiers. At times, the clieckpoint is closed for prolonged periods without warning. In such
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cases, residents who left homes in the inorniiig are unable to return home and must stay in
Khan Yunis and rely of the kindiiess of others until the checkpoint is reopeiied.

Infringement of the right to work and to an adequate standard of living
The States Parties to the present Covenant recognize the right to work, which includes the
right of everyone to the opportunity to gain his Iiving by work which he fieely chooses or
accepts, and will take appropriate steps to safeguard this right.
International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, Article 6 (1)
The States Parties to the present Covenant recognize the right of everyone to an adequate
standard of livingfor himselfand his family, including adequatefood, clothing and housing,
and to the continuous improvement of Iiving conditions.
International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, Article 11 (1)
Tlie planned barrier is expected to separate tens of thousands of Palestinians from their
workplace. Even if the barrier does not create total isolation, it will clearly reduce the ability
of many residents to work and earn sufficient income to ensure a minimum standard of living.
The farmland of residents of the enclaves created west of the barrier will reinaiii for the most
part also west of the barrier. Although the barrier is not expected to harm their access to tliese
lands, the ability of these farmers to market their produce elsewhere in the West Bank will be
affected. Even assuming that the agricultural crossings will be operational, the crossing
process will likely increase transportation costs and reduce profits (see the discussion on
'Azzun 'Atina below). Farm production will likely be harmed due to the irregular supply of
inputs aiid materials (such as, seeds, fertilizer, machines, and spare parts), because
Palestiniaiis from other areas of the West Bank will generally not be allowed to enter tliese
enclaves.
Thousands of Palestinians living east of the barrier will be separated from tlieir land on the
western side. For example, residents of Qafin, which lies north of Tulkarm, will be separated
froin 6,000 dunam of land [1,500 acres], which constitute sixty percent of their farmland. The
land contains tliousands of productive olive trees. Residents of a-Ras and Kafr Sur, south of
Tulkarm, will be separated from seventy-five percent and fifty percent of their farmland
respectively, on which olive trees and field crops are planted.
Farining is a major source of income in the communities that will be affected by the barrier.
The areas involved are among the most productive in the West Bank and have a bouiitiful
supply of fresh water. H a m to the farming sector in this area will have grave consequeiice on
the local population. The Palestinian Central Bureau of Statistics does not publisli data on
individual coinmuiiities, so it is difficult to quanti@ the importance of farining on the
livelihoods of the residents of tliese communities. However, an indication of its importance

caii be attained by comparing the data relating to the three districts in which tlîese
coininunities lie - Jeniii, Tulkarin, and Qalqiliya - with the rest of the West Bank.
The percentage of land used for agriculture in these districts is the highest in the West Bank:
fifty-nine percent in Tulkarm, fifty percent in Jenin, and forty-six percent in Qalqiliya,
compared to an average of 24.5% in the West Bank. The amount of farmland under
cultivation in the three districts is 950 square meters per person, coinpared with 625 square
meters per person in the whole of the West Bank. Regarding productivity, the farmland in the
three districts averages $442 a dunam a year, compared with $350 per dunam in the West
~ank.~'
Regarding employment, an average of twenty-five percent of the workforce in these three
districts was employed in farming in 2001, compared with twelve percent in the West Bank as
a whole. Although the three districts comprise twenty-five percent of the population of the
West Bank, they supply forty-three percent of jobs in the agricultural ~ e c t o r1f. ~the
~ Gaza
Strip is iiicluded, the three districts comprise fifieen percent of the population of the Occupied
Territories, but contributed twenty-eight percent of the value of the agricultural production in
the Occupied Territories during the period 2000-2001.30
The restrictions on movement are also expected to harm people who work in sectors otlîer
than farming, whose workplace lies outside their community. The barrier will turn Tulkarm
aiid Qalqiliya into enclaves that are detached from nearby villages that relied on tliese centers
for services on a daily basis. Most of those affected will be residents who work for the
Palestinian Authority in the district offices and live in outlying villages, or, conversely, live in
Tulkarm or Qalqiliya and work in one of the villages. Even if the Palestinian Authority takes
tlieir situation into account and continues to pay their salaries, as it has doiie iii such cases
since the beginning of the al-Aqsa iiitifada, their right to work, as distinct from their right to
an adequate standard of living, is liable to be severely impaired.
This problem is especially grave in villages near the Jerusalem envelope (if a contiguous
barrier is indeed constructed) because, unlike in the north, most of the residents are not
engaged in farming and are dependent, directly or indirectly, on work in East Jerusalem.
The harm to the ability of tens of thousands of Palestinians to work and eani a living is
especially grave in light of the increased economic hardship suffered by Palestinians silice the
beginning of the al-Aqsa intifada. In the first half of 2002, real unemploymeiit (wliicli
iiicludes individuals who have given up looking for work) in the West Bank reaclied fi@
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percent of the workforce. In recent years, unemploymeiit in the three northern districts (Jenin,
Tulkarin, Qalqiliya) lias been significantly higlier than the average in tlie eiitire West Bank.
The perceiitage of people living in poverty (defined as per capita consumption of less thaii
two dollars a day) - reached fi@-five percent .31 Reduction of sources of employment and
iiicome following erection of the barrier is liable to force additional thousands of Palestinian
families into poverty.

Other detrimental effects on living conditions
The States Parties to the present Covenant recognize the right of everyone to the enjoyment of
the highest uttainable standard ofphysical and mental health.
International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, Article 12 (1)
The States Parties to the present Covenant recognize the right of everyone to education. They
agree that education shall be directed to thejûll development of the human personality and
the sense of its digni@ and shall strengthen the respectfor human rights and&ndamental
>eedoms.
International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, Article 13 (1)
Tlie separation barrier is liable to harm, to one degree or another, the living conditions of
residents in nearby communities. The residents most likely to be affected are those living in
enclaves West of tlie barrier. However, many residents of villages on the eastern side wlio
depeiid on services from one of the three main cities (Tulkarm, Qalqiliya, and East
Jerusalem), which will be isolated from the rest of the West Bank, will also be affected.
Particularly problematic is the anticipated decline in the level of health services provided to
the residents. Nine of the villages that will become enclaves west of the barrier do not have a
inedical clinic (Umin a-Rihan, Khirbat 'Abdallah al-Yunis, Khirbat a-Sheikh Sa'ad, Khirbat
Dhaher al-Malah, Nazlat Abu Nar, Khirbet Jubara, Ras a-Tira, Khirbet a-Dab'a, and Arab aRamadeen al-Janubi). Other communities provide basic and preventive medical care, but rely
on the medical services available in hospitals in the three citie~.~*
Tlie barrier will also have a detrimental effect on education. Many teachers who live in
Tulkarm and Qalqiliya teach in schools in neighboring villages and are liable to face
problems in reaching their schools. Since the second year of the al-Aqsa intifada, the
Palestinian Ministry of Education has assigned teachers to work in schools according to their
place of residence, and the ministry may do the same after the barrier is erected. In addition,
the restrictions on inoveinent affect the students at the colleges and universities in East
Jerusalein, Qalqiliya, and Tulkarm, wliich serve the entire region.
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The difficulties in moving from one place to another that will result from the barrier are also
expected to impair the social and family life of hundreds of thousands of residents. In an
attempt to justify the creation of one of the enclaves west of the barrier, the state argued
before the Higli Court of Justice that it is prevented from setting the route along the Green
Line between Nazlat 'Issa, which lies in the West Bank, and Baqa al-Gharbiya, wliich is
situated within the Green Line, because it would "break the social fabric" between the two
coininunities." Without going into the specific details of the case before the court, the state's
declaration indicates that it is well aware of the harm that the barrier will cause to the
relations between the residents living on opposite sides of the barrier.

Infringement of the right to property
Everyone has the right to own property alone as well as in association with others.
Universal Declaration of Human Rights, Article 17
Private property cannot be confiscated.
Regulations Attached to the Hague Convention Respecting the
Laws and Customs of War on Land of 1907, Article 46, Paragraph 2
To erect the barrier, Israel took control of extensive areas along the planned route. Insofar as
the average widtli of the barrier is sixty meters, the IDF took control of 11,400 dunam to erect
the first 190 kilometers of the barrier. Most of this land is under private Palestinian ownership
and contains orchards, field crops, and greenhouses.
Tlie legal tool chosen in order to take control of the land is through "requisition for military
needs" orders. Most of these orders are in effect until the end of 2005, but they may legally be
~.~~
who claim ownership of seized land can deinand
extended i i ~ d e f i n i t e lResidents
compensation from the IDF for the use of their property. Most of the landowners whose land
has been taken have refused to accept any compensation, at the recommendation of tlie
Palestinian Authority, so as not to legitimize Israel's actions in any way.
After receiving the seizure order, the residents may appeal to the legal advisor for Judea and
Samaria. If the appeal is rejected, the landowner may petition the High Court of Justice. To
date, Palestinians have filed dozens of such appeals and petitions to the High Court of Justice.
Al1 of them have been rejected.
By law, tlie seizure orders do not transfer ownership of the land to Israel. However, the
indefinite duration of the requisition, and the vast amount of resources being invested by
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Israel in erectiiig the barrier, leads to the conclusion tliat the action is a disguised
expropriation of property. In the past, Israel has used "requisition for military needs" orders
as a means to take control of Palestinian land to establish settlements. These lands were never
returned to their owners. It is now clear that Israel did not intend to seize tlie land for a
teinporary period, but to expropriate it permanently.35
In addition to the absolute violation of the property rights of the landowners aloiig whose
property the barrier will be erected, the property rights of owners of tens of tliousands of
dunam located West of the barrier will be harmed to some degree, depending on the severity
of the restrictions on their movement. Because of the difficulty in reaching their land, owners
may cease or reduce cultivation of the land. In such instances, the infringement of tlieir right
to property would become absolute for the following reason: since the beginning of the 1980s,
Israel lias declared land in the West Bank "state land" if it is not registered in the lands
registry and is not cultivated for three consecutive years; in such an instance, Israel can take
. ~ ~fact that rnost of the land lying West of the barrier is not
the land from its ~ w n e rThe
registered increases the concern that Israel will take control of the land at soine time in the
future.
The infringement of tlie right to property committed by Israel is not restricted to deilying tlie
owners possession of the land. After taking control, the contractors level the land by
uprooting the crops, iiicluding field crops, greenhouses, and, primarily, olive trees. The State
Attorney's Office informed the High Court that, "Regarding trees, the contractor [doing the
infrastructure work] is directed to move objects from one place to another where feasible (this
is routinely done with olive trees). This requires preparation work, such as pruning the tree
before moving it. The tree is then inoved to a location that is agreed-upon - to the extent
possible - with the l a n d ~ w n e r . "In~ reality,
~
liowever, the matter is often handled very
differently.
B'Tselem took testilnonies from several Palestinian residents of Qaffin and Far'un wliose
According to the testirnonies, the
land containing olive groves was taken to erect the bar~-ier.~'
contractors have not contacted the residents and the soldiers guarding the work site have not
allowed the residents access to take away the trees that were cut down. In some cases,
Palestinians went ont0 their land after the soldiers and laborers left and found that their cutdown olive trees had been stolen.
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The tlieft of olive trees by the coiitractors doing the infrastructure work was also documented
by ~ e d i o~haronot."
t
In researcliing tlie article, the journalists contacted one of the
contractors and said they were interested in buying trees that had been cut down. The
company's CE0 offered the journalists "as many trees as they wanted" at "around NIS 1,000
a tree."
The joumalists met with the work supervisor and agreed on purchase of the trees. The article
also indicated that the relevant Civil Administration official is aware of, and cooperates in,
the sale of the trees. The officia1 provided the joumalists with the permit needed to bring the
trees into Israel.
In response to B7Tselem's query on the Ministry of Defense's policy on the theft of olive
trees, tlie ministry's spokesperson replied on 2 January 2003, that the "Ministry of Defense is
iilvestigating the matter, but the investigation has not yet been completed."
Case study: 'Azzun 'Atma

'Azzuil 'Atma is a Palestinian village situated ten kilometers southeast of ~ a l ~ i l i ~The
a.~'
village has 1,500 residents. Adjacent to the village to the east lies the settleinent Sha'areTiqwa, whicli stretches for a distance of 2.5 kilometers and severs the territorial contiguiy
between 'Azzun 'Atma and two neighboring villages, Beit Amin and Sanniriya. Witli the
decision to place Slia'are Tiqwa west of the barrier, 'Azzun 'Atma will be surrounded by tlie
barrier on al1 sides and become an enclave. Furthermore, some of the houses in the village, in
whicli seventy people reside, are situated south of Road No. 505 (the old Trans-Israel road).
Because the defense establishment does not want to impair the main trafic artery to Israel
used by settlers in Sha'are Tiqwa, the barrier will pass nortli of the road, thereby severing
tliose residents from the other residents of the village.
Some of the residents of 'Azzun 'Atrna previously worked in Israel, but following the
outbreak of the current intifada, most of the residents make a living from farming. 'Azzun
'Atma is known as one of the largest vegetable producers in the West Bank. Ten trucks of
produce leave the village daily for market, one to Israel and nine to markets in the West Bank.
West of the village lie more than 4,000 dunam of farmland owned by residents of 'Azzun
'Atma, Beit Amin and Sanniriya. A few hundred dunarn of this land (south of Road No. 505)
will remain West of tlie barrier. Villagers from 'Azzun 'Atma own about 1,000 dunain of land
east of the village that will be located east of tlie barrier. Most of these lands coiitaiii
greenhouses in which the residents grow vegetables (including tomatoes, cucuinbers,
-
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cabbage, cauliflower, eggplant, and beans). The separation barrier is liable to severely hamper
the ability of the residents of tliese three villages to work their land and market their produce
iii

the West Bank.

The village's two scliools will also likely be harmed as a result of the barrier. In the
elementary scliool, which has 325 pupils, only two of the eighteen teachers are residents of
the village. The otlier teachers reside in nearby villages and in Qalqiliya. In the other school,
wliich is a middle and high school, there are 250 pupils, half of whom are from Beit Amin.
These pupils will have to cross the barrier daily to reach school. Of the sixteen teachers in the
school, only three live in the village. The others live in villages in the ~ e a . ~ '
'Azzun 'Atma has a inedical clinic operated by the Palestinian Authority that provides basic
The clinic's staff is comprised of a nurse who comes from Qalqiliya
inedical treat~nent.~~
three tiines a week, and a physician who comes from Habla once a week. The clinic also
serves residents of Beit Amin, 'Izbat Salman, al Mudawwar, and 'Izbat Jalud, villages in
which no medical treatment is available and which will remain on the other side of the barrier.
For inedical services otlier than the few provided by the clinic, residents of 'Azzun 'Atina rely
on the liospital in Qalqiliya. Since the outbreak of the intifada, access to Qalqiliya Ilas been
problematic, so residents also use hospitals iii Nablus.
Once the barrier is erected, Qalqiliya will become an enclave, which will make rnovemeiit
between 'Azzun 'Atrna and Qalqiliya particularly difficult. Palestinians wanting to travel
froin 'Azzun 'Atina to Qalqiliya and vice versa will have to cross the barrier four times, twice
in eacli direction.

Case study: Kafr 'Aqeb

Kafr 'Aqeb is a Palestinian community located north of the Atarot airport, which lies in North
~ e r u s a l e mThe
. ~ ~municipal border of Jerusalem that was set following annexation of West
Bank land in 1967 crosses between houses in the community. As a result, part of Kafr 'Aqeb
lies within Jerusalem's area ofjurisdiction. We shall discuss the effects of the barrier on the
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Jerusalem part of the community. According to the Jerusalem Statistical Yearbook, Kafr
'Aqeb Iiad 10,500 residents at the end of 2 0 0 0 . ~ ~
Tlie residents of Kafr 'Aqeb, like other residents of East Jerusalem, liold tlie status of
permanent resident in Israel and carry Israeli identity cards. They pay property taxes to the
Jerusalem Municipality and other taxes (such as income tax, V.A.T., and health insurance),
but receive almost no services from the public authorities. The village has no welfare
services, no health-fund clinic and mail is not delivered to the homes. Only tlie main Street'
has lights. The houses are not connected to the municipal water system, but rather are
connected to the Ramallah water system, which is unable to supply water on a daily basis.
In August 2002, the Cabinet approved Stage 1 of the barrier, which also included the northern
section of the Jerusalem envelope. The route passes south of Kafr 'Aqeb, several meters froin
the last liouses in the village, and stretches from the Ofer army base, west of the village, to tlie
Qalandiya checkpoint on the east, for a distance of 3.8 kilometers. Unlike tlie barrier in the
northern section of the West Bank, the barrier in this area will range from twenty-five to sixty
meters across. According to the State Attorney's Office's statement to the High Court of
Justice, Israel plans to erect a depth barrier between Kafr 'Aqeb and Ramallah, but B'Tselem
does not have information on tlie precise route.45Tlie main barrier, along the route decided by
the Cabinet, is liable to cause grave violations of the human rights of the village's residents.
The most significant violation stems from the planned severance of tlie area from the otlier
parts of Jerusalem. Because of their status as permanent residents of Israel, the residents of
Kafr 'Aqeb are not subject to the restrictions on movement imposed on residents of the
Occupied Territories. They can move about within Israel and cross through checkpoints.
Regarding this point, the State Attorney's Office stated, "It should be understood that the
Jerusalem envelope is solely a security barrier, and it does not alter the status, rights, andor

'.

obligations as they currently e ~ i s t . " The
~ State Attorney's Office added that, "The local
population will be issued special permits to enable them free movement to and from
Jerusalem, subject to security arrangements." However, despite the state's promises, the
residents' experience over the past two years regarding freedom of movement raises major
concern that the state's promises will not be kept.
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The Qalandiya checkpoint is located south of the village, three kilometers inside Jerusalem's
jurisdictional area, and residents have to cross it every time they want to enter the city or
return home. The vast majority of its residents work in otlier areas of Jerusalem and have to
cross tlie checkpoint to reach their workplace. Residents of Kafr 'Aqeb also go iiito Jerusalein
to receive medical treatment or other services.47The existence of the checkpoiiit delays, and
sometiines prevents, the passage of residents of Kafi-'Aqeb to and from Jerusalein. Wlienever
the IDF imposes a liermetic closure, whether because of a specific warning of a planned
attack against Israelis, an IDF invasion into Ramallah, or Knesset elections, tlie checkpoint is
closed, making it impossible for residents to reach other parts of Jerusalem.
When the checkpoint is not closed, it is open fi-om 6:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M. Recently, it has
reinained open until9:OO P.M. When it closes, residents of Kafr 'Aqeb are cut off froin
Jerusalem, except in cases of emergency. Shortly before the opening and closing of the
checkpoint, long lines of pedestrians form and the wait is an hour or more. Residents in
veliicles have an even longer wait because the checkpoint lies on the main road nortli to
Ramallah, which is used by dozens of trucks daily. Residents of Kafr 'Aqeb complain that the
body checks are, at tirnes, excessive and degrading.
After crossing the Qalandiya checkpoint, the residents of Kafr 'Aqeb then have to cross the aRain checkpoint, which is located on the main road in Beit Hanina. This checkpoint reinains
open even when a coinprehensive closure is imposed on the Occupied Territories, but the
residents have to wait in long lines before tliey can cross. Recently, following tlie construction
of Road No. 45 (North Begin Road), the residents have an alternative to crossing the a-Ram
checkpoint. Along this road, too, there is a checkpoint that delays entry into the city.
Due to tlie difficulties in crossing the checkpoint, many of the village's residents who worked
in Jerusalem were fired because they did not show up for work or were frequently late. The
few merchants in the village have suffered because of the decreased demand resulting from
the poor economic condition and the irregular delivery of merclîandise.
Erection of the barrier south of the village will almost certainly make the current situation
permanent or even make the situation worse. Residents are now required to show an identity
card when they reach the checkpoint, but when the barrier is in place, they will have to
receive a "special permit" to enable them to cross into Jerusalem.
Residents of the village wlio decide to move to another location in the Occupied Territories to
live or work due to the problems resulting from the barrier, risk losing their status as
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permanent residents, including the right to return to live in the village. This is because of
Israel's policy, which was applied most exteiisively in 1996-1999, to revoke the status of
residents of East Jerusalem who ,according to Israeli officials, moved their "center of life" to
an area outside the
Further Iiarm to the residents of Kafr 'Aqeb results from Israel's taking control of land to
build the barrier and from the separation between the residents and their fields. In tliis regard,
the situation of Kafr 'Aqeb is similar to that of villages in the northern West Bank. Given that
the average width of the barrier in the Kafr 'Aqeb area is forty meters, the Ministry of
Defense took control of 150 dunam. Most of the area is privately owned by forty-six families
living in the village, and some by residents of the nearby village Rafat. The barrier will
separate residents from 105 parcels of land located southwest of the barrier that are owned by
eighty-five families. About half of these lands are cultivated and used for growing vegetables.
For some of the families, marketing their produce is their sole source of income.
In addition, according to the opinion of the NGO Bimkom, the route chosen will impair the
urban development of the village, as appears from two outline plans that the Jerusalein
Municipality is proinoting for the village.49The principal land reserves of Kafr 'Aqeb for
building lie soutliwest of the village, wliich will remain on the other side of the barrier. As a
result, the possibility of development will be diminished and the community will not be able
to ineet the residents' future liousing, commercial, and social needs.
The present route may also endanger the lives of the residents living near the barrier's route.
The military patrols along the patrol road are liable to be a target of attack by armed
Palestinians, who will use residents' homes, with or without consent, to fire at IDF patrols.
Occupants of the houses will pay the price if the IDF returns fire, and their homes are likely to
be d e ~ t r o ~ e d . ~ '
In one of hearings on the appeal filed by residents of Kafr 'Aqeb against seinire of their land,
Colonel Dani Tirzah, who is in charge of planning the route of the barrier for the Seain Area
Administration, was asked whether he thought construction of the barrier so close to liouses
risks the lives of the residents, and if this consideration had been taken into account. He
responded:
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The situation is similar to what occurred at Kibbutz Metzer. Terror strikes
everywhere, regardless of whetlier it exists in a Palestinian viciiiity.. . If a
terrorist fires from your office, don't expect that they woii't fire back at him..
The consideration of risk to human life is taken in the context of the
discussions taking place now regarding the patrols that will operate along the
fence; tliat is where these considerations should be taken into account, rather
than the consideration about the route."
Ailotlier risk to the lives of Palestinians living near the barrier's route stems from the
proxiinity of the IDF patrols to houses in the village. The open-fire regulations allow letlial
fire also in cases in which soldiers' lives are not in jeopardy. Since the beginning of the alAqsa intifada, liundreds of innocent Palestinians have been killed or wounded by IDF
guiifire.52The movement of civilians near IDF patrols along the barrier, primarily at iliglit, is
liable to lead to additional injuries to innocent people. The degree of this danger largely
depends on the open-fire directives given to the soldiers.
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Dernolition of houses in the enclaves

With the start of construction of the barrier, the Civil Administration began to issue
demolition orders and demolish homes in Palestinian communities near the barrier's route.
The official pretext for this policy is the lack of a building permit. The Civil Administration
lias issued about 280 demolition orders in these communities.
Most of the orders relate to buildings in enclaves west of the barrier's route. In Nazlat 'Issa
(2,300 residents), 170 demolition orders (eleven residential dwellings and the remainder
commercial buildings) were issued. On 2 1 January 2003, the Civil Administration demolished
sixty structures in the market near the Arab-Israeli village Baqa a-Gharbiya. In Bart'a aSharqiya (3,200 residents), in Jenin District, the Civil Administration issued seventy-two
deinolition orders in recent months (twelve residential dwellings, fi@-six shops, three sewing
workshops, and one other workshop). In December 2002, residents in Azzun 'Atma (1,500
residents) received twenty demolition orders, eighteen of them residential dwellings and two
structures that served as bathrooms for the village's high school. In Umm a-Rihan and Dhaher
al-Malali, Jenin District (total of 600 residents), nine demolition orders were issued (eight
residential dwellings and a school).
Orders were also received in communities that are scheduled to become enclaves east of the
barrier. In 'Izbat Jalud, Qalqiliya District (100 residents), demolition orders were issued for
tliree structures (two residential dwelliiigs and one mosque). Ili a-Taybeh, Jenin District
(2,l OO), orders were issued to demolish three residential dwellings. One of these dwellings
was recently demolished.
The ostensibly illegal building throughout the West Bank results from Israel's age-old policy
of refusing to issue Palestinians building perrnits outside the built-up area of the towns and
villages. The refusal is based on the outdated outline plans from the time of the British
Mandate, which classified most of the territory of the West Bank as agricultural areas. The
policy has remained in effect as regards Area C (whicli constitutes about sixty percent of the
West Bank) even after the Oslo Accords. To meet the population-growth needs and to earn a
living , the residents in certain areas have no choice but to build without a permit.53The
current wave of demolition orders constitutes another form of pressure and hardship that the
Israeli autliorities currently impose, and will continue to impose on Palestinians living near
the barrier's route.
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Infringement of human rights - violation of international law
At the beginning of the al-Aqsa intifada, Israel defined the situation in the Occupied
Territories as "ail armed coiiflict short of war," and that the relevant provisions of
iiiterilational law are thus the laws of ~ a r f a r e . 'The
~ Supreme Court recently saiictioned this
position.55Israel uses this position to justify the violations of Iiuman rights of Palestinians
resultiilg from building the separation barrier, as it has since the outbreak of the current
intifada.
Maiiy organizations and jurists in Israel and abroad, including BYTselem,do not accept
Israel's categorizatioii of the present situation. Even after transfer of part of the West Bank
and Gaza Strip to the Palestinian Authority, Israel remains the occupier in these areas. The
combat actions now taking place in the Occupied Territories do not justify the sweeping
definition of events there as war, and do not allow Israel to ignore its duties as the occupier.
These duties require Israel to protect the civilian population and ensure their safety and
welfare. The International Committee of the Red Cross, which is charged with
iinplementation of the Geneva Conventions, Iield that, "even in the present violence," Israel
reinains the occupying power in the Occupied Territories and therefore must comply with the
provisions of the Fourth Geiieva Convention and other rules relating to occupation.5G
The application of the laws of occupation do not nullify international human riglits law, which
reinain binding on Israel iii its actions in the Occupied Territories. The UN coininittees in
charge of impleinenting this law have categorically stated that Israel must comply with the
provisions of the human rights conventions in al1 the territories under its control, including the
West Bank and the Gaza Strip, and that this obligation applies also in the circumstances tliat
have been created following the outbreak of the al-Aqsa intifada.57
International law does not provide absolute protection for al1 human rights. There are
circumstances in which infringement of certain human rights is lawful, whether because the
situation is defined as "armed conflict short of war" or as occupation. However, violations of
huinan rights are lawful oiily where certain conditions are met as laid out in international law.
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Tlius, even acceptiilg Israel's definition of the situation prevailing in tlie Occupied Territories,
Israel is not entitled to do whatever it wishes and without limitation. Eveii iii war, as liarsh as
war can be, States are required to act in accordance with international law. For some time,
jurists and international courts have rejected the contention that military needs prevail over
every other consideration in wartime. Al1 actions must be carried out in accordance with law,
and the parties involved in the armed conflict are not free to select any metliod or means of
warfare that comes to mind.58

The duty to examine alternatives
The infringement of human rights is not justified if other courses of action are available to
achieve the same objective without causing such infringement. This principle is f m l y
enshrined in international humanitarian law, which deals with war and occupation,5gin
international human rights ~ a w , ~and
' in decisions of Israel's Supreme ~ o u r t . ~ '
In one of its responses to the High Court of Justice regarding erection of tlie barrier, the state
mentioned that, "Tliis is a process that was taken because there was no option and only after
various other measures did not succeed iii curbing the wave of terr~r."~'However, the state
did not describe in that response, or its other statements to the High Court on this matter,
tliose "other measures" and why they failed.
Aii examiiiation conducted by the State Coinptroller indicates tliat there are at least two
means tliat are suitable alternatives to the separation barrier. The state did not investigate the
efficacy of these options, even tliough they would result in less extensive violations of
Palestinian human rights than that caused by the erection of the barrier.
Efficacy of checkpoints on the Green Line

The decisioii to erect a barrier separating Israel from the West Bank to prevent attacks within
Israel is based on the assumption that the perpetrators of the attacks enter Israel through tlie
open areas between the checkpoints and not through the checkpoints, which ostensibly check
the people who cross into Israel. According to the State Comptroller's report on the seam
area, which was publislied in July 2002, that assumption is imprecise.
Tliirty-two checkpoints exist along the Green Line, through which entry into Israel is
possible. Thirty of these checkpoints are run by the IDF, and the Israel Police Force is in
58
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charge of the otlier two. Regarding attacks committed in Israel silice the beginning of the
current Intifada, the State Comptroller found that, "IDF documents indicate that most of the
suicide terrorists and the car bombs crossed the seam area into Israel through the checkpoints,
where they undenvent faulty and even shoddy checks."63
The State Comptrollerysreport pointed out the significant defects at the checkpoints. The
report stated that, "The checkpoints do not have a specific commaiid or a task file from
brigade headquarters that classifies the assignments at the checkpoint and coordinates tlie
procedures for its operation," and that the "checkpoints do not have proper equipment and
infrastructure to conduct security checks of vehicles, individuals, and merchandise." In his
conclusions, the State Comptroller discussed an army document on checkpoints, finding tliat,
"The existing checkpoints in the seam area are not organized to properly check vehicles,
freight, and people, and there is an urgent need to improve inspections at checkpoints by
having permanent and skilled personnel check vehicles, using technological means, and
iiistitutioiializiiigthe crossing points."64.
The findings of the State Comptroller were published in July 2002, while the government's
decision to erect tlie barrier was reached a month earlier. The decision was not clianged
followiiig publication of tlie State Comptroller's findings, and it appears that no meaningful
changes were made to address even some of the problems mentioned by the State
Coinptroller. Rather, the state preferred a more extreme alternative that entails numerous
liuman rights violations. In deciding to choose to erect a barrier, Israel violated its legal duty
to implement optional means before adopting a means that will lead to especially grave
human rights violations.
Furthermore, erection of the barrier will increase the number of checkpoints between Israel
and the West Bank. According to a document that the State Attorney's Office submitted to the
High Court, five checkpoints and twenty-six agricultural gates are to be built along the barrier
in Stage 1 alone. If the state does not improve the effectiveness of the checkpoints, a
paradoxical situation will arise in which the barrier will increase the danger of attacks within
Israel. If tlie defense establishment plans to rectify the flaws at the checkpoints as part of the
barrier project, by adding sophisticated inspection mechanisms and skilled personnel, these
improvements could be carried out immediately irrespective of the barrier project. The lack of
connection between the problem and the proposed solution may be what Prime Miiiister Ariel
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Sharon was alludiiig to when he said, "The idea [to build the barrier] is populist and intended
to serve political objectives.'765
Guarding the seam area
The State Comptroller also examined IDF deployment along the seam area to prevent
Palestinians without permits from entering Israel through the open areas, as the Cabinet
ordered iii its decision of July 200 1. Changes in the manner of deployment, like improverneiit
of the faulty operations at the checkpoints, is an alternative that would cause a lesser degree
of Iiuinan riglits violations than a separation barrier.
According to the State Comptroller's report, the IDF formulated a "new concept" for action in
the Occupied Territories, which the chief-of-staff approved in January 2002. As a result, the
IDF forewent special deployment in the seam area and disbanded the "task cominand" that
was set up in July 200 1 to coordinate IDF activity in the seam area. Responsibility for
guarding the seam area was divided among tlie brigade commanders in eacli sector. The main
efforts and means encompassed witliin the new mode1 were directed to other objectives:
The IDF's new concept [for action] in Judea and Samaria ied to shiftirtg the
responsibility of most of the forces active in the seam area to the task of
guarding roads on which Israeli vehicles travel, on-going security activity near
Israeli coinmunities in Judea and Samaria; and thwarting hostile terrorist
activity within Judea and Samara, primarily in the Palestinian cities. The IDF
forces' operations did not focus on preventing movement of individuals and
vehicles from Judea and Sarnaria into Israel in areas other than tlie desigiiated
crossing points. This trend was reflected in the orders given by the relevant
forces in the seam area, and in operational directives of the brigades operating
in the area. IDF documents reveal that combat deep inside the territory of the
Palestinian Authority is given top priority, and not the seam area.. .
Implementation of the IDF's new concept in the seam area both directly and
iildirectly affected the ability to implement the seam area plan. Among these
effects were the significant reduction in activity to prevent Palestinians from
crossing from Judea and Samaria into Israel; reduction in the IDF presence in
unpopulated territories along the seam area; and a decline in coordination and
cooperation between IDF forces and the Israel Police Force.. .
At the tiine that the audit was conducted, observation posts had not been set
up to cover a great part of the seam area. The IDF lacked technological ineans
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1 ) Topography - According to Israel, "The selection of the topographic route of the barrier

was derived from security reasons. The barrier inust pass through, to the greatest extent
possible, areas from which the surrounding territory can be controlled, in order to prevent
liarm to forces operating aloiig the route, and to enable tlie forces to operate observation
points that overlook both sides of the fence."
2 ) Securiq area - "The fear is that the barrier will not prevent every penetratioii, and that

security forces will not be able to arrive in time to thwart the crossing of potential
attackers. A geographic security area is necessary to enable the combat forces to chase the
terrorists withiii Judea and Samaria before they are able to cross into Israel and disappear
within the population."

3) Inclusion of as many settlenzents as possible West of the barrier - "The fear is that erection
of the barrier will cliannel the attacks to these communities, so it was decided to have the
fence pass east of these settlements in order to provide protection for them aiid for the
access roads that reach the~n."~'
At first glance the first two components seem legitimate. However, B'Tselein does not have
tlie tools necessary to determine the degree to which they were factored into the determination
regarding the barrier's route. It is clear that including settlements west of the barrier is not an
imperative military need justi@iiig grave violations of human riglits. Tliis consideration and
other illegitimate considerations (see below) led to selection of a route that severely violates
human rights without any justification based on security needs, in violation of international
law.
Perpetuation of the settlements
Pursuant to international huinanitarian law, the settlements that Israel established in the
Occupied Territories are illegal. The Fourth Geneva Convention prohibits an occupying state
from transferring a population from its territory into the occupied territory, and the Hague
Regulations forbid inaking permanent changes in the occupied territory. Breaches of these
prohibitions resulted in increasing violations of the human rights of the resideiits in the
Occupied Territories, primarily to protect the settlers from Palestinian attack~.~'
Because the very existence of the settlements violates international law, Israel inust dismantle
tliem. Clearly, moving the settlers to areas within Israel will supply them with comparable - if
not better - protection than including them west of the barrier. This solution would also
prevent additional violations of the Palestinians' human rights.
68
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to locate infiltrators; IDF patrols in the seam area did not reach relevant points
within a short span of time; communication between the IDF and the Israel
Police Force were lirnited, which prevented efficient use of the forces.66
Tliese comments indicate many means that jointly could provide a proper response to the
entry of Palestiniatis into Israel through the open areas. Tliese means include a substantial
presence of security forces, patrols, observation points, and close coordination between IDF
and Police forces. However, the IDF decided not to examine tliese options because of its new
policy, wliicli gave low priority to protecting the seam area. Rather, the IDF preferred to
invest in other efforts, such as attacking persons suspected of committing actions against
Israel, attacking the infrastructure of the Palestinian Authority and protecting settlers.
The fact that the IDF's new policy creates a shortage of soldiers to guard the seam area does
not release Israel from its duty to implement options that violate human riglits to a lesser
degree. If blocking the entry of Palestinians into Israel is indeed urgent, as the state contends,
the urgency should be reflected in allocation of the necessary resources. If, alteriiatively, the
defense establishment does not give this task top priority, the state cannot to jus@ the grave
human rights violations it entails.

Determining the route: legitimate considerations versus extraneous
considerations
Eveii if we accept Israel's contention that the separation barrier is the only way to prevent
Palestinians from entering Israel to commit attacks, Israel has the duty to plan the route of the
barrier such that it harms human rights to the least extent possible. An examination of the
considerations that Israeli policy-makers took into account in determining the route of Stage 1
of the barrier indicates that the human rights component was not a decisive factor. Other
reasoiis, which are entirely unrelated to human rights, were ultimately the basis for
determining the route of the barrier.
Geiieral declarations about the reasons underlying the determination of the barrier's route are
insufficient. Israel must provide justifications separately for each section of the route tliat
results in human rights violations.
In its response to the High Court, Israel stated that, "Operational considerations were the main
consideration in selecting the barrier's route."67These considerations include three principal
components:
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Even if Israel does not disinantle the settlements, the contention tliat the only option to defend
the settlements is to situate them West of the barrier is baseless. Most of the settlements will
remain east of the barrier. With the objective of protecting these settlements, the

Ministry of Defense decided to erect "a new protection system that includes an
electronic fence to provide warning [of infiltration], and a staffed central-control
room," 70 and to set up "special security areas" surrounding the settlements, where
protection would be greater.71These same measures can be taken for the settlements
that, according to the current plan, will lie west of the barrier. Such action would
provide a reasonable solution to the security threat they face and significantly reduce
the infringement of the rights of the Palestinians that will occur if the barrier is
erected on land within the West Bank.
The existence of these two alternatives, which Israel chose to ignore, raises concern
that the real reason for the Cabinet's decision on the barrier's route was not to provide
maximum protection of the settlers. Rather, the underlying reason was to establish
facts on the ground that would perpetuate the existefice of settlements and facilitate
their future annexation into Israel.
Political-party considerations

The idea to establish a barrier that runs along the entire "seam area" was met with substantial
opposition, in particular from right-wing politicians and settlement officials. Their main
argument was that such a barrier would likely soon become the political border between Israel
and the Palestinian state to be established. In addition, it was claimed that construction of a
barrier of such size on a route that follows the Green Line would be a political achieveinent
for the Palestinians, as it would recognize the Green Line as a relevant starting point for
discussions on the border between Israel and the West ~ a n k . In
' ~ the words of Israel Harel, a

Ha aretz columnist and former head of the YESHA Council:
About two months after the IDF restored a significant portion of its deterrence
capability in the battles of Operation Defensive Shield, the Israeli government,
headed by Ariel Sharon, gave the strategic victory to Arafat. Exactly tlîirtyfive years after the Six Day War, and after two years of a brutal and unceasing
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war of terror, Israel's government has decided that it is not meeting the feeble
pressure of the public - and of past and present senior defense establishment

officiais - to establish a security separation line, that will essentially coincide
with the cease-fire lines of 1949. 73
In response to these objections and criticism, government ministers, and the Minister of
Defense in particular, repeatedly stated that the barrier that would be constructed is purely for
security reasons, and in no way constitutes a political border. One of the means that the
government apparently uses to convey to opponents of the project that the course is not a
political border is by setting the route in a manner that does not coincide with the Green Line.
For example, an article in Ha aretz reported that, "[Minister of Defense] Ben Eliezer
instructed the Seam Area Administration that the separation fence will be built on a course
that is not to be construed as a political border, but as a barrier intended to increase
~ e c u r i t y . "Minister
~~
of Education Limor Livnat stated at a cabinet meeting that one of the
"principles that should guide construction of the fence is that it will be a security fence and
not be viewed as a political border."75 In a document that Minister of the Interior Eli Yishai
submitted to tlie Prime Minister, Yishai suggested that the "fence's route not coincide with
the Green Line, but that it be as far away as possible so that it will indeed be a security, and
not a political, separation f e n ~ e . " ~ ~
These statements further substantiate the concern that the decision on tlie placement of the
barrier was not determined solely on the basis of purely military-security considerations, but
that it was tainted by political considerations. It may be that in several areas, a barrier that
ruils along the Green Line or even within Israeli territory would be of no less security value
than if it rail along the route selected, but such a route was rejected due to the political cost
involved.
Quality of life of residents of Israel

The barrier's route on Stage 1, as approved by the Cabinet in August 2002, turns Qalqiliya,
Habla, and Ras 'Atiya into enclaves (see map). The route was chosen so that the Alfe
Menaslie settlement would be west of the barrier. However, this leaves Route No. 55, which
joins Alfe Menashe with Israel, east of the barrier. To ensure that residents of the settlement
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have access to Israel, the defense establishment decided to build a new road tliat will liiik Alfe
Menaslie to Israel. The road will pass through Matan, a town witliin 1srae1.~~
Residents of Matan (2,500) strongly opposed this route. They contended that it gravely
affected their quality of life. Their main concern was that the new road would create traffic
congestion in the middle of town and harm some of its green areas. In addition, according to
town representatives, the route will connect Habla and Qalqiliya, thus creating a security
threat for nearby Israeli communities. To effect a change in the planned route, tlie residents
set up a staff to lead the struggle, which organized demonstrations and conducted guided tours
of the area for army and political officia~s.~'
The pressure succeeded. The autliorities altered the route. Road No. 55 will continue to serve
as the traffic artery for Alfe Menashe and nearby settlements (Qarne Shomron, Ma'ale
Shomron, and Immanu'el). As a result of this change, Habla and Ras 'Atiya (6,700) will
becoine enclaves isolated from Qalqiliya, where the residents of the two communities receive
services. Habla is only two hundred meters from Qalqiliya. Afier the barrier is constructed,
tlie residents will have to travel tweiity kilometers to travel from one to the otlier, assuiniiîg
that tliey are allowed to drive along the road.
In deciding on actions to be taken in occupied territory, the quality of life of Israeli residents
is not a relevant consideration under international law. It certainly cannot justifj violation of
the human rights of thousands of Palestinians.
Safeguarding antiquities

State officiais admitted that the desire to protect underground antiquities was takeii into
account iii determining tlie barrier's route. For example:
Col. Dani Tirzah, Seam Administration officia1 in charge of planning the route,
testified in court that several factors may require changes in the precise location of the
barrier, among them ccarcheologicalfactor^."^'
Press reports indicate that, following determination of the route, the Seam Area
Administration learned about the existence of approximately ten archeological sites under
the proposed route. To prevent harm to the antiquities, the Administration took different
measures in accordance with the particular features of each site. Changiiig the barrier's
route was one of these measure~.'~
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In one of its respoiises to the High Court, the State Attorney's Office stated that the
decision was made to move the barrier's route in an area north of Shweikeh, Tulkarin
District, a few kilometers to the east "to protect antiquities."8'
Members of Kibbutz Metzer requested that the Ministry of Defense shift tlie route in
the area of the kibbutz so that it runs along the Green Line, and thereby iiot harm access
of residents of Qaffin, a neigliboring town, to their fields, whicli under the original plan
would be located west of the barrier. Col. Tirzah visited the area and said he was willing
to grant the request. However, a few days later, he informed the kibbutz that the route
could not be changed because the area contains antiquities and there was insufficient time
to execute the requisite excavations.
As occupier, Israel is required to safeguard cultural and historic sites in the occupied territory.
However, tliis reason does not justi@ the violation of human rights that would result from
inoviiig the route a few more kilometers within the West Bank. This conclusion is
strengtliened by tlie fact that the failure to change the route would not destroy tlie antiquities,
but would merely delay construction work on the barrier until completion of the excavation
work to protect the antiquities.
Access to religious sites

The determination of the barrier's route in the southern part of the Jerusalem envelope was
part of the Cabinet's decision of August 2002. A month later, the matter was again discussed
in the Cabinet following political pressure of ministers from Shas and the National Religious
Party and from Jerusalem's mayor who sought, in opposition to the opinion of the minister of
defense, to move the route a few hundred meters south, which would defacto annex Rachel's
tomb into Jerusalein. The Cabinet approved the change.82
Rachel's tomb lies at the northern tip of Bethlehem, five hundred meters south of the
checkpoint separating Bethlehem from the jurisdictional boundary of Jerusalem (Checkpoint
300). Although Bethlehem is included within Area A according to the Interim Agreement, the
area between Rachel's tomb and the checkpoint is defined as Area C and thus remains under
complete Israeli control. Rachel's tomb is a sacred site in Judaism and many Jews go there to
pray. Since the outbreak of tlie intifada, the site has frequently been closed to visitors because
of Palestinian attacks against Israeli civilians and soldiers stationed at the site.
Along witli the route change, it was decided to erect an eight-meter-high wall south of
Rachel's tomb that would stretcli a few hundred meters to the west. If this is done, thirty-five
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inulti-story houses, in which four hundred Palestinians live, and dozens of shops would be left
north of the wall, isolating thein from Bethlehem. Similar to the case of the residents of tlie
enclaves lying West of the barrier in the northern portion of the West Bank, residents of this
Bethlehem neighborhood are not expected to receive Israeli resident status, and tliey will not
be allowed to enter Jerusalem.
Under international law, the entry of Israelis into the Occupied Territories to worship and
guaranteeing their freedom of movement are not legitimate considerations in determining
Israeli policy in the Occupied Territories. This is true even more so if it results in grave
human rights violations against hundreds of local residents.

Illegal expropriation of land
Taking control of Palestinian land to erect the separation barrier is another illegal element
involved in constructing the barrier. To justifi taking control of their private land, Israel relies
on Article 23(g) of the Regulations Attached to the Hague Convention Regarding the Laws
and Customs of War on Land of 1907, which appears in Part 2 of the convention under the
heading "~ostilities."~'Reliailce on an article from this part of the regulations is based on
Israel's perception of the current situation in the Occupied Territories as "armed conflict," as
if the occupation had eilded. According to Article 23(g), an army is prohibited from seizing or
destroying private property unless the action is absolutely necessary for military needs. The
state argues tliat seizure of the land is indeed necessary for that purpose, and that the action is
therefore legal.
The State Attorney's Office made sure to mention in its response to the High Court of Justice
that Israel is only taking control of this land temporarily. The seizure orders that were issued
to enable construction of the barrier indeed stated that they were valid only until the end of
2005. However, the military legislation does not prevent indefinite extension of tlie orders,
and Israel has extended such orders indefinitely in cases of land taken to establish new
settlements and bypass roads.
In the state's response to the appeal filed by residents of Kafr 'Aqeb against the taking of tlieir
land to build the barrier (see above), the State Attorney's Office admitted that the teinporary
seizure orders were also used to erect permanent structures and that they may be extended
indefinitely:
The state is not prevented from seizing land by means of temporary seizure
orders èven for the purpose of erecting structures that are not necessarily
temporary in nature. By way of illustration: in Judea and Samaria, temporary
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seizure orders have been used to erect permanent structures of inany kiiids,
such as bypass roads and Israeli communities.. .
Also within the State of Israel, temporary seizure orders (issued pursuant to
the Requisition of Land Arrangement (Emergency Order), 5715 - 1955) were
used to establish the Sde Dov airport, which al1 can agree is a permanent
facility. This teinporary seinire continued by lawful expropriation of land in
accordance with the Lands Ordinance (Acquisition for Public Purpose), of
1943.84
The permanent nature of the barrier, together with past experience with Israel's "teinporary"
seizures of land, leads to the conclusion that "taking control of land" is in fact expropriation.
Article 46 of the Hague Regulations, which is located in the part that deals with occupied
territory, unequivocally states that, "it is prohibited to expropriate private property," even for
military n e e d ~ . 'The
~ expropriation of the land is also illegal if we accept Israel's argument
tliat construction of the barrier along the proposed route is the only way to prevent Palestinians
from entering Israel to commit attacks.
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Conclusions

The public debate taking place in Israel today on the separation barrier focuses
primarily on the delays in the barrier7sconstruction and the defense establishment's
faulty planning for its construction The implications of the project on the Palestinian
population and the grave h m they will suffer as a result of the barrier are ignored.
Most of the violations of Palestinian rights have not yet occurred, so it is not possible
at this time to determine the magnitude of the harm. However, it is clear that erection
of the barrier will increase the fragmentation of the West Bank that has resulted from
Israel's policy in the Occupied Territories since the beginning of the current Intifada.
For the past two and a half years, the IDF has prevented almost al1 movement of
Palestinians in the West Bank. To accomplish this, the IDF has used prolonged
curfews, staffed checkpoints, concrete blocks, dirt piles, and trenches. This policy has
greatly disrupted every aspect of life of the local population - the heath and education
systems have difficulty operating, the economy has never been worse, and social and
farnily relations have been severed.
Erection of Stage 1 of the barrier within the West Bank will increase these disruptions
and cause further harm to more than 200,000 Palestinians. The barrier will isolate
Palestinian communities fi-om other areas in the West Bank and turn them into
enclaves between the barrier and the Green Line. Other communities will become
enclaves east of the barrier, some due to the winding route of the barrier and some
because they will be imprisoned between it and the secondary barrier that will be
erected east of them. Some residents will become detached from their farmland that
remains west of the barrier. The restrictions on movement of the residents will violate
their right to work and earn a living, and families are liable to fa11 into poverty. The
barrier will also lead to the violations of other rights: the right to medical treatment,
the right to education, and the ability of the population to carry on with their normal
lives, including maintaining a family and social life.
Israel, as the occupying force, is obliged to safeguard the human rights of the
Palestinians under its control. Israel's duty to protect the life of its citizens does not
release it from its obligation to protect the Palestinians' human rights. In erecting the
separation barrier, Israel completely disregards this obligation, and in doing so
breaches international law.

First, erecting the barrier to prevent attacks in Israel is the most extreme solution and
causes the most severe harm to the Palestinian residents. Israel preferred this solution
to alternative methods that would cause a lesser degree of harm. Although most of the
Palestinians who perpetrated attacks in Israel entered the country through the
checkpoints situated along the Green Line, and not through the open areas between the
checkpoints, Israel decided to erect the barrier before it solved the problems that were
found in the operation of checkpoints. Also, the IDF did not take any meaningful
action in the searn area that could prevent Palestinians fiom entering Israel, and gave
low priority to this objective as compared with other objectives, such as attacking
institutions of the Palestinian Authority and protecting the settlements.
Second, even if we accept Israel's claim that it has no choice and must erect a
separation barrier, Israel is required to select the route that results in the fewest hurnan
rights violations possible. It has not done this. Rather, it has selected a route that, in at
least some cases, ignores human rights considerations and is based on extraneous
considerations, such as perpetuation of some of the settlements, the desire to transmit a
political message that erection of the barrier is not a permanent political border, the
quality of life of Israeli residents, preservation of antiquities, and access of Israeli
citizens to a religious site. These considerations led to the choice of a route that
gravely violates hurnan rights, without any security justification whatsoever.
Third, the decision to erect a permanent barrier in the West Bank at a cost of hundreds
of millions of shekels breaches the Hague Convention, which prohibits expropriation
of land in occupied territory.
The overall features of the separation-barrier project give the impression that Israel is
once again relying on security arguments to establish, unilaterally, facts on the ground
that will affect any future arrangement between Israel and the Palestinians. In the past,
Israel used "imperative military needs" to justi@ expropriation of land to establish
settlements and argued that the action was temporary. The settlements have for some
time been facts on the ground. In the peace talks with the Palestinian, the settlements
are listed as one of the issues to be discussed in negotiating the final-status agreement.
In the Camp David talks that took place in July 2000, Israel's position was that soine
of the settlements established in the West Bank would be annexed into Israel.

It is reasonable to assume that, as in the case of the settlements, the separation barrier
will become a permanent fact to support Israel's future claim to annex territories. In
any event, the geographic reality being created by the erection of the barrier will
impair any political solution based on recognition of the right of the Palestinian people
to self-determination and the establishment of an independent and viable Palestinian
state.
For these reasons, B'Tselem urges Israel's government to:
Nullify the governrnent and Cabinet decisions regarding the separation barrier
and immediately stop al1 work on the barrier, including the taking of land;
Reopen discussions on ways to cope with Palestinian attacks within Israel, and
examine alternatives to erecting the separation barrier. Every decision must take
into account the limitations resulting from international law and Israel's duty to
respect the human rights of residents in areas under its control;
If it is decided that there is no choice other than to build the barrier, the
government must set the route to run along the Green Line or, alternatively, within
Israel. Deviations fiom this principle should be allowed only in exceptional cases,
based on only two considerations: benefit to the local Palestinian population and
meeting Israel's military needs in the narrow sense of the term. In any event, any
such deviation must be exarnined while taking into account its effects on the
human rights of the residents residing near the barrier's route.
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A. INTRODUCTION

1. In response to a request from Prime Minister Sharon of Israel to the Secretary-General to assist in
addressing humanitarian needs arising from the ongoing Israeli-Palestinian conflict, as well as concerns
expressed by the Quartet about the mounting humanitarian crisis, the Secretary-General appointed Ms.
Catherine Bertini as his Persona1 Humanitarian Envoy on 7 August 2002. Ms. Bertini was asked to
travel to the region to assess the nature and scale of the humanitarian crisis, to review humanitarian
needs in light of recent developments, to identifi what needs to be done to respond to the humanitarian
situation and prevent its further deterioration, and to clarifj the respective responsibilities of al1 actors
with regard to humanitarian needs. She was further tasked to report on her observations and
recommendations to the Secretary-General and, through him, to the Quartet.
2. Ms. Bertini traveled to the region from 12 to 19 August accompanied by a small team. The mission
was ably supported by the Office of the United Nations Special Coordinator (UNSCO). The United
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Nations Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees in the Near East (UNRWA) also provided
significant assistance. During the mission, Ms. Bertini had the opportunity to meet with the senior
leaders of the State of Israel and the Palestinian Authority, including Prime Minister Sharon, Foreign
Minister Peres and Defense Minister Ben-Eliezer as well as with Chainnan Arafat, Minister of Local
Government Erekat, Minister of Social Affairs Al-Wazeer and Health Minister Zahnoun. She traveled
to both the West Bank and Gaza where she met with a wide variety of local leaders, women's groups,
youth, business people, farmers and labour leaders and with Palestinians in their homes and places of
work. She visited refugee camps, women's centres, villages and neighbourhoods throughout the West
Bank and Gaza. Ms. Bertini also met with representatives of UN agencies, NGOs, the ICRC and
donors. A complete itinerary of the mission is attached as Annex A.

B. OVERVIEW
3. The mission concluded that there is a serious humanitarian crisis in the West Bank and Gaza. The
crisis is not a "traditional" humanitarian crisis, such as those caused by famines or droughts, but is
inextricably linked to the ongoing conflict and particularly to the measures imposed by Israel in
response to suicide and other attacks against Israeli military and civilian targets. Unless the situation
improves, the lives of Palestinians will continue to deteriorate and the humanitarian crisis will quickly
spiral out of control. Conversely, if the overall environment improves sufficiently to enable a free flow
of people, goods and services, the humanitarian crisis will rapidly dissipate.
4. The situation is a crisis of access and mobility. Palestinians are subject to a variety of closures,
curfews, roadblocks and restrictions that have caused a near-collapse of the Palestinian economy, rising
unemployment, increased poverty, reduced commercial activities, limited access to essential services
(such as water, medical care, education, emergency services) and rising dependency on humanitarian
assistance. The restrictions affect almost al1 activities, rendering most Palestinians unable to carry out
any semblance of a normal life and subject to daily hardships, deprivations and affronts to human
dignity.

5. Restrictions on access and mobility largely prevent travel to or from Jerusalem, Gaza and the West
Bank and allow for travel abroad only with great difficulty. Palestinians, with limited exceptions, can
no longer work in Israel. Within Gaza and particularly the West Bank, Palestinians are subject to a wide
variety of restrictions that prevent or seriously inhibit movement and generally keep people confined to
their villages or cities and often to their houses for extended periods. Opportunities to earn a living,
access basic services or conduct routine business have been drastically reduced.
6. The mission observed numerous indicators of the mounting humanitarian crisis. These include a lack
of money to purchase essential supplies, deteriorating health and sanitation and increasing dependency
on food assistance. Currently, while malnutrition levels are increasing, some 1.5 million Palestinians of
a total population of 3.3 million receive direct food assistance, a more than five-fold increase over
assistance levels two years ago. The overall unemployment rate has reached an estimated 50 percent
while fully two thirds of the population are now at the poverty level. Coping mechanisms, which
initially consist most often of borrowing and drawing on savings, are approaching exhaustion as the
economy winds down.

7. There is widespread recognition by al1 parties in the region of the growing humanitarian crisis. Israeli
authorities have relaxed some controls by allowing more permits for work in Israel. The Palestinian
Authority, UN agencies, NGOs, the ICRC and donors are reluctantly re-orienting increasing resources
from development towards relief. If current conditions persist, the proportion of efforts and resources
devoted to direct humanitarian assistance will have to grow significantly.
8. The mission obtained several commitments from Israeli authorities to address soine of the most
immediate constraints. These include a cornmitment to clear al1 ambulances at checkpoints in no longer
than 30 minutes, establish mechanisms to permit swift transit of checkpoints by Palestinians in need of
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critical medical services and to ensure the regular and unintempted delivery of water to cities and
villages. Previously, Israel had committed itself to improving the situation at checkpoints, including the
deployment of more experienced Israeli Defense Forces (IDF) personnel, and full implementation of a
twelve-mile fishing zone off the Gaza Coast. Implementation of these five measures will Save lives,
provide a measure of relief and represent a glimmer of hope on an othenvise bleak horizon. It should be
recognized that these are small steps fonvard that address symptoms rather than causes. However, their
effective and timely implementation is nevertheless critical.

C. OBSERVATIONS
1. Crisis of Access and Mobility
Closures and Curfews as Security Measures

9. In reviewing the effects of the closure and curfew regime on the Palestinian population, it should be
borne in mind that the Government of Israel maintains that al1 of restrictions it has imposed on
Palestinians and others are intended and necessary to protect its own civilian population from further
terrorist attacks. The Government of Israel also believes that the tight interna1 and external closures and
curfews have in fact prevented a significant number of attacks inside Israel. In discussions with the
mission, Israeli government officials stated that, in their experience, any lifting of restrictions on
movement almost immediately results in attempts to plan or carry out attacks against Israeli military or
civilian targets. The Government of Israel also justifies restrictions on the movement of ambulances by
citing cases in which they assert ambulances were used to transport explosives or armed men. While
acknowledging the impact of the current regime on the Palestinian population and its potential to result
in an increase in violence in the medium and long term, Israeli officials see it as their first priority to
prevent attacks on their population today.
10. On the other hand, among the Palestinians the mission spoke with, there is a strongly held belief
that many of the imposed restrictions have no discernable security purpose. Several Palestinians,
including members of the Palestinian Authority, business leaders and ordinary citizens, believe that
these measures are instead intended as punishment and humiliation of the Palestinian population as a
whole. Some also expressed the view that the measures by the Government of Israel are intended to
"break the backs" of the Palestinians in preparation for a political seulement that would othenvise be
unacceptable to them. The most common examples that are given for measures that fa11 into this
category are: numerous checkpoints that are easily circumvented on foot with heavy baggage in full
view of IDF soldiers; the " ;back-to-back" system for trucks inside the West Bank, where, according to
statements made by Palestinians, often no security checks are carried out; the extensive delays or
denials of access for essential supplies and services, such as ambulances and water tankers; the
continuing destruction of civilian infrastructure; and extended curfews which prevent entire populations
from leaving their homes.
11. Among donor countries' local representatives, the mission found a high degree of skepticism about
the necessity of a range of restrictions for the purpose of maintaining security. Several areas were
mentioned where security arguments made by the Government of Israel to justie general restrictions
either did not appear to be based on actual security concerns or did not result in the implementation of
effective security procedures, even when donors were willing to help fund them. Donor representatives
also saw a contradiction between Israeli appeals for increased international assistance to the Palestinian
population and the severe constraints often imposed on assistance activities, including the movement of
international personnel and essential supplies. Another concern expressed by some donors was that IDF
soldiers, responsible for administering the current closure regime, apparently are not being encouraged
to ease the burdens on the Palestinian population or the constraints on those trying to assist them.
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12. The mission was not tasked with reviewing the measures put in place by the Government of Israel
on the basis of their necessity or effectiveness for security purposes. The mission was asked to review
the humanitarian situation in the West Bank and Gaza. There is a consensus among al1 parties, and this
report confirrns, that the current regime of closures and curfews is having a devastating impact on the
Palestinian population, both on their economy and the humanitarian situation. As a consequence, it is
incurnbent upon the Governrnent of Israel to minimize as much as possible these adverse effects on
civilians while at the same time safeguarding the security of its civilian population. In striking an
appropriate balance between these sometimes competing interests, the necessity, effectiveness and
proportionality of al1 measures taken to ensure security should be reviewed carefully and continuously.
In addition, gaps between stated officia1 Israeli policy, which is to minimize harrn to civilians and to
fully facilitate assistance activities, and its implementation on the ground must be closed. Finally, it
must be recognized that the social and economic misery of the Palestinian people is a serious obstacle
to achieving lasting peace and security. Sharply declining living conditions help destabilize the political
environment and increase the sense of desperation that is so successfully exploited by extremists.
The Closure and Curfew Renime

Closures
13. Israel has been imposing "closures" since the situation started deteriorating in late September 2000.
There are three forms of closure restrictions: internal closure within the West Bank and Gaza, closure of
the border between Israel and the Occupied Palestinian Territory, and closure of international crossings
between the Occupied Territory and Jordan and Egypt. Israel has steadily tightened each form of
closure, particularly since the violent events of March and April2002, resulting, according to the World
Bank, in the most severe and sustained mobility restrictions since 1967. Stricter enforcement and an
increase in checkpoints, roadblocks and border controls have confined Palestinians to progressively
smaller areas.
14. The IDF currently holds positions encircling most Palestinian cities and has established an extensive
system of checkpoints and roadblocks, including trenches, earth mounds and concrete blocks. The
nurnber of manned checkpoints varies but generally is in the range of 120 in total, with 80 to 90 in the
West Bank alone. A recent map of checkpoints in the West Bank is attached as Annex B. The number
of additional unmanned roadblocks is estimated to be around 200. The level of internal closure is
distributed unevenly across the Occupied Palestinian Territory. The areas which are typically most
affected in the West Bank are the Tulkarm/Jenin/Qalqiliya crescent in the north-west, Nablus,
RamallahIAl-Bireh in the central West Bank and Jericho, Bethlehem and Hebron in the south. In Gaza
internal closures primarily affect north-south travel, at times creating three semi-isolated enclaves
(Gaza City, the Jalabalia area and RafahKhan Yunis). The external and internal movement of goods
has been further affected by the introduction in May 2002 of the "back-to-back system" in the West
Bank according to which goods have to be offloaded from incoming trucks and then re-loaded ont0
local trucks at eight checkpoint locations near major Palestinian cities. Previously the " back-to-back"
system had only been in place for the transport of goods from Israel to the West Bank and Gaza.

Curfews

15. In addition to the closures between population centers, curfews have been imposed in most major
cities and towns of the West Bank (and some areas of Gaza), at some stage directly affecting
approximately 600,000 people according to UNSCO estimates. The curfews are often in force
round-the-clock and lifted only periodically, resulting in some West Bank locations being under curfew
for 90 percent of the time. During curfews, the population is not permitted to leave their houses and
IDF soldiers are authorized to shoot-to-kill any violators. In addition to ambulances, which are
generally permitted to operate during curfews, a limited number of permits have been granted to
municipal workers conducting emergency repairs. However, with the exception of certain refugee
camps and other areas the IDF is less likely to patrol, the entire civilian population essentially remains
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under house arrest during curfews and commercial activities come to a halt.
16. In some cases, these periods can last for more than one week without interruption. For example,
when the mission visited Nablus on 17 August, the curfew was lifted for the first time since the
previous Friday, 9 August. Curfews are also imposed on larger villages on a regular basis, such as the
curfew that was imposed on Beit Furik, a village near Nablus, about one hour after the mission departed
at around 12 p.m.
17. One factor that has made curfews particularly disruptive and dangerous to the civilian population is
the unpredictability of the liftings and the lack of reliable information regarding their exact timing.
Announcement made by the IDF are often not heard in al1 areas under curfew and residents are forced
to rely on media reports or informa1 sources (e.g. bakeries which are often told of liftings in advance) to
learn when curfews are to be lifted and for how long.
18. While a total of 55 localities in the West Bank remained under total or partial curfew by
mid-August 2002, the curfew regime has recently been relaxed in several cities. Curfews were lifted
entirely in Qalqiliya and Hebron. In Jenin, Ramallah and Bethlehem the curfew has been lifted for 12
hours daily, except for Fridays. However, Tulkarm and Nablus remain under severe curfew, with
sporadic lifting for several hours occurring every few days. In Nablus, the curfew has only been lifted
for a total of 52 hours over a period of 62 days.

Effects on the Movement of People, Goods and Money
19. As a consequence of the restrictions on movement, most Palestinians remain confïned to their own
villages and towns, unable to access any other areas for work, education, to purchase goods, receive
medical care or any other purposes. Since May 2002, Palestinians in the West Bank can travel between
cities and between villages and cities only with a permit issued by the Israeli authorities that allows
travel between 5 a.m. and 7 p.m. In addition, Palestinians can no longer travel from the West Bank or
Gaza to Israel or East Jerusalem without special permits. These permits remain largely unavailable to
ordinary Palestinians and are only issued for one month at a time. Even those Palestinians who have
special permits are not allowed to drive to Israel or East Jerusalem in their own vehicles which requires
separate driving permits that are no longer available. Travel time for al1 Palestinians has increased
exponentially, in many cases by several hours for short distances.
20. Movements from villages to surrounding fields have become increasingly difficult. The IDF has
been destroying or blocking numerous side roads which farmers used to reach their fields. The mission
for example had to bypass several trenches and earth mounds during a visit to olive groves near Beit
Furik. An additional factor that has affected access to agricultural areas is settler violence. Farmers
working in fields and orchards near settlements (which are typically built on or near mountaintops and
overlook large areas) or near bypass roads have been shot at and stoned. Significant areas of agricultural
land have therefore become inaccessible to them.
21. Transporting goods, including water, raw materials, vegetables, fruit and other products, within the
West Bank and Gaza has also become increasingly cumbersome and in some cases impossible. Travel
distances, time and cost for commercial transportation have been rising steadily. Checkpoints and
roadblocks that prevent transit force Palestinian trucks to take dirt roads, significantly increasing travel
time and maintenance costs. Except for certain food transports and municipal vehicles, trucks generally
have no access to any areas under curfew.

22. The mission spoke with the chief executives of two major Palestinian companies about the
difficulties they were facing on a daily basis. One stated that he spends most of his time lately on
logistical efforts. His company's storage and maintenance cost had doubled since additional storage
facilities had to be established and trucks were forced to travel on dirt roads for most deliveries. Half of
the company's staff currently sleeps on the factory preinises since interna1 closures prevent them froin
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reaching home or because their commuting time has multiplied, in some cases from 20 minutes to more
than three hours. The other executive recounted how even sophisticated equipment often had to be
transported to remote locations on foot or by mule.
23. Certain measwes taken by Israel over the past few months have resulted in minor improvements in
the movement of goods to Gaza and access by a small number of people to Israel. The Kami
commercial crossing from Israel to Gaza has been reopened to a limited amount of containerized traffic.
Inside the Gaza Strip, the Abu Houli checkpoint that had been disrupting the movement of people and
goods since May 2002 has been open more frequently. Another measure taken by Israel was the
announced extension of the fishing zone off Gaza to 12 miles which still must be effectively
implemented.
24. The Government of Israel has also increased the number of available work permits for Palestinian
laborers, particularly those crossing from Gaza into Israel. According to UNRWA, on average
approximately 8,000 Palestinian workers have recently been granted permits on a daily basis as
compared to an average of 2-3,000 permits in the first half of 2002. In addition, Israel has increased the
number of permits for industrial parks that are located close to Gaza and the West Bank. According to
Israeli authorities, Israel intends to increase the number of permits for the Erez industrial park from
3,000 to 7,000 in the near future. Also mentioned was that an additional 5,000 permits have been issued
to tradesmen and a further 3,000 to people working in settlements. Israel intends to increase the total
number of permits gradually, depending on security conditions. The average number of permits for
workers in Israel that was issued before September 2000 was 55,000.
Loss of Access to Employment and Income
25. The regime of closures and curfews over the past 23 months has had a cumulative and devastating
impact on the Palestinian economy. The most significant effect of this economic collapse on the
humanitarian situation has been a steep decline in income levels and purchasing power.

Uhemployment and Decline in Production
26. The economic decline has been driven by a rapid rise in unemployment in the private sector. During
the last quarter of 2000, about 100,000 jobs in Israel were lost according to World Bank estimates,
including tens of thousands of workers who had worked in Israel without permits. An additional 60,000
jobs inside the West Bank and Gaza were lost by the end of 2001 as demand collapsed and businesses
laid off workers. In addition to the reduction in permits to enter Israel, stricter controls on routes to
Israel and the settlements have discouraged the large number of non-permit holding workers who,
according to the World Bank, accounted for more than half of the Palestinians working in Israel and the
settlements before September 2000. The decrease in remittances from Palestinian workers in Israel,
whose wages are significantly higher than in the West Bank and Gaza, has depressed overall purchasing
power and employment inside the West Bank and Gaza. In addition to these job losses, more than
120,000 additional people have joined the working-age population since September 2000.
27. By the end of 2001, the World Bank estimated unemployment at 26 percent compared to ten percent
in late 2000. According to recent UNSCO estimates, overall unemployment rates have doubled since
then, reaching 50 percent during the second quarter of 2002. In addition, a large percentage of the labor
force relies heavily on day labor and is deprived of their income during periods under curfew.
28. The closure and curfew regime has also resulted in an almost complete cessation of productive
activity in the main West Bank centers of manufacturing, construction, commerce and private and
public services, which, according to UNSCO estimates, account for at least 75 percent of the goods and
services produced in the West Bank. UNSCO also estimates that income losses to date for 2002 alone
are approaching $1 billion, with losses since September 2000 at $3.3 billion. The chart attached as
Annex C illustrates the direct correlation between per capita income and the number of annual closure
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days in effect since 1994.
29. The impact of recent events on agricultural production, which is a source of main and secondary
income to a large portion of the rural population, has also been severe. In addition to physical
destruction estimated at $167 million and extensive water shortages, the closures have been preventing
farmers from pruning, harvesting, processing and marketing a variety of crops. The orange harvest in
Gaza, for example, was almost entirely lost because no exports were allowed until the oranges were no
longer marketable. A total collapse of the agriculture sector would also have a significant impact on
food security. As described in paragraph 54, rural areas already show higher levels of acute malnutrition
than urban areas.

Rising Poverîy Levels
30. The level of poverty in the West Bank and Gaza has multiplied over the past two years. In
September 2000, the World Bank estimated that 21 percent of the population lived below the poverty
line (defined as less than $2 consurnption per person per day). By January 200 1, the poverty ratio had
risen to 33 percent. Data collected by the Palestinian Central Bureau of Statistics (PCBS) in January
and February of 2002 suggests that poverty levels have doubled since then, rising to 66.5 percent (57.8
percent in the West Bank and 84.6 percent in Gaza).

3 1. At the same time as poverty rates have increased threefold, there has not been a general decrease in
prices. Despite an overall decrease in demand, supply has also decreased in many areas due to market
disruptions caused by access restrictions. In addition, the price structure in both the West Bank and
Gaza remains heavily influenced by prices in Israel, resulting in an environment where prices remain
high but incomes have collapsed.
Loss of Access to Basic Services and Needs
32. From a humanitarian perspective, the most devastating consequence of the closure regime is that
large parts of the civilian population are neither able to access nor be provided with the most basic
services. In part, this has been the result of the widespread loss of income. An increasing portion of the
population is simply no longer able to afford basic services or to meet basic needs. The closures also
have a more direct impact on access to basic services. They physically prevent people in need from
reaching services, for example patients with chronic diseases who can not travel to towns and cities to
receive treatment. At the same time, the civilian population is often cut off from essential supplies and
services that can not reach them, for example patients in need of medicine and villages that rely almost
exclusively on water tankers during the summer months. The services most affected have been health,
education, food, and water and sanitation.

Health
33. Access restrictions continue to prevent many Palestinians in need of medical treatment from
reaching health services. This is especially the case for populations under curfew and the more than 60
percent of the population in the West Bank that lives in rural areas. They need access to the hospitals
and other secondary and tertiary health care facilities in towns and cities, both in emergencies and for
regular treatment, such as dialysis and chemotherapy. Many hospitals have reported a steep decline in
access to services. For example, St Luke's Hospital in Nablus has seen a 49 percent decline in general
practice patients, a 73 percent decline in specialty services and a 53 percent decline in surgeries.
UNRWA has reported decreases in access to preventive services, including a 52 percent decrease in
woinen attending post-natal care. According to the Ministry of Health (MoH), school health
programmes have declined by 60 percent. Medical personnel have also been facing serious difficulties
in reaching their workplaces, resulting in non-attendance rates of up to 40 percent in some areas.
34. The extensive delays and deiiials of access at checkpoints for ambulances and people in need of
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urgent medical care have been widely reported. The mission saw long lines of vehicles which included
ambulances at many checkpoints it passed. According to the Union of Palestinian Medical Relief
Committees (UPMRC), these delays and denials have resulted in the birth of an estimated 39 children
at checkpoints. B'Tselem has documented numerous cases in which the IDF has prevented sick and
wounded from crossing checkpoints, in several cases resulting in the death of those being held up. The
Palestinian Red Crescent Society (PCRS) and UPMRC have reported more than 600 cases in which
their ambulances have been denied access. Often ambulances are unable to reach remote areas due to
waiting periods of up to several hours at each checkpoint. Patients are often forced to leave ambulances,
subjected to intrusive searches and required to walk across checkpoints, including women in labour.
35. In order to mitigate the effects of closures, the MoH and other health care providers have tried to
decentralize specialized services as much as possible, for example through mobile clinics or by
increasing,the number of available dialysis machines and relocating them to more remote areas. While
some of these measures have helped increase access in certain areas of the West Bank and Gaza, they
are extremely costly and not sustainable over the long term. The movement of mobile clinics has also
been obstructed at checkpoints. A representative of a leading international medical NGO told the
mission that their teams are turned back at checkpoints 50 percent of the time. When they are permitted
to pass, medical staff are often forced to carry their equipment over checkpoints. Since March 2002,
internal closùres have brought the mobile clinics UNRWA had developed after September 2000 to a
virtual standstill.

36. The import and distribution of medical supplies continues to be harnpered, both upon entry into
Israel or the Occupied Palestinian Territory and within the West Bank and Gaza. Certain raw materials
required by pharmaceutical companies have been banned. Medical and other humanitarian supplies are
subject to extensive delays at ports of entry in Israel, Jordan and Egypt. The head of UPMRC told the
mission that two of the organization's ambulances had been held up at the border for more than seven
months. Medical equipment from Sweden with a value of $20,000 had to be sent back after its was
denied entry. The Minister of Health of the Palestinian Authority stated that 30 new ambulances in
Jordan and Egypt were awaiting clearance by Israeli authorities. Within the West Bank - and despite
assurances given by the Coordinator for Government Activities in the Territories that essential services
such as health would not be hindered - the MoH has been forced to enlist the support of UN agencies
and international NGOs to transport medical supplies from central warehouses to more remote locations
because Palestinian MoH workers have been denied access to these areas.

37. An example of the difficulties people in villages face was a man who approached the mission for
help in Beit Furik. His two daughters, who were seriously ill, urgently required special milk products
from Nablus and medicine form Tel Aviv. Because of the internal closures, their father was unable to
travel the less than 10 kilometers to Nablus to buy the needed milk. He could also no longer order the
required medicine from Israel. The mission asked an international UN (WFP) staff member to buy the
milk for him and return to Beit Furik the same afternoon. He was accompanied by the head of the local
branch of the Palestinian Agricultural Relief Committees (PARC). After waiting for two hours at the
checkpoint just outside Beit Furik on their way back from Nablus, the international UN staff was
allowed to proceed while the Palestinian was denied access to his village where a curfew had been
imposed in the meantime.
38. There is growing concern among health professionals that immunization stocks and vaccination
campaigns are inadequate. Immunization campaigns can only be carried out intermittently. The access
restrictions and the sharp increase in home deliveries have also affected Hepatitis B vaccinations and
phenylketonuria (PKU) tests which screen for two diseases for which the timing of diagnosis and
treatment is crucial to prevent mental retardation in children. The PKU screening tests should be
performed within seven days of birth. Under the closure regime, infants often either can not be tested at
al1 or the transfer of tests and results between patients, laboratories and clinics is disrupted. The
Hepatitis B vaccinations should be given in three doses at birth, one month and six months.
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39. Increasingly, lack of income has become one of the main reasons why families lose access to
medical care. A study conducted by PCBS more than one year ago showed that one third of families did
not obtain needed medical care for financial reasons. In a PCBS survey in July 2002, 76.5 percent of
households that were not able to access health services cited lack of resources as a major cause.
UNRWA has reported an 18.6 percent increase in the number of refugees using its free health care
facilities in the West Bank, indicating that alternatives are not available or that the refugees can no
longer afford private medical care.

Education
40. The internal closures have had extensive negative effects on education, mainly due to restrictions on
the movement of teachers and students. UNICEF estimates that during the 200112002 school year more
than 600,000 (61 percent) of the 986,000 children in the West Bank and Gaza were unable to attend
school on a regular basis. Teaching time has also been reduced because of sharp declines in teacher
attendance. UNRWA schools in Gaza have faced particular difficulties, as almost 1,000 of the Agency's
education personnel live in the intermittently isolated southern regions of the Gaza Strip. During a visit
to a "Children's Parliament" in Gaza City, the mission was told by the children that the delegates from
southern parts of Gaza were able to attend for the first time since September 2000. UNRWA's
education programme in the West Bank, which includes 95 schools, has also been severely affected
during the 200112002 school year, with 72,571 teacher days being lost, compared to 5,585 in the
previous school year. In April2002,76 percent of the teaching staff were absent and 66 percent of
school days were lost. Several UNRWA schools sustained darnage because they came under fire or
were used as temporary detention centers.
41. While no unified examinations at the primary school level could be held at the end of the 200 112002
school year, last year's examinations showed a marked deterioration in children's achievement levels,
particularly in numeracy and literacy. The overall success rate decreased by more than 20 percent in
both mathematics and Arabic language. Given the extensive disruptions during the 200112002 school
year it can be assumed that these levels have deteriorated further. There is also increasing concern about
the number of drop-outs in the coming school year. The impediments to access and the high adult
unemployment rate may force more children to leave school to supplement family income. Before
September 2000, the rate of ten to 14 year-olds employed in the West Bank was at 0.6 percent. Under
current circumstances this rate is likely to multiply.

Food
42. Access to food has become more and more difficult as the ability of families to purchase food has
been severely curtailed. While this is primarily caused by families' lack of money to buy food, shortages
of certain types of food due to market disruptions have also been reported. According a recent survey
conducted by Johns Hopkins University and others and funded by USAIDU, more than half the
Palestinian population reported having to decrease food consumption. The primary reasons cited were
lack of money (65 percent) and curfews (33 percent). Fifty-three percent of households said they had to
borrow money to purchase food (88.8 percent in Bethlehem). About 17 percent of households were
forced to sel1 assets to buy food, with rates highest in Gaza City and Khan Yunis. Thirty-two percent of
al1 households reported buying less bread, potatoes and rice. Households are also buying less higher
priced food items, such as meat, fish and chicken.
43. According to the same survey, extensive market disruptions have resulted in shortages of high
protein foods such as fish, chicken and dairy products among wholesalers and retailers in the West
Bank and Gaza. Fi@-two percent of wholesalers and 48.3 percent of retailers also reported a shortage
of infant formula. In the West Bank, survey respondents said food shortages were caused by a
combination of road closures, checkpoints, curfews and military incursions. Shortages in northern Gaza
were primarily due to border closures that seal the Gaza Strip off from Israel and the West Bank while
central and souihern areas were more or less equally affected by border closures and internal closures.
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Water and Sanitation
44. Water and sanitation services required for maintenance of daily needs and basic health have been
affected by the closure regime in several ways. The most direct impact relates to water supply and solid
waste disposal. Collecting and disposing of solid waste has been particularly difficult in areas where
garbage trucks are unable to move around freely, including towns and cities under extended curfews
and areas where several villages are serviced by a small nurnber of trucks. The collection and disposa1
of solid waste has also been problematic in the Gaza Strip where the landfill for Gaza City, which is
located south of the by-pass leading to Netzarim settlement, has been out of reach for extended periods.
As a result of the restrictions on garbage trucks, solid waste is often disposed of in the open, inside
populated areas.
45. Potentially catastrophic from a humanitarian perspective are the severe water shortages experienced
in many rural areas throughout the West Bank.T2] Especially during the summer months when cisterns
run dry, an estimated 300 localities depend largely on water delivered by private and municipal water
tankers. Water tankers are subject to extensive restrictions on movement imposed by checkpoints and
roadblocks throughout the West Bank. In some cases, water tankers are not permitted access to villages
for several days. They also are often not permitted to refill in urban areas during curfews. Preliminary
findings fiom an ongoing water and sanitation survey by the Palestinian Hydrology Group shows that
24 of 27 surveyed villages experienced difficulties related to water and sanitation as a result of curfews
and closures. The survey also shows that water and sanitation related diseases have occurred in 12 of
these 27 villages.
46. When the mission visited Beit Furik, a village less than 10 kilometers southeast of Nablus, it had
not received any tanked water for nine consecutive days since tankers had not been allowed access to
the vil1age.n Before this period, only a fraction of the required water supply of 30-50 truckloads per
day had been delivered. According to statements made by villagers, attempts to reach springs in areas
surrounding the village have been stopped by IDF patrols and villagers have on occasion been forced to
discard water they had collected. The lack of sufficient water supplies in the village has already resulted
in the loss of thousands of chickens, sheep and agricultural production.
47. An additional cause for water shortages in certain rural areas is actions taken by Israeli settlers.
According to the Palestinian Hydrology Group, Israeli settlers in one case cut off water pipes which
served seven surrounding villages. Other cases in which settlers have interfered with the water supply
for West Bank villages have been documented by B'Tselem.
48. As a result of increasing transportation costs and cut-offs, the average price for tanked water has
risen considerably, by up to 80 percent in certain West Bank locations. The higher cost of water is
making it more difficult for families to meet their basic domestic and vital needs. Urban areas also
continue to experience water shortages. In some case, municipalities are unable to import spare parts for
well pumps or pumps have to be shut off because of fuel shortages.
The Importance of the Upcoming Olive Harvest

49. During the mission's visit to the West Bank, a major concern raised by farmers, local officiais and
NGO representatives was the potential loss of the olive harvest which is due to begin in October. Olive
harvests follow a two-year cycle and this year's olive harvest is expected to yield high levels of
production. Under current circumstances, many farmers will not be able to harvest olives and produce
and market olive oil.
50. The main constraint, as in most other areas of employment and production, is access. Farmers are
unable to access their fields because of blocked roads, including dirt roads that have been dug up by the
IDF, threats and violence froin nearby settlers, and new requireinents for permits that in some cases are
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needed to reach fields on the other side of by-pass roads. Once olives are harvested, they typically have
to be transported to the nearest olive press in neighboring villages, ideally on the same day they are
harvested to prevent a rise in the acidity level that will render them unsuitable for oil production. Once
the olive oil is produced, farmers and merchants will need access to towns and villages to market and
buy the oil.
5 1. Unless the closure regime in the West Bank changes significantly before October, the movements of
people and goods required to harvest, produce and market olives will be curtailed so severely that most
of the income farmers derive from olive oil production will be lost. One quarter of the Palestinian
agricultural sector is dedicated to olive production. In addition, the number of people dependent on
revenue fiom agricultural production has increased substantially since workers have lost their jobs in
Israel and the settlements. Without the income from the sale of olive oil, a large portion of the rural
population will be even less able to afford basic goods and services or to pay off their rising debts.

II. Humanitarian Situation
52. Before summarizing the main indicators of a mounting humanitarian crisis, it should be noted that
the population in much of the West Bank and, to a lesser extent, in Gaza had reached a standard of
living comparable to other middle-income countries, including a sophisticated health care system and a
literacy rate of 98 percent. The Palestinian economy had also begun an economic recovery in 1998 that
came to an abrupt halt in September 2000. Donor disbursements since 1993 had amounted to a total of
$4.4 billion, resulting in one of the highest levels of per capita officia1 development assistance
anywhere in the world ($195 per person per year). The value of this enormous collective effort is in
danger of evaporating if the situation does not improve in the near future.
Indicators of a Growing Humanitarian Crisis

Increase in Malnutrition
53. Preliminary results of the nutritional assessment conducted by Johns Hopkins University and others
indicate a substantial increase in the nurnber of malnourished children over the past two years, with
22.5 percent of children under five suffering from acute (9.3 percent) or chronic (13.2 percent)
ma1nutrition.H According to PCBS surveys, the level of acute malnutrition in 2000 was 1.4 percent
and the level of chronic malnutrition was 6.2 percent.

54. The preliminary rates are particularly high in Gaza with the survey showing 13.2 percent of children
suffering from acute malnutrition, more than three times the rate in the West Bank (4.3 percent). The
rate of chronic malnourishment in Gaza (17.5 percent) is five times higher than in the West Bank (3.5
percent). Non-urban areas show higher rates of acute malnutrition, suggesting that the traditional
food-producing areas are facing significant food security problems. Chronic malnutrition, on the other
hand, is more prevalent in urban areas.
Deteriorating Health
55. Given the difficulties faced by the population in accessing health services and medicines, a steady
increase in mortality rates and spread of diseases should be expected. There is also rising concern about
the spread of diseases such as diarrhea and insect born diseases as a result of water contamination, lack
of garbage disposa1 and the reduced coverage of vaccination programmes, especially for children under
the age of five. For example, some 600 cases of shigellosis (bloody diarrhea) have been registered in the
Nablus Governorate since July 2002.
56. The Johns Hopkins University survey found that the rate of anemia in Palestinian children under
five has reached 19.7 percent (20.9 percent in the West Bank and 18.9 percent in Gaza). Anemia is
caused by a deficiency of iron, folic acid and dietary protein and can lead to impaired learning and
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growth development in children, low birthweight infants and premature deliveries, and decreased
immunity from infectious diseases.
57. Lack of access to health services is also resulting in higher rates of infant and materna1 mortality
although exact overall figures have not been reported. According to UNRWA, the number of stillbirths
in the West Bank increased by 3 1 percent between September 2000 and December 200 1. According to
UNFPA, unattended home deliveries have increased fiom three percent to 30 percent and the
percentage of births attended by a trained professional has decreased from 97.4 percent to 67 percent.

Exhaustion of Coping Mechanisms
58. An analysis of the ways in which Palestinian households have been coping with prolonged closure
and reduced income over the past 23 months shows that the humanitarian crisis is likely to deepen
rapidly in the very near future. Long-term effects on the ability of the population to re-enter the
development process are also becoming increasingly likely. Surveys conducted in Spring 2001 by Bir
Zeit University and PCBS and the Johns Hopkins University survey in Surnmer 2002 show that most
coping strategies adopted are unsustainable in the long run and have severe long-term repercussions on
households' ability to sustain themselves. They either reach intrinsic limits or result in a reduction of the
productive capacity of the household. In both surveys, approximately half the respondents said they had
to borrow money to purchase food. Most borrowing is done informally, from family member and local
shops and retailers. In Spring 200 1, only five percent borrowed fiom banks or other financial
institutions. About 17 pe rcent of households had to sell assets to buy food (2002) and around 20
percent said they had to sell jewelry or other persona1 effects (2001).
59. Recent surveys of West Bank villages conducted by Oxfam and its partners, and the mission's
interviews in both the West Bank and Gaza indicate that the networks of support that have enabled
households to cope have started breaking down. More and more people have exhausted their savings.
Retailers, including shopkeepers and water providers, are no longer able to give credit to poor families,
depriving the population of essential supplies and in many cases the means to make a living.
Increasingly poor friends and families can no longer afford to provide support to other vulnerable
member of their communities whose debts have been rising. Lack of money has also reduced the ability
of farmers to purchase basic supplies, including seeds and water.

III. Humanitarian Response and Coordination
Recent Expansion of Assistance Activities
60. Since September 2000, assistance activities have been expanding in both scope and scale to address
the increasing vulnerability of a continuously growing portion of the population. An estimated 1.8
million Palestinians are now receiving food aid and other forms of emergency support from a variety of
sources, including local charity institutions. This represents almost 55 percent of the total population of
3.3 million in the Occupied Palestinian Territory and, with regard to direct food aid, a more than
five-fold increase over assistance levels two years ago. The main providers of assistance and basic
services include:
0

0

0
0

0
0

the Palestinian Authority, particularly the Ministries of Health, Education and Social
Affairs as well as the municipalities;
UNRWA, the second-largest provider of social services after the Palestinian Authority,
focusing primarily on assistance to refugees;
other UN agencies, including WFP, UNDP, UNFPA and UNICEF;
the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) and the Palestinian Red Crescent
Society (PCRS);
Palestinian NGOs, which for example account for a large portion of health services; and
international NGOs, which have progressively increased their presence since September
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61. Donors have adjusted their programmes in view of the emergency situation and have increased their
budget support to the Palestinian Authority, financed job creation and welfare programmes and
increased their contributions to other emergency relief. More than 80 percent of disbursements in 2001
were devoted to budget support and emergency relief, compared to less than 10 percent during the
previous year. At the same time, support for growth-oriented infrastructure and capacity building
projects decreased significantly.
62. Since the primary causes of the humanitarian crisis are loss of income and an inability to access
essential services and supplies, the emergency response has focused on four main areas of intervention:
food assistance, cash assistance, employment generation, and emergency measures to deliver essential
services, especially in the health and education sectors.

Food Assistance
63. UNRWA has been providing humanitarian assistance (food and cash) to a total of 21 6,000 poor
refugee families (990,000 persons), representing 67 percent of the refugee population and a more than
nine-fold increase in UNRWA's hardship caseload compared to the year 2000. Likewise, the World
Food Programme has increased its beneficiary caseload from about 150,000 before September 2000 to
500,000 people today. This means that almost 1.5 million people (or 45 percent of the total population)
currently receive some form of direct food aid. WFP and ICRC, which also provides direct food
assistance, target the non-refugee population while UNRWA programmes primarily support refugees.

64. WFP intends to deliver 70,340 metric tons by the end of 2002,61,250 metric tons of which consist
of wheat flour (49,000) and rice (12,250). UNRWA's emergency food deliveries also consist primarily
of flour and rice. Since the Palestinian economy is highly dependent on cereals imported from Israel,
WFP and UNRWA do not expect these commodities to have a disincentive effect on domestic food
production.
65. ICRC provides food assistance to a total of 300,000 beneficiaries through direct food assistance
from WFP stocks for 30,000 families in closed villages in the West Bank (and in ad hoc cases in the
Gaza Strip) and a voucher programme that was launched on 13 August 2002. The voucher programme
supports 120,000 people in the nine largest urban centers in the West Bank. Each family will receive
vouchers of up to $90 a month which they can exchange for food and basic non-food items in
previously selected shops, providing a stimulus to local businesses. The approved list of items contains
products which must be procured locally from rural communities (e.g. fresh food and olive oil).

Cash Assistance
66. Direct cash assistance still represents a small portion of overall assistance activities. The social
assistance budget of the Ministry of Social Affairs (MOSA) for 2001 included $47 million for cash
assistance to 45,000 families. However, lack of funds has caused the MOSA to be several months in
arrears on these payments. UNRWA requires almost $20 million in 2002 to provide cash assistance to
several thousand destitute families in Gaza and the West Bank (also see paragraph 63 above). NGOs
have also been used by donors to channel cash assistance to poor families.
67. Another form of financial assistance has been provided through UNRWA's Microfinance and
Microenterprise Programme which provides loans to small business owners and micro entrepreneurs.
The programme has been severely affected since September 2000. In 2001, the value of its lending fell
to 52 percent of the previous year. In addition, many of its clients have been unable to repay their loans.

Enzployment Generation Programmes
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68. UNRWA's emergency employment generation programmes, which require about $56 million in
2002, benefit workers who are hired directly by the Agency and indirectly through community-based
projects and private-sector contracts. NGOs have also played an effective and growing role in
employment generation, for example through the World Bank's Palestinian NGO Project and the
Palestinian Agricultural Relief Committees (PARC) which has played a pioneering role in rural areas.

Delivery ofEmergency Services

69. The two main service providers in the West Bank and Gaza, the Palestinian Authority and
UNRWA, have tried to maintain previous levels of service delivery as much as possible. In order to
reach areas cut off from essential services, they and other service providers had to adopt extraordinary
measures, including a "decentralization" strategy pursued by the MoH that aimed at empowering local
health officials, redeploying health equipment to smaller towns and rural areas and the creation of
mobile clinics. UNRWA adopted similar strategies and for example hired large numbers of additional
teaching staff in remote locations. These measures have not been able to compensate for the sharp drop
in overall service provision which has resulted fiom access constraints and a decline in available
resources. As a result, a significant increase in demand for health services has been accompanied by
severe cutbacks in supply and availability, despite increased efforts by international agencies, NGOs
and donors. Emergency supplies of water for villages that depend on local water tankers have generally
not been available.
Access and Other Operational Constraints for Assistance Activities
70. Since September 2000, it has become increasingly difficult for both international and Palestinian aid
organizations and service providers to provide assistance to the Palestinian population. At the same
times as critical needs have multiplied, they have faced a widening range of access and other
operational constraints that have made it more and more difficult to meet these needs. The constraints
have resulted in a major increase in operating costs as additional international staff had to be deployed
and other costs have escalated. They have also had a disproportionate impact on organizations that have
to rely heavily on Palestinian staff, most notably the Ministries of the Palestinian Authority, UNRWA
and Palestinian NGOs. Organizations with higher ratios of international staff are able to operate with
relatively fewer difficulties but nevertheless face enormous obstacles.

Permits for Palestinian Staff
71. Constraints put in place since September 2000 affect Palestinian staff of the UN, other aid
organizations and the Palestinian Authority most severely. They are subject to the same restrictions as
other Palestinians, including requirements for permits to enter Israel or East Jerusalem from the West
Bank and from Gaza and, in many cases, for permits to move around within the West Bank and Gaza
itself. UNRWA, which employs a total of 11,000 Palestinians in the Occupied Palestinian Territory,
requires 383 permits for staff from the West Bank to access its field office in Jerusalem. After years in
which only a ver- small number of such permits were denied on security grounds, UNRWA
experienced great difficulties in securing permits during most of 2002. In a positive development in
mid-August, UNRWA received an additional 140 permits, allowing its local staff members from the
West Bank to report to work in Jerusalem. Thus far the Agency has received a total of 247 permits of
the 383 required to ensure the normal functioning of its West Bank operation. Permits have also been
issued to several international NGOs, allowing some key Palestinian personnel to work in Jerusalem.
However, permits are only valid for one month (compared to three months before September 2000) and
permit-holders are not allowed to drive to Israel or East Jerusalem in their own vehicles. In addition, the
travel time and cost for Palestinian staff has increased exponentially.
72. In Gaza, al1 of UNRWA's 36 permits for local staff to enter Israel (and the West Bank) were
revolted after Septeinber 2000. UNRWA must now apply for one-day entry permits on an exceptional
basis. No driving permits are available so the local staff must rely on international drivers. In addition,
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765 field staff members and 26 percent of Gaza headquarter staff members have been affected by
interna1 closures in Gaza and are unable to reach their normal duty stations for much of the time. These
restrictions have eased somewhat since the opening of the coastal road and the Gush Qatif crossing.

General Restrictions on Movement of Personnel and Aid Supplies
73. Freedom of movement for UN and other aid vehicles and staff continues to be constrained by
checkpoints and roadblocks at which vehicles face long delays and are sometimes refused entry. Access
by humanitarian convoys and medical teams (including ambulances) to areas under curfew is frequently
denied. In addition, UN and other aid personnel have been subject to abuse, physical harassment, arrest
and violence at checkpoints and elsewhere in the West Bank. UN personnel, including international
staff without diplomatic status, continue to be subject to a full search of vehicles and baggage at the
Erez crossing between Gaza and Israel. When the mission returned to Israel from Gaza, one of the
mission's three vehicles was subjected to search and was held up at the Erez crossing. This incident
occurred despite prior written clearance for al1 vehicles from Israeli authorities.

74. Trucks of aid organizations are only permitted to enter and circulate within the West Bank upon
prior clearance with the IDF District Coordinator's Office @CO) and only if driven by an international
driver. UNRWA trucks can only circulate between UNRWA warehouses in Jerusalem and its
programmes in the West Bank with international drivers and Jerusalem identification card holders.
WFP had to mobilize a fleet of eight trucks with international drivers and support teams from the
Swedish Rescue Service Agency. This short-term arrangement has been extended until October 2002 to
help WFP transport its food supplies and also to assist other organizations which do not have access to
international trucks with international drivers. In mid-August 2002, WFP for example made the truck
fleet available to assist the MoH in transporting 26 tons of medical supplies from the MoH central
warehouse in Ramallah to Tulkarm and Bethlehem.
75. Humanitarian and other cargoes for aid organizations and the Palestinian Authority continue to
experience significant delays and, in some case, are denied entry to Israel or the Occupied Palestinian
Territory. Delays are particularly severe at the port of Ashdod, where average transit time for
containerized cargo is more than two weeks, and at Allenby Bridge, the main entry point from Jordan.
In many cases, demurrage and storage charges that are incurred while cargoes are being inspected and
cleared have exceeded the value of the goods being imported.
76. Another constraint affecting the operations of several UN agencies and international NGOs is that
Israel has denied entry visas to staff or contractors of Arab origin or nationalities. International aid
agencies urgently require Arabic speaking staff as they expand their presence. Even regular UN staff
members have been subject to this restriction. In some cases, Arab nationals are given visas to enter
Israel but are not permitted to enter the West Bank or Gaza.

77. The European Union has docurnented 19 cases since June 200 1, of which 13 occurred since the end
of March 2002, in which international consultants and experts who were contracted for relief and
development projects have been denied entry to Israel at Ben Gurion Airport or Allenby Bridge. In the
most recent case, three Italian humanitarian workers were refused access at Ben Gurion Airport on 5
August 2002 despite having cleared their travel with the Israeli embassy in Rome. The same workers
had been denied access on 13 July 2002.
The Gap Between Israeli Policy and Implementation
78. One issue that was consistently mentioned by donors, UN agencies and other aid organizations was
the existence of a wide gap between officia1 Israeli policy and its implementation on the ground. The
mission raised this concern with Israeli officials at the highest levels.

79. In principle, the Governrnent of Israel has agreed on several occasions to facilitate assistance
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activities by al1 international assistance providers and to minimize negative effects of its security
measures on the civilian population. This includes commitments and policies to allow free access for
staff and supplies and to improve the situation at checkpoints, including the passage of Palestinians
requiring medical treatment. As mention above, the Coordinator for Government Activities in the
Territories has repeatedly given assurances that essential services such as health would not be hindered.
80. Despite these assurances and commitments, there has been little improvement on the ground over
the past 23 months. On the contrary, as the conflict has intensified new constraints have been added and
many existing restrictions have been tightened. The entry of international staff into Israel has proven to
be extremely difficult, as evidenced by the multiple rejections of aid workers contracted by the EU. An
even more serious concern is access problems to and within the West Bank and Gaza which have been
described above. Even international staff are frequently turned away by IDF soldiers at checkpoints
despite previous clearance with Israeli authorities.
81. A persistent problem since September 2000 has been the lack of cooperation from the IDF,
particularly at the operational level and among soldiers and mid-level officers on the ground. It is well
known and has been recognized by Israeli authorities that many soldiers stationed at checkpoints are
relatively inexperienced and have little training in interacting with the civilian population or aid
personnel. Recent government reports have recommended that urgent measures be taken to place more
senior reservists at checkpoints to decrease levels of harassment and the number of violent incidents.
An additional concern raised by many UN agencies and donors is that their regular interlocutor, the
Office of the Coordinator for Government Activities in the Territories, while technically part of the
IDF, is unable to ensure the effective implementation by IDF operational personnel of most of the
measures it agrees to.
Capacity of the Palestinian Authority as Service Provider
82. Throughout the current crisis, the Palestinian Authority, particularly its Ministries of Health,
Education and Social Affairs as well as the municipalities, have tried to continue to deliver a minimum
level of services, despite damage to their infrastructure and severe impediments to the movements of
their staff and supplies. However, the Palestinian Authority has suffered fiom an acute fiscal crisis since
September 2000. Its monthly requirements mder an austerity budget amount to $90 million per month,
of which about $55 million is needed for salaries. Despite generous contributions from EU members
and members of the Arab League, and its own monthly revenues of about $1 5 million, the Palestinian
Authority currently faces monthly budget shortfalls of $30-40 million and is barely able to pay for its
salaries and utilities. This has already resulted in a marked decrease in the delivery of services,
including cash assistance to destitute families.
83. A major reason for the budget crisis is that Israel, which currently collects about $30 million in
taxes (VAT, custom duties and purchase tax) every month on behalf of the Palestinian Authority, has
been withholding the amounts it collects, arguing that the fmds may be used for corruption and in
support of terrorism if released. Israël recently agreed to release three tranches of $15 million each.
Since remittances by Israel were suspended in December 2000, the cumulative amount of funds held by
Israel is estimated by the IMF to be more than $600 million.
84. An additional consequence of a complete collapse of the Palestinian Authority would be the loss of
employment for some 120,000 government employees. Although not its primary purpose, budget
support to the Palestinian Authority has in effect been the largest emergency employment scheme. A
significant reduction in the nurnber or level of govemment salaries would significantly increase poverty
and vulnerability levels, particularly in Gaza.
85. Recent news reports and discussions with UN agencies indicate an increasing breakdown of law and
order in the Occupied Palestinian Territory. Most uniformed Palestinian police have stopped patrolling
the streets. Since the IDF does not engage in regular law enforcement activities, this vacuum has
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already resulted in an increase in economic crimes. As we know from many other crises, a further
breakdown of law and order will exacerbate the humanitarian condition of the most vulnerable and
undermine the international community' ;s ability to assist them.
86. A further weakening or complete collapse of the Palestinian Authority therefore would have a major
impact on the humanitarian situation. Essential services in several critical areas, including health,
education, water, electricity and law enforcement, could no longer be provided, leaving a wide gap that
other assistance providers will be unable to fill. The loss of income for a large percentage of the
population would further increase poverty, with the consequences described elsewhere in this report.
And finally, the effect on the nation-building and peace process would have indirect and potentially far
reaching consequences for the humanitarian situation that are difficult to predict.
Central Importance of UNRWA and Support by the Government of Israel
87. UNRWA, as the second largest service provider afier the Palestinian Authority, has played a crucial
role in the current crisis, responding to the emergency needs of hundreds of thousands of refugees and a
significant number of non-refugees. Its mandate encompasses a total of 1.5 million refugees in the
Occupied Palestinian Territory of which 42 percent live in refugee camps. Education and health
services normally account for 70 percent of the Agency's budget and have resulted in high literacy,
health and other human development indicators among the refugee population. Most of the refugees had
become self-reliant before the current crisis, with only 7.4 percent of the refugee population in the
Occupied Territory receiving food or other direct assistance from UNRWA.
88. The mission was encouraged to learn that the Government of Israel fully recognizes and supports
the positive and important role of UNRWA. Both Prime Minister Sharon and Foreign Minister Perez
stressed the importance of UNRWA and assured the mission of their full support for its activities. They
specifically advised against creating new UN organizations or structures and encouraged the mission to
find ways of strengthening existing ones.
Appropriate Forms of Assistance
89. Since the current situation is not a traditional humanitarian crisis, more extensive analysis and
strategic planning is required to determine what types of assistance are appropriate. One of the most
consistent messages the mission heard from almost al1 Palestinians it spoke with was that they would
rather not receive charity. Many of them said they wanted jobs instead of handouts and dependency.
Some expressed their concern that an increase in direct food assistance would rob people of their sense
of dignity and hope. Other forms of assistance, particularly employment opportunities and education,
were thought to have the opposite effect.
90. There were also some voices that pleaded for additional food assistance, for example a group of
women in Rafah, one of the poorest areas in Gaza. The mission also heard that many children in Rafah
Save their summer camp lunch for family members in more urgent need of food. When asked why their
families do not have enough food, the women responded that most of their husbands had lost their jobs
and that they could no longer afford to buy the food that is available in the market.
91. As the recommendations included in part E. of this report suggest, one of the main challenges for
future assistance activities will be to strike the right balance between various forms of assistance. On
the one hand, there is a strong desire among most people who have been impoverished by the recent
developments to be given opportunities to support themselves instead of receiving "handouts". On the
other hand, there are urgent needs, including nutritional needs, among families whose support networks
and coping mechanisms have been breaking down. Some of these needs could be met through coupons
that would enable destitute families to purchase supplies available in the markets. In other cases, ways
will have to be found to make supplies available that currently can not reach retailers and customers due
to the closure regime.
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92. Discussions among the World Bank, donors and UN agencies are ongoing about the appropriate
balance between three main forms of intervention that will help address the dramatic drop in purchasing
power: food assistance, cash assistance and employment generation programmes. A comprehensive
review of employment programmes is currently under way and will be completed in September 2002.
This review will assist in formulating an overall strategy that will take the factors mentioned above into
account.
93. An additional and fairly unique feature of the current situation is that, in September 2000, the
Occupied Palestinian Territory was in the midst of a major international development assistance effort.
As a consequence, a strong development community and mechanisms, which were led by the World
Bank and several large bilateral donors, were in place in September 2000. Even under current
circumstances, the development actors and the Palestinian Authority are trying to continue their
development efforts as much as possible while at the same time ensuring emergency assistance and
sufficient budget support. Achieving the right balance between development assistance and emergency
assistance has presented a major challenge to the donor community and international organizations
active in the region. This challenge is closely linked to the question of what types of assistance are
appropriate and most effective in the current circumstances.
94. Representatives of Palestinian and international NGOs as well as Palestinian Authority officials
expressed concern that Palestinian structures, coping mechanisms and organizations that have grown
over many years should not be replaced or weakened by an increase in international assistance. The
strong Palestinian NGO and community network, local market and credit mechanisms, and local food
production were emphasized as structures that should be protected and strengthened.
Coordination
95. Numerous coordination bodies have been established to bring together UN agencies, UNRWA,
UNSCO, the World Bank, donors, and international and national NGOs as well as Israel and the
Palestinian Authority. The focus of these entities, at least until recently, had remained on development
activities that have stalled due to the intensified conflict. Considerable efforts have been made to
re-orient existing capacities and create new arrangements to also address the emerging humanitarian
crisis. However, progress has been uneven and has yet to achieve coherence.
96. The consensus view on the ground, in which the mission concurs, is that no new institutions should
be established. Rather, coordination needs to be strengthened in order to ensure that:
0

0
0

humanitarian needs are expeditiously identified and met;
coordination mechanisms are inclusive of al1 humanitarian actors;
existing information collection, collation and analysis capacities are strengthened;
no artificial divisions occur between humanitarian and development planning and
activities; and
consistency of assistance to refugees and non-refugees based on need is ensured.

97. The volatile situation and the nature of the key players on the ground are unique and do not lend
itself to traditional humanitarian coordination solutions. UNRWA is the major UN provider of
humanitarian assistance to refugees. It has also expanded its humanitarian assistance to reach some
non-refugees over the last year. Other agencies, especially WFP, have become more active in recent
years. UNSCO has a coordination mandate, originally more political/donor relations in focus.
International NGOs are increasing their presence while the Palestinian Authority and Palestinian NGOs
remain major channels of assistance. The ICRC has begun a large-scale assistance programme in
addition to its traditional protection activities. Donors and the World Bank play a pre-eminent role in
coordination fora and consultations.
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98. The mission consulted extensively with each of the above actors on coordination issues. While there
was no broad agreement on the most suitable structure, there was a clear consensus that humanitarian
coordination, especially for the current emergency phase, needs improvement. The mission's
recommendations in this regard are included in part E.

IV. International Humanitarian Law and the Protection of Civilians
Obligations under International Humanitarian Law
99. The mission was asked to clarifj the responsibilities of al1 parties with regard to humanitarian
needs. These responsibilities are specified in international humanitarian law.

Applicability of the Fourth Geneva Convention
100. Israel's obligations in the Occupied Palestinian Territory are set out in the Geneva Convention
relative to the Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of War, of 12 August 1949 (the Fourth Geneva
Convention), to which Israel is a High Contracting Party. Palestinian residents of the Occupied
Territory are "protected persons" under the Convention and Israel, which currently exercises effective
control over the Occupied Territory, is considered the Occupying Power. While the Government of
Israel has not accepted the de jure applicability of the Fourth Geneva Convention to al1 territory
occupied since 1967, it has stated that it has undertaken to comply with the " humanitarian provisions"
of the Fourth Geneva Convention. Al1 other High Contracting Parties, as well as the International
Committee of the Red Cross, maintain that the Fourth Geneva Convention does apply de jure to the
Occupied Palestinian Territory. Both the General Assembly and the Security Council have also stated
on numerous occasions that the Fourth Geneva Convention is applicable in the Occupied Territory.

Obligations Regarding Relief
101. The Fourth Geneva Convention includes detailed provisions regarding the Occupying Power's
obligation to ensure the well-being of the civilian population. Israel has the affirmative obligation to
ensure, to the fullest extent of the means available to it, adequate supplies of food, medicines and other
basic needs for the population under its occupation. Israel also has certain obligations to permit the free
passage of relief consignments, including medical supplies, food and other items intended for certain
vulnerable groups. However, the Fourth Geneva Convention makes clear that relief fiom other sources,
including other States and humanitarian organizations, in no way relieves Israel of any of its affirmative
obligations to ensure adequate supplies of food, medicines and other basic needs.
102. Both the ICRC and some donors have insisted that external assistance should not be seen to relieve
Israel of its basic obligations as the Occupying Power. For example, the ICRC stated that "[nleither the
fact that the ICRC conducts a relief operation in order to respond to urgent humanitarian needs, nor
legitimate security concerns of the authorities relieve the Occupying Power from its duties to ensure a
sufficient supply for the daily life of the whole population." Some donor representatives have indicated
their countries' unwillingness to bear what they regard as the financial burden of Israeli occupation and
the current closure regime. They were also concerned that the provision of humanitarian assistance may
help ease the political pressure on Israel to reconsider its current policies.
Safety and Protection of Civilians
103. Several Palestinians the mission spoke with requested that the number of international staff in the
West Bank and Gaza be increased to ensure better protection of the civilian population against
violations of international humanitarian and human rights law. They cited the presence of international
volunteers as a factor that had often made a major contribution to their safety and protection.

104. The UN currently has very limited capacity to help ensure the safety and protection of civilians,
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with a permanent presence of international staff that is limited to Jerusalem, Gaza and Jenin. It should
be recalled in this context that in the late 1980s, the Secretary-General decided to deploy additional
international UNRWA staff with a specific protection mandate.u Until the signing of the Oslo
Accords, these additional staff members " helped to defuse tense situations, avert maltreatment of
vulnerable groups, reduce interference with the movement of ambulances, and facilitate the provision of
food and medical aid during curfews". They also assisted the Commissioner-General in reporting to the
Secretary-General on protection concerns on a regular basis. The Secretary-General then reported to the
Security Council in accordance with Security Council resolution 681 (1990). UNRWA recently
deployed a small number of "Operation Support Officers" ;who perfom certain of these functions, in
particular facilitating access for UNRWA's assistance. However, they do not appear to have a specific
protection mandate and their activities are limited to UNRWA and therefore mainly concern refugees.
D. COMMITMENTS MADE BY ISRAEL
1. Immediate Results of the Mission

105. The Government of Israel made the following commitments to the mission:
ambulances will wait no more than 30 minutes at any checkpoints.
will be put in place to ensure that Palestinians seeking critical medical
services (e.g. giving birth, dialysis, chemotherapy) can quickly pass al1 checkpoints.
3. Problems related to water deliveries to Palestinian towns and villages will be addressed to
ensure that daily water deliveries in proper quantities can be supplied by Palestinian water
tankers.
4. Israel will fully facilitate the assistance activities of international agencies, with particular
reference to UNRWA.
5. Israel agreed to review and strengthen the liaison arrangements between international agencies
and the IDF to facilitate assistance activities.
1. Palestinian

2. Effective mechanisms

II. Previous Commitments Made by Israel
106. On previous occasions, the Government of Israel has made the following commitments, which
were reconfirmed to the mission:
1. Israel will

improve the situation at checkpoints, including the deployment of more experienced
IDF personnel.
2. The fishing zone for Palestinian fishing boats off the Gaza coast is 12 nautical miles. This
policy needs to be fully implemented.

107. Other areas in which Israeli authorities promised to take action were the need to enable olive
farmers access to their fields, an increase in shipments at the Karni commercial crossing, an increase in
the number of work permits for workers in Israel (including overnight workers), a review of port and
border delays of humanitarian goods, entry and visa denials for humanitarian workers, and
improveinents in access for UN staff members.
108. Each of the commitments made by the Government of Israel to the mission and on previous
occasions to the UN and others should be fully implemented in an effective and expeditious manner. In
addition, any gaps between officia1 Israeli policy and its implementation should be closed.

E. RECOMMENDATIONS
1. Measures that should be taken by the Government of Israel
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Securitv
109. This report fully acknowledges the need of the Government of Israel to protect its civilian
population from further attacks by Palestinian groups, while recognizing that every effort should be
made to minimize the adverse effects of al1 security measures on the well-being and survival of the
Palestinian population.
Access by the Population to Basic Services and Needs
110. Health : In addition to the commitments made with regard to the transit of patients and ambulances
through checkpoints, Israel should ensure: (i) full access by al1 people in need of medical services to
areas in which they are provided; (ii) the free flow of al1 medical supplies, including medicines,
vaccines and medical equipment, to and within the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including when they
are imported or transported by the Palestinian Authority or Palestinian NGOs; and (iii) that al1 efforts
are made to further reduce waiting time for ambulances to the absolute minimum required for security
purposes, if possible even below the agreed 30-minute maximum.
111. Education : Israel should ensure that al1 children, students and teachers have full access to schools
and universities throughout the West Bank and Gaza. In particular, it should take al1 measures to protect
children from exposure to military conflict on their way to and from school.
112. Water and Sanitation : In addition to the commitments made with regard to the movement of water
tankers, Israel should (i) ensure free access by rural communities to alternative water sources they are
entitled to access and (ii) provide adequate protection to rural communities and water infrastructure.
Access by the Population to Employment and Income
113. Israel should ensure the movement of goods and people to allow trading, fanning and other forms
of economic activities inside the Occupied Palestinian Territory. In particular, the free movement of
workers and Palestinian trucks should be made a priority, including a review of the "back-to-back"
system within the West Bank.
114. Transshipment operations at the Karni commercial crossing and other crossings between Israel and
Gaza should be strearnlined and expanded to allow al1 commercial and humanitarian goods to enter and
leave Gaza in the quantities and with the speed required.
115. Israel should gradually increase the number of permits for Palestinian workers to allow them to
work in Israel and Israeli settlements.
116. Israel should take immediate measures to allow farmers to harvest olives and to produce and
market olive oil. In particular, Israel should provide adequate protection to rural communities and
enable farmers to have free access to their fields.
Access by Aid Organizations
117. In addition to the general commitment made to facilitate the activities of international assistance
providers, Israel should: (i) accelerate the import procedures for aid supplies through al1 international
entry points, including supplies intended for the Palestinian Authority and Palestinian NGOs; (ii) ensure
full access by aid workers to the West Bank and Gaza, including international aid workers of Arab
origin; (iii) ensure freedom of movement for al1 aid workers, including Palestinian UN and NGO staff,
and for aid supplies to and within the West Bank and Gaza; (iv) improve access of aid workers and
supplies to areas under curfew; and (v) ensure full respect of the privileges and immunities of al1 UN
staff and assets.
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Release of Funds to the Palestinian Authority
118. To avoid the consequences on the humanitarian situation described in this report, Israel should
urgently accelerate the release of funds it holds on behalf of the Palestinian Authority.

II. Measures that should be taken by the Palestinian Authority
Integrity of Aid Activities and Supplies
119. The Palestinian Authority should ensure with al1 means at its disposa1 that its supplies and assets,
including ambulances and other means of providing services, are not used for unlawful activities or
contain any contraband. It should prosecute and effectively bring to justice any personnel and other
individuals suspected of being involved in criminal activities.
Emergency Management Plan
120. The Palestinian Authority should develop, in full consultation with relevant parties, an emergency
management plan that will ensure that al1 available resources are properly prioritized 'and used in an
effective and transparent manner.

III. Assistance Activities
Technical Assessment Mission
121. In view of the growing humanitarian crisis, a UN inter-agency technical assessment mission
should be deployed as soon as possible, preferably during the second half of September or early
October. The mission should be led by OCHA at a senior level and include participation from the main
operational agencies active in the region. The mission should assess needs and required assistance for
refugees and non-refugees on a sectoral basis, with particular emphasis on the water, health, education
and food security sectors, and should propose specific measures required to address the rising rates of
malnutrition and anemia (e.g., changes in the food basket, expansion of voucher programmes, school
feeding and iron fortification). It should make recommendations with regard to humanitarian
contingency planning, and identiQ gaps and additional resource requirements. OCHA must review this
assessment carefully to ensure that any additional resource requirements that may be appealed for only
include those measures critical to the current needs.
122. In close consultation with UNSCO, the World Bank, Palestinian and international NGOs, as well
as the relevant Ministries of the Palestinian Authority, the technical assessment mission should also
make specific proposals on how coordination mechanisms could be strengthened. The proposals should
also include a suggested mechanism for high-level and operational coordination with the IDF, in
addition to existing arrangements with the Coordinator for Government Activities in the Territories.
Support to Local Mechanisms
123. International assistance providers should generally aim to protect and strengthen existing
Palestinian structures and coping mechanisms and limit direct reliance by the population on
international assistance. To this end:
0

0

Assistance activities should avoid disrupting market mechanisms and local production. To
the extent possible, assistance supplies should be procured in the West Bank and Gaza, for
example locally produced olive oil.
Direct food assistance should be limited to special hardship cases and other limited areas of
intervention, e.g. school feeding. An expansion of employment generation, cash assistance
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and microcredit programmes should be considered.
Afier an initial evaluation, an expansion of the ICRC or other voucher programmes to other
areas in the West Bank and to Gaza should be considered.
Urgent measures that would provide direct financial assistance to families in rural areas
should be evaluated to prevent further asset depletion and ensure access to basic supplies.
Palestinian NGOs should be effectively included in coordination mechanisms and their
activities generally should be protected and supported.

Assistance to the Palestinian Authority and Palestinian NGOs
124. UN agencies and donors should continue to assist the Palestinian Authority and Palestinian NGOs
in the import of essential supplies, including vaccines, ambulances and other medical supplies, and in
the delivery of essential services. Donors should continue to provide budgetary support to the
Palestinian Authority.
Temporary Increase in International Staff
125. Depending on full support of the donor community, additional international staff should be
deployed on a temporary basis to the Occupied Palestinian Territory to facilitate access and enhance
protection capacity. Special care should be taken not to displace any Palestinian staff from functions
they can continue to perform. For the purposes of enhancing the protection of civilians, the deployment
of international staff to locations in southern Gaza and in the West Bank (e.g. Ramallah, Nablus and
Hebron) should be considered.
Monitoring of Commitments
126. UNSCO should put in place mechanisms that permit the comprehensive monitoring of, and
appropriate follow-up regarding, compliance by Israel and the Palestinian Authority with commitments
made to the UN with regard to the facilitation of assistance activities. Whenever possible, a joint
approach should be taken towards any new restrictions on the delivery of assistance.
Coordination
127. There are currently a variety of groups, meetings and discussion fora among donors, UN agencies
and NGOs. The mission did not evaluate these groups in detail, but would suggest that they may be part
of a future review. To enhance the coordination of hurnanitarian assistance, particularly for the
non-refugee population, the mission recommends that UNRWA, as the lead operational agency in the
region, chairs a group at a senior level that is charged with action-oriented hurnanitarian coordination.
OCHA should provide the secretariat for this group. Existing sectoral working groups and operations
rooms, led by agencies and NGOs, should be strengthened and closely linked to this group.
Funding for UNRWA and Other Aid Organizations
128. UNRWA, which plays a crucial role in the current crisis and enjoys the full support of both the
Government of Israel and the Palestinian Authority, is facing a severe funding shortfall of $90 million
(52 percent) under its 2002 Emergency Appeal. Donors should urgently increase their contributions to
ensure that UNRWA can implement its assistance programmes.
129. Several other UN agencies and aid organizations, which have been expanding their programmes
since September 2000, also remain severely underfunded and should be supported. Annex D provides
an overview of the current funding status of the main UN agencies active in the region.
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Monday, 12 August:
0

0

Arriva1 in Tel Aviv
Meeting with Foreign Minister Peres

Tuesday, 13 August:
0

0

0
0
O

Briefing by UNSCO
Briefing by UNRWA
UN Inter-Agency Meeting
Meeting with Deputy Coordinator for the Territories, Kami1 Abu Rokon, and tour of Eretz
Industrial Area and Kami Commercial Crossing
Meeting with international NGO coordination body (AIDA)
Meeting with ICRC, Head of Delegation
Meeting with Head of USAID

Wednesday, 14 August:

- Visit of El Am'ari Camp and UNRWA school and clinic, Ramallah
0
0
0

Meeting with Chairman Arafat and Minister for Local Government Erekat, Ramallah
Meeting with Dr. Hanan Ashrawi, Member of the Palestinian Legislative Counsel
Meeting with Dr. Mustafa Barghouti, Head, Union of Palestinian Medical Relief
Committee

- Meeting with Minister of Trade Al Masri

- Visit of UNRWA Women's Centre and Beitounia Industrial Zone
- Meeting with US Ambassador to Israel

Thursday, 15 August:

0

Meeting with Minister of Social Affairs Al-Wazeer, and Minister of Health Zahnoun and
Minister of Supplies Ali Shaheen, UNSCO HQ, Gaza
Tour of Karni Terminal (Palestinian side)

- Visit of Jabaliya Health Centre and Women's Programme Centre
- Visit to special hardship case families in Jabaliya
Friday, 16 August:

- Visit to Children's Parliament at El Mutasein Elementary School in Gaza City
- Visit of Toufah area, Women's Programme Centre in Shabwa and meetings with fainilies

- Tour of Rafah Camp, Block "O"
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- Visit of UNRWA Re-housing Project
- Meeting with the Local Aid Coordination Committee, Jerusalem
- Meeting with European Commission and Deputy Head of Danish Representative Office (in their
capacity as Presidency of the EU)
Saturday, 17 August:

- UNRWA Commissioner General, Mr. Peter Hansen, to join delegation.
- Visit to Beit Furik; meeting with Mayor Atef Abu Akram and village council; meetings with shop
owners, families and farmers; briefing by Palestinian Agricultural Relief Committee (PARC); visit of
WFP food for work and land reclamation program.
- Visit to Balata Refugee Camp, Nablus

- Meeting with Nablus Mayor Ghassan Shakaa
- Tour of Nablus Old City
- Luch with business leaders and academics in Nablus
- Meeting with Palestinian workers group and women's emergency group; briefing on telephone
counseling centre
Sunday, 18 August:

- Meeting with Minister of Defence Ben Eliezer
- Meeting with Foreign Minister Peres
- Meeting with Prime Minister Sharon
Monday, 19 August:
- Visit to Bethlehem; meeting with shopkeepers, residents and church officials
- Departure from Tel Aviv

[insert map @df$le)]
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Funding of UN Agencies' Emergency Appeals
UNRWA
2002 Emernencv A p ~ e a :l UNRWA has received pledges of approximately $82.5 million against a total
requirement of $172.9 million under its 2002 Emergency Appeal, leaving a funding shortfall of $90
million or 52 percent. This deficit is being felt acutely in the Agency's emergency job creation, food
assistance and direct relief responses. ~ h emergency
e
job creation programme is experiencing a
shortfall of some $40 million, or 72 percent of the requested amount. The shortfall in the emergency
food assistance programme is approximately $15 million, or 57 percent of the requested amount, and
the shortfall in the emergency education programme is approximately $3 million, or 41 percent of the
requested amount. Of the pledged total of $82.5 million, only $46.9 million have been received.
Renular Programme : In addition to its 2002 Emergency Appeal, UNRWA's regular programmes for
more than four million refugees in Lebanon, Syrian Arab Republic, Jordan as well as in the West Bank
and Gaza face a deficit of $24.9 million. UNRWA' s budgeted requirements for 2002 are $301.8 million
while projected income for the year is $276.9 million. So far, the Agency has received $184.5 million
against total pledges of $271.3, leaving $86.8 million in donor pledges unpaid. In addition, UNRWA's
funding gap with respect to capital projects in 2002 is in excess of $40 million.
Other Agencies
nding Requirements
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In some cases, the above emergency requirements are in addition to regular programmes the agencies
conduct in the Occupied Palestinian Territory. Other agencies, including UNDP, require additional
funding but have not issued separate emergency appeals.
Preliminary Findings of the Nutritional Assessment and Sentine1 Surveillance System for West
Bank and Gaza, 5 August 2002.
r2]Even under regular circumstances, the availability of renewable water resources in the Occupied
Palestinian Territory (1 15 cubic metres per capita per year) is among the lowest in the world.
This information was given to the mission by the mayor of the village and confirmed by
international UN staff.
Acute malnutrition, or wasting, reflects inadequate nutrition in the short-term period immediately
preceding the survey. Chronic malnutrition, or stunting, indicates a state of longer-term undernutrition
and can lead to serious growth and development delays.
See the Report submitted to the Security Council by the Secretary-General in accordance with
Resolution 672,3 1 October 1990 (SI21919).

